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It was during another summer of '73-103 years after the one 
in which plans for "a new constellation" which was to appear 
over Monmouth College were being finalized by the founders 
of Kappa Kappa Gamma-that preliminary steps were taken for 
the publication of a new History of that Fraternity. 

Margaret Easton Seney, P 6 -0hio Wesleyan, was the latest in 
a long line of Fraternity historians. Diane Miller Selby, BN
Ohio State, as editor of The Key, the vehicle for publication of 
the History, was automatically involved as a central figure in the 
production . Ruth Branning Molloy, SA-Pennsylvania, had 
been working on the compilation of chapter histories since the 
summer of 1971 . I had accepted the position of editor-in-chief, 
even though I had read the inscription of the editor, May Whit
ing Westermann, 1:-Nebraska, in a copy of the 887-page 1870-
1930 History of Kappa Kappa Gamma: 

"Buy the History 
Read the History 
Never write a history." 

I had read it, but not fully comprehended it. Later I was to 
wonder if those famous words were her last words . 

This is not the only other attempt at an exhaustive history of 
the Fraternity. As early as 1881 , Alpha Chapter, soon to be de
clared " closed" because of the ban which was placed on all fra
ternities at Monmouth in 1874, was designated to present 
"History" at the next convention at the public " literary enter
tainment. " However, the Kappa who had the first chronicles in 
her possession had died, and with her the knowledge of where 
they could be found. Founder Minnie Stewart Nelson (Field) 
traced the growth of the Fraternity during its first 12 years for 
the Convention of 1882, but could not present " a complete 
history" because of the missing information. 

In 1889, Mary Kingsbury (Simkhovitch), <t>-Boston, offered 
to write a History. She was editor of The Key at the time and 
reported in the magazine a year later that " the work . . . is 
well underway. " In 1892, that work was placed in the hands of 
the grand registrar "for the future." Several more historians 
were appointed during the next 10 years, who duly contributed 
additional research and written reports. 

The Convention of 1902 authorized Minnie Royse Walker, I
~ePau~, to prepare and publish a short history. This she did , 
tmmedtately. Kappa 's Record, a small , 67-page paper-bound 
booklet appeared in 1903. It was a valuable account , and did 
much to preserve early data , but still a larger work was envi
sioned by Fraternity members. 

Elizabeth Gray Potter, another historian-editor of The Key, 
printed several important historical articles in the December, 
1907, issue. A new calamity obstructed progress toward a com
plete volume when an express car fire destroyed one of two 
boxes of documents which were en route to her. 

In 1912, at the end of her term as grand president, Florence 
Burton Roth, Bil-Michigan, was appointed historian. Although 
she optimistically had hoped to have a book ready for the 
Golden Jubilee Convention in 1920, it was 1922 before she re
ported that her History was ''rapidly nearing completion." She 
wrote many1 pages about the Fraternity's early years and out
lined much of the remaining material , but eventually the chap
ter histories triumphed over her good intentions, and her resig
nation as historian was accepted reluctantly at the 1925 Council 
Session . 

May Westermann, "with confidence born of ignorance," 
offered to finish the work during the last year of her Fraternity 
presidency, 1925-1926. Her dedicated seven-year struggle to 
transform the dream into reality is told in Ruth Molloy's 
biography of May in this volume. 

The Key has carried several updates of Fraternity history 
since publication of the Westermann masterpiece: the out
standing account of editor Isabel Hatton Simmons, BN-Ohio 
State, in the Diamond Jubilee issue, spring, 1957; another ex
cellent presentation by (Mildred) Ann Meuser Ritter, 8-Mis
souri , in the Centennial issue, fall, 1970; and in the winter, 
I 973 issue, a reprint of "The Heritage of the Fraternity," from 
The Kappa Notebook. A very fine condensed version of Frater
nity history appeared in the pledge manual , Key to Kappa 
Knowledge, which was in use from 1950 until the early 1970s. 

This is the legacy - of information, descriptions, explana
tions, photographs, sketches-from which this current History 
has evolved. The Kappas who have assembled it are deeply 
indebted to those who painstakingly recorded our heritage in 
other texts. 

(continued inside back cover) 

L~ft to ri.ght : Ruth Branning Molloy, BA, chapter histories editor ; 
D1ane Miller Selby, BN, editor of The Key; Catherine Schroeder 
G~af, BN, His~ory editor; Margaret Easton Seney, P6; chairman 
H1story Comm1ttee. 
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It is natural to think of bygone days as quaint and old
fashioned . Let us try to keep in mind the fact that each succeed
ing generation thinks of itself as the most up-to-date, the most 
advanced, And in truth, it is. In an attempt to convey that feel
ing, this text is sprinkled with the phrase, " In the modern times 
of . . . . " 

Our heritage, the story of Kappa Kappa Gamma, begins 
many years before the first chapter charter was issued . It begins 
with the vital need for a student exchange of ideas in the 
modern times of Colonial America, when the first universities 
were chartered, starting with Harvard College in 1636. A strict 
classical curriculum was adhered to. Memorization of Greek 
and Latin textbooks was encouraged, and outside reading dis
couraged. The school day consisted of chapel in the morning, 
classes all day , chapel in the evening, and studies at night. 
Tutors were hired to oversee the students ' after-school hours 
and to keep them grinding away at their texts. " Literary socie
ties" provided a forum for discussion and debate. Members 
chose Greek names such as Demosthenian, Antheneum, and 
the like to set themselves apart from the "barbarians," who 
were not members. 

Phi Beta Kappa, the first fraternity in the United States, was 
founded just a few months after the signing of the Declaration 
of Independence. On December 5, 1776, five students of the 
College of William and Mary in Williamsburg, Virginia , meet
ing at the Raleigh Tavern, formed a secret social fraternity . Its 
insignia was a square silver medal with the Greek letters , <f.JBK , 
and three stars symbolizing friendship , morality , and literature. 

Branches of the new fraternity were established at Harvard 
and Yale in 1779 and 1781, but a flurry of anti-fraternity agita
tion in 1831 caused Phi Beta Kappa to change its structure and 
become an honorary society. Hostility to Greek letter groups 
was an outgrowth of a larger social movement against all secret 
societies, brought on by an unfortunate incident involving the 
Masons. The Masonic organization had flourished in America 
during the 18th and early 19th centuries. Most of our founding 
fathers, in fact, were Masons. 

Other groups, however, had begun to organize along similar 
lines by 1831. The "Union Triad," composed of Kappa Alpha, 
Sigma Phi , and Delta Phi had been established by 1827. As 
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Americans spilled over the mountains into the West, they 
founded new colleges, and the fraternities followed . The 
" Miami Triad," of Miami University in Oxford, Ohio, con
sisted of Beta Theta Pi (1839), Phi Delta Theta (1848) and Sig
ma Chi (1855) . Unlike the Union Triad, which remained elitist, 
conservative, and small in number , the western fraternities 
were expansionist, democratic, and venturesome. The patterns 
for the Fraternity Movement had been set. It was distinctly 
American . There were no parallels in European educational in
stitutions. 

What were the educational opportunities for women during 
the modern times of pioneer America ? Girls could learn to 
read, write, and do simple arithmetiC in religious , private, and a 
smattering of neighborhood schools. There was a general lack 
of preparatory schools which would give them sufficient back
ground to compete with men for entrance into colleges in the 
East and those which had been founded on the frontier. In fact , 
the eastern schools were not open to women . Oberlin Collegiate 
Institute in Ohio was the first to allow women in 1833, although 
women 's rights were restricted , and it wasn't until 1841 that the 
first three women were awarded degrees for completing the 
same program of studies required of men . In 1846, Mount 
Union in Alliance, Ohio, was the first chartered college to grant 
"absolute rights" to women. Antioch College, also in Ohio, 
admitted men and women on equal terms in 1853. In Mon
mouth , Illinois , a newly chartered college opened its doors in 
1856 to 99 enrollees, 26 of whom were women . 

Except for the sections of the country immediately influenced 
by these pioneer schools , women were still adjudged physically 
unfit for the strain of advanced intellectual training. Nor was 
there any great necessity for a woman to prepare herself for 
anything more than the most domestic of household duties, 
and perhaps a bit of cultural appreciation , due to the prevailing 
economic order. 

President Abraham Lincoln signed the Morrill Land-Grant 
Act in 1862. Now every state in the Union could establish a col
lege which would teach practical courses, especially agriculture 
and mechanics , to anyone who wanted to enroll. Thus for the 
first time, state supported institutions had to offer women the 
same educational opportunities as men . 
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"Old Main"-Monmount College 1870 

The Civil War brought about a tremendous social, industrial, 
and financial upheaval. Women, as a patriotic duty, had re
placed men as teachers . After the war, higher education for 
women became a virtuaf1necessity because many young men 
had been lost in service to the North and the South. Although 
most university faculties pro~ested loudly over such an intru
sion , they had no choice since state universities and colleges 
supported by religious denominations derived their support di
rectly from the people. 

The college curriculum had changed, during the modern 
times of the later half of the 19th century, from the strictly clas
sical course of study in the Colonial period and the first century 
of the United States. Classes began to be conducted as semi
nars, where students wer~ .expected to express opinions, justify 
conclusions by research, and read widely. 

Men ' s fraternities were thriving, although their original pur
pose, to provide a forum for individual expression, had been 
supplanted by the new trends in education. Few had restrictions 
against admitting women , because most of them had been 
founded in exclusively male colleges. Precedent-setting Phi 
Beta Kappa initiated its first women members in 1875. How
ever, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Beta Theta Phi, Phi Delta Theta, Pi 
Kappa Alpha, and Phi Gamma Delta are reported to have initi
ated or invited a few women to membership before and after 
that time. Only one of these', a founder of Kappa Alpha Theta at 
Indiana Asbury College (later DePauw University) appears to 
have been a fellow student. The more usual attitudes toward 
women who sought higher education were antipathy, resent
ment , ridicule, and hostility. 

This prevailing attitude caused women to want to organize 
their own secret societies as a kind of protective league through 
which the members could gain acceptance as valid participants 
in college life. They felt that they were pioneering for all the 
women students who would come after them. Their wish to 
provide mutual helpfulness was coupled with a desire for liter
ary exercises and debate " like the men 's." These excerpts from 
the records of those modern times tell the story: 

l"he chapter never lost sight of its primary aim of demonstrating 
women 's equal capaci ty and fitn ess for inte llectual advance
ment. . . . To fa il a single course was practically unheard of among 
women students. . . . We voted to translate the initiation service into 
Greek .. . . The chapter studied works of Tennyson, Whittier , and 
Mrs. Browning. . . . Essays were read on Fire Worship, Eternal 
Justice, Compulsory Education, Night , Methods of Burial, Hope, and 
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Prayer. . . . All performances given b_y chapter mem?ers on campus 
were rehearsed and critically reviewed m chapter meetmg. . . . Two 
members were chosen each week to edit a chapter paper .. .. 

Adelphean and Philomathean existed as local societies at 
Wesleyan Female College in Macon, Georgia , for over half a 
century before becoming Greek letter organizations (Alpha 
Delta Pi and Phi Mu) in the early 1900s. 

The first national organization for women was I. C. Sorosis, 
founded at Monmouth College in 1867. (I.C. changed its name 
to Pi Beta Phi in 1888.) Kappa Alpha Theta and Kappa Kappa 
Gamma were the first to be known as Greek letter societies for 
women . Both celebrate 1870 as the founding date-Theta in 
January and Kappa in October. 

The early Greek letter groups for women were established as 
fraternities. The word "sorority" was suggested to a Gamma 
Phi Beta chapter by a Latin professor at Syracuse in 1882, and 
the term was adopted by many groups after that date. The word 
"fraternity" comes from the Greek phratria, meaning "fami
ly." The Latin frater means "brother," and soror means 
"sister." 

Monmouth College was a 14-year-old coeducational institu
tion in the modern times of 1870. It had been organized by the 
Presbytery of the Associate Reformed, later the United Pres
byterian Church . It was the only one of its denomination in the 
country. For that reason, young men from the Atlantic to the 
Rocky Mountains were enrolled at Monmouth. This was not 
the case with the women students, however, who were very 
much in the minority. There were no out-of-state women 
enrollees in this prairie. school. 

The story of Kappa Kappa Gamma's inception is told in the 
words of founder Louise Bennett Boyd, in a letter to the editor 
of The Key in 1899: 

Some time during 1869-1870, Minnie Stewart (Nelson, Field), Jennie 
Boyd, and myself, Louise Bennett (Boyd), met for a " pow wow" in the 
A.B.L. Hall and concluded we would have something new; the world 
seemed to be moving too slowly for us and moreover the young men 
had chapters of Beta Theta Pi, Delta Tau Delta, and Phi Gamma Delta, 
while among the girls there were only " L.M. " and "I. C. " 1 organized. 
We .determined that nothing short of a Greek letter fraternity (we did 
not even speak of it as a sorority in those days) would satisfy us. We 
three then admitted to our solemn councils, Miss Anna E. Willits, now 
Mrs. Howard Pattee, of Monmouth, Ill . Our aim was to draw into the 
society the choicest spirits among the girls, not only for literary work, 
but also for social development. Of course we thought always, that we 
had the very brightest and best of all who came (our egotism seems 
very amusing at this day, but you know just how students feel). We four 

Epsilon Chapter, Illinois Wesleyan, circa 1895 
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decided on our form of organization, the motto and our pins. You have 
doubtless noticed that the letters on our pins are quite a free translation 
from the motto, but we wanted those particular letters and "were sub
limely indifferent to the freeness of the translation . Had we ever 
dreamed of more than a local habitation for Kappa Kappa Gamma, I 
suspect we would have been more careful of the records and other mat
ter pertaining to the early days of the society . . . . 

One day not long after this at chapel exercises, a new constellation ap
peared in the heavens , and caused, as we fondly imagined, a great sen
sation in our little College world. The first Greek letter society for girls 
had appeared with their shining new pins.2 Our dear old President 
smiled indulgently on us and we felt our future assured. Our meetings 
were held at the different homes , and we never attained to the dignity 
of a society hall. 

Martha Louisa Stevenson (Miller) and Susan Walker (Vin
cent), two friends, were asked to join the first four. They were 
initiated before October 13, 1870, the date the six girls marched 
into chapel wearing their new keys. (The 1930 Convention 
voted to add their names to the official list of founders.) Lou 
Stevenson was one of the "sub-freshman " initiates of KKr. 
Many of our first members were teenagers of pre-college age, 
particularly during Alpha's sub-rosa or underground exist
ence., after a ban against fraternities had been issued at Mon
mouth College in 1874. 

Lou Stevenson wrote this little poem, probably some years 
later, about the girls who started Kappa Kappa Gamma: 

Minnie Stewart was our leader 
Minnie stood fast through woe or weal. 
Jennie Boyd advised us wisely 
Jennie was Kappas ballance (sic) wheel 
Sue Walker was our beauty 
Our .sue never seen surpassed. 
Anna Willits, a born Portia 
Solved our problems, held them fast. 
Louise Bennett (helpfull usefull) (sic) 
The still water that runs deep. 
Lou Stevenson the youngest Kappa
Always a good girl when asleep. 

Two early members of Alpha recalled their student days in 
articles that appeared in The Key during the 1920s. It seems 
that, while women students were scorned by the men in some 
colleges, the Kappa girls apparently were not at Monmouth. 

Alice Pillsbury (Shelley, Reesor) remembered a delightful 
Halloween supper in the Stevenson home. The Kappas were 
seated at a long table set with exquisite linen and silver. Every 
alternate place was left vacant for an expected ghostly visitor. 
At midnight the doors were opened to the darkness outside
unlit by street lamps or lights from any kind of vehicle. 
Shadowy white figures entered and took the empty chairs. 
When they removed the sheets from over their heads , they 
were recognized, to the girls ' great relief, as their boyfriends. 
Mrs. Stevenson had secretly invited them, and the conspiracy 
had not been revealed. 

Carolyn MacAyeal Ogilvie, one of the sub-rosa members, re
ported that after her top secret initiation at the Pillsbury home 
one night after dark, with guards stationed around the house, 
the Sigma Chis and Betas became very kind to her " at once 
. . . Before I went to college, I never had a beau . Instantly 
after becoming a Kappa, I became popu·tar. " (For the full ac
count of the founding and early years of the Fraternity, see Al
pha Chapter history in Volume 1.) 

The story of Kappa Kappa Gamma is told throughout the 
chapters of this book, Volume II of our 1870-1976 History . 

1. Literary societies 
2. The existence of Kappa Alpha Theta was unknown to our founders 
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Early Alpha members appeared in The Key 1934 included; back 
row: Georgie B. Pillsbury, Elizabeth Wallace Taggart, and Mabel 
Pillsbury. Front row: Lou Stevenson Miller, and Louise Bennett 
Boyd. 

Each chapter directs a spotlight on its own aspect of the story. It 
is told in 13 different ways-each facet adding special illumina
tion to the whole. 

A foldout section, just inside the front cover, features a 
chronology. Here is Kappa history at a glance, a continuum of 
events by decade-from one period of "modern times" to 
another, and yet another. . . . 

The chapter following this one tells the story of K K r through 
its ritual and insignia, the formal and symbolic expressions of 
the Fraternity. , 

Our heritage takes on a personal note "in the biographies of 
Kappa presidents, warm and human accounts of their lives and 
times. We read of their continuous strivings for a sound organ
ization, beginning with the council form of government 
adopted in 1881 as a reaction to less effective control by Grand 
Chapter. This had been evidenced all too clearly by the non-ex
istent Convention of 1880, which was postponed by the hostess 
chapter without benefit of notification to the delegates , some of 
whom arrived on the originally scheduled date. The Conven
tion of 1881 was a substitute for the one that should have taken 
place in the even-numbered year. 

Presidents and Councils have weathered antifraternity sallies 
and legislation throughout the years; formulated and executed 
conservative or expansionist policies, including the first ven
ture into internationalism with the founding of Beta Psi Chapter 
in Toronto, Canada; and approved recommendations affecting 
the Fraternity's financial structure and chapter housing. They 
have enabled the membership-at-large to take compassionate 
and cohesive action by suggesting the adoption of philanthropic 
projects in times of war and peace; made provisions for Frater
nity communication and education; and promoted alumnae ac
tivities as an abiding Fraternity force . 

The book continues with the government of K K r by the con
vention of its members. It is here that the recommendations of 
officers and committees are considered, the complexities of 
Fraternity business transacted, special events programmed, and 
honors and awards bestowed. 

The story of KKr is told in the development of geographical 
provinces, changing where expedient as Kappa has expanded. 
The Fraternity is dependent upon its province organization and 
its Associate Council of province officers. 

Kappa 's story had not been recorded adequately before the 
advent of The Key, the pioneer among women 's fraternity mag
azines. Kappa manuals indicate the needs of each period of 
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modern times, and published reports verify ongoing events. 
The story of K K r is told through its printed communications. 

Almost as soon as there were Kappa actives, there was a need 
for another classification of membership. One of Alpha's first 
initiates, Susan Walker, who was included later in our list of 
founders, left school without a degree in 1872, and the Frater
nity entered into a new phase. Little is known about alumnae 
until the constitution was rewritten at the Convention of 1881, 
providing for three grades of membership: active, honorary, 
and silent. Silent members were those "who have not com
pleted a college course and who no longer pay the fees and per
form the duties of the Fraternity." This was followed by: 
"Alumnae and silent members may become active by paying 
the fees and performing the duties of the Fraternity, unless 
their chapter(s) deem fit to excuse them from fees and duties ." 
Some members who were out of college but remaining in town 
kept closely in touch with their chapters, attending meetings 
and even taking responsibility as officers. Alice Pillsbury, for 
example, continued to serve as Alpha's secretary and signed 
charters for new chapters for two years after her graduation. 

When the constitution was perfected in 1882, alumnae were 
included in the classes of membership: active, alumnae, associ
ate, and honorary. Honorary membership was short-Jived. 
Honorary members were prominent women who were invited 
to join the Fraternity before the number of Kappa alumnae had 
grown to influential proportions. Associate members now fall 
within an undergraduate classification, and those formerly con
sidered associate members are designated as alumnae. 

An interesting portion of the alumnae story concerns the 
Hearthstone, the alumnae clubhouse which was a precursor of 
trends to come, in later modern times-the movement toward 
retirement centers for older citizens. 

The active phase of Kappa life is short, and leads inevitably 
into alumnae life, where Kappa activity can be far from inac-
~! -

The vital chapters which tell the story of Kappa phi
lanthropies are next. Kappa's involvement in causes, for the 
benefit of others as well as our own members, is intricate and 
endlessly rewarding. 

The Fraternity's fiscal development, from the first small fund 
for the printing of The Key to major investments which cover 
the many components of Kappa endeavors, is an integral part of 
the whole story . The administration of Fraternity business is 
also a fascinating chapter. 

Kappa was and is a prime contributor to the Panhellenic 
Movement. The Convention of 1890 made provision for a 
meeting of all women's fraternal groups of those modern times. 
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It took place in 189I, the first of many to follow after an interim 
of II years. 

The story of K K r is highlighted by a birthday celebration
our lOOth. Carefully planned and carried out, it was a time of 
giving and receiving-gifts from Kappas to the Centennial 
Fund, to be given again to recipients who would give of the 
training in rehabilitation they'd received from Kappa. It is a 
happy chapter. 

This volume of our History concludes with a message from 
Fraternity President Jean Hess Wells. It is not really a conclu-
sion-it is a challenge and a promise for tomorrow ... as the 
story of Kappa Kappa Gamma continues to unfold ... . 

The entire fraternity system strives to adapt, within the 
framework of its founding purposes, to the modern times of 
each college generation. Although mistakes have been made 
and some changes have been slow in coming, during the sys
tem's 200-year 'history, fraternities survive because our 
heritage includes more rights than wrongs, more wisdom than 
folly. 

It is interesting that college societies originated as a reaction 
to the autocratic. policies of university administrations. They 
were the democratic expression of the new order - the young 
energetic nation and its enfranchised individuals - even though 
those individuals felt that they must band together in secret. 
Now it is sometimes charged that such organizations are 
undemocratic. Sociologist Frederick D. Kershner, Jr. represents 
another point of view in his book, The Meaning of Fraternity. lie 
defines fraternities as democratic "microcosrns and primary 
groups." 

Throughout their existence of over 100 years, women's 
groups have received their full share of barbs and bouquets 
tossed at the Greek letter system. Membership is restricted of 
necessity, largely because of physical limitations of chapter 
houses, and university and Panhellenic regulations. The rea
sons are valid enough for those of us who, by chance or design, 
"belong." But they are often difficult for others. Improved 
methods of selection are continually sought by conscientious 
fraternity and sorority leaders. 

Fraternity members continue to reach out-to take part in 
campus and community projects and philanthropic endeavors
to give of themselves. The system does not exist by exclusion, 
but rather by inclusion. For us it means the inclusion of all that 
is good, beautiful, and true- recycled again and again to the 
wider world in which we live. 

- Catherine Schroeder Graf, BN-Ohio State 
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"I think the thing we took the most pride in was that Kappa 
sprang into life full-grown and finished , like Minerva from the 
brow of Jove. Nothing ever had to be changed or done over." 
So wrote Louisa Stevenson Miller, one of the six earliest mem
bers of Kappa Kappa Gamma. She was initiated in the spring of 
1870, by the four charter members before Alpha chapter made 
its dramatic first appearance in Monmouth College Chapel that 
October. 

Today we may smile at her assumption but iri one respect she 
was right. Little ever has been changed in the essential ideals 
and purposes of the Fraternity, although the Kappa ritual , 
which is the idealistic exprr~sion of those purposes, certainly 
did not spring into being simultaneously as the Greeks believed 
of Athena. The changes have appeared over the span of a hun
dred years or more, paralleling the growth and development of 
the century-old Fraternity. Yet anchored to unchanging Kappa 
values, each modification and addition has served to exemplify 
the philosophy of living which is the very heart of Kappa Kappa 
Gamma. 

Before the long history of Kappa ritual is explored the term 
should be defined. What is meant by "ritual" in general ? What 
are its purposes? By dictionary, ritual is "a prescribed form or 
method for the purpose of a solemn ceremony, religious or 
otherwise." But a ritual is not necessarily solemn or religious. 
Any formal ceremony sanctioned by custom may be called a 
ritual. 

The use o( ceremony to symbolize ideas of greatest impor
·tance is as oid as man himself. Its effectiveness has been proved 
by its persistence in the religious and manhood rites of the pri
mitives, the rites of chivalry " when knighthood was in flower" 
and those of the earliest student groups in medieval Bologna, to 
t~ose . qpserved today. Modern society s~ill obse~ves by ritual 
cer.emony important events such as marnage, bunal , commen
cements, installations· and inaugurations. We launch ships, 
dedicate buildings, and cut ribbons for new buildings. Begin
nings of any kind are likely to be marked by ceremony. 

Fraternal organizations are among man's earliest institutions. 
They are based on idealism, and have used a certain amount of 
ritual ceremony , primarily providing new members an intro
duction to the purposes of the groups. Symbolism as used in 
ritual is one of the oldest teaching and learning tools . The use of 
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allegory and symbolic characters to represent ideas in an intro
ductory ceremony, or initiation, gives a significance almost im
possible to forget. 

One of the purposes of fraternity ritual, then, is to clothe ba
sic, essential ideas in a language formal and beautiful, yet sim
ple enough to be understood and remembered . One purpose of 
Kappa ritual has been to introduce the Fraternity ideals so 
effectively that they may be expressed in the lives and charac
ters of its members through succeeding generations. 

The story of the Kappa ritual moves slowly in the beginning. 
It was difficult for historians to piece together in proper 
sequence its earliest development, for few permanent records 
were kept in those first years . When , after 1874, fraternities 
were declared illegal at Monmouth the records of Alpha chapter 
disappeared and all we have left of that first Alpha are the 
memories of her members told through letters . Fortunately, in 
Alpha's zeal to become a national fraternity she established 
other chapters and with Delta 's (University of Indiana) help 
from 1873 there were, by 1875, five enduring Kappa chapters. 
Their records have kept for us Alpha 's initial steps toward a 
ritual and their own contributions. In 1876, the "second" con
vention (in reality the first) took official action toward a com
mon ritual. From then on the minutes of biennial convention 
and officers' reports join records in the " Book of the Chapter" 
or "Big Book" kept by each group, providing authentic clues to 
ritual development. 

It was not until the Fraternity was thirty years old , in 1900, 
that definite steps were taken toward preparation of a history. It 
was recorded then that the first eleven years of our existence 
are shrouded in mystery. Twenty years later, May C. Whiting 
Westermann , l:-Nebraska, spoke of the difficulty of her task as 
historian since " the ·early years are traditional rather than a 
matter of record . One could romance about them almost 
unchallenged." 

Yet Mrs. Westermann and Florence Burton Roth , B~-Michi
gan, did put together evidence from old books and letters along 
with their precious memories of Kappa chapter life in the 1870s 
and 1880s. They gave us the first authentic glimpse of the ear
liest years. To them we owe the initial chapter in the story of the 
Kappa ritual. 
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The Red Book of Delta Chapter which contains the earliest known 
Fratern ity records in existence. 

When Kappa Kappa Gamma consisted of the few young 
ladies in Alpha chapter the elements which later became a ritual 
were basic. Anna Willits wrote that the four original founders 
discussed plans and decided on a name and motto before men
tioning the organization to any others. Our founders, like many 
students then, were classical scholars . After deep thought and 
study, it was only natural that ancient Greek ideas and words 
would be chosen. They were aware of the Greek manner of life, 
the simplicity, the general love of learning, the reverence for 
beauty and truth. They studied philosophy and were familiar 
with the teachings of Plato and Aristotle . 

A fascinating possibility concerning the source of the name 
was brought to light by Edith Reese Crabtree, B r -Wooster. 
She, a Greek scholar herself, once made a thorough study of 
Kappa terms and the ideas they express. She used a very old 
Greek lexicon, so old it could have been the same edition used 
by students in 1870. Mrs . Crabtree found a story from ancient 
Greece about a gentleman who exemplified the qualities 
(known to all Kappas) implied in the name of Kappa Kappa 
Gamma. Did our Monmouth young ladies know this story ? We 
wonder if they played with the idea that a young gentlewoman 
might be defined as one who embodied those same qualities . 
Whether the idea for the name, motto and basic philosophy 
came in this way or straight from the philosophers who believe 
in those absolute values, is a matter of conjecture . It is certain 
that into that choice went study and thought , and the desire of 
four young women to set up as life- long guideposts those cer
tain principles . 

Among the first official acts of the founding group was adop
tion of the key as its badge. Stories vary relating to its choice. A 
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mother guessed wrongly, "A key to lock your secrets up." But 
the founders intended the opposite meaning. Primarily inter
ested in the arts, their meetings devoted to literature and 
debate , the young students chose the key as an instrument for 
"unlocking the hidden mysteries in Science, Literature and 
Art." In 1888, the 18-year-old national fraternity, strong in its 
chapters and convictions, meeting in its ninth biennial conven
tion, deepened the significance of the badge to one more rele
vant to its purpose. This remains unchanged today. 

With name, motto and badge selected, the six young women 
were eager to share their venture with others. New members 
were initiated as soon as possible after pledging. Between 1870 
and 187 5 pledges were taken into the chapter within days, even 
hours . In 1871 , Alice Pillsbury (Shelley, Reesor), A -Moo
mouth , had a five minute pledgeship before she was taken into 
the Greek room and initiated. It was a simple ceremony, con
sisting mainly of reading the constitution and taking an oath of 
loyalty, usually conducted as part of a chapter meeting. Yet by 
1874 there was a definite ritual, the framework of the present 
one. 

"The Law of the Fraternity, " then secret, contained the 
statement which with little change, stands today in the constitu
tion as the first purpose of the Fraternity, and in the preamble 
to · the bylaws. Alpha's original form was recorded in Delta's 
historic " Red Book" of 1882. Kappas still proudly affirm union 
in friendship for the development of noble qualities of the mind 
and fine feelings of the heart,, helping one another attain excel
lence as individuals and in their relationships with others. For 
over one hundred years they have recognized a purpose with 
striking relevance to those of thinking young people today. 

The " Oath of Initiation " on record by 1872, and doubtless in 
use since 1870, rings a familiar bell ; pledging loyalty, devotion, 
and secrecy. Tade Hartsuff Kuhns, M-Butler , first grand presi
dent, twelve years later crossed out "ladies" in the pledge and 
inserted " women ." 

In speaking of initiations Louise Bennett Boyd, A-Man
mouth , wrote years later, " I distinctly remember the anxiety of 
the first initiates to be put in possession of the secrets of the 
order, which was rather embarrassing to the charter members 
as we had not then accumulated much of a stock." 

The determination to preserve a secret ritual soon brought 
difficulties , for before long there were sister chapters to estab
lish. As young ladies did not travel easily in those days, com
munication was by mail, and a cipher was developed to insure 
secrecy. It must have been quite a game to construct it and im
plement its use. In 1872 Delta, the first enduring chapter, was 
organized. The following account written much later by Anna 
Buskirk Hill, one of the two organizers , gives the cipher proce
dure . " The whole performance was very primitive. An oath was 
sent us in cipher. Later the key to the cipher followed. After 
deciphering it we signed and returned it to Alpha. Then the 
Greek words of the name and motto were sent, also in cipher." 
No wonder Delta 's first official meeting did not take place until 
January, 1873! All secret material when added was sent to new 
chapters in cipher. Delta proved a valuable addition to the 
founding chapter and before another year Epsilon (Illinois 
Wesleyan) added new strength. 

To Mrs. Westermann the Fraternity is indebted for these nug
gets from her report as historian in 1934. " Alpha struck the 
keynote and planned the theme of idealism, chose the badge 
and the name. . . . Her daughter Delta, vigorous from the 
beginning, carried on when Alpha faced difficulties . Even 
before Delta became Grand Chapter in 1876 she was building 
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the foundation which Alpha had so well laid. . . . In January, 
1873, it is recorded that Dora Gay, the first after the charter 
members, was "initiated into the hidden mysteries. . . . one 
more sister added to our mystic circle." 

These excerpts were taken from Delta's minutes in May, 
1874, a little over a year after the chapter had been functioning; 
"The committee appointed to arrange the initiation ceremony 
presented one which was accepted unanimously " and a motion 
was made that it be sent to Alpha. " In February . . . (it was) 
voted to write the Constitution and Initiatory Ceremony in 
Greek, but a week later the motion was unan imously recon
sidered." A committee was appointed "to copy them into the 
new book in English." At the "second" convention Delta 's 
ritual and initiatory ceremony was adopted . This ceremony, 
found in the oldest minute books , was used until 1889. 

Music was a part of those services. The words of three songs 
pertaining to initiation are in the back of Beta Gamma's 
(Wooster) old minute book dating from its founding in 1876. 
Two are no longer generally used , but the third has been an 
indispensible part of Kappa initiations ever since. All are at
tributed to Delta. A Latin chant, equally lasting, came from Eta 
chapter (University of Wisconsin) . 

Although Mrs. Boyd was embarrassed in 1870, at the scarcity 
of "secrets" the lack was soon corrected. A password, grip, rap, 
challenge and response decided on during that formative period 
became matters of concern for twenty years. The 1878 Conven
tion voted to change all except the rap, which itself was changed 
eight years later for one used by newly established Beta (now 
Beta Beta Deuteron) chapter at St. Lawrence. No change was 
made in the password after 1878. The challepge and response, 
though discussed periodically, remained as they first appeared 
until they fell into 20th century disuse. It was the grip which 
caused perennial excitement during those first decades. 

The first change was made by the 1878 Convention because 
"the grip being known by several outsiders it is thought to 
change it." In 1881 it was modified when the constitution was 
entirely revised. Yet the discussion continued pro and con 
through many conventions. No chal')ge was ever voted yet the 
question persisted about the authenticity of the grip. Finally in 
1908 after reports by committees. on Fraternity and ritual failed 
to reach satisfactory conclusions, a "Standing Committee on 
the History of the Grip" was formed . Katherine Swift Doty, 
BE-Barnard, historian, was appointed chairman. This commit
tee's detailed report stated that the grip , unchanged since 1884, 
and as described in the cipher, was official. This account of a rel
atively minor item among the Fraternity secrets has been pro
longed because it is characteristic of the intense interest in such 
matters held by Kappas of that period. 

The pioneer chapters used titles for their officers known only 
to thems~lves. Names for the president and secretary are on re
cord in 1875. Later Kappas have wondered about their Latin 
terms when everything else is Greek. It seems probable that the 
founders used the imaginative and idea-rich Greek to express 
abstract ideas and the symbols connected with them. Yet when 
they wished to develop chapter organization and government 
they turned to the Romans , those masters of law and adminis
tration. Fraternity growth brought new officers with appropriate 
names. A corresponding secretary and guard came in 1876. In 
1878 Epsilon requested a secret word for treasurer; later a reg
istrar was named. In the 20th century expanded chapter pro
grams required additional leaders . 

By 1884 the Fraternity was well established; with chapters 
from the east coast to Minnesota and Nebraska, all eager to 
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contribute their own ideas and customs. In an effort toward a 
unified ritual Psi Chapter (Cornell University) was asked to 
work at the 1884 Convention on the "Initiatory Ceremony" 
and report to the Grand Council as soon as possible. No prog
ress was noted in 1886, but t-.yo years later a "Committee on 
Ritual " reported. The rewriting of the ceremony was again Left 
in the hands of Psi, with Mila Tupper (Maynard) in charge. Her 
report, accepted by Council with amendments, was given to the 
chapters in the fall of 1889 and adopted by the 1890 Conven
tion . 

According to Kate Bird Cross, X-Minnesota , then grand 
president, " . . . the main ritual is reduced to the simplest and 
most concise form" and an appendix was arranged "to contain 
various ceremonies peculiar to the chapters." This revision was 
the first to mention the system of counselor-initiate relation
ships which Mary Warren Ayars had "invented," about 1887 in 
Phi Chapter (Boston University) . Mrs. Ayars, a classical schol
ar, was responsible for the Latin names for many later chapter 
officers as well as for the Greek terms of this new counselor
initiate relationship. Her addition to the Fraternity ritual con
tinues to have great significance for all members. 

Cleora Wheeler, X-Minnesota, recalls that the "new ritual 
was issued on 8112 x 11 sheets, with a purple ink, done by hec
tograph . This was a method of reproducing ipentical pages of 
writing so the grand secretary· could prepare by hand this secret 
material , page by page. It had a light blue manuscript cover." 
The appendix , holding identified individual chapter customs, 
came later. 

The 1890 Convention chose the fleur-de-lis as the Kappa 
flower for its dignity and grace and because in it the two blues 
a,re combined . The jewel , the sapphire-symbol of truth , sin
cerity, and constancy-was also chosen. Almost ten years ear
lier the colors light and dark blue, first choice of Alpha and 
Delta, had been definitely established, and Minerva (Athena to 
the Greeks) with her owl, adopted as patron goddess. Beta 
Chapter (BB•LSt. Lawrence) brought this pair from the 
Browning Society when the chapter was chartered in 1881 . The 
Fraternity accepted the goddess and bird of wisdom as naturals 
for Kappa Kappa Gamma. Later , in 1884, " Beta 's yell" (also 
from the Browning Society) was first used as the Kappas ' life
long salute to the daughters of Athena. The rap used by Beta 
chapter was also adopted then, but changed somewhat at the 
next convention when the Kappa "yell" became the "call. " 
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The call once was used to open convention but later became a 
traditional closing for Kappa gatherings . 

During its first twenty years Kappa Kappa Gamma had built a 
firm foundation . The founders set the course better than they 
knew. The ideals they valued had found expression in a ritual 
with form and beauty and the various symbols which gave life 
to those ideals had been lovingly assembled . The grip and 
password, the rap , the answer to roll call became a part of Kappa 
life before 1890. Still to come was one meaningful symbol, the 
Sigma in Delta, designed and submitted to the 1894 Conven
tion by Carla Sargeant (Fisk), Y -Northwestern, with its signifi
cance phrased in beautiful Greek. Twenty years later the design 
became the official pledge pin. 

It should be noted that except for the very earliest, all of 
these ideas and symbols and the ritual embodying them, had 
been adopted by convention vote following committee recom
mendation. This established Kappa policy made for m~re uni 
versal chapter understanding and Fraternity-wide identity. Yet 
individual chapter customs had developed, some of them old 
and well loved. A unifying procedure seemed advisable and in 
1894, a· standing committee with Upsilon as chairman, was ap
pointed to consider ritual additions and to obtain and compile 
for the appendix· further information on "special initiatory 
rites' ; of individual chapters. Upsilon sent a letter to all chapters 
requesting specific details of their customs and ritual services. 
All but two chapters replied . A final report with a recommended 
revision was ready for the 1896 Convention . But the conven
tion preferred the old initiation service with certain changes and 
retained it. That revised ceremony of 1896 constitutep the au
_thorized initiation ritual which remained practically the same 
with supplemental additions through 1934. Certain chapter 
services added to the appendix included one from Bet_a Nu 
(Ohio State University) which 28 years later became an integral 
part of the ritual itself. 

Fr.om the days of Alpha's first initiates it had been the custom 
to read the constitution to the candidate as part of the "initia
tory ceremony." After twenty-five years a sentiment was ex
pressed by the 1896 Convention that perhaps it would be better 
to separate this procedure from the ceremony itself. Later this 
·was accomplished. Just when or by whom the first introductory 
service was written is unknown, but probably it was not long 
a'rter 1896. The constitution was a secret document not availa
ble to pledges. There was no pledge period similar to later ones 
and no organized pledge program. During the first initiation 
preliminary, the constitution was read to the initiates and their 
signatures affixed as a promise to uphold it. In 1934, this long 
and somber first section , no longer necessary, gave way to a 
better idea. But that is another story which comes in a later 
chapter in the history of Kappa ritual. 

The next chapter opens at a Council meeting in 1903, during 
the presidency of May Whiting Westermann. There it was rec
ommended that all printed documents except the Ritual be con
sidered non-secret. The following convention directed that all 
items in the Constitution, Byla ws, and Standing Rules to remain 
secret be starred, and at the 1906 Convention all "essentially 
secret matter" was "taken from the Constitution and placed in 
a Book of Ritual. "From that date the Fraternity has had a non
secret constitution , a long step forward . 

The historic decision of 1906 made it possjble to collect the 
. various rituals into one place for the first time. The oldest sec
tions were handwritten in the early "Secretary's Book." Some 
were in the " Law of the Fraternity," others were in Council 
archives. 
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The new "Secret Handbook" was to be in manuscript form 
to contain the initiation ritual and appendix, all secret matter 
then appearing in cipher, and the cipher itself. In addition it 
would include all other supplemental services which had 
become part of the Kappa ritual. A copy of the manuscript 
would eventually be made under the supervision of each chap
ter, completed in durable form on parchment or some optional 
material. 

The grand registrar, Edith Stoner (Robinson), 8-Missouri, 
made typewritten copies of "The Order of the Book of Ritual," 
all material removed from the constitution, and those rituals 
they did -not have, for each of the 33 chapters. It took her a year. 
The chapters were to assemble their own books and prepare a 
binding by June, 1907. Fifteen chapters were able to do so, and 
by the next June a!l but four were completed. Miss Stoner re
ported "a general feeling that permanent and valuable archives 
should be doQe with the greatest care and as nearly as possible 
by the same members of the chapters." She herself sent them 
the slightest ritual changes in handwriting. Small wonder that a 
recommendation was made at the next convention for "no 
further changes except when absolutely necessary. " 

A number of beautiful, handlettered, illuminated vellum 
books were made during the ensuing years and chapters worked 
to have them completed to display at the Golden Jubilee in 
1920. Skilled Kappa artists were asked to send their names to 
The Key as there were many requests for ritual illustrators. 
Cleora Wheeler produced some handsome books, but the diffi
culty of finding skilled workers and the high cost of parchment 
prevented a complete exhibit. 

Included in that first Book of Ritual were several supplemen
tal rituals . One, although new to the Fraternity, had an inter
esting history. Long before, an early member of Theta Chapter 
(University of Missouri) name unknown , had written an Open
ing and Closing Ritual for chapter meetings. Theta, and proba-
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bly other older chapters, had used it for years. A mysterious 
1877 entry in Delta 's minutes : " Theta 's ritual was accepted," 
indicates it was used then by Delta . Sent to Psi when chartered 
in 1883 and credited to Theta , it was found in Psi 's scrapbook at 
convention in 1938. The Council did not learn of this ritual 
until 1904. Cleora Wheeler, at Columbia for the convention 
where she became grand registrar, attended a Theta Chapter 
meeting and was deeply impressed. So was the Council , and the 
service was adopted at the next convention . It is now, some
what. modified, an essential part of Kappa chapter life and 
serves to perpetuate the Fraternity philosophy long after college 
days . As Elizabeth Bogert Schofield, M-Butler , once said, "The 
ideals expressed in our rituals become more forceful by repeti 
tion. " Kappas are grateful to that unknown sister who knew so 
well the binding influence of ritual. 

The Installation Ritual for Establishing Chapters was also in
cluded in the new Book of Ritual. It was first called "The Na
tional Ritual" and was one of the "authorized but unprinted 
papers" of the Fraternity kept in Council archives . It had been 
adopted in 1900, after eight years of study . Records of the 1882 
Convention indicate little change in the actual founding proce
dures from those used by Alpha and Delta in the 1870s. There 
was no formal installation. The 1892 Convention, however , 
directed that " a ritual for establishing chapters be adopted," 
and Delta was appointed the committee to formulate that ritual. 
Her report to the next convention was referred to Council. 
Three conventions later, in 1900, the report of the "Standing 
Committee on the National Ritual" finally was adopted as 
amended. Carla Sargeant Fisk and Annabel Collins Coe, BZ
Iowa, were responsible for that acceptable report. 

The new service was effective, for no mention of change ap
pears for 29 years. At that time the Council recommended that 
complete instructions for installation be inserted in the Book of 
Ritual. Earlier , when Mrs . Westermann was Fraternity presi 
dent , at the installation of Gamma Lambda (Middlebury) and 
Rho Deuteron (Ohio Wesleyan) , both from locals with many 
alumnae, she had modified the service informally , feeling the 
ritual written for freshmen inappropriate for mature women. 
She thought it was unfair to have no recognition of alumnae 
value to the local in the past and their importance to the Frater
nity. As a consequence she adapted the ritual for use in initiat
ing the alumnae of the local Kappa Alpha Sigma when, in 1934, 
Alpha chapter was reestablished . Mrs . Westermann became 
chairman of ritual in 1934, and her first task was to complete 
the Alumnae Initiation Ritual for installations . It was accepted 
by the 1936 Convention . 

Among those scattered rituals brought together in 1906 was 
one for installing chapter and Council officers . The oath of of
fice then was essentially the same as at present when Kappa of
ficers assume the responsibilities of leadership. Another addi
tion starred as secret in the Standing Rules of 1904 and removed 
to the Book ofRitualin 1906 were the terms of voting in chapter 
and Council meetings . They are still in use . 

When the supplemental rituals were being compiled a pledg
ing service had been discussed for several years. Chapters had 
developed their own methods of pledging since the days of 
simply "pinning on the colors," but no Fraternity-wide plan ex
isted. Requests for such a service had come, and in 1903 chap
ters were asked to inform the grand president of their ways of 
pledging. In 1905 Beta Tau (Syracuse University) was appointed 
to collect chapter pledging services. Its report was presented to 
the Convention Ritual Committee; in 1906 a Pledging Service 
was adopted and placed in the Book of Ritual "to be used or 
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omitted , or any adaption of it , at chapter option. " Fourteen 
years later this service was revised tentatively, subject to 
further study and improvement , and in 1922, an improved 
Pledging Service became a permanent part of the Book ojR itua/. 

Firmly set into Kappa ritual as the second section of the 
initiation procedure is another service which dates back to the 
early history of Pi Chapter (University of California at 
Berkeley) . Again it was Cleora Wheeler who brought this beau
tiful ritual to the attention of the whole Fraternity at the 1904 
Convention . She had visited the chapter and witnessed during 
initiation , a section hitherto unknown to her. She learned it had 
been written for the local existing between 1885 and 1897 dur
ing Pi's inactivity. Only slightly changed, it was incorporated 
into the chapter's ceremony shortly after Pi 's reestablishment, 
and there Miss Wheeler found it. Convention in 1906 placed it 
in the appendix of the new Book of R itua/ for optional chapter 
use, and Pi was requested to perfect the service . Some changes 
were made (one paragraph found its way into the Pledging 

. Service) and finally, in 1924, it moved from the appendix into 
the ritual itself. The Pi alumna, Mary Bell Morwood, wrote this 
much loved symbolic section . Nowhere in the ritual are the 
teachings of Kappa Kappa Gamma more explicit and mean
ingful. 

"Except for those written during the past few years," wrote 
Mrs. Westermann in 1940, " we have only vague information as 
to the source of our services. . . . .practically no record of the 
individual Kappas who have left us such a precious legacy. Mrs. 
Morwood is one exception. We shall remember her when her 
candle is lighted at Memorial Service." 

The Memorial Service was one of the three adopted ten
tatively by the 50th Anniversary Convention . At Council ses
sion in 1918, Beta Iota (Swarthmore College) was appointed the 
committee to work on such an observance and submit it to the 
next session. Kappa had lost many members during the late 
years, among them Juliette Hollenback , BL:-Adelphi , former 
grand registrar; and Martha Willets, B !-Swarthmore, grand 
treasurer, who died in office. Lydia Voris Kolbe, /\-Akron , 
grand president, felt there should be some recognition of the 
loss the Fraternity had sustained . The need for such a service 
both for chapter use and for conventions was recognized and 
the service was accepted in 1920. The Chapter Service was 
placed permanently in the ritual in 1922, and in 1924 the Con
vention Memorial Service was used for the first time on the 
Sunday of convention week , a custom observed ever since. It is 
a never to be forgotten experience in its beautiful setting, com
memorating those who have died during the biennium. 

Members of Kappa Kappa Gamma, like most Americans, 
began to move around in the 20th century and sometimes 
before they left college. An Affiliation Service was the third, 
with pledging, to be accepted at the Golden Jubilee. Back in 
1908, a convention report on a uniform affiliation service from 
Beta Delta (University of Michigan) had been accepted for 
optional use. But twelve years later , from several such rituals 
considered , one from Pi Chapter was recommended by the 
Ritual Committee and adopted tentati vely . It became a part of 
the authorized ritual in 1922. 

Alumnae members of Kappa Kappa Gamma moved around 
even more in a mobile American society. The first stirring of in
terest in organized groups is perceived shortly before the 1890s 
but little was permanently accomplished until after the turn of 
the century. Not until 1920 is there any recorded mention of 
alumnae ritual use. The Indianapolis Association enjoyed one. 
A questionnaire sent to ascertain any desire for a ritual service 
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Second degree insignia in 
actual size. Top: founders' 
insignia belonging to Emily 
Bright Burnham, <!>-Boston. 
Bottom: badge of Eva Dean, 
A-Akron, with attachment 
set with ruby. 

brought mixed reactions. Then an alumnae committee at the 
Bigwin Convention recommended for adoption a Pi Association 
ritual for optional use, and a copy was multigraphed and issued 
to existing associations. Several years later a committee ap
pointed by Delta Province Convention submitted a ritual for 
opening and closing alumnae meetings, and in 1930 it was ac
cepted for optional use, also . 

Expressions of reluctance to use the 1930 adoption came be
cause of its similarity to chapter services. Other local customs 
were mentioned. Consequently, the ritual-conscious 33rd con
vention adopted a Book of Rituals for Alumnae Associations and 
encouraged alumnae to use it. The booklet included, in addition 
to the service for meetings, a ceremony for receiving new mem
bers, a special welcome for graduating seniors and a procedure 
for the installation of officers. It was multigraphed in Central 
Office in 1938 and sent to each association . Except for the addi
tion of supplemental services only slight changes have occurred 
since in the alumnae ritual. Ceremonies for the celebration of 
Founders Day and for the presentation of 50 and 75 year pins 
have been widely used by alumnae associations. 

Belonging in a record of alumnae ritual is the brief story of 
the Second Degree, 1892 through 1896. A project of the 1890 
Corwention, the plan and ritual were developed by Emily Bright 
(Burnham), <P- Boston, then grand secretary, and Rachael 
Baumann (Lewis), E-IIIinois Wesleyan. In accepting their re
port the Council stated, "The object of the second degree order 
is to provide an incentive to the chapters and members for 
deeper study and wider knowledge of all matters concerning the 
Fraternity. . . . " The ultimate object was to make sure of a 
continuing group of alumnae adequately prepared for Frater
nity leadership, but a second purpose was to stimulate apprecia
tion of the spiritual significance of Kappa Kappa Gamma. Ex
aminations and initiations were held only three times. The 
reason for the Second Degree grew less when Council voted in 
1895, to give the chapters annual examinations. The Second 
Degree ceased to exist with the 1896 Convention. Its constitu
tion and ritual passed from Emily Bright Burnham to Bertha 
Richmond Chevalier, <1>-Boston, and May Westermann before 
reaching the Fraternity archives . Six founders of the order and 
33 others were entitled to wear attached to their badges the 
fleur-de-lis pendant set with a ruby. The list of members is a 
distinguished one when measured by Fraternity service. 

Throughout the development of ritual used by Kappa under
graduates and alumnae there runs a parallel story of ritual usage 
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by Fraternity officers. Like their chapter counterparts, Latin 
terms designated Fraternity officers until 1896, when English 
translations were authorized. The governing bodies were called 
"Grand Chapters" until 1881; "Grand Councils" with "grand 
presidents" until 1940, except for an eight year interval of "na
tionalism" between 1922 and 1930. After the Fraternity incor
porated, however, the former "grand" titles prevailed until 
1940. At the 34th Convention Rheva Ott Shryock, 
SA-Pennsylvania, grand president, noted she was "the last to 
serve under that title. . . . In future, just plain presidents 
.. . nothing grand about them." 

As did its name, the composition of the Grand Council 
changed with increasing responsibilities. Tied closely to ritual 
history is the evolution of the office of grand registrar. Added as 
the fifth council member by that busy 1890 Convention, her 
duties were to "collect and arrange the archives of the Frater
nity." As such she kept records of ritual committees. In 1892, 
she became "the authorized historian of Kappa Kappa Gam
ma." As the ritual developed these duties grew heavier. The 
historian became a separate officer, leaving to the registrar the 
responsibility of ritual work. When the first Book of Ritual was 
compiled and sent to the chapters in its various phases, and 
with its continuing additons and revisions, the work of the reg
istrar was heavy indeed. 

In 1928, the Council Ritual Committee recommended that a 
ritualist be included in national Fraternity chairmanships and in 
1934, Marie Bryden Macnaughtan, 8-Missouri, the last grand 
registrar, reported " . . . work on the Ritual is such that it 
takes considerable time and thought. Since many ideas for 
changes, revisions and additions. . . . have been received 
and made, thus to push a highly specialized work it is my sug
gestion that a RituaHst be appointed." And so she was. Maude 
Barnes Miller, 8-Missouri, became the first ritual chairman, 
soon followed by May Whiting Westermann who served for ten 
years . 

Before the Book of Ritual was compiled in 1906, Council 
members had in their keeping the "Chapter Ritual," the "Na
tional Ritual" (Installation) and the cipher. After the compila
tion they were sent typewritten copies of its contents and later 
the registrar was directed to secure Ritual Books "in adequate 
and permanent form" for the Council members. The order for 
making and illuminating the books was given to Elsie Kraemer 
Holmes, BI-Adelphi. This meant careful and devoted work 
and only three were completed by 1912. 

The Kappa Ritual never could be considered complete; con
tinued changes and additions brought revisions of the Council 
books. Opening and Closing Services for Council session and 
convention were used in 1924. In time convention rituals were 
augmented by a Reception of Delegates from New Chapters, a 
Welcome to New Alumnae Associations and Clubs, the Con
vention Memorial Service and an expanded ceremony for the 
Installation of Council Officers. Appropriate services for pro
vince conventions were prepared by Mrs. Westermann and 
adopted in 1940. A most important section of the Council 
books at that time was the Ritual for the Installation of Chap
ters including the Initiation of Alumnae, with an appendix con
taining complete instructions, put into form by Almira Johnson 
McNaboe, H-Wisconsin, grand vice president, and Mrs. West
ermann. 

No chronicle of the general and, province convention rituals 
of Kappa Kappa Gamma is complete without a tribute to Char
lotte Barrell Ware, <1>-Boston, second grand president. Mrs. 
Westermann wrote, "Few members have made such a con-
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tribution to the Fraternity as did Mrs. Ware in the 'Passing of 
the Light' ceremonial. While she lived the service was hers to 
be used as she saw fit. Now that she has .gone it is for those 
closest to her to standardize it . . . but keep, as far as possible, 
her spirit." Edith Reese Crabtree and Helen Snyder Andres 
(Steiner), Bn-University of Washington, before Mrs. Ware's 
death, and Helena Flinn Ege, rE-University of Pittsburgh, 
later, did just that, and at concluding banquet ceremonials Mrs. 
Ware's spirit still shines as brightly as the light cast from her 
silver wedding candlesticks, her tangible legacy to the Frater
nity she loved. The concept of the continuity of the Kappa ideal 
to which Mrs. Ware gave expression spontaneously at an Alpha 
Province Convention in 1935 will continue as the rriost precious 
legacy she could have left. 

Mrs. Westermann who, as grand secretary and twice presi
dent had presided at the installation of five chapters, spoke of 
"being able to appreciate as others could not" the development 
of Kappa services between 1900 and 1923. The major accom
plishment was the Book of R itua/ itself. The Upsilon revision of 
1896 was still practically the current form exclusive of addi
tional services. By 1923 those services, heretofore in the appen
dix for optional use, had been transferred to the ritual itself and 
all chapters were expected to use them with no additions or 
omissions. Additional chapter customs were placed in a revised 
appendix for chapter archives. 

In 1922 a most successful model initiation was directed by 
Cleora Wheeler. For a few years, then, little change occurred. 
Attention was concentrated on making the ritual complete in all 
chapters and as standardized as possible throughout the Frater
nity. Errors had crept into the text and instructions, and the 
grand registrar was directed to secure for each chapter a type
written copy of the word-perfect ritual based on Cleora 
Wheeler's authentic text. By 1928 the copies were complete 
with covers from Burr, Patterson and Auld Co., and each con
vention delegate took one back to her chapter. 

Ritual activity increased in the thirties due in large part to the 
inspiration and long experience of May Westermann. A need 
was noted for a different sort of service prior to initiation, and a 
place was found for a preparatory meeting not only for initiates 
but also for active members. At least 12 chapters had been ex
perimenting with the idea; Mu (Butler University) seems to 
have written the first of such services about 1926. The 1934 
Convention voted to use this type of service in order to have 
uniformity throughout the Fraternity. Mrs. Westermann, in 
consultation with the Council, prepared a new preliminary sec
tion based on Mu's ritual and incorporating material and sug
gestions from other officers and from chapters having similar 
services. Part of the opening lines of the older ritual were used 
as the introduction to the new, and some of the passages were 
adopted from Delta's original "Initiatory Ceremony." So again 
did Kappa keep the best of the old while recognizing the need 
for change and progress. The new initiation prelude was sent to 
the chapters for approval, and was adopted at the 1936 Conven
tion with the suggestion it be used as a candlelight or fireside 
service. It was first used at Delta Iota's (Louisiana State Univer
sity) installation. In 1940 the service was adapted for charter 
members and alumnae at installatiot}S. 

The interest sparked by the reestablishment of Alpha in 1.934 
grew stronger in 1936. The 32nd Convention marked the 30th 
anniversary of the vote to combine the Fraternity rituals into 
the Book of Ritual, and the chapter delegates were asked to 
bring for display their illuminated, hand-lettered books accom
panied by a statement as to when they were made and by whom. 
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Charlotte Barrell Ware, second grand president wearing the blue 
gown she wore to preside at the 1888 Convention. These silver 
candlesticks given by her to the Fraternity are used in the closing 
service at each general convention and installation of new chap
ters. 

The ritualist felt these beautiful parchment books, adding dig
nity to any service, should be in evidence on ceremonial occa
sions. Another model initiation was presented with emphasis 
on correct pronunciation and standard initiation apparel. The 
important anniversary feature was the vote for a new edition of 
the Book of Ritual to be published if possible by a Kappa printer 
able to execute copies "which shall be beautiful pieces of print
ing ranking with hand done rituals but more practical. " 

Meticulous and searching work was done by May Wester
mann in collaboration with Almira McNaboe in preparing the 
copy. Three classical scholars, Mary Warren Ayars, Winnifred 
Warren Wilson, both <P-Boston , and Sarah Fish Baker, 
Br -Wooster , with Cleora Wheeler, gave valuable assistance. A 
distinctive feature was the appendix of 24 pages, illustrated and 
containing detailed instructions for each service. It represented 
the experience of many chapters and successive Grand Coun
cils in installations and attending services. 

No Kappa printer was found. The work was done in Central 
Office on the multigraph with a special type for handsetting. 
The title pages were photographed from one of the illuminated 
ritual books and hand colored. The book, printed in blue ink 
and bound in blue leather, moire lined, was a " most creditable 
piece of work and only those concerned with it (had) any ap
preciation of the planning, effort and time involved." All chap
ters were supplied with the new book by December 193 7. 

In response to an evident need, copy was prepared for a Book 
of Devotions, and was sent to each chapter the following April. 
It was the outgrowth of a compilation of devotional services 
prepared by Mrs. Westermann when she, as historian , acted as 
chaplain at the installation services of the second Alpha. The 
booklet was designed to fit into a pocket in the back cover of the 
ritual book . The chapters welcomed the new Book of Ritual, ap
preciating its attractive format, new size and helpful directions. 

The impetus given to ritual interest in the thirties by these 
last developments could not continue indefinitely. The next 
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decade found the Fraternity involved in war work, post war 
adjustment, her own chapter and alumnae expansion and inter
nal organization. Little of ritual importance merits recording 
except the death in 1948 of May Whiting Westermann to whom 
Kappa owes much of the beauty and substance of the services 
added during her period as ritualist. 

As the Fraternity grew older and passed its 80th birthday in 
1950, a program of ritual education seemed wise. Province con 
ventions in 1951 held workshops on ritual and initiation proce
dures. The first model initiation in years was presented in 1956, 
conducted by officers of Gamma Lambda and directed by Mary 
Turner Whitney , BP 6 -University of Cincinnati, vice president 
of the Fraternity . 

Like the Fraternity, alumnae and chapters were growing 
older, and in 1954, a presentation of 50 year pins was adopted. 
The ritual used by Beta Omicron (Newcomb College of Tulane 
University) at its 50th anniversary was approved by Council for 
use by other chapters approaching "middle-age." Looking 
again toward younger Kappas, Martha Galleher Cox, P 6 -Ohio 
Wesleyan, ritualist, presented at the 1968 Convention an 
"Affirmation of Beliefs ," a credo for actives and pledges. 

Since the end of World War II academic pressures on the 
American campus had steadily accelerated. The Council tried in 
every way to lessen fraternity calls on undergraduate time and 
strength while maintaining the value of Kappa membership. 
Due to larger pledge classes initiations had become long and 
time-consuming. In 1962 a variation known as "Installation 
Version" was suggested by Martha Cox to lessen the time in
volved in preparation and performance, with no loss of signifi
cance and beauty. Pilot chapters volunteered to use it on a trial 
basis during the biennium and report in 1964. Since opinion 
was divided and chapter circumstances differed , the use of 
either version was made optional in 1966. 

Other services approved during the sixties were a Chapter 
House Dedication and a recognition of 75 year membership. 
Various minor revisions in the ritual were effected . 

Throughout the Centennial Convention the founders were 
present in the interesting and nostalgic display of old minute 
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books, rituals and other memorabilia, the Memorial Service 
dedicated to them, and also the final Passing of the Light. A 
workshop led by the ritualist discussed I 00 years 0f the ritual. 
Convention authorized a Ritual Study Committee to examine 
the current Kappa ritual in relation to its effectiveness today-in 
expressing the fundamental philosophy of Kappa Kappa Gam
ma. The committee was to consider possible revision and tore
port to the 1972 Convention. 

A committee of undergraduates and alumnae representing 
wide areas of Fraternity membership with Mary Turner 
Whitney, ritualist, as chairman, worked through the biennium. 
Resource material was prepared and chapters were requested to 
hold discussion meetings and to report to the committee. Ritual 
workshops at province meetings sent recommendations. After 
much correspondence and two meetings the committee submit
ted its report. In substance the report stated that the Kappa 
ritual still expressed effectively the founders' ideas and ideals. It 
is an instrument through which they have been and can be pre
served from one generation to another. The spiritual elements 
within the ritual have great value, expressing the spirit of Kappa 
itself. Consequently only minimal changes were recommended 
to gain greater clarity and significance for today's undergradu 
ates, yet lose none of the classic beauty and symbolism ex
emplifying the fundamental philosophy and aims of the Frater
nity. 

The recommendations of the Study Committee were adopted 
by the 1972 Convention with few amendments. Copy for a re
vised edition of the chapter rituals including the appendix was 
prepared by the ritualist and meticulously and laboriously com
pleted at Fraternity Headquarters. Chapters received the new 
Ritualearly in 1973. Later the rituals for Council use at installa
tions were revised by the ritualist in collaboration with Jean 
Hess Wells, 6. !-Georgia, director of chapters, in accordance 
with convention changes. 

In her 1954 president's report Edith Crabtree quoted an emi
nent Harvard professor, George Herbert Palmer. He wrote: 
"Harvard University, to its glory be it said, is enormously 
unfinished; it is a great way from perfect. . . . We are tinker
ing at it all the time, and if this were not so I, for one, should 
decline to be connected with it." As Mrs. Crabtree felt, the 
same could be said about Kappa Kappa Gamma. The "tinker
ing" continues, to meet changing needs and conditions and to 
render a higher degree of service. The story of some of that 
tinkering has been given in these pages. 

Beginning in 1870, with a name, a motto, a significant badge 
and a simple expression of purpose the Fraternity has gathered 
together a complete Book of Ritual covering nearly every facet 
of Kappa life. Written in thoughtful, sometimes poetic 
language, the Ritual has dignity and beauty. Many members 
have contributed to the services trying to put into words what 
all Kappas have felt. Their different styles of writing and the 
periods in which they wrote, add interest to the ideas they ex
pressed. Much is reminiscent of the founding years; much re
flects later decades, yet there seems to be a sense of timeless
ness throughout. 

Doubtless the "tinkering" will continue. Though over 100 
years old, Kappa Kappa Gamma is still vital and growing. Other 
needs and conditions will call for change and open greater 
avenues for service. Regardless of change the Ritual will re
main, in future years as now, a summation of that philosophy 
by which Kappas have endeavored for more than a century to 
build complete and useful lives. 

-Mary Turner Whitney, BP 6 -Cincinnati 
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"The Greek letter boys cheered and stamped" as six young 
ladies marched into Monmouth College chapel on October 13, 
1870, proudly wearing the first gplden keys of Kappa Kappa 

• Gamma, thus announcing the formation of their Fraternity. 
Entering late, they "went well up front . . . with dignified 
mein and grace" as their "dear old president smiled indulgent
ly" upon them. Continuing, ttie Monmouth College Courier that 
October commented: "They wear a little golden key, some
times on their foreheads, sometimes on their little blue or red 
jackets which much become them. It has three letters on it, 
KKr and also AQO. We have been able to count only six of 
them." This first public appearance of Kappa's founders with 
their long awaited badges had been postponed since spring until 
the handmade keys could be obtained from John Stevenson, a 
Pittsburgh jeweler. They created a "great sensation in (their) 
little college world." 

At that exciting hour the insignia of Kappa Kappa Gamma 
consisted solely of that badge, the golden key. Today, more 
than a hundred years later, the insignia listed in the bylaws are 
the badge, the coat of arms, the pledge pin, a recognition pin 
and official emblems for Council officers, field secretaries and 
the editor of The Key. Also in the bylaws are the symbols of the 
Fraternity and certain related jewelry. The story of these 
emblems, how they were chosen and when, and the changes 
made during Kappa's first 60 years, is told in the 1870-1930 
History of Kappa Kappa Gamma. The interesting chapter on 
insignia, meticulously prepared and profusely illustrated, was 
written by Cleora Wheeler, X-Minnesota, grand registrar, 
1904-1906, custodian of the badge, 1911-1918, and particularly 
suited for such a task. The following pages are taken from her 
chapter with ne~ded additions to bring the insignia story into its 
second century. 

The Badge 
The badge of Kappa Kappa Gamma has always been a golden 

key with the Greek letters KKr on the stem and AQO on the 
ward, but the size and outline have varied during its century-old 
history. Those first pins of Alpha chapter, cut from flat gold, 
were almost twice the size of the present badge. The simple 
constitution of 1870 contains no description, but Kappa is for
tunate to possess the only existing key belonging to one of the 
founders, Anna Willets Pattee. It was presented at the Centen
nial Convention as a gift from her granddaughter, Frances Pat
tee Putnam, A 6 -Monmouth. Memories vary as to who first 
proposed the key as badge. Some say it was Anna Willets' 
mother. Yet Louise Bennett Boyd wrote" . . . My sister and I 
suggested the key design, but of course it took the combined 
wisdom of us all to decide. When we were ready for pins I sug
gested Stevenson's in Pittsburgh because my uncle .. . had 
known and shopped with the firm for years. We sent a drawing 
indicating the size and general design and left them to work it 
out. The pins were satisfactory to us . I do not know when a 
change was made in the size and design of our key." 
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Hannah Jeannette 
Boyd-key in hair 

Handmade badge of Anna 
Willets Pattee, Alpha. Flat style; 
it was made at Stevenson's in 
Pittsburgh, 1870. 

Cleora Wheeler when 
custodian of the 
badge for seven 
years. 

We know now that the size of the badge was discussed by 
Epsilon (Illinois Wesleyan) soon after its establishment late in 
1873. The chapter wished to change it to half the size . . . "if 
on correspondence with the older chapters it be found advisa
ble." The reply came, "The badge cannot be changed in any 
way and must be obtained from the contracting firm in the 
East." 
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Neither the constitution of 1874 or 1876 specify anything 
about size, regardless of Epsilon's request. In 1876, however, 
black enamel letters and the owner's name and chapter 
engraved on the back was stipulated. By this time ten chapters 
hac;:! been established. Some members had been having names 
engraved on the front and over the ward; others were forgetting 
any precaution against loss. 

Early chapter customs indicate the privilege of wearing a key 
had to be earned. From Delta's (Indiana) records, 1876-1877: 
"Motion that the Fraternity adopt a standard of scholarship. 
Each member . . . in college being required . . . to have an 
average of 90 . . . that she may wear the· badge." 

Delta was Grand Chapter in 1876-1878 and a new jeweler's 
name appears in her minutes, "Secretary was told to write Mr. 
Mcintosh and see if our badges could be made cheaper." The 
1879 Convention named the Grand Chapter a "committee to 
determine what place badges shall be obtained." Epsilon fol
lowed Delta as Grand Chapter, yet a clear convention directive 
in 1881 returned to Delta, "the selection of badges and the 
decision of questions pertaining thereto." That historic 1881 as
sembly inaugurated the Grand Council form of government 
and 'the following year all questions pertaining to the badge 
were decided by the Council. Bingham, Walz and Mayhew of 
Indianapolis became authorized jewelers and by 1884 J. F. 
Newman, a Phi Gamma Delta in New York City, had begun a 
service to Kappa as one of its official jewelers lasting over fifty 
years. 

During Kappa's first decades the size and jeweling of the 
badge followed personal preference. The first keys had been 
quite long, but not too heavy. The Alpha girls wore them, at 
least on dress occasions, in their hair. Next, the pin was worn as 
a brooch, and retained its length for easy clasping at the collar. 
During the 1880s the width through the center increased and 
jewels began to appear more often. The swinging pendulum 
brought smaller keys in the 1890s; some were approximately 
three-fourths of an inch long. These were supposed to be worn 
slightly on the bias, at any attractive place among the laces and 
trimmings adorning the fashionable dresses . In those "gay 
nineties," tiny keys only half an inch long were used as 
stickpins on Kappa stocks (wide cravats or neckties) . But the 
unquestioned danger of loss resulted in an 1896 Convention 
vote that "Keys bearing the letters K K r shall not be used as 
stickpins." Later that year the length was set at one inch and it 
is still that size. 

The outline was still . fluctuating. May C Whiting Wester
mann, I-Nebraska, custodian of the badge, 1918-1920, report
ed increasing popularity of a more slender badge. First made by 
Shreve and Company and later by J. F. Newman, more than 
half the keys ordered from 1918 to 1920 were of the slender 
outline. Mrs. Westermann, noting the badge was again passing 
through a period of change, prophesied that, just as the heavier 
one inch key replaced the original long flat one, so the slender 
model would eventually take its place. She was correct, for two 
years later she reported, "the slender type badge now being 
made by all our jewelers bids fair to become universal for active 
members ." 

The 1924 Convention specified the "slender model, plain 
Roman finish , raised polished gold letters, plain background; 
jeweling, if wished, to be IS pearls crownset: one on the handle 
and three at the top of the ward." Six years later sapphires and/ 
or diamonds were again optional. Members were then, and still 
are, able to buy the older badges of deceased Kappas and those 
badges which have been found and returned to Fraternity 
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The small pins were worn on 
the bias-one on stickpin was 
made in that position. Exact 
size. 

Alpha badge 1871. Small 
badge of 1930s, and current 
badge standard size. 

Headquarters. Funds received from these sales are used to 
further the Students' Aid Program. 

Just as the length and outline of the key kept fluctuating dur
ing the first 50 years, so did the type of lettering and jewels. 
Sometimes black, sometimes gold letters were stipulated. While 
pearls were originally authorized, diamonds and sapphires 
alone or in combination were permitted. Later, external events 
influenced the choice. During World War I jewels were hard to 
obtain and in World War II the jewelers could not obtain sap
phires. The cost of diamonds became prohibitive. Gold was on a 
quota basis and its content in the badge was reduced. Relatively 
few Kappas were affected by these difficulties since the majority 
of them loved the simple golden key or the pearl badge. By 
1950, jewels were available for those who wanted them. 

During later years the pendulum steadied. The 1974 bylaws 
state simply that the badge of the Fraternity is a golden key one 
inch in length, plain or jeweled, with the letters KKf on the 
stem and AOO on the ward. It is worn strictly as an emblem of 
membership by persons duly initiated . The combination of let
ters KKf is registered with the U.S. Patent Office, and the 
badge may be secured only from firms authorized by the Coun
cil and only upon the presentation of an official badge order 
issued by Fraternity Headquarters. Keys of deceased members 
should be returned to Headquarters, unless provision in keep
ing with the tradition of the Fraternity for the disposition of 
such badges has been made by the deceased member, her fami
ly, or her chapter. 
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I ' Guard Pins 
Various attachments to the badge itself have been added A chapter pres ident' s 

badge with gavel guard. · throughout Kappa history. Fi rst were guard pins or stickpins 
with the chapter letter as the head, attached to the key with a 
tiny gold chain. We do not know just when they appeared , but 
they were popular and were recognized by con,ventions from 
1881 until 191 2. During that period many unique and beaut iful 
badges were made possessing these guard pins , usually jeweled 
to match the key in pearls, sapphires, rubies, turquoise, opals, 
emeralds or diamonds . Since 1912, a tiny coat of arms pin, now 
made wi th a safety clasp, has also been used as a guard , but th is 
does not serve the purpose of identification as do chapter 
letters. 

Badge of Katharine Sharp, grand 
pres ident 1894-96, with first pledge 
pin attached, and insignia of office. 
Badge now worn by Fraternity presi
dent. Exact size. 

Top : badge of Westermann with attach
ments of grand secretary and president 
plus <t>BK Key! Middle: badge of Kemp 
with attachments of grand registrar, vice 
president and secretary. Diamonds in 
Tiffany setting (1909). Bottom : badge of 
Wheeler with grand registrar attachment. 

Top : badge of Moseley, turquoise with 
triangle insignia of grand treasurer 1889-
1922, and then national director of prov
inces 1924-42, currently director of chap
ters . Bottom : badge of Pollock with 
pentagon insignia of grand marshal 1889-
1894 and currently editor of The Key. 

' ---
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Official Emblems 
Since 1889, eight years after the Council form of government 

was established, officers of the Fraternity have been designated 
by small pendants attached to their keys. By convention vote: 
"The several members of Grand Council shall henceforth be 
designated by attaching to their badges as follows: The presi
dent by a gold hoop; the secretary by a gold cross; the treasurer 
by a gold triangle, the marshal by a gold square," Almost im
mediately, in 1890, the marshal's pendant was changed to a 
pentagon when a fifth officer, the grand registrar was added. 
The square was given to the new position and became the 
emblem of the grand registrar until 1934, when that office was 
discontinued. It has since been assigned in turn to the directors 
of standards, chapter programs, and, since 1954, to phi
lanthropies. From their appearance in 1889 until 1972 only two 
of the first five emblems, the circle and the cross, have con
tinued as the insignia of the original offices assigned. As new of
fices with differing responsibilities developed, the "dangles" 
which were added have had a confusing nistory. The following 
current list will help clarify it. Note that certain non-Council 
officers also wear the pendants. 
Officers' Insignia: 

@ President-worn since 1889. Circle 
~ Vice President - since 1940 when she assu·med part of former 
ULJ duties of president. Half circle 

D 

0 

Director of Alumnae-office established 1940. Previously 
used by vice president. Vertical bar 

Executive Secretary-worn by grand secretary, 1890-1922; 
from 1922-1954 by executive secretary whose title was 
then changed to executive secretary-treasurer. Present 
executive secretary wears this emblem though position-is 
no longer a Council one. Cross ' 

Director of Chapters - worn first by grand treasurer until 
1922. In 1924-1942 assigned to national director of pro
vinces. In 1942-1946 title became director of chapter or
ganization. Present title adopted in 1946. Triangle 

Director of Philanthropies-assigned first to grand marshal; 
1890-1934, to grand registrar; 1934-1940, director of 
standards. 1940-1954, director of chapter programs. In 
1954 assigned to director of philanthropies. Square 

Editor of The Key-first worn by grand marshal until that of
fice discontinued in 1894. Then assigned to editor , non
Council office. Pentagon 

Field Secretary-established in 1930. Non -Council. Hexagon 
Director of Membership - office established in 1938. Seven 

pointed star 
Treasurer-office reestablished 1970 with new emblem. T 
Director of Field Representatives-office established in 1970. 

Rhombus 
Director of Personnel-office established in 1970. Chevron 
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The Coat of Arms 
"The coat of arms of Kappa Kappa Gamma is heraldically 

correct ," according to Marc J. Rowe of Philadelphia, authority 
of heraldry in America in 1911. This statement was based on his 
collaboration with Margaret Brown Moore, B r- Wooster. 
Events leading to adoption of the coat of arms began in 1905. 
For four years a standing committee conferred with chapters re
garding designs to be brought to the 1906 and 1908 Conven
tions. In 1910 a committee report was issued. Margaret Moore, 
chairman , prepared a rough sketch of her original design for the 
convention report. She received advice and help for the design 
from Joanna Strange, BZ-Iowa , head of the reference depart
ment of the Carnegie Library in Pittsburgh, as well as from J. F. 
Hopkins, the designer of the Sigma Nu coat of arms . 

In response to her description of the extremely complicated 
language of heraldry, and realizing that for Kappa to have a coat 
of arms technically correct Miss Moore needed expert help 
the delegates voted to permit her to consult an authority. She 
worked with Mr. Rowe, who rendered her ideas first in water
color and then in a reproduction 1 indicating the exact position 
of each color and metal. The laws of heraldry are explicit as to 
the juxtaposition of colors and metals . If they are not followed 
exactly the coat of arms is incorrect even though all other re
quirements are met. The finished design was approved by the 
Grand Council in October, 1911 , and recommended for adop
tion. 

The colored frontispiece of the December, 1911 , Key was 
Margaret Moore's final report. It accompanied her article de
scribing the blazoning of the proposed coat of arms in compli
ance with heraldic laws and its Kappa significance. The Kappa 
symbols were all included: the key , the Greek letters, the sigma 
in delta, the conventional fleur-de-lis , the two blues , the owl, 
and the helmeted head of Athena. 

A mail vote throughout the Fraternity in February, 1912, ac
cepted the design as the official coat of arms of Kappa Kappa 
Gamma. The only change ever made was voted later that year at 
1 A "sun proof' -not a blueprint but a reproduction in effect like his original. 
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convention . The shape of the key now conforms to the badge 
instead of the symbolic key. 

Miss Moore urged the Fraternity to protect the technically 
perfect design at the outset so it would not be lost to us . Her 
wish that perfect dies for stamping in gold and silver be made, 
as well as plates for printing on documents, was accomplished 
when Cleora Wheeler prepared such plates and dies after con
sulting with the British College of Arms. When the perfect re
productions were made, Margaret Moore wrote: "It was a 
pleasure . . . to give my approval . . . to the plates and dies 
made by Cleora Wheeler , so exquisite they are in workmanship, 
and so true to the original . . . . " 

The description of the coat of arms in the present bylaws fol
lows the technical description but is expressed in terms which 
translate the other words. 
Coat of Arms: The coat of arms of the Fraternity shall be: 
Shield: Azure, bearing in the honor point the golden key of the 

Fraternity, in the middle base a golden owl, these two charges 
being separated by a chevron of silver on which lie three 
fleur-de-lis of azure. 

Crest: Resting on the helmeted hood of Minerva a wreath of 
azure and silver, thereon a Sigma in Delta in azure hues. 

Motto: On a ribbon of azure the Greek letters Kappa Kappa 
Gamma in silver. 

Mantling: Silver and azure . 
-Constitution and By laws Kappa Kappa Gamma Fraternity 

Article XVIII Section 1. B. 
A more detailed and fully illustrated account is found in Miss 

Wheeler's excellent chapter in the 1870-1930 History of Kappa 
Kappa Gamma. 

The Pledge Pin 
It is "When you wear the Sigma Delta pin, the triangle of 

blue and blue," the song tells us, that you first know the joy of 
"Kappa friendship true." Not so in the beginning. The first 
pledge insignia was merely a knot of grosgrain ribbon . In 1875 
chapters were pinning their colors on future members. So little 
time elapsed between pledging and initiation that there was no 
need for a more permanent emblem. Gradually the custom 
grew to use as pledge pins duplicates of the stickpins worn as 
guards. Chosen first were the chapters' Greek letters. Then, 
after 1890, the three letter monogram and the fleur-de-lis 
stickpins came into equal favor. 

An act of the 1894 Convention unknowingly introduced the 
Kappa pledge pin, though it was not so designated for twenty 
years. Carla Sargeant Fisk, Y -Northwestern, deputy to the 
grand president, Katherine Sharp, also Upsilon, designed and 
submitted the sigma within a delta as a symbol of the Frater
nity, phrasing its meaning in beautiful flowing Greek. After its 
adoption Miss Sharp ordered the design made in gold and gave 
it, as a stickpin, to her deputy . She also suggested it for a pledge 
pin. Between 1894 and 1896 the Grand Council kept the sug
gestion alive, and in 1899 Miss Sharp had a similar pin made in 
gold and blue as a gift for another personal friend . 

During the 1890-1900 decade, however, the monogram reap
peared and became popular. A gold pin was also made with 
pierced spaces like our present one, becoming Kappa's first, of
ficial Fraternity pledge pin at the 1902 Convention. Two years 
later, the little sigma within the delta was permitted to be used 
as a pledge pin . Chapters could choose between the monogram 
and the sigma within the delta . The historic decision finally 
came in 1914, that the sigma within the delta should be the only 
pledge pin. It would measure three-eighths of an inch with the 
delta in dark blue enamel and the sigma in light blue. Today, 
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more than 60 years later, it remains unchanged except silver be
came the specified metal in 1926. At initiation the cherished 
"sigma delta pin" is returned to the chapter. 

The Recognition Pin 
"The official recognition pin of Kappa Kappa Gamma shall 

be a golden key five-eighths of an inch in length with the letters 
KK r on the stem," according to 1974 bylaws. The tiny key may 
be worn on the collar of a dress or on a coat lapel. However, 
fifty years ago the constitution declared: "The jewelry of the 
Fraternity shall be limited to the badge and the pledge pin and 
articles decorated with the coat of arms." Many alumnae treas
ured rings, bracelets and pins decorated with the monogram, 
which was recognized until 1912, when the coat of arms was 
adopted. Kappas were assured that these might still be enjoyed 
as heirlooms. Favors, however, might not include copies of the 
badge, pledge pin, or coat of arms, if made of metal. 

Disapproval of recognition pins and "any badges" other than 
official ones was voiced in 1934. In 193 7, the executive secre
tary reported the official jewelers were making (and selling) 
coats of arms in small pins to be used as recognition pins. As a 
result the grand president recommended the following year that 
the official recognition pin should be the small key described 
above. By 1946, the recognition pin was included among the 
Fraternity jewelry. 

Alumnae Insignia 
A very special kind of recognition pin is worn by alumnae 

who have been members for over 50 yea(s. Small gold re
productions of the coat of arms were presented to 10 out
standing Kappas at the Diamond Jubilee Convention's histori 
cal dinner. In 1949 a new design was adopted, a small gold fleur 
de-lis with the numeral 50 in black enamel. Made first by Burr, 
Patterson, and Auld, official jewelers at the time, they were 
awarded at biennial and province conventions. Now alumnae 
associations and clubs enjoy the privilege of presenting 50 year 
pins to their eligible members at annual Founders Day obser
vances . 

It had become apparent by 1964 that Kappa had been hon
ored by sisters deserving greater recognition . It was decided that 
members whose Kappa years numbered 75 be given additional 
honor. The 75 year pin is also a golden fleur -de-lis but in place 
of the number 50 a diamond is inserted. 

Presenting fleur-de-lis pin in honor of 50 years of Kappa member
ship . 

Composite of insignia-coat of arms, sigma within delta pledge 
pin, small recognition pin, plain key badge, jeweled badge with 
pearls, 1976. 

Any description of alumnae insignia must include another 
fleur-de-lis worn years ago by only a few. For a brief period be
tween 1892 and 1896 there existed a "second degree" for 
which alumnae could qualify by passing a rigid examination. 
Thirty-nine alumnae earned the right to wear the tiny ruby-set 
pendant which hung by two slender gold chains from the stems 
of their keys . More about this short -lived membership clas
sification is told in "The Story of the Kappa Ritual" and the 
1870-1930 History of Kappa Kappa Gamma. 

Katharine Sharp wearing the pin 
which is now official badge of Frater
nity president. 

Fraternity Jewelry 
In addition to the jewelry of the Fraternity specified in the 

bylaws other pieces of treasured Kappa jewelry are worn tradi
tionally by certain officers . The president's badge is the dia
mond set key and circle of Katherine Sharp, given to her by her 
chapter, Upsilon, while she was grand president, 1894-1896. It 
was bequeathed to the Fraternity and presented by Upsilon in 
1930. Attached as guard is the plain gold sigma in delta de
signed by Carla Fisk . The diamond key of May C. Whiting 
Westermann, grand president 1903-1904 and national president 
1922-1926, is worn by the retiring president. It was presented to 
her by her Council and to the Fraternity for this use in 1950 
after her death. At the 1946 Convention Minnie Royse Walker, 
!-DePauw, gave the Fraternity her beautiful diamond and sap
phire fleur-de-lis which she had worn to many Kappa gather
ings. Mrs. Walker, a former president's deputy , stipulated the 
brooch be worn by the Fraternity president on appropriate occa
sions . To many Kappas it signifies the unfailing loyalty and tire
less efforts of its donor in behalf of K K r. 
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Official Grand Seal of the Fraternity. 

In 1953, the Elgin Watch Company asked Council to accept 
one of the first of their new "Lady Elgin" diamond watches 
bearing the name and design of the "Fieur-de-lis" for the use 
of Kappa presidents . Edith Reese Crabtree, B f- Wooster, presi
dent, 1952-1956, was given the attractive little watch with its 
fleur-de-lis band in 1954. It has been enjoyed by all succeeding 
Fraternity presidents. Traditionally this lovely jewelry is ex
changed between the retiring and incoming presidents during 
. the Candlelight Banquet which closes ·convention. 

Because of chapter interest in old badges the ·field secretaries 
wear antique keys during their terms of office. These unusual 
keys, set with turquoise and pearls or emeralds and diamonds, 
are among those given to Kappa by families or chapters of 
deceased members. Chapters use other beautiful old badges as 
rotating officer and award keys . · 

The Fraternity music chairman wears the gold bar pin with 
onyx and diamond musical design as well as a matching ring set 

· with diamonds and a black emerald. These were bequeathed to 
Kappa by Catherine Allison Christie, 1-PePauw, music chair
man from 1940-1948. 

Symbols 
Kappa Kappa Gamma has translated her ideals, purposes and 

goals into tangible symbols over the course of her long history. 
Only four of these are named as such in the bylaws: the colors 
of light and dark blue, the fleur -de-lis, the sapphire and the seal 
of the Fraternity. The history of the first three and others in
cluding the sigma in delta and Athena with her owl is discussed 
in the chapter on ritual. A brief account of the Grand Seal fol
lows here, for it is important to the Fraternity. It has been used 
to seal charters; to authorize handwritten reports by Epsilon, 
the last Grand Chapter; and by the first grand secretaries; to im
print copies of early convention minutes; and to make official 
the badge orders of those days . Today it is used on all official 
papers , membership certificates, and charters. 

In 1876 the constitution stated: " The Seals of the Fraternity 
shall be Official Seal and Epistolotary Seal. Official Seal shall be 
used for our chapters and Epistolatory Seal . . . in sending for 
badges and in correspondence between chapters." The Official 
Seal was so called in all constitutions until .1926, when the full 
term, "The Grand Seal of Kappa Kappa Gamma" was first 
used . Yet the phrase " Grand Seal" was evidently used much 
earlier for we read in Epsilon's minutes, 1879: "Grand Seal 
procured at expense of $9.00." We know little of its origin ex 
cept that the design of the arch in the center was prepared "by a 
loyal supporter of Delta chapter, Gwynn Foster." and that Delta 
used a seal with this motif to seal Lambda's charter in 1877. 
The exact description of the seal which appears in the 1974 
bylaws is identical with that in earlier documents except for 
minor editorial changes. It is also an exact description of the im
pression from an official report of 1879-1880. An engraved 
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plate of the seal was cut during 1902-1904 and the use of the 
gold disc and ribbons under the impression of the Grand Se.al, 
conforming to the sealing of our charters, was begun on certifi
cates of membership at that time. Previously the impression 
had merely been raised in the surface of the paper. 

Epistolatory seals, first mentioned in 1876, were last alluded 
to in 1894. They were the property of the chapters. Delta, 
Epsilon and most probably others too, owned and used them, 
but an impression from Delta's stamp is the only one ever 
located. It shows the letter Delta with a key beneath it and 
"Kappa Kappa Gamma" around the edge. 

For a brief period there were province seals . In 1881, when 
the Grand Council form of government was adopted, Kappa 
was divided into three provinces, Alpha, Beta, and Gamma. 
Each came under the jurisdiction of one of the Council, called 
the province deputy, who kept the province seals. We do not 
know what these province seals looked like. No impression has 
been found and Council officers of that period could not even 
recall their use. But they were included in the 1882 constitution 
and played their part in the administration of the rapidly grow
ing Fraternity . 

Cuts 
Kappa was little more than ten years old when the need arose 

for appropriate representation in college annuals. In 1882, a cut 
prepared by Beta Chapter (Beta Beta Deuteron) appeared in the 
Gridiron of St. Lawrence University. It shows a shield with keys, 
owls, and Greek letters with Minerva at the top and the notes of 
the " call" on a ribbon below. This seems to be the first known 
gathering of Kappa symbols for a semi-official purpose. Chi and 
other chapters used the cut. Lambda produced one of Minerva 
standing beside a Kappa shield, which also was shared with 
other chapters. Several cuts by eastern designers were used by 
chapters, but none was ever official. 

Finally, a cut was approved by Grand Council and shown as 
the frontispiece of The Key in 1887. It was the first illustration 
published in our magazine. A steel engraving by Lowell Com
pany of Boston was included in the standing rules from 1892 
until 1896, as "the authorized cut for college manuals." 

Kappa Kappa Gamma from its inception has been forward 
thinking and progressive. Steadfast always to the ideals and pur
poses of its founders, it has continued to welcome new ideas 
and methods of interpreting the original ones. The symbols and 
insignia of the Fraternity, the more tangible expressions of 
her essential ideals, have gradually been assembled,. at times 
changed or adapted to fit varying customs and widening 
horizons of young college women. Through them the lives of 
many generations of Kappas have been enriched by a philoso
phy of living as pertinent in the last quarter of the 20th century 
as it was in 1870. The golden key of Kappa Kappa Gamma is as 
significant to those who wear it today as to the six who first wore 
it so proudly to chapel on that October morning at Monmouth. 

Only official cut of the 
Fraternity ever adopt
ed for annuals. First 
illust ration to appear 
-in The Key, June, 
1887. 

-Mary Turner Whitney, B P •LCincinnati 



For every one of the 32 women given space in the columns to 
follow there are dozens of others whose loyalty , service, and 
special powers make them equally eligible for such considera
tion. But 32 Kappas between 1881 and 1976 have been elected 
or appointed to the presidential position, to represent the Fra
ternity during their terms of office, and, understandably , they 
are the ones chosen for discussion . 

They are remarkable women, for the most part , women who 
did more than preside, although they seemed to take satisfac
tion in that act. Their good and common purpose was always to 
bring benefit and improvement to this Fraternity and to help 
maintain its prestige and good standing. Their great and com
mon pleasure has been, almost without exception, to take part 
in the biennial convention-that intimate, ritualistic, splendidly 
organized interweaving of meetings and events; when friend
ships fall back into place; when blue and blue ice cream has 
moved diners to cheers; when plans are planned; processions 
proceed; honors are bestowed; black gowns and white dresses 
dominate the scene; and the toasts, yells, and songs of the past 
return to haunt the less exuberant banquets of today. 

Tade Kuhns described convention as kingdom come, an 
occasion, a rejuvenation . In a lifetime of orderly wandering in 
an increasingly silent world she could still hear the call to con
vene, the call which brought her back to the Kappa campus to 
be biennially refreshed! 

" There one sees the Fraternity whole, " said May Wester
mann. "Names become people." 

Names became people for me, not at convention, but as I 
studied the lives of our presidents. I wanted to learn all about 
them, the influences which led up to that day when they were 
asked to run for the office and said yes, their actions in office, 
their later lives. There are many stories which are still untold, 
many questions which will never be answered . We are 
mystified, we are puzzled, we are proud. And not only of our 
own presidents. . . . It is hard to believe, but it is true, that an 
articulate and angry member of Kappa's Nu Chapter became a 
grand president of Pi Beta Phi! 

The presidency , once a proving ground, has become an ac
colade. The organization and state of mind called fraternity has 
its own ranges of significance. To our presidents it has been 
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classroom and study hall , library and podium. It has the order 
of a formal meeting, the joy of a wonderful weekend, the cama
raderie and changing scene of a long train ride on a special train. 
It is a parlor where friends can gather for song and story, and it 
is a banquet hall where everything is beautiful and everyone is 
young. It has been treated as a hobby, as a puzzle to solve, a 
way of serving, a second chance. . . . For an opportunist it 
offers opportunity. It has been an escape, and for one it was a 
way of life. 

These biographical accounts have been edited and reedited. 
Kay Graf, editor-in-chief of the History, who combines more of 
the virtues and abilities than should be any one person's right, 
was the first to read what I had written. She had space, uni
formity, and important matters to do with content to think 
about. She did a lot of thinking! She then pass~d edited pages 
on to Peg Seney, historian; Marj Bird, vice president; and Jean 
Wells, president, for their thought and comment. 

None of the material presented here was researched in myths 
and legends. Every fact presented as a fact can be found in The 
Key, Proceedings, History (1930), History (1975), in a few per
sonal letters; in a quick glance at the Encyclopedia Britannica 
(the 1911 edition) , in a run of Who 's Whos, in one phone call to 
one university, and on the tapes of living presidents made by 
Edith Mae Hamilton Herrel in Columbus in 1974. I obeyed 
Gide's order, " Do not understand me too quickly," so when 
deadline time approached it was with true thankfulness that I 
was able to turn to Peg Seney, Eleanor Boardman, and Caroline 
O'Dell for the five biographies I had no time to tackle.* 

At that moment of despe,ration I still had those big ones, May 
and Tade, to write. I dreamed that Tade came up the stairs, 
swishing her trained gown , her black eyes flashing, to see what I 
had written about her. I hadn't written anything! I screamed 
and screamed! So thank you, Peg, Eleanor, and Caroline for 
taking care of "Goodie" (Campbell), Helena (Ege) , Ruth 
(Sea crest) , Mary (Whitney), and Beth (Schofield) . And thank 
you, Edie Mae. I tried to discover what made all these women 
tick . .. . You (and The Key) made them talk. 

In earlier days , many Kappas were called noble. Noble girls 
were pledged , noble women were rewarded, and nobly went to 
their reward. It is not a popular adjective now, but it is what we 
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like our presidents to be. They are wonderfully human, but they 
may not stumble-except for Florence Roth. She may have her 
broken neck . . . because it was so amusing (See Roth biogra
phy). 

For many years there was a rumor that a Kappa must never 
be photographed with a glass in her hand . Realizing that 
" lifelikeness of the central character is the primary aim of all 
life histories, " I would like to have been free to picture the glass 
in the hand, as well as the subsequent swallow. Now I, because I 
am perverse, lift my own glass in an old-time toast: THE PRES
IDENTS OF KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA! Noble and knowing, 
gentle, tough , on 'Asking Day ' they said, 'Til do it.'.' They 
lovedjrarernityenough to give their time and talents to it. . . . 

And now, let us turn to Tade, who changed the shape and di
rection of this Fraternity, and who "tarried in Siam both before 
and after the coming of the motor car." 

-Ruth Branning Molloy, SA-Pennsylvania 
*Editor's note : Ruth 's husband became seriously ill during the time she was writ

ing the presidents ' biographies. That is why she had to ask for help with the five 
she has mentioned . The " guest writers" are acknowledged in a credit line fol
lowing the biographies they have wrillen . Ruth is the researcher and author of 
the other 27. 

The adventure of Tade Hartsuff Kuhns' life was a continuing 
one, a triumph of advance planning, always with something to 
look forward to or back upon . From her birth in New Castle, 
Pennsylvania, on May 27 , 1859, to her death in Los Angeles, 
California, on May 30, 1937, the birth and death were only two 
dots on one hundred ports o'call. Occasions, events , interim ex
periences were lived , recorded , filed for future reference. She 
lost her husband , she lost her hearing, she lost her Kappa badge 
and John Kuhns' Phi Delta Theta pin , and these important 
losses were balanced by achievement, acquisition, and dis
covery. 

On December 3, 1932, she was guest of honor at a luncheon 
at Panhellenic House in New York City. The first copy of May 
Whiting Westermann's Histo1y was presented to her (she had 
offered $100 for itl) and it was inscribed and signed by May: 
"Tade Hartsuff Kuhns , beloved first president , whose ability 
for organization made Kappa Kappa Gamma a pioneer among 
wo.men 's fraternities in the grand council form of government 
and in the publication of a magazine; whose vision of what our 
organization might be and do set a goal toward which we still 
strive; whose idealism and constant interest have been an in
spi ration to success ive generations of Kappa throughout fifty 
years." May had put much thought into the inscription . . 

Some time before 1917 Florence Burton Roth asked Tade to 
write an autobiography. It was to have been part of the history 
which Florence, then historian , had planned , but the story was 
too long to use. Twice Tade went to Bronxville to write while 
May typed, but her eyes were failing her, a beloved nephew 
died sudaenly , and the story was left unfinished . It was there for 
May to use as reference in her appreciat ion for The Key after 
Tade's death, a story packed with Tade in motion, going and 
coming, flying and floating, on trolley and saddle, and even 
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sometimes lingering, an uncharacteristic state exemplified in 
the lovely sentence: "She tarried in Siam both before and after 
the coming of the motor car." 

Long before Siam there was New Castle, Pennsylvania . Tade 
was the last of six children. Only she and one brother lived 
beyond early childhood. Her name was the nickname of a sister 
Sarah who tract died. Her favorite study in public school was ge
ography, and music was her chief interest when she was sent to 
the "One Study University" in New Castle. She was happy in 
Wilson College, Chambersburg, Pennsylvania , for two years, 
but her father who stated that "independence of character 
could best be developed in a coeducational institution ," wanted 
her to go to Cornell. She wanted to go to Butler College in 
Irvington, Indiana. Its president had encouraged her , because 
there were other girls going from the New Castle area, and be
cause Miss Catherine Merrill, professor of English literature, 
was teaching there. Miss Merrill, the second woman to hold 
such a position in an American college, was antifraternity for 
girls, feeling that the life would coarsen girls and leave them 
less womanly. She admired strength of character, but she 
admired sweet, tender qualities more. Much of the college 
social life was centered around Miss Merrill 's "Evenings," the 
girls adored her, and it was hard to go against her wishes. It was 
not hard for Tade because Tade was independent, and because 
the Thetas had tried to make her join their group. She would 
not. Besides, she liked the Kappas whose Mu Chapter had been 
founded less than two years earlier and who had recognized that 
this perverse and lively girl did not like to be pushed. Tade be-
came a Kappa. , 

Tade was inspired and encouraged by Louise Landers, a Mu 
charter member , who knew a great deal about her Delta Tau 
Delta brother's fraternity and who read his magazine with avid 
interest. She and Tade were full of unanswered questions about 
their Fraternity. They told each other that the early movers and 
doers had been graduated , and that for some reason the Con
vention of 1880, scheduled with Eta Chapter as hostess, had 
not been held. It seems that the members of Eta had decided to 
postpone the meeting a week, but had failed to notify the other 
chapters of the change. Consequently, five delegates had ar
rived in Madison , Wisconsin , with no knowledge of the 
postponement. 

" We felt ," said Tade, "the need of a convention to make 
somebody responsible for something." She liked Phi Delta 
Theta's system of government by council. Mu Chapter had 
been brought into being by Phi Delta Theta . The president, 
George Banta, was Tade's friend, and John Kuhns, another 
friend from Greensburg, Pennsylvania, was a member at the 
University of Indianapolis. 

Delta Chapter was hostess, and Bloomington, Indiana, the 
meeting place for the 1881 Omvention. (This meeting was a re
placement for the ill-fated Convention of 1880.) Although it 
was obvious that a better form of government was needed , 
there were conservatives among the delegates who felt that the 
Grand Chapter system of the first eleven years had been per
fectly satisfactory, that change would be hazardous. Tade 
Hartsuff, small, olive skinned, vivacious, tactful, rose during 
the clash of opinion and presented the Grand Council plan on 
which Louise had tutored her so well. There was debate, but the 
constitution was altered, and the plan adopted. It was new, a 
fearful thing to contemplate, but it was rational, which made it 
worth contemplation. Tade Hartsuff, president of her chapter, a 
born leader, was elected president under the new order. The 
radical element had won. The government had been centralized 
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Tade Hartsuff Kuhns, Mu-Butler 

and expedited, and in three years the wisdom of the change 
would be acknowlecjged by all the chapters. Even in 30 times 
three years the basic system-still held. 

Now Louise Landers brought up the bold question of a maga
zine, suggested a name, The Golden Key, and the convention 
voted for' it. Volume 1, Numqer One of the first women's fra
ternity magazine, dateline Indianapolis, May, I 882 , featured 
the 1881 Convention: 

"The annual convention of KKG Fraternity, held at Bloom
ington , Indiana, September 28, 29, 30, 1881 , was unusually 
successful and well attended. There were ten chapters repre
sented." Tade Hartsuff, it said, "was full of ideas for making 
Kappa Kappa Gamma a more efficient organization." The edi
tor knew that " that eager, vivacious, black-eyed , black-haired 
young woman could make things go. . . . " 

The editor was Minnetta Taylor of Iota, known to Kappas as a 
literary light and former prodigy who read Plutarch 's Lives and 
Scott's Poe1ns at three, and who later read 12languages, had crit
ical knowledge of 11, spoke seven fluently, and was an artist , 
poet, debater, and orator. No wonder that Tade, chairman of 
the committee to select the editor, seized Minnetta in her arms, 
kissed her on both cheeks, and told her she was to be editor-in
chief! 

"Miss Hartsuff and I found a common sympathy. She was a 
red hot radical or rather improver, and I was a white hot one. 
We both believed with all our hearts and minds and souls in the 
new woman and her future . . . we walked the floor, pro
phesying good concerning Kappa Kappa Gamma and the future 
of woman .... " 

Tade's senior year was not easy. She had the problems and 
disciplines of a final year in college, the presidency of a chapter 1 

the grand presidency of a Fraternity to deill with, and she had to 
find a printer and raise money for the Golden Key's first issue. 
With customary perversity her graduation essay in a college 
which had no art course was called, " The Influence of Art. " In 
three days of August and September, 1882, the sixth conven
tion in Madison, Wisconsin, found the new Grand Council sys
tem satisfactory but still in~onclusive, for efficiency in all 
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emergencies had not been tested. Tade called the convention to 
order, made the inaugural address, and was reelected for a two
year period. A profusion of helianthi decorated the gas jets at 
the literary ~xercises, M!nnie Stewart Nelson tracep the growth 
of Kappa, Minnetta read one of her poems, and important 
questions were settled . Delegates had gone to Madison deter
mined to accomplish some~hing, and it was, they decided, the 
best convention in Fraternity history. 

In 1883, Tade went back to deliver th~ alumnae address for 
the Athenian Society at Butler. In. l88{ when the Kappa dele
gates me_t at Canton, New Yor~ , the Grand Council system was 
a sure success. 

"In the two years since Madison," wrote the editor, "events 
of every sort have occurred in the fraternity, but none of them 
has presented a point which the council was unable . to 
meet. .. . Honor to our first president , with whorri this and 
many another impulse of fraternit-y progress originated. Her 
term of office has brought prosperity to K K r and her name will 
live in the history of the fraternity as a wise and active rule~." 
Eight new chapters (Upsilon, Beta Zeta, Phi, Xi, Beta Tau, Psi ; 
Omega, and Sigma) had been added during her administration. 

She had retired from Fraternity office at 25 and during ~he 
next two years she studied law-as western Pennsylvania 's flrst 
woman law student. She wrote feature articles for local newspa
pers, and she accepted the proposal of her favorite Phi Delta 
Theta, John Bugher Kuhns. They talked about taking courses in 
common law together to be followed by post graduate courses 
in Roman law. They were married on January 12, 1886, in 
Greensburg, made a trip to Texas and New Orleans, then went 
back to Greensburg to live with John's mother, who was Tade's 
close friend. During the summer of 1889 Tade was busy · in 
Johnstown working for the relief of the victiins of the terrible 
flood, and in January, 1890, she ~nd Mrs. Kuhns went to Cali
fornia. 

John, in the meantime, had taken a pocket of timber in the 
Alleghenies , and Tade drew up the plans and w~tched over the 
building of a house in M unlow. She named it "Alteyrie" and 
Kappa's famous honorary member, Julia Ward Ho~e was more 
or less inspired on a visit to write: 

" An eagle's nest 
On a mountain crest 
Surely you are blest. " 

Her first trip abroad was in I 900. She stayed three months 
and saw the funeral of King Victor Emanuel ·n, the Passion 
Play, and the Paris Exposition. In 1902, when she had recuper
ated enough from a serious illness , she went to London fat 
Edward VII 's coronation·. In 1904 her mother died. Tade went 
to Cuba, anq in June she and a young cousin left for a trip 
around the world. She and John had planned to take the trip to
gether, but he couldn't leave at that particular time. (He was 
planning to quit the mountain home because the timber had 
been cut out, and the cleaning up process remained.) He said 
she had to go anyway, so she did. They sailed from California, 
and the visit to Japan was more thrilling than any of the six later 
visits. On the way to China, although she was already troubled 
by the deafness which was later to hinder so severely her com
munication with the world, she could hear the guns of the 
Russo-Japanese War. She missed the Empress' birthday, but 
saw a table made of wood from the vessel on which the "Star 
Spangled Banner" was written, and heard Faust in the Philip,
pines. In India , she visited a refuge for 1700 child widows, and 
in Jerusalem at Easter, she stayed in a room once slept in by the 
grandfather of the Kaiser. In Turkey, she was investigated be-
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Tade in costume. See 
page 99 for color 
portrait. 

cause she wrote letters on rolls of Japanese paper. From Greece 
and Italy she returned to New York, arriving just a year less 
.than three days after her departure. 

She found the mountain home dismantled completely. She 
and John settled in Greensburg, but late that very year John 
died. 

In the spring she went to California (which always seemed so 
good for her health) , and in September to Europe and Egypt. 
Palermo (at Easter) and Paris were lovely, but then she had to 
go home because there were business matters connected with 
John's estate. 

Her first trip to South America came early in 1909. The 
Panama Canal was under construction. She crossed the Isthmus 
by rail. There was smallpox in Ecuador, and at Lake Titicaca she 
bought an Irish lace coat. It was Easter in Santiago de Chile, and 
there was snow late in April as she crossed the Andes. After 
Buenos Aires, Montevideo, and Rio there was a boat to Lon
don, then summer in the Scandinavian countries, a cruise to 
the North Cape, Germany, the Balkans, Greece, Poland, Berlin 
for Christmas, Russia for the Greek Christmas, Germany for 
Russian opera, France, Tunisia, Algeria. 

By late spring, 1910, there was Paris, then Berlin for the grad
uation of student friends and her 51st birthday, autumn in the 
Bavarian Tyrol, Christmas in Berlin, new clothes in Paris, and 
by February I, 1911 , she was on her way home. She stayed 
home for nine weeks then went from San Francisco to Hawaii, 
the Philippines, Australia, New Zealand (women were already 
voting there), Java, and India for the Our bar. 

It was Calcutta for Christmas, Burma, then Japan for the 
cherry blossoms and an imperial garden party. In September 
she saw the Emperor's funeral, "the most unique spectacle of 
my travel days ." In Korea she was telling a group of the 
unusual wedding of Robert and Charlotte Ware when she met 
the brother and sister of Bertha Richmond Chevalier. She heard 
Sun Yat Sen speak on the first anniversary of the Republic, and 
spent Christmas, 1912, with cousins in Soochow. After Cam-
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bodia and North India, she approached the happiest time of her 
life-six months in Kashmir where she had her own houseboat 
and made currant jam on an alcohol stove. 

She had another illness and spent time in a nursing home in 
India, but in February, 1914, she was able to go by boat to Italy, 
then on to Germany where she stored her trunks and valuables. 
With that problem taken care of, she was able to visit Constan
tinople, Russian Turkestan , Tiflis, Persia, where she enjoyed 
seeing old friends, a Kappa among them. Then there was a five 
day-five night jaunt in a carriage. On October 31, 1914, sh\! left 
Teheran and celebrated Christmas on a steamer in the Per~ian 
gulf on the way to India . ... Easter in Ceylon, May with the 
cousins in China and Japan. She was in San Francisco on 
August 7, 1915, for Kappa Day at the Exposition, and rem
inisced with enthusiasm. 

After the United States entered the War, she had to stay 
mostly in Berkeley Springs and "did her bit" by making "four 
minute speeches." She decided to have her Alpha friend, 
Elizabeth Gowdy Baker, paint her full-length portrait, wearing 
the lovely Mexican scarf she had bought in San Francisco. At 
the Mackinac Island convention in 1920 she presented the 
portrait and spoke at the banquet and told how the artist had 
said that this portrait was the hardest she had ever painted. Tade 
thought the difficulty was due to the embroidery on the scarf. 

Tade had a fine collection of shawls and scarves. She had had 
a keen sense of the dramatic in dress, from the school days 
when she was described as "a demure little figure . . . with 
the soft white kerchief . . . crossed Quaker fashion" to the 
formal dress of 1884, "a rich black silk with guipure trimmings, 
fichu of Oriental lace, corsage bouquet, and long yellow 
gloves." The 1920 Convention report mentioned her wardrobe, 
"colle~ted from the uttermost parts of the earth, a collection of 
jewels that would take an imposing place in any Museum of Art 
. . . you could miss 16 committee meetings while she nar
rated the pagan histories of miles of necklaces." 

Tade's message to the 1920 conventioneers contained a fer
vent plea: "May we do our part as Kappas, women, and voters, 
not only to help along that breaking of the shackles of autocracy 
our .government demanded in the late war, but really bring 
about the internationalization of Kappa Kappa Gamma which 
should be the other half of the first century of our fraternity. 
We were leaders in nationalization, why fall behind in interna
tionalization?" The radicalism which in 1889 had been in
volved with the progress of women, as e~ep1plified in the 
onward march of the Fraternity : Action rightly directed means 
happiness to the worker, success to the cause, and which was main
tained in spirit throughout her life in spite of her handicap, can
not be confused with liberalism. Tade was not a liberal. 

She was not tireless, although she seemed to be. After the 
Golden Jubilee Convention she had crossed to France, spent a 
month in Spain . . . Morocco, back to Spain, France, 
Belgium, Switzerland. In the summer of 1921 , she was able to 
recover the trunks and valuables which had been stored in Ger
many in 1914 and remained there intact throughout the war. In 
1922 she opened the Berkeley Springs house, visited friends, 
and traveled in the United States. In 1924 there was a short trip · 
to Italy, Switzerland, and France before the' Bigwin convention. 

In 1925, a M~diterranean cruise helped pass the time. She 
left the party at Haifa and went by motor into Syria and on to 
Baghdad , where she enjoyed an afternoon in the Baghdad 
Woman's Club. In Jerusalem the Latin and Greek Easters were 
botll appreciated. The Greek Holy Fire Festival was as weird as 
the Emperor's funeral had been that time in Japan . By the al-
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most new railway she went to Cairo, then on to London, Nor
way, Sweden , Finland, Denmark , Holland by plane, England, 
and home. 

It was good to be home because she could perfect the plans 
she had been making for a long time for a very special journey. 
She always planned ahead, reading history , studying geography 
and politics. This time she went directly to Egypt, spent Christ
mas in Cairo, then traveled 3000 miles by Nile boat to the head 
of navigation. Then there was a motor trip south and it was a 
thrill to realize that she was the first white woman to have trav
eled over this particular stretch of new road . The animals she 
saw were like the ones in the Martin Johnson films. 

The 1928 Wilson College Commehcement was delightful. So 
was the last Commencement on the old Butler campus and 
convention at Breezy Point, Minnesota. She visited 
Canada, then sailed in November on the Floating University 
through the Panama Canal to San Francisco for Thanksgiving, 
then Honolulu, Japan, China, the Malay States, Siam, Cam
bodia, Bangkok, Ceylon, London (for women's clubs, German 
opera, and Shakespeare), North Wales , Ireland, Isle of Man, 
Paris, Germany, Paris, home. . 

After Havana and New York in the spring of 1931, she went 
to Russia by way of Iceland, the North Cape, the fiords of Nor
way, Stockholm, with visits to Leningrad , Moscow, four days 
on the Volga, a trip through the southern Caucasus, the Black 
Sea, a motor trip to the Crimea, a boat to Odessa, four days in 
Kiev , and concluded that she was interested, but not con
vinced, by Russian propaganda. She passed through Danzig and 
Berlin and reached Paris for the closing days of the Exposition, 
enjoyed a grape festival and opera in Merano, then Munich, 
lnnsbruck and back to Berlin for more opera. Early in 1932 she 
was following a plan which took her through Holland, the Ca
nary Islands, Barcelona for Easter, with friends through Spain, 
leaving for New York so that she could arrive in Swampscott for 
the 1932 Convention in late June. 

The' 1934 Convention was held early in July at Old Faithful 
Inn in Yellowstone Park, and on the way there Tade stopped in 
Indianapolis for the Golden Jubilee of the Butler Class of 1884. 
She went on to Siam for the royal cremation ceremonies, to 
Ceylon, and from Djibouti on a French-built railway to Addis 
Ababa. The American minister, who met her there, was a citi
zen of Louisville, Kentucky. She visited a leper hospital and 
motored through the suburbs. The king received her in the 
palace and tea was served. Later a champagne toast was drunk 

Photo above: Tade 
Hartsuff Kuhns in 
1890s. 

This photo of Tade 
appeared in October 
1936 issue of The 
Key. 

to the king, a handsome dark man. His aerodrome was full of 
French airplanes. 

For a while, in the early years, she had allowed herself to stay 
away from conventions, but in 1896 her husband had per
suaded her to go to Evanston, saying, " I wish that you would 
keep up your connection with your Fraternity. Some day it may 
mean a great deal to you." There was a great charm about these 
gatherings, even though her increasing deafness kept her from 
sharing the lighthearted intimacies and the subtleties of con
vention friendships. She could enjoy, however , the rapt atten
tion of the young delegates as she talked of the world and its 
ways, and the respect of all ages who recognized her great part 
in the strong structure of the Fraternity. 

In 1884 Tade had said of Kappa, "This fraternity is ours and 
will reward us according to our devotion to it." Of conventions 
she said, " To a Kappa still in college a national convention of 
the fraternity is kingdom come; to the alumnae some years out 
of college, it is what the French call an occasion; but to the Kap
pa grandmothers, it is veritable rejuvenation." 

"She was the outstanding figure at most of my 13 conven
tions," said Beth Schofield. "She was a good friend who could 
criticize without offending and praise without flattering. When 
her own chapter wanted to build a house she gave them the first 
check and a slogan, ' Remember , it can be done, but it will take 
time.' If she thought she was right about anything, she would 
fight to the last ditch, and yet if time proved she was wrong in 
her earlier judgment, she was quick to give generous praise to 
the person or project in question . . .. Her enthusiasm, not 
only for Kappa, but for women and their place in world affairs, 
was an inspiration to all . . . her observations on current 
problems were as good as a term's reading course .... " 
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Mu charter member, Flora Frazier Dill, remembered Tade as 
friendly, tactful, a vivacious and intelligent conversationalist, 
and a girl with unprecedented independence. She had even out
lined her own college course! "Her decisions were never hasty, 
but were final. Her close friends were lasting ones. You knew if 
she liked you. . . . She was intensely loyal. : . . " 

May Westermann said that to talk to her "was like having the 
National Geographic come to life" or "like a page from the Ara
bian Nights, "In a 20~minuie toast at a convention banquet, she 
"covered the important points on prohibition, child labor , man-
datories, and the U.S. Senate . ... " Said Helen Bower, Key 
editor, "Handicapped as she was ... it was not possible for 
her to communicate easily to a fraternity assembly the alert 
quality of her mind, her intelligence, her appreciation of life as 
an adventure .. " Minnetta Taylor, long ago, had said, "The 
whole fraternity was animated by her enterprise and supported 
by her courage:" . 

In the end it is the repetition itself which punctuates the story 
properly, this story of travels and homecomings, of brief 
escapes from unnamed dangers to remert:~bered pleasures back 
and forth and back again. It is, finally, a search for the lost and 
lovely days when' a well-planned case could be presented, a live
ly discussion carried on, and every syllable distinctly heard 
within the close and charming circle of youth in convention as
sembled . 

Before us all lies an unfinished manuscript. ... 

, She wore tier i<appa badge in order to be recognized and for 
the respect engendered by the sight of it. It was not Tade's own 
badge, however, for that had "disappeared" in South America, Charlotte Barrell, a senior at Boston University, and delegate 
along with John's Phi Delta Theta pin (which went along with from Phl Chapter to the 1884 Convention in Canton, New 
~er even tho~gh John did not) . The badge she wore was the York, at once attr.acted the attention of Tade Hartsuff (Kuhns), 
badge of Louise .Landers Neff. The husband of Tade's late about .to end her three year career as the first grand president. 
friend and early guide and inspiration had offered his wife's Tade, with her great friend and mentor, Louise Landers (Neff), 
gold key to tade, requesting only that "sotne day" it be given Mu, had discussed the strengths and weaknesses of the Frater-
to Mu Chapter. . nity and had decided that the next grand president should offer 

On May 18, 1937, from a Los Angeles hospital Tade wrote an the intellectual and social stimulus of a Kappa from the east. In 
enthusiastic -letter about the Hearthstone plan - she had made The Key of December, 1891, Tade Kuhns told of the charming 
the first gift for the fund : "I amstrongly In favor of starting one Miss Barrell who read a poem in well modulated tones at the 
unit now . . . many will. give . . . when they realize we pave literary exercises. 
~ real home . ... Go right on with the good work. With abun- "The impressive reading was much enhanced by Miss Bar-
dant love." On May 30, she ·died. rell's personal appearance, arrayed as she was in a gown of deli-

Her will was dated 1933 and gave Mu Chapter Japanese prints caie soft white material simply fashioned , and wearing no orna-
and Chinese rice pictures and American Authors as well as ment save a large cluster of maidenhair fern carelessly fastened 
the scarf ih which her portrait was painted, a treasure to be at her belt . . . the light came and played about her great 
properly draped and framed and hung in the chapter house. She wealth of golden hair. . . . " Charlotte's immediate future 
returned Lou Landers ' badge, and she gave Mu " the old divan was assured. Miss Barrell was made a member of three commit-
in my hall." (As the chapter grew and changed , the old divan tees, and she left the convention as the second grand president 
lost its significance and "a certain pledge class" moved it to the of Kappa Kappa Gamma. 
cellar. Jhe pledges were punished, the sofa was returned, and She had a dramatic sense. The fern at her belt was not so 
in 1952 presented to Headquarters.) She willed to the Fraternity carelessly fastened. It was meant to be there, and it was meant 
her purple velvet dress and black crepe de chine dress, "both to stay in place. She had, as her 1930 biographer, Mary Kings-
trained garments," for use in pageants. She directed that when bury Simkhovitch wrote, "an aristocracy of the spirit which ere-
the last (of three named relatives) "shall have passed away ates a healthy ambition in admiring followers. Nobody liked 
. . . that $10,000 be paid to the Rose McGill Fund . . . and being commonplace when associated with Charlotte Barrell." 
$1,000 to the Students' Aid Fund . . . and $1,000 to the Enviable attributes are checked off: imagination, native distinc-
Endowment Fund ." She asked that the portrait ("Mrs. Baker's tion, skill in organization, intellectual taste, a gifted personality, 
art and work should be preserved") be placed in a museum or a lasting influence. She appealed to all ages. 
art gallery. Ot now hangs in the historic mansion which houses "Who was not touched by her low and moving voice as she 
Kappa Heai:lquarters.) She gave to the Fraternity the pearl Kap- gav~ . . . the devotional or prayer at recent conventions?" 
pa badge "one of them gave me on the 50th anniversary of my ,asked Ruth Kadel Seacrest. "Who will ever forget the 
installation as grand president. .. " and she gave also "the first breathtakingly beautiful picture of her in the black silk 'calling 
copy of its history presented to me in New York by the Kappa gown' as she appeared in the historical pageant of the 1940 
who wrote it and autographed it. . . . " Convention ?" 

May ~estermann, "the Kappa who wrote it and autographed "To meet her was to be struck by lightning," said Helen 
it," was to write an appreciation of the first grand president for Snyder (Andres , Steiner) in 1931. "She was the epitome of 
The Key. The strange Odyssey of Tade's life must have puzzled New Engl~nd . . . her distinction was undeniable . . . she 
and perplexed this mature and responsible woman, this per- understood the true meaning of Kappa sisterhood. She made 
severing historian, who must have searched for ttie right words me feel as if the job I was about to begin (field secretary) was 
and answers to her questions only to come up with, "Before me the finest thing anyone could do . . . that the national and in-
lies an unfinished manuscript. . . . " Surely no obituary ever ternational significance was tremendous . . . to a young and 
written has contained the names of so many countries visited so impressionable Kappa, such recognition and inspiration meant 
many times! ~-Jllore than I can express." 
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Charlotte B~rrell Ware, Phi-Boston 

Charlotte Clement Barrell was born in New Bedford, Massa
chusetts, on May II, I862. A move to Lewiston, Maine, was 
followed, when she was .I2, by a move to Cambridge, Massa
chusetts . She was at the head of her class in public grammar and 
high school. At Boston University she was junior proctor, 
senior class president, and president of Gamma Delta, an open 
society, while she was occupied with her first year as grand pres
ident of the Fraternity! She was graduated in I885 as a Phi Beta 
Kappa, with an A.B. degree. She had been trained to be profi
cient in the classics, and in I886, when the Cambridge Latin 
School opened, she began to teach. 

In the fall of I895 she and Robert Allison Ware were mar
ried . Tade called it an unusual wedding. Her beautiful silver 
candlesticks were used, and with future events in mind, she 
saved the candles from her decorations. A Jersey heifer was 
among the wedding gifts, and a "crazy adventure in farming" 
was started. 

Robert Ware was eight generations descended from a Robert 
Ware of Devonshire, who had set up a plantation in 166I. Char
lotte's young husband took shares in the ancestral estate, called 
"Warelands." The newlyweds moved to the home in Dedham, 
and Charlotte proceeded to bring strength back to the soil 
through science. and to build up a dairy business . (She was an 
out-door person. The Key more than once mentioned her abili
ties in riding, rowing, and mountain climbing, and the fact that 
she had spent her summers camping on Lake Winnepesaukee.) 
The dairy business, a financial success and a force in the saving 
of infant life, produced the first certified milk in New England 
and brought about the appointment of the Medical Milk Com
mission. A dairy school was organized, and lecture courses 
Charlotte developed later became university ex tension courses 
and municipal lectures , delivered while she was executive sec
retary of Mayor Quincy's Advisory Committee. Commercial 
offers were turned down. 

In I9I3 she was appointed by the Commonwealth and by the 
Federal Government as a member of the American Commis
sion for the Study of Agricultural Cooperation in Europe. 
Federal land banks were established, par tly as a result of the 
commission 's report. That year she was delegate to the Interna
tional Conference of Farm Women in Ghent. Later, she was a 
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promoter of the Associated Country Women of the World . 
During World War I she organized the women's Food Conser
vation Committee in Massachusetts and helped train the Wom
en's Land Army. 

In I922 and I924 she was the only woman delegate to the 
General Assembly at the International Institute of Agriculture 
in Rome, became its secretary, and was made a trustee of the 
Albanian-American School of Agriculture. Of many awards, 
she prized most the gold medal from the Belgian Government 
in 1924, awarded for her dairy work; her medal from the Com
monwealth in I929 to "a pioneer who has blazed many an agri
cultural trail "; and the degree of Doctor of Humanities from 
Boston University in I93 7, calling her an agrarian planner and a 
true servant of humanity. 

From I888 , when her second term as grand president ended, 
to I930, when she appeared by special invitation at the 
Mackinac convention, her imagination , " Yankee shrewdness," 
idealism, and "enormous capacity for organization and hard 
work" were devoted to projects beyond the Fraternity. During 
her four year term charters had been granted to Gamma Rho 
and Beta Rho, and charters were returned from Beta Rho, Nu, 
and Pi. Arrangements for Beta Nu were completed before 
August I888 although the chapter wasn't installed until Octo
ber. Membership was restricted to college level , provisions 
were made for improving the financial condition of The Key, 
and experimental efforts with province conventions were 
begun. 

Charlotte belonged to many organizations, and she was 
always a working member. The Collegiate Alumnae, the Col
lege Club, the Philological Associat ion, the 20th Century Club, 
were only a few . In 1932 she joined the Boston Intercollegiate 
Kappa group, and in I939 they gave her a heart shaped box of 
candy for a valentine. Often these Kappas were Warelands 
guests. 

In 1930, she returned to the Kappa: scene and held delegates 
enthralled as she reminisced. She talked of other countries and 
faraway people and of world peace and the power for good of 
the Fraternity. It was a first convention for Lyndall Finley 
Wortham, ~eta Xi, who was later to present the Ware Cup in 
Charlotte's honor. She said, "The inspiration for the cup was 
gained at Mackinac . . . there was forged between us then a 
bond which not time nor eternity shall lessen. " 

Lyndall Wortham was also present at the Alpha Province 
Convention in Syracuse, where, at the closing banquet , an in
spired Charlotte initiated the Passing of the Light Ceremony, 
now a most beloved Kappa trad ition. 

Betty Fenn (Kingston), Beta Beta, wrote, " She wore the 
same 'Alice Blue Gown' which she wore as grand president 
(and) was truly a picture as she showed us her Kappa 
candlesticks and told us of their tradition in Kappa conventions 
and weddings. We shall al.ways cherish the memory (as she) 
passed from their position of honor on the head table one of her 
treasu red candlesticks to the delegate from the oldest chapter to 
hold as symbol of the torch of Kappa Kappa Gamma. . . . " 
In 1936 the occasion at the Seigniory Club was called "The Ban
quet of I 000 Candles." Helen Andres was there and remem
bered that every detail had to be completely thought out in 
advance to please Charlotte. "The final performance was beau
tiful beyond description." Charlotte was last to come down the 
stairs, dressed in her sky-blue gown, andthe whole group sang 
" I Love You Truly." She called it "a supremely thrilling expe
rience. " She took part in this ritual after the installation of 
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Charlotte Barrell Ware, 
"A pioneer who has 
blazed many an agricul
tural trail." Photograph 
selected by the Depart
ment of Agriculture to 
be preserved in the 
archives of the common
wealth. 

Delta Nu Chapter in December, 1942, and that was her last ap
pearance in this role. 

Charlotte was delighted with plans for the Hearthstone, the 
Florida clubhouse which was imaginatively conceived and 
brought to life about thirty years too soon. She could see its 
value and said, "(It has) my enthusiastic approval . . . my 
heritage from my Plymouth Valley forbears makes me eager to 

help blaze this new trail." And in 1938 at the Homestead, Hot 
Springs, Virginia, she had a wonderful announcement with a 
loving preface: 

"I would say that whatever I have been able to accomplish 
has been-due to Robert Ware, because during the years his love 
has surrounded me . . . we are both happy to deed that sec
tion of Warelands which is our home, to Kappa." Robert, in 
1935, had nearly lost his life in a traffic accident, and from that 
day on, it was remembered, Charlotte thought of each day with 
him as an unexpected treasure. Helen Andres said, "Her devo
tion to Robert Ware was the keystone of her existence." 

. Warelands was to be the second Hearthstone, but a few 
weeks after the happy announcement, the hurricane of 1938 
left the beautiful pine woods in devastation. Charlotte looked 
old for the first time, Helen remembered, yet she suddenly 
began to see her way clear again , optimistically planning. 

"She was not one to be downed for long, no matter what the 
disaster." 

In 1940, Charlotte recovered from a serious illness in order 
to go to convention in Sun Valley, Idaho. "It was," said Lyndall 
Wortham, "the best." 

"Perhaps it was because it took place just at the time of the 
fall of France, and when it seemed impossible that England 
would not follow . . . somehow, locked away from that ter
rifying world in that golden valley where only Kappa love and 
ideals and bonds held sway, there was a rebirth of faith in the 
rightness of things. . . . It was," she said, "Mrs. Ware's con
vention (not Della Lawrence Burt's who had organized it, or 
Rheva Ott Shryock's, who was saying farewell after four years 
in office) ." 

"She was at her best and I felt the deeply spiritual guidance of 
her love over every person and action there. She so thoroughly 
dominated 'it by these qualities which were Mrs. Ware to me and 
which typify all the finer things to which my life is dedi
cated. . . . I watched her at close range as she so thoroughly 
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charmed Mr. Rogers, the Sun Valley manager, that he estab
lished a Kappa Kappa Gamma trail, which she dedi
cated. . . . " 

The Sun Valley management was, at that time, only too hap
PY to have this pleasant Fleur-de-lis Trail present itself, for 
unexpected problems had arisen. The dedication was a tribute 
to Charlotte's genius for spur-of-the-moment planning and a 
Key photo shows her digging up the first spadeful with the new 
president, Elizabeth Bogert Schofield, and the retiring one, 
Rheva Shryock, flanking her. The Key mentioned that it was 
Charlotte's plan to have a Kappa wayside shrine along the trail, 
and "since it is Mrs. Ware's wish," 'the names of all who at
tended the dedication were printed. 

In May, 1934, Charlotte, on her way home from business in 
Washington, met past Grand Presidents Jean Nelson Penfield, 
May Whiting Westermann, Evelyn Wight Allan, and Bertha 
Richmond Chevalier in New York and out of that happy meet- · 
ing grew a letter of endorsement which these ladies of influence 
felt had something to do with bringing about the reestablish
ment of Alpha Chap~er. 

Evelyn asked them to meet again at her Connecticut house in 
July, and they did, with Minnie Royse Walker, who had been 
deputy for three of them, added to the group. Charlotte asked 
them then to devise a suitable inscription for the Ware
Wortham Cup. It was probably the only time such words have 
been put together by so many past presidents. 

"It wasn't easy," said May. 
The inscription: "In recognition of the character and service 

of Charlotte Barrell Ware, Kappa Kappa Gamma Grand Presi
dent 1884-1888, in the hope that it may prove a compelling 
challenge to friendship, selfless service, inspirational living
the Fraternity ideals which her life so radiantly expresses." 

At the installation of Alpha Deuteron in October, 1934, May 
Westermann gave the cup into that chapter's custody, accord
ing to Charlotte's wish, until the 1936 Convention when it 
would be awarded for the first time. 

Helen Steinmetz, Delta Epsilon, of Winter Park, Florida, was 
visiting Bertha Chevalier during the summer of 1938 and they 
were invited to Warelands . 

" . . . No need to tell you how lovely she always looks, but 
that day she was dressed in a white dress with a white tam and 
peach-colored smock. . . she came forward with outstretched 
hands to welcome a Kappa from the palms to the pines. And 

"To KKr with hap
PY memories of 
1884-88 when I 
had the privilege of 
serving as Grand 
Pres ident." In
scription by Char
lotte Barrell Ware 
on photo taken 
1924. 
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how lovely that pine woods is. We walked all over it and she 
showed us where the Crabtree famil y had been clearing a space 
for the first Hearthstone cottage. I came off with pine cones, a 
birch log, and a cedar log, that are to go on the first fire lighted 
in the Boyd Hearthstone. . . . " 

The Winter Park Hearthstone was dedicated on October 13, 
1938. The Key carried a number of photographs, perfectly 
staged. There is a table scene, with the Ware candlesticks. 
There is a scene at the fireplace with Rheva Shryock at left, slim 
and regal, holding a candlestick. The other is on the mantel , and 
a row of Kappa ladies, led by founder Louise Bennett Boyd, 
stands on that side. A third photo shows Louise Boyd alone at 
the fireplace. The lighted candles, said The Key, had been used 
to set fire to the mound of pine cones on the hearthstone, and 
"these instantly burst into a merry blaze. . . . " Three 
scenes, each with the signature of an absentee genius. 

The same issu5! of The Key told the story of the tragic destruc
tion of Warelands' woods. 

Charlotte Ware died on April 13, 1945. Her beloved Robert 
survived her. 

Stie had given the Fraternity her blue gown, her candlesticks, 
her home. (The money from the sale of Warelands, after pay
ment to the Hearthstone Fund, was placed in a fund for Char
lotte Barrell Ware Fellowships awarded with preference for 
graduate study in international relations, or the welfare of 
women, or agriculture for a foreign student in North America 
or a North American student abroad.) 

Charlotte Ware gave also, said Ruth Seacrest, then Fraternity 
president, "joyous eagerness, vision of youth (and later) 
wisdom of experience." She gave unabashed sentiment . . . 
she had greater valor than her world may have recognized. . . 
she had the dauntless courage of the pioneer . . . she per
sonalized our continuity with the past." 

"Whatever she said, whatever she did ," said Helen Andres, 
"was fraught with drama, vitality, straight-thinking, and deep 
spiritual values . Her interests were as wide as the horizon." 

And Almira Johnson McNaboe: " Long before she had 
reached middle age, her sympathies, broadening with the years, 
included all the world. . . . It seemed impossible that one 
frail person could combine such limitless energy and indomita
ble spirit." 

Frail ? Charlotte? 

Kate Bird Cross's farewell to the delegates at the 1890 Con
vention and to the Fraternity at large as grand president was 
called " Looking Forward." She had a fine mind and a thought
ful message, but she was also " artistic," and poetic posturizing 
was second nature to her. She enjoyed writing articles for The 
Key, and she enjoyed talking to an audience which appreciated 
her. 

" One hesitates tonight," she said, " amid the spirit of two 
and three score, to suggest the winter of isolation, when one 
among us , stranded, may forget the thrill and delight felt this 
night-this night, the touch-point of three days, wherein we 
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~~~~~~ 
Kate Cross Shenehon, Chi-Minnesota 

have so gladly wrought together for our own, our best Frater
nity." 

The convention had accomplished a great deal. They had 
indeed "wrought together." Kate had been grand president for 
two years. She had already appointed the brilliant Mary Kings
bury (Simkovitch) of Phi Chapter to be Kappa's first historian, 
and now a fifth member of the Grand Council was authorized, a 
grand registrar, and there were to be registrars in the chapters 
too. Kate wanted history to be written down and archives pre
served. She had seen to the second edition of the Song Book and 
the printing of the first Catalogue, her Council had issued the 
Manual for Corresponding Secretaries," and after the convention 
the Council 's work for the two-year period was printed as the 
Grand President 's Report, 1888-1890. An amended Constitution 
was printed for the first time and the power to amend given to 
the convention only. Chapters at Ohio State and the University 
of Pennsylvania were established and the Beta prefix used for 
the first time with Beta Alpha, replacing the former custom of 
naming a new chapter after a deceased one. The decision was 
made to go into the University of Michigan and the Simpson 
College charter was withdrawn . A new plan to attach insignia to 
the badge would give added prestige and recognition to Grand 
Council officers. 

Kate's Grand Council provided for sessions in the uneven 
years and payment of the session expenses by the Fraternity. It 
provided for expenses of Grand Council and delegates to and 
from national conventions. Chapters were asked to start li
braries and to observe an October Founders Day. A ritual of 
second degree membership (to stimulate advanced Fraternity 
education and deeper spiritual appreciation of the Fraternity) 
was short-lived but was the beginning of Fraternity examina
tions , a jewel and a flower were selected, the initiation of pre
paratory students was forbidden , and honorary membership 
came under scrutiny. Chapter houses were encouraged and a 
move made to finance them . Alumnae associations , but with no 
voting power, were favored. Most important of all decisions 
made in 1890 was probably the one to call a Panhellenic con
vention in Boston the next year. The incorporation of the Fra
ternity and an international study course were discussed. 
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Later, May Whiting Westermann, as historian, listed all these 
accomplishments and she said that Kate Cross was one of the 
Fraternity's great constructive leaders. 

The 1890 Convention in lllinois was more than a series of 
meetings, consultations, and planned programs. It was called 
delightful, and it was said that for years to come, a delegate 
would exclaim, "Ah, my dears, but there are no hostesses so 
hospitable as those at Bloomington, no sherbets so delicious as 
those served at our 'informal,' no waltzes so sweet as those 
played at the Thursday reception, no speeches so inspiring as 
those of our dear grand president. . . . " 

The grand president had talked of being "lost in loitering 
wastes," of "the true Fraternity pilgrim . . . the daring fleet
foot . . . with victor's roses for the alma fraternity," of Fra
ternity government chiming "precisely from west to- east." 
Then, in the middle of her inspirational word combinations she 
had turned sober and said, "In this day with the tide of enthusi
asm setting toward the equalization of women, it is hard for 
some of us, though women, and full of faith for women, to 
quite define the limit of that trust." When she was making a 
sincere statement, Kate forgot the wastes and the roses. She 
even split an infinitive! 

Kate Bird Cross was born in Washington, D.C., on October 
25, 1864. The family moved to Iowa two years later and to Min
neapolis in 1875. Kate went to Miss Judson's school and was in 
the class of 1886 at the University of Minnesota. She was initi
ated by Chi Chapter on September 30, 1884, and held every 
chapter office in succession. She was the first chapter historian. 

. From 1886 to 1888 she was grand marshal and planned the con
vention in Minnesota in 1888. Her toast-making on that occa
sion showed the promise realized in the future . 

"I, the handmaiden of hospitality, am to tell you how goodly 
to us has been the pleasure . . . we are each duke of our cup 
and plate, monarch of our smiles . . . Chi is not more a host 
than Phi or Psi or Charlotte Barrell less a guest than I . . . I 
shall be brief and ponderous, crimson shall be my visage, and 
swathed in smiles." At this point, in her own way, she bit into 
the bonbon and revealed its true heart: "The weakness of local 
fraternities is a proven thing- those clubs of a day that know 
not the strength and comfort o(' the circle within circle." She 
was not yet 24 years old and she was now grand president and 
ready for action . 

In 1890 she said, " . . . For six years I have known our 
Fraternity in intimate relation. In that time it has seemed to me 
to take on such unification, such strength, that I look, not 
hopefully, but confidently, to the roses and firesides, the 
dreams and realities, that promise no end and no departing" 
therein combining both her styles. Her audience must have 
sensed that the unification and the strength were Kate 's gift to 
the Fraternity. 

Kate Cross and Francis Clinton Shenehon, a civil engineer in 
t~e United States service, were married in May, 1891. They 
hved where his work took him: in Sault Ste. Marie, Buffalo, 
Ogdensburg, Detroit . They went home to Minneapolis in I909 
an~ unt.il 1927 he was dean of the College of Engineering at th~ 
umverstty. Later he was his own master. Their three daughters 
were Cht Kappas, as were Kate's two sisters, her brother's wife , 
and her four nieces . 

In Februa~y '. 1928, Kate Shenehon wrote a letter to The Key 
from Pans , hstmg the many Kappa members in her family. She 
had not lost her flair : " I was a student then, and now I am but 
the first in point of time, of a long line of Kappas of my race." 
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She had been invited to the 1928 Convention_..:the second to be 
held in Minnesota - and both the Shenehons were there. On 
the first morning the session was alive with grand presidents: 
Tade Hartsuff Kuhns, Kate Cross Shenehon, Emily Bright 

. Burnham, May Whiting Westermann, Lydia Voris Kolbe, 
Georgia Hayden Lloyd-Jones. Tade was the center of attraction, 
delighting everybody with her reminiscenses. Kate was "pre-
sented ." · 

Minneapolis was always home to the Shenehons, but their 
favorite place to go was a summer home on Lake Superior, 
Encampment Forest. Kate loved birds and flowers and enjoyed 
painting the flowers in her own garden. She collected antique 
furniture, china, and glass . Long ago Mary Simkovitch had 
written of her, "Mrs. Shenehon is of an artistic disposition with 
a delicate appreciation of what is fine in life and letter." She 
found satisfaction in studying Colonial history and genealogy. 
She was three times a "Daughter": of the American Revolu
tion, of the American Colonists, of the Founders and Patriots. 
She was a member of the Hartford Colony. 

In the spring of 1939 Kate and Francis Shenehon were both 
seriously injured in an auto accident in New Jersey (one of their 
daughters lived in Summit) . After weeks in a hospital she 
seemed to recover and they were able to spend another summer 
together on Lake Superior. But in October Francis Jied and six 
weeks later, in Minneapolis, Kate died too. 

Love of beauty and loyalty were the characteristics noted by 
her friends . 

May Westermann saw the picture plain : "As your historian 
views Kate Cross's service . . . she wonders whether we of 
the later councils ever expressed gratitude for what she did, for 
the movements which she started, for the faith which she had 
in the Fraternity." 

At the 1938 Convention Tade Kuhns was often discussed but 
"we were conscious," said May, "that the third grand president 
had long been missing from these national gatherings . . . " 
so Kate was to have been an invited guest at Sun Valley in 
1940 .. .. 

"We were too late . . . . " 
The Key editorialized that it was a coincidence that Kate had 

died in a convention year since she had been "responsible for 
several of the Fraternity's early conventions!" 

Kate wrote of herself for the 1930 History of Kappa Kappa 
.Gamma: "The presidency of our Fraternity is the only office of 
tmportance I have held in all my life . I have had many enthusi
asms, many interests that have added material elements in a 
happy life, but my interest in Kappa Kappa Gamma is still 
heartfelt. 1 .have a jealous concern for its well-being and suc
cess, such as one feels for a dear child." 

Kate Shenehon 



A tribute to Evelyn Wight Allan was written, after her death, 
by her close friend Jean Nelson Penfield: " . . . On January 
31, 1957, there was lost a great educator, known from coast to 
coast for her superbly constructive work for the education of 
young girls. . . . " Jean repeated the Minnie Royse Walker 
story of the "shy child" at the 1892 Convention who had said 
to Evelyn, retiring as grand president, " I think I love you be
cause your eyes challenge one to do things and to be things," 
and, in spite of a temptation to call such a line mythic in origin, 
the point is clear. Evelyn had charisma and gave an undeniable 
impression of power combined with goodness. 

Details of her early life, her family history, are not known . 
Neither are the facts of her short marriage to Mansfield Allan, 
except that during this time she was also involved with teaching 
and administration in New York City. Her husband, described 
as "a brilliant young journalist," died a year and half after they 
were married. She had been a New York girl, born in Brooklyn , 
attended public schools there , and received her B.S . degree 
from St. Lawrence University in 1891. 

In 1890 Beta Beta Chapter sent Evelyn as convention dele
gate to Bloomington, Illinois. She had had some training in par
liamentary law at college, and remarked later that the Council 
and delegates must have been impressed by the way she 

· "begged the issue," for at that convention she was elected 
grand president, to succeed the innovative and poetic Kate 
Cross (Shenehon). 

She had more than a knowledge of parliamentary proce
dure-in 1889 she was the choice of the faculty to take part in 
the sophomore declamatory contest, and in 1890 she again took 
the prize for oratory. Besides, she was on the board of directors 
of the periodical, the Laurentian, and of the University Reading 
Room. At the convention she had made herself a part of a 
group of Phi members , a prestigious chapter- Emily Bright 
(Burnham), the grand secretary, was among "them -and they 
had eaten pear fritters and lobster salad together while they dis
cussed degrees and "chapter-houses ." 

The chapter house discussion was continued during the two 
years of her administration, and the first Grand Council session 
in the interim year between conventions took place in 1891 in 
Columbus, Ohio. 

Of prime importance during Evelyn's administration was the 
first Pan hellenic Convention in Boston in 1891 , a meeting 
planned by Kate Shenehon and her Council the year before. 
The convention was perfectly successful-there was warmth 
and friendliness among the groups represented , and much was 
accomplished. Jean Nelson (Penfield) was the delegate from 
Iota. She and Evelyn met for the first time, and they met again 
in 1892 in Indianapolis . From that time on they were friends for 
life. 

Leland Stanford University had opened in 1891 and Beta Eta 
Chapter was founded there in 1892. Evelyn decided to go west 
for graduate study, and this decision was to affect her future 
and to enhance her prestige as a power among her peers. She 
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(Lucy) Evelyn Wight Allan, Beta Beta-St. Lawrence 

had already enjoyed helping with the installation of the new 
chapter, Beta Epsilon at Barnard , and now she became the 
friend and mentor of Beta Eta. She was never an affiliate, some 
said out of loyalty to her own chapter, but she gave help, 
advice, and friendship, and its most illustrious member to the 
Stanford chapter. This was Lou Henry, a student who became 
Evelyn's close friend, who had not joined a fraternity, and who, 
overcome by the persuasive powers of the past grand president, 
did join. Many years later when Lou Henry Hoover was nation
al president of the Girl Scouts of America, Evelyn loyally 
agreed to be Girl Scout Commissioner for the Brooklyn Dis
trict. 

Evelyn made an impression "of power, personal and execu
tive" during her year at Stanford. She returned to New York 
with a B.A. degree, to a useful professional life , to the brief 
marriage, to helping the girls at Adelphi in their efforts to gain a 
Kappa charter-she had become interested in them while teach
ing in the Manual Training High School in Brooklyn. She was 
asked in 1908 to become the dean of women at Stanford, the 
first woman in the country to be honored in this way. For eight 
yea rs she most successfu lly filled that position , accomplishing 
in the end exactly what she wanted to: proper campus housing 
for women, a clubhouse for women, an emergency loan fund 
for women. 

On her return to New York she studied at the Prince School 
for Store Service and joined the educational staff at Lord & 
Taylor-she realized that many women could be useful in such 
work during World War I. She is best known as principal of the 
Girls Commercial High School in New York. She was loved and 
admired-one student wrote a piece of verse which found its 
way to The Key, praising her for her dignified mien, her envia
ble personality, her dynamic energy, her wise guidance, and her 
motherly interest. This motherly interest had manifested itself 
in the adoption of a daughter , Lou Weston Allan . 

Evelyn's way with words-in fact many a past president 's way 
with words-was proved again at the 1920 Convention when 
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letters in behalf of Beta Beta which had made an unprecedented 
request (see Hist01y Volume I, Beta Beta Deuteron) were suc

cessful. 
By 1946 Evelyn Allan was ranking grand president. She was 

an excellent speaker at biennial conventions, including the 
1946, the Diamond ' Jubilee. That year she was appointed 
ritualist. In 1950 she and Jean Penfield were among the six Kap
pas to receive Achievement Awards. Her talk to the assembled 
delegates began "I have spent 50 years in education" and 
ended in a stirring appeal to the young active members to use 
their influence toward keeping America free. . . "We believe 
in you! We trust you! God bless you!" 

Emily Burnham considered the fact of thresholds. They were 
an obstruction to traffic between rooms; they could cause stum
bling; they hindered dancing. So when she and her husband 
Addison, and their three small children (a third little son had 
died in infancy) moved from Cambridge to Newton Centre, 
Massachusetts, their new home had no thresholds. It is simpler 

. to omit thresholds in advance planning than it i;; to eliminate 
them after a house is built, but Emily was perfectly capable of 
that kind of action , too. 

Former Key editor Ella Titus was acute in her characteriza
tion of many a fellow member of Phi Chapter, and she early 
recognized in Emily Hudson Bright a girl who projected an aura 
of influence, a young woman "slow in speech and very quick in 
thought and action." Years later Ella looked again at Emily 's 
letters to her and saw beyond the concise phrasing a host of 
practical suggestions for Fraternity work and play. Emily, unlike 
some other officers , enjoyed her train travel on Fraternity busi 
ness , and on one occasion wrote to Ella frol)l the Keokuk 
railroad station of the train she had taken whose "connections 
were perfect - the longest wait is only five hours at Keokuk." In 
thinking Emily over , Ella made a fervent but unexaggerated 
statement: She was "a helpful woman and one exceedingly dear 
to those who knew her." 

Her helpfulness often took the form of reform . She had a 
particular desire to correct wrongs and to perfect the organiza
tions which involved her interest and her heart. She loved the 
Fraternity as it was but had a vision of the ideal and was 
intrigued by possibilities. It was Emily who conceived the Sec
ond Degree, the special examination enabling Kappas who 
qualified, because of their comprehensive knowledge of the 
Fraternity, to enter· into a deeper spiritual significance of the 
Fraternity. The insignia of the Second Degree was a tiny !leur
de-lis set with a ruby, which was attached to the key by a gold 
chain. Emily was the first initiate, and those first initiations took 
place at the I 892 Convention which elected her grand presi
dent. 

Her feelings on extension were more radical than conserva
tive-she held that it was far better to annex possibly excellent 
new chapters and to eliminate less than desirable old chapters 
than to go along with exceeding caution. During her four years 
as grand secretary and two years as grand president (1888-
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1894) six chapters were added : Beta Nu, Beta Alpha, Beta 
Delta, Beta Epsilon, Beta Eta, Beta Iota (the only one during 
her presidency), and the one and only associate chapter, Beta 
Theta (the Chicago [Alumnae) Associate Chapter). 

The Grand Council of 1888 to 1890 was eager to· improve 
Fraternity government, and Emily was very active in formulat 
ing the plans which were adopted by the Convention of 1890. 
She remarked in any years later that she couldn't understand 
why changes had to be made in the Constitution, when the ones 
she had worked out were just as good. The first Catalogue, 
issued in 1890, was her task and her achievement. 

Her unusual gift for organizing and directing was appreciated 
on the Boston University campus. She had chosen this univer
sity for its convenience, but she came to be aware of its other 
qualities and to be thankful for the opportunities it offered . Her 
friendships, it was noted by her Phi sisters (she was initiated 
December 9, 1886), were not confined to Phi, and she did not 
"condescend" with "less popular girls" -she seemed really to 
like them! She was president of the Philomathean Society and 
her special activity was with Gamma Delta , an open society 
whose members played with children of the street, told stories, 
made scrapbooks, organized games. Social work and especially 
problems of housing became her professional passion and her 
sincerity and fervor were later responsible for many young col
lege people entering this activity. 
. In April, 1894, The Key reported that the grand president had 
been married to Addison Center Burnham on December 28, 
1893, and that "s0me of us had the privilege of wishing all hap-
piness. . in ll~.rson. " 

Emily Bright Burnham, Phi-Boston 



Emily had gone to work for the Associated Charities on being 
graduated from college in 1890 and in the fall of 1892 had 
become an agent for the society, a rare example of volunteer 
turned professional. The October, 1894, Key contained her 
essay, "Charity Organization," stating her beliefs ("I see no 
reason why the State should allow those who will not support 
themselves to have so large a share in populating the State") 
and defining the New Charity ("the charity that gives for the 
good of those receiving, not for the ease of those who give"). 

The same issue contained the story of the Ithaca Convention 
of 1894, Emily's convention, where the power of the alumnae 
from Chicago manifested itself in the election of Katharine 
Sharp to the presidency. The banquet which began at 11 p.m. 
and ended at 2 a.m. afforded the conventioneers a rare sight: 
"three presidents at one table!" Emily read the first toast, 
"Kappa Kappa Gamma," and her administration was con
cluded. Her beloved social work and a new and wonderful home 
life could continue. 

The Burnhams shared many interests such as canoe trips and 
football games. When Emily marched for woman's suffrage, 
Addison marched too. When the children were growing up 
there were family folk dancing; summers at Bailey Island, 
Maine; many parties and house parties (a number involved Phi 
Chapter); and, of course, more organizing-such as the public 
library on the island, started by Emily and carried on by the 
summer people. Emily was often ill but her work continued. As 
a volunteer for the Associated Charities (later Family Welfare 
Society of Boston), she planned improvement of Boston's 
worst slum ("The Morton Street Improvement"). That job was 
called "one of the best pieces of work done in the city for many 
years" and was instrumental in removing the occupants of over 
700 basement tenements ("Cellars and Basements"). Her sons 
became so much interested in her work that they used it as 
source material for Harvard theses. A letter from their pro
fessor gave her credit and it amused her to think that her inde
pendent little boys who would never let their mother help them 
with their homework had become young men whQ "let" their 
mother help with their college work! · 

In later years Emily was particularly active in securing the 
enactment of the Public Housing Laws of the Commonwealth. 
The Housing Association of Metropolitan Boston called her one 
of its most earnest and zealous workers, an untiring leader 
whose contagious enthusiasm influenced many volunteer com
mittees. There must also have been the usual criticism aimed at 
her and her out-of-home activities, for there is her own protest 
in her own behalf: "I am really more domestic than the aver
age, bread is still baked in my house, and floor polish is made 
from a family recipe." She took food to ill friends, advised 
Bertha Richmond Chevalier on child care and budget-making, 
and never failed in her support of the two Boston Alumnae As
sociations and the active chapter. She was the prime mover in 
obtaining Panhellenic House for Boston's women's fraternities. 
Addison was the lawyer for the venture, and he gave Phi its 
piano. Just as Emily recognized the ills of the world around her 
she recognized, too, the beauties of her various environments. 
She had studied philosophy in college and said that from that 
study a great personal happiness in her religion had developed. 

Addison Burnham died in September, 1939. The April, 1940, 
Key reported that Emily had moved to 9 Glen Road, Newton 
Centre, and that she had attended the March 15 meeting of the 
Boston Alumnae Association. On April 2 she was resting at 
home when her heart stopped. It would seem that her step from 
life to death was unhindered by a threshold. 
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She willed the gavel presented to her at the Indianapolis Con
vention of 1892, which elected her grand president, to the Kap
pas of Indiana. It was to be used as a yearly award to the chapter 
in the state which had contributed most to unaffiliated students 
on its campus during the past year. 

There are certain facts in catalogs and card files. . . . 
SHARP, Katharine Lucinda ... Librarian. b.Eigin, Ill., 

May 21, 1865. dau. John William and Phebe (Thompson) S.; 
Ph.B., Northwestern U., 1885; Willard's School, Berlin, Ger., 
1888-1889; Ph.M., 1889; University of State of N.Y., 1890-
1892; S.L.B., 1892; A.M., U. of Ill., 1907; teacher, Elgin, Ill., 
1886-1888; asst. librarian, Scoville Inst., Oak Park, Ill., 1888-
1890; library organizer, Wheaton, Ill., 1891; Xenia, Ohio, 1892; r 

in charge comparative library exhibit, Chicago Expo., 1893; di
rector dept. library science, Armour lnst. Tech., Chicago, 1893-
1897; Grand Pres. Kappa Kappa Gamma, 1894-1896; head li
brarian and director, State Library School, U. of Ill., 1897-1907; 
University extension lecturer on library economy, U. of Ill., 
1897-1898; director, summer school of library science, U. of 
Wise., 1895-1896; lecturer on library economy, U. of Chicago, 
1896; mem. Ill. State Library Assn. (pres. 1903-1904); Amer. 
Library Assn. (council 1895-1905; V.P. 1898, 1907); Fellow 
Amer. Library lnst., 1906; Phi Beta Kappa, Kappa Kappa Gam
ma, Lake Placid Club ... died June 1, 1914. 

Just as Bertha Richmond Chevalier, her successor to the 
grand presidency, could "read the rug" she wove, Kate Sharp 
could read the index cards in her files. She knew as soon as she 
became a teacher that teaching in a secondary school was not 
for her, and she knew even before she went off to Albany to li
brary school that the world of the library was her world. 

She was 16 and a freshman at Northwestern University in the 
fall of 1881. She was called winsome, intellectual, generous, 
companionable, original in thought, and decided in action. She 
was a natural leader, had gracious manners, and "a fine phy
sique." A large circle of friends found her admirable. She and a 
small circle of friends, headed by Anna Boyle (Brown), whose 
brother was a friend of Tade Hartsuff (Kuhns), founded 
Upsilon Chapter. Initiation was on April 18, 1882, and the fol
lowing August Kate and Anna, the delegate, went to conven
tion in Madison, Wisconsin. Tade was reelected. The charm and 
power of good organization could be understood and appreci
ated by a girl like Kate. 

Library science was a new field and Kate "almost a pioneer." 
Armed with her new degree from Albany she began the career 
which was to bring her praise and admiration. She worked out 
or discovered new techniques and shared them with her col
leagues. Her Kappa friends realized her abilities and began to 
plan for her future. Every year, as the file on alumnae member
ship grew, alumnae activities gained in scope and importance. A 
Chicago group had been granted a charter for the first and only 
associate chapter, Beta Theta, in February, 1893. Its members, 
which did not then include Kate, decided that it was time the 
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grand presidency left the east and settled again further west, 
and that the growing importance of the Fraternity's alumnae 
must be made known. 

The 1894 Convention in Ithaca, New Y9rk, saw Kate nomi
nated from the floor and elected, not as a member of Upsilon 
but as a Beta Theta. She was 29 years old, an old woman for the 
Grand Council. She was already important in her profession, a 
fact made known in The Key. Her loyal constituents were 
delighted that their successful candidate was a product of Illi
nois, a child of pioneers, although the Sharps had come from 
New York State and the Thompsons, her mother's family, from 
Connecticut. Upsilon's delegate, Carla Sargent (Fisk), now 
Kate's deputy, had seen her sigma in delta design accepted by 
the convention, and Kate had it made into a stickpin souvenir 
for her. Later it became the pledge pin. The day after conven
tion-and oh, what a banquet there had been the night before, 
beginning at 11 and ending at 2 a.m.!-both Kate and Carla 
took the Second Degree examination, were initiated, and re
ceived their fleur-de-lis pins. It was the third and last time for 

. this exclusive ritual. Kate was not wholly in sympathy with it, 
but it had its value as the forerunner of general Fraternity ex
aminations, voted for by Grand Council in January, 1895. 

Katharine Sharp's administration was the first and, except for 
1933-1935, the only one in the Fraternity's history in which 
there was no extension. There were, however, petitions from 
12 institutions, and in 1899 she was the affectionate force 
behind the charter granted to Beta Lambda, Illinois. 

Although Kate's "fine physique" had been noted by her 
Northwestern friends, she was plagued by illness, and in 1896 
at the Evanston convention she presided only at the opening 
and closing. The first alurriqae reunion of Upsilon was held at 
that convention, the practice of honorary membership was 
abolished, and the grand president's valedictory restored a 
feature which had been missed during three administrations. 
The Sharp valedictory stressed conservatism in extension and 
the withdrawing of charters from chapters which were 
"weakening to the Fraternity, on account of the lowering of the 
standard of the college, or lack of proper material." (This policy 
was to lead in a few years to the severest test the Fraternity had 
had to face, the lawsuit which the St. Lawrence chapter felt nec
essary to initiate in an effort to save Beta Beta.) 

Portrait in bronze of Katharine Sharp done in 1922, a gift from the 
Library School Association to the Library of the University of Illi
nois. 
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Katharine L. Sharp, Upsilon-Northwestern 

Kate Sharp had worked meticulously in her Kappa role 
throughout her long illness. Gradually recovering, she returned 
to her profession, in 1897 becoming the founding director and 
head librarian of the Library School of the University of Illinois. 
Ten good years followed. In 1907 her father and her brother 
died a few months apart, and she was without a family . She had 
begun a report of Illinois libraries, a many-paged work which 
would become a foundation for future volumes. Her interest in 
her chosen field never failed , but her life was broken by her 
brother's death. she had to get away. 

She had for many years been a member of the Lake Placid 
Club and, as second vice president, she had a part to play in its 
welfare. She devoted seven years to its interests, but not as a li
brarian. On June 1, 1914, she was killed in an auto accident in 
the Adirondacks. The North Shore Alumnae in June and the 
Estes Park convention in August expressed profound grief in 
resolutions sent to The Key. 

As the first charter member of Upsilon to be graduated, Kate 
had been given a diamond badge by her chapter. This key, to 
which the diamond circlet had later been added, was owned by 
Upsilon after her death until the 1930 Convention, when it was 
presented to the Fraternity to become the official badge of the 
grand president. Sarah Harris Rowe conducted the ritual of 
transfer. 

Eight years earlier, on March 13, 1922, a bronze portrait 
tablet by Lorado Taft was presented to the University of Illinois 
by the Library School Association in honor of Katharine Sharp. 
May Whiting Westermann, intent on her biography of Kate 
Sharp for the 1930 History, stood in admiration before this 
tablet, wondering how many or how few Kappas knew of its ex
istence, wondering, too,. about the dearth of material to be 
found concerning this woman so dedicated to her field and to 
her friends, wondering about the untold story. 

There are facts not to be found in catalogs and card 
files. . . . 
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Bertha Plimpton Richmond was known as an intrepid and 
nonchalant cyclist, and this combination of daring and devil
may-care made her a general favorite . She had many friends 
and few secrets. She was the olde~t of a family of five , saw the 
deaths of two brothers and a sister, was herself " required to 
leave the world by one of the harder roads, " but said of herself 
that she was the luckiest person she knew. She died in Ashland, 
Massachusetts , on March 4, 1942. May Whiting Westermann 
said of her, "She was an addition to any group. " 

She was born in Boston, a descendant of John Alden and 
Thomas Dudley, Massachusetts ' second governor, entered 
Boston University in the fall of 1891, and was initiated that 
November 14. She joined the Fraternity but no other organiza
tions and was known to have said proudly that she "didn ' t 
belong to a single Society. " In 1894 she became business man
ager of The Key, went to the Ithaca convention, and was elected 
grand secretary. Bertha and the newly elected president, 
Katharine Sharp, had more than pleasure in Fraternity and a 
belief in conservative extension in common. They were library 
science enthusiasts. In 1895, with a B.A. degree, Bertha became 
a Boston Public Library staff member. Although she never be
came a nationally known figure in the profession as Kate did, 
she gained much from her associations in the field. 1n 1902 she 
was married to Samuel Arthur Chevalier, head of the Catalogue 
Department. Twenty-one years later , feeling a need for mental 
stimulation, she joined the Harvard library staff and was happy 
to be working near her old Phi friend and former Key editor, 
Ella Titus. Their friendship had been unbroken for 50 years. 

After her marriage, her Kappa membership was one of enjoy
ment and devotion rather than the earlier one of dedicated 
labor. Her good friends, the meetings and conventions attended 
were what mattered - the problems of a president could be 
forgotten because happy memories are strong, and Bertha 
Chevalier was essentially light-hearted, practical, and indepen
dent, and with "the social gift. " 

At the century's end, the battles and personalities of the 
Spanish-American War may have taken over the front pages of 
the country 's newspapers , but for Kappas on the,Grand Council 
the battle raging in their own world and the fear of unfavorable 
publicity took precedence. The Key was careful: "Every active 
member knows the history of the last three years and knows 
that the officers have been subjected to a good deal of personal 
notoriety and unpleasantness." Virginia Gildersleeve, a strong 
young Beta Epsilon, signed her initials to an essay on charter 
withdrawal: feelings of pity and leniency were to be crushed 
when the question was the Fraternity good. Not wealth, schol
arship , or social positions of membership was as important as 
innate fineness . . . "better a half dozen chapters of congenial 
members and honored ranking than crowded provinces strug
gling in insignificance and inferior membership." Bertha fol
lowed the narrow road of extension policy which Kate Sharp, 
her predecessor, had traveled. She was still intrepid, but hardly, 
after a while, nonchalant. She had mentioned smallness of in-
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stitution rather than magnificence of membership. But any ref
erence to inferiority now seemed to be leading to trouble . Now 
that matters had come to a pretty pass, The Key reported: 
"Never before . . . has the fraternity had such serious affairs 
with which to deal'' -let its readers know that officers must be 
allowed to make decisions and not delegates, who usually don't 
know much about any chapter but their own. The increasingly 
noisy alumnae and critical actives were being told to leave mat
ters in more experienced hands. 

At the 1896 Convention the ill and library-committed Kate 
Sharp had declined renomination and Bertha Richmond, her 
grand secretary, was elected president. No changes in govern
ment had been made, a songbook was about to be published, a 
Catalogue was being put together, and the vote against having 
honorary members seemed sensible. May Whiting's and Tade 
Hartsuff Kuhn's toasts were well received and yells like: 

and 

"Who has kept us all in order? 
Katharine Sharp let's all applaud her!" 

" Richmond, Richmond, On to Richmond!" 
cleared the air for a while of controversy. 

In 1898 surprised Easterners felt the warmth of Lincoln, Ne
braska 's welcome. The Hotel Lincoln was accommodating Kap
pa visitors for $8.75 a week. Questions to be brought up 
included one on the desirability of fine arts students and "spe
cials" as members, and: "In What Way and for What Reason 
Should a Charter be Revoked?" But such questions were 
cushioned with social events in pleasant places, such soloists as 
Silence Dales, and dark and light blue ice cream frozen in the 
beloved fleur-de-lis shape. 

Out of this attractive melange was born, after a gestation of 
years, a decision that chapters should be maintained only in 
larger colleges and universities , and the policy was put into 
effect by a vote to withdraw the charter of Beta Beta at St. Law
rence. On those days there was no provision for notice, proba-
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tion trial or defense.) There were vehement objections-the 
cha~ter's 'Key letters attested its growing strength - but the 
Grand Council was not to be swayed. Beta Beta, desperate, re
ferred the matter to the courts. In 1900 a Beta Beta Alumnae 
Association was formed and took over chapter archives until, 
years later, they were again needed (see Beta Beta History, Vol
ume 1) . 

Bertha Richmond's 1898 valedictory recommended that con
stitutional provision be made to stabilize the personnel of the 
Grand Council. She also urged the formation of alumnae 
groups and suggested that the new Catalogue be their guide. In 
her final 1900 vale she was happy to report that the songbook 
had paid for itself, the Catalogue had been published, and The 
Key was in the black. Many years later Ella Titus mentioned that 

· "those rather dry little items . . . stand for six years of faith
ful, competent administrative work (and) lasting ties of friend
ship." 

Hopes for a sta6ilized personnel were temporarily dissipated 
in 1900 when all five members of Grand Council retired. The 
Key totd of the true harmony in their cooperation over the 
years, mentioned that these five very different women had had 
"a crisis to deal with, but . . . chose the course which seemed 
... for the best good of Kappa Kappa Gamma." The closing 
session of the Columbus convention was filled with "not mere
ly the usual sadness . . . but the realization that . . . we 
were parting with officers who . . . had served. . . with such 
faithfulness and unselfishness as no organization has a right to 
expect, much less a right to demand. . . . " 

Early in their marriage the Chevaliers remained in Boston, 
but from 1906 till 1918 lived happily in Holliston, about 25 
miles away, where they were neighbors of the Robert Wares of 
Warelands. Bertha, working with Ella Titus in the Phi chapter 
room back in Boston as she often did, found Charlotte Barrell 
Ware a neighbor in that apartment house, too, and enjoyed 
being asked for tea. The life in Holliston was attractive, with 
gardening, dancing, things to do with the house, many visiting 
friends, and the demands of PTA, including a presidency. 
There were two young sons in the Chevalier household. In 1918 
the family took a Boston apartment but returned to the country 
for summer months, and much later, Florida in winter was part 
of the pleasant routine. 

Bertha Richmond Chevalier had an avocation - rug weav
ing - and her friends told of her ability to " read the rug." Re
membered especially was one into which she wove a pair of 
khaki pants ruined by barbed wire in "No-Man's-Land" (for 
another war had come and gone) as a permanent souvenir of 
four art students who had built a cabin near her Holliston 
home. There is a kind of admirable consistency in this attractive 
woman who early found a successful songbook in the midst of 
controversy, who could weave a rug out of shreds of evidence 
of a holocaust , and who could still say as she left the world by 
that "hard route" that she was the luckiest person she knew. 

Jean Penfield 's little boy was called William Warner after his 
father, and the little girl, Jean Louise, a name which broke the 
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pattern of the past. The death of the two infants during the first 
years of her marriage did not send their mother into seclusion 
or depression, but into Kappa service and continuing service to 
society. The advice of a good friend , probably Minnie Royse 
Walker, Iota, who became her deputy and biographer in the 
1930 History sent Jean to the 1900 Convention in Columbus, 
Ohio, armed with the knowledge that the Fraternity needed her 
at a crucial time in its history. (See biography of Bertha Rich
mond Chevalier.) 

"Never before in its history has the Fraternity had such 
desparate affairs with which to deal. Never before "have there 
been so many opinions on any Fraternity subject. At no time 
has there been so great an anxiety on the part of the delegates to 
fully comprehend a matter in all its aspects . At no time has a 
convention striven so hard to understand the history of the or
ganization, its development, its aims, and the real meaning 
which underlies them. Nor has any previous convention tried 
so earnestly to live up to the Fraternity's ideals." (The Key, 
October 1900.) 

To subdue the storm caused by the expulsion of Beta Beta 
from the chapter roll, Jean Penfield was elected grand presi
dent, although she had had no previous Grand Council experi
ence, and her administration was marked by "loyalty to her 
predecessors, consideration and justice for all, and the advance
ment of Kappa ideals." Her own interest in such movements as 
woman's suffrage caused an increased interest in the Fraternity. 
Deans of women · were approached and asked to consider the 
generally poor accommodations in the living quarters of women 
students. The value of alumnae membership was recognized, 
and participation in social and civic interests stimulated . Two 
new chapters - Beta Mu and Beta Xi-were installed. After her 
presidency, Jean was chairman of a committee for social serv
ice, a movement she had inaugurated. 

Eliza Jean Nelson was the only daughter of an only daughter 
of an only daughter, all Eliza Jeans. She was born in Greencas
tle, Indiana,' on November 4, 1872, descended from a long line 
of responsible, prominent, and successful men and women. 
Her remarkable mother came from a distinguished and "broad
minded" Baltimore family, the Brannans; her father, Franklin 
Perry Nelson, was a product of Indiana pioneering. His father 
had freed all his slaves in protest against slavery 35 years before 
the Civil War , and moved to Indiana from Virginia. The self
assurance which is the property of members of an intellectual 
and secure aristocracy enabled Jean also to pioneer, to accept 
women 's rights as natural rights, to state her case, to have con
victions and to uphold them. 

She became a Kappa when she entered the preparatory de
partment of Old Asbury, although the pledging of "preps" was 
criticized by the Fraternity. The Nelson house , the finest in 
town , was the scene of many Kappa parties and meetings. In 
1891 , Jean represented Iota Chapter at the first Panhellenic 
meeting in Boston, and when the third official Kappa delegate 
didn't arrive, the 18-year-old sophomore was asked to share the 
Kappa responsibilities along with Grand President Evelyn 
Wight (Allan) and Grand Secretary Emily Bright (Burnham). 

An hysterical high was reached by Iota and DePauw on the 
night of May 5, 1892, as members waited for the results of the 
Interstate Oratorical Contest in Minneapolis , a most important 
annual event, attracting the interest of I 0 states , 63 colleges, 
and 30,000 students. Jean had already won the college and state 
contests , and the message, " Victory is ours! " came over the 
wires early in the morning. It was a first for women as well as a 
triumph for DePauw, and Greencastle went mad with joy. 
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. Eliza Jean Nelson Penfield, Iota-DePauw 

Jean 's delivery, her manner, her sincerity, her enthusiasm for 
her subject , "Industrial Freedom," caused one of the judges to 
give Indiana the only perfect mark on thought and composition, 
and newspapers (even as far away as Canada) complimented 
the orator, the American woman, DePauw, Kappa Kappa Gam
ma, and Greencastle. The poised and lovely girl in her simple 
white dress, a feature picked out by the press as proof of 
superiority, had reached a pinnacle at 19. 

After her 1893 graduation , she studied in New York at the 
Sargent Dramatic School and continued voice lessons at the 
Metropolitan Conservatory of Music. She organized the Musi
cal Aid Guild for young women who couldn't afford a musical 
education . 

In 1897, she was married to a New York judge, William 
Warner Penfield. He was descended , it was said, " from several 
of the early American families. " They went to live in the old 
Colonial house of one of those families in Wakefield, a part of 
New York. Many years later she wrote A HistOiy and Genealogy 
of the Penfield Family in America-A TercentenG/y Tribute: 1650-
1950. 

From 1902 till 1913 she was active in the Woman's Suffrage 
Movement, lecturing across the country, organizing and head
ing the work in Bronx County and Westchester County and in 
the 8th judicial district of the State of New York. She was one of 
the seven incorporators of the Woman's Suffrage Party of New 
York, and from 1910 to 1912 she was chairman of the Party for 
Greater New York . She had for years been an able and active 
parliamentarian (author of Penfield 's Ready Reference Leaflet in 
ParliamentG/y La w). 
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In 1913 she decided she could be of greater service as an at
torney than in organizational work, so she gave up her official 
positions. She was admitted to practice in 1916, began lecturing 
on current legislation and "Law That Every Woman Should 
Know," and was elected to Phi Delta Delta, national legal fra
ternity , whose basis for election is an average of 95 per cent in 
law school. 

In 1918, Jean Penfield toured the west with Carrie Chapman 
Catt and other suffragists . Their mission was to ask the gover
nors of states, where women already had the ballot, to call spe
cial sessions of their legislatures to secure prompt ratification of 
the pending suffrage amendment: This group of women also or
ganized the League of Women Voters in the states they visited. 

In 1923, Jean delivered the principal address at the national 
convention of women lawyers in Minneapolis, scene of her 
1892 triumph . She was a member of the American Bar Associa
tion and the New York County Lawyers Association. She 
headed the Department of Practical Law for Women in the 
Brooklyn Law School. She was listed for many years in Who's 
Who in America and Who 's Who in Jurisprudence. Her private 
practice was active and successful and she always. practiced 
alone. 

She was a long-time member of the Kappa alumnae organiza
tion in New York City, had served as its president, and was a 
familiar and admired figure at Fraternity conventions. The con
vention had been moved, in 1920, to agree to an unprecedented 
dispensation after a talk by Tade Hartsuff Kuhns and the read
ing of fervent letters from Jean Penfield, Charlotte Barrell 
Ware, and Evelyn Allan. The frantic cause for which Jean had 
been drafted into Kappa service in 1900 had seemed to resolve 
itself in 1915 when Beta Beta Deuteron was reinstated. The 
culmination was reached at Mackinac, and its mood of Golden 
Jubilation influenced the mood of Lydia Voris Kolbe and her 
Grand Council. The decision : all alumnae members of the local 
group which had protected the Beta Beta charter for so long 
could now be initiated (see Beta Beta Chapter history, Volume 
1, The Hist01y of Kappa Kappa Gamma, 1870-1975.) 

In 1946, a delighted convention applauded Jean's acceptance 
of a 50-year pin, one of the first 10 of this emblem to be pre
sented, and thrilled at her presentation of Minnie Royse 
Walker's diamond and sapphire fleur de lis "to be worn by the 
president on all suitable occasions." She could not attend the 
1950 Convention and receive her Achievement Award, so a 
special ceremony was planned in 1951. By 1957, she was the 
ranking grand president. In the Autumn Key that year appeared 
her tribute to her dear friend, Evelyn Wight Allan, who had 
died early in the year. On February 27, 1961, in Indianapolis 
where at the age of 82 , six years earlier she had been admitted 
to the Indiana Bar-Jean Nelson Penfield died. This was 26 
years after the death of her husband, more than 60 years after 
the deaths of their children. 

She had been a member of the Daughters of the American 
Revolution , and the Daughters of 1812 . . . she was cited as 
writer*, speaker, reformer , attorney, parliamentarian , chair
man, suffragist , past president. .. . 

She had been winner of the Interstate Oratorical Contest 
. . . the only woman ever. ... What a triumphant time that 

*Her writing, besides that already mentioned, included poe try and secular and 
sacred songs, such as " Hold High The Flag," " Mother Mine," " The Sea," 
" White Tree Tops," and other poems . . . and " Old Glory," "Bauali a, " " The 
Right to be a Man," " Call Me Thine, " " Home to Stay," " Her Name," " Thy 
Cross Shall Be My Sign, " " It's Once More Gay on Old Broadway" and other 
songs . 
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was! The town was decorated in yellow for DePauw, and dark 
and light blue for Kappa. On May 20th , 500 guests were served 
in the Kappa parlors. The centerpiece was a K E Y banked with 
blue flowers, and smilax festooning from the chandeliers 
formed a canopy under which lemonade was served . Business 
in Greencastle was suspended. Speeches were made by the 
mayor , the college president, so many others. Kappas shouted 
their pride. Invitations to speak came to Jean from all over the 
country. When she attended the mass meeting held in Meharry 
Hall, she was driven in a landau led by four black horses. She 
was adored for her youth, her modesty , her grace. Even the de
feated orators took pleasure in her success. 

She was the fair-haired girl, Eliza Jean ... the lovely, 
talented only daughter of an only daughter of an only daughter! 

In 1899 the Sigma Chapter correspondent to The Key told of 
an "unusually brilliant plan to have concocted in such warm 
weather." Every member of Sigma had been written to and 
asked for her picture. An album was to be made so that chapter 
members of the future could see for themselves what the chap
ter of the past had been. 

Having told of the plan , the correspondent suddenly faced a 
fact. "We are not doing it at all, for May Whiting deserves all 
the credit. But then, it is fun to play we helped ." It is a fact 
which the chapter and the Fraternity must have faced many 
times. 

Said Georgia Hayden Lloyd-Jones , "To my mind May West
ermann is the ideal Kappa. She was born ideal with a head for 
detail. Always loyal, always devoted, always sweet. ... " 

She was, in a sense, the embodiment of the Fraternity, 
possessing the virtues - courage, mentality, honesty, vision,
which the Fraternity, as an entity, would be happy to claim. Her 
years of service, her wealth of knowledge, her individual attain
ments turned this sweet-faced woman into a commanding 
presence, a happy heroine. 

There were times, many times , when she was disappointed in 
hurr{an beings, in their inability to cooperate, in their lack of 
grasp, but she loved them just the same, admitted her own fail
ings with candor, asked questions, expressed doubt , and found 
hope and humor everywhere. 

She ·was a superior being but she was not pretentious. She 
would have loved to read the testimonials published in The Key 
after her death on March 21, 1948, and how she would have 
laughed at the one which read, " Palm Sunday will have a spe
cial meaning for us now, since our May went triumphantly to 
join the hosts that day ." One, by her Kappa niece, would have 
touched her heart. " I am proud of having belonged to her. " 

Kappa Kappa Gamma was proud that May's sense of belong
ing enabled her to make such an impression on its history. She 
was· the Fraternity's good fortune. 

May Cynthia Whiting was born in St. Joseph , Missouri . Her 
father, of Mayflower stock, came from Massachusetts ; her 
mother 's family were Maryland Quakers. When May was five, 
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the family moved to Fairbury, a little Nebraska town. After 
high school she stayed home a year, and when a move was 
made to Lincoln in 1892, she entered the university. On 
December 17, she was initiated into Sigma Chapter. The deci
sion to join the group seems to have been sudden because chap
ter plans for food and frolic at the home of an alumna were can
celled when "Miss Whiting consented." The actives initiated 
her that afternoon and had the alumnae in for tea later. The 
evening was spent singing Kappa songs and reminiscing. 

Antifraternity feeling was strong at the University of Nebras
ka. Both men's and women's Greek letter groups had experi
enced for years the antagonism of the so-called Barbarian or
ganizations. The Greeks had been forbidden to join the 
prestigious old literary societies and had therefore formed a 
new one. To lure a Barbarian into the Greek world was an al
most irresistible challenge. The famous Louise Pound was won 
by Sigma, the equally famous Willa Cather remained always an 
independent. The intelligent May Whiting, whose chapter was 
"justly proud" to have admitted her to "the mystic shrine," 
was always aware of the joys of Fraternity life as well as its 
shortcomings. The mark that Greek letters alone left on the 
consciousness of the non-Greek was so painful at Nebraska that 
when Phi Beta Kappa was installed there in 1896 and May was 
named one of two women first members, a hesitant Barbarian 
scholar took time to decide about taking on membership in an 
organization which was called by a Greek name. The university 
chancellor, Dr. James H. Canfield, was decidedly not antifrater
nity . His son married a Sigma and his daughter, Dorothy, be
came a Beta Nu long before she became famous. 

The scholarship in English Literature, awarded to May Whit
ing on her graduation , became a fellowship in the fall when a 
teaching position was avai lable. In 1898 she received her M.A. 
and soon completed all class and course requirements toward 
her Ph .D. The necessary dissertation was never written. She 
was adjunct professor of English literature at the university 
when she was married to Theodore Westermann , Sigma Chi , in 
1902. 

She never deserted her scholarly interests. She read for both 
enjoyment and enjoyable research , she spoke with effect, she 
wrote simply and often in a conversational style. She was always 
a loyal member of Phi Beta Kappa, attending local meetings and 
national conventions. 

Her first Kappa convention was in 1896 at Evanston, Illinois . 
She was a banquet speaker, and she and the seven other Sigma 
members present invited the convention to meet in Lincoln two 
years later. There she was assistant marshal, every train was 
met , every delegate welcomed. Easterners, especially, were 
overwhelmed by the hospitality and the interest shown by the 
city's businessmen who waved bunting, installed gilt keys in 
shop windows, and flashed Greek letters. The sensation of the 
banquet, was the ice cream in layers of dark and light blue. One 
delegate refused to eat anything so pretty. Sigma was praised for 
its originality. The beloved Dorothy Canfield, now a Beta Nu, 
spoke. There were many memorable social events at that con
vention and special delights like a drive on the prairie where the 
sunflowers were higher than the horses' heads . 

Business was conducted, too, and May was nominated for 
grand treas urer but lost. It was not an ignominious defeat, as 
the whole Council, with Bertha Richmond as grand president, 
was reelected. The fun of the convention at Lincoln did not 
quite hide the serious hints of trouble which were almost to 
overwhelm the Fraternity during the next few years. (See 
Bertha Richmond Chevalier biography.) More than one Kappa 
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May Whiting Westermann, Sigma-Nebraska 

in a mood of deja vu must have asked what might have occurred 
if May Whiting had won a place on the 1898 Council. She was, 
however, appointed deputy to the grand treasurer and held that 
office until the 1900 Convention in Columbus, Ohio, when she 
was elected grand secretary, with Jean Nelson Penfield as grand 
president. In April, 190 I, May was the installing officer for Beta 
Mu. Nan Kretshmer Boyer, chapter historian, describes the 
scene: " Nineteen young women in long woolen skirts walked to 
the tiny train station on the prairie, nearly swooning with ex
citement as the train pulled in, bringing members of Sigma, (es
pecially) Kappa's grand secretary." 

The Grand Council met in July, 1901 , at Buffalo, New York, 
not only for business reasons. July 29 was Kappa Day on the 
Pan-American Exposition grounds. The president was ill and 
absent, but May was there, as ranking officer. The Kappas were 
feted with band music and sang Fraternity songs for half an 
hour. The business sessions were private, for there was much 
weighty matter to discuss concerning the Beta Beta debacle. 
(See Beta Beta chapter history.) The Kappas had some trouble 
convincing newspapermen that these affairs were not to be 
offered the reading public. 

By 1902, when the convention met in Ann Arbor, Michigan, 
May was elected president. She was married that same year, left 
the English department at the university, and moved to St. 
Louis. Almost at the end of her term she went to New Orleans 
as the installing officer for Beta Omicron Chapter, which had 
succeeded in its third try to obtain a charter. The Spencer 
sisters, Mary and Adeline, of Psi Chapter were the only Kappas 
living in New Orleans at that time, and they helped with the 
initiation of the Sophie Newcomb girls. At the 1904 Convention 
in Columbia, Missouri , Elmie Warner Mallory succeeded May 
as grand president. Minnetta Taylor, The Key's first editor, who 
had more recently been historian, resigned that post, and Elmie 
decided that this office was a natural one for an ex-president. 
She appointed May historian. 

" I am not at all proud of the fact that after one year, marked 
by no advance in the work , I resigned," said May. 
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For twelve years the Westermanns lived in St. Louis. May 
helped found the St. Louis Alumnae Association, and became a 
president and pillar of strength to that group. She was a model 
wife, and mother of young Theodore. Her Kappa friends re
marked that, "Despite all the assertions of newspapers as to 
college and public life unfitting women for being homemakers, 
Mrs. Westermann seems to take just as much interest in do
mestic affairs as she did in college or fraternity." 

In 1915 the Westermanns moved to Bronxville, New York. 
May was active in her church, became a member of the Non
descript Club, was a charter member of the Woman's Club, and 
for five years was a school trustee. She was made registrar of a 
newly organized Daughters of the Ameri~n Revolution chap
ter, and joined other patriotic societies. A time-consuming hob
by was genealogy. She joined the American Association of Uni
versity Women and the New York City Panhellenic, as well as 
the New York Alumnae Association of Kappa, serving as presi
dent between 1927 and 1929. She felt that her efforts in com
batting the problems of an alumnae group in a large city were 
greater than the results. 

For many years she had known Cleora Wheeler of Chi Chap
ter. Cleora had been custodian of the badge from 1911 to 1918 
and she asked May if she wouldn ' t take over that work. May 
agreed, and as custodian attended the 1920 Convention at 
Mackinac Island and the 1922 Convention at Glacier National 
Park. There she was elected national president.* 

May discussed her Bronxville life with the editor of The Key 
and said of her second chance at the presidency, 20 years after 
her first, "I feel that it offers a larger opportunity for service 
than all the things I am doing put together." 

In her 1923 report to Council she mentioned her efforts to 
make the active members feel the impact of the Fraternity by 
visiting them in person. She had even conducted an initiation 
for Beta Alpha which decided that " admiration is a finer thing 
than awe. " On February 15, 1923, she installed Gamma Kappa, 
and remembering the installations of 190 I and 1904, she could 
appreciate the development of the service. On June I, she in
stalled Gamma Lambda and said, " I have done few things in 
my life which I have felt so sure were right . . . (it) is a chap
ter . . . with a background which can be acquired only 
through years. It is Minerva, sprung full-armed from the head 
of Jove. " She felt that her important task was to develop newly 
initiated members into finer personalities than they would have 
been otherwise. 

The president's report in 1924 consisted of a backward look 
and a forward look. Some of the same problems had persisted 
over 20 years. To visit chapters meant more and more of a 
sacrifice, for women on Council were women with varied inter
ests. There were 51 chapters including Gamma M u, the latest. 
She considered the development of province government of 
great significance. Because of the Kappa delegate's illness, May 
had gone to the Panhellenic Congress in Boston. Storm clouds 
were gathering with opposition to fraternities in a number of 
universities. A definite policy of extension was being formu
lated and it had been proposed that a budgetary system of finan
cial control be adopted. The historian , Florence Burton Roth, 
had reported that the publication of the History had been 
delayed because of revision of chapter histories. 

Although she had been reelected for the next two years, May 
had a valedictory to make. She felt that the growth of institu-

•There were only two designated national presidents, May Westermann and Geor
gia Lloyd-Jones, before the word grand was used again. ending wi th Rheva 
Shryock. 
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1904 Westermann Council 

tions could be compared to the growth of individuals and that 
Kappa was entering a quickening period, an assumption of na
tionai and local leadership. The badge had been standardized, 
there was increased understanding between alumnae and 
actives, there would be increased support for Fraternity proj
ects, and such support would result in a real Central Office, a 
business office. 

In July, 1925, at the St. George Hotel , Brooklyn, the resigna
tion of the historian was accepted with regret. It seemed im
possible to find a Kappa capable of this overwhelming work. It 
was decided that the Council would publish the History, part of 
which was ready. The chapter histories were the main stumbling 
block. Three months later the Council decided to postpone the 
publication. 

The slogan for the 1926 Convention in Oakland, California, 
was "Law Observance." Council members were often asked 
about their stand on prohibition. May stated that prohibition 
was not a sentimental issue, but economic and social, and that 
Kappa stood firmly for law observance. She felt the strain of 
carrying the burden of a number of offices: "1 find it difficult to 
distinguish between the work I have done as national president 
and . . . as a member of the special committee on the Con
stitution and Standing Rules, and as Historian." 

She felt that the outstanding achievement of the past two 
years had been the completion of the revision of the Constitu
tion and Standing Rules and the printing and distributing of this 
important document. The important Catalogue work was pro
gressing but not completed. She had spent many hours with 
Della Burt, researching, listing, and verifying the membership 
rolls of the earlier chapters. One recommendation she had 
made was that a pamphlet shbuld be prepared, justifying college 
fraternities with concrete examples of services and advantages 
to be distributed when needed. The reestablishment of Rho 
Chapter that year ( 1925) had been a highlight Qn a rather bleak 
horizon. 

The 1926 historian's report indicated that the task was 
becoming increasingly difficult. She knew that it was possible to 
concoct romantic stories of the early years and few would have 
been the wiser. She knew that she was more in touch with the 
facts of the past and the problems of the future , as far as the 
History was concerned, than any other available alumna. May 
offered, in 1925, to act as editor rather than author and to 
undertake the publication before the 1926 Convention. 

" Had I been only Historian I think the manuscript could have 
been ready, but I was first of all national president. I admitted 
myself defeated a second time. " She received the steel filing 
cabi.net and valuable archives to hold for " a new officer. " 
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Her 1926 valedictory was not delivered in person, for she had 
been suddenly taken ill and was in Fabio,Ja Hospital. The 
valedictory was published in the 1926 Proceedings. As May 
reached the end of her third term, she wrote that she realized 
her privilege, her good fortune in loyal Councils, her gratitude 
for confidence shown. She thanked the women of vision in the 
far west who had planned the convention. 

The historian could now take over. Only two chapter histo
ries, Chi and Sigma (by Cleora and May) , had been considered 
suitable by Florence Roth. Chi was published in The Key to give 
others the right idea. By 1927, 15 chapter histories were still 
Jacking and the rest out of date. May would be will in& to do re
search on special articles, but the history could not be published 
before the 1928 Convention and it would not be inexpensive. In 
1928, she reported that as far back as 1882 somebody had been 
going to write the history and somebody had been "going to" 
ever since. Given the completed material, there arose the ques
tion of money. There was the new Catalogue to take care of, 
there were alumnae meeting Endowment Fund pledges. This 
history must be full, complete, illustrated, since Kappa had 
waited 60 years for it. The new plan was to have it ready for the 
1930 Convention. If publication had to be delayed further , May 
wanted to prepare a resume for The Key or to sell as a fifty-cent 
pamphlet. 

In 1929, there was still the intention to have the Hist01y ready 
for summer, 1930. Banta wanted to be the publisher. Would a 
five-dollar book be too expensive to sell ? Should there be two 
volumes so the chapter histories and " Who's Who" could be 
put off? She wanted copies of old chapter minutes and photo
stats of charters before 1881. She wanted to clear up all those 
contradictory memories which older members had been so sure 
of! 

In 1930, May felt "humiliation as well as chagrin." This latest 
failure seemed worse than absurd. She felt she was not blame
less, but that her faults had been ones of bad judgment rather 
than lack of intention or effort. There had been no response to a 
whirlwind campaign for chapter histories. At first she had 
intended to follow Florence Roth 's plan of a readabie, quotable 
history, but now she knew that she must make this work a 
valuable piece of reference. She asked herself questions which 
required weeks of research, and she had written well-re
searched articles for The Key. The volume must be interesting 
and helpful and increase knowledge of and love and respect for 

Westermann Efficien
cy Award. 
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Tade Hartsuff Kuhns was guest of honor at 
a luncheon given by New York City Alum
nae, December 3, 1932, when the first 
copy of May Westermann's History of Kap
pa Kappa Gamma Fr11ternity was present
ed to her. Standing fourth from right, Mrs. 
Kuhns receives book from Mrs. Wester
mann. Eleven former fraternity officers 
were present, including four past grand 
presidents and five former editors of The 
Key. 

the Fraternity. The lack of cooperation and the volume of cor
respondence had astounded her. 

"The History has been on my mind for 26 years, on my con
science for five, and in my hands and under my feet , literally, 
for more than a year. " The disinterest, the provoking 
indifference, surprised her. The poor quality of so many 
manuscripts sent, did poor credit to college women. There had 
been instances of impudence. And there had been many errors. 
One point, especially, was hard -to mention-from three presi
dents she had been unable to secure the necessary biographical 
data. She wanted more pictures, she would confer with all dele
gates at convention, the task or reading proof would be a great 
one- but, "If things move along well after convention, the 
History should be ready for distribution in October, just sixty 
years after the six girls marched into chapel at Monmouth Col
lege wearing their Kappa keys. 

Work did not progress well after convention. For personal 
reasons she was not able to devote full time to the task as she 
had done earlier. There had been little help and the secretarial 
work dido ' t really help at all. Cleora Wheeler had supplied con
vention pictures and made plates from faded old photos, but 
Cleora 's time was limited. Although May had wondered 
whether the expense of a trip to Monmouth, Illinois, and the 
two Bloomingtons (Indiana and Illinois) would be worth the 
value received, it had been voted for her by Council , and in the 
fall of 1930 she spent a month there. It was inspirational, and 
the visit to Monmouth had been most interesting. Founder 
Louisa Stevenson Miller was with her there, and she began to 
see things through her eyes. 

At Swampscott in 1932, Alice Tillotson Barney reported that 
" long-talked of History is really in page proof. When Mrs. West
ermann told me that she had spent seven years on it, I revelled 
in the fact that we had someone who had the ability, strength, 
and patience to do that for the Fraternity." 

In April and June, 1932, May had worked long hours in Co
lumbus with all her strength and with the help of the office staff, 
checking, going over details , researching correspondence. It 
was the end of the last week in September when final pages 
were sent to the office. The first hundred copies were to be 
autographed and sold at a special price or given to very special 
people. May decided to put aside Number Five for herself. 

The February, 1933, Key was dedicated to May as " the only 
one of the historians to see the publication of the History of 
Kappa Kappa Gamma through sixty years." The editor, Helen 
Bower, reflected upon the handsome binding, dark blue 
embossed in gold, with the Kappa seal. Those who had heard 
May's heart-felt toast at the convention: " Buy the History, 
Read the History , Never write a history," could never have 
guessed, between chuckles , the trauma of the years through 
which she had persisted in her efforts to complete this volume. 
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A History-selling campaign was instituted by Kappa's Central 
Office, and the names of subscribers were published in The Key. 
It must be noted that one sale was to Margaret Easton (Seney) 
of Rho Chapter, historian in 1977. The Depression had made it 
hard for Kappas to buy this high-priced ($4.50) book, and sales 
were slow. May1 had dreamed that the volume would b€ an in
spiration and guide to all Kappas for years to come. 

The History was completed, but May knew that much had 
been left undone. She pad plans for three projects: ·Tade 
Hartsuff Kuhns 's ·autobiography, a roster of Fraternity 'conven
tions, and a history of the Fraternity rituals. The Kuhns 
autobiography should have appeared in 1935, but did not. The 
investigation into ritual had been disappointing. Old members 
remembered " foolishness" connected with initiation- no one 
remembered a service. Mrs. Westermann took pleasure in writ
ing the articles for The Key. In 1934, she told of the May meet
ing at Evelyn Allan's Connecticut house of five former grand 
presidents and the wonderful time they'd haq. 

The words for the Westermann Cup, the Efficiency Award, 
had been written in 1926. This award was described as a symbol 
of the reverence with which May Westermann was regarded. 
"To own the cup a chapter must have served the Fraternity in a 
smalt measure as our national president has - meeting its de
mands untiringly, unselfishly, unceasingly." Georgia Lloyd
Jones, who presented the cup in May's honor, knew that effi
ciency was not the all-encompassing word it should have been, 
although it has been noted that officers come to appreciate that 
virtue more than the more evanescent qualities of the spirit. 

But May's businesslike desk could easily convert itself into 
an altar! ln November, 1934, the work on ritual was separated 
from that of the historian and May was asked to take it on. Al
mira Johnson McNaboe became historian and May, ritualist. 

In October, 1946, The Key carried this statement from May: 
"This summer will mark the 50th anniversary not only of my 
graduation from the University of Nebraska but of my first 
Kappa convention . ... It was there that I met Elmie Warner 
and Lucy Allan . Four years later all three of us were elected to 
grand council. It pays to go to convention. . . . There one 
sees the Fraternity whole. Names become people and such fine 
people .. . . " 

The tributes after May's death on the first day of spring, 
1948, came from many who loved her, who tried to find words, 
and who sometimes succeeded. She was " one of life's dearest 
gifts ," she was " everything that was lovable," her " work was 
flawless , her accomplishments great." She was " brilliant, 
modest, uncomplaining, unselfish, understanding." " There 
was no one just like her." 

When the unbound, unsold volumes of the Westermann 
History created a problem of space, a decision was made and 
chapters informed that they could acquire their own pages. 
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Cleora Wheeler, in Minneapolis, was the only one who re
sponded. 

It was, and is, a volume full of fascination, the story of 60 
years of women in this part of the world. It is an amalgam of pic
tures and people, fact and anecdote, of questions answered and 
unanswered. It is the Kappas who wrote it and took part in it. It 
is May Westermann. It is the Fraternity. And it is now a collec
tor's item. 

On November 28, 1932, the first copy of the History reached 
May Westermann in her Bronxville home. It was the Number 
One for which Tade Hartsuff Kuhns had offered $100 at con
vention. At just that time, by great coincidence, Tade herself ar
rived in New York, and May decided quickly that a party of cel
ebration was called for. She had for years been a loyal member 
of the New York Alumnae Association and in no time she was 
in touch with every member in the area. In next !Q no time 
everything was arranged. The party was at PanhelleniC House 
on December 3. Marion Selee (Williams), the mezzo-soprano, 
sang. Sixty-seven Kappas were seated at luncheon with Almira 
McNaboe, director of provinces presiding, to give the occasion 
an official touch. The company included four past presidents, 
five Key editors, a grand registrar, a province president, and an 
historian! Tade, of course, was guest of honor. She assured May 
that her copy of the History would go with her on her next trip. 
Twenty~five chapters were represented at the luncheon. 

It was a brilliant plan, a party to go down in history . . . and 
May Whiting deserves all the credit. . .. "But then, it is fun to 
play we helped." 

In the spring of 1900, Elmie Warner, in ill health, was 
granted leave of absence from her duties as preceptress of 
women and chairman of public speaking at Buchtel College. Six 
months later she resigned and returned to Chardon, Ohio, 
where her father was mayor. In the fall of 1906, she was made 
dean of women at Grinnell College, Iowa, but returned to Char
don to take care of her sick mother. Her husband, Herbert S. 
Mallory,- whom she had married in 1905, professor and joint 
head of rhetoric at Grinnell, resigned his post to be with Elmie 
in Chardon. In the fall of 1908, both of Elmie's parents died 
and she and the professor went to Ann Arbor, where he was 
already an instructor in the rhetoric department at the Univer
sity of Michigan. It was there that their daughter Cynthia was 
born and, in the words of the 1930 History, a boy "Leal, some 
years later, became a member of the family." On December 30, 
1927, in a blinding snowstorm a car driven by Professor Mallory 
was wrecked against the side of a freight train near Ypsilanti. He 
was killed and Cynthia was injured. 

Cynthia was already a member of Beta Delta. She had been 
mentioned in The Key (December 1924) as the youngest stu
dent on the campus of Michigan . She was 13 years old when 
pledged. Her record probably still holds , although in the early 
days of the Fraternity pre-college students were sometimes 
pledged secretly, seized as they stepped off the train. At the 
time of Cynthia's pledging her mother was a revered adviser to 
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Beta Delta. Elmie had been an organizer, first president, and 
stockholder of the Beta Delta Alumnae Association. 

On January 18, 1942, Elmie Mallory died and the memorials 
in The Key give some sense of the attractions and the abilities of 
this lOth grand president, a joy to behold and a joy to know. 
Beth Bogert Schofield wrote the facts (February 1942 Key) : 
"From her student days at Buchtel College through active serv
ice . . . as grand registrar 1900-1904, and grand president 
1904-1906, and alumnae contacts throughout the remainder of 
a long and useful life (she) gave her talents, her energies, her 
spiritual qualities in endeavors that served others . . . in col
lege days in Akron (she was known as a) singer and public 
speaker. She was one of the pioneer newspaper women, society 
editor and reporter on the Cleveland Plain Dealer in 190 I and 
later (was) woman's editor and special writer for the Newspaper 
Enterprise Association in Cleveland, writing under the 
pseudonym of Cynthia Grey .... Hers was a kindly, gentle, 
generous personality . ... " 

Mary Griffith Canby, who succeeded Elmie as grand presi
dent, remembered her (April 1942 Key) as vivid and charming, 
an untiring worker, a versatile newspaper woman . May Cynthia 
Whiting Westermann , whose successor Elmie was, recalled the 
beginning of their friendship in 1896. She noted her varied abil
ities and wide usefulness, her graciousness and idealism, the in
fluence she had on the lives of the young girls she met in Kap-
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pa. Cleora Wheeler , who had been Elmie's assistant and deputy 
pro tem spoke of her as ethereal, beautiful , graceful, possessed 
of a "certain exhilaration in being among people," eager "to 
take the next pioneering step . . . with a quick sense of the 
dramatic . ... When she entered a room people would turn to 
look at her for there was a radiance about her . A born leader , 
she never asked favor for herself. ... She had confidence in 
·others and was able to transfer it to them . . .. Under her 
leadership the Fraternity lived a stimulating life. She created 
the wish to live with one's powers at their best, to use one's 
mind clearly . . . (we had) a perfect friendship which seemed 
as wonderful as it was real." 

·The memories of Dorris Fish Coyne, Delta Beta, bring the 
endearing Elmie closer than all the rest, for Dorris had been a 
childhood friend of the Mallory children, and she could remem
ber a house filled with beautiful things, "big trees, fields, a 
brook, horses, dogs and cats, and happiness .... 

"I remember a tall Junoesque mother who was a dynamo of 
energy, carefully interweaving the duties of her professional life 
and service to the community with the management of her 
home and family. And I remember the quiet , brilliant pro
fessor, her husband, who was her Rock of Gibraltar." She re
calls a summer when he was writing a book and Elmie busy with 
her newspaper and magazine articles, a summer of constant 
interruptions: to pick up a white. and unconscious Leal who had 
fallen from the willow tree-house into the brook ; to bind the 
wounds of an almost garrotted Cynthia who had hung herself 
on a wire clothesline while racing Star, the Shetland pony; to 
summon the haymen to rescue me from the top of the barn 
where I dangled from the big-tined tongs which carried the 
hay .... She never said, 'Go away, I' m busy!' and she always 
laughed, a full-throated, understanding laugh." She remem
bered the tragic accident that December night , and Elmie's bra
very as she continued the work that she and her husband had 
planned to do together. Dorris remembered her own initiation 
when she realized that the key which had been sent to initiate 
her came from Elmie, the beautiful sapphire key with its grand 
president's insignia. "I knew her as a wife, mother, psychiatric 
social worker, child guidance leader, owner and director of 
Straybrook Country Nursery School, Detroit News columnist, 
teacher , lecturer , author, objective confidante of hundreds who 
wrote their problems to her, and personal confidante of her 
friends and her children's friends . . .. I remember that she 
said, 'We like to think that our girls, when they leave the Kappa 
house and the college, go into the world a little different and a 
little special.' That was Elmie Warner Mallory as I knew her: 
different , and ve1y special." 

Elmie Warner was born in Chester, Ohio, of Revolutionary 
and Quaker stock. She had her early schooling from her 
mother, and when she went to public school at 10, after a move 
to Chardon, her only sister was music supervisor. She was 
valedictorian of her Chardon High School class. She studied 
public speaking and voice with private instructors. In 1895 she 
was Lambda delegate to province convention in Adrian, and in 
1896 was sent to the Fraternity convention in Evanston. May 
Whiting (Westermann) and Lucy Allen (Smart), who was later 
editor of The Key, formed her coterie. She was elected grand 
registrar in Columbus, reelected in Ann Arbor, and became 
grand president in Columbia, Missouri, in 1904. She visited the 
mid-west and far west chapters before the Madison convention, 
over which she presided . There she was elected "alumnae of
ficer," worked at this chairmanship for two years, then retired 
from Fraternity life. 
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Elmie was continuously busy with her family , her newspaper 
work, her educational appointments. In 1917 she became local 
representative of the Michigan Children's Aid Society, in 1920 
she earned her masters degree in Liberal Arts, and even before 
that she had been made director of the Social Service Depart
ment of the University Homeopathic Hospital at Ann Arbor. In 
1922, she became director of the Social Service Department of 
the Michigan State Psychopathic Hospital and lecturer in the 
Department of Sociology, and supervisor of Psychiatric Social 
Field Work . While in Europe in 1925-26, she studied in the 
Tavistock Clinic for Mental Diseases , and she and her hu~band 
collected valuable specimens in France as they went in sear~ch of 
prehistoric man . By 1928 she was a daily contributor to the 
Detroit News on child psychology and in 1929 opened her pro
gressive school on her own farm. From 1921 she had been asso
ciated with the Michigan Child Study Association, five years as 
state president and later as honorary president, and by 1929 was 
giving lectures and courses of study for the extension depart
ment of the university. She was a member of the Psychiatric 
Association of America, the Daughters of the American Revo
lution, the American Association of University Women, and 
managed her business affairs herself. · 

The Convention of 1900 marked a most critical time in the 
Fraternity's history (See Beta Beta Chapter in this History, Vol
ume I), yet the whole of the elected Grand Council were 
neophytes . (See Jean Nelson Penfield and May Whiting West
ermann) These excellent women brought their beloved organ
ization through its crisis, and the only sour note struck for any 
reader's observation is a mention in the 1904-1906 Proceedings 
that, "The grand president's visit to Beta Beta was prevented 

At 1906 Convention: Tade Hartsuff Kuhns, president 1881-1884; 
Elmie Warner Mallory, presiding president 1904-1906; and Evelyn 
Wight Allan, president 1890-1892. 
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by the April disaster." In 1976 it is not for the biographer-out
of-depth to question' the doings of 1900-1906. In Elmie's 
valedictory she presented the results of an extensive corre
spondence with deans of women and college presidents. Their 
answers ran the gamut as far as their opinions of Kappa chap
ters on their campuses were concerned, including a complaint 
to do with "strolling out-of-doors with men late on summer 
evenings.'' 

Elmie pressed the cause of alumnae organization. She ex
claimed in 1904, "The keynote shall be 'Charity,' and the re
frain shall be 'a Broader Sisterhood, a Nobler Womanhood.' 
. . . We believe," she said, " . . . chapters should become 
smaller . . . extension should be slow. (Two chapters were 
added during her administration, both in 1905: Beta Pi and Beta 
Sigma.) Strength lies not in number." She maintained always 
that "rushing with its accompanying festivities and rapidly 
formed friendships is one of the greatest evils of fraternity 
life." She asserted that, " . . . honor , scholarship, sincerity , 
and conservatively formed friendships! Let these be our watch
words now and forever!" 

"I do not agree with those of the alumnae who feel that Fra
ternity life should and does end with graduation . It remains 
with the alumnae to breathe into this body of Kappa Kappa 
Gamma the breath of a more wonderful life." 

Elmie Warner Mallory . . . different, and ve1y special! 

Mary Griffith was in the middle of her term as grand presi 
dent when she was married to William Warren Canby and 
moved from Philadelphia to Oregon, the move of a courageous 
and adventuresome woman. She was in her late thirties and she 
was in love. She had been teaching in Philadelphia high schools 
for 13 years . She was a member of the American Chemical So
ciety and the American Association for the Advancement of 
Science. She was a mathematician, a physicist, a botanist. The 
home she was leaving was a handsome single house at 3914 
Walnut Street in West Philadelphia. She was moving to pioneer 
country. 

At a friend ' s home she had met Will Canby, a mining engi
neer who had been traveling in the Klondike. He talked of his 
experiences, he showed Indian handiwork and furs, and the 
book of photographs he'd taken in Alaska. Besides all this, he 
was a great grandson of Betsy Ross! 

Mary had pioneered too, right on the campus. In 1896 the 
Roentgen Ray was discovered and she had been the first 
woman in the country to have an X-ray of her hand made-a 
two-hour exposure-for display at the American Philosophical 
Society. And in 1906 when she was elected grand president the 
Kappas held her reception in Houston Hall , the men's 
clubhouse on the campus. It was a .first for women at Pennsylva
nia, which for at least another 30 years would continue to be an 
unkind campus for women . Mary wrote many years later that 
she was surprised to receive invitations from alumni groups
men who had treated women with such disdain 50 years earlier. 
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Mary Griffith Canby, Beta Alpha-Pennsylvania 

Mary and Will were married April 19, 1907 , at the Episcopal 
Church of the Saviour. Her dress was trimmed with fleur-de-lis 
lace and she carried iris . Mary Scattergood, her deputy, was a 
bridesmaid. 

Will Canby was to take charge of a gold-mining operation in 
the Rogue River Valley in Oregon . Their honeymoon was on 
Peavine Mountain in the Siskiyou Range. She remembered 
always the great masses of wild iris in full bloom-' 'a true Kap
pa welcome." Oregon was a century in time and 3000 miles 
away from Philadelphia, but they wanted to stay. In 1908 they 
bought a fruit ranch near Grants Pass. 

She went back to Pennsylvania, to Meadville, for the 1908 
Convention, to preside and to read her valedictory. She had 
served the Grand Council as deputy or officer for eight years 
and had visited many chapters. She had conducted meetings 
with tact and skill and was adept at guiding and directing discus
sions. During her term it was decided that the editor of The Key 
should no longer be considered an officer on the Grand Coun
cil, Beta Upsilon had been installed, the grand secretary had re
signed, and Mary had taken over that work . She knew the 
routine well - she had been grand secretary for four years. 
Many details had been attended to during her administration , 
but "no big achievements." She knew that inte'rnal improve
ment was needed; she had noticed inaccuracies. She advocated 
a late pledge day, radical changes in rushing techniques; and she 
believed that an invitation to membership should be considered 
a real honor. 

"Fifteen years of Fraternity life . . . have left their im
pression on me. I believe heart and soul in the Frater
nity . . . . " She did not believe in some of the methods used 
in carrying out its principles. 

"Business was the keynote" of the Meadville convention. 
Five char.ges in the constitution, 24 in standing rules , and 21 
general suggestions were made. Dismissal, a copyright for 
badge design, membership qualifications, the late pledge day, 
and extension policies were discussed. A belief in the interde
pendence of the university and the fraternity was expressed. 
Credit was given "to our outgoing officers for two years of 
faithful service . . . their work has been done cheerfully and 
thoroughly , and with no turning they have led us on to better 
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times." Edith Stoner (Robinson) was elected grand president. 
Mary Canby returned to Grants Pass. Her grand president's re
port, over 200 pages long, was printed at the Courier office in 
town. The printer had to buy a new font of type for the job. 

In March of 1909 Mary went to Montana to mstall the new 
chapter at the university, Beta Phi. She had inspected the group 
the year before, and it was the only petitioner given encourage
ment during her presidency. She brought with her Kappa 
badges of Montana nugget gold for the 17 charter members. 
She spoke on "The Fraternity World" at the banquet, and the 
chapter presented her with an original painting by Mr. E. S. Pax
son of an Indian and a buffalo. At the reception there were blue 
and blue. baskets filled with candy. 

Mary Dechert Griffith was born in Kansas about 1870, when 
Kansas was the frontier. Her father was the Reverend Charles 
E. D. Griffith of Ohio and her mother Annie Porter Dechert of 
Philadelphia. They moved to Allentown, Pennsylvania, and 
later to Ashland. Mary went to school in Bethlehem and Pitts
burgh and in Webster Grove, Missouri. Both her parents died, 
and in 1884 she went to the Dechert relatives in Philadelphia, to 
the big house near the university campus. In the fall of 1891 she 
became a university student, and a Kappa on February 4, 1892. 
The chapter was two years old. Most of the members were grad
uate students and were considered of "high caliber" but elderly 
by undergraduates in other chapters. Later Mary held office in 
the Philadelphia Alumnae Association. She was grand treas
urer's deputy in 1900, was made grand secretary at Ann Arbor 
in 1902 was reelected in 1904 at Madison, Wisconsin, and in 
1906 w~s the unquestioned choice for grand president. 

Mary and Will had no children but she made herself very 
busy in Grants Pass which.she later described as "a very small 
town with many clubs." For three years she was president of 
the Parent Teachers Associat"ion, and she served a term as pres
ident of the Southern Oregon District Federation of Women's 
Clubs. During World War I she was chairman of the count~ 
chapter of the Red Cross and organized the Junior Red Cross 
for the county. She was president of the county Legislative Club 
and was one of the first women to serve on an Oregon jury. Will 
Canby died in 1942, and in 1944 Mary left the ranch for an 
apartment in town. After that her interests were centered in her 
church and the Daughters of the American Revolution. She 
heard from Kappas at Christmas and nearby Kappas had a party 
for her. She attended a number of conventions, the last at 
Jasper National Park in 1954. 
1907 visit to Chi Chapter at University of Minnesota of Mary 
Griffith Canby, Grand President, far end of back seat of car. 
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Mary Canby, 1957. 

Mary Canby died November 21, 1957. A Grants Pass Kappa 
wrote about her funeral: "The little church was packed with her 
friends and admirers . . . unusual for one so advanced in 
years . . . a testimony to her sweet and shining spirit. Her 
faith was deep, sturdy, and happy. Always she was gracious and 
smiling, though her life was anything but easy. One woman, re-. 
membering the Red Cross said, 'I know that precious soul rode 
miles on a bicycle to organize the Junior Red Cross "in the first 
World War and all I can say is, there was a truly noble woman.' 
A nurse at the nursing home in which she had spent the last 
three years of her life said that she brightened the whole place." 

Mary Canby once wrote to a Kappa historian that she remem
bered how her chapter friends had called each other Miss and 
Mrs. , "a custom which I'm glad to .say no longer exists. Please 
drop it with me for I am just one of the sisterhood." 

Edith Stoner was an excellent and successful teacher. After 
Mary Griffith Canby's presidency she, Edith , reported, "To a 
certain extent our work for the next two years must be in line of 
that of the two years just completed. Time is necessary to the 
accomplishment of all great things." She spoke up for internal 
improvement, conservative extension, scholarship, womanli
ness, forging of self in the interest of others. She recom
mended, with Mary, a late pledge day. 

May Whiting Westermann remembered her with affection 
·and kindness. Grand Council members were always on the 
lookout for mature and animated actives. There were no prov
ince officers to test and draw upon in the early days of the 20th 
century, and someone poised and gracious like Florence Burton 
(Roth) or an efficient young chapter house manager like Edith 
Stoner (Robinson) could be excitedly seized upon for such an 
office as-grand president! 
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Edith Stoner Robinson, Theta-Missouri 

Edith Stoner's father , a Phi Delta Theta, was born in Ohio, 
lived in Indiana and Illinois , and, in 1881, went to Missouri to 
practice law in Kansas City. Edith's mother had been born in 
Indiana but her family had come from Virginia. Edith was born 
in Missouri, was graduated from the university-a member of 
Theta Chapter as her older sister had been. Her younger sister 
was a member of Pi Chapter. 

Edith taught in Missouri for five years, then went to Oakland, 
California, and for six years taught in the high school there . She 
was offered the assistant principalship at the Marlborough 
School for Girls in Los Angeles. Her family and friends were 
proud. She was " released reluctantly" from this position in 
April, 1922, when she was married to a University of California 
graduate, a lawyer, Harrison Sidney Robinson. 

She was sent to the Madison, Wisconsin , convention as the 
Kansas City Alumnae Association delegate in 1906. Having 
made a fine impression in 1904 when Theta Chapter was 
hostess, she was elected grand registrar, and, two grand secre
taries having resigned in succession, she was given that position 
just before the Meadville convention in 1908. 

The grand presidency came to her in Meadville, and with it , a 
year later, came the secretaryship of the Eighth Panhellenic 
Conference. She continued to teach for the first year of her 
presidency, and she worked at least four hours a day in this 
volunteer Kappa office. She visited chapters, she made deci
sions, she wrote letter after letter after letter. She began to 
think about this honorable job of being grand president or being 
grand secretary of a growing organization of women. During 
her second and last year she took a leave of absence from her 
teaching position. Her presidency then became a full time job. 
In the fall of 1909 she visited one chapter after another , some
times spending as much as a week with one group. 

"It was indeed a profitable week for the chapter and with all 
her helpful talks and kind advice we cannot help but be better 
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and truer Kappas." In three days a whole chapter "fell in love" 
with Miss Stoner. 

Two chapters were added in her biennium: Montana and 
Kentucky. 

Her valedictory, at the 1910 Convention , stressed the "on 
trial" condition of fraternities at that time. Problems to do with 
coeducation had had to be faced: chapter house rules, scholar
ship, Panhellenic arrangements. A system had been set up in 
which a Kappa not doing well in scholarship was personally con
tacted by a committee member who wrote " a sympathetic letter 
of inquiry." The Woods Hole Scholarship Fund and its evolu
tion as the Students' Aid Fund was told anew by Edith, who 
said she knew that it could be looked up, but wasn't it easier to 
tell it over again? 

Poor work, she felt, was not due to inability or lack of interest 
but rather to matters outside the studies. She struggled to 
achieve a meaningful statement: "We do not care to be com
pared with fraternity people, alone, except where they are high
er than the average college student." 

She begged that college students whose parents hoped for 
"mental and moral training" not neglect their opportunities for 
the sake of representation at all the dances. And she cried out, 
"It is wrong to be so careless of health (as to deny) the future 
generation that perfect body which is a most important 
birthright. " 

Cooperation with Panhellenic would help solve problems of 
rushing and pledging she felt . . . accepting the majority vote, 
although "the majority is not always right . . . it is more apt to 
be right in the long run .. . than the minority, although it is 
undoubtedly difficult to persuade the minority in this view." 
How hard it is to communicate! 

She had appointed Margaret Moore as chairman of the [long] 
standing committee on the Fraternity coat of arms, and it had 
reported optimistically to her , chapter size had been set at 30, 
Kappa badges were not to be worn by non-Kappas . . . . Sud
denly, in an outpouring of passionate words her feelings were 
made clear: Officers are busy women, housewives , literary 
women , or school teachers (of course she didn't mean it was 
that important to be a school teacher , she quickly said). "The 
really worthwhile woman is the woman whose time is employed 
in worthwhile matters." 

How often the alumnae and the actives she had visited said to 
her, "Isn't it lovely for you to have the opportunity of traveling 
in this way?" Of course it was lovely, an opportunity, an in
spiration, but in these two years she had written 1500 Fraternity 
letters, not to mention the letters written as secretary of the 
Panhellenic. A lot of time, thought, and picking out on the 
typewriter had gone into these letters. She had been glad to do 
it, had never regretted the time, because she felt that nothing 
she could do would repay the Fraternity for the honor given her 
and for the mental and spiritual growth. But she thought that 
officers shouldn't have to withdraw entirely from social affairs 
while in office, that it was time for the grand president and the 
grand secretary to have a secretary, a typist, for the manual 
work of correspondence. The chapters used money in ex
travagant entertaining. Shouldn't the two highest positions in 
the Fraternity be relieved from typewriting? . · .. Drudgery, 
drudgery. . . . Women had done this work for years and not 
complained, but was that any reason they shouldn't be re
lieved? 

She suggested that the annual tax be raised from $3 to $5 and 
that secretaries be paid up to $30 a month for their services. Her 
apologia ran into thousands of words. 
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After she was married she became president of the Clare
mont Book Club, she was president of the local branch of the 
Red Cross, she joined the Women's City Club, she played some 
golf, and she raised a daughter, Marcia Elizabeth Robinson 
(Dibble), a member of Pi Chapter. 

No one bothered to inform the Fraternity that she had died in 
June, 1950, so it was not until April, 1955, that the notice ap
peared in The Key . ... In Memoriam-a former grand presi
dent. 

Early in the fall of 1908 tree-shaded Erie, in northwest Penn
sylvania, was the scene of a superlatively pretty wedding. The 
home was beautifully decorated, the bride was becomingly 
go~med, the bridesmaids prettily attired, "and after a wedding 
tour of the Canadian lakes the couple would return to Erie and 
live happily for a long time. 

Florence Burton had married Dr. . Augustus Henry Roth, 
University of Michigan, B.A., 1902-M.D., 1904, and would 
prove in no time at all that the skills of her college years which 
had so delighted her Beta Delta sisters were no more amazing 
than her perfect playing of the role of busy surgeon's wife. Her 
college friend, Mildred Honecker Lamb, who had called her in
candescent and said that "her mind was always ready, like 
spontaneous, glittering. springs of bubbling waters," now main
tained the simile in describing the hostess-bride. 

"Dinner in the weathered brick house," she wrote, " . . . 
with its swift rise of 15 steps from the street, is as exciting as a 
draught of iced champagne." 

This effervescent mood was characteristic of Florence Roth's 
life, and Erie was the setting preferred by this pretty, amusing, 
gifted, woman. Erie had been a city for perhaps 30 years when 
Florence Burton was born there, of "distinctly aristocratic" 
ancestors. Her father was of pioneer Connecticut stock and her 
mother was descended from Noahiah Russell, one of Yale's 
founders . 

Florence went from Erie High School to the University of 
Michigan. She was initiated in October, 1901; lived in the Kap
pa house for four years; was ill for some time in 1904; but re
turned "to fill her accustomed place in our circle." 

Before her 1905 graduation she was on the editorial board of 
the Inlander and president of the Woman 's League, the impor
tant and active undergraduate organization. The league gave il 
fancy dress party during her tenure, at which "nearly every 
character of history and fiction was represented." It was a big 
party, and a great success. On Valentine's Day of Florence's 
senior year at Michigan she and her chapter planned a party 
with everything in keeping. Even the chairs in the living room 
were arranged in the form of a heart. During Commencement 
Week, Florence read the class prophecy. 

In 1904 she had been delegate to the Kappa convention in 
Columbia, Missouri . In 1908, just a month before her wedding, 
she was elected grand secretary at Meadville; and in 1910, 
grand president at Bloomington, Indiana. In that capacity she 
also served as president of the Pan hellenic Conference. On May 
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Florence Burton Roth, Beta Delta-Michigan 

24, 1911, she installed Beta Psi Chapter at the University of 
Toronto, the Fraternity's first Canadian chapter. 

On June 21 a small group of Kappas sailed on the Batavia for 
a tour of Europe and the Roths were the official chaperones. 
The 75-day tour cost $430, including tips and a "meat break
fast" but not laundry or lunch. Enroute on July fourth they , 
enjoyed a gala program ending with their own German minstrel 
show with Florence as interlocutor dressed as Columbia the Gem 
of the Ocean. Original songs were composed and "jokes col
lected at the expense of the fellow passengers." 

Kappas loved Florence's sense of humor and were fond of 
quoting examples of her wit: 

End of banquet speech, 1948, "The mind can absorb only 
what the seat can endure." 

During midnight raid for orange juice at the Hearthstone, 
"Surely they've got plenty in Florida and won't miss it." 

And that hilarious occasion during her grand presidency 
when "one of Royal Blood yelled, yes, yelled, 'Florence, 
there's something wrong with the plumbing!' Florence tore in, 
laid her valedictory in the bathtub, pronounced incantations 
over the offending plumbing, jiggled the pipes and chanted, 
'The Grand President seeth all things, knoweth all things, fix 
eth all things.' Selah! The Grand Plumber had repaired the 
plumbing!" 

Florence liked to tell stories about herself too, and one of her 
favorites was concerned with the time she went to convention 
with a broken neck. A friend had said, "Florence would go to 
convention even with a broken neck." And she did. 

Frances Fatout Alexander, 30th president, said of Florence 
Burton Roth, the 13th, "She had a sentiment about the Frater
nity that seemed almost embarrassing to us." Others might 
have been disconcerted by her exuberance, but Florence, swir-
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ling in bubbles, was not. She was happy to read her own poems 
at conventions and even such lines as: 

"For it's Kappa's birthday party 
And her cake is all aglow 
With a radiance intended 
Her influence to show" 

may have sounded charming when Florence read them con 
a more. 

Her poem in the style of Hiawatha, read at convention in 
1916, re-read by May Westermann in 1928, and included in the 
1930 History, deserted its meter from time to time but showed a 
feeling for the fun and labor of research and contained a heart
felt plea to our Kappa's founders: 

"Would that you had left more record 
Of your life in Alpha chapter 
Would that we could know you better 
Make your lives more real before us!" 

From 1912 until her resignation in 1925, Florence was Fra
ternity historian and the first to "reach the point of planning to 
publish a history." May Westermann, who took on the 
unfinished work, said, " The first problem with which she 
(Florence) wrestled was that of chapter histories-and it was 
the last." She had written the early chapters and she had col
lected much material. Her resignation wa5 regretfully accepted. 

Later Florence agreed to be chairman of the Board of 
Trustees of the Clubhouse (afterwards called chairman of the 
National Board, Boyd Hearthstone), an activity which con
tinued for perhaps 15 years. 

She and her husband had one son who was much easier to 
raise than the spirits of the founders. Russell Roth was an ex
emplary child, bright, handsome, and an Eagle Scout. The 13-
year-old boy, posiqg with his mother and his dog, graced a full 
page of the April, 1926, Key. Deeply involved with her husband 
and son, invalid relatives, and civic activities, she made local 
history in Erie. Besides horseback riding-her sport and hob
by-she was founding member and first president of the Hamot 
Aid Society, established the development fund of the Sarah 
Reed Homes, was an active Presbyterian, and worked hard on 
the auxiliaries of community hospitals, for the Woman's Club, 
the Red Cross, and the Community Chest. Fran Alexander, 
who wrote about Florence after her death on May 29, 1971, re
ported tltat Florence, in "typically modest fashion," had said of 
herself, "Locally I can report only the most routine sort of life" 
and then related her many services. Her dear friend Mildred 

Aorence Burton Roth at the 1958 Convention. 
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Lamb said that Florence was a social engineer. 
Her 1912 valedictory as grand president was honest in spite of 

Mildred's assertion that "Florence knows the magic of turning 
the commonest facts of everyday life into gorgeous fiction or 
tremendous fish stories. . . . " 

"No startling events have characterized the term just clos
ing," the retiring president had said, "but we feel assured that 
there has l,leen growth and progress and improvement, an 
uplifting of standards and an approach toward ideals." 

In 1948 at Sun Valley, Florence, the confirmed conven
tioneer, was 1banquet toastmistress and the verses she wrote for 
that occasion asked for appreciation of retiring officers: 

"If you think some praise is due her 
Now is the time to slip it to her." 

Some praise was indeed due, and it was slipped to her many 
times. 

A rotating chapter award, a silver-footed pitcher, based on 
excellence in relatjons with alumnae, effective use of the ritual, 
Fraternity education program, chapter history, and respect for 
Fraternity property, is presented biennially in Florence Roth's 
honor. 

In 1965, after The Key had written to Eva Powell asking for 
her Kappa memories, she answered that she had been hoping to 
feel stronger and more able to search her mind for the sort of 
words she would like to write. She was then 88 years old, blind, 
and suffering from the incapacitating effects of a heart attack. 
She did mention her pride in her old chapter-she had been 
initiated only two months after Pi Chapter was reestablished on 
August 5, 1897 -and the fact that her nephew had told her that 
the chapter was still "tops." 

In April, 1966, she celebrated her 89th birthday and on May 
7 she died, in San Francisco, but not before she had dictated to· 
a niece those "memories" which had been on her mind ever 
since The Key had asked for them. Devotion, energy, persist
ence, the urge to finish the job-all these were characteristic of 
Eva Powell. 

She was a product of California. Her parents, of Welsh and 
English ancestry, had been young children when they migrated 
west in the 1850s. "Eva is the type of western woman of whom 
California could be proud," wrote Eleanor V. V. Bennet in 
1912. Eva combined initiative and organizational powers with 
tact and charm. Oakland was her home town, Oakland her high 
school. But after she became a student at the University of Cali
fornia at Berkeley she wa.s not only a Californian and almost im
mediately a Kappa, she was also a woman "of the wider college 
world." An organizer of Prytanean, the women's honor socie
ty, loved and admired by many, active in many groups, she 
even went to Europe with friends who were not Kappas! 

When the near-nonagenarian remembered the facts of her 
life she thought of her chapter- " truly a remarkable group of 
girls. ' ' She remembered running for student government presi
dent only to be defeated by her rival, a Theta. She said she had 
loved the study of history and taken every history course 
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Eva Powell, Pi Deuteron-California 

offered. She recalled the disappointment of her Commence
ment Day when United States President McKinley was sup
posed to speak and didn't. "Barring this, the day was . .. 
memorable." She decided, after graduation, to become a doc
tor, and for a year was involved in a premedical course, but sud
denly that was over and travel occupied her time . . . travel , 
and life in Oakland with her parents, and that busy life in the 
framework of organizations. 

She was often a president: twice of her Kappa Alumnae Asso
ciation, of the Good Will Free Kindergarten Association, of the 
Ebell Club (largest club for women on the west coast), of the 
Guild of the First Congregational Church, of the local YWCA, 
an organization which was to be very important in her life. She 
was active in the Reading Club, the Christian Endeavor, the 
Young Ladies Guild, art classes, in the Long Beach convention 
of the Federated Clubs when suffrage was endorsed. She 
headed teams for building campaigns, she was active in the 
League of Women Voters, she organized study groups , national 
committees, she successfully raised funds. The girl who had 
been president of the Art Association in college and a charter 
member of the Prytanean Honor Society had learned her lesson 
well - whether or not she lost an election to a Theta rival! She 
managed to live out of the club room too, for she drove her own 
horse, entertained, and went to Alaska. 

In 1908 the Pi Alumnae Association sent her to the Mead
ville convention and she was toastmistress at the banquet. In 
1910 at Bloomington she was elected grand secretary; in 1912 at 
Evanston, grand president; and in 1914 at Estes Park, reelected . 
In her greeting to the gathering after the 1912 election she ex
pressed the hope that Council visits to chapters be inexpensive 
and simple. "We come to see the girls, not to be entertained." 
She also suggested, " As we enter into that rush to seek and win 
the best let us never lose that dignity and poise which should be 
typical." She liked to think that Kappas could be kindly women 
and college students even before they were Kappas . 

At the Estes Park convention she talked of Fraternity prob
lems and of the new Kappa catalogue " remarkable for its lack 
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of mistakes." She approved of chapter extension- her adminis
tration saw the greatest number of new chapters in 24 years: 
Beta Omega, Beta Theta, and Beta Kappa were installed, Beta 
Rho and Beta Beta were reinstated . Beta Gamma alone was lost 
because of longtime faculty opposition. 

"Have we not become so enamored of the word conservat
ism," she asked, "that we have allowed other fraternities to go 
into universities first . . . where we had the opportunity 
... ?"She asked for " discriminating extension" and she in
sisted that "because of anti-fraternity feeling across the country 
the sororities must increasingly become centers not of ex
clusiveness, but of truly democratic influences, not of social ex
cesses , but of genuine personal culture, dignity, and 
character." She warned actives not to make ridiculous demands 
on men for flowers and carriages, she asked them not to over
dress, and to be aware of the morals of men they invited to the 
chapter house. She insisted that Kappa students take a stand for 
higher principles and that they cooperate with university of
ficers . Personally, she was disappointed in the sophomore 
pledge day which had been considered the hope of the future by 
some of her predecessors. 

During her administration a campaign of alumnae education 
was carried on, an alumnae officer was made a regular member 
of Grand Council and called grand vice president, the province 
system was adopted and province presidents appointed. Later 
province vice presidents helped the grand vice president. A 
scholarship requirement for initiation, the importance of the 
budget and living on a cash basis, the 1916 Convention vote to 
increase the Students' Aid Fund to $10,000, social service work 
for chapters, the adoption of the pledge pin-all these accom
plishments and accomplishments to be were woven into her 
valedictory. 

After her four-year term Eva Powell returned to her work 
beyond the Fraternity. The YWCA claimed her and a year of 
study in New York was followed by a year in Denver as general 
secretary, which was followed by an appointment as general 
secretary in New York, and a 1922 visit to South America to 
raise funds and organize committees. 

She remembered as she, completely blind, dictated her 
memoirs that her father had died in 1922 as well, that she and 
her mother and siste'l' had spent 14 months together in Europe, 
that she had lived, until her mother died in 1940, with her in an 
apartment in Oakland , and that she had then moved to 1360 
Jones Stre.et in San Francisco. And she remembered going, 
long, long before, in 1909, with her brother on a winter visit to 
the Yosemite Valley, and having an earache and sleeping, for 
comfort, with a hot water bottle which leaked so that in the 
morning when she woke up she found that her hair was frozen 
to the water bottle and to the pillow. 

Her hair was thick and beautiful and in 1910 she began to 
wear it in the coronet braid that became so familiar because of 
the photograph used often in The Key. 

She was lovely to look at, and her success as a fund-raiser at- . 
tested to her winning ways. She surely had abi lity, and many 
talents. Her happiest recreations , she said at 89, had been travel 
and music. She had even studied musical composition at Mills 
College and practiced the piano perhaps four hours a day. A 
new songbook had been published while she was grand presi
dent. 

She would be happy, she said, speaking of the songbook, if 
Kappa could be known as a singing Fraternity. 

"There's something so wholesome and helpful in si nging," 
she said . 
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Lizzie Slade, charter member of Lambda and oldest of five 
Kappa Slade sisters, married Edward Voris, Buchtel College 
and Harvard Law School graduate, the descendant of Akron 
settlers and other men of distinction . Their three daughters fol 
lowed the precedent set by their mother and maternal aunts, 
and became Kappas , too. 

Lizzie, her daughters, and her sister Marion spent many 
years in Fraternity service; in fact , all those years added togeth
er probably added up to more years of service than any other 
Kappa family up to that time could boast of. The three Voris 
girls were Elizabeth, who became grand president's deputy, edi
tor of The Key, and grand treasurer ; Marion , her sister Lydia 's 
deputy; and Lydia, grand treasurer , business manager of The 
Key, and grand president. 

She became Lydia Kolbe by marrying her childhood compan
ion Parke Rexford Kolbe, Phi Delta Theta, on June I7, I905. 
His father, who had been professor of romance languages at 
Buchtel, had just died , and Parke was appointed to the vacancy. 
Parke studied French and German during the European honey
moon, and he and Lydia went to Germany again in I9II so that 
he could work on his doctorate in philology. In 19I3 he was 
made president of Buchtel. In December of that year the college 
became the Municipal University of Akron, and Parke Kolbe 
was recognized as its first president. 

The surely sincere but possibly less than objective dean of 
women wrote of her Lambda sister and h~r president 's wife that 
she was efficient and gracious, that her dainty, cheerful, andre
fined home was an index of her personality, and that to have 
her as a chaperone at a dance was a privilege - "She is by far the 
most popular woman on the campus." She, Lydia, had been 
since I908 and would be until I914, grand treasurer of the Fra
ternity . In 1909 a member of Xi Chapter reported to The Key, 
"Mrs. Kolbe made a place in our hearts that no other person 
can ever take." 

Lydia Voris was born July 17 , 1880, in Akron. In I 897 she 
entered Buchtel Academy from Akron's Central High School, 
and in the fall of 1899 she was a student at Buchtel College. 
Four active members of Lambda acquired six pledges, includ
ing their legacy, Lydia. Perhaps they won her by virtue of 
prestige, personality, and parties. At one of the parties that 
autumn each rushee was given for a souvenir "a watercolor of a 
dainty leaf. " There were four other actives at that time but all 
were under quarantine since one "supposedly" had smallpox. 
On pledge day the new girls were taken to the house of quaran
tine for congratulations. 

Lydia was initiated late in April, 1900, and in I 90 I went to 
Louisville, Kentucky, for a course in kindergarten training, 
graduating in I 902. In 1903 she was attending Dana Hall in 
Wellesley, Massachusetts. Years later , during the I 920s, she 
earned a B.S. in home economics at the University of Akron 
and even had plans for acquiring an ar ts degree; but in 1925 
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Parke Kolbe was made president of Brooklyn Polytechnical In
stitute and they moved to New York . She had been a member 
of the Art and History Club in Akron and now she joined the 
Kappa Alumnae Association and the New York Panhellenic. 
She remained interested in the Daughters of the American 
Revolution and the Daughters of Ohio, and it was suggested, 
"was interested in other enterprises." 

Lydia had perhaps more fervor and feeling than was revealed 
in the refined exterior of the president's wife . She traveled a 
great deal with her husband and she didn't mind saying, after a 
visit to the Pacific, that missiona~ies "wearing alphabets and 
Mother Hubbards" had spoiled Hawaii and she regretted that 
the hibiscus garland as the sole article of dress was taboo! 

During the two years between her six years of service as 
grand treasurer and four years as grand president she was busi
ness manager of The Key. The February, 1914, issue contained 
her plea for loyalty: "We are too apt · to think and say that our 
own chapter isn't what it was when we were in college. . . we 
do not stop to consider that . . . we see things from a different 
light . . . that entrance requirements are higher and pro
fessors 'st iffer ' . ... Why not stop 'kicking' and help?" Lydia 
was not against slang but she was always careful about using 
quotes . She told the story of a Kappa who had been well enter
tained by a chapter only to go about erroneously reporting that 
that chapter would be put on probation. Lydia was provoked to 
rhetoric reminiscent of familiar parallel expressions: "In the 
language of etiquette, how ungrateful! In the language of 
friendship, how unkind! In the language of Fraternity sister
hood, how disloyal!" 

Lydia Kolbe was not too comfortable during the first months 
of her grand presidency. Katherine Mullin, editor of The Key, 
wrote, "Read this if you have been of the opinion that Mrs. 
Kolbe has been sitting and looking at the new dangle on her key 
since her election. You have to have intellect , soul, heart , and 
muscle to be a grand president . . . Mrs. Kolbe has all of 
these. " The muscle requirement had to do with travel. 

"I wish," the grand president wrote with some bitterness, 
"that any who believe that a Fraternity officer undertakes a trip 

Lydia Voris Kolbe, Lambda-Akron 
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The Grand Council at the Golden Jubilee Convention including in
coming Grand President Sarah Harris Rowe, (far left) and retiring 
Grand President Lydia Voris Kolbe, second from left. 

of thfs sort for pleasure alone, might undergo the rigors of night 
after night spent on trains and at nondescript hotels-the actual 
physical strain caused by late hours and an almost unbroken 
series of interviews, examinations, class visits, and social 
affairs." After her first .term, however , she was willing to be re
elected. It was perhaps a part of loyalty. A war had come up and 
it was decided, by chapter vote, to hold no convention in 1918. 
(The $2000 allotted was sent to the Dorothy Canfield Fisher 
project.) Chapters and alumnae associations were busy helping 
to win the war , although Lambda wrote that it had not forgotten 
"duties to other things of importance. " Postponement of the 
convention was "the first big sacrifice that our Fraternity has 
made as a whole." 

The Golden Jubilee Convention was held in 1920. It was 
" Lydia's Convention," according to Ida Bonnell Otstott, 
Lydia's friend and long-time loyal conventioneer. Lizzie Slade 
Voris was there to hear her daughter 's valedictory. 

"Our hearts still swell with pride and gratification when we 
view this structure which took 50 years to build. . . . May the 
structure of the next 50 years be as strong and beautiful. This 
can only be accomplished by a strict adherence to those policies 
which have been tested and found invaluable; by an open
mindedness to new ideas and situations; by loyalty to each other 
which excludes jealousness and rancor and by living according 
to the ideals of our Fraternity." 

During Lydia Kolbe's administration a calendar had been 
printed, a new catalogue custodian selected, province presi
dents appointed and vice presidents instituted to help the grand 
vice president with alumnae matters , the Students' Aid Fund 
had been increased, The Key published in the black and seven 
new chapters added (Gamma Alpha, Gamma Beta, Gamma 
Gamma, Gamma Delta, Gamma Epsilon, Gamma Zeta, and 
Gamma Eta) . 

In 1932 Dr. Kolbe was invited to be president of Drexel In
stitute of Technology (now Drexel University) in Philadelphia 
and was installed on October 1. Lydia joined the Philadelphia 
Alumnae Association and sometimes went to meetings. On 
February 28, 1942, Parke Kolbe died. 

Lydia returned to Akron and died there, but not until Febru
ary 9, 1972, at the age of 91. It's well that she could die in 
Akron, secure in those familiar surroundings, and among those 
shadows of substance-Kolbes, Vorises, Slades. 
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Sarah Rowe remembers taking time off between Council ses
sions in Denver to ride horseback over the Great Divide with 
the man who was to become her husband . Once there was a tri
ple rainbow, a good omen for a romantic couple. In a few 
months, after six years as grand vice president , she would 
become grand president. On December 28, 1921, she and 
Richard Yates Rowe would be married at her home in 
Pasadena, and after a motor trip they would go to their new 
home in Jacksonville, Illinois .... And Sarah Rowe remem
bers, "Our two boys ended my Fraternity career. I couldn't 
even go to my own convention!" That was the 1922 Glacier Na
tional Park Convention when May Whiting Westermann was 
elected, and Florence Burton Roth , called "Mrs. Froth" by a 
bus driver , promised the Fraternity History in time for Christ
mas! 

In spite of this disappointment, her triple rainbow continued 
to appear in Sarah Rowe's sky, for the two boys, Richard, Jr. 
and (Frederick) Harris, were followed years later when Sarah 
was 40, by Sally, "the most wonderful daughter anybody could 
have!" One of her greatest thrills was when she pinned the key 
on Sally, when she, too , became a member of Upsilon Chapter. 
And now Sally's daughter, Sarah Ann Kanaga, is an Epsilon 
Nu, and spoke at the 1974 Convention's Presidents Dinner, as 
did her grandmother. A portrait should be painted of the three 
Sarahs against the triple rainbow! 

When Sarah Harris first appeared at a Kappa convention as 
Upsilon's delegate in 1910, she was spotted immediately as 
"that stunning girl from Northwestern". Officers were always 
hoping to find talent for future Kappa service, and this girl was 
much more than stunning-she was bright and she was loyal. 
The hope of reflecting honor on her Fraternity was awakening 
in her. Upsilon was a serious chapter which questioned its 
pledges about their attitude toward Kappa and which enjoyed a 
"cosy time" getting to know pledges better, every Thursday. In 
1910, because Sarah was delegate, the chapter gave up its an
nual house party so that as many actives as possibly could, 
wou ld go to Bloomington, Indiana, in August. . .. "We know 
that she will make the best delegate ever, but we are going to 
see for ourselves." 

Sarah was born in Ord, Nebraska, on September 17, 1888. 
Her parents were Edward Kirk and Hattie (Funke) Harris 
whose parents had known Lincoln , Nebraska, as a little country 
town . Sarah Harris' grandmother, also Sarah Bacon Harris , 
lived to her 90s. Her daughter, also Sarah Harris, was a political 
writer for the Nebraska State Journal. In Sarah Rowe 's album 
are pictures of the homes in Lincoln and in Ord . A move· was 
made to Denver; then, at about the time when Sarah was ready 
for high school , to Evanston, Illinois . After one year at Wells 
College, Sarah transferred to Northwestern, became a Kappa, 
and was graduated cum laude with a liberal arts degree and " the 
love and respect of all with whom she has come in contact." 
Her older and younger sisters, Clara and Edna, were also mem-
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bers of Upsilon Chapter. The Harris home was often the scene 
of Upsilon parties and get-togethers. 

In 1912 Northwestern entertained the convention and Sarah, 
then secretary to the librarian at the university-later to be reg
istrar at the School of Speech and then dean of women at that 
school-was active in committee work for the occasion. In 1914 
she was alumnae delegate to the convention in Estes Park, Col
orado, and it was here that her career on the Fraternity Council 
started. She was nominated from the floor and then elected as 
grand vice president, a newly created office to handle alumnae 
affairs (three former offices had been merged). Sarah put in her 
plea for alumnae associations, a plea that was to be heard for 
the next six years, and successfully acted upon. 

"Just now when fraternities are being so much censured, so 
closely watched and their very right to exist questioned, we 
want Kappa Kappa Gamma to know that its alumnae . . . are 
loyal and alive to their responsibility ... . " With the in
creased voting power of the alumnae, Sarah felt it necessary to 
build up in them a sens·e of obligation. If they were to vote they 
should also work. She sent letters asking for contributions to 
The Key. She asked for alumnae opinions on the per capita tax, 
she notified alumnae of changes in policy and sent associations 
and clubs annual report blanks and copies of official Fraternity 
material. She asked for feeling on philanthropies, she asked for 
suggestions. Nobody had worked with the alumnae groups in 
this organized , onward-looking way before. It was exciting for 
Sarah and for the Fraternity. 

Part of her work was as alumnae editor of The Key, and she 
encouraged such articles as, "Has Kappa a World Vision?" 
which asked, in 1917, "What of us who are not at the 'Front'? 
We can ' t all be missionaries, we can ' t all speak at suffrage meet
ings, but we MUST all SERVE somewhere." She was also in
spired to write to Dorothy Canfield Fisher, BN-Ohio State, the 
most important Kappa author, and ask for an article for The 
Key. Dorothy discovered that she had known and much 
admired Sarah ' s aunt , the political writer, and responded en
thusiastically with "A Call From the Firing Line" (The Key, 
October, 1917) . 

It was, historically for Kappa, an important feature. Dorothy 
was not afraid to ask , "Now, please, will you do something for 
me ? I appeal to you as members of my own family ... . "She 
suggested that Kappas become involved with certain French 
children who needed so much . Her plea was fervent, the re
sponse was greater than anyone could have hoped for, and the 
Kappa work of World War I was begun. (See Worldwide Con
cerns chapter.) Sarah's 1919 Grand Council report included the 

Sarah Harris Rowe, center, with daughter Sally Rowe Kanaga (left) 
Y -Northwestern and granddaughter Ann Kanaga (right) EN-Van
derbilt. 

Sarah Harris Rowe, Upsilon-Northwestern 
words, "I am eternally grateful . . . may we never be without 
some such stimulus." 

The first big sacrifice that the Fraternity as a whole had been 
asked to make was the relinquishing of the 1918 Convention so 
that the money saved could be contributed to Kappa's war 
work. Officers were retained, by Fraternity vote, so Sarah 
served her last two years in her continuously successful role, 
sending out a questionnaire-on voting power, on the question 
of fines for failed assignments, on membership, on maintaining 
interest, on alumnae-active unity-with "gratifying results ." 
She had been jokingly called "General Harris," and she was 
proud to report that "under General Harris' command . . . 
we stand prepared to protect our ideals . The General is still on 
the trail of the slackers. . . . " 

At the 1920 Convention on Mackinac Island, Sarah wore a 
blue "suisse" frock on which she had herself made 179 bias 
organdie points, a cause for exclamations from her admirers 
who said, "She has everything in her favor-brain heart 
looks .. . . " She was elected grand president, mo;e, it i~ 
suspected, on the record of six years of success than on the bias 
points, wonderful though they were. 

During her term as president she was most proud of the fact 
that the Fraternity was able to establish the Central Office with a 
paid executive secretary, Della Lawrence (Burt), who had 
served as grand secretary during her administration. Before that 
time the grand officers themselves had carried on all the busi
ness of the Fraternity-correspondence, chapter visiting, peti
tioning groups, disciplinary matters, Panhellenic-everything. 
Later activities were unusual for a past president, but Sarah was 
province vice president for Epsilon, 1923-1925, and president 
during 1925, visiting chapters during weekends. She was 
toastmistress for the 1930 Convention -a charming speaker 
always. 

Who's Who of American Women lists other activities: Com
missioner, Girl Scouts, USA, 1939-1945; member Great Lakes 
Regional Board, 1942-1944; member Illinois State Commission 
for Handicapped Children, 1953-1963; president Morgan 
County Women's Republican Club, 1944-1950; member State 
Board, Illinois Women's Republican Club, 1944-1952. 

"It was after I got on the Council," she says now, "that I got 
the larger view and saw what it could mean . . . for a girl to 
be in college and not only have that chapter back of her but a 
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national Council watching . . . grades, extra-curricular activi 
ties . . . encouraging girls to participate .... I think it would 
be a tragedy for a girl not to go in .... " 

Sarah Rowe believes in the young, in change, in the wonder 
of youth which she feels she regained on safari in Africa with 
her granddaughter in 1973. 

She says, with Sophocles, " 'One must wait until the evening 
to see how splendid the day has been,' " and with Tennyson's 
Ulysses:" 'Tho' much is taken, much abides, and tho' we are 
not now that strength which in old ·days moved heaven and 
earth, that which we are, we are, one equal temper of heroic 
hearts made weak by time and fate, but strong in will, to strive, 
to seek, to find, and not to yield .' ." 

"All this is my philosophy," says Sarah, as she approaches 
her ninth decade, still the stunning girl from Northwestern. 

"I cannot speak truth so much as I would but as much as I 
dare and I dare a little more as I grow older , not only in speaking 
but in doing . . . and the truth is , I cannot let my friends down 
. . . I plunge ahead, pack my bags, take a plane, renew pre
cious old friendships, and thereby renew myself. And then 
when I get home, I'll settle down for a brief interval, listen to 
the ballgames and stocks, take up my needlepoint . . . and 
agree with my grandmother-this is a good world. 

itht!J llll)itiun 1IIr5tnmuuH 
1922 - 1926 (see page 38) 

Georgia Hayden Lloyd-Jones was 92. She was dying and she 
was laughing. She had had to believe that life was amusing 
. . . more and more so as she grew older. "If you are not 
amused you can only despair," she said. And, remembering the 
many causes she had championed: "We had wonderful fights 
and we won most of them." 

She died on November 20, 1967, in Tulsa, Oklah<;>ma, 75 
years after she had become a member of Kappa Kappa Gamma. 
At her death the Fraternity echoed what the Tulsa Tribune said 
of her, " ... (we were) enriched by her being, and we shall 
be rewarded for years to come by the inspiration she gave us 
and the chalienges that were hers as well as ours." 

Her Kappa life began at the University of Wisconsin, as one 
of a group of 18 members of Eta Chapter: "We behaved our
selves and put our best feet forward to keep the Kappa image 
tops on that campus!" And in the spring of 1967 her last official 
visit as a Kappa was to the Theta Province Convention. Her 75-
year pin was presented to her by Marian Schroeder Graham, 
then director of membership, and Georgia Lloyd-Jones then 
presented to the Tulsa alumnae and Delta Pi Chapter the key 
which was given her at the end of her grand presidency. Mem
bers of Delta Pi serenaded her, and " the Great Hall was filled 
with palpable Kappa love." It was said that this province con
vention reached a peak of Kappa experience not usually 
achieved. It was a good night, and Georgia's daughter, Florence 
Lloyd-Jones Barnett, also of Eta Chapter, was there to hear her 
mother's farewell. Georgia was very proud of the fact that she 
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had a Kappa daughter and that her two sons had also married 
Kappas . . (There were seven grandchildren and three great 
grandchildren in 1967.) 

In 1926 in Oakland, California, Georgia , going out of office as 
national director of provinces, had delivered what she called a 
swan song-it was hardly that. Her report was lively and must 
have been laugh-provoking. First she wanted to clear up a pos
sible misconception about her high-sounding title, a position 
which had been created at the 1924 Convention. " I have don e 
many things in my two years of office," she said, "but there i 
one score on which my skirts are clear . . . I have never 
directed a province." The bulk of her work was with extension . 
She mentioned her belief that we get back our mete as we 
measure; and assured everyone that although she had given 
days, weeks, months , " To tell all that I have gained would bring 
the executive secretary's gavel down hard on me." She hoped 
that others to follow her would have " the genius to delineate a 
little more clearly this very nebulous Council office." Sh 
showed her ability to suggest rather than coerce when she men
tioned "a mild sort of an exhibit in . . . the little room on the 
right hand at the back . . . go back there and make up your 
minds about what the Fraternity should do. . . . " 

The theme of that convention was "Law Observance." A 
notable feature was the harmony between alumnae and actives ; 
an unexpected interference was the sudden illness and hospi 
talization of national President May Westermann; and an after
noon of self-analysis, "charmingly administered," was proof of 
"our up-to-dateness. " At the end of the convention Georgia 
Lloyd-Jones was national president. It was not a unanimous 
election-Upsilon Chapter had nominated another outstanding 
woman, Emily Eaton Hepburn. The new grand president had 
not only taken on a full-time volunteer position , she was also a 
professional woman, vice president of the Tulsa Tribune Com 
pany and associate editor of that newspaper. In her last act as di
rector of provinces, Georgia Lloyd-Jones graciously presented 
her gift of the May C. Whiting Westermann Award, call ed the 
Efficiency Cup, " to encourage that efficiency without which we 
make no progress." 
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May Westermann had nearly finished the first of two terms 
when Georgia decided to go to the 1924 Convention, attracted 
by advance notices in The Key about Bigwin Inn on the Lake of 
Bays, Ontario. "Individual Responsibility" was the keynote of 
that convention, and May had stressed her belief that " in the 
last analysis the Fraternity is the sum of the individual mem
bers." Georgia Lloyd-Jones found herself nominated and 
elected to the newly established province director's office, a 
position stemming from the rapid development of province 
government, a most significant development of the Fraternity 
in this era. 

Georgia Hayden was born in Eau Claire, a northern Wiscon
sin lumber town, June 5, 1875. She was sent to a kindergarten 
managed by a Lloyd-Jones and her boarding school was "a nest 
of Lloyd-Joneses." She remembers "I was sliding down a steep 
hill when my future husband came skating down a frozen creek 
into my life." She lived four years at the Eta chapter house and 
was graduated with the class of 1896 from the University of 
Wisconsin, continued her studies of French and German 
philology in Europe, studied English literature and philology at 
the University of California and in Chicago, where she also had 
classes in domestic science at the Armour Institute. She taught 
in Eau Claire, spent summers in England, was married to 
Richard Lloyd-Jones, Phi Gamma Delta, in 1907. He was an 
editor of Collier's Week(y magazine and Georgia loved working 
in New York. She was one of a group of reporters who marched 
with Margaret Sanger, an early advocate of birth control, to the 
Tombs in Manhattan. The Lloyd-Jones lived in Nyack and in 
Greenwich, Connecticut. In 1911 Richard bou~ht the Wisconsin 
State Journal and they moved to Madison where Georgia was 
able to busy herself with her own chapter as adviser. In 1919 
Lloyd-Jones bought the .Democrat, later the Tulsa Tribune, and 
"our good angel brought us to Tulsa." In New York she had 
been an organizer of the Browning Association, and in Tulsa 
she continued an active interest in the American Association of 
University Women, joined the Child Study and Shakespeare 
Clubs, and was president of the Parent-Teachers Alliance. 

Her first two years on Councii had beeQ taken up with exten
sion, chapter visiting, and province conventions. After the 1926 
Convention, "We found that our job was not the spectacularly 
delightful one of reforming the world' but was instead the 
humdrum Martha-like one of setting our own house in order." 
An assistant had to be hired for Della Burt , the overworked ex
ecutive secretary. A Catalogue had to be completed-"lt is a 
weakness of the Fraternity . . . that we do not require enough 
business accuracy of our active girls." The Rose McGill Fund 
must be given substance, now that Rose had died. The new 
finance system was proving to be most successful and the drive 
for endowment had become the leading feature of the adminis
tration. Georgia enjoyed reading her Kappa mail and loved the 
informal tone of many letters. She was concerned with serious 
problems of discipline, more than ever before in the Fraternity 
history, problems ranging from cheating in class to "actual im
morality in the technical sense." 

A comprehensive blank for chapter visits had been drawn up, 
a uniform blank for data on rushees had been issued, a 
pamphlet for freshman training was being compiled. All chap
ters had received a ward-perfect Ritual. Georgia's contagious 
enthusiasm for extension saw nine new chapters during her 
four years as president: Gamma Omicron, Gamma Pi, Gamma 
Sigma, Gamma Tau, Gamma Upsilon, Gamma Phi, Gamma 
Chi, Gamma Psi, and Gamma Omega. She established a com
mittee to survey chapter standards- "College women of today 
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neither think nor act as did [those of] former decades." Co-Or
ganizer scholarships were an outgrowth of Student Aid and 
forerunner of today's graduate counselor scholarships. Georgia 
realized the need also of a traveling inspector plan to relieve 
Council members, and she encouraged a new philanthropic 
program. 

In 1928 she had opened her convention (the first in which 
alumnae delegates exceeded ,the actives) with a gavel made 
from the wood of the stair rail of Old Main at Monmouth Col
lege. A thoughtful small courtesy of the convention was a greet
ing to be sent to Florence Roth with the message that her poem 
had been read to the assembly! Georgia laughed about this 
"Convention at the Golden Fleece" and its many efforts to ex
tract money from the delegates for endowment. She talked with 
enthusiasm about her visit to Pittsburgh and the great achieve
ment in Panhellenism there, and the fact that it seemed to her 
that the hostility in high places against fraternities was largely 
gone. She told of the dream of her childhood to have been an 
Elizabethan in an age of enthusiasms, discovery, devotion, and 
activity. "I am living my wish in Kappa Kappa Gamma," she 
said. "She is entering her Elizabethan Age. . . . " The new 
slate of officers included herself, Florence Tomlinson, Alice 
Barney, and Eleanor V. V. Bennet. All four of these women 
would be Fraternity presidents, and only Georgia would be able 
to finish her term. 

At Mackinac in 1930 she said it was probably true that her ad
ministration had been a materialistic one, concerned with ma
chinery, with equipment, with regalia, with incorporation, with 
badge protection, with money matters- but wasn't the 
Elizabethan age bustling and materialistic? "We have always 
tried to make you feel that while we might seem radical, that 
our suggestions were purely suggestions and that we welcomed 
their scrutiny and criticism. We rejoice that . . . Kappa will 
always be a pure democracy." Said the convention marshal, 
Margaret Dickson Falley, "Here was beauty, dignity, and 
strength, combined with a keen mind and an obvious flair for 
business!" There was also gratitude, consideration and humor. 

"She loved people," said the Tribune editorial after her 
death, "but she had few illusions about them. . . . She could 
be righteously angry at callousness or greed, but innocent pre
tensions entertained her . . . she traveled light. And cheer
fully. . . . " 
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Once she said, "Many people struggle through their lives for 
things that will go into the incinerator the day after the 
funeral." 

"There isn ' t much of hers that will go into the incinerator," 
remarked the Tribune writer. 

But how much to fill the heart! And how much for the Kappa 
archives! 

The 27th biennial convention had voted for a paid assistant to 
help the beleaguered executive secretary, Della Lawrence 
Burt, and an advertisement in the December, 1926, issue of 
The Key begged for this much-needed employee. "She must be 
accurate, a good typist, and, if possible, take dictation." By the 
time the February Key appeared Florence Tomlinson (Myers, 
Wallace) had applied, been accepted, and made herself 
indispensable until her return to Drake to serve as assistant to 
the dean of law in the spring of 1928. 

In Breezy Point , Minnesota, in 1928 , Florence was 
unanimously elected national registrar, and she also assumed 
once more the duties of the assistant to the executive secretary. 
She was faced with the collection and binding of the Fraternity 
files and the completion of chapter files . The Key for December, 
1929, contained Florence's essay: "What a National Registrar 
Thinks About. . . . " 

In July, 1930, at Mackinac Island, Michigan , Florence Tom
linson Myers became grand president. 

When the twin chapters Gamma Chi and Gamma Psi had 
been installed in 1929, Florence was the officer in charge, so 
she was familiar with the machinery when she went to State 
College, Pennsylvania, for the installation of Delta Alpha in 
October, 1930. 

Florence Tomlinson Meyers, (Wallace) 
Gamma Theta-Drake 
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This was one of her few official performances. The February, 
1931 , issue of The Key carried the announcement: "The many 
friends of Florence Tomlinson Myers will regret to learn that 
the demands of her home have made it necessary for her to re
sign her position .. .. Alice Barney, her vice president, was 
elected to fill the unexpired term." 

Florence Tomlinson was born in Albia, Iowa, June 15, 1905. 
Her father was a lawyer; and her mother, one time collector of 
internal revenue and appointed collector of customs by Presi
dent Calvin Coolidge. At West Des Moines High School 
Florence won awards in leadership, service, and journalism, 
and was first girl editor of the magazine and the annual. Her 
first job as an active Kappa at Drake was correspondent to The 
Key; her last, chapter president. She was always busy, working 
for the chapter, for the campus, and in town and in campus of
fices , helping to pay her expenses. By her senior year she was 
full-time Drake assistant alumni secretary. She had attended 
her first Kappa convention in 1924, and it was a taste of honey. 
In 1925 she was elected to Drake 's Who 's Who; in 1926, before 
graduation , she won the popularity contest in the coeds' weekly 
paper. The dossier which Florence was able to present in answer 
to the advertisement in The Key must have been the most im
pressive accumulation of facts that any 21 year old girl has ever 
been able to put together. She was bright , beautiful , well-organ
ized, congenial , enthusiastic, talented. 

In March, 1973, Florence received her 50-year pin at the Om
icron Province Meeting. . 

There had been a full life between 1931 and 1973-the activi
ties and honors are impressive: Drake trustee (first woman on 
Executive Committee); Camp Fire Girls Council; YMCA Boys 
Camp Committee; Development Council , Iowa Lutheran Hos
pital; Des Moines Hearing and Speech Center Board; Univer
sity of Iowa Continuing Education Advisory Board; "Woman 
of the Year," Junior Chamber of Commerce; Drake Dis
tinguished Alumni Award; community service awards; officer 
and then international president, PEO Sisterhood. She has been 
widowed twice, has two children (Delta Gamma daughter , Sig
ma Alpha Epsilon son) , and six grandchildren . 

At the Omicron Province banquet the Des Moines Alumnae 
awarded a beautiful tray to a chapter in Florence's honor, and 
as Fraternity President Marian Schroeder Graham pinned on 
the 50-year Award, the 19th president of Kappa Kappa Gamma 
whispered that this was the happiest day in her life. 

Alice Tillotson Barney was swept into the grand presidency 
on an emotional wave and she relinquished the position, much 
to the sorrow of her constituents, in just as speedy a transac
tion. Such violent proceedings were not like her at all. Before 
her death she was described as modest, dignified, quiet, charm
ing, with a finely attuned, forceful personality. She was known 
for her ready smile, her gleam of humor, her acceptance of re
sponsibility. After her death , those words and many more were 
repeated: she was the soul of honesty and loyalty . . . she had 
no patience with compromise . . . she did not take respon
sibility lightly. 
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Alice Tillotson Barney, Chi-Minnesota 
Georgia Hayden Lloyd-Jones said, "I grieve for her great

ly. . . . I loved her poise and her gentleness. . . . Her fam
ily life was quite ideal. " 

Rheva Ott Shryock remembered her as she had been at 
Swampscott in 1932, " charming, gracious, and apparently in 
the best of health." 

"She seemed to have everything to make life worth living
charm, good looks, friends , family , intellect , etc. ," a Kappa of
ficer recalled. 

Alice Barney has the questionable distinction of having been 
the only president of Kappa Kappa Gamma to have died in of
fice . 

She was born in Minneapolis August 2, 1886, of English and 
French Huguenot ancestry, the daughter of Henry and Lydia 
Lunessa Tillotson. After grammar school and the East Side 
High School she attended the University of Minnesota. She was 
called "Till." She was married August 24, 1912 to Hadwen 
Case Barney, Delta Tau Delta.· His parents were pioneer resi
dents of Minneapolis. Alice had seen the house she would soon 
be living in being built close to the campus, during her senior 
year . 

The Barneys and their three cl:tildren were members of the 
First Congregational Church. Alice joined the Women's Club, 
the College Women 's Club, and was assistant treasurer of the 
Mabeth Paige Hall , a club for working girls. She had been a 
member of Chi's house board from 1912, and from 1920 was 
treasurer of the KKG House Corporation of Minnesota. She 
was a loyal member of the Minnesota Alumnae Association and 
was its correspondent to The Key just before the 1928 Conven
tion, at Breezy Point , Minnesota. 

Minnesota Kappas were thrilled about the convention . A 
press agent's story in The Key mentioned the fact that although 
Longfellow had never seen Minnesota, he had made the state 
immortal by writing Hia watha. He remembered that the poet 
had called this land " the land of handsome women. " This was a 
public relations man's bow to the handsome Kappas. Forty 
years earlier a Kappa convention had elected Kate Cross 
Shenehon grand president. She was a Chi Chapter member and 
that convention also had been held in Minnesota. She sent a 
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message from Paris and she returned in time for the 1928 Con
vention . Alice Barney was chairman of the Social Committee, 
her dear friend Florence Robinson Westlake was marshal, and 
when Alice was elected grand vice president, Florence wrote an 
appreciation of her for The Key. She said that "Till" was promi
nent and popular as a chapter member and had been active and 
loyal since. She was a wise counselor, the chapter's best friend. 
She had enlarged her sphere by being Epsilon Province presi
dent and vice president, and had worked successfully with 
actives and alumnae alike. 

As the new vice president on the Fraternity Council Alice 
would take over the work among the ever-expanding alumnae 
population of the Fraternity, including the editing of the alum
nae department of The Key. Georgia Lloyd-Jones was in her 
second term as president and Florence Tomlinson (Myers, 
Wallace) , a newcomer working in the Central Office, had been 
elected national registrar. Many past. presidents and presidents
to-be who had as yet little or no inkling of the future came to 
the 1928 Convention . 

The Minnesota alumnae and Chi Chapter were so proud of 
" Till" and she continued to attend local meetings, to tell her 
old friends about her new experiences. She loved them and her 
chapter. It was typical of her that she pledged $50 to the Endow
ment Fund when most members pledged $10, and that she 
would mention with enjoyment the hospitality she experienced 
among the alumnae she visited as part of her new position. 

An exciting era in the Fraternity had just started. The Central 
Office had been moved to Columbus from St. Louis and Clara 
0. Pierce had replaced Della Burt as executive secretary. Clara 
was to devote the rest of her life to the Fraternity. Its prestige 
and the purposefulness of its personnel were of everyday con
cern to her . 

Alice Barney had to attack the alumnae letters department of 
The Key as part of her position and attack it she did. She begged 
the groups to get their letter.s in. At times even her own group 
was missing from the in list. She knew about the flu and the 
weather and everything else, wrote Alice, "but isn't there one 
person in your association who could take over if the appointed 
person can ' t do it?" After a while it must have occurred to 
somebody that the grand vice president shouldn't have to fool 
around with letters from alumnae groups . . .. "You will 
now please mail your letters to my deputy." 

In 1930 at the Mackinac convention Florence Tomlinson 
Myers became president and Alice was reelected grand vice 
president. The Key for February, 1931 announced: "The grand 
vice president . . . has been elected. according to the provi-

Plaque at endowed bed in University of Minnesota Hospital. 
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sions of the Constitution, to fill the unexpired term of Mrs. 
Myers. . . . Mrs. Barney comes to the office with a fund of 
experience. . . . Kappadom wishes Mrs. Barney a most suc
cessful administration." 

Ih 1932 at Swampscott Alice Barney delivered the valedictory 
customary at the end of each presidential term. Everyone there 
had in some way been involved with the Depression which had 
shadowed the country. 

"This last year . . . has not been easy for anyone," she 
said, "nor do I have any great hope that the year following will 
be entirely free from anxiety." She mentioned recent criticism 
of fraternities. . . . " The time has come for us . . . to take 
heed. If we can maintain our usefulness and prove definitely 
. . . that we are essential to our communities we will have es
tablished our right to exist. . . . We hope that we have 
helped in some small degree to develop a just understanding, a 
tolerance toward new ideas, and a sympathy to progressive pro
cedure. . . . " She was reelected for a full term. 

In her 1932-1933 report she wrote, "It is a good thing we can
not see into the future. " She had thought the yea r before was 
difficult. It was easy compared to the year after. She gave credit 
to the eternal vigilance of the executive secretary. 

"Our constitution has provided no machinery for handling an 
emergency such as this for the simple reason that there has 
never been one before to contend with." Some banks were still 
closed. Province conventions had been called off. But . . . the 
wonderful Westermann Hist01y of Kappa Kappa Gamma had ap
peared and was a triumph. Eight new chapters had been in
stalled between 1930 and 1933 , all but two by Alice: Delta Al
pha, Delta Beta, Delta Gamma, Delta Delta, Delta Epsilon , 
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Past presidents at 1932 Convention in
clude in front row: Tade Hartsuff Kuhns, 
Charlotte Barrell Ware, Evelyn Wight Allan, 
Emily Bright Burnham. Second row: Jean 
Nelson Penfield, May Whiting Wester
mann, Florance Burton Roth , Alice Tillot
son Barney. 

Delta Zeta, Delta Eta, and now . . . Delta Theta at Goucher 
would be a fact in September. 

Alice was tired. She had traveled a great deal and her con
scientiousness never failed to travel with her. 

"I am truly thankful we have come out of it so well and only 
hope that next year will be better for us and the country at large. 
The year has been a strenuous one. . . . " 

Goucher's chapter was installed September 22-23, 1933. 
Afterwards Alice went to visit a Chi friend in Connecticut. On 
October third she suffered an acute heart attack, and on Octo
ber 4 word was received that she had died. 

" . . . The year has been a strenuous one and I hope there 
will never be another exactly like it." 

There never was. 
The Fraternity later endowed a bed at the Hospital of the 

University of Minnesota in Alice Tillotson Barney's memory. 

Kappa presidents have on the whole successfully divided 
their days into wedges of devoted services-to families, friends, 
Fraternity, other organizations, profession, hobbies, travel, 
even themselves. Eleanor Bennet simplified matters by making 
Kappa her life. 
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It is known that she was born in Williamstown, Pennsylvania, 
about 1876, and went to live in California at the age of four, but 
neither parents nor siblings are mentioned. She was graduated 
from Oakland High School where she probably knew an English 
teacher, Mary Marston Campbell, a member of Pi Chapter 
which existed between spring, 1880, and spring, 1885. From 
there Eleanor became a member of the class of 1896 at the Uni
versity of California in Berkeley. She received a Hearst scholar
ship, and in 1893 helped organize a group of students who at 
once sent a petition to Kappa. They were spurned by the conser
vative Fraternity which felt it could not afford another chapter 
in the far west, but finally they were accepted when the attitude 
changed. Eleanor Bennet had already been a Commencement 
speaker, received her bachelor of letters degree and was study
ing for her masters when Pi Deuteron was installed on August 
5, 1897. She was initiated with the charter members as she had 
signed the original petition, and these new Kappas " could not 
bear to separate or to feel that the evening was over." Eleanor 
told listeners at a convention 37 years later how she lay awake 
nights as an undergraduate, " longing, hoping, almost praying 
for a Kappa charter." 

It is known that she taught in California high schools, sub
jects which served her well in her Kappa life- English, Public 
Speaking, Parliamentary Law- and that she was always 
shamelessly on the lookout for girls to recommend to Kappa 
chapters. But the times she took off from teaching, the year and 
a half devoted entirely to travel as national director of pro
vinces, and the two months in a hospital after the 1934 Conven
tion seem to assert that Fraternity was more important than 
profession. She traveled - for Kappa. She had hobbies - im
proving the Fraternity image, talking to Kappas, reading their 
letters, remembering, looking forward. She had a family - all 
Kappas. She said that reading the Kappa Directory was like 
reading a novel, and impossible to put down. Conventions gave 
her all the social pleasures anyone could desire, and conven
tions gave her friendships, the wonderful people met only at 
long intervals. May Whiting Westermann said many Kappas 
had friendships like that with Eleanor " infinitely more real than 
many a casual friendship w,ith those near at hand." 

Encumbered by four names, Eleanor VanSyckle Vanderbelt 
Bennet used the two "Vs" to advantage as initials only. No 

Eleanor V. V. Bennet, Pi Deuteron-Cal ifornia 
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other Kappa had two Vs for middle initials. They added mystery 
to her stocky little person. Encumbered by a less than lovely 
figure , she cheerfully allowed herself to be a figure of fun, for 
example, by dancing her famous "Butterfly Dance" to after
hours groups. A Philadelphian remembers a Beta Alpha pool 
party and Eleanor, in a drab aQd ugly club-issued suit, having 
fun and getting splashed and making herself "loved by every
body." Later someone said, "She gave dignity .to her dumpi
ness.'' 

Encumbered, but so joyfully, by the demands of love and 
loyalty, she spent 38 years in active Fraternity service. And 
then, ironically, she became encumbered by the treacheries of 
illness, and was forced to give up the Fraternity's highest office, 
an honor she so richly deserved. 

She once said she wanted to know the Fraternity: In the end 
the Fraternity knew her. 

"Her interest never wavered," wrote May Westermann, 
"and if it be true that one receives ·in the proportion that one 
gives, then Eleanor Bennet . . . richly deserved the recogni
tion and the affection which came to her from her frater
nity. . . . " 

As president of the Pi Alumnae Association she was the dele
gate to the Madison, Wisconsin, Convention of 1906. She had 

· been writing essays for The Key, and in 1909 she was made 
business manager. She was parliamentarian for the 1924 and 
1926 Conventions, and during the years 1921-1927, she was 
vice president, then president for Kappa Province. In 1926, the 
California chapters were hostesses in Oakland, and Eleanor was 
chairman of a model initiation of 19 pledges of Kappa Province. 
From 1926 to 1930 she was national director of provinces, and, 
wondered Georgia Hayden Lloyd-Jones, " Was there ever a di
rector of provinces more intimately acquainted with each girl in 
over two-thirds of the chapters?" During 1929 and 1930 she 
had visited, often for days at a time, 61 active and alumnae 
groups, and apologized for two chapters unvisited after a sud
den illness in the spring! She did not complain after this 
strenuous period but she did recommend that a field secretary 
be hired at an acceptable salary to do the work of chapter 
visiting. 

In 1930 at Mackinac Island, Eleanor was one of five others to 
be nominated from the floor for grand president after the 
Nominating Committee had offered the name of the young na
tional registrar, Florence Tomlinson Myers (Wallace) . All five 
immediately withdrew their names. Eleanor was reelected to 
her position, and Alice Barney was reelected as vice president. 
Within a few months Florence had resigned, Alice was presi
dent, and Eleanor vice president. The chain of events that made 
the first five years of the 1930s so difficult for Kappas on Coun
cil and at Central Office had begun to link themselves one by 
one. 

On October 25, 1930, a charming interlude had inspired 
Eleanor and left her with a greater appreciation of Kappa ritual 
than she had ever known before. An octogenarian (Isabella 
Stewart Hammack, who di.ed four months later) was initiated in 
a special service in which all those who took part spoke very 
clearly and slowly so that the initiate could understand. She was 
the older sister of founder Minnie Stewart, and she had helped 
Minnie in the preliminary days of the Fraternity's organization. 

After the convention, where the vote had been unanimously 
in favor of initiating this " spiritual founder, " The Key ran an 
article which characterized prominent Kappas. Eleanor's word 
portrait revealed the way she appeared to the women to whom 
she gave the benefit of her wisdom and the wit of her Butterfly 
Dance . . . "(she) is to say the least , a character. A regular 
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Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. She couldn't let 15 minutes go by 
without showing both sides of her personality." The writer re
marked that Sarah Harris Rowe had said, "She's as cute as a lit
tle red wagon"; and that Georgia Lloyd-Jones had said that 
Eleanor was so imbued with a love for Kappa that it amounted 
to a religion. 

Eleanor handled her vice presidency with the same devotion 
and skill she had shown in her other roles, but this office was 
short-lived. In October, I 933, Alice Barney died suddenly, and 
Eleanor Bennet, who had been in love with one organization for 
40 years finally received its accolade. Now, in her new position, 
she would no longer be referred to as a "character" or a Jekyll
Hyde, for the words were "dignified, enthusiastic, wise" and 
"(she) brings to the office . . . a force of character , charm of 
personality, and richness of Kappa experience. " It was also said 
that she was " broad-minded" but "in the best sense of the 
word." Bertha Richmond Chevalier wrote her that the essence 
of honor is the opportunity to serve, and Eleanor in humility 
and happiness said to the Fraternity, "I thank you for giving me 
this honor." 

The 1934 Convention at Yellowstone was Eleanor 's . She pre
sided and she was elected for the next biennium. She and Helen 
Snyder (Andres, Steiner), the very successful field secretary, 
had fun christening a geyser "Caprice. " The outdoor services 
were lovely, especially the memorial service for Alice Barney, 
but there had been so much work that it was hard to appreciate 
the beauty of the surroundings. Eleanor talked of cooperation 
and she asked , "What of the future ?" She said that the girl who 
put her best into her Fraternity would find the finest values, and 
a happiness pressed down and running over which would last 
her whole life through. The vote for a new chapter of Alpha at 
Monmouth was affirmative and the date for installation would 
be October 13, Founders Day. 

It was the greatest event of Eleanor's administration, and 
she, overcome by " pure fatigue" and in the hospital, could not 
be there. Della Lawrence Burt read her message and poem 
which mentioned Mr. Chips and paraphrased his famous state
ment: "Though you think I have no children . . . I do have 
them by the hundreds . . . even thousands-and all 
daughters!" 

At the opening meeting of the Grand Council in June, 1935, 
every member answered roll call except the grand president. 
Her resignation was read. She could not finish her term . Every
one there knew her terrible disappointment yet sensed her 
courage and cheerfulness. Helen Snyder, now director of stand
ards, was appointed to complete Eleanor's term. 

Eleanor lived until February 6, 1940, and her advice was 
sought by Helen and by Rheva Ott Shryock who followed . She 
had many friends, but the wonderful days of conventions, of 
planning, of late talks and fun, of work well done, processionals 
in cap and gown , that was all over with. Helen Bower, Key edi
tor, thinking of the candle to be lit at the memorial service in 
Sun Valley the next summer, wrote, " We will recall that 
valiant, white-haired little figure to whom two reestablished 
chapters , Pi Deuteron and Alpha Deuteron, are living memo
rials ." 

At Yellowstone she had said goodbye without knowing that it 
was really goodbye. Her message, as the convention ended its 
last formal session, was that " Kappa must and will go on to take 
a stronger and stronger place in this world that is challenging 
fraternities and making it hard for people to live up to the best 
that is in them ." She thanked her Fraternity for the oppor
tunities it had given her of working to further its aims and 
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ideals . At the end she said, "Only the joy of the banquet is 
before us ." 

Delegates were introduced in The Key a few months before 
the 1928 Breezy Point Convention: "Beta Pi's delegate, Helen 
Snyder, has done wonderful things for Kappa both in campus 
activities and in her loyalty and devotion to the chapter 
. . . . She is vice president of the class of '29 and chairman 
of many important class committees. She is exceptionally prom
inent in athletics , being on the first teams of all major sports. 
She is our representative to Panhellenic . . . and a leader in 
the Athena Debate Club . . . . Helen is a charming and at
tractive girl , just a bundle of pep, and a most enthusiastic repre
sentative of Beta Pi. " 

Helen was born in Seattle in 1907 . . . that the specific day 
was October 13 was a stroke of luck which was to give thought
ful Kappas a chance to celebrate Founders Day and Helen's 
birthday as a suitable joint occasion, the last party being in 1976 
when the San Jose alumnae organized a fine " This is Your 
Life" affair for the association 's most honored member 's 50 
years as a K K r. The question must be: How could one evening 
hold so much ? 

Helen's paternal grandparents came from Baden Baden and 
Saxony. He had been a student during a minor revolution and 
emigrated to territory which became the state of Washington. 
Her maternal grandparents left the south of the United States to 
become pioneers in Seattle. Her grandfather was in Alaska dur
ing the gold strike; her grandmother wrote poetry. Helen 's 
father had a keen mind and a rem.arkable memory. His firm 
constructed many of Seattle 's important buildings . Her mother 
provided constant inspiration to Helen, combining a busy 
home life with versatile interests and activities. These parents 
provided a comfortable, stimulating, and affectionate environ
ment for their family , encouraging the children in all their 
endeavors-Helen, her sister (who pledged Beta Pi two years 
later than Helen), and younger brothers, both members of Phi 
Gamma Delta . Helen 's memory of her childhood is a complete
ly pleasant one-sports, music, theatre, dancing, books, many 
friends , and good conversation. 

Helen had been active in sports, debating, dramati cs, camp 
counseling, and was valedictorian in high school in Seattle . At 
the University of Washington , where Beta Pi Chapter initiated 
her on February 4, 1926, she was Mortar Board, Pi Lambda 
Theta, Phi Beta Kappa , "Big W," and a magna cum laude gradu
ate . A year later she was marshal of the Gamma Upsilon in
stallation and in 1930 co-organizer of that chapter on a part time 
basis while teaching English at Burlington, Washington, High 
School. 

At Mackinac the convention voted to support a field secretary 
and Helen Snyder was named . In 1935 , following a short term 
as director of standards she was install ed as grand president , 
and Helen Bower, editor of The Key, wrote, " Helen Andres ' 
career in Kappa has been brilliant , probably unmatched in the 
history of the Fraternity ." The person she is can be seen in her 
own account of her life in Kappa: 
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·'The Kappa field secretary experience was one of the most 
significant of my life . For over three years I travelled the United 
States and Canada. I worked with dedicated Kappa officers who 
helped me bring the best of Kappa practices to our chapters. A 
new pledge manual was developed with the help of Clara Pierce. 
Fi nances, archives, initiation procedures, chapter committee 
orgJnization , standards and cultural atmosphere, plus rushing 
techniques and membership selection were improved. Being a 
member of Council gave me a breadth of understanding and 
confidence. I wrote endless reports and many accounts for The 
f...."er. A book could be filled with charming episodes. 

:. An added di vidend of tremendous significance came in the 
meeting of Phi Gamma Delta's field secretary, Eugen Andres , 
Jr . Our blind date in Bloomington, Illinois, at an Epsilon Chap
ter party blossomed into a marriage of forty years . Gene was a 
handsome and debonair Bostonian from Dartmouth . His un
derstanding and support made my continued Kappa participa
tion possible. We announced our engagement at the 1934 
Kappa Convention in Yellowstone Park at the traditional 
Sweetheart Dinner and were married in December of that year. 

"Eleanor V.V . Bennet, who had been a wonderful friend and 
tutor for me, was elected grand president at Yellowstone but 
due to her illness (and resignation) I was chosen president and 
presided at the 1936 Seigniory Club Convention. The year of 
my presidency was packed with activity and decisions. The 
Depression was causing grave problems and the undergraduate 
scholarships kept many members in college. The Hearthstone 
was developing then . (The Key, April, 1937: 'Helen , with Clara, 
originally thought of the clubhouse. She was then a young 
mother . . . but she could see what such a house could mean 
to Kappas in the future .') A spurt in alumnae organization was 
ev ident ; chapter organization continued to strengthen. Perhaps 
my greatest goal was to see our Fraternity at its best - realizing 
its wonderfu! potential. 

" After the 19~6 Convention 1 became our national Panhel
len ic delegate for four years-for two of those years I was chair
man of the College Panhellenic Committee. Our committee 

·cond ucted a survey to determine conditions and attitudes rela
tive to fraternities and rushing throughout the country and the 
volume of mail prompted my mailman to say , 'When you get 
into another racket, let me know and we'll share it.' Later I held 
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Helen Andres (Steiner) 
talks with Evelyn Allan , 
recipient of Kappa's 
Achievement Award at 
Murray Bay 1950 Con
vention . 

Helen Snyder Andres (Steiner), Beta Pi-Washington 

other appointments in Kappa: scholarship chairman, ritualist, 
and in 1948-1950 I served again on the Council as director of 
chapters. 

" We had lived in Boston during our first years of marriage, 
then moved to Seattle in 1940, and to California in 1946. I was 
active in Boston Intercollegiate Association, was a Phi Chapter 
adviser, and became well acquainted with many wonderful Phi 
alumnae including Charlotte Barrell Ware, Emily Bright 
Burnham, and Bertha Richmond Chevalier, all former grand 
presidents. Bea Woodman was another close acquaintance and 
Edith Crabtree, later to be a Kappa president, was a dear friend. 
Two of my children were born while we lived in Boston. 

" The Seattle years were war years. I was Beta Pi adviser and 
president of the Seattle Alumnae Association (1942 and 1943). 
We had gasoline rat ioning and I'd go by bus to Kappa meetings 
with two cans of Sponge Soap, the K K r money-making project, 
in hand . 

"A move to San Jose in 1946 started a whirl of 'Kappa activi
ties . We got an alumnae organization going of which I was pres
ident for three years. A petition from the local 'Allen ian' at San 
Jose State University was voted on favorably at the I 948 Con
vention and Delta Chi Chapter, installed in 1949, became 
another Kappa focus for me. (My daughter Vivienne, an artist 
and art teacher who received a Kappa scholarship to study in 
London, served as chapter president.) For 14 years I was chair
man of the house corporation . It was a rriatter of great regret 
when the charter was surrendered in 1972. (See Delta Chi 
Chapter, History Volume I, written by Helen Andres.) 

"Attending 22 Fraternity conventions and seeing the pattern 
of activities and programs, viewing the talents and skills of our 
active membership, marvelling at the scope of activities of the 
alumnae in scholarships and philanthropies makes the 50 year 
panorama a most exciting one for me. Living in the era I have, 
it has been my privilege to meet two of our founders, many of 
our early leaders , all of our presidents and other officers. 
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"I am much impressed with the quality of our active mem
bership and found working with Undergraduate Council mem
bers on the Alcohol and Visitation Committee a most stimulat
ing experience. We have to make it possible for students to live 
with the Kappa standards and also with the university stand
ards . I think one of the reasons we've survived is that we have 
been flexible . (It isn't) mybeloved Fraternity. Cit's) oUI·beloved 
Fraternity . . . and I feel that these actives are the lifeblood of 
it. . . . We have to make some concessions so that they can 
live honestly with the Fraternity. 

"I think the world will be a better place because of some of 
these rebellions that have taken place. Rebellion doesn ' t bother 
me - it's sort of a nuisance sometimes but I sort of like itchy 
people at a meeting- I like to have them say, 'Well, why are we 
doing this?' ... It makes you say, 'Why am I defending this? 
Why do I get upset about certain things? Maybe I ought to take 
another look at myself!' 

"My life has been devoted to my daughter and two sons 
(Eugen, lawyer, Phi Gamma Delta; and Frederick, teacher, 
artist, Delta Upsilon) as well a~ my husband. I have had time to 
do a·lot of volunteer service in San Jose and have been honored 
in that city as Distinguished Citizen and as Mother of the Year. 
I have held responsible offices in many community services and 
PTA. For 16 years I was a career woman, being one of a very 
few women in the United States to have in her title the word 
'superintendent' (of a school district) . I served as assistant su
perintendent of the Campbell Union High School District, in 
charge of personnel, in a period when we were hiring over a 
hundred new teachers a year and expanding from two to nine 
high schools. In 1952 I enrolled in the Master's program at San 
Jose State and joined Phi Kappa Phi at the time the degree was 
awarded. 

"In February, 1975, my husband Eugen died of cancer. He 
and I had both retired in 1972 and returned to our days of trav
eling. We had several trips to Europe, went on an extended trip 
around the United States, and traveled to Australia, New Zea
land, the Orient, Russia, and South America. I was terribly 
lonely, adjusting to his loss, and a trip alone to Africa, the 
Greek Islands, Italy, and Scotland helped me greatly . 

"I have recently remarried and have a whole new life which is 
exhilarating and full to the brim. My new husband, Joseph 
Steiner, is a dynamic, ~reative man whose first marriage also 
ended in his wife's death from cancer. He and I have already 
traveled extensively, play golf, love bridge, dancing, and 
gourmet dining. There are so many interesting things to do-it 
is hard to find time to jot down my past activities! 
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Helen Snyder Andres 
(Steiner) as member 
of 1964 Historical 
Committee. 

"I only hope future Kappas may have the same influences 
from the Fraternity that I have had-the privilege of knowing 
top caliber women who can speak well, think well, give loving 
consideration to others, use their talents in an ·effective way, 
and generally raise the quality of the lives they touch. . . . " 

The young field secretary who learned to pronounce the 
"que" in Albuquerque, who was thrilled by her first flight from 
Pittsburgh to Columbus, who found good in the Depression 
when "the lack of money for luxuries has made the college at
mosphere more serious and the scholastic average of many of 
the campuses much improved"; the young wife and mother 
who rejoiced in the company of the Fraternity's great ladies and 
who demanded that actives take their intelligence out of storage 
and show an interest in good books and world affairs; the 50-
year Kappa who can say "I have a whole new life . . . "these 
three, this person, this is Helen. 

· "There is no such thing as a Kappa type," Helen said, 45 
years ago. But there is a Kappa ideal and it can be found in this 
scholarly, progressive, enthusiastic, and warmly human 
woman. 

Rheva Ott Shryock, the last of the "grand" presidents of 
Kappa Kappa Gamma, was not the first of the Fraternity's par
liamentarians, but it is generally agreed that she is its greatest 
authority on parliamentary law, that " body of rules and pre
cedents by which deliberative assemblies govern their proce
dures. " 

She says that her consuming interest in the subject began at 
the Sun Valley convention in 1940, a time of accident and inci
dent, of major decisions and minor details, of bylaws and by
paths. An extensive revision of the Constitution and By laws, the 
work of years, was to be placed before the delegation when a 
committee member announced that she had her own revision 
to present. Rheva, after four years in the presidency and four 
years of exasperating controversy with this member , could not 
dissuade her from her plan , and gave her the opportunity to 
present her minority report on the revision to the Counci l and 
to the convention. One item in the proposal enabled Rheva to 
quote Robert 's Rules of Order to her. . . . The committee mem
ber subsided, packed her bags and went home. The revision , 
begun by Council members in 1932, and taken over by Rheva 's 
committee immediately after her election at the Seigniory Club 
in 1936, went through with much discussion, but no fight. 

One of the major changes was the deletion of the word grand 
from the titles of the officers and from the Council. Rheva was 
convinced that the term "grand" was archaic, but that the title 
of "president" was both dignified and distinctive. When it was 
learned that the actives, not the alumnae, were objecting to the 
proposed change, she met with them and was able to convince 
them that stature would be added to the office by the change. 

She had been a positive president, and ' grand ' was an easy 
adjective to apply to her. An ex-president remarked , "Until you 
have seen' Rheva walk down the aisle in cap and gown you 
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Rheva Ott Shryock, Beta Alpha-Pennsylvania 
haven't seen true dignity ." The duties and privileges of the of
fices had been of serious concern to her. 

Rheva Shryock had been honestly surprised by her nomina
tion in 1936. It was generally believed that Helen Snyder 
Andres (Steiner), the brilliant young Beta Pi who had bridged a 
difficult gap in the presidency, would run for a full term. But she 
had other plans (Vivienne Andres, born December, 1936). 

Rheva had thought of being made director of extension , be
cause she had recommended, while serving as director of pro
vinces, 1934-1936, that two different officers should handle the 
widely separated fields of extensions and provinces. She had 
also been the first to propose that there be an Associate Coun
cil, composed of the province officers. 

Rheva was not among the group who felt the president 
should only preside gracefully, shake hands, and be available 
for speeches. She wanted herself and her Council to be working 
officers ·and the executive secretary to be business head of the 
Fraternity and to carry out the wishes of the Council. 

Rheva Shryock and Clara 0. Pierce, the executive secretary, 
had known each other since 1921 when the young Shryocks had 
moved for a while to Columbus, Ohio, ("a city not near the 
ocean and I miss the ocean") . Clara's alumnae letter in The Key 
had mentioned the arrival of "Mrs . R. H. Schyrock" - Richard 
and Rheva learned early to treat variations of their name philo
sophically. 

"We are good friends and I have the greatest admiration for 
her ability, but it should not be necessary to wrest one's duties 
from the hands of the executive secretary . . . . We can dis
agree and work it out." 

She respected and was devoted to Eleanor V. V. Bennet. She 
could appreciate the older woman's knowledge, her abilities as a 
parliamentarian, her spirit. In the years of Eleanor's illness, 
after her resignation as grand president , Rheva went to her for 
advice and to offer confidences. 

Eleanor had had her share in the beginnings of Delta Beta, a 
chapter which owed its very life to Rheva. The local which 
hoped to petition Kappa had met at least once a week for two 
years with Duke faculty member Dr. Shryock's young and at
tractive wife (later remembered by one petitioner as "Roberta 
Skylark"). In 1930 Eleanor Bennet , director of chapters , came 
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for the all-important inspection. A frantic phone call to Rheva 
told her the girls were on probation for smoking on campus. 
Eleanor was sent to the movies with Richard, the dean was con
sulted, apologies extended, the probation postponed. The next 
day Eleanor inspected the chapter, the petition was sent to con
vention, the vote affirmative. 

Rheva always had great sympathy for young women who 
wanted to be Fraternity members. She gave permission in 1936 
to a dying pledge who wanted to be buried wearin& her key. She 
hoped to "play down rushing"; she urged Panhellenic "to work 
out some system"; she was concerned with the "girls who don't 
join." Once she felt a sense of relief after seeing a Mortar Board 
tapping: "It was cruel - worse than we are." A favorite story 
had to do with her daughter Barbara, who, as a child, watched 
her mother sign certificates of membership, and asked for one. 
Why? Because then when she went to college the Kappas would 
have to take her whether they wanted her or not. (Barbara be
came a Beta Alpha. Rheva's sister, ·Alida, was also a member.) 

From the time she typed his doctoral dissertation (She says, 
"I learned to type after I had finished it."), cooperation and 
admiration between Richard and Rheva .was continuous and 
sustained. He was her "favorite author" and she was his 
"favorite parliamentarian." 

Dr. Shryock, a much honored historian, wrote his wife's 
biography for The Key after her installation as Fraternity presi
dent. He began his account with an immortal couplet, which 
(deleted from The Key essay) is offered now for the first time: 

"Rheva Ott, believe it or not , 
Began this life as a tiny tot!" 

However, by the time she attended her 23rd Fraternity conven
tion in San Diego in 1976, Rheva Luzetta Ott Shryock had been 
eight times a grandmother. 

She remembers well her own paternal grandparents, but 
never knew her mother's parents who had lived in Baltimore. 
Her father, Wallace Ott, was a business man, a musician , and a 
moderator of the Baptist Church. The family lived in Rex
borough, a section of Philadelphia, and went to Asbury Park in 
the summer. The influence of a teacher at the famed Philadel
phia High School for Girls caused Rheva to major in chemistry, 
at the University of Pennsylvania . A scholarship student, she 
loved basketball and dramatics. 

Richard Shryock sat next to her in psychology class one day 
and they talked about a chimpanzee and how to get to the uni
versity from Roxborough. In a lab class she ran wires down the 
spinal columns of dead frogs and became engaged to Richard, 
who killed the frogs for her. She was in the Glee Club, Deutsche 
Kreis, the YWCA, and was elected president of Beta Alpha 
Chapter , believing she would be working toward a graduate de
gree. Instead she began to teach technicians at Women's Medi
cal College and worked at Woman 's Hospital in Philadelphia. 
She might have become a doctor, but in September, 1921, she 
and Richard were married and moved to Columbus, where she 
received her masters degree while he taught. Barbara was born 
in 1923, and then there was a move to Durham. Richard 
Wallace was born in 1927, and after a move to Washington, 
D.C., there were province offices. (Lambda province president 
and vice president in the early 1930s.) The next address was 
Swarthmore, Pennsylvania, then months in Munich in 1933 
where "the children . . . were soon giving and receiving the 
Nazi salute . . . while the parents found themselves living 
around the corner from Hitler's Braunhaus . . . . " 

After a return to Durham, Rheva was made director of pro
vinces at Yellowstone. The Shryocks moved to New York for a 
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while, and Rheva enjoyed friendships with May Whiting West
ermann, Minnie Royse Walker, Evelyn Wight Allan, and espe
cially Almira Johnson McNaboe, grand vice president then and 
throughout Rheva 's four-year term as president. 

Rheva had an almost uncanny sense of future trends . . . 
the history of women was a subject dear to her. She foresaw the 
importance of continuing education for women , and during her 
term of office as president of the Association of Alumnae at the 
University of Pennsylvania she created such a program. She 
planned the first convention south of the Mason-Dixon line in 
68 years, praising the hospitality of Kappa' s very few (at that 
time) southern chapters. She suggested an examination of Van
derbilt for extension purposes 37 years before Epsilon Nu 
Chapter was installed. She saw the coming need for homes for 
retired people and was from the beginning a Hearthstone en
thusiast and board member. She was responsible for the pur
chase of the lovely Winter Pa rk home in 1937. (See 
Hearthstone, Alumnae chapter.) 

During her administration , Delta Kappa Chapter was in
stalled. Province officers' manuals and a house directors' 
manual were written. The Fleur de Lis, which contained letters 
from Council to alumnae, was published. The 1938 Convention 
saw the start of a new bequest program . 

At Sun Valley, conventioneers were promised one free day 
for the first time! Rheva had hoped to have Nora Wain , the 
Beta Iota writer living in England, as keynote speaker , but 
Nora's world was already at war. A Nora Wain Fund was pro
posed by Helen Bower, editor of The Key. By the end of con
vention, the immediate past president , who had hopes of " tak
ing it easy," had been appointed chairman of the fund. (See 
Nora Wain Fund in Worldwide Concerns chapter.) 

In her farewells at that convention , she said , " All is not well 
with the world . . . nor with the nation , and we must give some 
heed to those universal conditions before turning to the Frater
nity, since the latter is inevitably bound and conditioned by the 
whole world setting. . . . " 

After her Kappa presidency, Rheva served as an officer in 
many professional and philanthropic organizations on the local , 
state, and national levels. She was president of the Association 
of Alumnae, University of Pennsylvania (I 960-1962) . She or
ganized and is chairman of the Friends of the Archives <;>f the 
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university, and is chairman of its Alumnae Bequests Commit
tee. 

She became convention parliamentarian and counselor on a 
yearly basis for Kappa Kappa Gamma (1950-1974); the Nation
al Panhellenic Congress (1949- 1955); American Association of 
University Women (1951 -1972); American Association of Uni
versity Professors (1957 -196 7, 1971); Girl Scouts of the United 
States of America (1963-1973); Regional Board, American 
Baptist Churches of Pennsylvania and Delaware (1972-1976); 
National Organization for Women (convention, 1975); and 
various other state and national organizations. (See Who's Who 
in the East and Who's Who Among American Women, Volume 
II.) She retired from convention work in 1976 and is currently 
involved in counseling, teaching, drafting bylaws, etc. 

Besides her 1919-1921 supervisor course for technicians at 
Women's Medical College; and her organization of, and teach
ing at , the Duke University Nursery School (1932-1933); her 
teaching experience includes eight years at McCoy College, 
Johns Hopkins University (1950-1958) ; and three at Eastern 
Baptist Theological Seminary (1974-1975-1976); as well as 
courses for Philadelphia groups and individuals. She is the 
author of Parliamellfmy Procedure Made Easy, Key to Motions, 
Twenty Lessons for Board Members, and a number of parliamen
tary skits. Besides her B.S. and M.A. she received a certificate 
from the University of Vienna, in German. 

In 194 7 she received the Liberation Medal from King 
Haakon of Norway for her work on the Nora Wain Kappa 
Layette Project (the medal is at Fraternity Headquarters). Kap
pa's Alumna Achievement Award came in 1962, and the Fra
ternity's greatest honor, the Loyalty Award, in 1968. In 1964 
her proud family saw her receive the University of Pennsylva
nia 's Alumni Award of Merit. In her name, the Shryock gavels, 
donated by the Philadelphia Alumnae Association, are pre
sented at biennial conventions to Kappa alumnae groups serv
ing active chapters with distinction. 

Rheva ' s own gavel collection contains miniatures as well as 
full-sized objects and includes a normal sized black gavel with a 
significant inscription on its silver band: Rheva Ott Shry0ck, 
Grand President, K K r, 1936-1940; a tiny brown gavel with ivo
ry head given Rheva by Mary Turner Whitney; a walnut gavel 
with brass-colored band inscribed AAUP (American Associa-

Presidents' table at the 
1954 Convention. Seat
ed: Edith Reese Crab
tree, Mary Griffith Canby, 
Helena Flinn Ege. Stand
ing : Ruth Kadel 
Seacrest, Florence Bur
ton Roth. Rheva Ott 
Shryock, Helen Snyder 
Andres (Steiner), Eliza
beth Bogert Schofield. 
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tion of University Professors) 1957-1968, 1971; and a small 
gold gavel with a dangling disc containing K K r and on the re
vers.e a four-leafed clover, presented to Rheva on the occasion 
of Beta Alpha's 75th anniversary in 1965). There is also a 
walnut gavel with an ivory head, given originally to Richard's 
ancestor, Frederick Smith , speaker, Pennsylvania House of 
Representatives, 1830-1832. 

In 1940 she promised her constituents, "Never fear that I 
shall lose my interest in Kappa . . . . I am enjoying my 
freedom, but somehow or other I still have the feeling of re
sponsibility. No doubt that will leave me as time goes by and I 
begin to enjoy being a nobody." 

The feeling of responsibility has never left her. 
And Rheva Ott Shryock has never been a nobody. 

"May every passing year strengthen the bond so dear." 
This is the inscription that appears on the missal stand that 

holds the Book of Ritual in the chapter room of Mu Chapter. 
The stand was presented to the chapter by Elizabeth Bogert 
Schofield on the occasion of the 50th anniversary of her initia
tion, "In appreciation of fifty years of friendship." A blue and 
blue sign hanging outside the door proclaims this to be the 
Elizabeth B. Schofield Chapter Room . 

These are merely some of the visible signs of the Kappa love 
and respect that was such a part of Beth, and which she trans
mitted to countless Kappas through the years . 

Initiated in 1907, Beth was active in the dramatic productions 
of the day. Her chapter office was corresponding secretary, and 
she attended her first convention in 1908. All this was indica
tive of the years to come. She would be elected Fraternity presi
dent at her 16th convention (1940), and in 1960 she would 
attend her 25th. She would become a charter member of the In
dianapolis Civic Theater (1916) and would appear in her 50th 
role (1956) in "The Solid Gold Cadillac." 

In 1915, the Fraternity reorganized the province system and 
Beth was appointed president of Delta Province, a two-year of
fice. In 1919 she was president of the Indianapolis Alumnae As
sociation . In the I 0 years since her graduation from Butler Uni
versity, she had been teaching elementary school, and in 1919 
she and Everett M. Schofield were married . He was as loyal to 
Delta Tau Delta as she was to Kappa, and their interest and ac
tivity with both the active and alumni groups continued. 

The 1920s brought involvement in several Kappa areas. In 
1921, Butler University lifted the ban on fraternity houses, and 
Mu Chapter formed a chapter house association and rented a 
house. In 1923, Beth became president of this group and in 
1929 when it was dissolved and Mu Chapter Foundation was in
corporated she was its first president, holding this office for 25 
years. The university had moved to a new campus and the 
building of a chapter house was completed in 1930. The financ
ing and organization was accomplished because of Beth's busi
ness acumen, and the mortgage was burned in 1948. It was in 
March , 1925, that the first issue of the chapter paper appeared 
and she had contributed its title- Mu Murmurs. 
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Elizabeth Bogert Schofield, Mu-Butler 

She was the first adviser to Mu Chapter, in the 1920s, and 
had a deep interest in the chapter finances which were becom
ing a concern of the Fraternity following convention action. In 
1929 she was appointed chairman to supervise chapter finance. 
It was during this period that she had a part in writing Kappa's 
first manual on this subject, Chapter Budgeting and Bookkeeping. 
She held this chapter finance position until 1938, when she was 
elected to the Council as director of provinces. 

At the Sun Valley convention in 1940, Beth was elected presi
dent of the' Fraternity. (The first one not to be designated 
"Grand"). She was reelected in 1942. There was no convention 
in 1944 because of World War II, but she stepped down from 
office ·and the Council appointed a president under the provi
sions of the Fraternity constitution. During her years as presi
dent, the Fraternity took an active part in war work . The Nora 
Wain Fund for Refugee Children received support. Kappa 
Service Women's Centers were sponsored throughout the 
country and Elizabeth Arden stocked powder bars in these cen
ters. Some 225,000 women in the service enjoyed the centers, 
which were staffed by 1,200 Kappa volunteers. 

The Co-organizer Program was expanded and the title 
changed to the Graduate Counselor Scholarship Program. Four 
new chapters were installed during these years: Delta Lambda
Miami of Ohio, Delta Mu-Connecticut, Delta Nu-Massachu
setts, and Delta Xi-Carnegie Institute of Technology. 

From 1952 until 1956, Beth was Fraternity ritualist, and con
tinued to be a member of the Ritual Committee. She took part 
in the historical productions at many conventions. At the 1958 
Convention, the Fraternity honored her with the Loyalty 
Award, presented to the alumna member whose work and 
devotion has enriched the Fraternity. It was also at this conven
tion that she received her 50-year pin. Edith Reese Crabtree 
pinned it on her. 
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Two convention awards are given in the name of Elizabeth 
Schofield . A chapter is recognized for excellence in finance. 
Also the chapter whose advisory board is judged "best" re
ceives the owl bookends presented by Mu Advisor¥ Board in 
honor of its long-time member. 

During these years Beth continued as an adviser to Mu Chap
ter, keeping the Mu catalog of members up to date . She took 
part in every initiation. She believed in "flowers for the living," 
and the Rose McGill Fund received many gifts frorr\ her. It is 
not known how many girls she helped, but since 1965, 13 Mu 
Kappas have been honored, each with a Schofield Scholarship 
for her senior year, maintained by the interest on a $25,000 
trust fund left to the chapter by Beth's husband. Each year the 
Indianapolis Alumnae Association gives an undergraduate 
scholarship in her name. In 1948, Beth was the first recipient of 
the Honor key Award presented annually by the Indianapolis 
Alumnae Association to a member for outstahding service to 
Kappa and the community. 

Beth corresponded with Tade Hartsuff Kuhns, Mu, the Fra
ternity's first. grand president, and they met at conventions. 
Mrs : ·Kuhns visited the chapter from time to time and was a 
great inspiration to Beth. 

During these years Beth was also active in the community . 
She was president of the Womens ' Department Club, president 
of tbe auxili!lrY at St. Paul's Episcopal Church, and president of 
the Catherine Merrill Literary Club. She appeared in a play al
most every year at the Civic Theater. She also served the Red 
Cross, Visiting Nurse Association, Woman's Rotary Club, and 
the Women's Committee of the Indianapolis Symphony. 

Elizabeth Schofield loved and respected the Fraternity, and 
her inspiration was felt by all. Having no children, her Kappa 
"girls" were her pride and joy. She called them all her 
daughters. And in time there were daughters of the daughters , 
and now there are granddaughters. 

It was on Indiana State Day, April 7, 1962, that Fraternity 
President Mary Turner Whitney was speaker. With strong emo
tion and shaking voice she told the 350 Kappas gathered there, 
"We lost Beth this morning, but she will live forever in our 
hearts." 

-Caroline Godley O'Dell , M-Butler 

Beth Schofield as 1910 Convention visitor. 

World War II was still affecting the lives of collegians and 
alumnae alike when Ruth Kadel Seacrest was named 25th presi
dent of Kappa Kappa Gamma Fraternity on June 25, 1944. 
With conventions banned because of the war, the Fraternity 
Council met with the Associate Council and chairmen at the 
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1942 Council-front row: French, Crabtree, Schofield, Pierce. 
Second rpw: Fields, Seacrest, Johnson. 

Broadmoor Hoiel in Colorado Springs, Colorado, to transact 
the business of the Fraternity. Under the provisions of the Fra
ternity constitution it was necessary for the Council to appoint 
persons to the offices of those whose term was ending. The post 
of president was one of these. 

To quote from the October, 1944, Key, Ruth Seacrest was 
"no novice in fraternity lore." She was president of her chap
ter, Sigma-Nebraska in 1922, het junior year. As an alumna she 
served as chapter adviser , and president of the Lincoln , Nebras
ka , Alumnae Association; was the first Kappa president of the , 
newly formed Lincoln City Panhellenic; and was president of 
Zeta Province. In 1938 she was named Fraternity scholarship
chairman. She went from that post to director of chapter pro
grams, a position which she held from 1940 to 1944, when she 
was named president. 

The Key introduced the new president with these words: 
"Slender, gracious, animated, Ruth Seacrest brings all the 

essential qualities of leadership to her new task." The Key went 
on to point out that Kappa was not the only organization to 
benefit from her abilities . She was a member of Mortar Board at 
the University of Nebraska, and was the first honorary member 
of Kosmet , men's dramatic society. She was president of the 
Lincoln Junior League and director of Region VII of the Asso
ciation of Junior Leagues of America. Active in war work , she 
served as chairman of the Civil Defense Committee in Lincoln . 
She was listed in the first edition of Who 's Who Among American 
Women. 

Ruth was married to Joe Winger Seacrest, Dartmouth Phi 
Delta Theta, in June, 1922, at the end of her junior year in col
lege, and they went to live in Denver. Both are Nebraska 
natives. They lived in Denver for five years before moving back 
to Lincoln , where Joe became publisher of the Nebraska State 
Journal. The couple has two sons, Joseph Rushton Seacrest and 
James Claggett Seacrest. 

Educated in music, Ruth served for several years as assistant 
organist at the First Congregational Church in Lincoln , where 
they attended services. 

Being president of the Fraternity during the war years pre
sented many problems. In her 1945-1946 report to Council , 
President Seacrest said , " It is doubtful whether at any time dur
ing the entire history of the Fraternity, the officers, both Coun-
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Ruth Kadel Seacrest, Sigma-Nebraska 

cil and province, and chairman have attempted to carry out 
under more adverse conditions than throughout the years just 
past. War conditons made increasing demands. Hearts were 
heavy with worry over loved ones in service; time was squeezed 
out for community war work; transportation and communica
tion facilities were limited; and with domestic and secretarial 
help inadequate or completely unavailable, housewives carrying 
the added responsibilities of fraternity offices have been com
pelled to overcome what seemed at times insurmountable 
obstacles. Even the prosaic and formerly telephonic chore of 
getting groceries and food into the home became practically a 
twenty-four hour search ." 

Travel by Council officers was cut to a minimum which made 
effective communication with the chapters difficult. There was 
an alarming increase in probation and discipline cases. Changes 
in residence made it necessary for many Fraternity officers and 
chairmen to resign . It was difficult to conduct Fraternity busi
ness without the general convention, although Council met as 
often as possible. 

With the war over in 1945, the 75th General Convention was 
held in June, 1946, at the Grand Hotel on Mack-inac Island in 
Michigan. Ruth Seacrest was elected to serve a second term as 
president of the Fraternity. 

A high point during the Seacrest presidency was the installa
tion of six chapters: Delta Omicron at Iowa State College, Delta 
Pi at Tulsa University, Delta Rho at the University of Mississip
pi, Delta Sigma at Oklahoma A & M, Delta Tau at the Univer
sity of Southern California, and Delta Upsilon at the University 
of Georgia. 

In 1946, during Ruth's second term, the Foreign Fellowship 
Program was developed and Foreign Student-Foreign Study 
Fellowships were named in honor of Virginia Gildersleeve, re
tiring dean of women at Barnard College and a Kappa alumna. 
A $1500 scholarship was presented, to be used at her discretion 
in the interests of international education. The first Alumnae 
Achievement Awards were presented at the 1946 Convention. 
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The whole Fraternity finance system was studied and changes 
made in the management of Fraternity funds . 

"Looking back on the past four years," said the president in 
her fimil report, "this officer cannot in later years point with 
pride to any one large monument, any one great project of dis
tinction, as her own special contribution to the Fraternity. I can, 
however, point with pride to the success with which the Frater
nity has gone forward. Several new and large projects have been 
launched and carried .out; our own program, in keeping with 
our noble objectives b.f ibng standing, have progr~ssed and kept 
abreast of changing times and needs. My heart almost bursts 
with pride at times when I observe the vision, the careful plan
ning, and the painstaking arid Sincere efforts made by those 
who are guiding, and those who are trying conscientiously and 
enthusiastically to follow." 

- Eleanor Penniman B9ardman, BN -Ohio State 

Helena Ege believed in an old adage: What you would one day 
be you are now becoming. She believed that this advice could be 
applied to the individual Kappa and to the Fraternity itself. As 
president, she was constantly alert to the changes demanded in 
a post-war world, yet she could focus with vision on the future. 

Helena Kathryn Flinn, born February I 0, 1899, and a native 
of Pennsylvania, began her Kappa career as a charter member 
of Gamma Epsilon Chapter, University of Pittsburgh, which 
she also served as president. Following her graduation she 
taught dramatics and speech and continued her study of drama 
at Northwestern, the University of Toronto, Pennsylvania 
State, and Carnegie Tech. She entered the theater, playing in 
repertory companies from New England to Minnesota. After 
the untimely death of her first husband, William J. Gregg, she 
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returned to the Pittsburgh a rea and taught French at 
Wilkinsburg High School. Later she married Edward F. Ege, 
principal of the senior high school. They had one son, Charles 
Edward, known as "Teddy." She was president of the Pitts
burgh Alumnae Association and of Beta Province before being 
appointed to the Council as director of alumnae in 1944. During 
her four years as director, 102 new alumnae groups were added 
to the rolls, irrefutable evidence of her organizational ability. In 
1948 she was elected president of the Fraternity and brought 
energy and charm to the office. Her dramatic experience made 
her an accomplished speaker and a flawless presiding officer. 

After World War II , the college campus and society were 
caught up in unrest, social conflict, and changing attitudes. The 
threat of communism invaded the universities, and investiga
tions at every level of government were paraded across the 
television screen. It affected the work and policies of the Frater
nity organiiation and presented a challenge to those in charge. 
As a wise leader, Helena guided Kappa through these years. 

Recognition outside the fraternity world came to Kappa from 
several sources. Invitations were received to send delegates to 
the Conference on Education in the Occupied Areas; to be rep
resented at UNESCO meetings; and to participate in a Voice of 
America radio broadcast explaining the Dorothy Canfield 
Fisher French Relief Project. This latter project was pro
nounced by the Save the Children Federation of New York as 
the "finest relief project in Europe." 

Mindful of the outward spread of Fraternity interest and in
fluence, Helena encouraged the special award to a young 
Japanese woman doctor , Yaeka Kawai, to study at Bellevue 
Medical Center in New York and prepare herself to help her 
own countrymen injured by war. This grant in rehabilitation 
study was presented in honor of Harriet Ford Griswold, BH
Stanford, herself a polio victim, who had been the banquet 
speaker at the 1950 Convention. It was the forerunner of Kap
pa 's Rehabilitation Program that was to come. 

1949. saw Kappa's succession, by rotation , to the national 
chairmanship of NPC and Edith Reese Crabtree, Br -Wooster, 
assumed this office. During her service the entire Council acted 
as hostesses at the Skytop, Pennsylvania , and Williamsburg, 
Virginia, meetings of NPC. It was a distinguished era. 

Chapter life and development were a deep concern of 
Helena's. A major project was providing financing for adequate 
housing of the chapters. Many new chapter houses were con
structed, and older ones were remodeled . Two new chapters 
were installed and housed, Delta Phi at Bucknell and Delta Chi 
at San Jose State. The necessity for building spread even to the 
Fraternity office when additional space for the ever-expanding 
activities became a must. The search for new quarters 
unearthed the present building at 530 East Town Street in Co
lumbus, and it was purchased in I 951. Extensive renovation 
and changes began as the old mansion was rehabilitated into a 
modern, efficient office and a gracious Fraternity Headquarter~, 
suitable for meetings and seminars. 

Several helpful innovations for the chapters also took place. 
The travel-counselor plan was started as an answer to the need 
for longer chapter visits. A training school for counselors and 
field secretaries as well as chapter evaluation sessi~ns were held 
each year. It was a busy schedule for the president. One of her 
Council said of her , "Helena was a task master but she never 
worked anyone harder than she did herself. And she always 
gave credit where credit was due." 

LeaVtng office did not lessen her interest in Kappa. She was 
called upon to assist with rewriting some of the ritual. She had 
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Helena Flinn Gregg, Ege, Gamma Epsilon-Pittsburgh 

directed and produced the historical pageant for convention in 
1942 and once again in 1954 her dramatic talents were put to 
work to direct and stage the show for the Jasper convention. 
Her interest in the theater , which had continued all of her life, 
came to the fore . She wrote "This is Your Life" for the produc
tion, basing the story of the Fraternity on the lives of Tade 
Hartsuff Kuhns , the first president; and Della Lawrence Burt , 
the first executive secretary. She then wrote the script for "The 
Boston Story," depicting the influence of three presidents from 
Phi Chapter, Charlotte Barrell Ware, Emily Bright Burnham , 
and Bertha Richmond Chevalier. However, Helena's failing 
health prevented her from directing this performance at the 
Swampscott, Massachusetts, convention. She died on August 
23, 1956. 

In her memory the Pittsburgh alumnae and friends establish
ed an award of $3500 for a scientist to study diseases of the 
blood , particularly aplastic anemia. A rotating award, a pair of 
beau tiful silver candelabra, is presented in her honor at conven
tion to the chapter with the finest pledge program. 

Poised, gifted, and charming she made her mark on Kappa 
Kappa Gamma and what the Fraternity was becoming. 

-Margaret Easton Seney, P 6 -0hio Wesleyan 

Each Kappa president has had admirable qualities . Many are 
respected, liked , wondered at. A very few provoke true devo
tion , or love, that overworked word. Edith Eudora Reese 
Crabtree is loved by many. 

Frances Fatout Alexander felt reverence: ' 'In vision and ap
proach she was more than a fraternity woman ." 

In 1936, Helen Snyder Andres (Steiner), as grand president, 
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Three presidents gaze upon portrait of first pre~ident, Tade 
Hartsuff Kuhns-Beth Schofield, Helena Ege, and Edtth Crabtree. 

introduced Edith to the readers of The Key as the new director 
of provinces and found words easily by filling her page from the 
adjective barrel: " . . . charming, thoughtful, intelligent, 
loyal, generous, noble, tactful, serene, modest, gentle, natural, 
wholesome, understanding . . . . " She also mentioned that 
Edith loved the out-of-doors in her adopted New England-it 
had been said of Edith and Granville Crabtree that both would 
like to have been native Bostonians. "I don't think a petty 
thought ever crosses her mind," said Helen. 

In I950 Helen continued her introduction. Now Edith was 
chairman of'the National Panhellenic Congress. "She puts into 
words what others think," was the title of the feature, and the 
affection felt for her by other *fraternity women was men
tioned. 

"Edith is a wonderful person . . . whose eyes can always 
see the stars and whose practical head can reason ways for 
others to look upward. She is full of good will and charity for 
her fellow man, never too absorbed in the big program to forget 
the little things which bring joy and happiness to others. She 
sees through the fuzz and glitter of confused thinking and 
heads straight for the heart of the matter. She is . . . master
fully articulate. She is as self-effacing as anyone you can imag
ine, and yet she will fight for what she thinks right and good 
with all her resources. She ·is a loving friend, a true counselor, a 
person of outstanding integrity and character." 

Said The Key, "It was with deep affection and profound 
admiration that she was installed in Kappa's highest office." 
She had been active in *Fraternity work since the early I930s. 

During her administration there was a revision of the Con
stitution, Bylaws and Standing Rules; the honoring of Clara 0 . 
Pierce and her 25th anniversary as executive secretary, an 
event which included the presentation of the first Gracious Liv
ing Award; and special attention to active chapters with the 
hope of heightening the meaning of Fraternity in the lives of 
the young members by teaching Kappa history, organization, 
policies, and procedures. 

In 1956 in her valedictory Edith stated , "My greatest joy 
. . is in the quality and the quantity of our young leadership 
. . we have never been afraid to trust you." 
A high point at this time was the Centennial Commencement 

at Monmouth College in I953 when Edith received an honorary 
degree of Doctor of Humane Letters. The citation mentioned 
her graduation from the CoHege of Wooster in I907, her teach
ing of Latin, her YWCA secretaryship, her marriage to Dr. E. 
Granville Crabtree, urologist , and their home in Boston. It told 
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of her membership in Beta Gamma Chapter and her continuing 
interest in the Fraternity, as well as in her family and her com
munity. It listed her Fraternity offices and added that she was an 
officer of the Interfraternity Research and Advisory Council of 
College Fraternities and Sororities, and a member of the corpo
ration of the Boston City Missionary Society (an old and hon
ored group), a member of the National Association of Deans of 
Women, and of the Harvard Congregational Church. Edith had 
agreed to these extra-community services because she thought 
she "was going to have more time." The experience at Mon
mouth gave her , she said, a new perspective, "a greater faith in 
our reasons for being and a sense of being part of a high adven
ture." 

At the NPC I95I Conference in Williamsburg she stressed 
the need to understand and cultivate techniques of leadership, 
the use of parliamentary law, the relation of ourselves to causes 
that have not mass appeal, and, by fu.rtherance of primary re
sponsibility to assist young women in higher education. She 
asked if fraternity people were doing all they could in the battle 
to maintain the heritage of the freedom of the past. She said 
that the National Panhellenic Congress resembled a New Eng
land Town meeting . . . in which mutual problems are solved 
through mutual participation. 

Once when asked about her long-time interest in the *Frat
ernity she said, "I have never sat down and analyzed all the 
reasons . . . . Of the two main satisfactions however . . . I 
believe the *fraternity system has special opportunity and re
sponsibility in helping to train the leadership America needs, 
and I am sure the fraternity offers joys of friendship greater 
than anything except family ties." 

Her family ties were strong: her husband, a prominent 
urologist who died in the mid-I940s, their children, Charlotte, 
Edward, and James, and later, the grandchildren, a constant 
source of joy and interest ; earlier her mother's family, Scotch 
Covenanters who left Ayrshire shortly after the American Rev
olution and settled in Northeast Ohio, in the Western Reserve; 

*The ' T ' in fraternity is capitalized when it refers to Kappa; it is in lower case 
when it refe rs to other groups , or to the fraternity world, the fraternity system , etc. 

Edith Reese Crabtree, Beta Gamma-Wooster 
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Council elected 1954-Pierce, Crabtree, Whitney, Harris, Alex
ander, Campbell , Hutchinson. 

her father's family, Welsh, who came to the United States in 
1859. Her father was a Classics scholar and greatly influenced 
her own choice of a major study in college. There were many 
clergymen and educators on both sides of the family. 

The joys of friendship: these can be seen in the close ties with 
members of the Boston Intercollegiate Alumnae Association, 
and in the love of Kappas throughout the country . Her special 
pleasure in her Boston group can be seen in letters to The Key, 
in those happy days when The Key ran such letters. Here was an 
extraordinary collection of women, one which boasted that it 
never needed an outside speaker (although sometimes it had 
one!) because its own membership was quite talented and 
entertaining enough. At one time four past presidents made the 
group proud: Charlotte Barrell Ware, Emily Bright Burnham, 
Bertha Richmond Chevalier, Helen Snyder Andres. Edith was 
not yet a national president-she bided her time on that-but 
she was, for two terms, president of the lntercollegiates (1931-
1933) and an Alpha province vice president (1933), as well as a 
member of the Phi Chapter Advisory Board . She and Granville 
many times were hosts to Kappas for regular meetings, and 
warm and hospitable to young Kappas whose husbands were 
studying at Harvard or M.I.T. 

Edith received her Fraternity's highest accolade, the Loyalty 
Award, in 1964,' in recognition of her many years of devoted 
service. She also was honored with a special achievement award 

Epsilon Beta Installa
tion- Edith Crabtree 
chats with Ruth Harris. 
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for outstanding volunteer activities in the community, educa
tional, and fraternity fields , reflecting her constant concern for 
the welfare of youth. She joined the official Achievement 
Award recipients in a panel .discussion, "Ceilings Unlimited," 
at the convention that year. 

She is, in the twilight years of her happy life with its 
"sequence of normal experiences," living quietly in Phoenix, 
Arizona, near her daughter, Charlotte Eberhard . 

"Let's give three cheers for Kappa Kappa Gamma! " When 
"Goodie" (as she is always known) Campbell concluded her 
remarks as toastmistress at the 1962 Convention banquet with 
these words, first there was a quiet chuckle, then actives and 
alumnae alike jumped to their feet and literally gave three 
cheers for K K r . This reaction points up the kind of response 
everyone feels toward this witty and charming lady. There is a 
creative spark to everything she does. 

Eleanore Goodridge was born on May 27 , 1904, in Denver, 
Colorado, which is still her home. She entered the University of 
Colorado shortlx after her 17th birthday, having been gradu
ated from high school at 16 and spending a year in boarding 
school. She became a member of Beta Mu Chapter. She gradu
ated cum laude, with a major in mathematics. Being a whiz at 
math channeled her volunteer activities through the years, as 
treasurer of the Junior League, the Children's Theatre, the 
Beta Mu House Board, and the Denver Alumnae Association. 
Goodie's interest in all phases of the Beta Mu Chapter never 
failed , and she does not deny the story that she cut short her 
honeymoon to get back home in time for chapter rush week. 
She had been asked to serve as Beta Mu's finance adviser ("the 
only kind of adviser the Fraternity had in 1925") immediately 
after she'd graduated. 

Goodie married Joseph L. Campbell , a Phi Kappa Psi from 
the University of Colorado, and they lived in Denver where he 
was associated with the New York Life Insurance Company. 
They had two children-a son, Joe, Jr., a graduate of Yale and a 
chemical engineer; and a daughter , Carol , who was also a mem
ber of Beta Mu Chapter. For Goodie it was always family first, 
but Kappa a close and loving second. 

While serving as the chapter finance adviser she dreamed up 
the idea of having an alumnae "rush captain," and she says, 
"That meant me." So, Beta Mu had an alumnae membership 
adviser before it became an official policy of the Fraternity or
ganization . She served in that capacity for more than 20 years. 
After holding several offices in the association, including the 
presidency , she became Eta Province president in 1941. Fol
lowing this, she served as assistant in the west to the director of 
alumnae. Her 12 years on the Council began in 1948, when she 
was elected director of alumnae, then director of membership, 
and then president. 

To quote Goodie: 
" I tried to manage the alumnae with a very loose rein." 
" I adored being director of membership." 
"I had a wonderful time being president. " 
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In each of these assignments she developed remarkable rap
port with her colleagues and especially with the actives, gaining 
the respect of all. Her sharp mind and delightful sense of humor 
made her an inspiring leader. She became a favorite of every
one who ever received her clever communications. And she 
made hundreds of friends on her extensive Fraternity travels. 
Kappa ritualist Nan Boyer says, "She is just plain brainy and 
funny." 

Her obsession has always been membership and its impor
tance. " Chapters, " she claims, "are the grass roots of the Fra
ternity and therefore maintaining the quality of membership is 
ALL important. " Under her supervision as director of mem
bership, and as president, state rush chairmen were appointed . 
Rush techniques and guidelines were spelled out in Kappa 
Keystones. Four new chapters were installed - Epsilon Beta, 
Epsilon Gamma, Epsilon Delta, and Epsilon Epsilon. 

Goodie's ability to be tough , but not rigid, to listen and 
evaluate, and then make decisions best describe her leadership. 
Her presidency was not an easy one for strong anti-fraternity at
tacks persisted on many fronts. The task of alerting and educat
ing the membership about these threats on the campus was im
perative. The Fraternity research chairmanship was established 
to accomplish this , and Edith Reese Crabtree was appointed to 
the post. The Key, celebrating the 75 years of its existence, pub
lished a distinguished anniversary ' issue which was used as a 
public relations vehicle and sent to administrators educators 
editors , and others with a cover letter from the p;esident ex~ 
plaining, "This is Our Story." 

Another beginning of major importance was the plan to bring 
one chapter adviser from each chapter to convention for train
ing. The plan was launched by means of a "pool" which made it 
financially possible. The first group of 67 attended the 1958 
Convention and by 1960 the number had grown to 84. Goodie 
also lists the development of the Rehabilitation Program and its 
attendant scholarship aid as significant in her tenure. The full 
scale assistance program and alumnae service projects increased 
each year. 

The end of a Kappa dream took place during these years . 
Even though.. much thought , time, and effort had been ex
pended supervising the Hearthstone, it had proved to be of no 
avail. A~ter years of struggle by numerous capable Kappas, it 
was obvwus that the operation of Kappa's alumnae club house 
in Winter Park , Florida, could not continue. Despite the addi 
tion of a new wing to the building, providing rooms for many 
more paying guests, it was not financially feasible to carry on. 
The vote to sell the house and end the project was affirmed by 
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Eleanore Goodridge Campbell, Beta Mu-Colorado 

the 1960 Convention. As Goodie tersely put it, "We got rid of 
the Hearthstone. " 

Having lost her husband during the final year of her office, 
Goodie might have chosen to quietly retire and enjoy her 
grandchild, but it was more typical that she immediately be
came membership reference chairman for Denver, the mem
bership adviser for Beta Mu, and pledge trainer for that class 
all in one fell swoop. She then joined Kappa 's Finance Commit~ 
tee for a 1 0-year period, finishing as its chairman . She also 
headed a committee of former Kappa presidents to draft a reso
lution for the Fraternity's Centennial Program. Today she lives 
in he_r Denver home, finding time for travel and family, which 
now mcludes six grandchildren. 

The Denver Kappas honor her with an annual $500 Graduate 
Fellowship; and all Kappas honor her testimony for member
ship in the Fraternity: "I want Kappa to grow with the times 
but still stick to the essential ideals and standards. Membershi~ 
should be inspiring, challenging', rewarding, and FUN." 

Her final president's report ended with these words: 
·~s_ome~ne has s~id, ' Success and happiness come through 

aspmng high, workmg hard, seeking the ideal-giving yourself 
to something great.' To your president, Kappa Kappa Gamma 
has been that, 'something great.' " 

- Margaret Easton Seney, P6-0hio Wesleyan 

Mary Fuqua Turner, born and reared in the bluegrass region 
of Kentucky, was named for her two grandmothers: Mary 
T_homas from North Wales and Susan Fuqua, a Kentuckian of 
PIOneer stock and French Huguenot descent. Not until Mary 
Fuqua went "north" to the University of Cincinnati did she 
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lose her double name and learn to answer to plain "Mary." 
Never did she lose her pride in her Welsh and Kentucky ances
try which included a Welsh bard and the pioneer Daniel Boone. 

Mary's undergraduate activities pointed to her later interests. 
Majoring in English and history with a student assistantship in 
English, she found time for work in literary and dramatic socie
ties (as vice president and president) while serving Beta Rho as 
pledge-trainer, standards chairman, and Pan hellenic delegate . 
She was chosen for" Mystic 13," the senior women's honorary , 
later Mortar Board. 

After graduation in 1924, Mary returned to Kentucky to 
teach Junior High English and history in Lexington, following 
briefly her father and grandfather in this field . In 1926 she mar
ried Richard A. Whitney, a ~ew England Yankee and Kappa ,, 
Sigma from Massachusetts Agricultural College. She and Dick 
had met six years earlier when touring Europe in the same 
group. She went back to Cincinnati for twelve happy, busy 
years. Two sons, Richard and Lee, were born . . As chapter 
adviser and alumnae president, she widened Beta Rho and 
other Kappa friendships, and found part-time teaching a wel
come sparetime activity during the Great Depression . 

In the spring of 1938 Mary was asked by Fraternity President 
Rheva Ott Shryock to serve as Gamma Province president. Her 
surprise and pleasure were overshadowed by regret that she 
CO!lld not accept as the Whitney family was moving to Connect
icut. 

Not until moving to Hartford from Greenwich in late 1942 
was Mary close to an alumnae association again . But for all the 
Whitneys, including two Boy Scouts, civilian defense duties 
assumed priortity in that coastal area . 

Kappa activities followed the war's end : marshal for Beta Pro
vince ,Convention in 1947, and then president of Hartford 
Alumnae Association . Mary went to Sun Valley in 1948 as dele
gate. Afiter convention she was appointed Beta Province presi
denF following the election of Katheryn Bourne Pearse as direc
tor of membership. Mary was chosen by the province for a 
second term in 1949, yet before many months this peripatetic 
K~ppa had moved with her family "north of the (province) 
border" to Wellesley Hills, Massachusetts, in Alpha Province. 
By mutual agreement she became, from Alpha, an absentee of
ficer of Beta, and as such went to the 1950 Convention at Mur-

President's dinner at 
Centennial Convention, 
Whitrley , Campbell , 
Andres(Steiner) , and 
Shryock, Rowe, and 
Alexander. 
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Mary Turner Whitney, Beta Rho Deuteron
Cincinnati 

ray Bay. Elected there to the Council as director of chapters , 
Mary filled that office for two terms before becoming vice presi
dent. 

Between 1950 and 1959, the Whitneys lived in Wellesley. 
They were most significant years for the new officer , for there 
began her close association with Edith Reese Crabtree in neigh
boring Brookline, then on the executive committee of National 
Panhellenic Conference. Mrs. Crabtree with her wide Fraternity 
and Panhellenic experience and knowledge of the academic 
world, was generous with her time and counsel. 

Kappa vice pre sidents h ad supervised Fra ternity 
philanthropies until 1954. The phenomenal growth of that pro
gram called for a director of philanthropies, thus freeing the 
vice president to assist the president with special assignments. 
Mary Whitney became the first " vice president without 
portfolio." During her two years in that office, among the tasks 
assigned her by the president, Edith Crabtree, were several 
which influenced her work for the Fraternity over the next 20 

,· 
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years. Planning and directing the model irtitiation for the 1956 
Convention deepened her knowledge and respect for Kappa 
ritual, as evidenced in the ritual chairmanship from 1966-1975, 
her last Kappa office. A Kappa-wide campus survey of current 
conditions affecting fraternities, 1954-1-955, was a forerunner 
of her activity as Fraternity research chairman, 1964-1966. The 
revision of the province officers' manuals into a joint handbook 
for the Associate Council, 1956, brought insight into many 
facets of Fraternity organization, helpful during her later presi
dency. 

The assignment having most direct and long-lasting bearing 
upon her future responsibilities was Mary's appointment to rep
resent the Fraternity in the National Panhellenic Conference. 
During the critical mid-century period all aspects of fraternity 
life had significance. Greek letter societies, like all private 
voluntary associations seeking to maintain constitutional rights 
of self determination, were at a crossroads. The character of 
their future depended largely upon decisions made at that time. 

In 1955, Mary Whitney was assigned to the NPC Committee 
on College Panhellenics as area adviser to the northeast district. 
She served in this capacity for five years, her area extending 
from campuses in Pennsylvania to New England, northern New 
York and Canada as far west as Manitoba. As Kappa Panhellen
ic officer, contacts with active chapters continued as did Council 
duties and special vice presidential assignments. Reporting at 
the close of the biennium, this first "new-style" vice president 
acknowledged the need for such a free-lance officer but recom
mended that in fairness to both offices, they should be held sep
arately. Because of her College Panhellenics committee assign
ment, gr_owing Panhellenic experience, and increasing concern 
for the gravity of situations involving the fraternity system, she 
continued as NPC delegate only. She served in this capacity 
frorrt 1954 until 1961. 

Late in 1959 an unexpected move to Canada established the 
Whitneys on the shores of Lake Ontario. As both Kappa and 
NPC are international , no one was inconvenienced. 

In June 1960, Kappa's Pan hellenic officer left for the conven
tion at San Diego with relatively light hands and heart, with 
sightseeing plans out and back. She returned laden with respon
sibilities and presidential files . Mary Whitney finished the NPC 
biennium as delegate to prevent interrupted committee work. 
Fraternity Vice President Frances Fa tout Alexander, the alter
nat~ delegate, assisted Fraternity President Mary with Kappa 
Panhellenic matters until she (Fran) became NPC delegate in 
1961. . 

The 1960 postconvention Council considered its forthcoming 
program and goals in the light of urgent educational, campus, 
and fraternity situations. Student population explosion had cre
ated overcrowded campuses. The post-Sputnik emphasis on 
superior education brought revised curricula and heightened 
academic tempo. Recognizing the increasing maturity and de
manding schedules of Kappa actives of that period, Council set 
up two related goals . The first was to develop within the chap
ters greater interest and participation in the cultural life of their 
college communities and to encourage them to share this inter
est in their chapter homes with friends. The second objective a 
simplification of chapter organization and reduction of non~s
sential activities , sought to relieve unnecessary demands 4pon 
membets faced with added academic responsibilities . Both of 
these goals were accomplished. A new pledge handbook was 
prepared and a revised edition of Adventures in Leadership was 
published for the first time in four separate sections. 

During Mary Whitney's presidency, the many changes in 
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American social mores were reflected on campus. Long recog
nized values and standards were questioned. Responding to 
chapter concern, a re-emphasis on Kappa standards was con
ducted throughout all areas of the Fraternity program. The Key 
series, "The College Fraternity System," pointing up fraternity 
values, was acclaimed by administrators to whom copies were 
sent. 

By the early 1960s, the snowballing social revolution had also 
brought into sharp focus the fraternity autonomy question. The 
pattern of attack, for nearly 20 years gradually reaching into al
most every Greek letter campus, now approached a climax. A 
new pattern emerged, with insistence upon working through 
local chapters rather than national organizations. Question
naires were submitted and signed statements demanded regard
ing membership policies and ·Off-campus influence. The at
tempted fraternity regulation in many instances came from 
newly empowered student governments or student-faculty 
committees. NPC groups recognized only administrative au
thority, upon whose invitation local chapters of Greek letter so
cieties, private voluntary associations, became part of a campus 
community. 

Through these troubled years Mrs. Whitney kept open a 
frank communication with administrative officers, Kappa chap
ters and alumnae. Reques_led information regarding Fraternity 
policy was given only to proper authorities, and no constitu
tional policy of Kappa Kappa Gamma was challenged by any 
college or university. She felt there existed a relationship of 
mutual respect and confttlence between Kappa officers and the 
administrators of Kappa campuses. Insidious attempts from 

1962 Outgoing CoJncll members at Grove Park Inn in.cluding 
(seated) Alexander, Whitney, Wagner . Barbeck, Pierce, 
Rustemeyer, Blan (standing). 
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various sources to alienate chapters had met with no success in 
Kappa. Instead, the unusual tensions brought them closer as 
problems were recognized and solved together. Three new 
chapters, Epsilon Zeta, Epsilon Eta, and Epsilon Theta, were 
installed between 1960 and 1964. 

The Whitneys returned to the States in 1962 to live in Cincin
nati again for three years before Richard's retirement in 1965. 
Then came their long-planned move to their country home on a 
tidal river in Beaufort, South Carolina, where "retirement" is 
an inaccurate term for the busy life they continue to lead. 

-Eleanor Penniman Boardman, BN-Ohio State 

Frances Fatout Alexander once said to Clara 0 . Pierce, " I've 
spent my life as an alum trying to make up for my deficiencies 
as an active." 

When, as the retiring Fraternity president, she closed the 
1968 Convention, she worded this thought more formally. "My 
deepest wish for YOLI younger memj:lers on the threshold of Fra-

1 ternity life is that you corre~tly evaluate this membership you 
have and this organization to which you belong and that you 
work for and with its members to protect and preserve a lasting 

•I 
good." 

Since 1938 Fran has evaluated, worked, protected, and pre
served. And at the Centennial Convention in 1970, she re
ceived her Frat~rnity's thank you, the Loyalty Award. She re
acted with that gestt.~re of surprised winners the world over, the 
open hand clapped against the open mouth, and with that emo
tional outlet allowed us all, a few honest tears. 

H had fallen to her lot to serve as president during the most 
troubled period of fraternity history. " We endured many dark 
days," she rem~mbers, "when it seemed as if the fraternity sys
tem would go under and, most distressing of all , many of our 
own members questioned its value." 

"As president, I signed innumerable statements of Fraternity 
membership policy and procedure and dealt with constant ques
tionnaires. . . . Important as it was to meet these demands 
and assure the~ of pur non-discriminatory policies, it was even 
more vital to hold our membership together, at a time when 
mi~understandings and emotions ran high. We lost no chapters 
due to civil rights antagonists . We strengthened our Panhellenic 
ties, and we retained toe respect of administrations for our firm 
stanR and our honest statements. My entire term as president 
was overshadowed by the terrible pressures and concern for ex
istence that ro~ked the fraternity world. I am glad to have had a 
part in holding us together. . . . " 

Frances Fatout was born April 29, 1908, of " parents not 
young." Her father's family was French Huguenot, pioneers in 
Indianapolis. " Aunt Nellie Fatout" was an early member of 
Iota chapter. Frances, an only child, went to Tudor Hall for her 
early schooling,' and Lindenwood College, attended a Pres
byterian church, saqg with the choir, and "had the normal hap
PY childhood." At DePauw she majored in English . Creative 
writing was, and is, a real interesf. 

"I was too naive to know what rush was all about, green, 
unsophisticated. I never held a major office, yet we had a sense 
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Frances Fatout Alexander, Iota-DePauw 
of obligation to the chapter. We were expected to give back 

" 
Fran and Frank Alexander lived in St. Louis, Kansas City, 

Indianapolis, Jacksonville, and Atlanta, before their move to 
Charlotte, where Fran now resides. She lists her " Kappa chil
dren" as a special interest , but tragically lost her own daughters 
in their infancy. A son, Frank, Jr., was a Sigma Alpha Epsilon at 
Northwestern University. And "You didn't ask me," says 
Fran, "but I'm going to tell you that the biggest thrill of my life 
was when my only granddaughter pledged Kappa and was initi
ated with my key! " 

Frances Alexander became really active in Kappa work after 
the move to Atlanta in 1938. She had always enjoyed her associ
ation with other Kappas, but the Fraternity 's prestige .was not 
the same in Georgia as it had been in Indiana and she found this 
hard to accept. During World War II years she was president of 
the small alumnae association. In 1947 when Kappa decided to 
colonize at the University of Georgia, the challenge was monu
mental , and Fran became chairman of colonization. 

"We were very successful," she recalls with satisfaction. 
Now Fran Alexander was in the swing of Fraternity service: 

Mu province director of chapters 1947-1952, was followed by 
Fraternity chairman of pledge training, 1952-1954. She went on 
the Council in 1954 as director of chapters and counts it a spe
cial stroke of good fortune that she was able to serve under 
Edith Reese Crabtree. In 1958 she became vice president, a 
four year stint, was Panhellenic delegate between 1961 and 
1964, and president for the next four years . 

Her husband's telegram to the Fraternity when the presi
dency was hers read, " How could you do this to me?" but he 
sent love to the new president__.:.Fran felt that he was a better 
Kappa than an IAE! The actives at that 1964 Convention wired 
an immediate answ~r : " You ' ve not lost a wife-just gained 
70,000 Kappa daughters." 
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Frances Fatout Alex
ander 

By this time Fran felt that Kappa was a way of life for her, 
that she had received so much that she was under obligation to 
repay in whatever way she could. She has , she says, loved every 
minute of her active Fraternity work. 

A recounting of accomplishments includes her insistence on 
a January meeting of Council , added to the annual June meet
ing-she was able to convince the Finance Committee that this 
second meeting was essential. She was also able to shorten 
Council attendance at conventions-three weeks had been the 
period formerly required. One of her most ambitious programs 
was the very successful training school for province officers in 
Columbus, Ohio, in the June of Associate Council election 
years . Three new chapters were added during the Alexander 
Administration : Epsilon Iota, Epsilon Kappa, and Epsilon 
Lambda. 

Fran is interested in volunteer hospital work with. the ter
minally ill, in programs for retarded and disadvantaged chil
dren, in adult education, and in gardening. She has been a 
volunteer tutor. Her thinking as seen in her editorials and 
features, and the transcripts of her speeches in The Key is clear, 
forward-looking, honest, broad. 

She remembers that when she first went on Council she said 
to Edith Crabtree "How can I ever follow in the footsteps of 
Helena Ege and Mary Whitney?" 

Edith answered, "Fran, don't ever try to fill anybody else's 
shoes. Just fill your own ." The girl who remembers an inactive 
life as an active has more than made up for time lost-and one 
special contribution Kappas of 1976 have to thank her for is the 
Fraternity president of today. Jean Hess Wells, charter member 
of Delta Upsilon, was rushed, pledged, and initiated by Frances 
Fatout Alexander. 

When Louise Little Barbeck became president, she was faced 
almost immediately with the reorganization of Kappa Head-
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quarters due to the resignation of Clara 0. Pierce, the Frater
nity's staunch and sagacious executive secretary for 40 years. 
Campus unrest continued into the late 1960s, and the member
ship selection process was challenged from many directions. Psi 
and Gamma Lambda Chapters were closed. Campus rules and 
regulations were under attack, and active members requested 
the same privileges of alcohol and visitation in chapter houses 
as in college dormitories . 

It was, as Louise Barbeck says, an emotional time. "Golly, 
golly, golly, I could write a book . Clara was ill, there was Cen
tennial Convention, reorganization at Headquarters, complete 
revision of bylaws, we retired the chapter at Cornell. (See Psi 
Chapter, Volume I of this History. Reinstated as Psi Deuteron 
in April, 1977 .) . . . Great contrasts. . . . " 

Lou's quick wit, timing, and sense of humor made her a 
delightful presiding officer. Her well-groomed and attractive 
petiteness added to her persuasiveness, which included a blend 
of authority, quickness of movement and mind, an easy man
ner, combined with the charm of Texas in her voice and 
manner. 

She calls her childhood happy and normal, her relationship 
with her parents lovely. Her memories of high school were that 
she had a "real good time." She loved sports, indoor golf, loved 
to fish . In the class of 1936 at Southern Methodist she majored 
in geography- "I was talked into it. I didn't want to major in 
English or history." She was an active Gamma Phi for one year 
only. 

Then Kappa alumnae activities began and there was volun
teer work. She was staff assistant with the Red Cross in Dallas 
and Washington, D.C., during World War ll; she was a volun
teer worker ~t Children's Medical Center and with the Cerebral 
Palsy Clinic. She was a member of the Dallas and Lakewood 
Country Clubs, Tanglewood Hills, and a book review club. The 
Pennywise Investment Club was a stimulating hobby. Two Kap
pa daughters and four grandchildren brightened the scene. 

She went to her first convention in 1948 as president of the 
Dallas Alumnae Association. A close association with Clara 
Pierce developed, and also her own career in Fraternity service. 

Kappa Province Convention, 1969, saw Lou Barbeck greeting 
Edith Crabtree-two presidents. 
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n 1956 she was appointed chairman of chapter programs ("a 
[ind of debacle, really, a bit ahead of its time"). Under 
'Goodie," Eleanore Goodridge Campbell, she became director 
,f chapters and served, 1958-1962; under Mary Turner 

hitney , director of membership, 1962-1964 ("Mary is one of 
he most dedicated Kappas I've ever known"); under Frances 
:;-a tout Alexander, vice president, 1964-1968 ("When Fran 
ook over and said she needed me, I couldn't say no to her") . 
\II this had happened since 1955 when she was Theta Province 
lirector of chapters. 

During her term as Fraternity director of chapters, Kappa of-
1cers had gathered in Winter Park, Florida , to talk about a third 
:hapter in Florida. The finger of extension pointed to Gaines
;ille , but when word came from the enthusiastic Kappa alum
lae in Tallahassee, the finger of fate pointed in that direction 
md Louise Barbeck was asked to change flight plans and head 
·or Tallahassee. Fate again played a role, for the plane she had 
)riginally intended to take crashed in the Gulf and all on board 
Nere killed. "Lou's visitation " in Tallahassee was an 
mqualified success, and so Epsilon Zeta at Florida State Uni
.rersity became a fact in Florida ' s future . . . installed Decem
)er 9, 1961. 

More than a long diagonal line separates the University of 
Puget Sound from Florida State. In 1963 Lou Barbeck turned 
Jn the machinery which led to the 1966 installation of Epsilon 
Iota ("We felt at home after knowing her for just a few short 
jays," said the charter mem~ers warmly.) In 1971 this chapter 
was host to an Iota Province Meeting and felt especially 
delighted because Lou Barbeck was to be there. 

Louise Barbeck became president at the 1968 Convention in 
Columbus. In 20 years a woman who had been an active for 
only one year had run the gamut in Fraternity service as an 
alumna. Words came to her, whether on the platform or in The 
Key; and her readers and listeners knew where she stood on the 
day's issues. 

She told students that they had a right to expect the Frater
nity organization to preserve the heritage handed down by the 
founders . . . to expect a lifetime of enjoyment with friends of 
mutual aims . . . friends who had been chosen because of 
similar interests and sameness of philosophy. She earnestly be
lieved that the real value of any ethical code . . . is whether or 
not it produces happiness, contentment, peace of mind. She 
maintained that "if we associate with moral delinquents .we 
have a good chance of being placed in that category," and she 
was adamant : " . . . the Fraternity stands firm in its principles 
and is determined to preserve them for posterity." 

She told the Centennial Convention, "Our Fraternity will 
survive because such dedication as we see . . . is contagious 
and exciting." She described her first two years as "busy, excit
ing, challenging, demanding, heartbreaking." She mentioned 
the great . Kappas of the past and said, "We stand on the 
shoulders of giants." 

That convention at French Lick, Indiana, was shadowed by 
the shock of Clara Pierce's death , but brilliantly lit by a super 
program, much of it planned by Clara. Actor Robert Young was 
given a ritation; Dr. Howard A. Rusk, founder and director of 
the Institute of Rehabilitation Medicine, received a check for 
the institute; President Richard Nixon wrote a letter of con
gratulation from the White House. A statement of obedience to 
local, state, and federal laws was approved; bylaw revisions 
were adopted; the reference system was reviewed; action was 
taken for a Resource Department at Headquarters. Achieve
ment Awards were given; the new chapter at Clemson, Epsilon 
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Louise Little Barbeck, Gamma Phi-Southern 
Methodist 

Mu, was hailed; and best of all, the announcement was made 
that the Centennial Fund had reached its $500,000 goal with a 
last minute boost from lovely Agnes Guthrie Favrot-a great 
triumph for Anne Harter, the chairman , and the administra
tion . 

The trauma of the 1960s was balanced by the Centennial of 
1970 and a special honor in 1971 added weight to the balance: 
the National Rehabilitation Association Organizational Award 
was made to Kappa Kappa Gamma Fraternity on October 12, 
1971 . Lou Barbeck went to Chicago to accept it , and to hear the 
association president's words: "It is you and your organization 
who deserve all the accolades and honor . . . our award was 
simply an effort in a very limited way to express our great and 
sincere appreciation to you." 

As she was about to relinquish her office in 1972 she men
tioned, at the presidents' dinner, the oft-repeated question 
asked her by strangers, " Why do you spend such time and 
energy on a voluntary basis?" She answered that the incentive 
was the wonderful people who had given so much of them
selves. 

Characteristic of the combination of a keen mind and deter
mination, Lou had gained a mastery of parliamentary procedure 
so important to the conduct of the Centennial Convention . This 
ability was tapped again when she served the Fraternity in that 
capacity at the 1976 Convention. For a long time she felt it was 
a position she was not qualified to take. 

Says Rheva Ott Shryock, who held the position so perfectly, 
so long, "I knew she could." 

Of course she could! 
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Presidents' dinner 1970-Louise Barbeck, Felix McKnight, 
Katharine Pennell. 

Marian Schroeder was born on February 27 , 1908, in 
Missoula, Montana. On March 20th, 1909, in Missoula, Mon
tana, Beta Phi Chapter was installed by past grand president 
Mary D.G . Canby, who wrote, " There is every reason to be
lieve that Kappa Kappa Gamma will always be glad that she 
granted a charter at the University of Montana. " A very special 
reason had one month earlier celebrated her first birthday. 

Marian Schroeder Graham came to the national presidency at 
a time of leveling-off. The high of the Fraternity's Centennial, 
the low of Clara Pierce' s illness and death , and the traumatic 
conditions of the 1960s had marked the previous administra
tion. Marian, as Council member, had lived through these ex
periences too . She likened her feeling to the rigors of the game 
of porn porn pullaway, played as a child . . . once more there 
was a game of determination and action with the challenge of 
threatening factions . 

"We meet these challenges," she said in 1967, "by further
ing our beliefs , strengthening our thinking with intelligent com
mitted ideals and purposes. Our tomorrow is today. If we be
lieve today, we can and will have a tomorrow." She pointed out , 
" We do not discriminate . . . but we are selective; selective 
in everything we do . . . civil rights must be guaranteed to 
all , social rights more often come by invitation . . . . " 

At the 49th biennial convention in 1972 Marian was installed 
as Fraternity president. The scene was Hollywood, Florida. At 
the final banquet the camera 's lens was hazed over in the 
humid atmosphere, but haze or no haze it focused on Marian , 
radiant and regal in her deep orange colored satin sheath 
banded with pearls and sequins. 

" To be wearing (that) dress ," she remembers now, " would 
bring back the reverence I felt as I . . . became president 

. . for one and then another term. . . . " 
The camera's eye caught her in a clearer air during student 
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days . In a highnecked dress with a row of buttons parading from 
collar to sleeve, the green-eyed girl looked out with assurance 
on a friendly world . Her father had played on the university's 
first football team; she was the third of eight cousins who be
came Kappas; she was rush chairman; Panhellenic delegate; her 
chapter had been honored by a visit from Fraternity President 
Georgia Hayden Lloyd-Jones. ("For the first time we, who 
seem a little isolated . . . have a true national spirit. " ) In her 
senior year Marian Schroeder received a ring decorated with the 
coat of arms for contributions to the chapter and was one of the 
eight "pinned" Beta Phis who sent the traditional five-pound 
box of candy to her sorority sisters. It was 1930, and she re
ceived her B.A. 

On June 18, 1932, after two years of teaching in a small coun
try school-the way teachers started out during those Depres
sion days- Marian and "the Sig Ep," Lester Lincoln Graham, 
were married in Minneapolis. 

A happy third photograph shows the newly elected director of 
membership in 1966, a proud Marian holding the first grand
child Kimberly, and flanked by son Howard Lincoln ("Link") , 
her mother, her husband, and daughter Kathleen Ann Gray. 
The family then lived in Los Angeles, but in the years before, 
both the war and Les 's work had taken them to Minneapolis; 
Duluth; Williston, (North Dakota); Spokane; Missoula; Seat
tle; and Salt Lake City. Everywhere they went Marian had loyal
ly maintained associations and faithfully performed the duties 
which seemed required of her. She never lost interest in her 
university, and when her children were involved in Camp Fire 
and Scouting she did her part. She. stayed with PTA, the League 
of Women Voters, and the Republican Party. She admitted that 
community fund drives bored her but she worked on them any
way, that she was a Methodist who usually went to the 
Episcopal Church, and that she enjoyed being a Kappa mother 
and a Beta mother and was "thrilled to death" with Kimberly 
Gray. By 1976, there were three more "very satisfying ·and 
lovely" grandchildren . 

Marian, once president of Missoula Alumnae Association, 
belonged to Kappa groups wherever she lived, and was happy to 

1972 Council reception . Seney, Lane, Chastang, Koke, Wells, Bar
beck, Alexander, Andres (Steiner), Graham. 

If f. · 
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Marian Schroeder Graham, Beta Phi-University of 
Montana 

feel welcome and needed . She was membership adviser to Beta 
Phi, scholarship adviser to Delta Eta , finance and Chapter 
Council adviser to Gamma Xi . She was on recommendations 
boards, was Eta province director of alumnae from 1953-1957, 
and was for two years assistant to the Fraternity membership di
rector. In Salt Lake City she was Panhellenic administntor at 
the University of Utah for five years and was assistant to the 
rush director at UCLA before she became Fraternity director of 
membership. 

Membership selection was an activity that Marian always 
enjoyed. She remembers working for Panhellenic and rush in 
her active days, and recalls humorously that she spent much 
time in the kitchen doing dishes "with other tall ones," hiding 
out because of a rumor on campus that a girl had to be tall to be 
a Kappa! 

After four years as membership director, she was elected to 
the newly created office, director of personnel. Several months 
later, she was voted by Council to fill an unexpired term, and 
became director of chapters. From 1972-1976, the president's 
gavel was hers. 

An achievement of her administration was the publication of 
Volume I of the new Fraternity History.* 

Another accomplishment was the updating and revision of 
most of the fraternity manuals. The Kappa Notebook came into 
being as Marian assumed the presidency. 

It was significant, said Marian , to see during her terms of of
fice tfie "trends of the turbulent '60s dissipating and warmth 
and communication coming back . . . new vistas opening 

*Ruth Branning Molloy , was editor for chapter histories; Catherine 
Schroeder (no relation) Graf, editor-in-chief; and Margaret Easton 
Seney, Fraternity Historian . This history was printed in The Key, under 
the supervision of Diane Miller Selby, BN-Ohio State, editor of the 
magazine . 

The complete list of artists , ch apter research historians, and members 
of the Columbus (Ohio) History Committee are printed on the back 
cover of Volume I. 
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. old faiths renewed ." During her four years more chapters 
were carefully sought , planned, colonized, and/or installed 
than had been in the past ten years: Epsilon Nu, Epsilon Xi, 
Epsilon Omicron, Epsilon Pi, and Epsilon Rho became realities. 
Epsilon Sigma was being colonized, the invitation for Epsilon 
Tau had been extended. One Kappa chapter, Gamma Sigma, 
founded in 1928 at the University of Manitoba , returned its 
charter because of lack of interest on campus. 

Marian's message to her constituents in 1972 was one of faith 
in an "organization of trained university and college women, " 
in its usefulness, in the importance of learning to live and work 
together effectively and happily . In her farewell address in 
1976, her note was still one of optimism and renewal, her feel
ing one of pride in the Fraternity, of respect for its devoted 
members, whom she left with honor and humility and a !hank 
you for the " many privileges granted . . . . " Her hopes for 
the Fraternity, she says, are fortified and enriched by her own 
experiences in leadership. 

Marian Graham 's portrait of today is a relaxed one as she 
turns to her husband, now retired ; her families; her hobby, 
grandchildren; her friends; her "interest, " needlework; and 
her unshakable belief that, "My greatest honor is being a 
Kappa." 

Jean Hess Wells, a singularly beautiful and intelligent 
woman, is Kappa Kappa Gamma's current president. 

Her potential was evident to acute observers when, as a 
junior transfer to the University o( Georgia she became on 
February 14, 1948, a charter member of Delta Upsilon Chapter. 
After 30 years of service to her Fraternity and her friends, her 
family and her community, a great many more are aware of her. 

Jean apologizes for a dearth of "good old quotes" in men
tioning her Kappa interests and activities. But good new quotes 
are available, such as "I have loved everything I' ve been in
volved in, particularly Kappa." 

Graham passes fraternity jewelry to Wells at 1976 Convention. 
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In her two years as an active chapter member she met many 
Fraternity greats and early in her Kappa life hegan a routine 
which by now is second nature, that of preparing for installa
tions of new chapters and for initiations. Clara 0. Pierce was the 
first to point a finger at Jean and say, "This is your assign
ment." 

"It could have been that she noticed me because I was taller 
than the others around at the time," says Jean. It could also 
have been because aptitude tests place her in the 93 percentile 
of women in mechanics! At any rate in this instance, Clara had 
real insight and Jean has performed the installation and initia
tion duty for Epsilon Epsilon, Epsilon Eta, Epsilon Kappa, 
Epsilon Mu, and Epsilon Nu Chapters before she became presi 
dent. She helped lay the groundwork for the installation of 
Epsilon Sigma, Epsilon Tau, and Epsilon Upsilon Chapters, and 
the reinstatement of Psi as Psi Deuteron Chapter while serving 
as director of chapters. 

After her university graduation (with membership in Psi Chi, 
psychology honorary) Jean Hess was married to Dr. Robert 
Wells, and was no sooner a bride than she returned to her chap
ter for rush, and to become pledge adviser . A year later her hus
band had gone to Japan and Korea and the presidency of tbe 
Atlanta Alumnae Association was a welcome time-consumer. 
After his return a move to Memphis meant an important 
advisory role for Jean with the "Ole Miss" chapter and much 
commuting. In Memphis, too, she became an alumnae associa
tion president and , on return to Georgia, adviser again, and 
adviser for first the colony, then the chapter at Emory. Five 
years of hard work as Mu province director of chapters were fol
lowed by the position of assistant to two Fraternity presidents, 
Frances Fatout Alexander and Louise Little Barbeck. She was 
elected to the Fraternity vice presidency in 1970 at French Lick 
and became director of chapters at Miami in 1972. Election to 
the presidency came at Coronado in 1976. There, in a very 
small nutshell, are compressed 30 years of Kappa service. Her 
chapter was proud long before she became president and a 
silver bowl, presented annually to an outstanding active, was 
named for Jean . 

Another nutshell will have to be used to cram full of Jean's 
interests beyond the Fraternity, for she is a vital, delightful 
woman of many parts, living for past, present, and future. She 
is especially involved with the cultural arts. She is a past presi
dent of the Members Guild of the High Museum of Art in 
Atlanta, is on its Board of Trustees and active in the Decorative 
Arts Program. The Atlanta Symphony is another active inter
est, the building committee of her church , an antiques show 
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One of the joys of the 
presidency is attending 
Founders Day-this one 
Jean Hess Wells shared 
with Memphis (where 
she had served as alum
nae president). Seated is 
Mary Martin Fentress, 
BO-Tulane, recipient of 
the association 's Alice 
Mae Lyon Bennett Serv
ice Award . Standing, 
Anne Marie Tessmer 
Dobbs , EL\-Arizona 
State, Mrs. Wells, and 
75-year member Eva 
Hirst Lovelace, 0-Kan-
sas. 
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Jean Hess Wells, Delta Upsilon-University of 
Georgia 

which she manages-to many such activities she has given 
time, interest, and affection. 

An enthusiasm for scholarship and an instinct for service are 
in the family tradition . Jean's father was once president of 
Adrian College (her sister a member of Xi Chapter there). Dr. 
Robert Wells , an orthopedic surgeon, is continuously con
cerned with medical services and the civic and community life 
in Atlanta. Two young adults, son Jere and daughter Cathlean, 
make up the compact yet independent Wells family. 

World-wide travels are very much in the scheme of things, 
and Jean and Bob have entertained visitors to the United States 
from many countries, through the International Visitors Bu
reau. A recent visit to Scandinavian countries meant to this 
peripatetic couple an opportunity to look into Viking history as 
it relates to our continent's discovery. 

During 1976, besides editing the Fraternity manual, Adven
tures in Leadership, and designing interact workshops to meet 
individual chapter needs, Jean attended in December the 200th 
anniversary of the American college Fraternity system in 
Williamsburg, birthplace of Phi Beta Kappa. 

" It rather tied in with my love of antiques, an appreciation 
for fine craftsmanship, pride in creating a work of art by hand." 
She has a rare feeling , this self-styled "history nut," for "dig
ging, researching, studying, and relishing the strong tradition 
and sense of continuity since the Fraternity 's founding." She 
understands and appreciates "Kappa's link with the past and 
the spirit and philosophy of our founders which has been car
ried through the years in ritual and traditions, as current today 
as when they were inspired ." 

And what does she see just over the horizons? 
"Surely further expansion is in the forecast. . . . after all, I 

haven't forgotten how to put up that framework!" 
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The Fraternity was governed by Grand Chapter from 1870 to 
1881. Alpha, as the first Grand Chapter, considered expansion 
one of its primary functions. Founder Martha Louisa Steven
son Miller included that aspect of Fraternity development when 
she reflected, some years later, upon the events of October 13, 
1870: 

We publicly wore our pins to chapel, hanging back so we must go well 
up in front and after all the others were seated. . . After chapel our 
troubles began. (There were questions on all sides.) "When did you get 
your Gharter ?" "How old is your fraternity ?" etc., etc. 1 don ' t know 
how the other girls managed, but 1 got my conscience into bad shape 
right off. Anyhow we made haste to make good and got some chapters 
started, music dedicated , etc., etc. , as quickly as possible . . . . 

' - 1870-1910 Histo1y a./Kappa Kappa Gamma 

Minnetta Taylor reported in the March, 1886, issue of The 
Golden Key: 

The earliest records show that the chief business of our Alpha was to 
send its characteristic idea into every suitable place, and to make use of 
every advantageous method that it could originate or find . . We 
are in the vanguard of a live idea-the new woman movement . 

- Chapter Histories o.lKai;pa Kappa Gamma, 1870-1975 

The ease with which chapters could be chartered in the 1870s 
is evidenced by the rapid growth of the Fraternity. 

Alpha Chapter issued charters to 10 chapters before it had to 
relinquish its authority, due to antifraternity feeling and the ban 
which was placed on "secret societies" at Monmouth College in 
1874. Alice Pillsbury (Shelly , Reesor), as secretary of Alpha, 
continued to sign charters for new charters until mid-1876, 
when Delta became t~e Grand Chapter and admitted two addi
tional groups. Two years later Epsilon assumed the leadership 
of the Fraternity. Eight more chapters were chartered before 
the Grand Council form of government was adopted. 

Chapter officers served as officers of the Fraternity as well, 
carrying on the necessary correspondence-copying by hand 
the constitution, the ritual and the cipher, and signing charters 
for Kappa's first 20 chapters. The presiding officers for the three 
(actual) conventions during the first II years were selected 
from delegates to the conventions. 

The Grand Council form of government, a "first" for wom
en's fraternities, was adopted as one of the innovations of the 
historic Convention of 1881. It provided a sound structure for 
organization of Kappa's burgeoning chapters in widely sepa
rated locations from Massachusetts to Missouri . The Grand 
Council system would prove to be far superior to increasingly 
inadequate leadership by Grand Chapter. The first Grand 
Council was made up of four officers: grand president, grand 
secretary, grand treasurer, and grand marshal. "Grand" was a 
universally accepted adjective used to denote the foremost or 
highest one of a designation. 

By 1890, it was apparent that a Fraternity register was 
needed, and so the post of grand registrar was added to the 
Grand Council, and soon the first Catalogue, or membership di ~ 
rectory, was published. 
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In 1894, the editorship of The Key became a Grand Council 
position. This policy continued until 1906, when the convention 
provided for the nomination of the editor by Grand Council, 
and her election for a 10-year period by the convention. Such a 
long-term expectation proved unrealistic, however. In 1912, a 
place on Council was again awarded the editor of The Key. This 
remained in effect until 1930, when the editor was welcomed as 
a visitor to the Council, but not as a member. 

The position of grand marshal was eliminated when The Key 
editor became a Council member. Even the insignia, the pen
tagon, formerly worn by the grand marshal, was reassigned to 
the editor. 

By 1914, Kappa alumnae had gained such importance in the 
Fraternity that a grand vice president was added to the Council 
to administer the business of the alumnae. 

Two Council posts, grand secretary and grand treasurer, were 
combined in the office of executive secretary, when a Kappa 
was first employed by the Fraternity in 1922 to take over those 
duties in addition to acting as business manager of The Key, 
custodian of the badge, and director of the catalog. 

Another change occurred in 1922, when tbe prefix "grand" 
was changed to "national" in the titles of officers and Council. 
They continued to be national until 1930, when once more they 
were designated grand. That appellation was dropped in 1940, 
when the less pretentious terms, "president," "vice presi 
dent," etc., were adopted. 

In 1924, a national director of provinces was added. Her duty 
was to foster a closer relationship between the chapters and the 
province presidents, and through them, with the Council. 

When the Fraternity hired its first field secretary in 1930, she 
became a member of the Council. .This changed in 1938, and 
since that time field secretaries have not held Council positions. 

The office of director of standards was established in 1934. It 
was hoped that this member of Council could help chapters 
with cultural programs and character development. The 1934 
Convention abolished the office of grand registrar, because 
initiation equipment and archives now were supplied by the 
Central Office. 

A director of membership and Panhellenic was added to 
Council in 1938, because of concerns about rushing methods. 

Several new places on Council were established in 1940: di
rector of alumnae, director of chapter organization, and direc
tor of chapter programs. The latter two replaced the director of 
provinces position. The office of director of standards also was 
discontinued at that time. 

The vice president, whose office had been established for the 
administration of alumnae activities, inherited Kappa's ever
expanding philanthropic concerns. 

By 1944, the director of chapter programs had become the 
NPC delegate as well. In 1946, this delegate was given an inde
pendent, non-Council position, but she continued to attend 
Council sessions. The offices of directors of chapter organiza
tion and chapter programs were combined into one- director of 
chapters. 

It was nearly a decade before any further changes took place. 
Because of Kappa's increasing philanthropic involvements and 
the adoption of rehabilitation services as a vital part of the Fra
ternity Philanthropy Program in 1952, the addition of a director 
of philanthropies was a must. This was accomplished in 1954. 

Having been relieved of the responsibility for Fraternity phi
lanthropies , the vice president now could take on special assign
ments which would assist the Council. A major area which has 
devolved on the vice presidency includes the development and 
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evaluation of Kappa programs and research projects. The vice 
president also supervises Fraternity resources and public rela
tions at the present time. 

The Council was expanded considerably in 1970 with the 
addition of a treasurer , a director of personnel, and a director of 
field representatives. 

The executive secretary was no longer elected but appointed 
by the Council to an ex-officio position on the Council. 

The evolution of Council follows the development of the 
Fraternity 's role in our changing society. Legislation for these 
positions is enacted at general conventions. 

- Catherine Schroeder Graf, BN-Ohio State 

THE FRATERNITY'S GOVERNMENT AND OFFICERS 
1870-1976 

Grand Chapter Government 1870-1881 
1870-1876 1876-1878 1878-1881 

Delta Chapter Epsilon Chapter Alpha Chapter 

188 1-1 882 COUNCIL GOVERNM ENT 

G rand President .......... ..... Tade Hartsuff (Kuhns), M 
G rand Secretary ..... •....... ... Margaret Noble (Lee), I 
G rand Treasurer .... . . ... . ..... Florence Lee (Whitman), BB 
G rand Marshal. ..... . .. . . .. . ... Lida Kline (Tuthill ), E 

1882-1884 
G rand Pres ident ..... . ......... Tade Harts uff (Kuhns), M 
G rand Secretary ..........• .. . . . Josephine Sarles (Simpson), H 
G rand Treasurer .. . .. . Kitt ie Parsons (Hanna), Br 
G rand Marshal. .... .. . .. . . . .. . . Flora Clapp (Truesdell , Ransom) , BZ 

1884-1 886 
Grand President .. . .. . . .. ...... Charl otte Barrell (Ware), <t> 

G rand Secretary . . ... . .. ... : .... Alice Hurd (Wilcox), X 
G rand Treasurer . . .. ..... .... . . Mary Frances Ball Mauck, K 

·G rand Marshal. ... ...... ... .... (Marion) Bell Slade (Ransom), A 
1886-1 888 

G rand President . . . . Charlotte Barrell (Ware), <t> 

G rand Secretary . .... . .......... Mary Krenzke (Grandin , Evans), A 
G rand Treasurer . . ........... . . Martha Murray (Hoover), M 
Grand Marshal. . . ............ . . Kate Cross (Shenehon), X 

1888-1 890 
G rand President ... . Kate Cross (Shenehon), X 
G rand Secretary . .. .. . .... . . .... Emily Bright (Burnham), <t> 

G rand Treasurer . . . . . ..... ..... Flora C. Moseley, n 
Grand Marshal. .. . ......... . .. . Helen Pollock (Reed), E 

1890-1 892 
G rand President ... . ..... .... .. Lucy Wight (A llan) , B B 
Grand Secretary ..... .. . . . ... ... Emily Bright (Burnham) , <t> 

G rand Treasurer ..... . .. . ...... Harriette Rice (Bates) , K 
Grand Registrar. .... . ..... . .... Gay Hancock (Blake) , e (resigned 2/26/ 92) 

G rand Marshal. .... ... . 

1892- 1894 

Charlotte Claypoole, BN 
. Grace Murray, M 

Kate Hadley (Buchanan), M (approved as 
substi tu te 2/24/ 92) 

G rand President . . . . . . . ... . . . Emily Bright (Burnham), <t> 

G rand Secretary.. ... . . Mabel Austin (Southard), X 
G rand Treasurer ............... Jenn ie Angell (Mengel) , IJI 
G rand Registra r . . .. . . . Anna Moosmiller (Harris), D. 
Grand Marshal. ...... .. ..... . .. Emily Robinson (Smith ), Br 

1894 Council. Collins, Talbot, 
Sharp, Richmond, Hull. 
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1888 Council. Moseley, Cross, Bright, Pollock. 

1894-1896 
G rand President ... . .... ... .... Kathe rine L Sharp, Y 
G rand Secretary. .. . . Bertha Richmond (Cheva lie r) , <t> 

G rand Treasurer .............. .. Annabel Collins (Coe), BZ 
Grand Registrar.. . ... . .. . . Mignon Talbot, BN 
Editor. . . .. . .. .. .... . ..• . .. . ... Psi Chapter (Mary Josephine Hull ) 

1896- 1898 
G rand President . . . . . . . . . . . . Bertha Richmond (Chevalie r), <t> 

Grand Secretary. . . . . . ... Carla Fe rn Sargent (Fisk) , Y 
Grand Treasurer . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . Annabel Collins (Coe) , BZ 
Grand Registra r . .. . ... Mignon Talbot, BN 
Editor. ... . . . .. .... .. . . . . .. .... Psi Chapter (Mary Josephine Hull ) 

1898-1900 
G rand President . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bertha Richmond (Chevalie r), <t> 

G rand Secretary .......... . ... . . Carla Fe rn Sargent (Fisk), Y (resigned 
4/14/1900) 

Harriet Moore (Thomas), I, affili ated Y, 
(appointed 7 I 14/ 1900) 

G rand Treasurer . . . .. .. .. . . . ... Annabel Collins Coe, BZ 
G rand Registrar . . . . . . .. .. ... . .. Mignon Talbot , BN 
Editor. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. Psi Chapter (Mary Josephine Hull ) 

1900-1902 
G rand President . . . . . . Eli za Jean Nelson Penfield, I 
Grand Secreta ry . . .. ... ... . .. . .. May Whiting (Westermann), I 
G rand Treasurer .... . .. . . . . .... Mary Pennington, BA 
Grand Registrar. . . .... .. ...... . Lydia Elmie Warner (Mallory ), A 
Editor. .. . . . . .... ... . .• . . ...... Beta Nu Chapter (Lucy Allen Smart) 

1902- 1904 
G rand President ... . .... . . . .. . . May Whiting Weste rmann , I 
Grand Secretary .. . .. . . . . .. .... . Mary Griffith (Canby), BA 
Grand Treasurer . . . . . ..... .... . Virginia Sinclair (Catron), E 
G rand Registrar ................ Lydia Elmie Warner (Mallory) , A 
Editor. . . .. . . ... ... ...... . .. ... Beta Nu Chapter (Lucy Allen Smart) 

1904-1906 
Grand President . . ... . .... ..... Lydia Elmie Warner Mallory, A 
G rand Secretary .. .. . . . . ........ Mary G riffith (Canby), BA 
G rand Treasurer .. . ... .. .. ..... George Challoner (Tracy), H 
G rand Regis trar. ..... . ......... Cleora Clark Wheeler, X 
Editor. . .. .. . . ... . ...• .... Adele Lathrop, I (resigned 11/1/05) 

1906-1908 
G rand President .. 
G rand Secretary ... 

Elizabeth Voris (Lawry), A 

. .... Mary Griffith (Canby) ; BA 
. ...... George Challoner Tracy, H (resigned 

1124/08) 
Adele Lathrop, I (resigned 715/08) 
Edith Stoner (Robinson), e, (appointed 

7/5/08) 
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Grand Treasurer . . . . . • . . . . . . . .. Elizabeth Voris Lawry, I\ 
Grand Registrar . .. . . . . •.. . . . . .. Edith Stoner (Robinson ), e (became 

secretary 7/5/ 08 and vacancy not fi lled) 
1908- 19 10 

Grand President . . . . . . . . .. . ... . Edith Stoner (Robinson) , e 
G rand Secretary .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. Florence Burton Roth , Bt. 
Grand Treasurer . . . . . . . . ..... . . Lydia Voris Kolbe, I\ 
Grand Registrar. ....... , . . . .. . . Margaret Bailey (Barbour), BE 

1910- 1912 
G rand President .... . . ...... . .. Florence Burton Roth , Bt. 
G rand Secretary. . . . . • . . .. . .. Eva Po~ell, n• 
Grand Treasurer . ... ..... . .. .. . Lydia Vo ris Kolbe, I\ 
Grand Registrar . . . . Juliette Hollenbach, BI 

1912-1914 
G rand President . . Eva Powell ~ n • 
G rand Secretary . . . .. .. . ..•..... Mary McEachin Rodes, BX 
Grand Treasurer . . . . . .. . . ...... Lydia Voris Kolbe, I\ 
Grand Registrar.. . . . . . . ... G race Broadhurst (Robinson) , BI 
Editor . . ...... . ... . . . .. . .. . . . .. Eli zabeth Rhodes Jackson, IJ.I 

1914-1916 
G rand President . . . , . . .. .. . . . . . Eva Powell , n • 
G rand Vice-President. ..... . .. . . Sarah Harris (Rowe), I 
Grand Secretary . . .. .. .......... Mary McEachin Rodes, BX 
G rand Treasurer . . . . . .......... Martha Willets, B I 
Grand Registrar.. ... . .. . . . . . Estell e Kyle (Kemp), BM 
Edi tor. . ................. . . . Katherine Tobin Mullin , BI 

191 6- 1918 
G rand President . . . . . . . . ..... Lydia Voris Kolbe, I\ 
Grand Vice-President. ·. . . .. Sarah Harris (Rowe) , I 
Grand Secretary.. . . . .. . ... Estell e Kyle Kemp, BM 
G rand Treasurer .. .. . .. . ....... Martha Willets , Bl 
Grand Registrar. . . . . . . . . . ... . . . Mary Rodes Leap~a rt , B X 
Editor. . . . . ....... . ......... . .. Katherine Tobin Mullin , BI 

1918- 1920 
World War I, no convention. By Fratern ity vote, officers then servi ng were 
retained. Martha Willets deceased 1/20/19. Gertrude Wood (Thatcher), 
B I ," appointed to serve as grand treasurer pro-tem. 

1920-1922 
Grand President . . . . . ... . . .. .. . Sarah Harri s (Rowe) , I 
G rand Vice-President. .... . . .. . . Estell e Kyle Kemp, BM 
Grand Secretary. . . . .. .. Della Lawrence (Burt) , B.:: 
Grand Treasurer . .... . ......... Gertrude Wood (Thatcher) , Bl 
G rand Registrar. . .. . .. . ... . .... Catherine Burnside Piper, B n 
Editor. . . . .... . . . . . .. .. Katherine Tobin Mullin , BI 

1922-1924 
National President .. . .......... May Whiting Westermann , I 
National Vice-President. . .. . .. .. Ma ri on Ackley (Chenoweth ) , Bt. 
Executi ve Secreta ry ...... . ... . . Della Lawrence Burt , B.:: 
National Registrar. . . . . . . . . . Marie Leghorn (Bellinger, Shelton), Bn 
Editor. . . . . . . . . . ... . . .. Rosali e Geer Parker, B I 

1924- 1926 
National President ........ . .... May Whiting Westermann, I 
National Vice-President. . ... . .. . Virginia Rodefer Harris, D. 
Executive Secretary . . .... . ..... Della Lawrence Burt, B.:: 
National Di rector 

of Provinces ........... . ..... Georgiana Hayden Lloyd-Jones, H 
National Registrar. ....... . ... . Mary H. Deeves, BIJ.I 
Editor. . . ... .. . . .. . ...... . . . ... Rosalie Geer Parker, BI 

1926-1 928 
National President ........ . .... " Geoq;ia" Hayden Lloyd-Jones , H 
National Vice-President. ........ Virginia Rodefer Harris, D. 
Executive Secretary . . . . . Della Lawrence Burt, B.:: 
National Di rector 

of Provi nces . . ....... . . ...... Eleanor V.V. Bennet, n • 
National Registrar. .. . .. Mary H. Deeves, BIJ.I 
Editor. .............. . ... . . .. . . Emily Peirce Sheafe, B n 

1928-1 930 
National President .. ... . ....... "Georgia" Hayden Lloyd-Jones , H 
National Vice-President. .... . ... Alice Tillotson Barney, X 
Execut ive-Secretary ... . . ... .. . . Della Lawrence Burt , B.:: (res ignation 

National Di rector 

effecti ve 1/1129) 
Clara 0 . Pierce, BN (election effective 

1/1129 

of Provinces .. . . . . Eleanor V.V. Bennet, n • 
National Registrar .. . ... . ....... Florence Tomlinson (Myers, Wallace), re 
Editor. ........... .. ........... Emily Peirce Sheafe , Bn 

1916 Procession 

1917 Council Session 

1932 Council "on burros" 

1934 Council 



1 946 Council 

1952 Council trip to 6A-Miami at Oxford, Ohio 

1954 Council 

1956 Council 
1958 Council 

1930-1932 
Grand President 

G rand Vice-President. .. . 

Execut ive Secretary 
Director of Provi nces. 

. . ... .. Florence Tomlinson Myers (Wallace), re 
(resigned 12/20/30) 

Alice Tillotson Barney, X (appointed 
1/27/31 ) 

.... Alice Tillotson Barney, X 
Eleanor V. V. Bennet, n • (appointed 

1/27/31 
. Clara 0. Pierce, BN 
. Eleanor V. V. Bennett , n • (res igned 

1/27/31 
Alice Watts Hostetle r, 1, (appointed 

1/27/31 
G rand Registrar ....... .. . .. .... Marie Bryden Macnaughtan, 8 
Field Secretary . . .......... Helen Snyder (A ndres. Steine r) , Bn 

1932-1 934 
G rand President ....... . ....... Alice Tillotson Barney, X (deceased 

10/3/ 33 ) 
Eleanor V. V. Bennet, n • (appointed 

10/l2/J3) 
G rand Vice-President. ... .. . .... Eleanor V. V. Bennet. n • 

Executi ve Sec retary . . . . 
Director of Provinces. 
G rand Registrar . . . 
Field Secretary . . . 

1934- 1936 
G rand President 

G rand Vice-President. 
Executi ve Secretary 
Director of Provinces . 
Director of Standards. 

Field Secre tary ..... 

1936-1938 

Estelle Kyle Kemp, BM (appointed 
10/ 12/33) 

. Cla ra 0. Pie rce , BN 
. ... Almira Johnson. McNaboe, H 
. .. Marie Bryden Macnaughtan, 8 

. . Helen Snyder (Andres, Steine r), Bn 

... . Eleanor V. V. Bennet, n • (resigned 
6/24/35) 

Helen Snyder Andres (Steiner), Bn 
(appointed 6/24/3 5) 

. Almira Johnson McNaboe. H 
.... Clara 0. Pierce, B N 

. Rheva Ott Shryock, BA 

. Helen Snyder Andres (Steine r) , Bn 
Emily Caskey Johnson, BH (appoin ted 

6/ 24/35) 
.. Helen Snyder (Andres , Steine r) . Bn 

(resigned 12/34) 
Marian Handy (Anderson), fK (appointed 

1 /8/35) 

G rand President . . . . . Rheva Ott Shryock, BA 
Grand Vice-President. . . . Almira Johnson McNaboe, H 
Executi ve Secretary . . . . . . .. Clara 0. Pierce , BN 
Director of Provinces . .. ... .... . Emily Caskey Johnson , BH 
Director of Standards .. . . .. Edith Reese Crabtree, B r 
Field Secretary. . . Marian Handy (Anderson ) , fK 

1938-1940 
Grand President .... 
Grand Vice President . 
Executi ve Secretary . . 
Director of Provinces .. . 
Directo r of Membership 

. . Rheva Ott Shryock, BA 

. . Almira Johnson McNaboe, H 

. . Clara 0 . Pierce , BN 

.. Eli zabeth Bogert Schofield , M 

and Pan hellenic . . ...... . .... Edith Reese Crabtree, B r 
Director of Standards ...... . .... Marian Handy (Anderson) , fK 

1940-1 942 
President . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Elizabeth Bogert Schofield , M 
Vice-President ... . .. .. . .... . Elizabeth Kimbrough Park , BX 
Executi ve Secretary ...... ..... Clara 0 . Pierce, BN 
Director of Alumnae ........... Emily Caskey Johnson, BH 
Director of 

Chapter Organiza tion ......... Leonna Dorlac Lilljeberg, !'.Z 
Director of 

Chapter Programs . .. c · . Ruth Kadel Seacrest . I 
Director of Membership 

and Panhell enic . . . . . . Edith Reese Crabtree, B r 
1942-1944 

Pres ident ......... .. ... . 
Vice-President . . . ..... . . 
Execut ive Secretary .. . . 
Director of Alumnae 
Director of 

Chapter Organiza tion . 

. .. Eli zabeth Bogert Schofield , M 

. .. Edith Reese Crabtree, B r 
. . Clara 0 . Pierce, BN 
.. Emily Caskey Johnson . BH 

. . . Harriet L. French, Bl (res igned 8/43) 
Heloise Smartt (Brenholts) . Be (appointed 

8/ 43) 



Director of 
Chapter Programs ... Ruth Kadel Seacrest, I 

Director of Membership 
and Pan hellenic ....... . Hulda Miller Fields, B<l> 

1944-1946 
Officers were chosen by counci l appointment, under the provisions of the 
Fraternity Cons titut ion, because of the postponement of Convention and 
wartime emergency . 
President .... 
Vice-Presiden t .......... . 
Execu ti ve Secretary 
Director of Alumnae ... . .. . 
Director of 

Chapter Organization . 
Director of 

Chapter Programs 
and NPC Delegate 

Director of Membership 
and Pan hellenic. 

1946-1948 

. . Ruth Kadel Seacrest, I 
. .. Emily Caskey Johnson , BH 
... Clara 0. Pierce, BN 

. . Helena Flinn Ege, fE 

. . Lora Harvey George, B n 

... Edith Reese Crabtree, B r 

. . Hulda Miller Fields. B<l> 

President ... . .. ....... . .. ...... Ruth Kadel Seacrest, I 
Vice-President .. . ... .. ..... . . Emily Caskey Johnson , BH 

. . Cla ra 0. Pierce , BN Execu ti ve Secretary .. . 
Director of Alumnae . .... . . . . Helena Flinn Ege, fE 
Director of Chapters :. 
Director of Membership 

1948-1950 

. . Martha Galleher Cox, P • 
... Marjorie Kyes Amend, re 

President ......... . . . . ... Helena Flinn Ege, fE 
Vice-President.. . .. . ... Mary Jim Lane Chickering, fN 
Execut ive Secretary . . . . ... Clara 0. Pierce , BN 
Director of Alumnae .. ... . ..... Eleanore Goodridge Campbell, BM 
Director of Chapters. . . . . . .. Helen Snyder And res (Steiner). B n 
Director of Membership .. ...... Katheryn Bourne Pearse, r!!. 

1950-1952 
President ....... . 
Vice-President . . . 
Executive Secretary 
Director of Alumnae 
Director of Chapters . 
Director of Membership . . 

1952-1954 

. Helena Flinn Ege, fE 
. . . Helen Corni sh Hutchinson, B8 
.. Clara 0. Pierce, BN 

.... Eleanore Goodridge Campbell , BM 
... Mary Turner Whitney , BP • 
. .. Katheryn Bourne Pearse , r!!. 

President. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Edith Reese Crabtree, B r 
Vice-President ... .. . . , . .. .. Josephine Yantis Eberspacher, BM 
Executive,ecretary . . ... Clara 0. Pierce, BN 
Director orlAiumnae ... Helen Cornish Hutchinson, B8 
Director of Chapters. . . . .. Mary Turne r Whitney, BP• 
Director of Membership . . . . Eleanore Goodridge Campbell, BM 

1954-1956 
President. ...... ..... . . .... . .. Edith Reese Crabtree, B r 
Vice-President .. . . . . . . . Mary Turner Whitney, BP• 
Executive 

Secretary-Treaswrer. . 
Director of Alurntae . 

. Clara 0 . Pierce, BN 

. Helen Cornish Hutchinson , B8 
Director of Chapters. . ..... Frances Fatout Alexander, I 
Director of Membership ....... Eleanore Goodridge Campbell , BM 
Director of 

Philanthropies ... Ruth Armstrong Har ris, n • 
1956-1958 

President . .. .. .. . . . .. . .. .. . . . . Eleanore Goodridge Campbell, BM 
. . Virginia Parker Blanchard, <I> Vice1President . 

Executive 
Secretary-Treasurer . 

Director of Alumnae 
Director of Chapters .. 
Director of Membership 
Director of 

Philanthropies 
1958-1~0 

Pres_1dent . 
Vice-President . 
Executive 

.. Clara 0 . Pierce , BN 
. .. Clai re Drew Walke r, Bn 

. Frances Fatout Alexander, I 
. .. . Catherine All Schultz, '+' 

.. Ruth Armstrong Harris, n • 

..... Eleanore Goodridge Campbell, BM 
. . Frances Fatout Alexander , I 

Secretary-Treasurer ....... . . .. Clara 0 . Pierce, BN 
Director of Alumnae . . . . Virginia Parker Blanchard. <I> 

Director of Chapters .... . . . Louise Lillie Barbeck, f<l> 
Director of Membership .... . . Catheri ne All Schultz, '+' 
Director of 

Philanthropies . . ..... Jean neue Greever Rustemeyer, 0 

1960 Council 

1962 Council 

1964 Council 

1966 Council 
1968 Council 



1970 Council 

1972 Council and NPC delegate 

1976 Council , NPC delegate and executive secretary 

1960-1962 
President. 
Vice-President 
Executive 

. Mary Turner Whitney, BP • 
. . . Frances Fatout Alexander, I 

Secretary-Treasurer . ... .. .... Clara 0 . Pierce , BN 
Director of Alumnae . .. Virginia Parker Blanchard . <I> 

Director of Chapters . . .. Louise Little Barbeck, r<l> 
Director of MembersHip ....... . Jeannette Greever Rustemeyer, 0 
Director of 

Philanthropies 
1962-1964 

President. 
Vice-President . 
Executive 

Secretary-Treasu rer. 
Director of Alumnae .. 
Director of Chapters . 
Director of Membership 
Director of 

.. Hazel Round Wagner, I'!.Z 

. Mary Turner Whitney, BP • 
.. Virginia Parker Blanchard , <I> 

.. Clara 0. Pierce, BN 
. . . Kathryn Wolf Luce, ro 

. .... . Dorothy McCampbell Nowell , B:::: 
. Loui e Little Barbeck, r<l> 

Philanthropies .... . ... . ... . . . Hazel Rou nd Wagner , I'!.Z 
1964-1966 

President . 
Vice-President .. 
Executive 

. . Frances Fatout Alexander , I 
. Louise Little Barbeck , r<l> 

Secretary-Treasurer. . Clara 0 . Pierce, BN 
Director of Alumnae ........ . .. Kathryn Wolf Luce, ro 
Director of Chapters ... . ... Dorothy McCampbell Nowell , B.=: 
Director of Membership ........ Hazel Round Wagner, I'!.Z 
Director of 

Philanth ropies .. ... . Anne Haner. BT 
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1966-1968 
President. . . . 
Vice-President 
Executive 

... .. . . . ...... . .. Frances Fatout Alexander , I 
. . Louise Little Barbeck , r<l> 

Secretary-Treasurer . 
Director of Alumnae .. 
Director of Chapters .. 
Director of Membership 
Director of 

... Clara 0 . Pierce, BN 
. Carol Engels Harmon, I'!.K 
. Ruth Hoehle Lane, <I> 

. . Marian Schroeder Graham, B<l> 

Philanthropies .... . ... . .. .... Martha Galleher Cox , P• 
1968-1970 

President. ... . .... .. .. Louise Little Barbeck, r<l> 
Vice-President ... .. . .. Phyllis Brinton Pryor, BM 
Executive 

Secretary-Treasurer. ... 

Director of Alumnae . . 

Director of Chapters ... 
Director of Membership 
Director of 

. Clara 0 . Pierce, BN (resigned 1/1/69) 
Katharine Wade Pennell , BN (appointed 

1/69) 
.... Carol Engels Harmon , I'!.K (resigned 6/69) 

Kathryn Wolf Luce, ro (appointed 6/69) 
. Ruth Hoehle Lane, <I> 

. ... Mari an Schroeder Graham , B<l> 

Philanthropies .... . . ... . . .... Martha Galleher Cox , P • 
1970-1972 

Pres ident ... 
Vice-President .. 
Treasurer 

. Louise Little Bar beck, r <I> 

. .. Jean Hess Wells, !'!. Y 

Director of Membership .. 
Director of Chapters. 

. ..... Jane Lindsay Koke, ro 
.. Kay Smith Larson , Bn 
. Martha Galleher Cox , P• (resigned 

1/1/71) 

Director of 
Field Representatives . 

Director of Personnel. 

Director of Alumnae 
Director of 

Philanthropies 
1972-1974 

President. 
Vice-President . 
Treasurer ... 
Director of Membership 
Director of Chapters . 
Director of 

Field Representatives . 
Director of Personnel. . 
Director of Alumnae . 
Director of 

Philanthropies . 
1974-1976 

President. 
Vice-President . 
Treasurer 
Director of Membership . 
Director of Chapters .... 
Director of 

Field Representatives. 
Director of Personnel. 
Director of Alumnae .. 
Director of 

Philanthropies 
1976-1978 

Marian Schroeder Graham, B<l> (appointed 
111/71) 

. . .... Marjorie Matson Converse, r !'!. 
. Marian Schroeder Graham , B<l> (resigned 

1/1171) 
Ruth Bullock Chastang, BN (appointed 

111171 ) 
. Ruth Hoehle Lane, <I> 

.. Margaret Easton Seney, P • 

.. Marian Schroeder Graham , B<l> 
....... Marjorie Matson Converse. r !'!. 

. . Jane Lindsay Koke, ro 

.. Kay Smith Larson, Bn 
. Jean Hess Well s, !'!. Y 

.. Sally Moore Nitschke, BN 
. ... Marian Klingbeil Williams. 8 

.. Betsy Molsberry Prior ,BN 

Eloise Ryder Pingry, r !'!. 

Marian Schroeder Graham , B<l> 
... Marjorie Matson Converse, r !'!. 

.... Jane Lindsay Koke, ro 
. Sally Moore Nitschke, BN 

.. Jean Hess Wells, !'!. Y 

. Kay Smith Larson , Bn 
.. Marian Klingbeil Williams, 8 

. ... Betsy Molsberry Prior , BN 

.. . Eloise Ryder Pingry. r !'!. 

President . . .... Jean Hess Wells , !'!. Y 
Vice-President .. . Marjorie Cross Bird , BM 
Treasurer ............. . .. . .... Jane Lindsay Koke , ro 
Director of Alumnae . .. Gay Chuba Barry, I'!. A 
Director of Chapters . . .. . . . Kay Smith Larson , Bn 
Director of 

Field Representati ves. 
Director of Membership 
Director of Personnel. . 
Director of 

Philanthropies .. . .. . . . . 

. . . Marian Klingbeil Williams, 8 
. Sally Moore Nitschke, BN 

. . Caroline Cole Tolle , !'!. 1\ 

. .. Betsy Molsberry Prior, BN 
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The governing power of the Fraternity is vested in the gener
al convention of the members. The purpose of general conven
tion is to elect Fraternity officers, to consider reports, to provide 
leadership training, and to transact such business as may prop
erly be brought before it. 

The important intangible values of convention lie in the 
many opportunities to meet Kappa delegates and visitors from 
East to West and from Canada to the Gulf, to exchange ideas 
on chapter and Fraternity programs, and to learn through work
shops and discussions. The panorama of the Fraternity at work 
becomes clear at a general convention. 

Biennial conventions have been held by Kappa since 1876. 
Long-ago conventions were held on the college campuses of the 
hostess chapters. Now convention sites range from small reso.rt 
communities to large big-city hotels. Kappas young and old 
come together with a common purpose and with great expecta
tions to participate in the work of their Fraternity. 

The early members of Kappa Kappa Gamma did not antici
pate the potential scope of their organization, and therefore 
kept scanty records of the first conventions. Kappa historians of 
1930 determined that Minnie Stewart Nelson, Field, one of the 
founders, was incorrect in her statement of 1883 that the "first 
convention was held in Monmouth in 1871. . . . " Another 
founder, Louise Bennett Boyd, had written " I feel sure that 
Minnie Stewart Nelson, Field was mistaken as to the Conven
tion of 1871. There had been no convention prior to June, 1872 
(the date of my graduation), as there was nothing to convene.'' 
Minnie Royse Walker, !-DePauw had expressed still another 
opinion in her brief 1903 history of the Fraternity, Kappa's Rec
ord: "In 1871 the members of Alpha Chapter, which was then 
only a year old, met to decide the question as to whether or not 
Kappa Kappa Gamma should extend its domain to other col
leges. This meeting has commonly been called the first conven
tion and the momentous question of expansion was decided 
affirmatively by the authorization of the Beta Chapter at Knox 
College." However, members of several other chapters sup
ported the conclusion that the Convention of 1876 in Greencas
tle, Indiana, hosted by Iota Chapter, was the first true conven
tion of the Fraternity, even though Mrs. Field's comment of 
1883 caused conventions to be counted incorrectly from 1871. 
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The first records of any convention are of the meeting in 
1876 that appeared in Delta's chapter minutes and in a few old 
letters . This evidence indicated that Delta Chapter had assumed 
a major role in the affairs of Kappa Kappa Gamma, presumably 
from its innate strength and because of Alpha Chapter's grow
ing problems with the administration of Monmouth College. 
Delta was named Grand Chapter at the 1876 gathering and cer
tain constitutional revisions, recommended by Delta , were ac
cepted along with her ritual and initiation ceremony. This influ
ential chapter also arranged or approved Fraternity expansion 
and provided the convention with a presiding officer , Anna 

. Buskirk (Hill) . 
The 1876 Convention was held in private homes . The agenda 

included meetings and the soon-to-be-traditional banquet. 
Members attended from Delta, Epsilon, Gamma, Eta, and Iota 
Chapters. The constitution provided for a biennial meeting, and 
since Epsilon was to be the Grand Chapter from 1876-1878, 
these delegates named Bloomington, Illinois , as the next con
vention site. 

The 1878 Convention was largely concerned with estab
lishing a constitutional uniformity, again following Delta 's text. 
Kate Hight, ~-Indiana, acted as grand president and Mary Hill, 
H-Wisconsin, served as grand secretary. Epsilon was named 
Grand Chapter for two more years until the next convention, 
set for August, 1880, in Madison, Wisconsin. 

In August, 1880, however, Eta, the host chapter postponed 
the convention for one week and the chapter secretary neg
lected to inform other chapters of this change. This failure in 
communication resulted in scattered arrivals, and ultimately no 
convention was held in 1880. Communications were finally re
established, and Delta hosted a convention in September, 1881, 
in Bloomington, Indiana. This session was actually the third, 
but was listed as the fifth , and thus the subsequent numbering 
of national conventions was established . 

The 1881 Convention showed that the distribution of Kappa 
chapters was approaching a national scale. Kappas attended 
from New York, Ohio, Michigan , and Wisconsin as well as 
from the original areas of Illinois and Indiana . This meeting was 
attended by Tade Hartsuff (Kuhns), who would play an impor
tant role in the future of Kappa Kappa Gamma as well as at this 
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Eighth National Convention, August 24-27, 1886, Akron, Ohio 

convention where she was elected grand president. 
This epoch-making Convention of 1881 instituted the fol

lowing changes in the Fraternity organization: the form of 
government was changed from Grand Chapter to Grand Coun
cil; provision was made for the publication of a Fraternity mag
azine, The Golden Key; a code of Fraternity laws was made; 
chapters were divided into provinces; and Fraternity colors 
were adopted. A literary program and musical evening, in keep
ing with the times, ended the convention. 

Conventions were returned to even-numbered years in 1882 
when Eta again invited everyone to Madison. Miss Hartsuff 
presided. Committees were formed that expedited the business 
of the 15 chapters represented. Such efficiency left time for "an 
evening session of literary and artistic merit." The convention 
closed with a banquet at the Park Hotel where 60 Kappas 
enjoyed a feast "delectable both to behold and taste." After ex
amining the souvenir menu, the ladies were unable to decide 
upon the merits of any one delicacy, so they began at the top 
and went through to the bottom of the following: 

MENU 

Selected Oysters, Raw 
Tomato Soup, with Rice 

Baked White Fish , Stuffed, Port Wine Sauce 
Boiled Chicken, Parsley Sauce 

Corned Beef with Young Cabbage 
Chicken Salad, Celery, Lobster Salad 

Roast Baron of Beef, Horse Radish 
Mallard Duck, Game Sauce 

Young Turkey, English Dressing 
Prairie Chicken with Jelly 

Fried Oy~ters 
Sliced Prairie Chicken with Olives 

Tenderloin of Beef, Larded, Mushroom Sauce 
Broiled Snipe on Toast 

Baked Sweet Potatoes Stewed Corn 
Baked Mashed Potatoes 

Stewed Tomatoes 
Assorted Cakes 

Lemon Ice 
Mixed Nuts California Pears 

Oranges 
French Coffee 

Vanilla Ice Cream 
Champagne Jelly 

Apples 
Layer Raisins Grapes 

Beta Chapter entertained the seventh Fraternity convention 
in August of 1884 in Canton, New York. Tade Hartsuff pre
sided for the last time and then passed the gavel of the grand 
president to Charlotte Barrell (Ware) , <l>-Boston. Representa
tives of 13 chapters dispatched much business, and the literary 
tradition continued as Miss Barrell read a poem, " The 
Maidenhair," by Emma Copper, one of the future editors of 
The Key. 
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The "elegant hospitality" of Beta Chapter stimulated com
ment in the local newspaper about the charm of the ladies in at
tendance: 

There was a noted gathering of charming people at the residence of Professor 
C. K. Gaines on Thursday evening, the occasion being the reception given by ~eta 
Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma to the gifted and accomplished young ladies as
sembled here in attendance upon the biennial convention of that most. important 
and influential of all the college Ladies ' Greek letter societies . ... ' 

The toilettes were unusually beautiful and elegant, but so numerous that it 
would be impossible to describe them all in detail. Mrs . C. K. Gaines wore a laven
dar surah silk , covered with deep founces [sic] of oriental lace and silk tulle drap
ery, pompadour neck , and lace sleeves; pearl ornaments . . . . Miss Tade 
Hartsuff wore a rich black silk, with guipure trimmings, fichu of oriental lace, cor
sage bouquet, and long yellow gloves. Miss Krenzke of Akron, Ohio wore a strik
ing costume of pink India silk , with overdress of fringed silk , trimmed with 
mother-of-pearl ornaments . Miss Gertrude Lee wore a toilette peculiarly 
fitted to emphasize her delicate style of beauty. It consisted of a heliotrope 
albatross cloth , trimmed with velvet of a darker shade, and finished with fine white 
lace and necklace of pearls . Other costumes were equally fine , but want of space 
forbids further mention. 

Such was the tone set for succeeding conventions : efficient 
business meetings coupled with pleasant social atmosphere as 
friendships and the Fraternity grew to an international scale. 

The first break in the regular biennial events occurred in 1918 
during World War I. This cancellation enabled the Grand Treas
ury to send $2,000 to Dorothy Canfield Fisher, BN-Ohio State, 
for relief work with French children in Bas Meudon, France. 

An important point about the earlier conventions is that they 
were planned and executed by undergraduates. Even after the 
Grand Council form of government was established, officers 
were still chosen from among the undergraduate delegates. In 
1892, however , alumnae members assisted active chapters in 
preparing for biennial meetings and at that convention the first 
alumnae association delegate, Gertrude Small (Keeley), <l>
Boston, from Chicago, sought a place at convention and began 
the era of alumnae influence. In 1892 the Chicago Associate 
Chapter, then called Beta Theta, was the only chartered alum
nae association . In two years, one of its members, Katherine 
Sharp, I -Northwestern, became grand prdident of the Frater
nity. 

Convention locations varied from year to year, depending on 
the host chapter. In the early years, meetings were held in col
lege buildings, chapels, and churches. The 1886 Convention in 
Akron, Ohio, met in the Delta Tau Delta Hall, and the 1892 
Convention assembled in the Hall of Representatives, Indiana 
State House, in Indianapolis. 

Eventually, Kappa Kappa Gamma tried convening at a sum
mer resort hotel by accepting Beta Mu's invitation to meet in 
Estes Park, Colorado, in 1914. The Golden Jubilee Convention 
of 1920 met at another resort, the Grand Hotel at Mackinac 
Island, Michigan. Other notable conventions included the first 
Canadian convention at Bigwin Inn , Lake of the Bays, Ontario, 
in 1924, and the 1926 Convention in Oakland, California. Both 

Ninth National Convention, August 21-24, 1888, Minneapolis, Min
nesota 



required long-distance travel by special trains. Early conven
tions helped to establish many traditions, some of which sur
vived and some which did not. Le Bat Poudreis past history. Sig
ma Chapter brought powder, patches, and rouge to the Ann 
Arbor, Michigan, Convention of 1902 when this colonial ban
quet was started. The custom continued until 1926 when the 

!California banquet demanded a mantilla instead. 
The spirit of convention has long been affected by the ~pngs 

that are sung by the delegates and the Convention Choir. The 
dining and assembly halls have often rung with music. At times 
singing contests have been held, and high enthusiasm gener
ated. Songs have been composed, or new words substituted for 
those of familiar numbers-to be eagerly noted and exchanged 
among the chapters. 

As long ago as 1896, there were rhymiqg calls for members of 
the Council : 

"Mary Hull, she prints The Key, 
Which is the pride of KKG! " 

"Carla Sargent, she's a dear, 
How we wish she were here!" ... and others. 

Other festivities included a stunt night, begun as a last-min
ute idea in 1904, which has continued to be a popular entertain
ment as well as material for rushing. Beta Mu Chapter intro
duced the Fancy Dress Party at the 1914 Convention . Although 

' a "costume had long been a part of each conventioneer 's ward
. robe, this party called for innovative costumes made from crepe 

paper in two shades of blue. 
I In 1920, a play depicting the founding of Kappa Kappa Gam

ma, written by Mabel Warner Millikan, 1-DePauw, was per
formed at the Golden Jubilee Convention . Elizabeth Bogert 
Schofield, M-Butler, directed this entertaining but not 
historically authenic play. For example, the Fraternity colors 
came from Iota Chapter and not from the dress of a founder. 
Also, both Louise Bennett Boyd and Jeannette Boyd denied 
that Kappa Alpha Theta made any advances to the group before 
they founded Kappa Kappa Gamma. 

This play later grew into a pageant with chapter representa
tives wearing costumes appropriate to the year of their chapters' 
installations. The historical pageant continued to be a conven
tion highlight for many years. The Fraternity acquired many 
lovely old gowns, some from former officers, which were used 
in this production or in some other way, throughout the years. 
In 1968 and 197 4, Kappa hostesses wore them, quite ap
propriately, in the beautiful Victorian mansion which houses 
Fraternity Headquarters, as conventioneers toured the build
ing. 

Convention historical pageant 1 940 featured Charlotte Barrell 
Ware in a gown worn originally by her aunt, Mrs. Justin S. Morrill, 
wife of the senator from Vermont who authored the Morrill Act of 
Congress which established land grant colleges in the U.S. Photo 
shows Mrs. Ware surrounded by girls from Kappa's chapters at 
Land Grant colleges. 

Ithaca Convention 1 894 

Historical Pageants often featured chapter delegates modeling 
costumes from the date of their chapter founding. 

The procession , a striking custom, began in 1916. Academ
ic caps and gowns had been used by Grand Council since 1896, 
making the march across campus especially attractive. In 1930, 
a·hood lined with two shades of blue was added to the regalia 
worn by officials. 

The Hoot, the convention newspaper, was first published dur
ing the Ithaca Convention of 1916 under Key editor Katherine 
Tobin Mullin , BI-Adelphi . It had been foreshadowed two years 
earlier at the Estes Park convention, when news of the meet
ings had been printed in one of the issues of the Estes Park 
Alikasai. There was no convention in 1918, because of World 
War I, but in 1920 The Hoot reappeared despite the miles of 
water separating the news staff on Mackinac Island from the 
printer on the mainland. Glacier National Park's mountain 
peaks were too great a deterrent in 1922, but in 1924 printing 
difficulties on the Lake of Bays, Ontario, were overcome and a 
Hootletalso was printed, as an advance sheet for The Hoot. The 
1926 Hootlet obviously had been prepared for travelers on the 



3-Famous Kappas arrive Sun 
Valley 1948 Mabie M. Smith, 
Sarah Harris Rowe, 15th 
president; Elizabeth Bogert 
Schofield, 27th president ; and 
Helen Snyder Andres 
(Steiner) , 25th president. 
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6-1878 Convention Delegates- Bloomington, Ill. 

CD 
7-1 976 Convention past presidents reception : 

Louise Little Barbeck, Eleanore Goodridge 
Campbell , Mary Turner Whitney, Rheva Ott 
Shryock, Helen Snyder Steiner, and Frances 
Fatout Alexander. 

8-1972 Convention in Hollywood, Florida 
9-Cookout California-style 1976 

1 0-1958 Bedford Springs swimming comedy team of 
Beth Bogert Schofield and Kay Alt Schultz 



In The Hoot office of the 1962 Convention are Isabel Simmons, 
Anne Morningstar, Peggy Drummond, Willa Mae Wright, Florence 
Lansford, Jane Ford, and Ellen Fowler. 

special convention train. An article, "Timely Tips to Trav
elers," carried the admonition: "Lay out your thinnest dress 
the night before and wear as little underneath as is consistent 
with Kappa decorum. It is apt to be warm coming down the 
foothills of the Sierras." This pre-convention special train 
aspect of The Hootlet continued until 1956, when the mode of 
travel had changed. Twenty years passed before another Hootlet 
made an appearance at the Coronado convention in 1976. This 
news sheet emerged from the Kappa mimeograph machine ear
ly one morning , and featured light-hearted convent ion 
sidelights and bits of nostalgia. The Hoot has been a more relia
ble adjunct to conventions since its inception than has The 
Hoot let. 

The first theme for a convention was used at the Golden 
Jubilee in 1920, "Unity in Diversity. " Other themes followed . 

The permanent memorial service honoring deceased mem
bers began in 1920 and was written and presented by Lydia 
Voris Kolbe , /\-Akron, then grand president. It showed the 
need for such a service for chapter and convention use. The 
Committee on Ritual prepared a brief service that was adopted 
in 1922. The 1930 History of Kappa Kappa Gamma describes a 
particularly moving memorial service in the Stanford Memorial 
Church at the 1926 Convention. The western sunset mingled 
with the candlelight as the assembled Kappas sang "Day is 
Dying in the West" and ended with the newly adopted reces
sional hymn, "We Look to Thee Kappa Gamma." 

The presiding officer's gavel, first used in 1928 by Georgia 
Hayden Lloyd-Jones , H-Wisconsin , had been presented to the 
Fraternity by Mrs. T. H. McMichael, wife of the president of 
Monmouth College. The gavel was made from wood from the 
stairway of Old Main at Monmouth, which had been destroyed 
by fire. 

At the second Mackinac convention in 1930, the host chap
ter, Upsilon-Northwestern, presented the Fraternity with the 
diamond-set key of Katherine Sharp, one of its members who 
had been grand president from 1894 to 1896. It is used as the 
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Kappas piled out of the Mackinac Island ferry, second lap on the 
route to convention, 1946. 

official badge of each incumbent president. Traditionally, this 
key is pinned on the newly elected president at the closing ban
quet of the convention. The president's jewelry is also trans
ferred from outgoing to incoming president at this banquet. 
Minnie Royse Walker, !-DePauw, gave her beautiful diamond 
and sapphire fleur-de-lis pin to the Fraternity in 1946. In 1954, 
the Elgin National Watch Company presented a diamond wrist
watch with a fleur-de-lis band to the Fraternity. These pieces of 
jewelry have been worn by each Kappa president since their 
presentations. 

Another custom is the "Passing of the Light" Ceremony, the 
climax of the Candlelight Banquet which closes all conventions 
today. This impressive closing got its start in 1935 from a toast 
given by Charlotte Barrell Ware, at an Alpha Province Conven
tion. On this occasion Mrs. Ware, who was grand president 
from 1884 to 1888, spontaneously handed one of the silver 
candlesticks from the banquet table to the delegate from the 
youngest chapter in the province, saying, "You are the keeper 
of the ancient flame . You are the flame. So, let the light be 
passed." This ceremony was repeated by Mrs. Ware at Frater
nity conventions and eventually was put into writing by Helena 
Flinn Ege, f .E-Pittsburgh, to include a delegate from each pro
vince and the Fraternity president. Today, handsome silver 
candlesticks, a gift to the Fraternity from Mrs. Ware, are used 
as part of the ceremony. 

Mrs. Ware, a beloved convention-goer was the inspiration for 
an unusual occurrence at the 1940 Sun Valley Convention. The 

Gavel used at con
ventions from stair
case of Old Main, 
Monmouth. 

Traditional Memorial 
Service honoring 
Kappas who died dur
ing biennium. 



1914 Convention at Estes Park, Colorado. 

resort management had planned a walking path from the main 
lodge to a cabin up the mountain trail, intended as a quiet place 
to stroll and relax . At Mrs. Ware's suggestion it was to be 
known as the Fleur-de-lis Trail in memory of the Kappas. On 
July I 0, 1940, a group of Kappas watched Mrs . Ware turn the 
first earth on the site of a proposed shelter along the trail. Plans 
included benches along the path, perhaps 12, marked for each 
of Kappa's provinces. This dedication was an unprecedented 
event in Kappa history. 

A major change in convention planning was launched in 
1932. Up to that time, plans were developed by the chapter issu
ing the convention invitation. All costs were met by this chap
ter, with Central Office contributing only $300 toward the 

1 budget. As conventions increased in size, and larger numbers 
1 of Kappas attended, the decision was made to form a committee 

to develop the plans and procedures. The convention marshal, 
as she was called, served as chairman of this committee which 
organized social events, arranged transportation· to the site , 
assigned rooms, and scheduled staging of all the meetings. 
Florence Robinson Westlake, X-Minnesota, was appointed by 
the Council as the first marshal. Many Kappas have served as 
chairman of several conventions, among them Della Lawrence 
Burt , B.=:-Texas; Marian Handy Anderson , fK-William and 
Mary; lsa.bel Hatton Simmons, BN-Ohio State; Virginia Alex
ander McMillan, fK-William and Mary; Curtis Buehler, BX 
Kentucky; Loraine Heaton Boland, B B ~-st. Lawrence; and 

1 Mary Agnes Graham ("Gray'') Roberts, Y -Northwestern. 
One of the most demanding tasks of the Convention Com

mittee is the schedul ing of transportation for hundreds of Kap
pas from their homes to convention sites. Marie Bryden Mac
naughtan, 8-Missouri, handled this assignment with great 
efficiency for 16 years. Jane Pollard Gould, B M -Colorado, 
served as her assistant several years , and later became transpor
tation chairman. She also had a major responsibility in arrang
ing post-convention tours, which became an added attraction 
beginning in 1934. 

The business of Kappa Kappa Gamma continued to be the 
main feature of all conventions. Constitutional revisions, or-

Murray Bay Convention Committee trio-Marie Macnaughtan, 
transportation; Virginia McMillan, chairman; and Clara 0. l::>ierce, 
business chairman. 

ganizational changes, and the adoption of new and stimulating 
programs marked the conventions of the next two decades. 
During these years, members met the challenge of increasing 
growth in alumnae groups and the number of chapters; the rise 
of anti-fraternity feeling; and the effects of a devastating war . 
Training sessions for province officers , who arrived several days 
ahead of convention delegates, became a part of the construc
tive experience of attending a convention. 

On the lighter side, sporting events were included with con
tests in golf, swimming, and tennis. Evening dinners became 
special occasions and were planned to suit the locale of the con
vention. 

Traveling on the "Kappa Special Train " was a happy prelude 
with extra treats and a chance for fellowship and fun. For exam
ple, in 1934, while en route to Yellowstone Park, Kappas were 
treated to a roundup in Livingston, Montana, where a Kappa 
queen was chosen. Riding was a feature of this convention , but 
delegates were cautioned, in advance, not to wear riding clothes 
under their caps and gowns. 

Presentation of chapter awards began in this era. 
The May C. Whiting Westermann Cup was first awarded in 

1926 by Georgia Hayden Lloyd-Jones , H-Wisconsin , who was 
then director of provinces and later Fraternity president. This 
rotating award, honoring Mrs. Westermann, came to be known 
as the Efficiency Cup, going to the chapter which excelled in 
certain areas. 

A lovely silver urn , from Lyndall Finley Wortham, B.=:-Tex
as, in honor of Charlotte Barrell Ware, was given for the first 
time in 1934 for fine all-around chapter performance. This be
came known as the Standards Cup. It has since been retired to 
Fraternity Headquarters and was replaced by Mrs. Wortham 
with a beautiful silver punch bowl, tray , and cups as the Stand
ards Award. 

May Westermann with win
ner of the Efficiency Award 
at 1946 Convention. 

Standards Cup with donor 
Lyndall Findley Wortham. 

Current Standards 
Award is Silver 
punch bowl and 12 
matching cups. 



Maxine Maxwell receives Mc
Naboe Award for Dallas -1 950. 

Erie Association presents 
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Habiteer's Luncheon-1952 Convention. 

Sun Valley convention, 1940. 

In 1935, a beautiful antique tankard was selected by Mabel 
McKinney Smith, 8 r-Adelphi, from the silver collection .of 
Minnie Royse Walker, !-DePauw, deputy to several grand pres
idents and author of the first Fraternity history, Kappa's Rec
ord, 1903. The tankard, presented in Mrs. Royse's honor, be
came the rotating scholarship award for the chapter with the 
highest scholastic record during the previous biennium on a 
campus where there are more than I 0 Pan hellenic groups com
peting for the position. 

Eventually alumnae groups also were recognized. The 1940 
Convention saw the presentation of the McNaboe Award. The 
province vice presidents who had served under Almira Johnson 
McNaboe, H-Wisconsin, presented two silver bowls to the Fra
ternity in "affectionate appreciation" of Mrs. McNaboe. These 
cherished awards honor the alumnae groups for best perform
ance in all departments. Three mo're McNaboe Awards have 
been added since the 1940s, because of the increase in the 
number and size of alumnae organizations.* 

Attending conventions became a hobby with many Kappas, 
and by 1938 a special luncheon was made part of the official pro
gram for these convention "Habiteers ." Prior to that conven
tion, Habiteers had met informally to recall old times and renew 
friendships. Ida Bonnell Otstott, r-Nebraska, affectionately 
known as "Brownie," was proclaimed queen of the Habiteers 
in 1938 with 19 conventions to her credit. When a Kappa at
tends five conventions she becomes a Habiteer and is ceremo
niously inducted into this ever-growing group. 

During the 1930s and 1940s the practice of having outside 
speakers address the conventions was started. Prominent Kap
pas served as keynoters and session leaders, and college deans 
who were Kappas were invited to participate in the programs. 
The first male convention speaker was Alan E. Duerr, a Delta 
Tau Delta and chairman of Inter-Fraternity Council, who spoke 
in 1938 on the relationship of the fraternity to the college cam
pus. This was a timely topic, for national concern was being 
shown for students not invited to join fraternities. This sympa
thy for the uninvited produced wide-spread anti-fraternity feel
ing during the 1940s. Following this was the disquieting effect 
of World War II and the changes it brought to campuses. 

Convent ions have always provided an opportunity for new 
ideas to be presented and adopted. World War II sparked the 
Army and Navy Association in 1938, organized to serve those 
connected with the military. Kappa families, moving about the 
country on a tour of duty, as well as women who joined service 
units were reached by this contact. 

Another war-time project had its start at Sun Valley in 1940 
when Nora Wain, 81-Swarthmore, a noted Kappa author who 
lived in England, was unable to fulfill her speaking engagement 
at convention because of the war. Helen Bower, 8L'1-Michigan, 
then editor of The Key suggested that a fund be established with 
the $200 set aside to bring Nora to Sun Valley. Individuals 
joined in and the money was sent to Miss Wain to aid children 
in bombed-out areas of London. This project, known as the 
Nora Wain Fund , was supported by Kappas through the war 
years and was also used to supply layettes for Norwegian chil
dren . 

By 1942, the United States was at war. The convention dele
gates that year made plans for the duration, realizing that there 
could be no more meetings until hostilities ended. At that 
meeting, delegates responded enthusiastically to an idea pre
sented by Virginia Tucker Jones-Heiss, r K-William and Mary, 
Army and Navy chairman, to. give special consideration to rec
reational opportunities for women in the services. Eventually, 
'See complete list of Fraternity awards pages 96 and I 05. 



14 service women's centers were sponsored by various alumnae 
groups as a result of this suggestion. The first center was in Des 

~ Moines, Iowa. Hotels offered space, Elizabeth Arden supplied 
the powder bars, and local Kappas served as hostesses and staff. 

' More than 200 ,000 service women used the centers, manned 
r by I ,200 Kappa volunteers during those war years. 

There was no convention in 1944. Instead, a conference of 
. officers and chairmen who worked with chapters was held at the 
I Broadmoor Hotel in Colorapo Springs, Colorado. 

After the war the Fraternity celebrated its Diamond Jubilee 
by returning to the Grand Hotel on Mackinac Island. At this 
convention another tradition was launched. Alumnae Achieve
ment Awards were presented for the first time in 1946 to promi
nent Kappa alumnae for their outstanding achievements and 
accomplishments in various fields. 

It has been said that the nice thing about conventions is that 
• each one "seems better than the last. " The ever-increasing 
number of Kappas attending conventions confirms that state
ment. Each convention can be remembered for a distinct con
tribution to the progress of Kappa Kappa Gamma. 

In reviewing the meetings of the 1920s, Clara 0. Pierce re
marked, "Mackinac in 1920 will be remembered as the 'Golden 
Jubilee'; Glacier National Park in 1922 marked the beginning of 
the Endowment and Rose McGill Funds; Bigwin Inn in 1924 is 
famous for the adoption of our national finance system; Cali-

. fornia in 1926 broke all previous attendance records and saw 
the completion of the revised constitution ; Breezy Point in 1928 
educated us on extension , brought a climax to our drive for 
$100,000 endowment, and provided funds to send two active 
girls, (co-organizers) to assist active chapters; and the addition 
of a field secretary was probably the most outstanding contribu
tion of the 1930 meeting." 

The impressive report of the financial stability of the Frater
nity in the Depression years was the outstanding factor of the 
1932 Convention; and 1934 marked the re-establishment of Al
pha Chapter at Monmouth College, the elimination of the 
Council office of registrar, and the addition of the director of 
standards. At the 1936 Convention the Hearthstone Alumnae 
Club Project was launched; the director of membership was 
added to the Council in 1938; and the war years brought the 
Nora Wain Fund at Sun Valley in 1940 and the Service Wom
en's Centers in 1942. The Diamond Jubilee, celebrated in 1946, 
was followed by a return to Sun Valley in 1948 when more than 
700 Kappas broke attendance records. Guided by the conven
tion committees and the officers for 20 years, conventions had 
flourished and prospered . Delegates arrived eager to discuss the 
business at hand and to enjoy the beauty of the convention site. 

The attendance figure at the Sun Valley convention was to be 
duplicated frequently during the next two decades. The Frater
nity grew in the 1950s and 1960s, adding 16 chapters and nu
merous alumnae groups. Many resort hotels simply were not 
big enough , or were too remote, to handle the flood of Kappas 
and their luggage on opening day. Nevertheless , Kappas trav
eled to the four corners of the continent to attend conventions, 
and industrious convention chairmen and their committees met 
the many challenges of preparation and execution . As conven
tions grew larger, in 1960 travel arrangements were transferred 
to a professional agency. It was a sign of the times that during 
this period the special Kappa train was replaced by air travel as 
the major mode of transportation to conventions. 

Entertainment was frequently elaborate. In 1960, there was a 
gala evening with television and movie star Lucille Ball at the 
Hotel del Coronado near San Diego. In 1952, at the Home-

Diamond Jubilee Convention at Mackinac Island, 1946. 
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Ice mold featured at buffet in 1966 at Bretton Woods convention. 

Kappa pledges greet guests at Yellowstone convention in 1934. 

Traveling to Jasper Park convention, 1954, Kappas couldn't " bear" 
to pass up this furry character. 

Past grand presidents of Kappa at 1938 Convention . Front row: 
Westermann, Chevalier, Burnham, Allan, and Ware. Back row: 
Roth, lloyd-Jones, and Andres (Steiner). 



Helena Ege in her self
designed !leur-de-lis 
skirt worn at Murray Bay 
convention in 1950. 

stead in Hot Springs, Virginia, a Mardi Gras Ball was given with 
official, authentic costumes, mantels, and crowns which had 
been worn at the Elves of Oberon Ball in New Orleans the pre
vious winter. At Swampscott, Massachusetts, delegates at
tended a Boston "Pops" Concert and enjoyed a special Kappa 
pageant, "The Boston Story." It was written by Helena Ege, 
featuring the biographies of several distinguished members of 
Phi Chapter at Boston University. 

At conventions in the early 1950s the Fraternity committed 
itself to the field of rehabilitation as a national philanthropy. In 
1950 at Murray Bay, Kappa awarded a special fellowship to a 
woman doctor from an occupied country for study in rehabilita
tion and physical medicine in honor of Harriet Ford Griswold, 
BH -Stanford , the banquet speaker. By 1952, interest was such 
that the convention approved Kappa Rehabilitation Services as 
a Fraternity philanthropic project, and two years later created 
the Council position of director of philanthropies. 

Conventions continued to be an ideal time and place to recog
nize and honor past FratUnity leaders . 

In 1954, a special birthday party was given in honor of Clara 
0. Pierce, BN-Ohio State, for her 25 years of service as execu
tive secretary to the Fraternity. At this time the Gracious Living 
Award was first presented in her honor by Helen Bower, BL'I
Michigan, Marian Ackley Chenoweth , BL'I-Michigan, and 
Elizabeth Kimbrough Park, BX-Kentucky, to the chapter ex
hibiting those qualities of hospitality and graciousness that so 
distinguished Clara 0. Pierce. 

At the 1956 Convention, Helen Cornish Hutchinson , Be
Oklahoma, director of alumnae, announced the establishment 
of an Alumnae Loyalty Award, to be presented biennially in 
honor of Helena Ege, forme r director of al umnae and Frater
nity president. The award was based on the criteria of " work 
and devotion which has enriched the Fraternity and inspired 
her Kappa sisters ." The first Loyalty Award was presented to 
Marie Macnaughtan, former Fraternity officer and long-time 
chairman of convent ion transportation. 

In 1962 at Grove Park Inn , Asheville, North Carolina, gavels 
were first awa rded to alumnae groups for outstanding service to 
active chapters. The gavels were given by the Philadelphia 
Alumnae Association in honor of Rheva Ott Shryock, SA
Pennsylvania, former Fraternity president.* 

Conventions increasingly became a time for Fraternity edu
cation as well as recognition . Meetings offered a unique oppor
tunity for alumnae and active members to confer with officers, 
•see complete list of convention awards pages 96 and 105. 
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and receive training and information that would increase effi
ciency of the chapter and alumnae work. At the 1958 Conven
tion in Bedford Springs, Pennsylvania , chapter advisers at 
tended conventions for the first time, and participated in a 
pre-convention training school. Associate Council members 

Harriet Griswold, banquet speaker 1950. 

Recipients of the Gracious Living Awards, 1956. 

Responsible for the fun part of convention were these hardworking 
members of the Social Committee 1962. 
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also met for pre-convention trammg. Programs, speakers, 
seminars, panel discussions, workshops, and even model initia
tions became an integral part of the schedule as Kappa kept 
pace with the need to supply all members with skills and knowl
edge. 

A tour of Fraternity Headquarters, completely restored and 
remodeled after a disastrous fire in 1965, was a highlight of the 
1968 Columbus Convention. 

As concerns became more complex, special committees were 
appointed to carry on in-depth study of certain problems andre
port to the next convention . The Fraternity's reference system 
was examined by such a committee appointed in 1968 and first 
chaired by Harriet French, BY-West Virginia, and later by 
Susan Rockwood, BP~>-Cincinnati . Their recommendations 
were presented in 1970 after two years of study. A committee of 
undergraduates and alumnae, under the1 leadership of Mary 
Turner Whitney, BP~>-Cincinnati , ritualist, worked through 
1970-1972 to review the ritual in relation to its effectiveness in 
expressing Fraternity philosophy and ideals in contemporary 
terms. Following this, another committee was organized with 
Helen Snyder Andres (Steiner), Bn-Washington, former presi
dent, as chairman to develop recommendations on the housing 
policies and present them to Council in 1974 in Columbus, 
Ohio. 

These committees have been a most successful addition to 
solutions made by convention actions. 

Perhaps the most exciting convention ever was the Centen
nial Convention at French Lick, Indiana, in 1970. More than 
I ,000 Kappas came, either full or part-time, to celebrate the 
tOOth anniversary of the Fraternity. The week-long meeting 
featured entertainment by renowned pianist Peter Nero and a 
pageant professionally staged by a New York producer and nar
rated by television-movie star Robert Young. A sight and 
sound museum, featuring effective displays of memorabilia, 
provided the membership an unforgettable experience in Fra
ternity education. A gigantic birthday cake decorated the hall 
for a festive party. The climax was the thrilling announcement 
that the Centennial Fund goal of a half million dollars had been 
achieved, enabling Kappa Kappa Gamma to carry out an 
ambitious scholarship and rehabilitation program. The Centen
nial Convention also marked the complete revision of the 
bylaws and standing rules of the Fraternity. The Council was 
enlarged and its responsibilities redefined. 

It was a week to remember . . . a· convention filled with cel
ebration, commemoration, and constructive action. (See Cen
tennial Celebration chapter.) 

The 1972 Convention, ~rst in K~ppa 's second century, set a 
precedent by honoring the Fraternity's first chapter to reach its 
hundredth birthday. A check was presented to the University of 
Indiana in honor of Delta Chapter. 

The "Order of the Owl" was organized in 1974 as a special 
recognition of all graduate counselors, past and present. 

The pageant, "From Bustles to Blue Jeans," was a highlight 
of the 1976 Convention. This outstanding program made use of 
slides and tapes to supplement the parade of historical fashions, 
modeled by delegates and Kappa visitors to the convention. The 
show was prepared by Diane Miller Selby, BN-Ohio State, with 
the help of her husband as a multi-media consultant. 

Through the years, conventions of Kappa Kappa Gamma 
Fraternity have grown from the early, tentative, and informal 
gatherings of college girls to large-scale meetings of both active 
and alumnae members from all over the United States and 
Canada. 

Mothers and daughters gathered for photo at 1968 Columbus Con
vention. 

Convention Choir 1974. 

As a time of increased awareness of the Fraternity and a time 
to make and renew friendships , conventions are unparalleled. 
No one can forget the thrill of an opening session when hun
dreds of women share a ritual with significance that transcends 
the boundaries of time and space. The pleasure of meeting Kap-' 
pas from across the continent, the education in leadership 
skills, the poignancy of the Memorial Service, the pageantry of 
the procession and recession, the inspiration of the Presidents· 
Dinner and Candlelight Banquet, all are special memories for 
each Kappa, whether attending her first convention or coming 
as a Habiteer. 

As Kappas gather at biennial conventions , what they experi
ence is a part of the quality that distinguishes Kappa Kappa 
Gamma and maintains the bonds of loyalty. 

-Dale Brubeck, fK-William and Mary 
Margaret Easton Seney, P~>-Ohio Wesleyan 
Curtis Buehler, BX-Kentucky 

Break-time at convention, 1976-white dresses still are required 
attire: 



___ Convention Awards ______________ _ 
EFFICIENCY AWARD 

In honor of 

MAY C. WHITING WESTERMANN 
(Rotating) 

The custom of giving awards at each general 
convention began in 1926 with the cup given by 
Georgia Lloyd-Jones in honor of May C. Whiting 
Westermann, I , when she was grand president. 

Mrs. Westermann was the only Kappa elected 
to the presidency for three terms, 1902-1904, 
1922-1924, and 1924- 1926. Her contributions 
to the Fraternity's progress were many but one 
of her greatest accomplishments was the com
pletion of the History of Kappa Gamma, 1870-
1930. 

Mrs. Westermann was a scholarly woman, with 
an untiring zest for detail , a Phi Beta Kappa, pro
fessor of English, and a genealogist. 

(Non-rotating) 
The Fraternity also gives an eff iciency award 

to an unhoused chapter. 

STANDARDS AWARD 
In honor of 

CHARLOTTE BARRELL WARE 
(Rotating) 

In 1934 Lyndall Finley Wortham, B=:. pre
sented a silver urn to the Fraternity. This has 
been retired to Fraternity Headquarters and Mrs. 
Wortham since has given a beautiful silver 
punch bowl , tray, and cups which became the 
Standards Award. This is given in honor of Char
lotte Barrell Ware, <1> , grand president from 
1884-1888 while still attending college. Mrs. 
Ware believed that " Kappa ideals, no matter by 
what name they are called, are the only ones on 
which to base a happy, useful life." Her desire 
for the Fraternity was that it represent the best of 
everyth ing. 

Mrs. Ware originated the Passing of the Light 
Ceremony. Her beautiful English candleholders 
are used in this service of conventions and at 
chapter installations. 

In later years Mrs. Ware became internation
ally known for her work in dairy science. She 
had great interest in Land Grant colleges. 

SCHOLARSHIP AWARD 
In honor of 

MINNIE ROYSE WALKER 
(Rotating) 

The Fraternity has always stood for scholastic 
excellence and a pu rposeful interest in higher 
education for women. At the 1902 Convention 
an Alumnae Day was on the program for the first 
time. The convention voted to accept the alum
nae recommendation that a committee be ap
pointed to study the advisabi l ity of establishing 
a scholarship or endowing a chair at The Marine 
Laboratory at Wood 's Hole, Massachusetts. Min
nie Royse Walker, I , was appointed to this com
mittee and later became its chairman . The 
Founders' Memorial Fund for Students' Aid has 
grown from this small beginning. The Frater
nity's first historical record was written by Mrs. 
Walker in 1903. 

In 1935 Mabel McKinney Smith. BI. selected 
an Engl ish tankard from Mrs. Walker's si lver col
lection as an appropriate award to present to the 
Fraternity in her honor as the first Scholarsh ip 
Award. Th is award is given to a chapter on a 
campus where there are more than ten groups 
competing for the top position. 

(Non-rotating) 
The Fraternity also gives an award to the 

chapter which excels on a campus where there 
are less than ten groups competing. 
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FINANCE AWARD 
In honor of 

ELIZABETH BOGERT SCHOFIELD 
(Non-rotating) 

It Is a known fact that women control the buy
ing power of the naiion. Kappa makes a real 
contribution in basic financial training of its 
members. Their responsibilities in chapter 
operations provide foundations for sound finan
cial practices in their future lives, whatever their 
fields. 

Kappa 's first finance manual, Budgeting and 
Bookkeeping, was printed while Elizabeth 
Bogert Schofield, M, was Kappa's chairman to 
supervise chapter finance. The Finance Award, 
presented in her honor, made its appearance at 
the 1940 Convention. 

An unhoused chapter also receives an award 
in Mrs. Schofield 's name. 

PUBLICATION AWARD 
(Non-rotating) 

Alumnae are always interested in news of 
their own chapters, and chapters are glad to tell 
them about their accomplishments. Various 
news publications have appeared over the 
years. The first one was published by Delta 
Chapter in 1879. The Fraternity regards this as 
an essential part of each chapter's public rela
tions program, and for this reason presents an 
award to the chapter whose publication is 
judged to be best. Editorial content, alumnae 
news, general make-up, and readability are the 
determining facto rs. It was first awarded in 
1946. 

GRACIOUS LIVING AWARD 
In honor of 

CLARA 0 . PIERCE 
(Rotating) 

" Manners must adorn knowledge" . . . Lord 
Chesterfield. Consideration for others is essen
tial for gracious living. It can best be acquired 
from grouP association. 

This award, a silver julep cup, was first Pre
sented in 1954 by Helen C. Bower and Marion 
Ackley Chenowetb, both Bll , and Elizabeth 
Kimbrough Park, BX, in honor of Clara 0. Pierce, 
BN. One of Miss Pierce's first jobs with the Fra
ternity was raising money for the Endowment 
Fund, to be invested in loans for chapter houses. 
However, she believed that a chapter house 
needs to be more than a well constrocted and a 
well equipped house if it is to be a real home. 
Those who reside there must acquire the art of 
l iving and working harmoniously together. Miss 
Pierce continued her inierest in housing as a 
member of the Housing Committee though she 
had many other duties when she became execu
tive secretary-treasurer of the Fraternity. 

(Non-rotating) 
The Fraternity provides an award for 

unhoused chapters in this field. 

PLEDGE TRAINING AWARD 
In honor of 

HELENA FLINN EGE 
(Rotating) 

In 1956 the Pittsburgh Alumnae Assoc iation 
gave a pair of lovely silver candelabra to be used 
as a pledge training award in honor of Helena 
Flinn Ege, rE , Fraternity president from 1948-
1952. During her term as director of alumnae 
more groups were chartered than in any other 
period in the Fraternity's history. II seemed fit
li ng that someone who gave so much talented 
leadership and was such a dedicated worker for 
the best interests of Kappa should be honored 
by th is particular award, in the hope that many of 
the young women entering the Fraternity every 
year may be inspired to carry on in her footsteps. 

FRATERNITY APPRECIATION 
AWARD 
In honor of 

FLORENCE BURTON ROTH 
(Rotating) 

Fraternity appreciation is knowledge of the 
past, which is the link with today; intelligent 
awareness of the present, which will soon be 
yesterday. Tb stimula-te th is program, the Erie 
Alumnae Association in 1960 gave a lovely 
silver pitcher in honor of Florence Bur1on Roth, 
Bll . Mrs. Roth was grand president, 191 0-1912; 
and she presided over the 1910 National Pan
hellenic Conference. She was Kappa historian 
from 1912-1925 ; chairman of the Boyd 
Hearthstone Board of Trustees, ahd received 
Kappa Kappa Gamma's Loyalty Award in 1960. 

PANHEl.LENIC AWARD 
In honor of 

EDITH REESE CRABTREE 
(Rotating) 

Edith Reese Crabtree, Br. served the Frater
nity as president, 1952-1956. Stie was always 
interested in the college age woman, sym
pathetic with her problems, and adaptable to 
phanges. Mrs. Crabtree received Kappa Kappa 
Gamma's Loyalty Award in 1964. 

In recognition of her leadership, Miriam Locke, 
rn, Kathryn Bourne Pearse, r 6, and Mary Turn
er Whitney, BP•: gave a silver footed salver in 
1962 in her honor. 

GREATEST IMPROVEMENT 
AWARD 
In honor bf 

EVELYN WIGHT ALLAN 
(Non-rotating) 

The Fraternity had for some time recognized 
the greatest all-around improvement of any 
chapter. In 1962 the New York Alumnae Associ 
ation set up a plan to give a non-rotating award 
in honor of Evelyn Wight Allan, BB. She was the 
Fraternity grand president from 1890-1892 and 
in that capacity presided over the first Panhel
lenic meeting in 1891 . 

Because Mrs. Allan had the ability to 
challenge people to do things and to be things, it 
Is appropriate !hat the improvement award be 
named after her. She served young students all 
her life. Stanford University asked her to create 
the position of .dean of women and later she 
taught school in New York where she became 
principal of the Girls Commercial High School. 

GREATEST SCHbLARSHIP " .. 
IMPROVEMENT AWARD 

In honor of 

GEORGIA HAYDEN LLOYD-JONES 
(Rotating) 

At the 1966 Convention, the Tulsa Alumnae 
Association gave to the Fraternity a silver 
samovar in honor of Georgia Hayden Lloyd
Jones, H. 

Mrs. Lloyd-Jones was vice president and as
sociate editor of The Tulsa Tribune for many 
years. She was a brilliant woman of great charm, 
a writer, an eloquent speaker, and a Fraternity 
president who made significant contributions to 
Kappa. 

(Non-rotating) 
The Fraternity also gives an award to the 

chapter showing the greatest improvement in 
scholarship on a campus where there are less 
than ten groups competing. 

(Continued on page I 05) 
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Hannah Jeannette Boyd 

Mary Moore Stewart Mary Louise Bennett 

Susan Burley Walker 

Anna Elizabeth Willits Martha Louisa Stevenson 

Founders of Kappa Kappa Gamma Fraternity 
Monmouth College 
Monmouth, Illinois 
October 13, 18 70 



Bedrooms house all Council and committee members when in Columbus. 

Front door 
Fraternity Headquarters 

View from front door 

Second floor landing 

Powder room Living room 



Shadow box display of old badges 

View of outside of building, built in 
1851. 

Living room featuring aquarell paint
ing of first Grand President of Kappa, 
Tade Hartsuff Kuhns, M-Butler. 

Dining room 

Work room 

Patio-roof garden 

Sitting room 

Catalog room 

Mail room 



Only founder's badge on display 

Display case of rituals and charter 
papers-Delta Red Book in left 

Delta Charter 

Coat-of-Arms 

Official jewelry of Fraternity Kappa Kappa Gamma Waltz 



Suite of d/\-Miami of Ohio Lodge of A-Akron Pan hellenic Building for E/\-Tennes
see 



Philanthropy Volunteers 

Kappas share time, efforts, and funds 
with others because they care ! 



Centennial Convention museum featured early chapter room-founders on bridge-and first meeting at founder's home. 

ORGANIZATIONAL Auu..-. 
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA 

1971 

•k Week Trophies-

Centennial 
Celebration 

Panhellenic 



• 

• 
•• 
•• •• 
• • 

• • 

• 
....-5. • • • 

J4AWAI/ 

(a) Map showing the locations of all existing alumnae or'ganizations as of February 15, 1977. Areas where more than one group are 
are shown with a circled figure representing the number of different groups organized in that geographic location (i.e. southern Cal 
with 1 2 groups) . Over 380 alumnae groups are chartered by Kappa Kappa Gamma currently. 

Actives and Alumnae-Working together 
for a better tomorrow (c) Beta Xi actives of Texas show the fun and fellowship so 

of Kappa chapters. Several alumnae groups have formed 

(b) The cover of The Key, October, 1 945, shows Kappas 
involved in service to their country as well as to Kappa. 
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singing groups as an extension of their enjoyable 
actives. 



___ Convention Awards ______________ _ 
(Cont inued from page 96) 

CULTURAL AWARD 
In honor of 

HELEN C. BOWER 
(Rotating} 

Knowledge is the goal of the cultured and 
educated woman . Kappa was founded in the era 
when chapter members devoted their time to the 
study of the classics and their meetings to com
petition in oratory, poetry, and composition. 

In 1966 the Detroit Alumnae Association gave 
a silver Revere bowl in memory of a well -known 
journalist, Helen C. Bower, Btl . She was an 
editorial writer and theater critic for the Detroit 
Free Press from college days until her retire
ment. From 1930-1946 she edited The Key lor 
the Fraternity. 

CHAPTER-ADVISORY BOARD 
RELATIONS AWARD 

In honor of 

BEATRICE S. WOODMAN 
(Rotating} 

A chapter and an advisory board working to
gether harmoniously spells success and enjoy
ment for both. One alumnae with a long experi
ence as a beloved adviser, confidante, and 
friend to her chapter real ized the importance 
and joy of this relationship. 

In 1958 Beatrice S. Woodman, <1> , gave this 
award-a beautiful Salem bowl , so representa
tive of Boston which has been known since the 
Revolutionary days as the home of great 
silversmiths. Miss Woodman, a well-traveled 
lady, served as chairman of Kappa's French Re
lief Fund in 1948 following World War II. For this 
service she was presented the gold Medal of 
Honor by the French government. She rece ived 
Kappa 's Loyalty Award in 1962. 

Since the advisory board is an important part 
of its relationship to the chapter winning the 
Woodman bowl, each member of this board is 
awarded a gift. 

ADVISORY BOARD AWARD 
In honor of 

ELIZABETH BOGERT SCHOFIELD 
(Rotating} 

Because advisers play an important role in the 
Fraternity, the members of the board judged best 

are presented individual gifts by the Fraternity. 
Although the advisory board may be judged the 
best, the chapter may not necessarily win recog
nition in competition with other chapters tor the 
Chapter-Advisory Board Award, the Beatrice 
Woodman Salem bowl. 

In 1966 the Mu Chapter. Advisory Board gave 
!leur-de-lis bookends to be presented to the 
ch.apters whose advisers have been recognized. 
These !leur-de-lis bookends have since been 
replaced by owl bookends. This award is in hon
or of El izabeth Bogert Schofield, M, a beloved 
adviser to her own chapter, and Fratern ity presi
dent 1940-1944. Mrs. Schofield received Kappa 
Kappa Gamma's Loyalty Award in 1958. 

ALUMNAE AWARDS 
McNABOE AWARDS 

In honor of 

ALMIRA JOHNSON McNABOE 
(Rotating) 

These awards are presented to alumnae asso
ciations in each of the four membership catego
ries, (to 50 ; 50-1 00; 1 00-200; over 200). The 
awards are given to those groups with the best 
performances in all departments during the 
biennium. 

The first recognition paid the alumnae was at 
the 1 940 Convention when the province vice 
presidents who served with Almira Johnson Mc
Naboe, H, grand vice president in charge of 
alumnae 1936-1940, presented two silver bowls 
to the Fraternity in " affectionate appreciation of 
her service. 

Because the alumnae organizations had 
grown both in size and number, a third award 
was presented at the 1960 Convention. This, a 
silver tray, was a gift from the director of alum
nae from 1956-1958, Claire Drew Walker, Bn, 
and the province directors of alumnae. 

At the 1964 Convention a fourth award was 
added in recognition of alumnae associations 
with over 200 members. This award was an orig
inal !leur-de-lis pin, executed by a Boston 
jeweler, under the supervision of Beatrice 
Woodman , <1> . It is a gift from the alumnae groups 
of Theta Province and their immediate past 
province director of alumnae, Portia Pittenger 
Rissler, M. 

An award is also presented to an outstanding 
alumnae club by the Fraternity. 

Fraternity awards with those for whom 
they are named. 

SHRYOCK GAVELS 
In honor of 

RHEVA OTT SHRYOCK 

(Rotating) 

These gavels are presented to associations in 
each of the four membership categories and a 
club for outstanding service to an active chap
ter. 

They were first awarded at the 1 962 Conven 
tion by the Philadelphia Alumnae Association in 
honor of Rheva Ott Shryock, BA, grand presi
dent 1936-1940, Fratern ity parliamentarian 
1 950-1 970, and winner of the Fraternity Loyalty 
Award 1968. 

MAGAZINE AWARDS 
Certificates of award fo r several categori es of 

sales are presented to alumnae groups during 
the Rose McGill Magazine Agency report at con
ventions. 

ALUMNAE ACHIEVEMENT 
AWARDS 

(Non-rotating) 

Achievement Awards have been presented to 
outstanding alumnae members by the Fraternity 
since 1946 in recognition of their achievements 
in careers and professional life. 

ALUMNAE LOYALTY AWARD 
In honor of 

HELENA FLINN, GREGG, EGE 

(Non-rotating) 

The Loyalty Award is given to a Kappa in rec
ognition of long, fa ithful and distingu ished serv
ice to her Fraternity. 

It was presented at the 1 956 Convention by 
Helen Cornish Hutchinson, Be, director of alum
nae 1952-56, in honor of Helena Fl inn Ege, rE , 
Fraternity president 1948-1952. 

Candlesticks serve as award for pledge 
programs. 

Gracious Living 
Award named 

for Clara Pierce. 
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Bea Woodman 
with Chapter
Advisory Board 
Relations Award. 
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BIENNIAL CONVENTIONS 

Convention Dates Hostess, Place Marshal 
lst 1871 All conventions have been incorrectly numbered 

from one long thought to have been held in 
Monmouth, Illinois , but now generally conceded 
to be a myth . 

2nd October 14-16, 1876 Iota Chapter 

3rd 

4th 

5th 

6th 

7th 

8th 

9th 

lOth 

lith 

12th 

13th 

14th 

15th 

16th 

17th 

18th 

19th 

20th 

21st 
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Greencastle, Indiana 
at home of Ida Anderson (Donan) 

October 15-16, 1878 Epsilon Chapter 
Bloomington, Illinois 
Munsellian Hall , Illinois Wesleyan 

University 
1880 This convention has been numbered although it 

was never held. The last Wednesday in August 
had been set at the previous convention for the 
assembling of the one in 1880, with Eta Chapter 
as hostess in Madison, Wisconsin . The hostess 
chapter postponed the date one week but notice 
failed to reach .all delegates , five of whom, at 
least, came at the appointed time only to find the 
hostess chapter scattered. 

September 29-30, 1881 Delta Chapter 
Bloomington , Indiana 

August 3D
September 1, 1882 

August 27-29, 1884 

August 6-8, 1886 

August 22-24, 1888 

August 27-29, 1890 

August 24-26, 1892 

August 22-24, 1894 

August 26-
September 1, 1896 

August 24-30, 1898 

August 22-27, 1900 

August 27-
September 2, 1902 

August 23-29, 1904 

August 21-27, 1906 

August 25-31 , 1908 

August 23-30, 1910 

August 28-
September 1, 1912 

at home of Fannie Allen (Palmer) , D. 
Eta Chapter 
Madison , Wisconsin 
Unitarian Church 
Beta Beta Chapter 
Canton, New York 
Memorial Hall , St. Lawrence University 
Lambda Chapter 
Akron , Ohio 
Delta Tau Delta Hall 
Chi Chapter 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 
Students ' Christian Association Building, 
University of Minnesota 
Epsilon Chapter 
Bloomington, Illinois 
Adelphic Hall , Illinois Wesleyan University 
Delta, Iota & Mu Chapters 
Indianapolis , Indiana 
Hall of the House of Representatives, 
Indiana State House 
Psi Chapter 
Ithaca, New York 
Barnes Hall, Cornell University 
Upsilon Chapter 
Evanston , Illinois 
Lunt Library, Northwestern University 
Sigma Chapter 
Lincoln , Nebraska 
University Hall Chapel , 
University of Nebraska 
Beta Nu Chapter 
Columbus, Ohio 
University Hall Chapel, 
Ohio State University 
Beta Delta Chapter 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 
Barbour Gymnasium Auditorium, 
University of Michigan 
Theta Chapter 
Columbia, Missouri 
Academic Hall Auditorium, 
University of Missouri 
Eta Chapter 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Young Men 's Christian Association 
Auditorium, University of Wisconsin 
Gamma Rho Chapter 
Meadville , Pennsylvania 
Ford Memorial Chapel , Allegheny College 
Delta Chapter 
Bloomington , Indiana 
Men 's Gymnasium, Indiana University 
Upsilon Chapter 
Evanston, Illinois 
Annie May Swift Hall , 
Northwestern University 

Kate Handley (Buchanan) , M 

D. Faerie Bartlett (Wilcoxin), Y 

Laura B. Houtz (Rankin), I 

Mary Bole Scott (Martin) , BN 

Pearl B. Taylor (Fitch), BD. 

Ella A. Busch (Chase) , 9 

Mary Swenson (Alverson) , E 

Bess Rist (Church), fP 
Louise Hempstead, P substitute 

Margaret Laughlin (James) , 1!. 

Margaret Raymond (Marquis) , Y 

Presiding Officer 

Anna Buskirk (Hill) , D. 
Agnes Haskell (Noyes), H 

Kate McCalla Hight, D. 

Lillie Adams (Telfer) , D. 

Tade Hartsuff (Kuhns) , M 

Tade Hartsuff (Kuhns), M 

Charlotte C. Barrell (Ware) , <P 

Charlotte C. Barrell (Ware), <P 

Kate Bird Cross (Shenehon) , X 

Lucy Evelyn Wight (Allan) , BB 

Emily Bright Burnham, <P 

Katharine Lucinda Sharp, Y 

Bertha P. Richmond (Chevalier), <P 

Bertha P. Richmond (Chevalier), <P 

Eliza Jean Nelson Penfield, 1 

May Cynthia Whiting Westermann , I 

(Lydia) Elmie Warner Mallory , 1\ 

Mary Griffith Canby, BA 

Ectith Stoner (Robinson) , e 

Florence Burton Roth , BD. 
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()nvention Dates Hostess, Place 
Beta Mu Chapter 
Estes Park, Colorado 
Hotel Stanley 

rd 

llth 

ith 

lth 

lth 

}th 

ilth 

1st 

i'2nd 

!3rd 

4th 

6th 

7th 

8th 

19th 

lOth 

~1st 

12!Jd 

!3rd 

i4th 

~5th 

·+6th 

47th 

48th 

49th 

50th 

51st 

August 26-
September I , 1914 

June 26-July I , 1916 

1918 
July 1-6, 1920 

Psi Chapter 
Ithaca , New York 
Goldwin Smith Hall , Cornell University 
Convention omitted because of World War I 
Beta Delta, Xi, & Kappa Chapters 
Mackinac Island, Michigan 
Grand Hotel 

July 10-15, 1922 Beta Phi Chapter 
Glacier National Park, Montana 
Many Glaciers Hotel 

June 24-July 2, 1924 Beta Psi Chapter 
Lake of Bays , Ontario , Canada 
Bigwin Inn 

July 28-August 4, 1926 Pi• , Beta Eta , & Gamma Xi Chapters 
Oakland, California 
Chapel of Mills College 

June 26-July 2, 1928 Chi Chapter 
Breezy Point , Minnesota 
Breezy Point Lodge 

July 18-25, 1930 Upsilon Chapter 

June 22-28, 1932 

July 3-10, 1934 

June 23-29, 1936 

July 1-7, 1938 

July 2-9, 1940 

June 25-July I , 1942 

June 21-26, 1944 

July 1-7, 1946 

June 23-30, 1948 

June 24-30, 1950 

July 10-15, 1952 

June 24-July I , 1954 

June 21-29, 1956 

June 25-July 2, 1958 

June 23-30, 1960 

June 25-July 3, 1962 

June 24-29, 1964 

June 23-29, 1966 

June 13-19, 1968 

June 24-July I , 1970 

June 22-27, 1972 

June 20-25 , 1974 

June 25-30, 1976 
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Mackinac Island , Michigan 
Grand Hotel 
New Ocean House 
Swampscott, Massachusetts 

Old Faithful Inn , Yellowstone National Park 
Yellowstone National Park , Wyoming 
Seigniory Club 
Montebello, Quebec, Canada 
The Homestead 
Hot Springs, Virginia 
Sun Valley Lodge 
Sun Valley, Idaho 
Seigniory Club 
Montebello , Quebec, Canada 
An officer's conference was held at the 
Broadmoor, Colorado Springs, Colorado, in lieu 
of a general convention because of World War 
II. Those attending included: Council, Associate 
Council , chairmen whose work directly 
concerned chapters and al umnae groups, special 
officers and members of the Central Office staff. 

Grand Hotel 
Mackinac Island, Michigan 
Sun Valley Lodge and Challenger Inn 
Sun Valley, Idaho 
Manoir Richelieu 
Murray Bay, Quebec, Canada 
The Homestead 
Hot Springs, Virginia 
Jasper Park Lodge 
Jasper Park, Alberta , Canada 
New Ocean House 
Swampscott , Massachusetts 
Bedford Springs Hotel 
Bedford, Pennsylvania 
Hotel del Coronado 
Coronado, California 
Grove Park Inn 
Asheville, North Carolina 
Sun Valley Lodge 
Sun Valley , Idaho 
Mt. Washington Hotel 
Bretton Woods , New Hampshire 
Sheraton-Columbus Motor Hotel 
Columbus, Ohio 

French Lick-Sheraton Hotel 
French Lick , Indiana 

Diplomat Hotel, 
Hollywood, Florida 
Sheraton-Columbus Motor Hotel 
Columbus, Ohio 
Hotel del Coronado 
San Diego, California 

Marshal 
Estelle M. Kyle (Kemp) , BM 

Evelyn Thorp (Minter) , 'I' 

Presiding Officer 
Eva Powell, n• 

Eva Powell, n• 

Marion V. Ackley (Chenoweth ), B~ Lydia Voris Kolbe, 0 

Dorothy Sterling (Loughran), B<l> 

Mary H. Deeves, B'l' 

Anne Jennings Kluegel, n• 
Ethel McLellan Ward , BH 

Florence Robinson Westlake , X 

Margaret Dickson Falley, r 

Florence Robinson Westlake, X 
(First convention with Fraternity 
appointed marshal) 
Florence Robinson Westlake, X 

Della Lawrence Burt , B::: 

Della Lawrence Burt , B::: 

Della Lawrence Burt, B::: 

Marian S. Handy (Anderson), fK 

Chairman Convention 
Committee 
Isabel Hatton Simmons, BN 

Isabel Hatton Simmons, BN 

Virginia Alexander McMillan , fK 

Virginia Alexander McMillan , rK 
Mary Singleton Wamsley, I (2) 
Marian Handy Anderson , fK 

Marian Handy Anderson , fK 

Curtis Buehler , BX 

Curtis Buehler, BX 

Curtis Buehler, BX 

Curtis Buehler, BX 

Curtis Buehler , BX 

Loraine Heaton Boland (Livesey), 
BB• 

Loraine Heaton Boland (Livesey), 
BB • 

Mary Agnes Graham Roberts , r 

Mary Agnes Graham Roberts , r 

Mary Agnes G raham Roberts , r 

(I) 

Estelle Kyle Kemp, B M 
(Grand President Sarah Harris Rowe, r, was 
unable to attend due to the birth of her son.) 
May C. Whiting Westermann , I 

May C. Whiting Westermann , I 

Georgia Hayden Lloyd-Jones , H 

Georgia Hayden Lloyd-Jones, H 

Alice Tillotson Barney, X 

Eleanor V. V. Bennet, n• 

Helen Snyder Andres (Steiner), Bn 

Rheva Ott Shryock , BA 

Rheva Ott Shryock, BA 

Eli zabeth Bogert Schofield, M 

Ruth Kadel Seacrest , I 

Ruth Kadel Seacrest , I 

Helena Flinn Ege, rE 

Helena Flinn Ege, fE 

Edith Reese Crabtree, Br 

Edith Reese Crabtree, B r 

Eleanore Goodridge Campbell, BM 

Eleanore Goodridge Campbell , BM 

Mary Turner Whitney , BP• 

Mary Turner Whitney , BP• 

Frances Fatout Alexander, I 

Frances Fatout Alexander, I 

Louise Liule Barbeck , r<P 

Louise Little Barbeck, f<l> 

Mari an Schroeder Graham , B<l> 

Mari an Schroeder Graham, B<l> 
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The Grand Council form of government was adopted at the 
epoch-making Convention of 1881 in Bloomington, Indiana. 
Kappa Kappa Gamma was divided into three geographical areas 
for more convenience in handling Fraternity matters. Kappa 
was governed by a grand president and three Grand Council 
members. Each Grand Council member, as " deputy of the 
grand president ," was responsible for a province, representing 
that area with her vote . The first three provinces, Alpha, Beta, 
and Gamma, extended from the Atlantic Ocean on the east to 
the western borders of Minnesota, Iowa, and Missouri . 

By 1882, the province leaders were known as "managers" or 
"presidents" of their provinces, although their chief titles and 
duties were those of Grand Council officers. Each province offi
cial was in charge of the seal of her province, which was used on 
business papers . None of these seals have survived, nor do we 
have any record of their appearance. 

The term , " manager" was dropped in 1890, the provinces 
were redistributed, and Delta became the Fraternity's fourth 
province. During the yea rs 1889-1894, deputies were appointed 
for each province " to assis t in general Fraternity work." These 
deputies were appointed by the Grand Council. They were not 
members of the Grand Council , as in 1881 , nor were they per
sonal deputies of officers, as appointed now, to assist those indi
viduals. 

From 1894 until 1914 the term "province president" was not 
in use. The Grand Council consisted of five officers, one to be 
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Georgia Lloyd-Jones, first 
director of provinces-of
fice created 1924. 
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selected from each province and one from the Fraternity at 
large. A Grand Council member was no longer in charge of a 
province, but each province provided an officer to the Council. 
Council officers were elected from the Fraternity at large with 
the stipulation that no more than two were to be from the same 
province. 

In 1906, Epsilon and Zeta Provinces were added to the sys
tem, bring the number to six. 

In I 9I4, Eta, Theta, Iota and Kappa Provinces were created, 
bringing the total to ten . Only five chapters were allowed in each 
province. Province presidents, as they were called, once again 
were appointed by Grand Council from lists submitted by the 
chapters. These presidents were not members of Grand Coun
cil. They were to visit every chapter in their provinces at least 
once during their two-year term of office. They were to keep in 
close touch with the chapters through correspondence and they 
were to make semi-annual reports to the grand president. 

A more definite system of province government was needed 
to unify chapter interests and to awaken interest among alum
nae. In 1917, the Grand Council proposed that province vice 
presidents be added to attend to the alumnae associations and 
clubs, so that the province presidents could attend to the busi
ness of the active chapters. At first , both province officers were 
listed in The Key under the active chapters in each province. 
However, in April, 1921 , the names of the "veeps" headed the 
list of alumnae associations and clubs. Some felt that the pro
vince president should be in charge of the whole province, with 
the vice president assisting her in all lines of work. But Kappa 
was growing and there was a need for efficiency and division of 
responsibility , so this proposal never won out. 

In 1922, it was voted that the corresponding secretary of each 
chapter send a frank and informal monthly report of her chap
ter to the province president and to the Fraternity president. 
This would keep lines of communication open in order that any 
needs which might arise could be met, and good ideas could be 
shared with other chapters. 

Two years later a "national" rather than "grand" director of 
provinces was added to the Council. She was Georgia Hayden 
Lloyd-Jones, H-Wisconsin. Her job was to help plan province 
meetings and to report province activities to the Council. By 
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1926, it was required that province presidents send monthly let
ters to the national director of provinces and send frequent 
communiques to the provinces. Communication became even 
more direct when the corresponding secretary of each chapter 
began to fill out specific questionnaires for the province and na
tional officers, replacing the frank and informal letters of the 
past. 

The national director of provinces had specific duties, such as 
supervising the work of the province presidents and the exten
sion program; carrying out assigned duties from the Coun
cil ; tabulating province reports; and serving as a member of 
Council. 

In 1930, the term " national" was dropped from the title and 
that position became known as the director of provinces. 
Lambda and Mu provinces were added-bringing the total to 
12. That number remained until 1970. 

In 1937, the first province officers manual, a Province Vice 
President's Manual, appeared. It was followed by a Province Pres
ident 's Manual in 1938. These publications contained samples of 
letters and reports , as well as hints for province meetings and 
suggestions for more efficient province government. These 
were replaced in 1957 by the Province Book of Knowledge. It , in 
turn, was replaced in 1974 by the Province Officers Manual. 

In the late 1930s, Rheva Ott Shryock, B A-Pennsylvania, Fra
ternity grand president and former director of provinces, sug
gested the establishment of.an -Associate Council , composed of 
the province officers. This change in status enabled them to par
ticipate in Fraternity affairs with greater authority and provided 
for regular meetings preceding and following general conven
tions. 

In 1940, Kappa created a new council office, that of director 
of alumnae, a position that exists today. Emily Caskey Johnson , 
BH-Stanford , was the first director of alumnae to be elected . 
The province vice presidents could then look to a Fraternity of
ficer to coordinate their efforts for alumnae. At the same time, a 
director of chapter organization and a director of chapter pro
grams replaced the director of provinces. These new officers 
assisted the province presidents in improving chapter life. 

By 1944, the director of chapter programs had also become 
the National Panhellenic Conference delegate. In 1946, the 
Panhellenic delegate became an independent , non-Council 
position. At the same time, the offices of director of chapter or
ganization and the director of chapter programs were consoli-

Emily Johnson first director of 
alumnae, established 1940. 

dated into a single office, director of chapters. It became a 
Council office and Martha Galleher Cox, P <1-0hio Wesleyan , 
was the fi rs t director of chapters for Kappa . 

In 1954, province officers were renamed. The province pres i
dents became known as the province directors of chapters 
(PDCs) and the vice presidents became the province directors 
of alumnae (PD As). 

The PDC works closely wi th each chapter in her province 
through monthly bulletins, regular correspondence, visi ts, and 
province meetings. She assis ts and advises in matters of person
nel , organization , techniques and programming. The PDC 
serves as an important link with Fraternity Council through the 
director of chapters, and plans the province meetings in coop
eration with the PDA. (" Province conventions" were renamed 
" province meetings" in 1970.) 

The PD A works directly with the alumnae with in her pro
vince. She guides, encourages, and in fo rms these groups 
through visits and correspondence. 'She is also an im portant lin k 
to Council through the director of alumnae . The PDA plans 
programs fo r alumnae at province meetings in conjunction with 
the PDC. 

A biennial meeting of the Associate Council in the yea rs of 
province meetings was instituted in 1967, during the presidency 
of Frances Fatout Alexander , !-DePauw. 

In 1970, Kappa redistricted the provinces again , adding Nu, 
Xi, Omicron, and Pi . It was the hope of the Fraternity that this 
new organization would lighten the load of the larger provi nces 
and equalize the distribution of chapter and alumnae groups 
within each province. Many fac tors were considered dur ing thi s 
change. In addi tion to equali zing the alumnae groups and chap
ters, Kappa considered geographica l distribu tion, regional 

Martha Cox first director of 
chapters-office evolved 1946. 

Ruth Seacrest first director 
of chapter programs -1940 

Leonna Lilljeberg, first director of chapter 
organization-established 1940. 
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similarities, growth trends of the 
actives and alumnae, as well as various 
campus situations. The Fraternity was 
trying to plan for future growth, along 
with convenience and uniformity. It 
was hoped that the new structure 
would lighten the load for many and 
would allow more time for creativity. 

The subject of province meetings or 
conventions is one of the most inter
esting in the development of the pro
vinces. The first sub-convention, as it 
was then called, was not a meeting of 
all the chapters in a province, but of 
members of Kappa and Xi Chapters, in 
Hillsdale, Michigan, May 16 and 17, 
1885. Everyone had a most enjoyable 
time, besides takes part in discussions 
as to the best methods of carrying on 
Fraternity work. Among the topics 
considered were methods of chapter 
business and literary exercises, the re
lation of Kappas to each other and to 
the Fraternity, the ideal chapter room, 
and the Fraternity magazine. Xi and 
Kappa met again, October 29 and 30, 
1886, and on two other occasions 
before the Convention of 1888. 

The second sub-convention on rec
ord, which was really a province con
vention, was that of Alpha Province, 
with Tau (Beta Tau, as it is now called) 
Chapter in Syracuse, New York, Octo
ber 22 and 23, 1885. Psi , Phi, and Beta 
(Beta Beta) Chapters each had two del
egates; Lambda and Gamma (Beta 
Gamma) sent regrets. The grand presi
dent, Charlotte Barrell (Ware), ¢

Boston , attended. In the business 
meetings such topics as the literary 
work of each chapter, qualifications for 
membership, and the building up and 
strengthening of the chapters were dis
cussed. A reception took place the first 
evening, attended by 150 actives and 
alumnae. The members of the conven
tion were entertained on the second 
afternoon at a tea given by Alpha Phi , 
and the convention ended that evening 
with a banquet. All felt grateful for the 
new friendships formed, and for the 
help and inspiration gained through 
this meeting. 
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One would think that with such a good beginning province 
meetings would have grown and flourished, but such was not 
the case. It was moved at the 1888 Fraternity Convention that 
constitutional provisions be made for province conventions in 
the years alternating with those in which Fraterni\y conventions 
occur. A committee composed of delegates was appointed to 
draw up such a provision. The committee, however, recom
mended that the matter of proYince conventions be taken back 

·· ~ to the chapters, thoroughly <:Vscussed, and a decision made at 
the 1890 Convention. Apparently the matter did not come 
before that convention for the Committee on Government rec
ommended a policy proposed by the Grand Council, and the 
following was adopted: "That the Grand Council hold a bien
nial session, which shall take place in years alternating with the 
National Convention, at such place as they shall deem fit; and 
that at this session the Province Presidents shall make reports 
on the chapters of their respective provinces after due inspec
tion of the same." The Council had declared that such a session 
" . . . could do effective work-much better work than could 
be accomplished by Province Conventions." (Note that the 
"province presidents'~ here mentioned were Grand Council 
members.) 

In spite of this discouraging action, Alpha Province again had 
a sub-convention in 1891, and there were three more in 1895-
Aipha, Beta, and Gamma. That the value of province conven
tion was still debatable is indicated by this question, which was 
included in the first advanced examination given to chapters in 
May, 1895: "What is the advantage, if any, to be gained from 
provinci: l:onvention ?" 

Province conventions decreased during the next few years. 
There was one in Columbus, Ohio (then a part of Beta Pro
vince), in the home of President and Mrs. Canfield, of Ohio 
State University. Their daughter, Dorothy Canfield (Fisher) 
was a member of Beta Nu Chapter at the time. Beta Province 
convened again in 1901, at Hillsdale College. 

Current Map of Provinces 

fTo, 

LOCATION OFCUAPTIRS 

AND PROVINCtS OF 

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA 

Map of Provinces in 1957. 

For 18 years thereafter , there isn't a trace of a single province 
meeting. The next convention on record was in Seattle, with 
Beta Pi Chapter serving as hostess to Iota Province, September 
8-10, 1919. At Council Session that year the Iota Province Con
ference, as it was called , was discussed and highly commended. 

It wasn't until 1923, however, that the provinces began hav
ing conventions in the years alternating with Fraternity conven
tions, and even so, not all conventions took place the same year 
until 1931. There were no province conventions in 1933, be
cause of the hardships of the Depression years. None were held 
in 1943, and in 1945 there were province conferences for of
ficers only, because of World War II. 

The province form of government has proven to be sound 
and efficient in its functioning, a democratic way to transmit 
ideas from various levels of Fraternity life to the Council and 
general convention. 

-Juliann Schilling Secrest, BN-Ohio State, 
Catherine Schroeder Graf, BN-Ohio State 
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Fraternity Province Officers 1915-1976 

Province 
Presidents 

1915 

Marquis 

Denne 

Bogert 

Province 
1915-1917 

Alpha 
Beta 

Gamma 

Delta 
Epsilon 

Zeta 
Eta 
Theta 

Iota 

Kappa 

1917-1919 
Alpha 
Beta 

Gamma 
Delta 
Epsilon 

Zeta 
Eta 

Theta 
Iota 

Kappa 
1919-1921 

Alpha 
Beta 
Gamma 
Delta 
Epsilon 

Zeta 
Eta 
Theta 

Iota 

Kappa 
1921-1923 

Alpha 
Beta 

Gamma 

Delta 
Epsilon 

Zeta 
Eta 

Theta 
Iota 

Kappa 

1923-1925 
Alpha 
Beta 
Gamma 
Delta 

Epsilon 

Zeta 
Eta 

Presidents 

Bertha Chapman Catlin (Turner), BI 
Alexandrina Denne, B'i' 
Helen Probst Abbott, BB• 
Lydia Voris Kolbe, 1\ 
Helen McClintock (Sprague), rB 
Elizabeth Bogert (Schofield), M 
Elmie Warner Mallory, 1\ 
Louise Wicks (Bower), Bt. 
Laurastine Marquis , E 
Louise Pound, I 
Helen Olive Devine, B.:: 
Katherine Andrews Searcy, B.:: 
Ellen Howe (Goodfellow) , Bn 
Marjorie Ross (Toole), B<l> 
Florence Wendling (Funsten), BH 
Eva Powell , n • 

Loraine Fitch Storb, B I 
Helen Probst Abbott, BB• 

Helen McClintock, rP 
Mary Sidelia Starr Donner, I 
Helen Humphreys (Hoke), Bt. 
Anne Benjamin, Bt. 
Helen Williams DeBarre (Lorenz) , H 
Dorothy Musser, BZ 

Katherine Andrews Searcy, B.:: 
Marjorie Ross (Toole) , B<l> 
Lucille Thompson Horsley, Bn 
Georgea A. Wiseman, n • 

Loraine Fitch Storb, B I 
Helen Probst Abbott, B B • 
Helen McClintock Sprague, rP 
Mary Sidelia Starr Donner, I 
Anne Benjamin, Bt. 

Helen Williams DeBarre (Lorenz), H 
Dorothy Musser, BZ 
Katherine Searcy, B.:: 
Ruth Klinglesmith (McNair), Be 
Lucille Thompson Horsley, Bn 
Catherine Burnside (Piper), Bn 
Lesetta Lubkin (Erickson), BK 
Georgea A. Wiseman, n • 

Evelyn Jenkins, <I> 
Gertrude Thilly, 'i' 
Alice Weston Bray, BT 
Irene Farnham Conrad, r 
Clara Brouse, 1\ 
Lila Burnett Louden, t. 
Marion Ackley (Chenoweth), Bt. 
Helen Gale George, r 
Anna McDonald Anderson, X 
Virginia Lucas Rogers, 0 
Alice Burrows (Van Borne!) , BM 
Ruth Klinglesmi\h McNair, Be 
Lesetta Lubkin (Erickson) , BK 
Dorothy Duniway (Ryan), BO 
Mary Merritt Whitaker, BH 

Alice Weston Bray, BT 
Edith Baker Hunt, Bl 
Viola Pfaff Smith, BP• 
Edith Hendren Maddock, t. 

Helen Gale George, r 
Sarah Harris Rowe, r 
Rachel Gordon Taylor, e 
Alice Burrows (Van Borne!) , BM 

Vlee Presidents 

Ethel May Rich (Hallett), <I> 
Grace Potteiger Schwartz, B T 
Gladys Eldrett Bush, BT 
Margaret Buchanan , Br 
Virginia Rodefer Harris, t. 
Doris Mauck (Friedrichs), K 
Mildred Armstrong, .= 
Margaret Herdman, BA 
Mae Potter, BM 
Virginia Lucas (Rogers), 0 
Ruth Fitzgerald, e 
Matguerite H. Rohse, BO 

Laura Stevick (Sizer), BH 

Evelyn Why, BA 
Gladys Eldrett Bush, BT 
Carolyn McGowan, BP• 
Lila Burnett Louden, t. 
Mildred Armstrong, .= 
Helen Austin (Hayes), K 
Cora Wallace, B/\ 
Virginia Lucas Rogers, 0 

Ruth Fitzgerald, e 
Eva Coffee (Kuphal), B<l> 

Dorothy Davy Gross (Wilson), Bn 

Mildred Downey Wing, BI 
May Gladys Burns, B'i' 

Carolyn McGowan, BP• 
Jane Schmid (Eha), B P • 
Edith Hendren (Maddock), M 
Delila Judd , .= 
Sarah Harris Rowe, r 
Lucia Neiberger, E 
Vivian Herron Rutter, r A 
Ruth Bird (Burrows), rz 
Margaret Mcleod (Hendren), BO 
Doris Bronson Morrill, Bn 

Eleanor V. V. Bennet, n• 

Beatrice S. Woodman, <I> 
Pauline Sensenig Hart, BA 
Helen Zeller Gardiner, BN 
Cecelia McConnel Strohm, B/\ 
Virginia Rodefer Harris, t. 
Marion Ackley (Chenoweth), Bt. 
Sarah Harris Rowe, r 
Doris Glidden (Needler), B/\ 
Vivian Herron Rutter, r A 
Ruth Bird (Burrows) , r Z 
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Theta Berthe Lathrop Marks, BO Virginia Spence Moss, B:O 
Iota Dorpthy Duniway (Ryan), BO Doris Bronson Morrill, Bn 

Doris Bronson Morrill , Bn Eva Coffee Kuphal, B<l> Province 
Kappa Mary Merritt Whitaker , BH Myrtle A. Waters, n • Presidents 

Eleanor V. V. Bennet, n• Ellen Andrews (Wright), BH 
Mary Louise Lacy, Bt. 1915 

1925-1927 
Alpha Beatrice S. Woodman, <I> Mary Bancroft Nichols, 'I' 
&eta Eqjth Baker Hunt , BI M. Marie Mount , t. 

Alice Watts Hostetler , I 

Gamma Helen farst Wallace, 1\ Clara 0. Pierce, BN 
Fan Ratliff, BX 

Delta Edith Hendren Maddock, t. Inez Richardson Canan , r tJ. 

Epsilon Alice Floyd Miller, BZ Doris Glidden , B/\ 
Alice TillotSOfl Barney, X 

Zeta Bache! Gordon Taylor, e Adelloyd W~iting Williams, I Catlin 
Vivian Herron Rutter, r A 

Eta Alice Burrows (Van Borne!) , BM Myrl Hope Sisk, fB 

Theta Kather jpe Peers Wooldridge, B:O Carol Daube (Sutton), Be 

Iota poris Bronson Morrill, Bn Helen Newman Baird, B<l> 

Helen Newman Baird, 13<1> Mildred Broughton Hopkins, BO 

Kappa Eleanor V. V. !3ennet, n• Mary Louise Lacy, Bt. 

Ida Henzel Miller, BH 
1927-1929 

Alpha Alice Weston Bray, BT Grace Lynde, BB 
Irene Neal Railsback , tJ. 

Beta Mabel McKinney Smith, BI Alice Watts Hostetler, I 

Gamma Fan Ratliff (Mathews), BX Helen Hartinger (Stevenson) , P • 

Delta Inez Richardson Canan, r t. Calista Chaplin (Thomas), K 
Marguerite Haag Churchill, Bt:J. 

Epsilon Alice Tillotson Barney, X Belle Marsh Augustine, E 

Florence Robinson Westlake, X 
Zeta Adelloyd Whiting Williams, I Anna Rummell Arrowsmith , e 

Eta Ethel Adams Martin, BM Annie Lee Duncan Bruce, r B 

Theta Marjorie Thomas Zander, BO Elizabeth Buddy Schumacher, B:O 

-Iota Margaret Paddock Davenport, rr Mildred Broughton Hopkins , BO 
Dorothy Flegel , BO Devine 

Kappa Ida Henzel Miller, BH Mary Louise Lacy, Bt:J. 
Eva Penny Cox, I 

1929-1931 
Alpha Irene Neal Railsback, tJ. Thora Mcilroy Mills, B'l' 

Beta Alice Watts Hostetler, I Virginia Niemann (Carley) , fE 

Reba Camp Hodge, B I 
Gamma Helen Beiderwelle Hanselman, BP• Marion Lilly Smith, BN 

Delta Inez Richardson Canan, r tJ. Marguerite Haag Churchill , Bt. 

Ruth Mauck Walrath, K 
Epsilon Dorothy Shade Wilson , B/\ Elizabeth Snider Simmons, H 

Zeta Marie Bryden Macnaughtan, e 
Anna Rummell Arrowsmith, e Anna Rummell Arrowsmith, e 

Frances poltry Whitlock, Be 

Eta Ethel Adams Martin , BM Annie Lee Duncan Bruce, fB 

Theta Marjorie Thomas Zander, BO Mabe! Carwile Brush , B:O 

Mildred Marr Hulings, Be 
Iota Margaret Paddock Davenport, r r Dorot~y Flegel, BO 

Kappa Beatrice Mesmer Standish, n• Eva l'~nny Cox, I 

Lambda Alice Watts Hostetler, I Rheva Ott Shryock, BA 

Jane Ramey Knox, I Florene Moffett Milford (Hahn), M Wendling 
Mu Florence Pierson (Hammond), BO May Bradford Lutz (Mims) , rn 

1931-1933 
Alpha Irene Neal Railsback , t. Thora Mcilroy Mills, B'l' 

Beta Reba Camp Hodge, B I Virginia Niemann (Carley), fE 

Gamma Eleanor Penniman Boardman , BN Mary Scarritt (Wolfe), fO 

Delta Ruth Mauck Walrath, K Gem Craig Reasoner, I 

Epsilon Elizabeth Snider Simmons, H Ruth Bracken Huffman, I 

Zeta Anna Rummell Arrowsmith, e Frances Goltry Whitlock, Be 

Eta Elizabeth Sparhawk (Todd) , BM Helen MacArthur Savage, fB 

Theta Lois Lake Shapard, B:O Velma Jones Collins, Be 

Iota Mary Rodes Leaphart, BX Kathrina Johnson Nixon , BH 

Kappa Virginia Crews Dunning (Blakemore), f:O Beatrice Ludlow (Flick), n • 

Lambda Jane R~mey Knox, I Rheva Ott Shryock, B A 

Rheva Ott Shryock, BA Hannah Hunt Stokes, I 

Mu Florence Pierson (Hammond), BO Mildred Beale, rn 

1933-1935 
Alpha Thora Mcilroy Mills, B'l' Edith Reese Crabtree, B f 

Beta Reba Camp Hod~!f, B I Frances Hope Galliher, BT 

Florence Pumyea McCarthy, BA Pound 
Gamma Eleanor Penniman Boardman, BN Lois Stewart Murray, BP• 

Delta Alethg Yerkes Smith, Bt:J. Gem Craig Reasoner, I 
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1935 Gamma Province Convention 

1939 Lambda Province Convention 

1939 Mu Province Convention 

1941 Beta Provi nee Convention 
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Epsilon 

Zeta 
Eta 

Theta 
Iota 
Kappa 

Lambda 

Mu 
1935-1937 . 

Alpha 

Beta 
Gamma 

Delta 
Epsilon 
Zeta 
Eta 

Theta 
Iota 

Kappa 

Lambda 
Mu 

1937-1939 
Alpha 
Beta 

Gamma 

Delta 
Epsilon 
Zeta 
Eta 
Theta 
Iota 
Kappa 

Lambda 
Mu 

1939-1941 
Alpha 
Beta 
Gamma 

Delta 
Epsilon 
Zeta 
Eta 

Theta 

Iota 
Kappa 
Lambda 
Mu 

1941-1943 
Alpha 
Beta 

Gamma 
Delta 
Epsilon 

Zeta 

Katherine Kelley Burton , X 
Isabel Culver Gregory, Y , n-affiliate 
Ruth Kadel Seacrest , I 
Elizabeth Sparhawk (Todd) , BM 
Lucile Pattison Esmiol , BM 
Lois Lake Shapard, B.=: 
Emily Caskey Johnson, BH 
Virginia Crews Dunning (Blakemore) , r.::: 
Beatrice Ludlow Flick, n • 
Rheva Ott Shryock, BA 
Elizabeth Bartlett, B I 
Ruth Hocker, BP• 
Elizabeth Kimbrough Park, BX 

Mary Geisler Phillips, BA 

Florence Pumyea McCarthy, BA 
Catherine Simmons (Russell) , A 
Beatrice Welle Kolb (Jones) , n • 
Aletha Yerkes Smith, Btl 
Isabel Culver Gregory, Y, n•-affiliate 
Ruth Kadel Seacrest, I 
Lucile Pattison Esmiol, BM 
Cyrena Ferree Luthy (Mapel), rB 
Helen Myers (Cornwell) , Be 
Emily Caskey Johnson, BH 
Beatrice Lee Gerlinger, Bn 

Beatrice Ludlow Flick, n • 

Ruth Hocker, BP• 
Elizabeth Kimbrough Park, BX 

Kathleen Bredin Dignan , B'l' 
Florence Pumyea McCarthy, BA 
Margaret Tschan Riley, tiA 
Beatrice Weller Kolb (Jones) , P • 
Helen Shoemaker McCullough (Damus), BP• 
Nora Wilson Tomkinson , A 
Gem Craig Reasoner, Y 
lsab.el Culver Gregory, Y, n• affiliate 
Marjory Kyes Amend, re 
Cyrena Ferree Luthy (Mapel) , rB 
Ernestine McDonald Chamberlain , Bn 
Beatrice Lee Gerlinger, Bn 
Virginia Martin Havens, n • 
Lucy Guild Quirk (Toberman) , r.::: 
Mary Frances Wolfe , r'IJ 
Dorothy Graner Carroll, BO 

Kathleen Bredin Dignan, B'l' 
Margaret Tschan Riley , t1 A 
Nora Wilson Tomkinson , A 

Gem Craig Reasoner, Y 
Carolyn Beach McCarthy, X 
Helen Ryons Branch (Nix) , I 
Margaret Moudy Rice, ro 
Ruthanna Eames McCoy (Evans) , BM 
Ernestine McDonald Chamberlain Bn 
Grace Darden McFarlin , B.=: ' 
Esther Moore Payne, 0 
Lucy Guild Quirk (Toberman) , r.::: 
Mary Frances Wolfe , r'IJ 
Dorothy Graner Carroll , BO 
Miriam Locke, rn 

Karen Johnson Yarwood, BT 
Shirley McNutt Landers , tl (didn't serve) 
Helena Flinn Ege, rE 
Ruth Bullock Chastang, BN 
Vera Altshuler Trager, tlr 
Carolyn Beach McCarthy , X 
Elizabeth Fletcher Howell (Feltman) , y 
Ardelle Chapin Adams, e 
Alberta Beard Wallace, re 

Ruth Bracken Huffman, Y 
Helen Rugg Condit, BA 
Coleen Johnson Hedges, BZ 
Helen MacArthur Savage, rB 

Dorothy Ohman Wright, rB 
Katrina Johnson Nixon,_ BH 
Beatrice Ludlow Flick, n • 
Marion Duncan Belton, rz 
Hannah Hunt Stokes, I 
Ann Scott Wilson (Morningstar), BN 
Harriet Louise French, BY 
Helen Dickinson Kelly, tiE 

Edith Reese Crabtree, Br 
Miriam Pheteplace (Schick), BB• 
Frances Hope Galliher, BT 
Maurine Smith McCain, e 
Katherine Kaiser Moore, ro 

· Ella Brewer. Clark, t1 
Helen Rugg Condit, BA 
Coleen Johnson Hedges, BZ 
Althea Marr Witte, I 

Helen Mather Austin, B.=: 
Betty Ann Macduff (Duff) , BO 
Velma Tyler Mansell, rY 
Nettie M. Galbraith, rr 
Marion Duncan Belton, rz 
Gertrude Murphy Westwood (Chilberg), r;:: 
Harriet Louise French, BY 
Helen Dickinson Kelly, tiE 

Miriam Pheteplace Schick, BB• 
Nancy Myler, rE 

Katherine Kaiser Moore, ro 

Ella Brewer Clark, tl 
Carolyn Beach McCarthy, X 
Ruth Redman Ludy (Dunshee), BZ 
Virginia Matheson (Spooner) , tiH 
Helen Mather Austin, B.=: 
Nettie M. Galbraith, rr 
Ethel Fisher Sullivan , rz 

Myrtle Miller Upshaw, ro 
Miriam Locke, rn 
Elizabeth Ballard Dupuis, P• 

Hazel Hall Kassor, BT 
Nancy Myler, rE 
Esther Collicott (Surington), B N 
Ruth Bullock Chastang, BN 
Esther Schlund!, e 
Anna Speers, r I 
Virginia Melvin, 0 
Louise Cox Marron , rB 

Gladys Hensley Engle, Be 

Hulda Miller Fields, Bet> 
Ethel Fisher Sullivan, rz 
Myrtle Miller UpShaw, ro 

Elizabeth Ballard Dupuis, P • 

Hazel Hall Kassor, BT 
Frances Merrill Seil, rE 

Martha Sinsabaugh Bryant, P • 
Mary Ann Scholl Elliott, I 
Ann Speers, r I 
Matilda Thompson, rT 
Josephine Burkel! Farquhar, I 
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Eta 
Theta 

Iota 

Kappa 
Lambda 
Mu 

1943-1945 
Alpha 

Beta 

Gamma 

Delta 
Epsilon 
Zeta 
Eta 
Theta 

Iota 

Kappa 
Lambda 
Mu 

1945-1 947 
Alpha 

Beta 
Gamma 
Delta 
Epsilon 

Zeta 
Eta 
.Theta 
Iota 

Kappa 
Lambda 

Mu 
1947-1949 

Alpha 
Beta 

Gamma 
Delta 
Epsilon 
Zeta 
Eta 
Theta 
Iota 

Kappa 
Lambda 
Mu 

1949-1951 
Alpha 
Beta 

Gamma 

Delta 
Epsilon 
Zeta 
Eta 

.Theta 

Eleanore Goodridge Campbell, BM 
Grace Sanders~n Holman (Agee) , Be 
Sarah Brown Army, r !'J. 
Hulda Miller Fields, B<l> 
Lora Harvey George, Bn 
Lucy Guild Quick (Toberman) , r:::: 
Ruth Phillips Polack, !'J.B 
Miriam Locke, rn 

Sara Millar MacMahon, BN 

Helena Flinn Ege, r E 
Katheryn Bourne Pearse, r !'J. 
Ruth Bullock Chastang, BN 
Alice Hunsicker Ellsworth (Tubaugh), 1\ 
Vera Altshuler Trager, !'J.f 
Elizabeth Fletcher Howell (Fel tman) , I 
Alberta Beard Wallace, re 
Eleanore Goodridge Campbell, BM 
Mary Singleton Wamsley, I 

Lora Harvey George, B n 
Anne Casler Eubanks , r r 

Marjorie Miller Hoar, rz 
Ruth Phillips Polack, !'J.B 
Bernice Read Mayes, ri 

Sara Millar MacMahon, BN 

Katheryn Bourne Pearse, r !'J. 
Alice Hunsicker Ellsworth (Tuba ugh), 1\ 
Frances Shahan Ulen, I 
Mary Frances Diffenbaugh Abbott , A • 
Josephine Yantis Eberspacher, BM 
Mary Dudley, r A 
Vi late Crane Shaffer, !'J. H 
Mary Singleton Wamsley, I 
Anne Casler Eubanks, r r 
Jean Baird Frayn (Dutton) , Bn 
Helen Swordling Kasl, rz 
Evelyn Cox Stewart , B I 
Lucy Higginbotham Mann, B I 
Dorothy Gamble Favrot, BO 

Louise Hodell Butters, ro 
Katheryn Bourne Pearse, r !'J. 
Mary Turner Whitney, BP• 
Frances Davis Evans, BN 
Shirley Raskey Zimmerman, B!'J. 
Josephine Yantis Eberspacher , B M 
Mary Dudley, r A 
Vi late Crane Shaffer, !'J. H 
Dorothy Chew Mason, B/\ 
Jean Baird Frayn , Bn 
Hulda Miller Fields, B<l> 
Ona Carnine McCombs (Kelley), (M 
Marjorie Miller Hoar , rz 
Lucy Higginbotham Mann , B I 
Curtis Buehler, BX 
Frances Fatout Alexander, I 

Louise Hodell Butters , ro 
Mary Turner Whitney, BP• 
Helen Kinsloe, !'J. A 
Frances Davis Evans , B N 

Georgianna Root Bartlow, B!'J. 
Josephine Yantis Eberspacher, BM 
Jane Shaffer (Prince) , ri 
Marion Smith Bishop, BM 

Dorothy Chew Mason , B/\ 
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Louise Cox Marron, rB 
Gladys Hensley Engle, Be 

Esther Moore Payne, 0 

Myrtle Henrici Hass, n • 
Lucy Higginbotham Mann , B I 
Mary Hatfield Georg, re 

Edla Scaife Eesley, P• 
Elizabeth Power, !'J.!'J. 
Marguerite Clark Davis, B\jJ 
Frances Merritt Seil, fE 

Elinor Gebhardt , BP• 

Mary Ann Scholl Elliott , I 
Matilda Thompson , rT 
Josephine Torr Kuttler, I 
Rebekah Deal Oliver, r A 
Sarah Brown Army, r !'J. 

Esther Moore Payne, 0 
Anne Casler Eubanks, rr 
Helen Newman Baird, B<l> 
Myrtle Henrici Hass, n • 
Lucy Higginbotham Mann, B I 
Mary Hatfield Georg, re 

Elizabeth Folger Gray , ro 
Louise Hod ell Butters, r 0 
Virginia Parker Blanchard, ¢> 

Emily ount Ashcroft, BI 
Edla Scaife Ees ley, P• 
Eleanor Rainey Mallender, !'J.l 
Matilda Thompson , fT 

Helen Thomas McCague, I 
Caroline Henry Gillaspie, BM 
Sarah Brown Army, r !'J. 
Helen Newman Baird, B<l> 
Julia Ferrell Hopf, rr 
Lenita Reddish Betts, P • 
Perla Beckham Wolford (La rison), B:::: 

Bernice Read Mayes, ri 

Virginia Parker Blanchard, ¢> 

Emily Mount Ashcroft, BI 

Martha Reuwer Stegner, BP• 
Betty Miller Brown, M 
Janet Schmitz Bergquist, I 
Laura Headen Pendleton , e 
Caroline Henry Gillaspie, BM 
Helen Cornish Hutchinson, Be 
Julia Ferrell Hopf, rr 
Helen Newman Baird, B<l> 

Lenita Reddish Betts , P • 
Perla Beckham Wolford (La rison), B:::: 
Bernice Read Mayes, I 

Virginia Parker Blanchard, ¢> 

Katherine Ball Everitt, r 1\ 

Anna Coolley Carlson, B/\ 
Margaret Easton Seney, P • 
Betty Miller Brown, M 
Mary Ann Clark Williams (Dazey), B/\ 
Laura Headen Pendleton, e 
Katherine Denman Long, I 
Nan Kretschmer Boyer, BM 
Helen Cornish Hutchinson, Be 
Gertrude Si s Bransford, B:::: 

Province presidents at Sun Valley-1948 

Tea table at 1949 Beta Province Convention 

Province presidents-Murray Bay 1950 

Conferring at Lambda Province Convention-
1951 
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Province presidents at 1952 Convention 

Province vice presidents at 1952 Convention 

Dignitaries at Delta Provi nee Convention -1955 

Epsilon Province Convention banquet-1957 
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Iota 
Kappa 
Lambda 

Mu 
1951-1953 

Alpha 
Beta 
Gamma 
Delta 
Epsilon 

Zeta 

Eta 
Theta 

Iota 
Kappa 

Lambda 
Mu 

1953-1955 
Alpha 
Beta 
Gamma 
Delta 
Epsilon 

Zeta 
Eta 
Theta 
Iota 

Kappa 

Lambda 

Mu 
I 955-1957 

Alpha 
Beta 
Gamma 

Delta 

Epsilon 
Zeta 
Eta 

Theta 

Iota 
Kappa 

Lambda 
Mu 

1957-1959 
Alpha 
Beta 

Gamma 
Delta 

Epsilon 
Zeta 
Eta 
Theta 
Iota 
Kappa 
Lambda 
Mu 

1959-1961 
Alpha 
Beta 
Gamma 

Belle Wenz Dirstine, fH 
Alysone Hales deLaveaga, BO 
Lucy Higginbotham Mann , BY 
Nancy Pretlow Bozarth, fK 
Frances Fa tout Alexander, I 

Marguerite Clark Davis, B'i' 
-Helen Kinsloe, D.A 
Elizabeth Norris Harvey, f'i' 
Georgianna Root Bartlow, BD. 
Mary Ann Clark Williams, Bi\ 
Mary " Betsy" Triebel Rahmel , Bi\ 
Jane Shaffer (Prince), fl 
Laura Headen Pendleton , 8 
Marion Smith Bishop, BM 
Lena Brown Welsh, 8 
Mary Lou Myers Wiggins , B:=: 
Belle Wenz Dirstine, fH 
Marion Howell Tompkins, D.A 
Marjorie Davis Garretson, BA 
Nancy Pretlow Bozarth , fK 
Frances Fatout Alexander, I 

Province Directors 
of Chapters (PDCs) 

Virginia Ferguson White, BT 
Helen Kinsloe, D.A 
Elizabeth Norris Harvey, f 'i' 
Mary Elizabeth Search Stone, M 
Charlotte Beaman Henderson , BP• 
Mary Elizabeth Sheldon Chaney, X 
Laura Headen Pendleton, 8 
Nan Kretschmer Boyer, BM 
Mary Lou Myers Wiggins, B:=: 
Mildred Burt Borberg, K 

Helen Leonard Frank, fM 

Julia Smith Stengel, K 

Elise Bohannon Maier , BX 

Virginia Ferguson White, B T 
Ruth Hoehle Lane, <I> 

Nancy Saylor Crell, D.i\ 

Mary Elizabeth Search Stone, M 
Elizabeth Canan Heath, f D. 
Mary Elizabeth Sheldon Chaney, X 
Mary Ives Hos'to, fl 
Virginia Shirley McCanna, fB 

Louise Little Bar beck, f <I> 

Dorothea Griffith Humphrey, B:=: 
Nancy Lawton Weber, Bn 
Helen Leonard Frank, fM 

Julia Smith Stengel, K 
Flora Stratton Crump, BO 

Antoinette Clemens Breithaupt, B:=: 
Ruth Hoehle Lane, <I> 

Emma Jane Hosmer Miller, D. A 
Sally Moore Nitschke, BN 
Elizabeth Canan Heath , f D. 
Helen Hanson Barrett , D. 
Jane Tallmadge Rikkers , H 
Mary lves Hosto, fl 
Alice McShane Pitman , D.H 
Dorothea Griffith Humphrey, B:=: 
Dorothy Sebree Cassill, Bn 
Florence Wright Pfister, n • 
Alice Phillips Scheleen, M 
Flora St ratton Crump, BO 

Antoinette Clemens Breithaupt, B:=: 
Emma Jane Hosmer Miller, D.A 
Sally Moore Nitschke, BN 

Josephine Phelan Thompson , fO 
Edgarita Webster Wood (George), Bn 
Louise Berry Wise, Bi\ 

Mary Hamilton Ewing, D.:= 

Catherine Alt Schultz, 'i' 
Katherine Ball Everitt, f i\ 
Margaret Easton Seney, P • 
Margaret Barker Richardson, M 
Elizabeth Zimmermann (Howard), I 

Alice Huntington Goodwin (Holmquist), r 

Nan Kretschmer Boyer, BM 
Josephine Dunlop Akin, BM 

Eleanor French Bowe, BO 
Edgarita Webster Wood (George), Bn 

Louise Berry Wise, Bi\ 
Loraine Heaton Boland (Livesey), BB• 

Province Directors 
of Alumnae (PDAs) 

Catherine Alt Schultz, 'i' 
Pauline Sweigart, D. A 
Margaret Easton Seney, P • 
Margaret Barker Richardson, M 
Pearl Houk Borsch, E 

Alice Huntington Goodwin (Holmquist), r 
Marian Schroeder Graham, B<l> 
Myrtle Oliver Roever , fl 
Eleanor French Bowe, BO 
Jean Kronenberg Mears, f f 
Marye Quinn Schetter, K 
Claire Drew Walker, Bn 
Ann Murphy Nale, BY 
Eleanor Heller Haley, fX 
Loraine Heaton Boland (Livesey), BB• 

Marion B. Tombaugh, K 
Kathryn Wolf Luce, fO 
Rebecca Rhue Dooley, I 
Marilyn McDonald Erickson, D. 
Harriet French Browne, Y 

Pearl Houk Borsch, E 
Jeannette Greever Rustemeyer, 0 
Marian Schroeder Graham, B<l> 
Doris Kirkham Brokaw, B:=: 
Myrtle Oliver Roever, fl 

Jean Kronenberg Mears, ff 
Claire Drew Walker, Bn 
Hazel Round Wagner, D.Z 
Eleanor Heller Haley, fX 
Ruth Eilber Hawkins, K 

Marion B. Tombaugh, K 
Kathryn Wolf Luce, fO 

Martha Hetterich Flatt, BP • 
Harriet French Browne, Y 

Mary Louise Williams Rapp, I 
Jeannette Greever Rustemeyer, 0 
Doris Kirkham Brokaw, B:=: 
Dorothy LeMaster Carter, Bi\ 
Jean Kronenberg Mears, f f 
Hazel Round Wagner, D.Z 
Sarah Anne Ryder , A• 
Ruth Eilber Hawkins, K 

Katherine Tombaugh Bowen, K 
Jean Risser Aiken, fP 
Martha Hetterich Flatt, BP • 
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Delta Alice James Brogan, Bt. 
Epsilon Jane Tallmadge Rikkers , H 

Anne Robins Volume (Rostecki), rr 
Zeta Helen Kittle Mesk ill (Slaymaker) , 0 
Eta Betty Burton Perkins, rB 
Theta Mary Geisler Morgan , BO 
Iota Irene Hawks Wilson (Franks), rr 

Kappa Mary Louise Carey Herbert , BZ 

Lambda Christine Hampson Muir , rE 
Mu Dorothy McCampbell Nowell , B:::: 

1961-1963 
Alpha Mary-Martha Lawre nce Shute, 8 

Beta (Adda) La Rue Moss Schreib, rE 

Gamma Margaret Leland Russell, P • 
Delta Alice James Brogan , Bt. 
Epsilon Mabel Martin McCoy, A• 

Zeta Frances Lewis Tremayne, D. Z 
Eta Betty Burton Perkins , r B 
Theta Dorothea Griffith Humphrey, B:::: 

(Anne) Elizabeth Alexander Price, B:::: 

Iota Anna Bell e Hartwig Chumrau , B<l> 
Kappa Mary Louise Carey Herbert , B Z 

Lambda Pauline Tomlin Beall , rx 

Mu Dorothy McCampbell Nowell, B:::: 
Jean Hess Wells , D. Y 

I963-1965 
Alpha Mary-Martha Lawrence Shute, 8 
Beta (Adda) La Rue Moss Schreib, rE 
Gamma Margaret Leland Russell , P • 
Delta Alice James Brogan, Bt. 
Epsilon Mabel Martin McCoy, A • 
Zeta Frances Lewis Tremayne, D. Z 

Margaret Haun Groetsch , I 
Jeannette Greever Rustemeyer, 0 

Eta Emily White Wilmarth, r A 
Theta Marilyn Bemis Myers , t.r 
Iota Mary Ellen Martin Gorham, rH 
Kappa Gretchen Gleim, rH 
Lambda Pauline Tomlin Beall , rx 

Mu Jean Hess Wells , D. Y 

1965-1967 
Alpha June Moore Parrish , BX 

Beta (Adda) LaRue Moss Schreib, rE 

Gamma Lydia French Champlin, t.N 
Delta Sarah Matthews Kelso, D. 
Epsilon Mabel Martin McCoy, A• 
Zeta Sally Stebbins Knudsen, I 
Eta Phyllis Brinton Pryor, BM 
Theta Marilyn Maloney Riggs , 0 
Iota Alice Fisher Summers, rM 
Kappa Gretchen Gleim , rH 

Elizabeth Bennitt Denebeim, 8 
Lambda Pauline Tomlin Beall , rx 
Mu Jean Hess Wells, D. Y 

1967-1969 
Alpha Betty Jane De Bout Taylor , K 

Virginia Poad Zechman, 'I' 
Beta Margaret Porter Cardamone, t.A 

Donna Lou Symmonds Clemson, I'. A 

Gamma Phyllis Bolman Pfahl , P • 

Delta Sarah Matthews Kelso , D. 
Epsilon Mary Ellen Sherrard Randolph , H 

Zeta Patricia Piller Shelton , 0 

Eta Phyllis Brinton Pryor, BM 
Cherry Moslander Ridges, D. H 

Theta Marilyn Maloney Riggs , 0 

Iota Kay Smith Larson , Bn 

Kappa Elizabeth Bennitt Denebeim, 8 

Lambda Jessie Halstead Kirk , rT 

Mu Janet Dickerson Sanford, rK 
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Mary Elliott Pence, Bt. 
Alice Sprague Goulding, I 

Jane Palmer Canady, r8 
Dori s Kirkham Brokaw, B:::: 
Portia Pittenger Rissler, M 
Marjorie Cross Bird, BM 
Elizabeth Barline Boyington, BK 
Dorothy Hanford Chasseur , t.H 
Betty Udell Marshall , rz 
Sarah Anne Ryder , A • 
Eli za beth Adams Harrison , BO 

Katherine Tombaugh Bowen , K 
Bettie Stone Bassett, 8 
Jean Risser Aiken, rP 
Agnes Park Fausnaugh , P• 
Caroline Godley O ' Dell , M 
Frances Swanson Hobert , A • 
Jane Palmer Canady, r8 
Phyllis Brinton Pryor, BM 
Port ia Pitte nger Ri ss ler , M 

Marguerite Newport Rathbun , rH 
Betty Udell Marshall , rz 
Anne Harter , BT 
Elizabeth Adams Harrison, BO 

Betti e Lou Stone Bassett , 8 
Adeline Holmes Lubkert , 1'.8 
Agnes Park Fausnaugh , P• 
Caroline Godley O'Dell, M 
Frances Swanson Hobert , A • 
Rebekah Thompson Eldridge, 0 

Phyllis Brinton Pryor, B M 
Jane Bothwell Waddill, B:::: 
Margaret Kerr Bourassa , BO 
Dorothy Sherman Stokes, I 
Anne Harter, BT 

· Nancy Upshaw Egerton, D. B 
Carol Engels Harmon, t.K 

Martha Alexander Barbee, rD. 
Jean Wilcox Morris, I 
Adeline Holmes Lubkert, 1'.8 
Dianne Drake Anderegg, B P • 
Laura Smith Huetteman, Bt. 
Josephine Yantis Eberspacher , BM 
Rebekah Thompson Eldridge, 0 
Mariane Cheney Baldwin , B<l> 
Jane Bothwell Waddill , B:::: 
Margaret Kerr Bourassa, BO 
Dorothy Sherman Stokes, I 

Nancy Upshaw Egerton , D. B 
Carol Engels Harmon, t.K 
Jan Charbonnet Crocker, rK 

Joy Stark Huston, D. r 

Jane Lindsay Koke, ro , D. B affiliate 

Barbara Terry Henderson, D. 
Mary Frances Gibbs Heinze, P • 
Josephine Yantis Eberspacher , BM 
Mary Louise Voss Myers , BZ 
Mariane Cheney Baldwin , B<l> 

Jane Tourner Cu rry, D. 
Jean Davies Hogensen , rM 
Eleanor Frances Zahn , r::: 
Nancy Ups haw Egerton , D. B 
Jan Charbonnet Crocker, rK 

East Bay Alumnae Association representatives at 
Kappa Province Convention -1957 

Alpha Province actives-1961 

1961 Zeta Province officers with convention 
marshals 

Fraternity officials at Epsilon Province Convention-
1963 
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Province directors of alumnae in 1967 -first 
Associate Council Seminar in year of province 

officers' election 

PDAs at 1971 Associate Council Seminar 

PDCs at 1971 Convention 

Province officers provide a costumed welcome 
at Coronado in 1976 
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1969-1971 
Alpha 
Beta 

Gamma 
Delta 

Epsilon 
Zeta 
Eta 
Theta 
Iota 

Kappa 
Lambda 
Mu 

1971-1973 
Alpha 

Beta 
Gamma 

Delta 
Epsilon 
Zeta 
Eta 
Theta 
Iota 
Kappa 

Lambda 
Mu 
Nu 
Xi 
Omicron 
Pi 

1973-1975 
Alpha 
Beta 
Gamma 

Delta 
Epsilon 
Zeta 
Eta 
Theta 
Iota 
Kappa 
Lambda 
Mu 

Nu 

Xi 
Omicron 

Pi 

1975-1977 
Alpha 
Beta 

Gamma 

Delta 
1 Epsilon 

Zeta 
Eta 
Theta 
Iota 
Kappa 
Lambda 
Mu 
Nu 
Xi 
Omicron 
Pi 

Laurada Rowland Andrews, BN 
Donna Lou Symmonds Clemson, t:;A 
(Adda) La Rue Moss Schreib, fE 
Phyllis Bolman Pfahl, P• 
Barbara Miller Adney, BN 
Joan Herrin Hancock , M 
Jean Maclellan Hall (Cla rk ), BM 
Patricia Piller Shelton, 0 
Cherry Moslauder Ridges , /:; H 
Jane Tourner Curry, /:; 
Kay Smith Larson , Bn 
Nancy Houston Guthrie, 'I' 
Elizabeth Bennitt Denebeim, e 
Jessie Halstead Kirk, rT 
Janet Dickerson Sanford, fK 

Laurada Rowland Andrews, BN 
Mary Eli zabeth Barrett Pry, P• 
Nancy Lease (Osgood), P• 
Lois Catherman Whittaker, BI 
Diane Miller Selby, BN 
Mary El izabeth Barrett Pry, P• 
Joan Herrin Hancock, M 
Jane Wood Carlisle, BN 
Martha Ann Young Miller, e 
Lena Clarke Clements, t:;Z 
Jane Tourner Curry, /:; 
Nancy Houston Guthrie, 'I' 
Ann Dornsbach Mettlin, Et:; 
Eli zabeth Hawkins Pickett, /:; T 
Marcia Hall Johnson , K 
Ann Treadway Henry, t:;P 
Barbara Tranter Curley, /:;f 
Martha Jo Clough Barton, Be 
Pamela Strong Whitmore, re 
Margaret Louise Frank Shambarger, Bp 

Nancy Lease Osgood, P• 
Lois Catherman Whittaker, BI 
Helen Girdler Fishburn, Bt:; 

Jill Cox Campbell, M 
Susan Paul Butler, H 
Martha Young Miller, e 
Elizabeth Willson MacLauchlin, EB 
Rebecca Stone Arbour,/:;! 
Nancy Houston Guthrie, 'I' 
Elizabeth Hawkins Pickett , /:; T 
Marcia Hall Johnson , K 
Carol Trimble Weisenfeld, BA 
Jan Singleton McAllister, t:;p 
Barbara Tranter Curley, ~:;r 
Virginia Anding La Charite, fK 
Martha Jo Clough Barton, Be 
Pamela Strong Whitmore, re 
Kay Seward Wilber, r /:; 
Teri Ann Van Dorn Hampson , 1:;0 
Lois Wilkinson Bennett, BA 

Lorna Jean Telfer, /:;/:; 
Suzanne Peterson Fream, B T 

Helen Girdler Fishburn , Bt:; 
Juliana Fraser Wales , BN 
Sara Schnaiter Lugar, r t:; 
Katherine Feiger Molt, B/\ 

Carolyn Steele Stauffer, I 
Elizabeth Willson MacLauchlin, EB 
Rebecca Stone Arbour, tll 
Mary Kuhlman Hutsinpiller, fH 
Mary Reid Tennison , Ell 
June Miller Mohr, r tl 
Sally Schwartz Muzii, 'I' 
Virginia Anding LaCharite, fK 
Martha Jo Clough Barton , Be 
Teri Ann Van Dorn Hampson , 1:;0 
Carla Myers Wiese, fM 
Patricia Maness Kriz, BM 

Reina Faed Armstrong, B'l' 
Jane Lindsay Koke, ro, t:;B affi liate 
Elizabeth Monahan Yolk, P• 
Barbara Terry Henderson , /:; 
Mary Frances Gibbs Heinze, P • 
Marjorie Moree Keith, r A 
Mary Louise Voss Meyers, BZ 
Marian Klingbeil Williams, e 
Jean Mayhew Peters,/:; n 
Doris Kirkham Brokaw, B:=: 
Betty Carlson Schaub, fH, BO affiliate 
Betsy Molsberry Prior, BN 
Carol Peters Duncan, BB• , rx affiliate 
Ellen Johnson Lawther, f'l' 
V. Elizabeth Foster West , /:; B 

Judith Grady Duysters (McKibben), P • 

Eli zabeth Monahan Yolk, P• 
Caroline Cole Tolle, !11\ 

Nancy Currier Bartel, t1 
Mary Frances Gibbs Heinze, P• 
Marjorie Moree Keith , r A 
Betty Smith Beachy, e 
Cynthia Mitchell Chambers, t!J.Z 
Dee Speed Elder, f'l' 
Betty Carlson Schaub, r H, BO affiliate 
Alphonsine Clapp Howard, I 
Ellen Johnson Lawther, f'l' 
Carol Carrano Adams, t:;M 
V. Elizabeth Foster West, t1 B 
Jane Abney Price, t1 n 
Alene Turner Wall , H 
Joann Hatch Moeser, fH 

Carol Krier MacDonald, rP 
Gwendolyn Chuba Barry, t!J.A 
Caroline Cole Tolle, !11\ 
Drusilla Cox Zuverink, BX 
Priscilla Shaver, D.r 
Cynthia Springer Harbold, M 
Betty Smith Beachy. e 
Cynthia Mitchell Chambers, D.Z 
Shirley Younkin Shreve, r A 
Dorothy Barbour Brassey, fM 
Alphonsine Clapp Howard, I 
Catherine Dennis Thomason , f'l' 
Carol Carrano Adams, /:; M 

Drusilla Cox Zuverink , BX 
Lois Baird Jeffery, !1/\ 
Jane Falter Shelley, Be 
Carolyn Hornor Wilson , BY 

Heloise Lee Stewart, fM 

Diana Dodds, r I 
Gwendolyn Chuba Barry, t!J.A 
Nancy Birch Henry, r t1 
Drusilla Cox Zuverink, BX 

Priscilla Shaver, t:; r 
Cynthia Springer Harbold, M 
Nancy Segersten Meeker, E 
Dorothy Clinton Thute, I 
Alice Jones Gerhardt, M 
Shirley Younkin Shreve, r A 
Dorothy Barbour Brassey, fM 
Carolyn Conway Madding, /:;f 
Catherine Dennis Thomason, f'l' 
Juliana Warner Deeds, BN 
Lois Baird Jeffery, tl/\ 
Joy Cox Broach , fN 
Molly Morony Cox, t:;O 
Patricia Maness Kriz, BM 
Ann Fletcher Colvin rH 



Province Conventions 
HOSTESS HOSTESS 

YEAR PROVINCE TIME AND PLACE GROUP YEAR PROVINCE TIME AND PLACE GROUP 
1885 Alpha May 16-17 (sub-convention) Kappa and Xi Theta May 10-11 Beta Omicron 

Hillsdale, Michigan New Orleans, Louisiana 
Alpha October 22-23 (sub-convention) Beta Tau Iota May 17-18 Gamma Gamma 

Syracuse, New York Walla Walla , Washington 

1886 Alpha October 29-30 (sub-convention) Kappa and Xi Kappa April 12-13 Beta Eta 
Hillsdale, Michigan Palo Alto , California 

1891 Alpha September 24-25 (sub-convention) Beta Tau 1931 Alpha September 17-19 Beta Psi 
Syracuse, New York Muskoka Lakes , Ontario, Canada 

1895 Alpha October 1-3 Beta Beta Beta June 26-28 Gamma Rho 
Canton , New York Conneaut Lake, Pennsylvania 

Beta May 30-31 Xi Gamma May 1-2 Gamma Omega 
Adrian, Michigan Granville, Ohio 

Gamma February 15-16 Eta Delta May 15-16 Kappa 
Madison, Wisconsin Hillsdale, Michigan 

1897 Beta May 26-28 Beta Nu Epsilon October 9-10 Eta 
Columbus, Ohio Madison , Wisconsin 

1901 Beta May 16-18 Kappa Zeta April 17-19 Gamma Alpha 
Hillsdale, Michigan Manhattan , Kansas 

1901-1919 No province conventions held Eta November 13-14 Beta Mu 

1919 Iota September 8-10 Beta Pi Boulder, Colorado 

Seattle, Washington Theta April 10-11 Beta Theta 

1923 Alpha (now September 12-15 Beta Iota Norman , Oklahoma 

Beta) Ocean City, New Jersey Iota April 17-18 Gamma Eta 

Beta (now October 5-6 Beta Tau Pullman, Washington 

Alpha) Syracuse, New York Kappa April 3-4 Gamma Xi 

Gamma September 6-8 Beta Nu West Los Angeles , California 

Chillicothe, Ohio Lambda October 2-3 Beta Upsilon 

Epsilon May 13-14 Upsilon Morgantown , West Virginia 

Evanston ,. lllinois Mu April 24-25 Gamma Pi 

Iota May 25-27 Beta Omega Tuscaloosa, Alabama 

Eugene, Oregon 1933 No conventions held because of the financial 

1924 Delta March 7-8 Mu condition of the country. 

Indianapolis , Indiana 1935 Alpha June 11-12 Beta Tau 

Zeta April 4-6 Theta Syracuse, New York 

Columbia, Missouri Beta March 29-31 Delta Alpha 

1925 Alpha June 17-18 Psi 
State College, Pennsylvania 

Ithaca , New York Gamma March 22-23 Beta Nu 

Beta September 1-3 Gamma Epsilon Columbus, Ohio 

Bedford Springs, Pennsylvania Delta October 18-19 Delta 

Gamma June 23-25 Beta Rho 
Bloomington, Indiana 

Milan , Indiana Epsilon October 11-12 Beta Lambda 

Delta June ll -13 Gamma Delta 
Urbana , Illinois 

Lafayette, Indiana Zeta April 12-13 Omega 

Theta April 9 Gamma Nu 
Lawrence, Kansas 

Fayetteville , Arkansas Eta April 19-20 Gamma Beta 

Iota May 24-25 Beta Phi 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

Missoula , Montana 
Theta April 12-13 Gamma Phi 

Kappa May 8 Gamma Xi 
Dallas , Texas 

Los Angeles , California 
Iota April 26-27 Beta Omega 

1927 Alpha October 21-22 Beta Beta Deuteron 
Eugene, Oregon 

Canton, New York 
Kappa April 5-7 Pi Deuteron 

Beta September 8-10 Beta Sigma 
Berkeley, California 

Buck Hill Falls , Pennsylvania 
Lambda October 25-26 Gamma Chi 

Gamma June 22-24 Lambda 
Washington, D.C. 

Akron , Ohio 
Mu April 12-13 Beta Chi 

Delta April 28-30 Beta Delta 
Lexington , Kentucky 

Ann Arbor, Michigan 
1937 Alpha September 17-18 Psi 

Epsilon April 16-18 Epsilon 
Ithaca , New York 

Bloomington, Illinois Beta April 23-24 Gamma Epsilon 

Zeta May 6-8 Sigma 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

Lincoln , Nebraska 
Gamma March 12-14 Beta Rho Deuteron 

Eta November 10-12 Beta Mu 
Cincinnati , Ohio 

Boulder, Colorado 
Delta April 23-24 Delta Gamma 

Theta April 29-30 Beta Xi 
East Lansing, Michigan 

Austin, Texas 
Epsilon May 7-8 Upsilon 

Iota M~rch 4-6 Beta Kappa 
Evanston, lllinois 

Moscow, Idaho 
Zeta April 9-10 Beta Zeta 

Iowa City , Iowa 
1929 Alpha September 20-21 Gamma Lambda Eta April 2-3 Delta Zeta 

Bread Loaf Inn, Vermont Colorado Springs, Colorado 
Beta September 6-8 Gamma Kappa Theta April 23-24 Gamma Nu 

Virginia Beach, Virginia Fayetteville , Arkansas 
Gamma September 13-14 Rho Deuteron Iota April 30-May I Beta Kappa 

Delaware, Ohio Moscow, Idaho 
Delta April 12-13 Iota Kappa March 5-6 Gamma Zeta 

Greencastle, Indiana Tucson, Arizona 
Epsilon May 3-5 Beta Lambda Lambda March 19-20 Delta Beta 

Urbana, lllinois Durham, North Carolina 
Zeta April 19-21 Gamma Iota Mu February 26-27 Delta Epsilon 

St. Louis, Missouri Winter Park, Florida 
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HOSTESS f-IOSTESS 
YEAR PROVINCE TIME AND PLACE GROUP YEAR PROVINCE TIME AND PLACE GROUP 

1939 Alpha September 8-10 Delta Delta Delta April 25-26 Mu 

Montreal , Quebec, Canada Indianapolis , Indiana 

Beta April 21-22 Beta Sigma Epsilon November 14-16 Beta Lambda 

New York, New York Urbana, Illinois 

Gamma April 28-29 Gamma Omega Zeta April 25-26 Sigma 

Granville, Ohio Lincoln , Nebraska 

Delta March 24-25 Gamma Delta Eta April 18-19 Gamma Beta 

Lafayette, Indiana Albuquerque, New Mexico 

Epsilon February 24-25 Gamma Sigma Theta May 2-3 Beta Xi 

Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada Austin, Texas 

Zeta April 14-15 Theta Iota April 11-12 Beta Omega 

Columbia, Missouri Eugene , Oregon 

Eta March 31-April I Delta Eta Kappa April 25-26 Pi Deuteron 

Salt Lake City, Utah Berkeley, California 

Theta April 14-15 Beta Theta Lambda March 7-8 Gamma Kappa 
Norman, Oklahoma Williamsburg, Virginia 

Iota April 28-29 Beta Phi Mu March 27-29 Gamma Pi 
Missoula, Montana Tuscaloosa, Alabama 

Kappa April 21-22 Beta Eta 1949 Alpha September 8-10 Beta Beta Deuteron 
Palo Alto, California Canton, New York 

Lambda March 10-12 Gamma Psi Beta April 29-30 Delta Xi 

College Park, Maryland Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

Mu April 14-15 Beta Omicron Gamma April 29-30 Delta Lambda 

New Orleans, Louisiana Oxford, Ohio 
Delta April 22-23 Beta Delta 

1941 Alpha September 5-6 Beta Psi Ann Arbor, Michigan 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada Epsilon April 1-2 Chi 

Beta April 25-26 Beta Alpha Minneapolis, Minnesota 
Philadelphia , Pennsylvania Zeta April 29-30 Gamma Iota 

Gamma May 2-3 Lambda St. Louis , Missouri 
Akron, Ohio Eta March 25-26 Delta Zeta 

Delta March 7-8 Iota Colorado Springs, Colorado 
Greencastle, Indiana Theta May 6-7 Gamma Nu 

Epsilon March 28-29 Alpha Deuteron Fayetteville, Arkansas 
Monmouth , Illinois Iota May 13-14 Gamma Eta 

Zeta March 28-29 Gamma Theta Pullman, Washington 
Des Moines , Iowa Kappa April 7-8 Gamma Zeta 

Eta April 4-5 Beta Mu Tucson, Arizona 
Boulder, Colorado Lambda April 8-9 Beta Upsilon 

Theta April 25-26 Beta Xi Morgantown, West Virginia 
Austin, Texas Mu April 1-2 Delta Upsilon 

Iota May 2-3 Gamma Mu Athens, Georgia 
Corvallis , Oregon 195.1 Alpha September 14-16 Gamma Lambda 

Kappa April4-5 Gamma Xi Middlebury, Vermont 
Los Angeles , California Beta April 13-14 Gamma Rho 

Lambda February 28-March I Delta Theta Cambridge Springs, Pennsylvania 
Baltimore, Maryland Gamma April 13-14 Rho Deuteron 

Mu April 18-19 Gamma Pi Delaware, Ohio 
Tuscaloosa , Alabama Delta April 13-14 Delta 

1943 No conventions held beca·use of World War 11. 
Bloomington , Indiana 

1945 No conventions-province conferences held for 
Epsilon March 16-17 Epsilon 

Bloomington, Illinois 
officers only. Zeta April 27-28 Gamma Alpha 

Alpha May 26-27 Phi 
Boston , Massachusetts 

Manhattan, Kansas 
Eta April 13-14 Delta Eta 

Beta June 22-24 Beta Sigma Salt Lake City, Utah 
New York , New York Theta April 21-22 Beta Theta 

Gamma June 8-10 Beta Nu 
Columbus, Ohio 

Norman, Oklahoma 
Iota April 27-28 Gamma Gamma 

Delta October 19-20 Iota 
Greencastle, Indiana 

Walla Walla , Washington 

Epsilon June 15-17 Eta 
Kappa April 27-28 Delta Tau 

Madison , Wisconsin 
Los Angeles, California 

Zeta November 2-4 
Lambda April 6-7 Gamma Chi 

None Washington , D.C. 
Kansas City, Kansas Mu April 13- 14 Delta Epsilon Eta Aprill2-15 GammaOmicrQn Winter Park , Florida 
Laramie, Wyoming 1953 Alpha September 18-20 Delta Delta 

Theta Jul y 24-27 None Ste. Adele, Quebec, Canada 
Tulsa, Oklahoma Beta April 17-18 Beta Alpha 

Iota April 27-29 Beta Pi 
Seattle , Washington 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Gamma April 17-18 Gamma Omega 

Mu May 31-June 3 Gamma Pi Granville, Ohio 
Tuscaloosa , Alabama Delta April 23-25 Kappa 

1947 Alpha September 17-19 Delta Nu 
Hillsdale , Michigan 

Amherst, Massachusetts Epsilon April 24-25 Upsilon 
Beta April 11-12 Delta Mu Evanston, Illinois 

Farmington, Connecticut Zeta April 17-18 Beta Zeta 
Gamma Apri l 18-19 Beta Rho Deuteron 

Iowa City , Iowa 

Cinci nnati, Ohio Eta April 10-12 Beta Mu 
Denver, Colorado 
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HOSTESS HOSTESS 
EAR PROVINCE TIME AND PLACE GROUP YEAR PROVINCE TIME AND PLACE GROUP 

Theta April 10-11 Delta Pi Lambda April 3-4 Beta Upsilon 
Tulsa, Oklahoma Morgantown , West Virginia 

Iota March 6-7 Gamma Upsilon Mu April 17-18 Delta Iota 
Vancouver, B.C., Canada Baton Rouge, Louisiana 

Kappa April 17-18 Delta Chi 
1961 Alpha September 8-9 Beta Psi San Jose, California ,_ 

Lambda April 10-11 Delta Beta Toronto, Ontario, Canada 

Durham, Nqrth Carolina Beta April 7-8 Delta Phi 

Mu April 17-18 Delta Rho Lewisburg, Pennsylvania 

University, Mississippi Gamma April 7-8 Delta Lambda 
Oxford, Ohio 

955 Alpha September 9-11 Psi Delta March 24-25 Iota 
Ithaca, New York Greencastle, Indiana 

Beta March 18-19 Delta Alpha Epsilon March 10- 11 Gamma Tau - University Park, Pennsylvania Fargo, North Dakota 
Gamma April 1-2 Lambda Zeta April 14-1 5 Sigma 

Akron, Ohio Lincoln , Nebraska 
Delta March 25-26 Gamma Delta Eta April 21-22 Delta Eta 

West Lafayette, Indiana Salt Lake City, Utah 
Epsilon March 25-26 Eta Theta March 17-18 Beta Theta 

Madison, Wisconsin Norman, Oklahoma 
Zeta March 11-12 Omega Iota April 21-22 Beta Pi 

Lawrence, Kansas Seattle, Washington 
Eta April 15-16 Gamma Omicron Kappa April 28-29 Delta Omega 

Laramie, Wyoming Fresno, California 
Theta March 18-20 Gamma Phi Lambda April 20-22 Gamma Chi 

Dallas, Texas Washington , D.C. 
Iota February 25-26 Beta Kappa Mu April 14-15 Delta Epsilon 

Moscow, Idaho Winter Park, Florida 
Kappa April 15-16 Gamma Xi 

1963 September 6-7 Beta Beta Deuteron Los Angeles, California Alpha 

Lambda April 22-23 Gamma Psi Canton, New York 

College Park, Maryland Beta April 4-5 Gamma Rho 

Mu April 15-16 Beta Omicron Meadville, Pennsylvania 

New Orleans, Louisiana Gamma April 19-21 Rho Deuteron 
Delaware, Ohio 

957 Alpha September 6-8 Beta Tau Delta April 19-21 Beta Delta 
Syracuse, New York Ann Arbor , Michigan 

Beta April 5-6 Gamma Epsilon Epsilon March 29-30 Beta Lambda 
Pittsburgh , Pennsylvania Urbana, Illinois 

Gamma March 15-16 Beta Nu Zeta March 29-30 Gamma Theta 
Columbus, Ohio Des Moines, Iowa 

Delta April 12-13 Delta Gamma Eta April 4-6 Epsilon Beta 
East Lansing, Michigan Fort Collins, Colorado 

Epsilon February 22-24 Gamma Sigma Theta March 22-23 Delta Psi 
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada Lubbock, Texas 

Zeta April 5-6 Delta Omicron Iota March 29-30 Beta Omega 
Ames , Iowa Eugene, Oregon 

Eta April 12-13 Delta Gamma Kappa April 26-27 Delta Tau 
Albuquerque, New Mexico Los Angeles , California 

Theta April 12-13 Beta Xi Lambda April 19-21 Epsi lon Gamma 
Austin, Texas Chapel Hill, North Carolina 

Iota March 1-2 Gamma Mu Mu April 26-27 Delta Kappa 
Corvallis, Oregon Miami , Florida 

Kappa April 5-6 Pi Deuteron 
1965 Alpha September 10-11 Delta Nu Berkeley, California 

Lambda March 28-30 Gamma Kappa Amherst , Massachusetts 

Williamsburg, Virginia Beta April 2-3 Beta Alpha 

Mu April 5-6 Beta Chi Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Gamma March 12-13 Gamma Omega Lexington, Kentucky 

Granville, Ohio 

1959 Alpha September 11-12 Phi Delta March 20-21 Delta 
Boston, Massachusetts Bloomington , Indiana 

Beta April 10-11 Delta Mu Eps ilon April 2-3 Chi 

Storrs, CoJ"!necticu! Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Gamma April 10-11 Beta Rho Deuteron Zeta March 26-27 Gamma Iota 

Cincinnati, Ohio St. Louis, Missouri 

Delta April 17-18 Mu Eta April 9-10 Beta Mu 
Indianapolis, Imjiana Boulder, Colorado 

Epsi lon April 3-4 Alpha Deuteron Theta March 27-28 Epsilon Alpha 

Monmouth, Illinois Fort Worth, Texas 

Zeta April 10-11 Theta Iota April 23-25 Gamma Eta 

Columbia, Missouri Pullman , Washington 

Eta April 10-11 Delta Zeta Kappa March 19-21 Pi Deuteron 

Colorado Springs, Colorado Berkeley, California 

Theta March 20-21 Gamma Nu Lambda April 23-24 Gamma Psi 

Fayetteville, Arkansas College Park, Maryland 

Iota May 1-2 Beta Phi Mu April 23-24 Delta Upsi lon 

Missoula, Montana Athens , Georgia 

Kappa April 24-25 Gamma Zeta 1967 Alpha May 5-6 Psi 
Tucson , Arizona Ithaca, New York 
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HOSTESS HOSTESS 

YEAR PROVINCE TIME AND PLACE GROUP YEAR PROVINCE TIME AND PLACE GROUP 

March 31-April 1 Delta Alpha 1973 Alpha March 15-17 New York Alumna Beta 
New York, New York State College, Pennsylvania 

March 3-4 Lambda Beta March 16-17 Delta Phi Gamma 
Camp Hill, Pennsylvania Akron, Ohio 

Delta April 7-8 Kappa Gamma April 6-7 Delta Lambda 

Hillsdale, Michigan Hueston Woods, Ohio 

Epsilon March 31-April 1 Epsilon Delta February 16-18 Mu 
Bloomington, Illinois Indianapolis , Indiana 

Zeta April 7-8 Beta Zeta Epsilon April 13-15 Monmouth 
Iowa City, Iowa Galesburg, Illinois Association 

Eta April 14-15 Gamma Beta Zeta April 13-15 Theta 
Albuquerque, New Mexico Columbia, Missouri 

Theta March 10-11 Delta Pi Eta April 13- i4 Delta Eta 
Tulsa , Oklahoma Salt Lake City, Utah 

Iota April 21-22 Gamma Gamma Theta February 9-11 Houston Alumnae 
Walla Walla, Washington Houston, Texas 

Kappa April 21-22 Delta Chi Iota April 6-7 Beta Kappa 
San Jose, California Moscow, Idaho 

Lambda March 17-18 Gamma Kappa Kappa April 5-7 Gamma Zeta 
Williamsburg, Virginia Tucson, Arizona 

Mu March 3-4 Epsilon Zeta Lambda March 30-31 Beta Upsilon 
Tallahassee, Florida Morgantown, West Virginia 

Beta Tau 
Mu April 12-14 Epsilon Kappa 

1969 Alpha May 1-3 Columbia, South Carolina 
Rochester, New York 

Nu April 5-7 Delta Rho 
Beta March 7-9 Gamma Epsilon Oxford, Mississippi 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Xi March 2-4 Beta Theta 

Gamma April 11-12 Beta Nu Norman, Oklahoma 
Columbus, Ohio 

Omicron March 9-11 Delta Omicron 
Delta March 21-22 Gamma Delta Ames , Iowa 

West Lafayette, Indiana 
Pi April 12-14 Pi Deuteron 

Epsilon April 18-19 Upsilon 
Berkeley, California 

Evanston, Illinois 
Zeta April 18-19 Gamma Alpha 

Manhattan, Kansas 1975 Alpha-Gamma April 4-6 Rho Deuteron 
Eta April 11-12 Gamma Omicron (first joint Cleveland, Ohio Beta Psi 

Laramie, Wyoming venture) <;:ieveland and 
Theta April 25-26 Epsilon Theta Buffalo Alumnae 

Little Rock, Arkansas Beta April 4-5 Gamma Rho 
Iota February 28-March I Gamma Upsilon Meadville, Pennsylvania 

Vancouver, B.C., Canada Delta February 14-16 Iota 
Kappa May 2-3 Epsilon Delta Greencastle, Indiana 

Scottsdale, Arizona Epsilon April 12-13 Beta Lambda 
Lambda March 28-29 Beta Chi Urbana, Illinois 

Lexington, Kentucky Zeta April 18-19 Sigma 
Mu April 25-26 Epsilon Epsilon Lincoln, Nebraska 

Atlanta, Georgia Eta February 27 Epsilon Beta 

Delta Delta 
Fort Collins, Colorado 

1971 Alpha March 12-14 Theta March 14-16 Delta Iota 
Montreal , Quebec, Canada Baton Rouge, Louisiana 

Beta March 26-27 Delta Mu Iota April 4-5 Beta Phi Windsor, Connecticut Missoula, Montana 
Gamma April 16-17 Beta Rho Deuteron Kappa April 3-5 Gamma Beta Cincinnati, Ohio Albuquerque , New Mexico 
Delta March 4-6 Delta Gamma j..ambda April 4-6 Gamma Chi East Lansing, Michigan 

Rosslyn , Virginia Northern 
Epsilon April 24-25 Eta Virginia 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin Alumnae 
Zeta March 26-27 Omega Mu April 11-13 Delta Epsilon 

Lawrence, Kansas Tampa, Florida Tampa, 
Eta March 4-6 Delta Zeta Clearwater, 

Colorado Springs, Colorado and St. 
Theta April 23-24 Gamma Phi Petersburg 

Dallas, Texas Alumnae 
Iota April 16-17 Epsilon Iota Nu April 18-20 Epsilon Lambda 

Lakewood Center, Washington Knoxville, Tennessee 
Kappa April 1-3 Gamma Xi Xi March 21-22 Gamma Nu 

Los Angeles , California Fayetteville, Arkansas 
Lambda March 11-1 3 Delta Beta Omicron April 4-6 Gamma Tau 

Durham, North Carolina Fargo, North Dakota 
Mu April 1-3 Epsilon Eta Pi March 20-22 Delta Omega 

Auburn , Alabama Fresno, California 
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The Fraternity's first publication was The Golden. Key, in 
1882. Not only was it a first for Kappa, it was a first for women 's 
fraternities . Only the men had attempted to produce fraternity 
magazines up until that time. 

Literary exercises were a dominant feature of early chapter 
meetings, but the singing of Kappa songs was also important, as 
noted in surviving minutes of those meetings. And so, it is not 
surprising that the next publication, after The Key, was a book 
of songs. In fact , it had been voted at the Convention of 1881, 
the same one which formulated plans for Kappa 's magazine, 
"that all songs now in possession of the chapters, worthy of cir
culation, be sent to a committee . . . for arrangement and 
publication ." This was not accomplished until 1886, when a 29-
page booklet of words to songs, but no music, was printed. 

Actually, there had been an earlier publication, with music 
but no words, titled the "Kappa Kappa Gamma Waltz." It was 
not, however, an official Fraternity publication. Founder Louisa 
Stevenson Miller recalled that in 1873, the girls of Alpha Chap
ter had to raise 50 dollars in order to pay for the printing of the 
composition, which had been written by Mr. S. H. Price of the 
Music Department of Monmouth College. Professor Price also 
wrote the " Golden Arrow Polka" for I. C. Sorosis (later Pi Beta 
Phi), the other fraternity for women founded at Monmouth. 

The next Fraternity publications appeared during the admin
istration of the third grand president, Kate Cross (Shenehon) , 
X-Minnesota. A Manual of Instruction for the Corresponding 
Secretaries of Kappa Kappa Gamma was published in 1888. In 
1890, the first membership Catalogue appeared in print. 
(Catalogues, or membership directories, continued to be pub
lished through 1937.) The first Grand President's Report also was 
authorized, containing convention minutes , and the first 
printed Constitution. The Bylaws were published in 1894. 

From 1888 to 1924, Kappa calendars (the first two were 
"Kalendars" ) were printed with some regularity and sold by 
chapters or individuals for 25 cents each through The Key. As 
publication lapsed for one chapter , it was resumed by another. 
The covers displayed the Fraternity name or monogram and 
were decorated with Kappa symbols. Quotations in Latin , 
French , German , or in English from prominent Kappas and 
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others were included for each month. The installation of each 
chapter was noted on the proper date. 

Two compositions, widely circulated through The Key, also 
should be noted. "A Kappa Symphony, " by Anita Perrin 
(Knepper), B H -Stanford, is an inspirational paragraph which 
was printed in the October, 1903, issue. It was published as a 
document for distribution after the 1904 Convention, and re
printed in 1909. The other " Kappa Symphony" is a poem, writ
ten by Harriet Blakeslee Wallace, B T -Syracuse, shortly before 
the death of her daughter, Ella Wallace Wells, also BT . This 
"Kappa Symphony" was published in the December, 1909, Key 
as a part of Ella Wells 's obituary. Mrs. Wallace, realizing that it 
might be of comfort to other Kappas , had it printed in a size 
suitable for framing, and offered it for sale for the benefit of the 
Student 's Aid Fund . The "Kappa Symphony" was set to music 
by Emily Jean Day Ingram, B T -Syracuse . It plays a significant 
part in every convention Memorial Service. 

The quest for a published history of the Fraternity dates back 
to within a decade of the founding of the Fraternity. It was not 
until 1903, however, that the feat was accomplished . Minnie 
Royse Walker, !-DePauw, prepared 67 pages of history titled, 
Kappa's Record, "A Short History of the Kappa Kappa Gamma 
Fraternity." May Whiting Westerman , I-Nebraska, fulfilled 
the Fraternity's desire for a comprehensive history when she 
was able to conclude seven years of research and recording with 
the publication of the 1930 Hist01y of Kappa Kappa Gamma. 

\fhouKZ!.ppn.Kn.ppn.Utr.mmu. tiv~ Cl'-c.h du.yin 
tr.lt our h~Z!.r h· ~nd in our t\v~s plny muny noblt. 
sympnlhdic pn.rls ·Th~ pn.r!s oF ..si.sh~r • .second 
mother, c:ou nsdtor. huefrie.nd · Of hoV¢s 
\dw.t 1-o whkhwe.rnise.oure)'es unH11-he~nd 

U!l.Ht the end? 11-hink when pru.sw beyond lhis 
1iHte..sphe.re ·We.sHtl.shir.tl see lhy jo)'ou~ 
shininG 1 iGM forever den.r·.R.nd he:tr.rin nlt 
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So Ciocl mny sny "On e.u.rlh nncl hu·e.l-hou 
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The next Fraternity publications were for the purpose of in
struction. The first Kappa Kappa Gamma Pledge Hand Book and 
Instructions for Pledge Training appeared in 1931 . Chapter 
Budgeting and Bookkeeping aided chapter treasurers in 1935. 
Two publications for alumnae followed in 1938 and 1939: the 
Province Vice President's Manual and the Province President's 
Manual. The first House Directors ' Manual also was printed in 
1939. 

Many other manuals have been printed since then , for the 
benefit of officers and chairmen in other phases of Fraternity 
work, and also for the membership-at-large. 

Fraternity Headquarters had invested in a multilith offset 
printing press before the fire in 1965. It had been used to print 
office stationery and forms. The press had to be reconditioned 
after the fire. By 1970, nearly all Fraternity manuals had 
become obsolete, so large-scale revisions were undertaken. In 
order to reduce printing costs, an electronic plate maker and 
another printing press were added to Headquarters' machine 
room. Now, most of the Fraternity manuals could be prepared 
by Kappa chairmen and the Headquarters staff. 

A listing of these other Fraternity publications follows the 
story of The Key, as told by its current editor, Diane Miller 
Selby, BN-Ohio State. 

The importance of The Key to Kappa Kappa Gamma cannot 
be overestimated . Although its early emphasis was on the liter
ary and intellectual aspects of Fraternity life, it also reported 
Fraternity news. This it has continued to do over the years, 
serving as a cohesive force for Kappa's membership , whose in
terests and ages span a wide range. The Key was instituted as a 
voice of and for the Fraternity. That voice has been an eloquent 
one, thanks to the quality of the women who have served as 
editors of the magazine. They have unselfishly expended time 
and talent to uphold Kappa's traditionally high standard of pub
lication and communication. 

-Catherine Schroeder Graf, BN-Ohio State 

May 1882-a date to remember-a date to be remembered by 
Kappas and all fraternity women, for it marked the appearance 
of Volume I, Number I of The Golden Key, the first magazine to 
be published by a women's fraternity. Through its 95 years this 
magazine has mirrored the life, activities, and development, 
not only of Kappa Kappa Gamma, but of women's growing rec
ognition in the world . It changed from a basicially literary maga
zine reflecting woman's relegation to the purely cultural and do
mestic aspects of family life, to one in which women's 
emergence and eminence in science, education, business , 
finance, politics, and world government is but a story of the par
ticipation of Kappas in the role of women's important contribu
tion to the world's progress. 

THE KEY Is Born! 
The Convention of 1881 authorized the first women's frater

nity publication according to the minutes: 
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First volume of The Key. 

~·----------!~.=·~ 

First topic of discussion was practicability of founding a fraternity publication in 
the form of a magazine to contain about 60 pages and publication entrusted to 
some chapter as editors-in-chief who shall attend to arrangements and publication 
of magazine. 

To Tade Hartsuff (Kuhns), M-Butler, goes credit for pre
senting this idea to the convention and to Lou Landers (Neff), 
a fellow Butler classmate, goes credit for the name The Golden 
Key and the motto found in the first three volumes: Tennyson's 
"Every door is barr'd with gold and opens but to golden keys." 

The radical idea having been decided upon, the future of the 
new magazine was to be determined by a committee composed 
of Minnetta Taylor, as editor, Laura Kelley, both I- DePauw 
and Lou Landers, M- Butler. It was a much more serious 
undertaking than the rather casual voting would imply. There 
were 17 chapters but only nine had delegates in convention. Al
pha was practically out of existence, the lives of Rho and Tau 
were soon to flicker out, Theta was sub-rosa. Only 13 chapters at 
best, at five dollars each-only $65 in sight to finance a quarter
ly! The total membership was about 450. 

According to Minnetta Taylor's story of the early days of the 
magazine written for the January, 1898, Key, "Probably it was 
in February that I was, at last, in Indianapolis, pursuing a 
printer and glancing at the first fraternity periodical that I had 
ever seen. It was The Crescent of Delta Tau Delta; and Miss 
Landers, whose brother belonged to that fraternity, was anx
ious that our magazine should resemble theirs. I remember I 
shocked her by saying that I had never heard of, much less 
seen, a magazine that I wished to make one like; but I meant no 
disrespect to The Crescent. 

" Presently, Miss Hartsuff and I found common sympathy. 
She was a red hot radical or rather, improver, and I was a white 
hot one. We both believed with all our hearts and minds and 
souls in the new woman and her future. Could the fraternity be 
for that? Could The Key help that? We gradually fired each 
other until by luncheon time she broke away from the table and 
walked the floor , prophesying good concerning Kappa Kappa 
Gamma and the future of woman, while I responded, chorally, 
with what the wisest had thought of it all and how they had pre
pared the way. 

"That was really the forge where The Key was hammered out 
of shapeless metal. After that, everything was a matter of detail. 
There was no force on earth except death that could have 
stopped The Key. Death itself could not; for love is stronger 
than death." 
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Despite many set-backs when the very first issue appeared, it 
carried an explanation of the object of The Key: " The object of 
our paper is three-fold. First, to afford a field for the literary 
labors and intellectual cultivation of the girls. Second, to give 
fraternity news. Third, to summarize current topics. . . . In 
conclusion , we would say that our paper is not a secret publica
tion. We hope to make it worth taking by every one, whether 
belonging to a fraternity or not." 

Continuing her story of the early days of publication, Min
netta wrote, " I recall a visit I made to our printer in company 
with one of our Mu girls . Our object was to hurry him up with 
his work. We found him short of help, so volunteered to set 
type for awhile. We only retreated when the plastering loosened 
and suddenly came down on our heads. We solemnly accepted 
this warning to keep our hands off things technical , and turn 
our minds to things intellectual. 

"As I look back upon those days from the view point of years 
of experience in a world that has moved wonderfully fast, how 
primitive and guileless those early efforts seem. But when you 
consider what a woman's fraternity and still more, a woman's 
fraternity journal meant in those days, when the higher educa
tion of woman was yet only an experiment and still in its infan
cy, our undertaking was both courageous and commendable. 

"Let us hope that our efforts will be measured, not so much 
by the apt saying that 'Every reform is led by a vanguard of 
fanatics' as by that other one, 'that the time to create grand and 
beautiful things has arrived when those created for the pur
poses are here' ." 

Minnetta Taylor edited the first three volumes of the maga
zine which took four years to complete. She wrote of the second 
year, "Next year The Key was placed on a subscription footing. 
Those voluntary subscriptions would have been amusing to any 
one not interested in the fate of The Key. They were on the fre
quent feminine plan of taking two or three numbers for a com
munity, lending them around, and thereby saving money for 
chocolates and other necessaries . I could not blame the girls, 
but was obliged to point out that The Key could not exist on 
good wishes, which seemed to surprise them." 

Continuing her story of these early days she said: " Mean
while, the fraternity character of The Key steadily improved, 
owing, primarily, to the habits of punctuality and business at
tention taught by the Council. During the last year that the 
editorship was with me the chapter letters came on time, some 
contributors sent manuscripts on the proper day, and finance 
required no makeshift. " 

Minnetta Taylor asked to be relieved of her duties as editor at 
the Canton, New York, Convention of 1884, and an attempt to 
comply with her wishes had been made by voting: 

"That the publication of The Key be placed in the hands of 
one chapter. That each chapter be ~axed ten dollars annually for 
the support of The Key and members receive therefore as many 
copies as desired , and that voluntary subscriptions be one dol 
lar." 

Eta Chapter was chosen to publish the magazine but, after a 
period of uncertainty, resigned the editorship. Iota declined the 
responsibility, so Miss Taylor , unwilling to see The Golden Key 
come to an untimely end, offered to continue as editor. At the 
Akron, Ohio, Convention of 1886 the magazine was placed in 
charge of Phi Chapter at Boston University. Miss Taylor sug
gested that the name be changed to The Key (an abbreviation 
already in common use), so Phi 's first number which appeared 
in December, 1886, bore a new cover and a new name, The 
Key . 
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During the eight years that Phi Chapter held the editorship 
the following were editors-in-chief; Emma Louise Cooper 
(Adams), Margaret Bradford (Hildreth), Alexandrine Chis
holm (Hager) , Mary Kingsbury (Simkhovich) , Margaret 
Dodge and Ella Titus. They were ably assisted by equally for 
ward-thinking women as department editors and business man
agers whose zeal in soliciting advertisements helped offset the 
lack of funds forthcoming for the magazine. These business 
managers collected ads from colleges, jewelers, university book 
stores, printers , an art gallery, a tea room . A. Carlton & Com
pany told of their special Hair Restorative while T. E. Mosely 
and Co. advertised their large assortment of Button and Lace 
Boots ranging in price from $3.50 to $5.50. Probably the most 
amazing ad of the early issues was a testimonial by the Presi
dent of Cornell University for Pond's. Extract reading: "The 
learned and eminent scholar, Andrew D. White , President of 
Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y. writes under date December 2, 
1884: 'Long experience has taught my family to prize Pond's 
Extract very highly, and to regard it as one of the absolute ne
cessities of housekeeping.' Such testimony from a man of the 

Volume 5, #4 - complete with frog feet which became known as 
the "biological specimen." 

"Even when, after two volumes, the color was changed to blue
gray and the 'Frog's feet" cut from the plate, a new resemblance 
was found, this time to a Chinese laundry sign." 

VOL. VI. MARCH, 1889. 
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Margaret G. Bradford Margaret B. Dodge Ella A. Titus 

In an 1885 Key ad Madame Fay had nothing on Mr. 
Remington, they both gave support in their own 
fashion. 
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The all purpose ostrich apparently had the edge 
on the mink when advertised in a 1907 Key. 
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Fancy Groceries 
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character of President White should induce all heads of families 
to at least t1y Pond's Extract, etc.'' (Testimonial advertising was 
old before movie stars existed!) 

It is almost impossible to realize that the publication of The 
Key was an active chapter project under Phi. However, many of 
the names on Phi 's list were Phi Beta Kappas and these editors 
set their policy by the report sent to the 1886 Convention: 
" What is needed by The Key in the line of literary contributions 
are college and fraternity sketches and fraternity discussions 
. . . I, together with some others , regard discussions of liter
ary subjects as profitable in fraternity unification ·and pleasant 
for mutual study; but the proportion of general literature to fra
ternity should always be small. One who takes much interest in 
fraternity affairs soon discovers that the magazine is one of the 
most imprortant factors in fraternity growth and consolidation. 
It brings in the leading ideas of the best fraternities , it unites 
and disciplines the chapters , it expresses the fraternity policy, it 
determines the fraternity ' s general rank. Next to having no 
convention or a poor one, the greatest fraternity calamity is to 
have no publication or a poor one. There is scarcely a fraternity 
of any importance at all that does not now have its publication , 
and the better the publication the better the fraternity as a rule. 
The care of its magazine is something Kappa Kappa Gamma 
cannot afford to neglect." 

In Volume VII , Number 4, September, 1890, there is a pic
ture of Julia Ward Howe-the very first illustration used in The 
Key. Two other illustrations were used during the Phi years as 
editor- a group of Kappas in Berlin and Lambda 's Chapter 
Hall. 

The Key, cognizant of the new trend in the Fraternity, pub
lished its first alumnae department in 1891. The following year 
The Key noted that an outlet for work outside the Fraternity was 
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needed and the subject of philanthropy was discussed: "The 
question of the duty of a fraternity, as such , to the outside 
world is bound to make itself heard." It was noted that Beta Al
ipha Chapter had already secured a table in botany at Wood's 
Hole. In this same issue Delta Chapter brought up the question 
of a Kappa scholarship. And at the same time came the question 
of the relation of the alumnae to the chapter. The sugge~tions 
were the same as are followed today: knowing and visiting the 
chapter, having an alumnae group in towns where there are 
chapters, helping chapters with extra special things and issuing 
the forerunner of the chapter news letter. 

THE KEY Comes of Age 
The editorship of The Key was changed to Psi Chapter in 1894 

and for the first time the editor, Mary Josephine Hull, became a 
member of the Council. In one of her first editorials Miss Hull 

1wrote: "The magazine is a sort of fraternity compass and the 
.chapter who never looks at it cannot know in what direction the 
fraternity is steering." 

She made The Key more easily available for the active mem-
1 bers QY mailing it to the individuals instead of in bundles to the 
, corresponding secretaries. Discussions of a pledge pin, illustra-
1 tions for the magazine, professions for women were all topics of 
1 consideration . 

The 1900 Convention was held in Columbus, Ohio and Beta 
Nu Chapter, Ohio State, took over the editorship of The Key 

' with Lucy Allen (Smart) . She changed the cover and made it 
.1 consistent with the one used on the songbook and catalog. The 
demands of her marriage and birth of a son and daughter 
brought to an end Lucy Smart's editorial career , but she con
tinued writing books. 

The Convention of 1904 voted that the editor be elected by 
' convention and (Susan) Adele Lathrop, I-Nebraska, was 
thus elected. She also changed the cover and used excellent pic
tures throughout the magazine but with a conservative policy. 
Miss Lathrop was forced to resign because of ill health, and 
Elizabeth Voris (Lawry), A-Akron , BH affiliate , was ap
pointed to fill the term, but not as a member of Council. 

The place of the alumnae in the fraternity organization was 
quite a topic at this time. Grand President Elmie Warner Mallo
ry, A-Akron , said, " The alumnae of Kappa Kappa Gamma 
can live without their Fraternity. Their Fraternity can live with
out its alumnae. Neither , however , can attain the highest ideals 
of fraternity life without the other. " As social service chairman , 
Jean Nelson Penfield, !-DePauw, made practiCal suggestions 
to alumnae associations for social service work through the 
pages of the magazine. The first alumnae officer, Virginia 
Sinclair (Catron), E -Illinois Wesleyan , was appointed to over
see and cooperate with alumnae associations for the purpose of 
perfecting a better organization. 

When Elizabeth Voris Lawry was elected to the Council in 
1906 as grand treasurer , Elizabeth Gray Potter became the edi
tor. She was the first to receive a salary for the editorship from 
the Fraternity. Mrs. Potter , a charter member of Pi Chapter at 
University of California, brought to the magazine her interest 
which had been awakened as Fraternity Historian , scholar, writ
er, and librarian. At the time of the 1906 Convention there 
were 33 active chapters and 33 alumnae groups. The subject of 
co-education was much discussed in the magazine as was the 
need for college women to enter the business world and for bet
ter job placement of college educated women . 

Elizabeth Rhodes Jackson , l.jJ -Cornell , moved into the 
editorship in the fall of October, 1910. She was the first editor to 
publish the magazine under the George Banta Company, which 

Mary Hull 

The original Beta Nu cover gave 
way after one volume to a dark 
gray, and at time light blue with 
navy blue. 
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Elizabeth Gray Potter Elizbeth Voris Lawry 

continued as Kappa 's official publisher until Fall , 1972. The 
Fraternity was entering a period of more rapid expansion . The 
first two years of her editorship Elizabeth was not a member of 
the council, but for the latter two years she was included as a 
council member. She introduced pictures and articles about 
Kappas who were making names for themselves and the first 
color plate appeared in The Key in 1911 . It was designed by 
Margaret Moore, Br-Wooster, for the contemplated new coat 
of arms for the Fraternity. 

Scholarship, too, was being stressed. Phi Beta Kappa pictures 
were published and a committee on natiol)al scholarship was es
tablished " with the intent of stimulating the idea that high 
scholarship is compatible with general culture and the well 
rounded character which is developed by social contact. " 

Elected editor of The Key in 1914 was Katherine Tobin 
Mullin, B I-Adelphi . She writes about herself, " I was a young 
Brooklyn woman with a narrow horizon. My friends and I wore 
ankle-length hobble skirts, modestly slashed at the hem; pep
lums; big bowl-brimmed hats well down on our heads, with an 
ostrich feather or two; high buttoned shoes , suede tops . Only 
the rich owned cars, and wore dusters and heavy veils. 

"But my horizon widened in 1914, not only account of the 
World War, but because I then began really to study the map of · 
the United States, to learn about our chapters from Boston 
across the plains and mountains to California, I read what Kap
pas were doing. For The Key it was an era of letters and my first 
big editorial thrill was a letter to The Key from Dorothy Canfield 
Fisher , BN-Ohio State, the best writing-naturally-that had 
ever been on our pages. It was a letter from France, describing 
the little town of Bellevue-Meudon, near Paris, telling about 
the children there-children whose fathers were fighting and 
whose mothers were working for France. She told what these 
children needed, and how we might help them. The response of 
the Kappa readers was immediate interest, and the little town 
there became our 'project,' and the help went over for years. 
We got to know Madame Fischbacher, Mrs. Fisher's French 
friend who took care of our work there. Those of us who went 
to France after the war (my husband and I did) were invited to 
go to her lovely home in Meudon . We met her interesting fami
ly, and in the little 'settlement house' that had been organized 
there, we saw many of our children we had helped." 

Much space in the magazine was devoted to the war and its 
effect upon women and Kappas in particular. Editorial and 
Parthenon, as well as the Alumnae Forum, showed the trend of 
the times telling of the patriotic work of our chapters and alum
nae. Their activities were colored by the war clouds. A listing of 
Kappa war workers at home and abroad was printed in The Key 
and showed the many facets of activity for women. 
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This was the period of real emergence of women. The subject 
of women's suffrage was still paramount. Alice M. French, N
Franklin, wrote in The Key, "There are two reasons why wom
en wish to vote-first, because every person who is subject to 
our laws should have a right to express his wishes in the making 
and execution of those laws; and second, because we think we 
should be more powerful to make the world better. " 

The 1916 Convention agreed that every active must make the 
first payment toward a $15 life subscription to the magazine. 
One of the jnnovations of this convention was the publication 
of a convention paper , The Hoot, daughter of The Key. It was 
the brainchild of editor Katherine Mullin. A forerunner of this 
news sheet maqe an appearance at the 1914 Convention, whep 
Elizabeth Jackson, unable to accomplish a convention publica
tion, prepared the material covering the Estes Park convention 
activities for one of the semi-weekly issues of the Estes Park 
A/ikasai. The Hoot became a regular feature of conventions, al
though there have been a few exceptions. Certain conventions 
sites, surrounded by too much water or too many mountains, 
prevented access to printing facilities in the early days . The 
Hoot at times has been accompanied or preceded by its 
offspring, The Hootlet. The editor of The Key had the respon
sibility for the publication of these convention newspapers . 

Rosalie Geer Parker, BI-Adelphi, held the editorship of 
The Key from 1922-1926. She wrote of her job, " It was a simple 
task to learn the chapter roll because we were just beginning the 
'Gammas, ' and the chapter letters were featured in each issue 
with a list of those that were delinquent! 

The gray cover imprinted 
in navy blue ink at
tributed to the Mullin era 
was continued. 
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"After an apprenticeship under Katherine Mullin, we 
(editorially) were installed as a council officer, with a pentagon 
attached to our badge, and began our rounds of chapter visiting. 

"We also recall the period when jewelled badges were pro
hibited because they were not considered 'democratic,' and 
everyone was expected to wear a plain golden key, although 
heirlooms might be preserved. 

"In those days it was quite possible for an editor to produce 
babies as well as a publication. In fact, there was a similarity be
tween the two occupations. Each time that an issue of The Key 
was delivered after a due season of labor, there was a feeling 
that bells should ring in the steeples! 

"Each issue of The Key came out with the standard cover 
bearin& the coat-of-arms as prescribed by Cleora Wheeler. And 
this editor, believing completely that 'one picture is worth a 
thousand words,' began to increase 'photographic illustrations,' 
on a budget that would astound a present day planner. Despite 

1 the incredible fashions of the Twenties, those pictures still 
• show the bright, idealistic faces of those pre-Depression days." 

The magazine gradually kept getting larger and larger and in 
1928 it reached an all time high, 225 pages for one issue and 730 
pages for the year. 

The 1926 Convention at Mills College in California produced 
, a hard-working editor who saw her internship in working 
(sometimes all night) on the convention newspaper , The Hoot . 

. Emily Peirce Sheafe, B n- Washington was appointed editor 
, and held that position until 1930. 

She wrote of her experiences with The Key: "The four years 
' of my stewardship of The Key came at the transitional period 
when our Fraternity was coming to the realization that it had 
grown beyond the limit where its business could be conducted 
by one person from her home and shifted from place to place as 
administrations changed. The efficiency that demanded the es
tablishment of a central office also affected The Key. 

"My own election, for instance, came about because no one 
else could be found who was willing to take the office. The 
newly awakened urge to more efficiency and, I like to think my 
protests at the lack of standard of qualifications for the editor
ship, brought about the change from a choice by election to the 
far better method of appointment by the Council - a change 
that has made The Key an exemplary frat-magazine. 

"Amateur or not, I enjoyed the four years as editor and am 
grateful for the privilege of having been associated with the na
tional officers of two administrations." 

The "Bower-ian Era" 
In 1930 the so-called "Bower-ian Era" of The Key began. 

Helen C. Bower, Btl-Michigan was appointed editor and held 
that position until 1946. During her 16 years of editorship the 
covers of The Key changed many times and Helen wrote that 
the October, 1941, issue showed a new cover featuring a pic
torial from a photograph by Jack Van Coevering, naturalist and 
author. "Kappas will note that the scene suggests those blues 
'we borrowed from the depths of summer skies' and 'from the 
calm lake's deeper dyes! ' " From that point on the covers were 
different with each issue, including four full color covers used 
during the 75th anniversary year of the Fraternity, starting with 
October, 1945. 

Helen began to effect gradual changes in format and content. 
The magazine changed to a two column page and new type faces 
modernized the style. Excellent editorials started each issue; a 
column on Washington, D.C., activities depicted the pinning of 
a Kappa badge on Mrs. Rutherford Hayes' gown in the National 
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Museum in Washington. A column on-Field Secretary's Travel, 
the building ·of chapter house libraries with a concise list com
piled by Kappa Margaret Herdman, B/\-lllinois, were all in 
cluded in early issues of her editorship. 

A critic for the Detroit Free Press, Helen Bower wrote often of 
women's role and an especially interesting article titled "Where 
Women Work" concluded that one-third of the women were 
connected with one form or another of educational work , and 
more than one-third with some form of office work. According 
to the census of 1930, one out of every five of the women work
ers of the country was then engaged in a job classified as clerical. 
Average salary for those who worked for salaries was $2,678 a 
year, and the all-women's average salary range was from $300 
to $14,000. 

"The picture that the survey gives of the woman worker, 
whether in business or the professions, whether married or 
single, whether young or old, is one of decided permanency and 
stability-despite the difficulties and setbacks experienced in 
the depression." 

To help Kappas with the problem of finding their place in this 
vocational picture, a Vocational Guidance Bureau was set up 
with Estelle Kyle Kemp, B M -Colorado, as chairman. The pur
pose was to give "definite knowledge of vocations open to 
women; the courses in college that are necessary as a back
ground and the specific studies necessary for a part icular 
occupation," and to help members get started in the business 
world. The Fraternity set up a vocational file to help in their 
vocational program and the magazine again featured types of 
jobs and gave job advice. 
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1934. 

On the occasion of the 75th anniversary of The Key, Helen 
wrote of her experiences; "Whatever I gave to The Key in hours 
of work was returned to me more than a thousandfold in Kappa 
friendships; in demonstrations of kindness, helpfulness and co
operation ; in opportunities to enlarge my experience of places 
and people through attendance at Kappa council sessions, con
ventions , Panhellenic meetings and editorial regional con
ferences. 

" Those were prideful years-of pride in its best and finest 
sense-of pride that grows out of obligation, responsibility and 
gratitude. 

"There was pride in Kappa , first of all, lis I learned from 'in
side Kappa ' to admire and respect the dedicated women who 
gave-as those who followed them are giving-uncounted 
volunteer hours of devoted thought and service. I was P,rO!Jd of 
The Key as the printed spokesman of Kappa accomplishment, 
collectively and individually, always in the true spirit of Kappa's 
meaning and purpose. 

"There was pride in The Key itself, as the first woman 's fra
ternity magazine-an evidence of the advanced, progressive, 
farseeing vision of those early Kappas . By its very being, The 
Key stood for leadership, the leadership Kappa has always 
fostered. 

" There was enormous gratification , satiSfaction and fun. 
There were-and are-the friendships that will endure to the 
end of life, whether the friends ever meet again or not. There 
was the inevitable growing in stature and understanding." 

A four-color picture of the Hearthstone, bought in 1937, was 
produced in The Key, and rumblings of war coming ever closer 
to American shores were recorded in The Key with stories of 
Kappa survivors of world encounters. Editor Helen Bower 
spontaneously began Kappa's first World War II philanthropic 
project at the Sun Valley Convention in 1940 when·she started 
collecting money for aid for Refugee Children of Europe. (This 
became the Nora Wain Fund) 

The pages of The Key swelled with startling items, lists of 
women in defense industries, lists of husbands and sons killed, 
Kappas volunteering for all branches of volunteer service, 
USO, Red Cross, etc. 

Helen Bowers found it necessary to resign her editorship in 
1946 after completing the summer issue. Martha Combs Ken
nedy, 8-Missouri , another newspaper woman, was appointed 
and she completed the convention issue. Of her brief term she 
wrote, " I am undeservedly glorified here, among former edi
tors-since I edited only one issue of The Key and that one 
couldn ' t help being fairly easy. There was a convention to 
cover." 

Martha Kennedy had to give up the editorship after her one 
issue because of her newspaper husband's foreign assignment , 
and Clara 0. Pierce, BN-Ohio State, Kappa's capable execu
tive secretary, not .wanting a lapse in the continuous publication 
of The Key, filled the gap for three years along with all her other 
duties. 

Clara 0 . Pierce wrote of her editoral duties; " One day in 
November , 1946, I returned to my desk from an extended Fra
ternity trip , to an accumulation of mail. A part of this collection 
was some material for the December issue of The Key. The edi
tor , Helen C. Bower, had resigned due to family illness. Martha 
Combs Kennedy, who had edited the October issue, was some
where en route to Texas. Unless the record of continuous pub
lication since 1882 was to be broken , there was no other alter
native than to get out this issue. So, I became by necessity the 
pinch-hit editor. Publishing a magazine is different from book
lets and manuals, which I had been accustomed to doing, but 

For the 75th anniversary 
year of the Fraternity, start
ing with October, 1 945, four 
different color covers were 
used. Other three covers il
lustrated the current 
holders of the three Frater
nity cups. 
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proved an interesting challenge. As Business Manager of The 
Key, I had approved policies and budgets for this publication, 

I but living within the budget had not before been my problem. 
As Helen Bower once said, when someone remarked how at
tractive her layouts were, 'but who lays out the editor.' Sudden

l ly the editor's problems became realistic ones of my own to 
• solve. 

"These were the years after the war when prices of printing 
and paper were beginning to soar. The question of filling each 
page with material which would be of the most interest to the 
greatest number of people was of primary importance. Some 
customs of long standing had to be changed in the interest of 
cutting costs . Pages of 'personals' such as births and marriages 
were discontinued. For the first time the cover was used to 
portray a different campus scene for each issue. As these were 
not always in blue and blue, one older member inquired 
whether the ritual and the colors had been changed too. To in
clude the greatest number of news items for alumnae, a section 
called, 'Alumnae News Around the Globe ' was added; and for 
the actives, 'Campus Highlights.' Editorials were developed for 
news items from the 'Desk of the Executive Secretary.' 

"As editing the magazine was not a part of my daily business , 
it had to be accomplished by night or over the weekends. 
Katherine Wade Pennell , BN -Ohio State, who was head of the 
Central Office Catalog Department at that time, assisted in 
proof reading and layouts . Between us we put out the magazine 

· until I 949, when someone with enough knowledge of the Fra
ternity could be found to take over the job. It takes more than 
just professional know-how to publish a fraternity magazine." 

"Issy's Issues" 
Isabel Hatton Simmons, BN -Ohio State, was just that per

son into whose capable hands the editorship of The Key was 
entrusted for some twenty years. "lssy" was a journalism 
major, she had read proof on the 1930 History of Kappa Kappa 
Gamma, worked in Central Office, and was in charge of Kappa 's 
Diamond Jubilee Convention. With an ardent love for the Co
lumbus Gallery of Fine Arts, Issy turned her talents to the edit
ingjob of The Key. Special sections of The Key showed the prog
ress of women (and Kappas) as they became authors of note , 
artists of acclaim, and world travelers . A regular feature of the 
early fifties was a career section and many pertinent articles 
about politics and communism were written by Kappa husbands 
for The Key or reprinted through the auspices of the Citizenship 
Committee of National Panhellenic and other sources. 

The rising prices throughout the country were reflected in 
smaller issues of the magazine, for while costs rose, the life 
subscription remained at the same level as when originally es
tablished. The April, 1954, issue made a new, and not-to-be 
desired first, with probably the smallest issue ever printed. 
However the budget was balanced and in the next three years 
news was, condensed to fit slimmer, well-packed issues. Chapter 
and alumnae letters gave way to the pressure of the budget , but 

· new sections of Alumnae News and Campus Highlights were 
substituted. Articles continued to show the leadership of Kappa 
in the woman's world-the scope of ability and breadth of inter
est. An entire career issue done in 1960 is still today a marvel of 
compilation of Kappas and career opportunities. Another spe
cial feature of Issy's editorship was a four-part series done of 
membership in Kappa-a history of fraternities, the pledge, the 
active, and the alumna stories. These were offered in spiral
bound reprint form also. 

Issy served as chairman of the National Panhellenic Editors 
Conference and was also an instigator of their " Operation Brass 

Clara 0 . Pierce 

The scenic cover, printed in 
varying colors, depicting cam
pus scenes was adopted by 
Clara Pierce. 

Tacks Committee," which sought professional writings for use 
in all sorority magazines. The theory was that by pooling re
sources a writer could be paid for his work, whereas, the indi
vidual sorority could not afford to pay for articles in its individu
al journal. 

Issy wrote in the spring, 1957, issue of The Key; "For 75 
years the pages of the magazine have recorded not only the hap
PY events of Kappa 's life but its pages too have had to record 
the loss of many of those early members who builded well for 
the future. Gone are those six girls who marched into Mon
mouth Chapel that bright October morning 87 years ago, gone 
are those girls of yesterday who led the Fraternity either as 
undergraduates or very young graduates, before the turn of the 
twentieth century, gone are the early editors of The Key who set 
the high standards of journalism which have been adhered to 
through the years. While they may .be gone, their aims and 
ambitions for Kappa still live in every class of initiates of today. 
The growth of the organization is dependent upon the new 
members who come to fill the ranks of those who have gone 
before. Each is a tiny part of Kappa Kappa Gamma as a whole. 

"Continually through the years Kappa Kappa Gamma has 
forged ahead as better citizen·s and better women as they have 
kept pace with the economic, social and educational changes 
that have come to women since 1870. So, as The Key continues 
its journey as the mirror of the deeds and ambitions of Kappas 

Isabel Hatton Simmons 
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Diamond Jubilee-75 years 
of The Key 

An Example of the creativity 
of lssy Simmons. 

everywhere, it will continue to reflect the new leaders, the new 
projects and the new ideas of its membership in the years to 
come.'' 

In June, 1969, Isabel Hatton Simmons retired as editor of 
The Key with twenty years of service to her credit -longer than 
any other editor. She continued to serve her fraternity as 
nominating chairman for the Centennial Convention and as a 
trusted and valuable adviser yet today. 

Council appointed a youthful and vibrant (Mildred) Ann 
Mueser Ritter, 8-Missouri, to the editorship of The Key fol
lowing the retirement of Issy Simmons. Ann had graduated 
from college only four years · before accepting the position. 
However, she brought with her great experience in journalism. 
Her father owned a newspaper and "rrinting ink was in her 

Ann Meuser Ritter, 
husband Jim, and 
daughter Julie Ann. 
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1970 Centennial issue 
using full color on covers 

blood." She was president of Theta Sigma Phi and vice presi
dent of the journalism students. A finalist for homecoming 
queen, president of her pledge class and first vice president of 
her chapter, Ann certainly knew the scope of the active view
point. 

Her most profound statement for the Fraternity is surely 
found in the Centennial issue of The Key, fall 1970. It is a 
masterpiece of condensed history of Kappa Kappa Gamma as 
well as coverage of a spectacular convention. The use of four
color on the covers must have been a hint of what was to come 
in the future. 

Regretably, the Council announced that Ann Ritter had re
signed as editor in the winter of 1971 due to ill health. Her 
vacancy was filled most graciously by another real "pro," Ann 
Scott Morningstar, B N -Ohio State, who served as interim edi
tor. Ann owns her own professional advertising and public rela
tions agency in New York City and had served Kappa for many 
years as public relations chairman. A Phi Beta Kappa and Mag
na cum laude graduate, Ann's four issues of The Key are a 
historical record of Fraternity events from winter 1971 through 
fall. 1972. She received the Alumnae Achievement Award in 
1960 and was responsible for the Kappa Centennial film in 
1970. 

Diane's Dispatches 
The winter issue of The Key, 1972, carried a new name as edi

tor, Diane Miller Selby, BN -Ohio State. At the time of her ap
pointment by Council Diane was serving as province director of 
chapters for Gamma Province. She had been active as rush and 
chapter council adviser for both B N -Ohio State and P ll-Ohio 
Wesleyan prior to her selection as editor. A past president of the 
Columbus, Ohio, Alumnae Association and past president of 
her chapter, coupled with the experience of working for several 
years at Fraternity Headquarters, made Diane's background 
suitable for this new position. 

Editors note: Diane's brief description of herself has been supplemented by these 
additional paragraphs, which by no means do justice to her charm, her talent, her 
wisdom; and her inexhaustible pleasantness and willingness to take on still 
another respons ibility. 

Diane has an outstanding record of community leadership in addition to her 
Kappa activities. She is a past president of the Mortar Board alumnae, and a past 
educat ion and provisional chairman for the Junior League of Columbus. She is a 
founder and past president of one of the Children's Hospital "Twigs," volunteer 
service organizations which help support it. Diane has been a Brownie Troop 
leader and room mother several times over, and has taught Vacation Bible School 
for her church. 

Diane was co-founder of " Ladybugs and Buckeyes," an organization which 
made an outstanding contribution to Ohio's observance of the U.S. Bicentennial. 
This group of volunteers modeled historic costumes and accessories which were 
donated by interested individuals throughout the state. lt was more than a fashion 
show-it was a multi-media program complete with slides, music , and narration. 
Diane's husband, David Baxter Selby, who is associate director of 'the Audio
Visual Department at Ohio State University, acted as technical adviser and active 
participant in the production' s off-stage activities. This involvement led into 
another for Diane, Kappa's historic fashion show at the 1976 Convention in Cor
onado, California. Multi-media techniques were applied to this presentation , and 
gowns from Kappa's collection were modeled by convention delegates , maki ng it a 
memorable event. 

Two years into her editorship, Diane was also appointed -Fraternity Resources 
Department consultant. This involved her in a wide variety of additional activities 
ranging from slide programs to chapter installations. Becaus·e she and her husband 
own a motor home, they also act as chief transporters of officer and committee per
sonnel whenever Fraternity meetings and seminars are held in Columbus. 

Diane and Dave manage to combine family togetherness with Kappa and com
munity service. They cheerfully pack up their three daughters and the motor home 
and take to the road to meet the Fraternity's timetable of conventions, province 
meetmgs, and chapter installations. A trai ler, packed with the volunimous in
stallation supplies , is attached whenever the mission is the establishment of a new 
chapter. Dave and the girls keep house; "shop" for colleges Elizabeth, Susan, and 
Sarah might attend; and go sightseeing while Diane attends to her Kappa duties. 
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The bus carried the Bicentennial production's costumes and equipment during 
that unbelievably demanding schedule of events in every part of Ohio, which 
began before and extended beyond 1976. The girls joined the cast of models, Dave 
ran the machines, and Diane narrated. 

In 1975, Diane added the chairmanship of the " Operation Brass Tacks" Com
mittee of the National Pan hellenic Editors Conference to her long list of duties . 
(This is the program which was instigated by Kappa's Isabel Simmons.) The com
mittee's Bicentennial pamphlet, " 200 Years A Proud Heritage," was published 
during her t.enure, with Diane acting as business manager. The committee also 
publishes "Campus Sights and Sounds, " the digest which appears in all sorority 
magazines. 

A remarkable Kappa , this current editor of The Key! 

The time was right-a change in printers, a change in format 
and a change in size for The Key all transpired within the year of 
1973. The summer, 1973, issue of The Key was 81/2' ' x 11" and 
this change was accomplished not merely at the whim of the 
editor but was dictated by the economics of the printing busi
ness . The spring, 1974, issue of The Key featured a four-color 
cover and the use of color on inside pages as have all issues fol
lowing that number. 

Kappa's demand for excellence (as well as economics) has 
never been underestimated, and the search for these goals will 
be eternal with The Key editorship. Three more changes in prin
ters only serves to illustrate that Kappas are flexible and persist
ent. Mailing costs soar, the price of paper changes daily, and the 
budget seems at the mercy of labor negotiators. However, spirit 
undaunted, The Key shall proceed in the future, as always, to 
tell the news of the changing Fraternity with "a careful eye that 
appeal is made to active members who during four years or less 
must be given that indefinable something which makes them 
truly members of Kappa Kappa Gamma. It must continue to 
hold their interest during the early years of college, and the later 

EDITORS OF THE KEY 

1882-1886 Minnetta Theodora Taylor, I 
1886-1888 Phi Chapter 

Emma Cooper (Adams) 
Margaret Bradford (Hildreth) 

1888-1890 Phi Chapter 
Alexandrine Chisholm (Hager) 
Mary Kingsbury (Simkhovitch) 
Margaret B. Dodge 

1890-1892 Phi Chapter 
Margaret B. Dodge 
Ella A. Titus 

1892-1894 Phi Chapter 

Ann Scott Morningstar 

Fall 1972 issue 

ones by revealing the Fraternity as an organization deserving 
the interest and support of the alumnae." (From 1930 Histo1y 
of Kappa Kappa Gamma) 

The continued use of four-color in the magazine has hopeful
ly served to show the vibrant, exciting and progressive future of 
Kappas in all endeavors of life. Circulation is close to 83,000 
and regular sections still include "Campus Highlights," 
"Alumnae News," and "Career Report." 

The Key has been the vehicle for the production of the cur
rent history of Kappa Kappa Gamma-truly a gift of the Frater
nity to each member. Part I appeared in the fall, 1975, issue of 
The Key and included history of all chapters. The current issue 
of The Key, fall, 1977, carries the second part or the history of 
the general development of the Fraternity. This is the first com
plete history up-date since the book published in 1932, (18 70-
1930 History of Kappa kappa Gamma). The Key has always been 
the historical recording of the activities of the Fraternity and its 
members. Through the life line of Kappa's mouthpiece is re
corded the continuing emergence of women in the years to 
come. As each editor has added her bit to the chronicling of 
Kappa's deeds in the past, so will the editors of the years to 
come meet the challenge and record those deeds of the mem
bership. 

-Diane Miller Selby, BN - Ohio State 

Ella A. Titus First 8112" x 11" four-color issue. 
1894-1900 Psi Chapter 

*Mary Josephine Hull 
1900-1904 Beta Nu Chapter 

*Lucy Allen Smart 
1904-1906 • Adele Lathrop, I (resigned 911 /05) 

*Elizabeth Voris (Lawry), 1\ 

1906-1910 
1910-1912 

1912-1914 
1914-1922 
1922-1926 
1926-1930 

1930-1946 
1946-1949 
1949-1969 

1969-1972 

1972-1972 

1972-

Elizabeth Gray Potter, n • 
Elizabeth Rhodes Jackson , 'I' 

*Elizabeth Rhodes Jackson , 'I' 
*Katherine Tobin Mullin , BI 
*Rosalie Geer Parker, B I 
*Emily Peirce Sheafe, Bn 
Helen C. Bower, Btl 
Clara 0 . Pierce, BN 
Isabel Hatton Simmons, BN 

(1950-1970, chairman, Editorial Board) 
Mildred Ann Mueser Ritter , 8 (resigned 111/72) 

(1970-1972, chairman , Editorial Board) 
Ann Scott Morningstar, BN (appointed interim 

editor and chairman, Editorial Board I I I /72) 
Diane Miller Selby, BN 

(chairman, Editorial Board) 

•council position 
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Publication 

Advisory Board Manuals 

Author or Editor 
(if known) 

ThreeR 'sfor Advisers . ...... .... . Frances Fa tout Alexander, I 

Date 
(if 
known) 

Joyce Thomas Fuller,~ Y. . . . .... 1956 
The Advisers Book of Knowledge . . . Ruth Hoehle Lane, 4> 

Elizabeth Monahan Yolk , P• . .. . . 1968 
Advisers ' Book of Knowledge ...... JaneTournerCurry, ~ .. .. . . .... 1976 

Alumnae Manuals 
Guide Post/or Alumnae . . ......... Nan Kretschmer Boyer, BM .. .. . . 1953 
Guide Post for Alumnae, revised ... Josephine Yantis Eberspacher, BM .. 1974 

Alumnae Newsletter ~ 
Fleur-de-lis . ... ... . .... .. .. . ... . . .. .. . . . ... . . . . .... . .. ... ...... 1924-48 

Bequest Program 
Pamphlets . . . ............ . .... .... • .......... • .... .... . . .... .. 1941 

Centennial 
Pamphlet, 100 Years for KKG . ...... . ................ . . ..•... .... 1967 

Chapter Manuals 
Adventures in Leadership ........ . Leonna Dorlac Lilljeberg, ~Z .. .. 1943 
Adventures in Leadership . ........ Leonna Dorlac Lilljeberg, ~Z .... 1949 
Adventures in Leadership - Part I - (Duties, Procedures for chapter of-

ficers , committees and advisers) . ... .... . . .. .. .. ..... .... .. ... 1963 
Adventures in Leadership - Part II- (Meetings, chapters and committees 

and special services) ............... ... ..... . .... . .. . .. ....... 1963 
Adventures in Leadership - Part III - (Social events-traditions, general 

policies) . . . . . . . . . . ... . .... .. .. . . . . ................ .. 1963 
Adventures in Leadership- Part IV - (Building chapter programs, sug-

gestions for chapter officers , committee and advisers) .......... . 1963 
Adventures in Leadership (Chapter organization and management , 

duties of officers and chairman) Jean Hess Wells, ~I ..... . . . ... 1976 
Chapter Awards ....... ... ...... . Clara 0. Pierce, BN . ........... 1968 

Council Newsletters to Chapters 
Get on the Bandwagon with Chapter Programs (Annual Chapter In-

struction Paper) . .. ... .............. . .... .... .... ..... .... .. . I951 
Enter Your Bandwagon in Kappa's 1954 Parade ........ . ......... . 1952 
Keep Your 1953 Bandwagon Rolling ...... . .... .... .. . ......... .. 1953 
Enter Your Bandwagon in Kappa's 1954 Parade .... . .............. 1954 
Tune Up For Your 1955 Bandwagon Parade . .. . .... .... .. . . . . . ... . 1955 
Chapter Keystones ........... . . ... .. ............. . . . . .... ... . .. 1955-1968 
Chapter Keystones ..... ... . . . .. ................. 1974 

Lou Ellyn Alexander Helman, ~A, publications chairman 
Finance 
Chapter Budgeting and Bookkeeping, Elizabeth Bogert Schofield, M .. 1935 
Chapter Budgeting and Bookkeeping, revised . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1946 

Patricia Kingsbury White, M 
with Clara 0 . Pierce, BN , executive secretary 

Financial Management for Chapters . .... .. Clara 0 . Pierce, B N . . .... 1959 
First Aid/or Treasurers . ... . Mary Swan Huntzicker, Henry, rr . ... 1976 
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Etiquette 
Etta Kett Has Rhy thm . ...... Fan Ratliff (Mathews), BX ....... . . . . . 1940 

drawings by Frances Kimbrough , BX 

~embership . 
Design for Rushing (Organization) . . ................. .. .. .. . . .. . . 1947 
Design for Rushing (Parties) . .. . ............. . ... .. .. .... ..... .. 1947 
Rush Parade .. .... ... ................... . ... .. .. .............. 1952 
Keys to Membership . . ........... Kay Smith Larson, Bn .. .. .. . ... 1974 
Keys to Membership, revised .. . . . Sally Moore Nitschke, B N . . . .. 1976 

Pledge 
Kappa Kappa Gamma Pledge Hand Book .. . .. . .. . .. . ..... . . . ..... 1931 
Kappa Kappa Gamma Pledge Hand Book, revised .. .. . . .. . ......... 1932 
Kappa Kappa Gamma Pledge Hand Book . . .. .. ......... •. .. .• .. . . 1934 
Kappa Kappa Gamma Pledge Hand Book . . . . . . . . . . ... .. .... . 1940 
Kappa Kappa Gamma Pledge Hand Book ... . .. .... .. ... .. .. . .. .. . 1944 
Your Key to Kappa Knowledge .......... .... ........ . ............ 1950 
Your Key to Kappa Knowledge, revised .. ...... . .. . ..... .. .. . .. .. . 1952 
Your Key to Kappa Knowledge, revised ... . ... . . . . . .. . .... . ..... .. 1955 
Your Key to Kappa Knowledge ...... . . . ....... . .. • .. ... . . . ... .. .. 1958 
A Key to Kappa Knowledge .... . . ..... ...... ... .... . ............ 1962 
A Key to Kappa Knowledge, revised ................... . .... .. . .. . 1965 
Kappa Notebook .. .... ... ... .... Kappa Notebook Committee ... . . 1972 

Barbara Terry Henderson, ~ ; Edith Mae Hamilton Herre! , BN; Sally Moore 
Nitschke, BN; Phyllis Bolman Pfahl , P•; Ruann Ernst Pengov, BN ; Diane 
Miller Selby, BN; Patricia Stanceau , BN ; Patricia Weber Swaddling, K; 
Cynthia Jones Voelker, P• ; Catherine Schroeder Graf, BN , publications 
chairman. 

Kappa Notebook, revised ... . . . . . Catherine Schroeder Graf, BN .. . 1973 
Kappa Notebook, revised · .... .... Catherine Schroeder Graf, BN .. . 1976 

Pledge Training 
Instructions for Pledge Training . ... . .. .. ... . ..... . ... . . ... .. . . .. .. 1931 
Instructions for Pledge Training . ............. . . ... ..... .. .. .. . . .. . 1932 
Instructions for Pledge Training . ... . . ... ..... .. . . . .. ..... .. ....... 1934 
Instructions/or Pledge Training . .... . ....... • . .. ..... •. ... .. . . .... 1936 
Instructions for Pledge Training . ..... . . .. .. .. ... . . ... . ... . .. .. .. .. 1940 
Instructions for Pledge Training . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . ....... 1944 
Instructions for Pledge Training ............. . ............. .. . . . . .. 1950 
A Key to Pledge Program Planning . . .... . . . . . .......•.. . ........... 1958 
Appendix to Pledge Chairman's In-
struction Book ....... .. .. ....... Sally Moore Nitschke, BN ... . ... 1962 
Pledge Trainer's Guide . . .... . .... Ann Fletcher Colvin, rH, ....... 1972 

with Catherine Schroeder Graf, BN , publications chairman 

Scholarship 
ScholarshipStudy Hints ........... ri Chapter, ...... ...... ... ... . . 1974 

with Jean Hess Wells, ~ I 

Constitution, Bylaws and Standing Rules 
Constitution (Compiled from old records) ............. . ... .. . . .. . . 1870-1892 
Constitution, Bylaws and Standing Rules ........... .. ............ . . 1870-1926 
Constitution (Originals and Copies) .. ..... .. .... .. . .. . . .... . ..... 1892 
Constitution (Originals and Copies) ........ ... .. . . . .... . .... . . ... 1900 
Constitution (Originals and Copies) ... . . ... . . .......... ... .... ... 1904 
Constitution and By laws .... ...... . ...... •... ... . ...... . . . . . ..... 1906 
Constitution and By laws . ................. ..... .. . . .. . .... ... ... . 1910 
Constitution and Standing Rules ........ . ... . ...... . ... ...... .. ... 1912 
Constitution and Standing Rules ........ ..... . ... .. .. . . . ........ .. 1914 
Constitution and By laws, amended ......... ... . .•...•. . .. . ....... 1914 
Constitution and Standing Rules .... ... ............... . .. . .. ...... 1916 
Constitution and Standing Rules, amended ............... . . . . . ..... 1916-1918 
Constitution and By laws ....... . . .. . . ......... . . . ... . .. . ... . . .... 1918-1920 
Constitution and Standing Rules, amended ...... .... ..........•.... 1920-1922 
Constitution . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .......... ... . . . . . .. . . . ....... 1924-1926 
Constitution and By laws .......... . .. . ........ .. . ..... . . . . .. ..... 1930 
Constitution and Standing Rules, amended . ....... . .. . .. .. . .. .. .... 1930-1932 
Constitution and Standing Rules. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .....•...• ... .. 1934 
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Constitution and Standing Rules . . .....•. .. .... .. . . . ... . .. . ..... . . 1936 
Constitution and Standing Rules . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. 1938 
Constitution and Standing Rules . ......... . ........ . ... . . .. . . .... . 1940 
Constitution, Bylaws and Standing Rules . . .. .. . ..... . ...... .. ..... . 1942 

Constitution, Bylaws, and Standing Rules, continued 
Constitution, Bylaws and Scanding Rules. .. ... . .... .. ....... . . . .. 1946 
Constitution, By laws and Standing Rules .. ... . ..... .. ..•........... 1948 
Constitution Revisions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ... .... .. .. 1950 
Constitution Revisions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1950-1952 
Constitution, Bylaws and Standing Rules, revised ... .. . . . . . .... . . .. . 1~54 
Constitution, By laws and Standing Rules. amended. . .. 1958 
Constitution. Bylaws and Standing Rules, amended ... .. ....... . ... . 1960 
Constitution, Bylaws and Standing Rules, amended ... . . . . ......... . 1962 
Constitution, Bylaws and Standing Rules, amended ... . . ..... . .. . ... 1966 
Constitution and By laws, revised .......... . ... . ......... . . . ..... . 1970 
Constitution and Bylaws, amended .... . 1972 
Constitution, By laws, Standing R ules, Policies .. .. .... . .... .. . ..... . ·1976 
Standing Rules. ... . .. ...... ............ .. .. ... ..... .... . ... 1893 
Standing Rules........... .. .. .. . .. . .. ... 1896 
Standing Rules..... . . . .... .. .. ... ..... . .... .. ......... . . . .. 1901 
Standing Rules ......... .. ... . ... . . . .. . . .. ... ..... . .. . .... . .. . .. 1904 
Standing Rules.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 1906 
Standing Rules, revised. . . . . . . . 1906 
Standing Rules. . . .. . . .... .... ... . .. . . .. .... ... ......... 1970 
Standing Rules, revised .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1972 

I Directories and Catalogues 
Catalogue . ... .. .. .. ... . .... . ........ .... . ........ . ... .... 1890 
Catalogue Appendix. . . . . . 1892 
Catalogue..... . .. 1898 
Directory.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... .. ..... . .... 1913 

' Directory. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .... ..... ... ...... .. ...... 1919 
, Directory. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1926 

Direcrory. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1933 
· Directory. . . .... . .. .. .. . . . . . .... ... .... . 1937 

Headquarters Guidebooks 
Headquarters Tour ...... . ....... Clara 0 . Pierce, BN 
A Walk Through Fraternicy Headquarters .... 

ioan Brightman Thatcher, Dean, P• 

..... 1968 

..... 1974 

Supplement co a Walk Through Fraternily Headquarters . . . ..... . ..... 1974 
Joan Brightman Thatcher, Dean, P• 

Histories 
Kappa 's R ecord.. . .... Minnie Royse Walker , I . ....... 1903 
History of Kappa Kappa Gamma Fraternicy, 18 70-1 930 . ....... ... ... 1932 

May Whiting Westermann, I 
History of Kappa Kappa Gamma, 
Volume 1: ,. 
Chapter Hisrories of Kappa Kappa Gamma, 18i0-1 975... . . . .. 1975 
Volume II : 
Kappa Kappa Gamma Organization and Development, 1870-1 976 . .. . 1977 

History Committee-for complete listing,~,ee back covers, Volumes I and II . 
Margaret Easton Seney, P• , Fraternity historilln; Ruth Branning Molloy, BA , 
editor fo r chapter histories; Diane Miller Selby, BN , editor of The Key and 
layout; Catherine Schroeder Graf, BN , History editor-in-chief. 

House Management Manuals 
House Directors' Manual... ... . . .... . 1939 
Our Kappa Home. . . . . . ... 1950 
House Board Manual. . . . ...... Catherine Kelder Walz , Bt. ..... 1956 
Open the Door 10 Gracious Living for Fucure Kappas ..... ... ..... .. . no date 
Kappa Houses for House Boards ... Patricia Piller Shelton, 0 . 1976 
Kappa Houses for House Direcrors. Martha Stephens Toler, 8 .. . . 1976 

Minutes and Proceedings 

Convention Minutes 
Convention Minutes ..... ..... ...... ..... 1878-1888 
Convention Minutes (Original) ................. . .. . . .. 1890 
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Convention Minutes (Original and Copies) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1894 
Convention Minutes (Original and Copies) .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . . ... ..... 1896 
Convention Minutes (Original and Copies) . . . . . . . . . . 1898 
Convention Minutes (Original and Copies).. . .. .. 1900 
Convention Minutes (Original and Copies) ...... . . . .. .. . .... .... .. 1902 
Convention Minutes (Original and Copies) . . . . . . ... .. .... 1904 
Convemion Minutes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1906 
Convention Minutes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1908 
Convention Minutes . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 1910 

Council Minutes 
Council Minutes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ 1905 
Council Minutes. . . . . . . . . . . 1907 
Council Minutes. . ..... . . .. .. .. .. .... . . . ... . .. .. ... .... 1909 
Council Minutes. . . ... 1911 
Council Minutes.. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 1913 

Council Report 
Council Report . .. . . . ........ . .................... .. ... 1892-1894 

Grand President's Reports 
Grand President's Report 

(Convention Minutes, Consti tutions , Standing Rules).. . .. 1890-1 892 
Grand President's Reporc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1892-1894 
Grand President's R eport . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . .... 1894-1896 
Grand President 's R eporc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1895 
Grand President 's Reporc ...... . ..... . ........ . . .. .. ...... . ... .. . 1896-1898 
Grand President's Reporc. . . . . . . . . . . 1897 
Grand President 's Report . - ... . 1898 
Grand President's R eporc . . . . ... .. ........... ... . . .. ... 1898-1900 
Grand President 's R eport . . ... : . . 1899 
Grand President 's R eport .. . ... .. .. ... .... .... . · .. . ... . ... .. ... . . . 1900 
Grand President 's R eporr. ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . 1900-1902 
Grand Presidem 's R eport ..... . .. .. ... .... .. . ...... . . .. ... .. . .. 1901 
Grand President 's R eport . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1902 
Grand President 's Report . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1902-1904 
Grand President 's Report. . . .. . .... . . . . . ... .. . . .. .... . . ...... 1904 
Grand President 's R eport. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1905 

Law and Proceedings 
Law 'and Proceedings. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1878-1904 
Law and Proceedings. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1906-1908 
Law and Proceedings............... . ....... ... ...... . ..... 1908-1910 
Law and Proceedings. ............. . ........... ...... . . . . ..... 1910-1912 
Law and Proceedings.. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . 1912-1914 
Law and Proceedings. . . . .. .. . .. . . . . .. .. .... . . .. . .. ..... . . . . .... 1914-1916 
Law and Proceedings... . . . . . . . . . ... . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 1916-1918 
La wand Proceedings.. .. . ......... . .... .... . . .......... .. .. . . 1918-1920 
Law and Proceedings. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... ... . . 1920-1922 
LawandProceedings....... . .. ... . . . . . . .... 1922-1924 
Law and Proceedings. . . . .............. 1924-1925 
Law and Proceedings. . ....... .. .................. 1925-1926 
Law and Proceedings. . .... . ....... ........ ...... 1926-1928 
Law and Proceedings published ann ually. . . 1928-1952 
Law and Proceedings published biennially . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 1952-1968 
Proceedings published biennially . . 1968-1976 

Panhellenic 
Bicentennial Blueprints for Award- Winning Panhellenics I 776- 1976. ..... ... 1976 

Province Manuals 
Province Vice President's 

Phyllis Brinton Pryor, BM 

Manual. ..... . . . . . . . ...... Almira Johnson McNaboe, H .... 1937 
Province Pres idem's Manual . ..... Rheva Ott Shryock, B A . . . 1938 
Province Book of Know/edge . ..... Mary Turner Whitney, B P • ..... 1957 
Province Convencion Planning (pamphlet) .......... 1957 
Province Officers Manual (P.O.M.) ... Jane Tourner Curry, t. ,. . . . 1974 

with Catherine Schroeder Graf, BN , publications chairman 
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Public Relations Manuals 
What Every Kappa Should Know . . Isabel Hatton Simmons, BN . .. . . 1956 
Public Relations in Perspective .... Anna Mitchell Hiett POugh, BM. 1974 

with Catherine Schroeder Graf, BN , publications chairman 

Ritual 
Book of Rituals 
Suggested Outline for Series of Chapter Programs on the Ritual . ... 1970 

Mary Turner Whitney, BP• 

By the end of Kappa's first decade the Fraternity Movement 
for women was taking root on many college campuses. Not only 
had Kappa grown during this era but other women's fraternal 
groups had appeared in different sections of the country. The 
infant movement was on its way to becoming a robust adult. 
Thus was born the second phase of membership within the Fra
ternity , the alumnae. 

The announcement of the first alumnae group was noted in 
The Golden Key in 1887: 
Only last week, those of us around Boston who could be present adopted a con
stitution, organizing ourselves into the Boston alumnae chapter of Kappa Kappa 
Gamma. Of course, at present we must exist as a separate society, but we hope that 
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Song Books 
K.K.r. (pamphlet) . .. .. ........ Beta Beta Chapter · .............. 1886 
Songs of Kappa ........ ... ...... Compiled by Iota Chapter . . . . 1889 

edited and published by Chi Chapter 
Kappa Kqppa Gamma (pamphlet) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . afterl892 
Songs of Kappa Kappa Gamma ... Beta Epsilon Chapter ...... 1897 
Songs of Kappa Kappa Gamma ... Beta Sigma Chapter. ..... . . ... .. 1916 
Songs of Kappa Kappa Gamma ... Beta Rho Chapter .......... .. .. 1921 
Initiation Songs . ............... . ·.; .. . . .. ................... . .. . 1932 
Songs of the Kappa Kappa Gamma Fraternity . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ 1932 

Winifred Glass (Rosenwald) , re 
Serenade of Keys .. ........ , .. . . . Catherine Allison Christie, I . .... 1945 
Initiation Songs (pamphlet) .... . .. Catherine Allison Christie, I ..... 1946 
Songs of Kappa Kappa Gamma ... Bonnie Daynes Adams, t.H .. . .. 1960 

Style Guide 
Style Guide for Kappa Publications ..... . 

Catherine Schroeder Graf, B N 
Style Guide for Kappa Publications, revised ... . .... . 

Catherine Schroeder Graf, BN 

Vocational Guide 
Vocational Guide . ... .. . 

. . 1974 

. 1976 

.. 1940 

The Fraternity's convention newspapers , the Hoot and the Hootlet, are not 
listed, because they serve a speciai purpose which is discussed in The Key portion 
of this chapter and in the Convention Chapter. 

Nor are chapter newsletters listed , because their preparation is the responsibility 
of the individual chapters rather than the Fraternity. They are important links in 
the chain of continuity that extends between each chapter's newest pledges and 
eldest alumnae. Chapter newsletters serve as effective lines of communication and 
help maintain the bonds of chapter loyalty and pride. 

- Nancy Sanor Pennell , BN-Ohio State 
Catherine Schroeder Graf, BN - Ohio State 
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at the next convention we, too, may be recognized as forming an integral part of 
the Fraternity, and may have not only an interest , but a share, in its work. Perhaps 
the active chapters then will not object to little hints and suggestions from us , but 
will be willing to let us work in full sympathy with them for our common object, 
our Fraternity. 

This realization came true, and at the Convention of 1892 the 
first alumna delegate was seated, Gertrude Small (Keeley), <!>
Boston, representing the Chicago Alumnae Association. This 
convention amended the constitution to provide for the estab
lishment of associate chapters, and Chicago became Beta Theta 
Chapter whose charter, signed in 1893, was the only charter 
issued to an associate chapter group. The year 1896 marked the 
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end of such chartered chap!Ns of alumnae and it was not until 
1915 that alumnae groups were again granted formal charters as 
alumnae. Many alumnae associations and clubs, established 
during this interim, were allowed representation at conventions 
with the privilege of the floor but no vote . 

The following year The Keynoted that an outlet for work out
side the Fraternity was needed and the subject of philanthropy 
was discussed. "The question of the duty of a fraternity, as 
such, to the outside world is bound to make itself heard." 

In this same issue Delta Chapter (Indiana) brought up the 
question of a Kappa scholarship. And at this same time came 
the question of the relation of the alumnae to the chapter. The 
suggestions were the same as are followed today: knowing and 
visiting the chapter, having an alumnae group in towns where 
there are chapters, helping chapters with extra special projects, 
and issuing the forerunner of the chapter newsletter. 

In Kappa's Record-A Sharf His!OIJ' of!he Kappa Kappa Gam
ma Fraternity written by Minnie Royse Walker, 1-DePauw, in 
1903, the activities of the first alumnae associations were 
chronicled. Almost without exception the minutes of these 
groups reflect that much of their work was done "for the local 
active chapter." Entertaining the active chapter, providing 
financial assistance, organizing and incorporating as house as 
sociations, and furnishing chapter rooms were but a few of the 
concerns the alumnae had for the well-being of their active 
chapter members. While the system of chapter advisers was not 
formalized until the 1920s, the minutes of one association re
flect the need as early as 1915 "to cooperate with the chapter in 
their difficulties . . . to talk to the chapter on scholarship." It 
is noteworthy that the first chapter advisers served in the areas 
of finance, catalog, scholarship, and standards . 

Another stage of development appears in this era, the "Sec
ond Degree" initiation. The purpose of the Second Degree, 
which was founded in 1892, was to provide an incentive for 
deeper study into Fraternity matters. Only the six founders of 
the degree and 33 others wore the fleur-de-lis insignia of the 
Second Degree. The program was discontinued in 1896 as it was 
felt it was unfair to the general membership because the ex
amination and special initiations could only be conducted at 
conventions or Council sessions. 

Another type of special membership also was abolished at the 
1896 Convention. When the Fraternity was young, honorary 
membership was permitted for "ladies who have made progress 
worthy of note in some department of Science, Literature or 
Art." These honorary members provided moral and material 
support to the chapters. However, as more Kappas entered into 
alumnae membership, the need for honorary members no 
longer existed. 

The following editorial in The Key in 1899 shows the thinking 
behind the preserit-day newsletter: 
It would be an excellent thing for Kappa Kappa Gamma if each chapter would this 
year try the experiment of sending out a letter to all its alumnae, giving them an 
account of the year's work thus far, the plans for the future and of any general fra
ternity matters. The lack of alumnae interest is , in almost every case, due to igno
rance rather than indifference." 

Alumnae clubs had their literary programs with discussions 
of recitations, piano and voice solos, papers prepared by mem
bers, reports on foreign news, noted men, American politics , 
music, art, science, and nobility. An important part of every 
meeting was "conversation ." 

Kappa scholarships got their start at the Convention of 1902 
when Fanny R. M. Hitchcock, SA-Pennsylvania, offered the 
Fraternity one hundred dollars toward the establishment of a 
twelve hundred dollar fund for a table or scholarship at Wood's 
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Minnie Royse Walker 
in 1920. 

Hole. A committee was appointed with Miss Hitchcock as chair
man to start this as a Fraternity project. 

The 1902 Convention also included the first provision for 
alumnae discussion and marked the first Alumnae Day Pro
gram. Some of the topics of discussion were: 

Our Alumnae Associations 
What Should be the Character of the Alumnae Association 

Meetings? 
Alumnae Help for Chapters 
The Alumnae and The Key 
The Relations of the Alumnae to the Establishment of 

Chapter Houses 
Equally noteworthy were the words of Fraternity President 

Jean Nelson Penfield, !-DePauw; to the convention: 
"We wish to emphasize the fact that the Fraternity is 

peculiarly an undergraduate body; on the undergraduate falls 
the expense of the Fraternity; on the undergraduate is laid the 
responsibility of maintaining the standing of the Fraternity; 
with the undergraduate should rest the privilege of making the 
laws of the Fraternity. These facts we emphasize, but at the 
same time we desire to urge the benefit of close and intimate re
lationship with the alumnae, from whom the undergraduate has 
inherited, and whose judgment, advice and companionship 
Estelle Kyle Kemp, B M -Colorado, left, second alumnae officer and, 
right, Virginia Sinclair Catron, E-lllinois, first alumnae officer. 
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1-Lucy Webb Hayes, honorary P, 
wife of U.S. Pres ident 
2-Candice Bergen, BA, actress with 
Walter Abel 

Armstrong Thompson, BX, 
author 
4- Mary A. Livermore, honorary 1, 
women 's rights 
5-Linda Agustsson, I, 

6-Barbara Hall Feldon, ~::;.=.,actress 
7-Mary Thomas Brooks, BK (Photo Larry 
Stevens Coinpics) 
8-Julia Ward Howe, honorary <t>, author 
Battle Hymn of the Republic 
9-Karin Cheatham, E, Miss Disney World 
Ambassador 1973 (photo Disney Productions) 
10-Aiice Duer Miller, BE , women's rights 
11-Kate Shelly, 0 , heroine 
12-Donna DeVarona, r=., 2 Olympic Gold 
Medals 1964 





Odette Dubois, 13, a little 
war orphan, looks happy 
trying on shoes. 

should ever be counted not only va luable but most welcome." 
During her two years, five new alumnae associations were 
added . 

As the result of the rapid development of alumnae associa
tions , the first alumnae officer, Virginia Sinclair (Catron) E-llli
nois Wesleyan , was appointed in 1904 to oversee and cooperate 
with alumnae associations for the purpose of improving and 
assisting them. Her work was so well done that 21 alumnae del
egates attended the next convention where the alumnae voted a 
simple organizat ion for themselves with three to serve as an 
Executive Committee. In addition, it was voted to appoint an 
alumna from each chapter to organize the chapter alumnae. 
Grand President Elmie Warner Mallory , /\-Akron, said: 

" The Alumnae of Kappa Kappa Gamma can live without 
their Fraternity. Their Fraternity can live without its alumnae. 
Neither, however, can attain the highest ideals of fraternity life 
without the other." 

At the time of the 1906 Convention there were 33 active 
chapters and 33 alumnae groups. This convention gave to the 
alumnae delegates the long awaited power of a vote. Then, as 
now, the power consisted of a half vote on all matters except 
those which are of direct and sole alumnae concern - thus re
affirming the position that the active members should have the 
controlling vote in the Fraternity. 

The world events leading up to the declaration of the Euro
pean War in 1914 set the stage for a new period in the life of 
women in America. Kappa's own Dorothy Canfield Fisher BN
Ohio State, voiced some of these feelings in her book: The 
Squirrel Cage, a protest against the stilling life of women's social 
obligations. Likewise, the Fraternity was entering a period of 

1413 Massachusetts Avenue, Washington, D.C. 
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more rapid expansion. Alumnae work was gaining more im
petus and, by the Convention of 1914, had assumed such im
portance that it was voted to add a member to the Council, the 
grand vice president, who should represent the interests of the 
alumnae and have supervision of the organization and develop
ment of alumnae organization. The first to serve in this new 
position was Sarah Harris Rowe, Y -Northwestern. 

Alumnae associations , with increasing power , together with 
alumnae clubs, numbered 61 by the Convention of 1914. Pro
vince government was developed and province presidents ap
pointed after the convention. Later, province vice presidents in 
charge of alumnae associations were also appointed. These pro
vince officers were the forerunners of the present-day province 
directors of chapters and al umnae. 

Pictures and articles about Kappas who were making names 
for themselves were introduced in the "Kappas Known to 
Fame" section of The Key. Virginia Gildersleeve, BE-Barnard, 
was installed as dean of Barnard College. Hazel Hotchkiss 
Wightman , n 6 -California, was introduced to the readers of The 
Key as the national tennis champion. 

Dr. Mary Crawford 
goes to war zone as 
surgeon. 

The 1916 Convention, the last before America's entry into 
the World War I, appointed a committee to build the Students' 
Aid Fund to $10,000 by the 50th anniversary celebration. A 
special impetus to this was a $5000 endowment given in her 
memory by the family of Juliette Hollenbach, B.L-Adelphi, 
former Council officer. 

By 1918, act ive chapters and alumnae groups were busy with 
war work as thousands of Kappas volunteered for the Red 
Cross, YWCA, and associated activities. The convention was 
cancelled. Perhaps the single war effort best remembered was 
the project initiated by Dorothy Canfield Fisher who was then 
living in France with her husband and two children. She ap
pe~ led t~ the Fraternity for clothes and money for the needy 
children m Bellevue-Meudon, a suburb of Paris. Mrs . Fisher re
ported the response was "far beyond anything that had been 
dreamed," and the generous support of Kappas everywhere 
contmued to the war torn area until 1921 . Never before had all 
Kappa members , both active and alumnae, so completely sub
merged themselves and their individual groups in any one great 
cause. For many years the Despensier bore the name of" Kappa 
Kappa Gamma" which had established a permanent endow
~ent as a las ting monument to help the Fraternity 's adopted 
meces and nephews of France. 

This was the period of the real emergence of women. They 
not only did their bit by rolling bandages , knitting socks, 
helmets and sweaters, but new job opportunities were opening 
for them on all sides. It was Letta Brock (Stone), E-lllinois 
Wesleyan, who first conceived the need of a Kappa House in 
our Capital City . From spring, 1918, to summer, 1925, the 
house at 1413 Massachusetts Avenue opened its doors to the 
many Kappas who came to the city for governmental work. 
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The 50th anniversary convention in 1920 was one of hope 
and enthusiasm for the future. With 50 years of dedicated work 
and organization by scores of talented women, Kappa Kappa 
Gamma was firmly based as a leader in the fraternity world. 

The 1922 Convention was another epoch-making convention 
in Fraternity history. The Central Office was established with 
Della Lawrence (Burt), B.=:-Texas, as the first paid exe~utive 
secretary to be employed full time. To meet the monetary de
mands of establishing the new executive office, the Endowment 
Fund was created to finance the office, cover national emergen
cies, give loans to chapters for building and furnishing 
houses-in short, to assure a firm foundation. Eighty-five asso
ciations made pledges to the fund, 46 pledging their full quota. 
Alumnae gifts and pledges exceeded $45,000. 

The Rose McGill Fund had its start when a gift was made to 
Rose McGill, B '1'-Toronto, who was suffering from tuber
culosis . Today the Rose McGill Fund still administers to the 
needs of Kappas in time of particular distress. 

A campaign for $100,000 was begun at the 1924 Convention . 
"Fab" became a byword with all Kappas who sold this soap to 
help the Endowment Fund and their chapter or association. 
Stockings, playing cards, vases, birthday coins, and loyalty rolls 
all played their part in the campaign. Emily Eaton Hepburn , 
B B-St. Lawrence, offered $1,000 to the Fund if nine others 
would do the same in the whirlwind drive toward the goal. 

Official alumnae references had their beginnings in 1926. A 
uniform blank for data on prospective rushees was prepared, 
requiring the signature of the person recommending the girl, 
and listing definite background information. According to the 
report of Georgia Hayden Lloyd-Jones, H-Wisconsin, national 
president, the Council was appalled by the large number of dis
cipline cases-six. She said, "It is a commentary on what the 
chaotic conditions of college life and the too hasty choosing of 
members can accomplish ." It was felt that sufficient informa
tion about each rushee would help alleviate the problem. 

In 1929 the Central Office was re-located in the Ohio State 
Savings Building in Columbus, Ohio with Della Lawrence 
Burt's assistant and former Endowment Fund Chairman, Clara 
0 . Pierce, BN-Ohio State, becoming the second executive sec
retary. 

The Students' Aid Fund, started in 1916, was sufficiently 
launched by this time to have become of service to members 
and non-fraternity women. The many projects of this era gave 
new stimulus to alumnae groups . At the recommendation of 
Della Lawrence Burt, Co-organizer Scholarships were adopted 
in 1928. These Scholarships were named for Charlotte Powell 
Goddard, M-Butler , long-time chairman of the Students' Aid 
Fund. They were awarded to graduate students who took their 
work on campuses where new Kappa chapters needed guidance 
in Fraternity organization . The Co-organizer Scholarships were 
the forerunner of Graduate Counselor Scholarships. 

By 1930, 3500 alumnae belonged to 101 associations, an in
crease of 40 groups since 1924, when the first alumnae mem
bership-at-large newsletter, The F/ew·-de- lis, was published. 

Kappa Lou Henry Hoover , BH-Stanford, moved into the 
White House just before that black October day when the New 
York Stock Exchange crashed in 1929, and with it the jazz age 
came to an abrupt end. 

The "Thoughtful Thirties " was an era of panic, depression , 
and diplomatic incidents. The sobering effect of the depression 
was reflected in the world and its women. Gone was the ex
travagant ostentation of the twenties. The Fraternity was kept 
financially stable under the guidance of the new executive sec-
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Volunteers work with 
crippled child and 
occupational therapist to 
rehabilitate patients. 

Amarillo, Texas gave 
away a "little Red Play
house " and gained 
$1450 for the Hearing 
and Speech Foundation. 
Ruth DuBois Bandy, B.=, 
Martha Munday Estes, 
B.=, and Gail Scott Far
rell , A I-Texas Tech. 

Philadelphia alumnae 
joined KAe for luncheon 
and fashion show-pro
ceeds to Child Develop
ment Center. Ann Stub
blefield lnce, f<I>-SMU; 
Gay Chubba Barry, AA
Penn State ; and Mrs. J . 
A. Stewart, KAe. 

retary, Clara 0. Pierce. President Alice Tillotson Barney , X
Minnesota , remarked: 

"As you all know, this has been a trying year for every busi
ness and organization . I feel very strongly that a great deal of 
appreciation and gratitude should be given the executive secre
tary for so successfully guiding our finances. That we are able to 
carry on and run our affairs successfully is due to her wisdom 
and ability." 

During this era the Students' Aid Fund was expanded, For
eign Exchange Fellowships established, and the Kappa Maga
zine Agency formed to provide income for the Rose McGill 
Fund endowment. 

Two permanent awards were given the Fraternity as the first 
such recognition of the organized alumnae, when the province 
vice presidents who served under Almira Johnson McNaboe, 
H- Wisconsin, during her regime as grand vice president ( 1936-
1940) , gave two silver bowls in "affectionate appreciation of 
her , to be awarded for outstanding alumnae association coop
eration." The first awards were presented in 1940 to Fort 
Wayne for small associa tions and to Chicago Intercollegiate for 
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Almira McNaboe presents Alumnae Achievement Award to Jean 
Nelson Penfield. 

large associations. During Mrs. McNaboe's period as alumnae 
officer, organized alumnae membership was doubled. 

After an intensive search for an alumnae philanthropic proj
f;!Ct suitable to all groups, the 1936 Convention voted to accept 
the awarding of "Kappa Kampships" as a project. "As they are 
som~thing that can claim the philanthropic interest of every as
sociation in an international unity, without quotas or financial 
burden, without neglect of Kappa's other splendid established 
social service," it was thought "such a project will lend support 
to local camps and create mutual interest between the com
munity and its Kappa citizens," The Key stated. 

Here too, at this convention, was the culmination of a three 
year study of a club house committee headed by Irene Neal 
Railsback, t.-Indiana, for Kappa's Hearthstone program, the 
inspiration of Helen Snyder Andres (Steiner), Bn-Washing
ton, and Clara 0. Pierce. The idea of establishing a club house 
for Kappas whose college days were behind them, "who sought 
congenial companions, security, and pleasant surroundings," 
was their brainchild. The first such Hearthstone, bought in 
1937, was heralded when the Louise Bennet Boyd Hearthstone 
in Winter Park, Florida, opened on Founders Day, 1938, for 
long-term or overnight Kappa guests. In keeping with the idea 
of the original committee of "planning not for one, but for sev
eral units in varying parts of the country," Charlotte Barrell 
Ware and her husband, Robert, deeded their home, Warelands, 
lying within the original grant to the Massachusetts Bay Colony, 
to Kappa for its second Hearthstone. (See Hearthstone section 
of this chapter.) 

The great dream did not prove realistic, however, and the 
Hearthstone had to be abandoned in 1962. The property was 
sold and many of the valuable antique furnishings were sent to 
Headquarters. The proceeds from the eventual sale of Ware
iands became the nucleus of the Charlotte Barrell Ware Schol
arship. 

The Sun Valley Convention of 1940 was clouded with war 
shadows. The number of alumnae associations -147, now 
doubled the number of active chapters - 74. Alumnae clubs 
numbered 13. A new constitutional provision for the organiza
tion of small groups created definite activity in the expansion 
program. The new office of director of alumnae was added to 
the Council. 

Then came Pearl Harbor, December 7, 1941. Kappa's Army 
and Navy Association, formed in 1939 to help service wives at 
new posts and to keep in touch with Kappas in far-flung assign-
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ments, was diverted to entertainment for Kappa sons and hus
bands and to aid many new Army and Navy wives traveling 
with reservist husbands now called to active duty. 

Kappa's first World War II philanthropic project had its incep
tion at the 1940 Convention when the Nora Wain Fund was 
spontaneously started by Key Editor Helen Bower, St.-Michi
gan, for aid for refugee children of Europe. The nucleus of the 
$1,000 collected that convention week was $200 which was to 
have brought a famous Kappa 'literary lady', president of the 
London Alumnae Association, Nora Wain, BI-Swarthmore, as 
a convention speaker. Through this fund a total of $25,000 was 
expended in aid to families bombed out in Britain. Later, the in
come to the fund was diverted to providing layettes for the Nor
wegian children. Following the cessation of hostilities, loving 
Kappa hands made and then distributed 5000 layettes in Nor
way. Additionally, $28,000 was given to promote international 
understanding between women of all nations. 

Nora Wain reports 
from East Germany in 
1961. 

I l 
YOU ARE LEAVING 

THE AMERICAN SECTOR 
Bbl BbiE3)t{AETE H3 
AMEPMKAHCKOfO CEKTOPA 

VOUS SORTEZ 
SECTEUR AMERICAIN 

DEM AMERIKAMIICHEM IEIIOR 

Miami alumnae at 
Tuesday Red Cross 
Bee- Kathleen Dan
iels McMullan, Doro
thy Wright, and Dora 
Peterson Richardson, 
all t.K-Miami. 

And as the nation, recovering from the initial shock, settled 
down to war in 1942, Kappas faced the future . The wartime 
effort of Kappa was symbolic of similar work of all women in 
America. The 1944 Convention was cancelled, but a working 
conference of Fraternity and chapter officers at Colorado 
Springs was held. Kappas volunteered for all branches of volun
teer service, USO, Red Cross, etc. Kappas were in Washington 
in all departments of government, and enlisted in all branches 
of the Women's Service Corps. Out of this developed Kappa's 
Service Women's Centers as the child of Virginia Tucker Janes
Heiss, r K- William and Mary, first chairman of the Army and 
Navy Association . 
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Under her guidance, the alumnae associations sponsored rec
reational centers for women in the armed forces. The first unit 
of the Service Women's Centers was a room in connection with 
the USO at Des Moines. This opened in July , 1942, in time to 
greet the first WAAC class of officer candidates at Fort Des 
Moines which included 11 Kappas. In New York, the Biltmore 
Hotel Kappa Lounge opened January 28, 1943, to serve a total 
of 125,000 service girls . Continuing through 1946, Kappa Cen
ters of varying lengths of service were found in Baltimore, Co
lumbus, Dayton , Denver , El Paso, Los Angeles, New York, 
Oakland, Phoenix, Portland, St. Louis , Seattle, Washington , 
D.C., and two in Hawaii. Twelve hundred Kappa volunteers 
staffed these units which served 300,000 American girls wear
ing the uniforms of all branches of service. 

Kappa's service flag of 600 names included four very special 
stars for members of Kappa 's official family: Harriet French, 
BY-West Virginia, who resigned from the Council to join the 
SPARS; Jane Emig (Ford), BN-Ohio State, of Central Office 
who drove the first clubmobile over the Burma Road for the 
Red Cross; and two other Red Cross workers, Betty Brush 
(Ross), B.::-Texas, former active chapter editor of The Key, and 
A. Rebekah Van Meter , BX-Kentucky, another former Central 
Office worker. 

President Elizabeth Bogert Schofield, M-Butler, praised the 
alumnae for their work in her report of 1944: 

"We have been gratified to see the added stimulus given to 
alumnae by their very own war time projects. Other oppor
tunities for service by the Fraternity and its members will be 
presented as we move from war to peace again." 

The work of alumnae associations did continue. At the 75th 
anniversary convention in 1946, interest was turned to a post
war effort in the same area of France where Kappa's World War 
I assistance was undertaken. Dorothy Canfield Fisher appealed 
once more for help for the French children of Bas Meudon. 
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-Beatrice Woodman, <1>-Boston , was chairman of this project 
which provided for the sponsorship of schools and needy chil
dren , the sending of food and clothing, and donations to 
CARE. For her devoted efforts, the French Government 
bestowed its Gold Medal of Honor upon Miss Woodman. 

Kappa scholarships included $500 given to the Institute of In
ternational Education for two scholarships. The Foreign 
Fellowship Program, started in 1937, was developed, and For
eign Student and Study scholarships were named for Dean Vir
ginia Gildersleeve, BE-Barnard. Two hundred fifty dollars was 
given the International Fellowship Committee of the AAUW, 
similarly named for her. 

Kappas themselves were not forgotten as the Memorial 
Flower Fund became a part of the Rose McGill Fund. It grew 
out of an idea of Clara Pierce and the custom of Fraternity Pres
ident Elizabeth Schofield, who for many years had contributed 
to the Rose McGill Fund as a token for a loved one rather than 
sending flowers at the time of a death . 

Eleanore Goodridge Campbell presents money for French Relief 
Project to Beatrice Woodman. Dorothy Carnine Scott and Dorothy 
Reasoner Risser look on. 

By I 944, alumnae everywhere were straining to the limit 
under their load of the war effort and under the greater weight 
of worry, heavy hearts and loneliness. Director of Alumnae 
Helena Flinn Ege, fE-Pittsburgh , feeling it important that 
every Kappa tie should be utilized as a morale booster, began a 
concerted effort to bring all available alumnae into group mem
bership. Membership increase and alumnae projects became 
the year's design. "New Alumnae" cards, with suitable ritual, 
were presented to graduating seniors to serve as an entree when 
presented to any alumnae group. 

Alumnae ass istants Grace Sanderson Emmert, Holman, 
Agee, 88-0klaho!T)a, followed by Eleanore Goodrich Camp
bell , BM -Colorado, working in the West, and Nancy Myler, 
rE -Pittsburgh , in the East, concentrated specifically on exten
sion plans and set up province committees to aid in reaching all 
towns where there were sufficient numbers of Kappas to organ
ize new associations and clubs. Three new associations and I 3 
clubs were added in one year. Six previously organized groups 
whose depleted membership made it impossible to carry on offi
cially, designated an "Alumnae Representative in Organized 
Towns" to continue general Fraternity contact until such time 
as the group could again become act ive. 

Under Mrs. Ege's inspirational and challenging leadership, 
and through the detailed planning and tireless efforts of the 
alumnae assistants, regional assistants, and many of the prov
ince vice presidents, the number of new groups increased by 
I 17 for the four year period of their work. Paid alumnae mem
berships exceeded the goal of I 0,000. Total membership ap
proximately doubled. The unlimited and constant effort of 
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Pittsburgh alumnae Marjorie 
Lewis Koerner , rP-AIIe
gheny, proudly displays Red 
Cross Blood donor roll, 
while Marion Howell Tomp
kins, t.A -Penn State, and 
Shirley Brown Churchfield, 
rO-Wyoming, check scrap
books. 

Cleveland alumnae serving 
breakfast at USO Club 1945. 
Left to right, .Mary Lewis Neal, 
M-Butler, Elisabeth Holt Holler, 
E-lllinois , Lorine Pearson 
Fulton , M-Butler. 

alumnae associations and clubs to contact new members and 
keep old members acti ve was unequalled. In many metropolitan 
areas the tendency had been to create geographical groups , 
junior groups, or afternoon and evening groups to facilitate 
meetings and insure contacts with more of the potentiai mem
bers. 

The tenor of the wo rld to come was keyed by Kappas writing 
from Oak Ridge of the beginnings of the atomic age. Kappa's 
Virginia G ildersleeve helped write the page of world govern
ment as one of our country's representati ves in the format ion 
of the United Nations in 1945. 

Kappa concluded celebrating her 75 th year at the 1946 Con
vention when Virginia Jones-Heiss called upon the members 
with these words: 

" The tireless women of anarchy seek to destroy yo ur world 
beca use they are too barren to create a world of their own . Be 
more rea listic, more diligent-be tougher than they . You, and 
Kappa and democracy are now engaged in Operations Cross
road." 

This convention was . studded with Kappa names famous 
through the count ry : Pattie Field , BM-Colorado , former diplo
mat; Roxana Jackson, fl.Z-Colorado College, national USO di-
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rector of volunteer service; Margaret Cuthbert, '1' -Cornell, di
rector of the women's division of NBC; Evelyn Wight Allan, 
BB-St. Lawrence, educator. 

Alumnae Achievement Awards , recognizing Kappas who had 
excelled in their professional or business life , were given to out
standing alumnae for the first time at this 75th Jubilee Conven
tion . Among the recipients were Margaret Cuthbert , Virginia 
Gildersleeve, Nora Wain, and Sarah Blanding, BX-Kentucky. 

Another custom which has been retained through the years is 
the bestowing of the honored 50-year gold fleur-de-lis pin on 
Kappas who have been initiated members for at least a half cen
tury . This custom, first started at convention in 1946, was ex
panded in 1962 to include appropriate recognition of beloved 
members who have been initiated 75 years. These pins are the 
same as the 50-year pins with the addition of a diamond in
serted. The awarding of these pins has become a special 
pleasure of alumnae groups throughout the country. In addi
tion , a decision was made in 1976 to honor 50 and 75-year 
members with special certificates. 

The 1952 Convention officially launched the Kappa Re
habilitation Services and the results of an extensive survey into 
this area were reported . Such a program was adaptable to small 
clubs and large associations alike and its flexibility made it pos
sible to serve the needs of any community. Assistance could be 
offered in the form of money, gifts , scholarship funds and 
volunteer services. Toledo and Kansas City Alumnae Associa
tions were pioneers in establishing scholarships for study in re
habilitation work. For the first time, three Rehabilitation Schol
arships , by gifts of varying amounts from many alumnae associ
ations arid clubs, were made for the school year 1957-1958. 

The . first manual for alumnae, Guide Post, was printed in 
1953. It was edited by Nan Kretschmer Boyer , BM-Colorado. 
Josephine Yantis Eberspacher, BM-Colorado, revised this ma
terial for a new edition in 1974. 

A very special award was given the Fraternity at the 1956 
Convention to honor Helena Flinn Ege, former Fraternity pres
ident and alumnae officer under whose terms as director of 
alumnae the alumnae organizations' had its phenomenal growth 
from 159 to 275 groups. Helen Cornish Hutchinson , 88-0kla
homa, director of alumnae, presented an Alumnae Loyalty 
Award ·as a gift to the Fraternity to honor Helena. This first 
award was received by Marie Bryden Macnaughtan, 8-Missou
ri. This coveted award has been presented at each convention 
since to recognize long and faithful service to the Fraternity. 

Helena Ege , Alice 
Burrows, Virginia Gil
dersleeve, and Rheva 
Shryock. 1 946. 
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Honolulu alumnae entertaining visiting coeds 1958. 

The format of the 1958 Convention was changed to combine 
a Leadership School for active and alumnae delegates and 
advisers, the latter attending for the first time as a convention 
group. President Eleanore Goodridge Campbell, BM-Colorado, 
praised alumnae work at the close of her term in 1960, and 
pointed out that although several NPC sororities had more 
active chapters than Kappa, none approached Kappa in the 
number of alumnae organizations. She explained, "There is 
just one explanation-Kappa interest and loyalty. Our chapters 
are giving us good members who continue their enthusiasm for 
their Fraternity after leaving school. The growth of our alum
nae is amazing.' ' 

Because of this growth, both in size and number, a third Me- . 
Naboe Award was presented at the 1960 Convention . This 
award, a silver tray, was a gift from Claire Drew Walker, Bn
Washington, 1956-1958 Director of alumnae, and the province 
directors of alumnae. 

At the 1964 Convention, a fourth award was added in recog
nition of large alumnae associations with a membership of 200 
or more. This award is an original fleur-de-lis pin, executed by a 
Boston jeweler under the supervision of Beatrice Woodman, <t>
Boston. It is a gift from the alumnae groups of Theta Province 
and their immediate past PDA, Portia Pittenger Rissler, M
Butler. An award is also presented to an outstanding alumnae 
club by the Fraternity. 

In 1962 the Rheva Ott Shryock gavels were first awarded to 
the associations in each of the different membership categories 
and a club for outstanding service to an active chapter. These 
gavels were presented to the Fraternity by the Philadelphia 
Alumnae Association in honor of Mrs. Shryock, SA-Pennsyl
vania. 

The 1966 Convention heard the sad report of the disastrous 
fire at Fraternity Headquarters in February, 1965. Through 
countless hours of work by the Headquarters staff and willing 
hands of the Columbus alumnae, 1968 Convention delegates 
viewed the complete restoration of the lovely Victorian man
sion at 530 East Town Street. Gifts totaling approximately 
$3,000 were contributed to the Headquarters restoration by 
alumnae groups . 

The 1970 Centennial Convention proudly hailed 361 alum
nae groups (178 associations and 183 clubs), with a member
ship of 17,674. The largest associations exceeded 400 members, 
the smallest club boasted eight. The composition of a great ma
jority of alumnae associations and clubs represents a cross-sec
tion of the entire country. It is not uncommon to have 30 or 
more active chapters represented in the larger associations. 
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Even the small club of ten members sometimes represents al
most that many chapters. 

All groups, large and small, enjoy the same friendships and 
participate with the same interest in the various programs and 
activities . Fund-raising projects, service to humanity through 
thousands of individual local causes, the informative year
books, the stimulating program of events for the year, the 
thoughtful presidents' letters, the high quality newsletters, the 
officer training programs, and the installation luncheons are 
found in every group, regardless of size. 

The 1930 Hist01y of Kappa Kappa Gamma defines future 
alumnae goals as: "The solving of the problem of the alumnae 
association in the metropolitan area . . . the finding of a suita
ble philanthropy . . . and greater financial support of the Fra
ternity on the part of the alumnae." 

Since then , these goals have been met. 
The concept of one association per city has been replaced by 

the area concept. The greater Los Angeles area boasts ten sepa
rate organizations. The greater Chicago area has 16 individual 
groups . Junior groups make participation possible for new grad
uates and young mothers with limited time. Night meetings are 
scheduled to accommodate the routines of career women. 
Social events with guests, joint meetings with actives, joint proj
ects with other Panhellenic groups, morning coffees and dinner 
meetings all combine to provide the opportunity of participation 
to every alumna . 

Phoenix Founders Day - left to right, Alphonsine Clapp Howard, I
Nebraska (50-year pin) Betsy Molsberry Prior, B N -Ohio State, 
PDA; Barbara Seibert Glenn, M-Butler (Arizona State's Centennial 
Scholar) Gail Abbott Dickey, r.=-UCLA, alumnae president. 
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lappaa In Career• 

1-Nancy Fields O'Connor, B<t>, actress, 
artist 
2-Dr. Marjorie Spurrier Sirridge, r 6. , 
hemotologist 
3-Carolyn Smith Paschal, e, artist 
4-Dr. Hanna Kwiecinska Pappius, 6.6., 
B.S., M.S., PhD. 
5-Dr. Rowena Spencer, 6.!, assistant 
professor surgery Louisiana State 
6-Constance Cornell Stuart, f'-1', 
White House Staff 



?-Beatrice Blackman Gould, BZ, 
editor Ladies Home Journal 
8-Jean Bartel, r.:; , Miss America, 
associate producer TV 
9-Diana Devine Felt, t.H, TV pro
ducer 
10-Dee Ann Nelson, rT, phar
macist 

11-Betty Ann Bowser, n". 
WAVY TV (now CBS) 
12-Mary Lou Kennedy, BN, 
editor Weekly Reader Chil
dren 's Book Club 
13-Judy Ford Stokes, EE, 
dietician 



Libby Denebeim, 8-Missouri, working with handicapped children 
on left, and right, story hour comes alive at a school for mentally 
and physically handicapped children in Norfolk, ya., thanks to 
Dale Penrose Harrell, rr -Whitman, and puppet fnends. 

The adoption of the Kappa Rehabilitation Services Program 
at the 1952 Convention was reinforced by the adoption at the 
1970 Convention of a resolution identifying Kappa's philan
thropic interest with the Institute of Rehabilitation Medicine in 
New York City. 

At the 1966 Convention it was announced that gifts to Kap
pa's philanthropic programs exceeded one million dollars dur
ing the 56 years these programs had been in existence. By 1971 
the second mil"lion had been reached. 

What might be the concerns for the second century? 
The rampant inflation of the early 1970s made an impact on 

all phases of Fraternity operation . The process of maintaining 
a-n effective alumnae organization is neither as "low cost" nor 
as simple as in years past. Even federal taxation regulations 
must be taken into account in planning and executing the in
come provisions of the budget. 

Communication, despite the sophistication of technology, 
poses problems due , in most part, to the sheer size of the Fra
ternity and its organizational structure. 

The rapid changes in moral and social values from generation 
to generation pose a conflict to be absorbed within the age 
groups of our membership. 

The competition for the time and talent of our members has 
never been greater. The woman of today, with many mechani
cal aids to help her accomplish the chores of the day, has never 
known greater freedom-freedom to explore her needs, con
tinue her educational process, achieve success in the field which 
challenges her. How she chooses to use that freedom is vital to 
the continued growth of the alumnae organizations of Kappa 
Kappa Gamma. 

The unrest and distrust of "establishment" caused by the 
war in Vietnam, the disillusionment associated with civil rights 
investigations, and the discord produced by local autonomy de
mands of many university administrations all contributed to 
apathy toward the Greek System in general during the 1960s. 
This apathy affected the rate of growth of alumnae organiza
tions and membership. Perhaps the alumnae goal of today 
could be to prepare for a resurge of growth and greater dedica
tion to the precepts which have maintained Kappa throughout 
the years as the alumnae leader in the Panhellenic world. 

Isabel Hatton Simmons, BN-Ohio State, editor of The Key, 
1949-1969, wrote: 
The growth of an organization is dependent upon the new members who come to 
fill the ranks of those who have gone before. 

Alumnae provide the Fraternity's continuity. 
Carol Engels Harmon, 6K-University of Miami 
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The Hearthstone . . . possibly the most misunderstood and 
controversial project in Kappa's history . . . was born "of a 
dream of the future, a forward-moving new link in Kappa's 
great chain of friendship ." 

The initial step to make the dream a reality was taken October 
12, 1933, when, under the leadership of Grand President 
Rheva Ott Shryock, BA-University of Pennsylvania, the Grand 
Council of Kappa Kappa Gamma voted that a committee inves
tigate the possibilities of establishing a Kappa alumnae ho~e. 

The 1934 Convention approved the report of the Convention 
Committee for such a project and that the name should be Kap
pa Club House~ that such a project should be self-supporting; 
that further investigation should be made on the methods of es
tablishment~ and that it should be an alumnae project. The 1935 
Council Session voted to "instruct the chairman to take prelim
inary steps toward planning a campaign for an endowment to be 
launched at the next national convention." 

The Hearthstone Fund was established in 1936 as a gift fund 
and alumnae project. The purpose was to provide alumnae club 
houses in several parts of the country, where Kappas could 
"enjoy friends of common interest and a gracious home togeth
er." Such club houses were to stand as memorials to the found
ers of Kappa Kappa Gamma, who envisioned friendship and 
the ideas of the Fraternity as lasting throughout life, not merely 
during college days. Unfortunately, it was not clearly deter
mined at this time whether the service should be for Kappas as 
a retirement home, or an alumnae chapter home where Kappas 
of all ages could live on a cost basis. 

These two functions for one house were not practical. How
ever, the 1936 Convention voted to endorse the Hearthstone 
Fund and to name the first home " Hearthstone." 

The campaign , with its slogan, "Be a Brick, Buy a Brick," 
proceeded, and pledges and money began to come in . 

The original plans were to build a sizeable endowment before 
purchasing the first Hearthstone unit. However, the purchase 
of the Lee property in Winter Park, Florida, was authorized at a 
cost of $25,000 in 1937. The loan was authorized from the Key 

Hearthstone Board of Directors front row: Lillian Wilmott Fishback, 
Josephine Yantis Eberspacher, chairman ; Mary Jim Lane 
Chickering. Back row: Alice Watts Hostetler, Catherine Kelder 
Walz, Jean Newmaker Tuthill and Beatrice Larson Vincent report a 
successful season-1956. 



Publication Fund. A local Winter Park committee was estab
lished, and a Board of Trustees was approved. 

The Boyd Hearthstone, named forM. Louise Bennett Boyd, 
the only living founder, was dedicated on Founders Day in 
1938. 

President Shryock presided at the formal banquet, and Mrs. 
Boyd lit the first fire on the hearth with the flame from one of 
Charlotte Barrell Ware's historic candlesticks. 

The Hearthstone was a gracious lake-front home in a beauti
ful setting and would accommodate I 0 guests and the hostess 
manager. It was intended for year-round use, but the demand 
was always seasonal, which complicated the planning and 
operation. 

The Hearthstone was not designed as a permanent retirement 
home. A minimum of six reservations for the season was re
quired for operation. During the first year, since this was a pio
neer project for Kappa, it was decided by Council that, although 
the Hearthstone was intended for use of Kappas exclusively, 
relatives and friends of Kappas would be accepted as guests 
whenever the rooms were not filled. 

During the Convention of 1938, Council members voted to 
accept the bequest of Charlotte Barrell Ware, <!:>-Boston, second 
grand president of the Fraternity, for Warelands, a second 
Hearthstone unit. This property was later found to be unsuita
ble, and was also a tremendous tax burden on the Fraternity. 
The 1948 Convention voted to sell it and use the proceeds toes
tablish the Charlotte Barrell Ware Scholarship Fund. 

In 1940 the Boyd Hearthstone represented an investment of 
approximately $45,450. This included the initial cost of $25,000 
and $20,450 in improvements to the building and grounds, plus 
furnishings and equipment. 

Three original bedrooms were furnished with antiques given 
to the Fraternity by M. Louise Stevenson Miller, founder; 
Florence Jackson Stevens, St.-Michigan; and Lyndall Finley 
Wortham, B:=-Texas . 

The Hearthstone had difficulty in becoming an integral part 
of the Fraternity picture from the year of its dedication. It 
wasn't understood by all, neither was it able to meet its financial 
burdens nor become self-sustaining. In 1948 the convention 
voted that the remainder of the wartime service Center Funds 
be given to the Hearthstone Fund, to be used toward the build
ing of an addition to the home at a cost of approximately 
$14,400, raising accommodations to 26 seasonal guests . 

During the years of the Hearthstone operation many study 
committees were formed, many visits made by Council mem
bers, great publicity campaigns attempted, and tremendous 
efforts put forth by the resident board members, but at each 
convention there was always dissension over this project. It was 
not financially sound and served so few. 

The summary and recommendations given by the chairman 
of the Board of Trustees and accepted by the 1960 Convention 
tells the story. 

"Kappa Kappa Gamma had a beautiful and valuable piece of 
property on Lake Osceola, Winter Park, Florida. Devoted serv
ice was given the Hearthstone project by many alumnae and the 
Fraternity and Hearthstone owes much to them . From 1936 to 
1960, $50,000 was donated by Kappas and friends to the 
Hearthstone. The money donated was absorbed in the 
purchase, remodeling and operation of the building." 

In 1960 the Hearthstone was considered non-profit and self
supporting in its actual operation. This included minimal re
pairs, upkeep and improvements, insurance, interest and pay
ment on the original debt, hostess-manager salary, and other 

With Louise Bennett Boyd at the speakers' table were from left to 
right: Alba Bales, Hearthstone manager; Betsy Maruel Chaffer, 
first guest; Florence Burton Roth, chairman Board of Trustees; 
Rheva Ott Shryock, grand president ; Irene Neal Railsback, chair
man, Hearthstone Fund; Helen Steinmetz and Mary Patton von 
Fri.ihthaler, of Winter Park. 

Hearthstone Club House living room, lovely in dusty pink and 
Williamsburg green with color spots of amethyst and ruby, bone 
white and gold. 

Front of Boyd Hearthstone 

Back of Boyd Hearthstone 



necessities of home ownership. Neither the expensive paid 
advertising in The Key nor letters to alumnae· and actives had 
produced much result. 

Each board member through the years gave of her time, 
energy, and ability. Many hours of thought, work, and planning 
were devoted to the Hearthstone each year. But because of the 
seasonal occupancy there was no possibility of year-round in
come. The majority of the rooms were double-the majority of 
the guests preferred single. 

Of more than 60,000 Kappas in 1960, fewer than 20 had 
availed themselves each year of the Hearthstone. In 1959-1960, 
the Hearthstone registered only 15 members of Kappa families, 
eight sponsored non-Kappa guests, and only 18 Kappas. This 
was the picture each year. It was never possible to maintain the 
property as required by sound business practices. Since 1938 
the house was never filled, except for a month or two at the 
height of the Florida season. 

The proposed Endowment Fund was never realized, thus 
there was never an assured annual income as recommended in 
1934. Neither did the Hearthstone have the whole-hearted 
backing of the Fraternity alumnae associations and clubs, finan
cially or otherwise. A few did make generous and welcome 
gifts, for which the board was most grateful. Summer and early 
fall expenses absorbed the greater part of yearly surpluses, at 
least for the years 1952 to 1960. Finally and most importantly, it 
became increasingly difficult to find local Kappas willing to give 
the amount of time necessary for board members. 

The recommendations presented by the Board of Trustees 
were: "That Council be authorized to dispose of the property to 
the greatest benefit of the Hearthstone Fund, at such time as is 
deemed proper; that all gifts to the Hearthstone of s·entimental 
value or Fraternity significance be kept and then disposed of at 
the discretion of Council; that all other furnishings be disposed 
of if the property was sold; that all proceeds be retained in the 
Hearthstone Fund." 

In accord.ance with the convention vote, the property was put 
up for sale, but it was not until November 26, 1962, that the 
sale was consummated. In the meantime the Hearthstone con
tihued to operate. 

The Boyd Hearthstone was torn down by the new owners. 
Many of the antiques were sent to Fraternity Headquarters. 
Several gifts were made to Rollins College and Delta Epsilon 
Chapter. Other southern chapters also shared in the gifts: 
Epsilon Zeta at Florida State, Epsilon Eta at Auburn, and Delta 
Upsilon at Georgia. The Kirkpatrick Clinic in Winter Park, run 
by Nila Kirkpatrick Covalt, P 6 -0hio Wesleyan, received 
miscellaneous gifts and the remaining items were sold at a pri-
vate sale to local Kappa alumnae. . 

Net proceeds from the sale of the building and ~.rniture, 
after all bills were paid, was $43,453.37. This was dep~sited to 
the credit of Hearthstone Fund and invested . 

This money was voted in 1965 to be used toward restoration 
of Fraternity ijeadquarters after it had been damaged and par
tially destroyed by fire. 

Throughout its turbulent history, Irene Neal Railsback, tJ.
Indiana, was the chairman of the Hearthstone Fund. There 
were six hostess managers and two chairmen of the Board of 
Trustees. Florence Burton Roth, Bt:.-Michigan, served from 
the dedication in October, 1938, to 1954. Josephine Yantis 
Eberspacher, BM-Colorado, was chairman from 1954 to the 
closing, sale, and disposition of the property in November, 
1962. 

While the dream of the 1930s realized in the form of the 
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Louise Bennett Boyd Hearthstone has vanished, the many 
treasured memories of the years of planning and existence of 
the first Kappa Club House unit, the Boyd Hearthstone, will 
never be forgotten. 

-Josephine Yantis Eberspacher, B M-Colorado 

Alumnae Achievement Awards have been presented to out
standing alumnae members by the Fraternity since 1946 in rec
ognition of their contributions in careers and professional life. 

The presentation of these awards is an outstanding feature of 
each biennial convention. If a recipient is unable to attend con
vention for the presentation, the award is mailed to her. 

During the first decade of the awards, a special ceremony was 
often planned for a recipient who had been unable to at
tend convention. This sometimes took place in the year be
tween conventions, but the policy was discontinued after 1956. 

Many of these women held Kappa offices as actives and 
alumnae and have served as advisers to active chapters. A great 
number of them are members of Phi Beta Kappa and other col
lege honoraries. They have been listed in the various Who's 
Who publications. Unfortunately, it has been necessary to omit 
these details in order to save space. If their complete range of 
activities and honors were included, a third volume of the 
History would have to be published. 

The listing, which follows, mentions each winner's profes
sional achievements and activities up to the date of the awards 
and does not include her later accomplishments. Imagine that 
each of these biographical sketches begins: "At the time of her 
award," ... 

1946 
Margaret Cuthbert, \11-Cornell, was director of the sustain

ing programs for the National Broadcasting Company. Origi
nally from Dawson City, Yukon Territory, Canada, she went to 
New York after working as secretary for the school of home 
economics at Cornell. Within ten years she had been placed in 
charge of the speakers' division of the program department of 
NBC, arranging programs for more than 40 studios. She man
aged international broadcasts as well as a "Round the United 
States" broadcast in which editors of college dailies discussed 
student opinion on campus questions. . 

Virginia Gildersleeve, BE-Barnard, dean of Barnard College 
for more than 36 years, was regarded as one of the country's 
foremost educators. Dean Gildersleeve had an intense interest 
in foreign affairs . This was recognized by her country when she 
became the only woman delegate from the United States to the 
1945 conference in San Francisco to draft the United Nations 
Charter. She had a voice in selecting the organization's name 
and was a creator of the United Nations Educational, Scientific 
and Cultural Organization. Later she served a brief time as an 
alternate delegate to the General Assembly. In addition, Dean 
Gildersleeve was a founder of the International Federation of 
University Women, an original trustee of the Institute of Inter
national Education, member and later chairman of the Adviso-
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ry Council of the WA YES, chairman of the board of Reid Hall 
in Paris, and decorated with the French Legion of Honor. 

Nora Wain (Osland-Hill), Bl-Swarthmore, was internation
ally famous as an author and journalist. Her books include : The 
Street of Precious Pearls, The House qf Ex ile, Reaching for the 
Stars, and Surrender the Heart. There is a dramatic story behind 
Reaching for the Stars. The first manuscript disappeared while 
Miss Wain was in Germany. Three copies were mail separately 
to her publisher in America but none got through . After going 
to England, she rewrote the book from notes and soon after, it 
was published, she sent a copy to Heinrich Himmler, Adolph 
Hitler's storm trooper and Gestapo chief. He retaliated by seiz
ing seven children, friends of Miss Wain 's whose names had 
been disguised in the book but whom he tracked down. Miss 
Wain entered Germany secretly and in an interview with Him
mler offered to serve as a hostage for the children. Himmler 
offered to release them , and as many other people as she could 
list on a large sheet of paper, if she would promise to write 
nothing further about Germany except romantic, historical 
novels. The offer was declined . She was willing, she said, to for
feit her life but not her beliefs. 

Kappa launched a Nora Wain Fund for Refugee Children. To 
it Miss Wain added royalties from her books and honorariums 
from her lectures. These monies were distributed to mothers in 
England during the bombing in World War II , and transferred 
to Scandinavian relief when Nora's work took her to that area . 
Layettes were provided for Norwegian babies. In recognition of 
her work she received the Liberation Medal from the King of 
Norway. 

1947 
Sarah Blanding, BX-Kentucky, was the first woman presi

dent of Vassar College. She studied at the University of Ken
tucky, Columbia University, and London School of Economics . 
She returned to the University of Kentucky in 1928 as dean of 
women and associate professor of political science. From Ken
tucky she went to Cornell University where she was the dean of 
New York State College of Home Economics, the first woman 
to head a college in that university . President Harry Truman ap
pointed her to the National Commission on Higher Education. 
She received many citations and awards of distinction. 

Hazel Hotchkiss Wightman, n6 -California, began winning 
national tennis championships in 1902. She won her first 
United State singles championship in 1909, and repeated her 
victory in 1910, 1911 , and 1919. Mrs. Wightman was the found
er-donor of the Wightman Cup Trophy for which U.S . and Brit
ish women compete annually. She established the first Girl 
Scout Merit Badge ever given in tennis . 

1948 
Jessica Garretson Finch, Cosgrave, BE-Barnard, had com

pleted nearly 50 years of service as president of Finch Junior 
College, which she founded , remaining on the staff to teach 
philosophy and current events. Throughout her administration 
of Finch, she guided the curriculum to include both preparation 
for practical living and the intangibles of scholarly education. 
She had a productive, long, and distinguished career as an 
educator and author. 

Dorothy Canfield Fisher, BN-Ohio State, was an author 
whose writings were widely published and translated into 
French, German, Swedish , Norwegian, and Danish. Her works 
fell into the categories of short stories , novels, books on child 
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training and adult education. For many years she served as crit
ic and member of the editorial board of the Book-of-the-Month 
Club. She worked unstintingly for the Fraternity 's Dorothy 
Canfield Fisher ,Project for French Relief during World War I, 
supervising Kap~pa relief work in France. For the war blind, she 
succeeded in introducing into France the machine which made 
Braille plates . She organized World War II Relief work in the 
bombed suburbs of Paris , working through the school system. 
Again Kappa gave her support. 

Marian Simpson Carter, Garber, fO -Denison, a top career 
woman in radio, was assistant program director of " Town Hall 
of the Air" at the time of her award. She entered the r; dio field 
as a hostess at NBC, then changed to the program department. 
She moved to CBS and afterwards to Washington , D.C. in 
charge of radio programs for the government's Resettlement 
Administration . She received a Rockfeller Foundation Radio 
Fellowship. 

Lulu Holmes, r r-Whitman, had held a prestigious position 
as a member of General MacArthur's Staff. Her experiences in 
Tokyo as U.S. Army adviser on Women 's Education relate to 
the aftermath of Japan's surrender, when Japanese women 
wanted to learn everything about American women. She en
couraged higher education for oriental women . She traveled 
widely in India and China, and lectured at their universities . 
Lulu Holmes was dean of women at Columbia and Washington 
State Universities during her career. 

1949 
Josephine Paddock, BE-Barnard, had won prestigious prizes 

and awards for her paintings in oil and water color. One of these 
was a portrait of the daughter of Julia Ward Howe, <P -Boston 
honorary member. Her paintings were included in many fine 
arts collections in America and Europe. Her famous oil paint
ing, " Youth," had been exhibited at the National Academy of 
Design, the Chicago Art Institute , the Panama-Pacific Exposi
tion, Beekman Tower, the New Haven Paint and Clay Club, 
the Allied Artists of America, and the Present Day Club, 
Princeton. 
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1-Helen Knox, BE:, banker 
2-Sarah Lee Lippencott, BA, 
astronomer 
3-Emma Fall Schofield, <1>, 
lawyer and judge 
4-Phyllis McGinley, C1H, author 
5-Avis Pumphrey, rY, social 
service 
6-Jo Ann Pflug, l1K, actress 
7-Lois Winter Lloyd, A "', 
volunteer 
8- Lieutenant Colonel Mary 
Elizabeth Kelly, re 
9-Polly Knipp Hill , B/\, etcher, 
painter, art teacher 
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10-Betty Jane McKenty Wylie, 
r r , playwrite 
11-Doris Hart, ~K. tennis player 
12-Patty Berg, X, golfer 
13-Hazel Hotchkiss Wightman, 
n", donor of tennis Wightman 
Cup 
14-Lieutenant Colonel Emily C. 
Gorman, 'I' 



Dr. Mary Crawford, 
left, interviewed by 
Mary Margaret 
McBride, KAe, on 
WNBC, 

Ruth Leach Pollock, n t.-California, had the distinction of 
being the first woman vice president of International Business 
Machines Corporation. At the time of her election to this cor
porate office, she was manager of the entire IBM systems 
service. 

Mary Crawford Schuster, \~'-Cornell, a physician of New 
York City, had served overseas during the first World War as a 
doctor and ambulance driver. After the war she became head of 
the Health Department of the Federal Reserve Bank of New 
York ,. where she served many years. She later retired to private 
practice. 

Mary Kingsbury Simkhovitch, <P-Boston , one of the United 
States' outstanding pioneer settlement workers , was a social 
economist. After graduating from Boston University , she 
studied at Radcliffe, the University of Berlin , and Columbia 
University. She became president of the National Public Hous
ing Conference, vice chairman of New York City Municipal . 
Housing Authority, founder and director of Greenwich House, 
and a member of the National Federation of Settlements. In 
1917, she authored the book, City Worker 's World. 

1950 
(Lucy) Evelyn Wight Allan, BB-St Lawrence, a Kappa 

grand president , specialized in education. She had been prin
cipal of Girls Commercial High School of Brooklyn, the world 's 
largest school for girls , enrolling 10,000 students. She had also 
acted as Girl Scout Commissioner for the Brooklyn district. 
Evelyn Allan created the post of dean of women at Leland Stan
ford University in 1908 and served in th,at position for eight 
years, building enduring standards for .coeducation. 

Helen Bower, St.-Michigan, was associated with the Detroit 
Free Press for many years as drama critic. She was editor of The 
Key from 1930-1946. She also served the Fraternity as histori
an. She was a member of Theta Sigma Phi , now Women In 
Communications, Incorporated, and was on the board of the 
Women 's Hospital in Detroit. 
Marion Hilliard, B\1'-Toronto, was chief of service of 
Obstetrics and Gynecology at Women 's College Hospital , 
Toronto, and physician to the women at Victoria College, Uni
versity of Toronto. She had graduated from the School of Medi
cine at the university and interned in Women 's College Hospi
tal , doing special work in England in obstetrics and gynecology. 

Marion Hilliard , 
Lester Pearson , 
Canada's External 
Affairs Minister 
and Mrs. Pearson 
(Maryon Moody) , 
BY-Toronto. 

(Eliza) Jean Nelson Penfield, !-DePauw, had been a grand 
president of Kappa. She had an outstanding record as a platform 
speaker, parliamentarian , lawyer, and leader in the cause of 
voting rights for women . She had toured the west with the late 
Carrie Chapman Catt to work for ratification of the woman's 
suffrage amendment. With Mrs. Catt she helped to found the 
League of Women Voters. 

Emma Fall Schofield, <P-Boston, was a lawyer, teacher and 
lecturer. She studied at the Sorbonne and Paris Law School and 
was associate justice of the First District Court of Eastern Mid
dlesex , Malden, Massachusetts . She was the first woman in 
New England to sit on the bench. Her mother was another 
Boston Kappa, the first woman in Massachusetts to plead a case 
before a jury, and to argue a case before the Massachusetts 
Supreme Court. Emma Schofield was a trustee of Boston Uni
versity , a member of numerous bar as.sociations, and was active 
in many women 's clubs in which she played important roles of 
leadership and pioneering. She was a member of the Massachu
setts Electoral College in 1924. 

Emma Shipman, <P-Boston, was very active in the Christian 
Science Church . She was chosen as leader and president by The 
Mother Church of Christian Science in 1950. She served on 
many of the church committees, and wrote many religious arti
cles for Christian Science publications. 

Anna Maude Smith, r A-Kansas State, managed her own 
successful business, the Anna Maude Cafeteria in Oklahoma 
City. She was active in the National Restaurant Association and 
a member of the city's Chamber of Commerce. She began her 
career in business administration as manager of the YWCA 
cafeteria. 

1951 
Beatrice Blackmar Gould, BZ-lowa, was a newspaper re

porter, short story writer , and dramatist before she became the 
editor of the Ladies ' Home Journal, in full partnership with her 
husband, Bruce Gould, in 1935. She received her graduate de
gree at the Columbia School of Journalism, became woman 's 
editor of the old New York World, and wrote short stories for the 
Cosmopolitan and The Saturday Evening Post. 

Emma Moffat McLaughlin, nt.-California , was trustee and 
program chairman of the World Affairs Council of Southern 
California and a director of the San Francisco Community 
Chest. She was also a member of the distribution committee of 
the San Francisco Foundation and a director of H. Moffat Com
pany (San Francisco) and the Children's Hospital of San Fran
cisco. Mrs. McLaughlin, in her many years of public service 
worked as an officer and director of many groups . She was a 
member of the Women 's Committee of the Golden Gate Inter
national Exposition and had served with several presidential 
and gubernatorial campaign committees. 

Louise Pound, I-Nebraska, professor emeritus of English at 
the University of Nebraska, was prominent as a writer and lec
turer in the fields of philology, literature, and folklore . Among 
the important positions she held during her career were: nation
al president of the American Folklore Society; national presi
dent, American Dialect Society; member of the advisory coun
cil of the Guggenheim Foundation; founder, senior editor and 
on the staff of American Speech, published at Columbia Univer
sity. Dr. Pound received both her A.B. and M.A. degrees at the 
University of Nebraska and her Ph.D., gained in two semesters, 
magna cum laude, from Heidelberg, Germany. She received an 
honorary Litt .D. from Smith College. Dr. Pound was the author 
of many textbooks and scholarly treatises , including The Ameri-
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Unidentified friend on left, Helen Knox, Jean Nelson Penfield, and 
Florence Burton Roth. 

can Thesaurus of Slang, Poetic Origins and the Ballad, and did 
much of the writing and editing for The College Book of Ameri
can Literature. 

1952 
Emily Dunning Barringer, I.JI-Cornell, a pioneer woman 

doctor, wrote her life's story in her book, Bowery to Bellevue. A 
movie version entitled The Girl in White was made and shown 
throughout the country. 

Marty Lewis Cornelius, ~.=-Carnegie-Mellon, consistently 
exhibited in the Associated Artists of Pittsburgh exhibits. In 
1939, she won the second prize in oil painting for "Jewish 
Passover," which was reproduced in The Jewish American Out
look magazine. In 1945, her honorable mention oil, "Her 
Mother's Lover," was selected for the Portrait of America Ex
hibition by the Pepsi Cola Company. She took many prizes and 
exhibited in many showings throughout the country. She taught 
art and painting and worked as a scenic artist, scene designer, 
and costume designer. 

-Helen Knox, 83-Texas, had been appointed Treasurer of the 
Robert E. Lee Mansion Foundation for the restoration of Strat
ford Hall in Virginia after her retirement as manager of the 
Women's Department of Chase National Bank and president of 
the Association of Bank Women. During World War I she or
ganized auxiliaries for the Red Cross. She also organized and 
financed the public library in her home town. She wrote stories 
for numerous magazines. She authored Money- Wise, an every
day guide to finance for women, in collaboration with Mary 
Berkeley Finke. 

Aleta Cornelius Maim, ~.=-Carnegie-Mellon, exhibited her 
paintings throughout the country. In 1947, she was an honora
ble mention medalist of the Pepsi Cola Paintings of the Year. In 
1950, she was selected for Life magazine's article on 19 young 
American artists under 36. Again in 1951, she was included in a 
Life article, "Life Hits Pittsburgh." Also in 1951, she won 
the Grinsfelder prize for distinguished oil painting. Aleta taught 
oil painting classes and served as an officer of the Pittsburgh 
Associated Artists. 

Phyllis McGinley (Hayden), ~H-Utah, for some years had 
delighted readers of The New Yorker with her clever poems. In 
1948, in collaboration with Billings Brown, she wrote the lyrics 
for the Broadway musical show, Small Wonder. Her books of 
verse were highly praised and widely read. She was termed "a 
suburban Robert Frost." Her writing has warmth and wit. 
Among her books are the following titles: A Short Walk From 
the Station, Love Letters of Phyllis McGinley, Times Three: 
Selected Verse From Three Wonderful Times, Most Wonderful Doll 
in the World, Saint Watching, Sixpence in Her Shoe, Province of 
the Heart, Plain Princess, and Wreath ofChristmas Legends. 
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Ruth Fanshaw Waldo, BI-Adelphi College, had a notable 
career in the field of advertising as vice president of J. Walter 
Thompson Advertising Agency. She was a member of Adver
tising Women of New York, the Foreign Policy Association, 
and other groups. She was also a member of the Board of 
Trustees of Adelphi College at the time of her award. 

Cleora Clark Wheeler, X-Minnesota, was an artist, a de
signer and illuminator of books and other publications. She had 
received certificates of proficiency in advanced engineering 
drafting from the University of Minnesota. An expert in steel
die stamping, Miss Wheeler gained widespread recognition. She 
prepared the text and illustrations on insignia which appeared in 
the 1930 History of Kappa Kappa Gamma. 

Jane Froman 

Dr. Louise Pound 

1954 
(Ellen) Jane Froman (Ross, Burn, Smith), 8-Missouri, 

one of the nation 's most admired singers, had skyrocketed to 
fame and was the first artist to accept former President Franklin 
Roosevelt's call for talent to entertain U.S. servicemen over
seas during World War II. Enroute to that assignment, her 
plane crashed near Lisbon, Portugal, in 1943. This tragic acci
dent left her a cripple. Her brave determination to recover 
brought her the love and admiration of the nation. The 20th 
Century-Fox musical, With a Song in My Heart, is the fairly ac
curate story of her life. Jane returned to Europe and, on 
crutches, made a 30,000 mile tour of G.l . camps. 

Emily Eaton Hepburn, BB-St. Lawrence, was a civic leader 
and a business woman. She advanced the restoration of Beek
man Hill area in New York City and built the Panhellenic 
House, later known as Beekman Tower. Mrs . Hepburn aided 
the New York Botanical Garden, the New York Zoological Soci
ety, and the American Museum of Natural History. She was a 
50-year trustee of St. Lawrence University . Mrs. Hepburn held 
the honorary degree of Doctor of Humane Letters from Tufts 
College and Doctor of Humanities from Rollins College. Her 
chief civic interests were helping underprivileged children, rais
ing academic standards among young women, and preserving 
historic shrines. 

Gertrude Cornish Milliken, r ~-Middlebury, had received 
wide recognition in the field of education. She was founder , 
former principal, and president of the board of the House in the 
Pines School at Norton, Massachusetts. 
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Ruth Davison Reid, B'l'-Toronto, had become noted in the 
field of dietetics. She was head dietician for the Bank of 
Montreal and served two terms as president of the Montreal 
Dietetic Association . She was the first editor of the Food De
partment of Chatelaine magazine. A lecturer on nutrition, she 
conducted a regularly scheduled radio program at the time of 
her award. . . . 

Dorothy Taylor, fiJI-British Columbia, was edttor-m-chtef of 
a weekly newspaper in New Westminster and recording se~re
tary of the Canadian Women's Press Club. After graduatiOn 
from the University of British Columbia and study at the Sor
bonne, Miss Taylor traveled through the Orient to do articles 
for the Province of Vancouver. She wrote a witty book about 
her automobile travels in Central America entitled Plataforma, 
or Flat Car in Central America.She spent her spare time on her 
farm, "EI Charita," raising purebred Jersey cattle and taking 
ribbons at top cattle shows. 

(Bertha) Fain Tucker, I- DePauw, had been elected judge of 
the Circuit Court of Cook County in 1953, the first woman 
elected to judgeship in Cook County since 1923. She had built a 
reputation for fearlessness and fairness among the legal profes
sion. Lawyers sang the praises of "the Lady Judge." 

1955 
Edith Clarke, H-Wisconsin, was a professor of electrical en

gineering at the University of Texas and a retired engineer of 
the General Electric Corporation at the time of her award. She 
was the first woman to receive an electrical engineering degree 
from Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Another first was 
her election as a fellow of the American Institute of Electrical 
Engineers . 

1956 
Patty Berg, X-Minnesota, having won every major amateur 

golf title available, had turned professional and joined the 
Wilson Sporting Goods Company advisory staff in 1940. During 
World War II, Patty served as chairman of the women's physi
cal fitness commission for the Minneapolis Civilian Defense 
Council and later joined the Marine Corps Women 's Reserve as 
second lieutenant. Patty won the U.S. Open in 1946 and was 
crowned the World Champion of Women Professionals at the 
Tam O'Shanter Tournament in Chicago in I 954. Her brilliant 
playing won her the Associated Press award of "Women 
Athlete of the Year" in I 955. Her books, Go(( and Go(( Illus
trated, are great contributions to the field. Patty was the first 
woman to syndicate a golf column. 

Olive Mason Gunnison, B B ~-St. Lawrence, was a lecturer 
and writer on gardens and flowers. Her book, Learning to 
Garden, and its. revised edition, Practical Gardening, were widely 
read and followed . Mrs. Gunnison was given a citation by the 
St. Lawrence University for her knowledge of natural science 

Patty Berg 
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and for the-se two books. She maintained a museum in which all 
branches of natural history were represented, and which was 
open to the public year-round. Her herbarium contained 4,500 
different species of plants. Mrs . Gunnison was a member of the 
Advisory Council, New York Botanical Garden and the Garden 
Club of America. She held a citation from St. Lawrence Univer
sity for her achievements in horticulture. 

Louise Keener, B'l'-West Virginia, was comptroller of the 
University of West Virginia. A graduate of Wellesley, Louise 
took a secretarial course in Kansas City, Missouri. Following a 
short period in business in Kansas City, she returned to West 
Virginia University as secretary to the president. This position 
gradually turned into budget work and in 1936 she moved to 
the finance office. She was a sustaining member of the Morgan
town Service League and a member of the Board of Directors of 
the Morgantown Community Concert Association. 

Gladys Miller, fM-Oregon State, was well-known for her 
achievements in the field of interior design, but she had an 
equally active career as an author, lecturer, editor, and educator 
in the field of home building. Miss Miller was associate pub
lisher of Small Homes Guide and Home Modernizing, leading 
publication in the home construction field, and decorating and 
merchandising consultant for General Electric's Lamp Divi
sion. In addition, she was furnishings 'consultant to the Quarter
master General of the United States Army and Research and 
Development Division of the Quartermaster Command. Dur
ing World War II, she was in charge of furnishing the govern
ment residence halls in Washington (36 buildings and 22,500 
rooms) and the decoration of Blair House and Blair-Lee House. 

Mary Geisler Phillips, SA-Pennsylvania, author, educa
tor, and editor, became a professor emeritus of Cornell Univer
sity in 1949. She taught in the high schools of Philadelphia for 
three years before she became assistant editor of the National 
Research Council , Washington, D.C. Mary became extension 
instructor at New York State College of Home Economics, 
Ithaca; then assistant editor, NYS College of Home Economics, 
Cornell Uni~ersity; then its acting editor, and finally the editor. 
She authored the following books: Honey Bees and Fairy Dust, 
Ant Hills and Soap Bubbles, Spider Webs and SunFlowers, 
Glimpses Into the World of Science (co-author), Nature by Seaside 
and Wayside (co-author), 4 vol., Things That Go, Anything Can 
Happen (co-author), and Little Lamb's Hat. 

Marie Sellers, B I -Swarthmore, prior to her retirement, was 
director of the Consumer Service Department with General 
Foods. Here she supervised test kitchens and a radio cooking 
school, among her other duties in product publicity and services 
to the merchandising, advertising, and research departments of 
the company. Miss Sellers also participated in the Old Masters 
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Plan at Purdue University, by which retired people, who had 
had outstanding careers, are invited to consult with students in 
helping direct their futures. She began her career in business 
first by teaching, then by becoming associate editor of two na
tional magazines. She performed home demonstration work in 
the Extension Service of the United States Department of Agri
culture during World War I, and subsequently wrote as the first 
woman in the Press Service of the Department of Agriculture. 

Claire Drew Forbes, Walker, Bn-Washington, had received 
national recognition in the fields of public relations, promotion, 
advertising and merchandising. In 1952 she received national 
acclaim as "Advertising Woman of the Year," and in 1956 she 
was given the "Hats Off" award by the local Ad Club in recog
nition of her outstanding public service. She began her career in 
advertising in Seattle. When she later established her home in 
Santa Barbara, she founded the first advertising agency in that 
town. 

1958 
Doris Hart, ~K -Miami of Florida, had joined A. G . Spald

ing's advisory staff and taught tennis in Florida and New Jersey 
in the summer. Doris had won every major tennis tournament 
in the world, beginning with the world singles championship at 
Wimbledon in 1951 . Her 23 national titles included the wom
en's national singles championship, the women's doubles with 
Shirley Fry, and the mixed doubles with Victor Seixas. 

Mary Shaw Marohnic, (Horn), ~.=:-Carnegie-Mellon, iden
tified with the art world of Pittsburgh, was a vice president of 
the Arts and Crafts Center of Pittsburgh and assisted with de
signs and ideas for the Pittsburgh bicentennial year. Her paint
ings were included in the collection of the Pittsburgh Board of 
Education, the Latrobe Art Collection , and many private collec
tions. She painted hospital murals; did illustration, display dec
orating, and portraits; in addition to teaching at Carleton Col
lege, Northfield, Minnesota. 

Eleanor Jewett Lundberg, BA. -Illinois, had recently retired 
as art critic for the Chicago Tribune. She joined the staff in 1917 
and continued with that paper as she authored two books of 
verse, From the Top of My Column and In the Winds' Whistle. She 
was a member of the Arts Club of Chicago; Cordon, Palatte and 
Chisel; All-Illinois Society of Fine Arts; National Society of 
Arts and Letters; American Pen Women; Professional League 
of American Artists and the DAR. She held a citation from the 
Union League Club of Chicago for Distinguished Service to 
Art. 

Anna Scott Wilson, Morningstar, BN-Ohio State, public re
lations executive, headed her own firm of Morningstar Produc
tions in New York City. Prior to that she was executive vice 
president of the Phoenix News Bureau . "Ann" had worked in 
the public relations and publicity division of the National 
Federation of Women's Republican Clubs, following two terms 
as vice president of the organization. For two terms she was 

. president of the West Virginia State Federation of Republican 
Women's Clubs. She was a member of the New York Republi
can County Committee; Public Relations Society of America; 
and the Junior League of Huntington, West Virginia. 

Mary Lucas Richardson, Bn-Washington, was chief of the 
Division of Rheumatic Fever, Bureau of Maternal and Child 
Health, Pennsylvania Department of Health, a position she had 
held since 1949. Following her graduation from the University 
of Washington with a degree in mining engineering, Mary 
taught physics and chemistry. In 1929, she received an M.S. in 
psychology from the University of Utah and resumed her 
teaching in this field . Ten years later the University of Colorado 
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bestowed upon her an M.D. degree, and in 1941 Mary was 
licensed as a practicing physician. In 1947, she was certified by 
the American Board of Pediatrics. 

Patricia Searight, B N -Ohio State, was the only woman in 
the country to be program director of a 50,000 watt radio sta
tion at the time of her award. "Patti" began her work with Sta
tion WTOP in Washington in 1952 as producer of an 18-week 
radio series in cooperation with the Washington . public schools. 
She produced a 13-week series on mental health in 1954 for 
which she was awarded the John Benjamin Nichols Award from 
the American Medical Association. As a special correspondent 
for the French government in 1956, Patti recorded a series of 
programs for national distribution. Prior to her radio work, she 
was a bacteriologist in Detroit and Akron . 

"Kim Stanley," (nee Patty Reid Conway), fZ-Arizona, 
was winner of the Critics Outer Circle Award, the accolade of 
the Playwrights Company; and named best actress of the year 
by Variety and Billboard. Kim Stanley proved her ability and 
versatility in several Broadway performances and many televi
sion shows. (This award was not accepted.) 

Aryness Joy Wickens, Bn-Washington , deputy assistant 
secretary for employment and manpower in the United States 
Department of Labor , also held that department's Dis
tinguished Service Award. She had received the Achievement 
Award of the District of Columbia Federation of Business and 
Professional Women's Club as well. Mrs. Wickens began her 
career in the Department of Labor in 1938 after teaching in the 
economics department of Mount Holyoke College and serving 
on the research staff of the Federal Reserve Board . She served 
as adviser to the United States delegates to the International 
Labor Conference in Geneva in 194 7 and in San Francisco in 
1948. She served as adviser to the Economic and Social Council 
of the United Nations in 1951 and 1952. Mrs. Wickens received 
an M.A. degree from the University of Chicago. 

1960 
Gena Row land Cassavetes, H-Wisconsin, stage and screen 

star, was making a picture in Europe at the time of the 1960 
Convention . Gena's Broadway success began when she starred 
with Edward G. Robinson in Middle ofthe Night. Before that she 
toured with Melvyn Douglas in Time Out for Ginger and ap
peared in both the Broadway and road companies of The Seven 
Year Itch. 

Madelyn Pugh Martin, Davis, ~-Indiana, was a television 
script writer. She was working on the Tom Ewell TV show and 
had created "My Favorite Husband," and "I Love Lucy" for 
Lucille Ball. She was nominated to an Academy " Emmy" for 
television writing in 1955 and received the Sylvania Award for 
TV writing in 1952. She was named " Woman of the Year" by 
the Los Angeles Times in 1957. 

Nita Lohnes Frazier, r r -Whitman, a successful writer of 
children 's fiction , began her career as a high school teacher and 
newspaper woman. Several of her books were accorded Junior 
Literary Guild selections. The titles of some of her books are: 
By-Line Demme, My Love is a Gypsy, Little Rhody, Somebody Spe
cial, Secret Friend, Young Bill Fargo, Ra whide Johnny, Magic 
King, Something qf My Own. 

Ruth Shellhorn Kueser, rM-Oregon, was supervising land
scape architect for the University of California, Riverside cam
pus. She had been landscape architect for Disneyland; the Santa 
Monica Civic Auditorium; the Veterans' Hospital at Long 
Beach; and Bullock's stores in Santa Ana, Pasadena, Palm 
Springs, Wilshire, and San Fernando Valley. Her many honors 
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Nancy Olson 

included being named "Woman of the Year" by the Los Angel
es Times and the South Pasadena Business and Professional 
Women' s Club. She received awards for industrial landscaping. 
Known professionally by her maiden name, Miss Shellhorn was 
in business with her husband. 

Nancy Olson (Lerner, Livingston), H-Wisconsin, actress, 
starred in Disney's Pollyanna. She began her acting career in the 
public schools of Milwaukee. She was discovered by a talent 
scout while she attended the University of California at Los 
Angeles. 

Wilfreda Heald Lytle, BM-Colorado, was Regional Director 
for Women's Activities of the Office of Civil and Defense 
Mobilization in Washington, D.C. , and a member of the Dela
ware State Legislature at the time of her award. 

Helen Wills Moody, Roarke, nt.-California, famed tennis 
star, devoted her retirement time to community and cultural in
terests. Her conquest of the tennis courts, begun as a child, led 
her to both national and international tennis acchim. Her selec
tion to the Tennis Hall of Fame was announced in 1959. Mrs. 
Roark was also the author of books on tennis and a book on her 
own life story, Fifteen-Thirty. 

1962 
Mildred Moore Anderson, .=:-Adrian, assisted General Henry 

M. Robert as a parliamentarian in the revision of Robert's 
Rules of Order and in writing his other two books, Parliamentary 
Practice and Parliamentary Law. She served as national parlia
mentarian for the Daughters of the American Revolution, 
Parent Teacher's Association, and Council of Jewish Women. 
For 18 years she was on the school board of the public schools 
of Aspinwall , Pennsylvania, and during that time served one 
term as president of the Pennsylvania School Directors' Associ
ation. 

Elizabeth Aldrich Bridgeman, BO-Newcomb, Tulane, 
authored many technical books and papers on petroleum fuels 
and lubricants. In 1959, she was named "Oil Woman of the 
Year. " She worked eighteen years with the United States Bu
reau of Standards as a chemist, after which she became 
petroleum technologist with the research division of Philadel
phia Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Oklahoma. 

Emily Gorman, \~'-Cornell, was director of the Women's 
Army Corps, Washington, D.C. She had earned the rank of 
lieutenant colonel. After a period of teaching and personnel 
placement work, Emily Gorman joined the Fifth Officer Candi
date Class of Fort Des Moines, Iowa. Her years of service in the 
Army, principally in the field of training and administration in 
the United States and abroad, prepared her for her respon
sibility as chief of the 10,000 WAC officers and enlisted person
nel on active duty. 

Polly Knipp Hill, BA-IIlinois, B T -Syracuse affiliate, was a 
painter and etcher of note. Her bachelor in painting degree was 
supplemented with art training and research in the United 
States and in Europe. Mrs. Hill began her career as a fashion 
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artist. Later, she illustrated books, and worked in all media in
cluding Conte, pastel, oil, and watercolor, as well as her spe
cialized field of etching. She exhibited widely in the United 
States and abroad in one-man shows and jointly with her dis
tinguished painter husband, George Snow Hill. She had many 
prizes to her credit, and many of her etchings were in perma
nent collections of outstanding galleries. 

Adelaide Romaine (Kinkele), '1-' -Cornell, was president of 
the Manhattan Club and medical director for the Federal Re
serve Bank of New York. She was a specialist in industrial medi
cine and author of Women in Industrial Medicine. Dr. Romaine 
was the first woman to hold office in the Medical Society in the 
County of New York. In 1961, she received a citation for 30 
years' service to the New York Infirmary as attending physician 
and consultant. 

Frances McGovern, A-Akron, attorney, legislator, was the 
first woman chairman of the Public· Utilities Commission of 
Ohio. As chairman, she was a member of the governor's 
cabinet. She was also a member of the Advisory Council on 
Economic Security to the United States Department of Labor. 
She was admitted to the Ohio Bar in 1949. Frances was in the 
Ohio House of Representatives from 1955 to 1960, and a dele
gate to the Democratic National Convention in 1960. She be
came a member of the National Democratic Platform Commit
tee. During this period she concurrently practiced law in Akron, 
Ohio. 

Frances Sutton Schmitz, B~-Michigan, was in the pri.vate 
practice of architecture with her husband in the firm known as 
Herbert and Frances Schmitz, Architects, Detroit, Michigan. 
She was consulting architect for Kappa at the time of her award. 
Mrs. Schmitz was the first woman architect to become regis
tered in Michigan by examination. 

Rheva Ott Shryock, SA-Pennsylvania, a Fraternity pres
ident, had been Kappa's parliamentarian since 1950. 
Mrs. Shryock held a B.S. from Pennsylvania and an M.A. from 
Ohio State University. She took graduate work at Syracuse Uni
versity, the University of Minnesota, and the University of 
Vienna. She was author of several publications, including Par
liamentary Procedure Made Easy and a Series of 20 Lessons on 
Parliamentary Law1for School Board Members. Mrs. Shryock had 
been director of the Nursery School, Duke University, and 
Pennsylvania state director of Planned Parenthood. She was 
president of the Association of Alumnae, University of Penn
sylvania, at the time she received the Achievement Award. In 
1947, King Haakon of Norway awarded her the Liberation 
Medal for her work with the Kappa Layette program. 

(Helen) Marjorie Coles Smith, <1>-Boston, was a public rela
tions worker, free lance writer, and industrial editor for Martin 
Marietta Corporation until her retirement. She took courses at 
Johns Hopkins School of Engineering, and wrote many articles 
for technical and trade publications. Marjorie was the first 
woman in Maryland to be president of a Chamber of Com
merce. She was named Woman of the Year in 1958 by the 
Women's Advertising Club of Baltimore. She edited the Wom
en 's Ad Club monthly publication. 

Anna Speers, fi-Manitoba, president of the R. James 
Speers Corporation Limited and chairman of Brooks Equip
ment Ltd., Winnipeg, was an expert in the nutrition field and a 
consultant on food economics. Miss Speers was supervisor of 
Homemaking Schools in the Province of Manitoba. During the 
second World War she was with the Wartime Prices and Trade 
Board in Ottawa, first as nutritionist and later as director of re
quirements. She then became consultant in family economics in 
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the department of National Health and Welfare in Ottawa. 
Anna received a B.S. in home economics and an M.A. in eco
nomics of consumption from the University of Manitoba. She 
studied at the London School of Economics and took graduate 
work at the University of Minnesota in education methods and 
nutrition. 

1964 
Virgil Crook Barritt, D-Kansas, was a senior preceptor, In

stitute of Logopedics in Wichita, Kansas. Her work as a mem
ber of the staff included teaching, teacher training, lecturing, 
and fund raising, as well as important administrative duties. She 
was a member of the American Speech and Hearing Associa
tion, the Board of the United Cerebral Palsy Association, the 
local Junior League, and the Kansas Speech and Hearing Asso
ciation. 

Margaret Mcintosh Boice, rO-Wyoming, humanitarian and 
civic leader of Cheyenne, Wyoming, who pioneered in estab
lishing juvenile and domestic relations courts in the state of 
Wyoming, was given a citation by the State Labor Council for 
her work on the Child Labor Amendment. Mrs. Boice, a former 
~usic teacher', was active in many musical activities of her com
munity including the direction of the Community Chorus. Po
litically, Mrs. Boice fought against legalized gambling in Wyo
ming, helped secure the state driver's license, and headed a 
movement to establish the School of Nursing at the university . 
She was awarded the Distinguished Alumnae Award in the field 
of humanities and an honorary degree of doctor of laws from 
the University of Wyoming. 

Mary Seago Brooke, BO-Newcomb, Tulane, directed the 
social service work of the Veterans Administration Center in 
Whipple, Arizona. Mrs. Brooke had been state president of the 
Arizona Association for Mental Health , and was chairman of 
the 1965 Southwest Pacific Regional Institute of the National 
Association of Social Workers. Mrs. Brooke was a state board 
member of the Arizona Conference on Social Welfare, and in 
1963 received the Eleanor Hall Achievement Award for sus
tained contribution to Social Work in Arizona. 

Cathleen Thitraldsen Catlin, BD-Oregon, had wide experi
ence in the world of fashion as a columnist , editor , copy writer , 
fashion coordinator, and director. For 19 years she was associ
ated with Marshall Field in Chicago in fashion as well as in 
advertising and sales promotion. In 1960 she received the 
Chicago newspaper editors' Mary Thompson Award as one of 
Chicago's nine most dynamic women. She also received the 
Advertising Federation of America's Josephine Snapp National 
Advertising Award. . 

Margaret Simson Curry, rO-Wyoming, was the author of 
So Far From Spring, and Fire in the Water, Creating Fiction from 
Experience, as well as many articles and stories in such maga
zines as Reader's Digest, Saturday Evening Post, and Good 
Housekeeping. She also wrote a book of poetry, Red Wind of Wy
oming, and lectured on creative writing at Casper College and 
the University of Wyoming. Two of her books won the Wyo
ming Historical Society Award, and a story, published in 1956, 
won the Western Writers of America Spur Award for that year. 

Katherine Avis Pumphrey, rY -British Columbia, was direc
tor of social service, Vancouver General Hospital. She was a 
member of the Academy of Certified Social Workers , the Na
tional Association of Social Workers , and Canadian Association 
of Social Workers. Miss Pumphrey was the author of numerous 
articles in professional magazines and director of social service 
at Montreal General Hospital from 1950 to 1957. 
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Lieutenant Colonel Mary Elizabeth 
Kelly receives award from Frater
nity President Fran Alexander at 
Bretton Woods 1966 Convention. 

1966 
Julia "Judy" Morton Cole, BT-Syracuse, was a fabric de

signer and a con;ultant designer for Kandell , Incorporated, 
converter of home furnishing fabrics. She had been a designer 
and stylist for several other large concerns including Cheney 
Brothers, dress silks division; Marshall Field & Company, man
ufacturing division; Bloom Incorporated; Riverdale Manufac
turing Company; and Colonial Fabrics Incorporated. Her work 
took her to many countries as well as to nearly every area of the 
United States. 

Jean Winifred Gordon, rD-Denison , had just retired from 
General Foods, but continued to serve as a consultant. She had 
joined the General Foods staff in 1940 and was engaged in pub
lic relations activities for 20 years , much of the time as manager 
of the company's community relations services. She had 
worked with the English operations in connection with the offi
cial opening of the plant in Banbury, England. Miss Gordon 
served on boards of various community organizations including 
the Adult Education Advisory Board and citizen committees, 
working with the Board of Education of White Plains, New 
York. 

Mary Elizabeth Kelly, re-Drake, deputy director , Wom
en's Army Corps, had earned the rank of lieutenant colonel. 
She held a B.A. from Drake and an M.A. in Business Adminis
tration from the University of Maryland. She also attended the 
United States Army Command and General Staff College at 
Fort Leavenworth. She entered the Army in 1943, having 
served as an auditor with the Iowa Agricultural Conservation 
Committee. During World War II she served as an adjutant, 
personnel officer and a fiscal officer. "Liz" had been honored 
with the Distinguished Alumnus Award from Drake University 
and the Army Commendation Medal with one Oak Leaf 
Cluster. 

Mary Freeman Kelly, rX-George Washington, was coach of 
women's swimming for the University of Pennsylvania, a 
member of the national committee of Sports Medicine, and on 
the Board of Directors of the American Swimming Coaches As
sociation. Mary was on the 1952 United States Olympic Swim
ming Team and a member of the U.S. Women's Olympic Swim
ming committee, 1956-1964. She was a member of the National 
AAU and several times a champion. 

Mary Freeman Kelly 
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Elinor Rose 

Gabrielle Jane Sellers Kroeger, B\1'-Toronto, was a Foreign 
Service officer, United Nations Division Department of Exter
nal Affairs . A Rhodes Scholar, she held diplomatic rank abroad, 
had been posted to the Permanent Mission of Canada to the 
United Nations, and served on Canadian delegations to the 
15th-20th sessions of the General Assembly. She held a Kappa 
Kappa Gamma Graduate Fellowship, a Woodrow Wilson 
Fellowship (honorary) , a Rotary International Fellowship, 
Canadian Federation of University Women Graduate Scholar
ship, and a Studentship at Nuffield College, Oxford University. 

Sarah Lee Lippincott, SA-Pennsylvania, astronomer, was 
research associate and lecturer at Sproul Observatory. She re
ceived her B.A . from the University of Pennsylvania and her 
M.A . from Swarthmore. She was a member of Sigma Xi, the 
American Astronomers Society, the International Astronomi
cal Union and was co-author of Point to the Stars and Philadel
phia, the Unexpected City. Her scientific papers were published in 
the United States, Holland, France, and Canada. She did re
search in astrometric study of nearby stars, double stars, and 
planet-like companions to nearby stars. 

Doris Seward, ~ - Indiana , was dean of women at the Univer
sity of Kentucky. She received a B.A. from Indiana, and her 
M.A . and Ph .D. in student administration in high education 
from Syracuse University . She was formerly associated with 
Syracuse University, the Student Christian Movement of New 
York State, the University of Minnesota, and Purdue Univer
sity. She was a· member of the National Association for Women 
Deans, Administrators, and Counselors, and the American As
sociation of University Women. 

Jane Stokes Wallace, SA-Pennsylvania , was director of 
world advertising and fashion for Celanese Corporation of 
America. Formerly she was assistant training director for Lord 
and Taylor, associate editor of Department Store Economist, 
ready-to-wear editor of McCall's, and advertising manager for 

Dr. Doris Seward Marguerite Zapoleon. 

Celanese. She was a member of the National Home Fashions 
League, Advertising Women of New York, Fashion Group and 
the Association of National Advertisers at the time of her 
award. 

1968 
Jane Cahill, r\1' -Maryland , was an administrative assistan t 

to the chairman of the board of the IBM Corporation in 
Armonk, New York . In 1961 , she was a site manager for IBM in 
Bermuda and then became recruitment manager for the Wash
ington Systems Center in Bethesda. From September, 1966, to 
September, 1967, she was a White House Fellow assigned to 
Secretary Robert C. Weaver, Department of Housing and 
Urban Development. During this time she became administra
tive assistant to the secretary. In college Miss Cahill was presi
dent of her chapter and later served as alumnae adviser. She 
was a speech and drama major and received a B.A. degree in 
1954. She did graduate work at Catholic University, Dunbarton 
College, and Georgetown University. 

Susan Rockwood, BP 6 -Cincinnati, affiliate rO-Denison, 
was associate professor of microbiology and director of the 
medical technology program at Miami University , Oxford, 
Ohio, at the time of her award . Dr. Rockwood received her B.A . 
from Denison, her M.A. and Ph .D. from the University of Cin
cinnati. Before going to Miami University in 1962, she held 
various positions as a laboratory technologist, clinical laborato
ry supervisor, research bacteriologist , instructor in bacteriology 
and nursing, and became a holder of a fellowship in surgical 
bacteriology at Cincinnati General Hospital. She was a member 
of the Registry of Medical Technologists, and of the Society for 
American Microbiologists . 

Elinor Kiess Rose, K-Hillsdale, was a syndicated writer of 
light verse, whose quatrains appeared in many newspapers . Her 
verse and prose had been published in a number of magazines . 
Identifying herself with the daily incidents and frustratiofls of 
life, she was the author of Rhyme and Reason, Sugar and Spice, 
and Relax, Chum. She received the Hillsdale College Achieve
ment Award and the " Writer of the Year" award given by the 
Detroit Women Writers . 

Marguerite Wykoff Zapoleon, B P -Cincinnati, was an eco
nomic consultant and author of articles and books on occupa
tions and employment. A past editor of Vocational Guidance 
Quarterly, Mrs. Zapoleon had more than 20 years of experience 
in various branches of government. A former special assistant 
to the director , Women's Bureau, Department of Labor, she 
had access to facts pertaining to women and the role they play 
in the total labor force in the United States. Much of this was 
compiled in her books: The College Girl Looks Ahead to Her 
Career Opportunities, Occupational Planning for Women, and 
Girls and Their Futures. Mrs. Zapoleon did graduate work at the 
New York School of Social Work , the London School of Eco
nomics and at The American University. 

1970 
Margaret Dickson Falley, Y -Northwestern, was recognized 

by the American Society of Genealogists as the leading Ameri
can authority on genealogical research in Ireland. She was 
elected a Fellow of the American Society of Genealogists in 
1952 and was an annual lecturer at the American Institute of 
Genealogy, National Archives, Washington , D.C. from 1955-
1960. 

Barbara Hall Feldon, ~=-Carnegie-Mellon, was a television 
and motion picture actress best known as "Agent 99" in the 
television series , "Get Smart." She began her climb to fame 
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as Barbara Hall of Pittsburgh, and after college went to New 
York where she acted in stock community theatres. She also 
had been a highly sought-after photographic fashion model in 
New York . 

Mary Elizabeth Hendricks, ~-Indiana, was manager of pub
lic relations services for Eli Lilly and Company, Indianapolis, 
following a series of promotions since the beginning of her 
career in 1942. She was a past president of the Indianapolis 
chapter of Women in Communications (then Theta Sigma Phi). 

F. Marguerite Hill, B 'V-Toronto, one of Canada's most emi
nent women physicians, was physician-in-chief of Women's 
College Hospital in Toronto, and a professor on the faculty of 
medicine at the University of Toronto. She was the first woman 
ever appointed to the board of the Canadian Imperial Bank of 
Commerce. As a member of the Metropolitan Social Planning 
Council, she was concerned with problems of youth, with par
ticular reference to drugs. 

Mareta West, 88-0klah,oma, was the first woman 
astrogeologist to be hired by the United States Geological 
Survey. She had been a petroleum geologist before entering the 
new field of astrogeology. She mapped the moon landing site of 
the Apol,lo II flight which put the historic first man on the moon 
in July, 1969. Six prospective sites were submitted but hers was 
chosen. 

1972 
Gloria Kerry, B~-University of Michigan, specialist in perio

dontics in her practice of dentistry, achieved all three of her de
grees, B.S ., D.D.S., and M.S ., from the University of Michigan. 
She was the author of Dental Clinics in North America and nu
merous technical articles. 

JoAnn Pflug (Woolery), ~K-Miami of Florida, was the star 
of the television series, "M.A.S.H ." She also had appeared in 
many other shows. She was helping to raise funds for a special 
school for the adoption of perception problem children at the 
time of her award. 

Lucy Guild Quirk, Toberman, r .::-UCLA, did public rela
tions for her own firm; was chairman of Media Arts, Los 
Angeles City College; and a member of 20 volunteer organiza
tions in support of community services causes. She had been 
women's page and special features editor for Los Angeles news
papers. She was awarded UCLA's Achievement Award in 197 I 
and named California Stars Mother of the Year in 1972. 

Gail Guthrie Valaskakis, H-Wisconsin, having received her 
B. Sc. from Wisconsin and her M.A. from Cornell, was working 
on her Ph .D. at McGill. In her career in the field of education 
pioneering, she had been a member of the Communications 
Task Force Man in the North Research Project, Institute of 
North America. She was assistant professor , Department of 
Communication Arts, Loyola University; on the Board of Di
rectors, Native North American Studies; and author of L 'fndien 
d 'A merique en Transition, Anik and the North, and other plays. 

Betty Jane McKenty Wylie, r I-Manitoba, was an author 
specializing in dramatic writing after she received her B.A. 
(honors in English and French), and her M.A. at Manitoba. 
She had written plays for radio and television (Canadian Broad
casting Corporation), and puppet plays. She directed puppet 
workshops and Puppeteers of American Festivals. Her plays in
clude two versions of Ibsen's Enemy of the People; children's 
plays " Kingsayer ," " I See You, I See You," and "Mark." She 
founded the branch of Canadian Association for Children with 
Learning Disabilities . 

1974 
Elizabeth Louise Anderson, fK-Willi am and Mary, an 

Bernice Foley 

organic chemist, was science adviser to the U.S. Office of Gen
eral Enforcement in Washington, D.C., and served as special 
assistant to the deputy assistant administrator for general en
forcement. She was an authority on air pollution from pesti
cides. "Betty Lou" received her masters degree from the Uni
versity of Virginia and a Ph.D. from the American University. 
She was a William Arthur Maddox Scholar, National Science 
Fellow, and Defense Department Fellow. 

Mary Elizabeth Thomas Brooks, BK-ldaho, had been direc
tor of the U.S . Mint since 1969. She owned and operated a 
sheep and cattle ranch in Idaho. She was a former Idaho State 
Senator, and had been both vice chairman and an assistant 
chairman of the Republican National Committee. Her career 
began as administrative assistant to her father, U.S . Senator 
John Thomas of Idaho. She also worked in the family banking 
chain. 

Diana Devine Felt, ~H-Utah , was director of public affairs 
for Station KCPX-TV, Salt Lake City, and hostess of a weekday 
TV program, "There's a Doctor in the House." She was coor
dinator of mental health for Salt Lake County, and executive 
secretary for the Mental Health Board. She had been president 
of the Junior League, active in the Community Chest and other 
civic and cultural organizations. 

Bernice Williams Foley, B P 6 -Cincinnati, was director of the 
Martha Kinney Cooper Ohioana Library in Columbus, Ohio, 
and the author of Star Stories, a book for children. She wrote a 
weekly column, on the "Columbus Scene," for several Ohio 
newspapers and reviewed books for the Sunday Columbus Dis
parch. She edited The Ohioana Quarterly, a literary magazine, 
and the annual The Ohioana Year Book. Both publications had 
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Carey Nelson, Anne Elder, Judy Stokes, Ruth Owens, and Mary 
Poole received awards in 1976. 

won national awards for literary merit. She had been a fashion 
coordinator, TV commentator, and lecturer at the University of 
Cincinnati. 

Phyllis Eason Galanti, rK -William and Mary, was a past 
president of the POW-MIA Families League. During the six 
years and eight months that her husband, Paul, was a prisoner 
of war, she devoted every effort to effecting his release and that 
of other POW's . In 1972 she traveled to Paris to confront the 
Conference on Indo-China about the POWs; and in Richmond, 
Virginia, she headed a letter-writing campaign. She received 
452,000 letters in behalf of the POWs from a population of 
500,000. These letters she took to Stockholm in an appeal tore
lease the POWs. 

Lois Winter Lloyd, A 6 -Monmouth, was one of the founders 
of the North Shore Association for the Retarded. This training 
day care center served over I 00 children and adults . Her first 
program of help for the retarded was held in the basement of 
her home in order to give her own retarded daughter proper aid 
and training. 

Phyllis Loughton Seaton, Bt.-Michigan, was elected to City 
Council in Beverly Hills, California, and became mayor. She 
was an actress, director, and stage manager. She had been the 
first woman stage manager in New York City, and head of 
talent departments for two California movie studios . 

Katherine Shaw Spaht, t.P-Mississippi, was assistant pro
fessor at the Louisiana State University School of Law, Baton 
Rouge. She had graduated at the top of her class at the Univer
sity of Mississippi. Her activities at the time of her award in
cluded Junior League, co-chairman of the Easter Seal Telethon, 
and Muscular Dystrophy Drive. 

1976 
Anne Elder, !-DePauw, a talented script writer, had recently 

received another Emmy Award. Sh~ acted at "Second City'.' in 
Chicago, and was a regular on television's "Laugh-In." She 
produced two Billy Jean King Specials, "Women in Sports" ; 
" Bill Daleys ' Hocus-Pocus"; and an ABC special filmed at Sea 
World, Cleveland. Anne co-authored the Mitzi Gaynor specials 
for TV, and was a guest on many TV game shows. 

(Lucy) Kate Jackson, t.P-Mississippi , portrayed a nurse in 
the weekly TV show, " The Rookies ," and had appeared in sev
eral telethons for multiple schlerosis, donating her time and 
talents. She had been a regular cast member of the television 
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daytime series, "Dark Shadows," and played the lead in the 
MGM movie, "Night of Dark Shadows." She won the Golden 
Apple Award as female newcomer of the year (1974) given by 
the Hollywood Women's Press Club. 

Carey Boone Nelson, 8-Missouri, although kept busy with 
six children in her Staten Island home, found time to work with 
heavy bronze, brass, and marble. She exhibited in Paris, 
Monaco, Cannes, Athens, and Munich . Carey was commis
sioned by the governments of France and the United States to 
create a sculpture of General Lafayette for the Bicentennial cel
ebration . The sixth great-grandniece of Daniel Boone, Carey 
saw her sculpture, "Daniel Boone in Later Years;" placed in 
the rotunda of the State Capitol Building in Jefferson City, Mis
souri . She graduated from Wellesley with a pre-med degree and 
held a master's degree in education from Wagner Colle~e. 

Ruth Parry Owens, t.i\-Miami .of Ohio, was director of 
pediatric endocrinology and assistant professor of pediatrics at 
Western Reserve University, where she received her M.A. She 
had received acclaim for her study of hormones and their effect 
on body growth and development. 

Mary Durey Poole, X-Minnesota , served on the Urban 
Coalition's Youth and the Private Sector Task Force, the New 
Mexico Committee on Employment of the Handicapped for the 
Governor 's Organized Crime Commission, and the National 
Advisory Council for the National School Volunteer Program. 
Mary was president for the Albuquerque Junior League and be
came a airector of Region XII, Association of Junior Leagues. 
In 1974, she was selected one of "Ten Outstanding American 
Women," in an article in Harper's; and she was featured in 
Town and Counfly Magazine's 1975 article, "A Candid Look at 
the Junior League." She was president of the Association of 
Junior Leagues at the time of her award. 

Judy Ford Stokes, EE-Emory, a registered dietician, was 
president of Judy Ford Stokes and Associates, Incorporated, a 
firm of registered dietary consultants. Her clients included over 
95 hospitals, nursing homes, the United States Penitentiary, 
and the Georgia Penal System. Judy's dietary consulting firm 
was the first in the nation; and was one of the largest employers 
of registered dieticians in the South. 

-Bernice Williams Foley, B P 6 -Cincinnati 

ALUMNAE LOYALTY AWARDS 
Considered to be the highest honor which the Fraternity can 

bestow upon a member , the Alumnae Loyalty Award was estab
lished in 1956 and is presented at each biennial convention. The 
award is given in memory of Helena Flinn Ege, rE-Pittsburgh, 
by Helen Cornish Hutchinson, B8-0klahoma, and is presented 
to an alumna whose work and devotion have enriched the Fra
ternity and inspired its members. The selection is made by the 
Council. 

The following biographical sketches of Loyalty Award recipi
ents tell the story of their Fraternity contributions up until the 
time they received their awards. Later events in their Kappa 
lives are not included. 
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1956 
Marie Bryden Macnaughtan, 8-Missouri, was the first 

Loyalty Award recipient. She spent many devoted years as a 
Council officer, Convention Committee transportation chair
man, and Kappa Magazine Agency chairman. She was the last 
grand registrar to serve the Fraternity, 1930-1934. That office 
was abolished at the 1934 Convention. 

1958 
Elizabeth Bogert Schofield, M-Butler, was a former Frater

nity president, committee chairman , province officer, and Mu 
Chapter adviser. Elected grand president at the 1940 Conven
tion, Mrs. Schofield sensed the impact upon the Fraternity of 
the European war, which later, and upon America's entry, be
came World War II. Under her administration the Fraternity 
became involved in its first war work of that era, that of sending 
money and supplies to the Nora Wain Fund for Refugee Chil
dren in London. 

1960 
Florence Burton Roth, B~-Michigan, was the Fraternity's 

grand president, 1910-1912. She was grand secretary, 1908-
1910. She later served as historian and chairman of the 
Hearthstone Board of Directors. The first Canadian Chapter of 
Kappa Kappa Gamma, Beta Psi at the University of Toronto, 
was installed during Mrs. Roth 's term as grand president 
(1911). She established a closer, more personal relationship be
tween the chapters and the Fraternity officers. 

1962 
Beatrice Woodman, 8-Boston, served as a province presi

dent and vice president, and as chairman of Foreign Study 
Fellowships. She carried the responsibility for the World War II 
Dorothy Canfield Fisher Project for French Relief. Beatrice 
Woodman was honored by the French Government for the 
devoted work that she had performed among the women and 
children of France. In addition, Miss Woodman was a devoted 
adviser to Phi Chapter at Boston University and a staunch 
member of the Boston Alumnae Association. 

1964 
Edith Reese Crabtree, B r-Wooster , Fraternity president, 

1952-1956, led the 1951 National Panhellenic Conference as 
Kappa delegate. For several years she served as Interfraternity 
Research and Advisory Conference secretary. She was a prov
ince officer, a member of the Council as director of standards 
and director of membership. She served as chairman of the Fra
ternity's Research Committee. She received the honorary de
gree of Doctor of Humane Letters from Monmouth College in 
1953. 

1966 
Agnes Guthrie Favrot, SO-Newcomb, was a long-time Con

vention Committee member , and a Rose McGill Fund chair
man. She inspired many Kappas of different generations, her 
continuing interest in the .undergraduate never failing. She was 
Beta Omicron Chapter adviser and also the donor of many 
scholarships for undergraduate use. Her loyalty and enthusiasm 
for Kappa never failed. 

First winner of alumnae Loyalty 
Award presented by Helen 
Hutchinson (left) , director of 
alumnae, in honor of Helena 
Flinn Ege, was Marie Bryden 
Macnaughtan (right). 

Florence Burton Roth receives 
Loyalty Award from Beth 
Schofield. 

Beatrice ·-S. Woodman receives 
Loyalty Award from Florence Bur
ton Roth. 

Agnes Guthrie Favrot, 
a past Rose McGill 
Fund Chairman, re
ceives Loyalty Award 
from Clara 0 . Pierce. 

Marie Bryden Macnaughtan 
presents Loyalty Award to 
second recipient, Elizabeth 
Bogert Schofield (right) . 

Edith Reese Crabtree hold
ing Loyalty Award in 1964. 
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Mary Turner Whitney 
reads inscription on 
the Loyalty Award as 
President Louise Lit
tle Barbeck studies 
design . 

" Gray" Roberts 
beams with apprecia
tion as she accepts 
Loyalty Award from 
President Marian 
Schroeder Graham. 
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A warm handshake 
for Loyalty Award 
winner , Rheva Ott 
Shryock (left) , from 
Executive-Secretary 
Clara 0 . Pierce. 

Loyalty Award winner 
Frances Fatout Alex
ander is congratu
lated by President 
Louise Little Barbeck 
(left) . 

Dr . Miriam Locke 
(right) is stunned at 
the announcement of 
her selection as Loy
alty Award winner . 
Jean Risser Aiken 
(left) shows her 
delight. 

1968 
Rheva Ott Shryock, SA-Pennsylvania, had been Kappa's 

convention parliamentarian since 1950. For her work in this 
field, she was chosen in 1962 as one of the Fraternity's 
Achievement Awards recipients . During her administration as 
grand president, 1936-1940, the Constitution and Bylaws were 
extensively revised, and she helped prepare several manuals : 
Province President's Manual, Province Vice-President 's Manual, 
Manual for House Directors. In 1947, King Haakon of Norway 
awarded her the Liberation Medal for her work with the Kappa 
Layette Program during World War II. 

1970 
Frances Fatout Alexander, !-DePauw, was Mu Province di

rector of chapters, 1949-1953. Next she served as Fraternity 
chairman of pledge training and then as director of chapters , 
1954-1958. She became the Fraternity 's vice president in 1958 
and served two terms . She went off Council in 1962 to become 
Kappa 's National Pan hellenic Conference delegate, 1962-1964. 
She was Fraternity president, 1964-1968. She became chairman 
of Fraternity research and Panhellenic alternate delegate in 
1968. 

1972 
Mary Turner Whitney, BP-Cincinnati , who was Fraternity 

president , 1960- I 964, believed that the Fraternity must support 
its educational objectives. Pledge training methods were reex
amined , and a new pledge handbook, A Key to Kappa Kno wl
edge, was published (1962) . She was Fraternity vice-president , 
Kappa 's delegate to Panhellenic, exchange editor , and chair
man of the Ritual Committee. 

1974 
Miriam Locke, rn-Alabama, Ph.D., was professor of Eng

lish at the University of Alabama at the time she received the 
Loyalty Award. She served KKr in many capacities, including 
the presidency of Mu Province and chairmanship of Fraternity 
scholarship . She was representative for Kappa at the Commis
sion of Occupied Areas held by the American Council on Edu
cation in collaboration with the United States State Depart
ment , Kappa representative at national meetings of Deans of 
Women, and adviser to her chapter. She also served as National 
Panhellenic delegate, and chairman of Kappa Fellowship. 

1976 
Mary Agnes Graham " Gray" Roberts, Y -Northwestern, 

served in many Kappa offices-chapter , alumnae, province, 
and Fraternity. In 1942 she became president of Upsilon Chap
ter , and in 1944 she became a graduate counselor and went to 
Beta Pi Chapter at the University of Washington . She was a field 
secretary from 1945 to 1947, and served as chairman of pledge 
training, 1948-1954. She was a member of the Convention 
Committee from 1954 to 1972, when she became chairman of 
Kappa's Convention Committee. 

-Bernice Williams Foley, BP 6 -Cincinnati 
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The members of Kappa Kappa Gamma have given dedicated 
leadership to humanitarian and philanthropic endeavors across 
the years. Kappas are proud of their sisters' participation in 
local, national and international philanthropies, in careers 
which have manifested a concern for others, and in the per
formance of duties which called them during times of war. 

The Centennial issue of The Key (Volume 87, Number 3, 
Fall 1970) features an excellent challenge for the future by 
Sarah Harris Rowe, ! -Northwestern, the Fraternity's ranking 
past president. Excerpts are quoted here as a reflection upon 
Kappa contributions to the status of women today and to causes 
which are helping shape a better world . 

" . . . there are volumes of recorded minutes and Kappa 
Keys which tell the story of Kappa Kappa Gamma's first uncer
tain steps, of the dreams of her mature years and the story of 
her cultural growth . In these records one can discover the 
diverse temperaments, opinions, and tastes of her members 
and read of their brave forays into what was always considered a 
man's world. 

" . . . Change is necessary and healthy , change in political 
thought , change in government, change in education, change in 
fraternity aims and ambitions. We can never go back, we can ' t 
stand still, we must advance. 

" Change, growth and development do not mean discard ing 
all that has gone before; it does not mean breaking with tradi 
tion . Rather growth and change means reevaluating new de
mands in this brave new world in which we live. 

" . . . The principles and ideals established by her founders 
have been exemplified by the wonderful company of women 
who have held high her Kappa's standard through the years. 
There has been in these women a nobility common to all, a high 
sincerity of purpose. 

" . . . As we have received, we will gladly and generously 
give of ourselves and our substance. Then and only then can we 
deserve immortality ." · 

The turbulent, trying years of world upheaval which encom
passed world wars, brought countless opportunities for mem
bers of Kappa Kappa Gamma to serve on all fronts . The fol
lowing account can only hint at the many valiant acts of courage 
and compassion performed by Kappas all over the world. It is, 
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however, an effort to pay tribute to all Kappas at home and 
abroad who served with unstinting, unselfish devotion, and it is 
a special tribute to Kappas who lost their lives in conflict. 

- Mary Lou Claxton Smith, <t>-Boston 

World War I Involvement 

As the cancer of World War I spread across the face of 
Europe in 1914, leaving the United States temporarily isolated, 
Canadian Kappas of Beta Psi Chapter were the first to become 
involved in war-related activities. Activ~s and alumnae alike re
sponded wholeheartedly to the tremendous need for work to be 
done by women. For the next four years they worked tirelessly 
at knitting and rolling bandages and in newly created jobs in fac
tory, office, and farm. 

During this time the Union Jack at Victoria College, Univer
sity of Toronto, never flew at full mast. And even today one can 
see there the bronze marker memorializing the university's war 
dead. Engraved on it is the name of Lily Denton Keys, a mem
ber of Beta Psi, the only woman graduate of the University of 
Toronto to die in service during the War. 

Volunteer Work 

When the United States entered the War in April, 1917, 
many more thousands of Kappas volunteered for Red Cross, 
YWCA, and other war activities . In Washington , D.C., so many 
Kappas were employed in various capacities that a Kappa House 
was opened in the spring of 1918, housing 30 Kappas doing 
work related to the war effort. Letta Brock, E-fllinois Wesleyan, 
was largely responsible for this home on Massachusetts Avenue 
which was maintained until 1925 . 
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World War 1-1918-
Beta Psi Chapter (Toron
to) at the farm where 
they did war work. 

The wide scope of Kappa war work was featured in two issues 
of The Key in 1918. Over sixty pages of text and pictures 
featured Kappas who were involved all over the globe in knit
ting, sewing, and Red Cross work at home and in service over
seas. Mabel Potter Daggett, B T -Syracuse, summarized the 
great changes in the postion of women wrought by the war in 
her best-selling book entitled Women Wanted. 

There are, of course, no records to show the countless num
bers of Kappa mothers, sisters, and wives who lost their men in 
the battlefields of Europe. These women are beyond praise. 

Two well-known Kappas typified women's answer to the call 
of duty and patriotism. Dr. Mary Crawford (Schuster), <!>
Boston, served valiantly in France, the only woman doctor in a 
group of American physicians. 

Lou Henry Hoover, BH-Stanford, was in London with her 
husband the day the .war was declared. Because of the throngs 
of Americans fleeing from Europe to safety in England, the 
American Committee was organized and Mrs. Hoover became 
chairman of the Women 's Division, showing the good judg
ment and graciousness she later exhibited as first lady of the 
United States. 
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Lou Henry Hoover , 
B H-Stanford, opens 
doors of White House 
and buys May 
baskets to help feed 
the children. 

Helen Kirk and another 
BY at war work. 

Dorothy Canfield Fisher and her children 
during World War I. Daughter Sally initi
ated by BI-Swarthmore in 1927. 

Kappa Relief Work at Bellevue-Mendon, France 
No account of Kappa's varied work in World War I would be 

complete without highest accolades to the well-known author, 
Dorothy Canfield Fisher, BN-Ohio State, whose work in 
France with hundreds of war-scarred children was sponsored by 
the Fraternity. Living in France at the outset of the war with her 
husband and her own two young children, she remained to help 
the French people in various capacities: first printing books and 
magazines for the war-blinded, then directing the commissary 
for ambulance trainees . 

In 1916 Mrs . Fisher appealed to Kappas in a letter printed in 
The Key to help alleviate the suffering of the children of 
Bellevue-Meudon, a suburb of Paris . The response was over
whelming, and the story of Kappa Kappa Gamma's relief work 
in· Bellevue is most vividly related in the following excerpts 
from her own article published in the The Hist01y of Kappa Kap
pa Gamma Fraternity, 1870-1930: 

As far as I personally was concerned, the beginning of the Kappa 
war work was off in the war zone near Soissons the end of August 
in 1917. The American mail had been brought in and one of the let
ters was from somebody [Sarah Harris Rowe, Y -Northwestern) on 
The Key asking if I wouldn't please write them a nice long letter tell
ing about my "interesting life in war-time France." I confess I read 
the letter, feeling infinitely far away from all the people who would 
read The Key! Well, I wrote, not an account of my life, which had 
nothing but grinding, hard, dull work in it, but a plain description 
of the needs of a group of children in an old, poor industrial suburb 
of Paris, Bellevue-Meudon, and the Kappa's answer brought all 
America and all Kappas infinitely near. . . . 

The Kappa help has been beyond anything we dared hope for, 
since it has not only been generous but steady. The first Kappa 
package of worn clothes came, I am proud to say, from my own old 
Chapter of the Ohio State University, and were distributed for the 
first Kappa Christmas party, to twenty families, on Christmas 19I 7. 
That is four years ago and the Kappa work has gone steadily on, 
helping increasingly large numbers of children . 

By the following spring, 1918, it had won recognition from the 
municipal authorities of the town, . . . and had a corner to itself 
at the back of the public library reading room, where the Kappa 
clothes were kept, where Dr. Morehouse, a splendid American 
woman, Red Cross doctor, came out to examine the ailing children 
who were being helped by Kappas. . . . From the first June to 
the end of 1918, 78 families were placed on the Kappa card 
catalogue, and 206 children were helped . 
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At Christmas time the Kappas sent over so much, both money 
and supplies, that a splendid Kappa Christmas party was held, when 
300 children gathered, had the time of their lives and went away, 
clutching each of them, some Kappa candy (nobody had seen any 
candy for so long that the ·children had scarcely heard of such a 
thing before), an orange, and a real Christmas present, not useful, 
but pretty and bright , representing the element of gaiety and cheer 
that the War had excluded from their little lives. 

. Another immense advance was made at this time, the secur
ing of a district nurse, the very first one ever seen in that region. 
Kappa contributions in money had grown so wonderfully that 
somewhat doubtfully , we made the organization responsible for 
that fixed charge per month . . . 

This year of 1919 saw the high water mark of the organization's 
activities; 123 new cards (representing families) were placed in the 
Kappa card catalogue, 19 delicate children were sent away to the 
country during the hot weather, . a doctor . . . came all the 
way to Meudon from his Paris home to examine the poor and ailing 
children whon;~ the Kappa nurse brought to see him. . 

In 1920, there were not so many packages of clothes sent from 
America, except for the ever faithful Detroit Kappas. But 
surprisingly large sums of money crossed the ocean, the organiza
tion was now completely in order, and worked very smoothly. The 
medical work was developed and enlarged . . . . 

In 1921, . . . the Kappa organization was asked by a very im
portant National charitable organization to cooperate with them in 
the care for and monthly reports on war orphans in Meudon . No 
testimony could more effectually show the respect and esteem 
which the wise French management of Kappa funds has ea rned for 
ciur work in Meudon . 

All this, so far, is the regular routine work that goes on in our 
name, week after week, month after month , in that far -away 
French town. But there is better yet. The flexible organization of 
the work, the lack of red tape, the generosity of the Kappas made it 
possible to meet those sudden emergencies, heart-piercing in their 
pathos, coming under no special heading, not to be put into any 
special pigeon-hole , which so often baffie organizations. The Kap
pas do not stop to label or pigeon-hole, they just open their hands 
to help. 

The Kappa fund is for anything that will help children whose 
lives have been darkened by the War . . . 

Do you notice that something is missing from this report, some
thing that reports always have, a statement of how much money, 
actual cash, the Kappas have given, in addition to the invaluable 
packages of clothing? I did not put it down before, because I 
wanted to end with it. From the first money gift up to the last re
ceived in 1921 the Kappas have sent 48 ,810 francs ,. . to their 
French adopted nieces and nephews. (The author had suggested 
that the alumnae call themselves the " Kappa Aunts of Bellevue.") 
Of this , 24,000 francs have been put away to bear interest, which 
pays for simple running expenses, so that Kappas have a perma
nent endowed war-charity in France, as a lasting monument to 
their efforts to alleviate war suffering. 

The details of the years following 1916 and the Kappa French 
Relief Project sponsored by Dorothy Canfield Fisher in France 
have already been told in her own words and can best be sum
marized by the fact that the town hall of Bellevue-Meudon was 
graced with a bronze plaque reading simply " Kappa Kappa 
Gamma." Mrs. Fisher described Kappa 's work there as a 
"Lighthouse of International Goodwill. " However, this inter
est did not end with the war; for 20 years Kappas continued to 
give food and toys to the children of France. The 1944-45 Pro
ceedings reported that the dispensary in Bellevue-Meudon 
"continued, with Kappa funds, up until the time the Germans 
entered Paris in this war." The Red Cross took over the work 
Kappa had begun. 
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Dorothy Canfield Fisher, honorary chairman of "KKf will feed the 
children" receives first check for relief from Helena Flinn Ege and 
Beatrice Woodman. 

Kappa Service in World War II 
The Nora Wain Fund for Refugee Children 

In 1940 the scene shifted from France to England where 
another generation of children were victims of another war. 
Even though World War II had not yet reached American 
shores, Kappas set out to help the bomb-scarred children of 
London by establishing the Nora Wain Fund for Refugee Chil
dren. A former president of Kappa, Rheva Ott Shryock, SA
Pennsylvania, was appointed chairman to organize and manage 
the fund. The following excerpts are from Rheva Shryock's re
port on the project: 

The Nora Wain Fund for Refugee Children was started in 1940 
by that inimitab.le editor of The Key, Helen Bower, BL'i-Michigan. 
When she learned that the keynote speaker for the 1940 Sun Valley 
Convention, Nora Wain, B [-Swarthmore, president of the London 
Association and a famous author, would not be permitted to leave 
war-torn England to come to America , Helen proposed that the 
money budgeted to bring Nora to America be used instead as the 
nucleus of a fund. This was to be sent to Nora to distribute for the 
emergency relief of children and others in England bombed out of 
their homes. The convention approved unanimously, and in
creased the original sum three-fold . 

The news of convention action establishing the fund reached 
Nora afte r a night of bombing. She cabled: "Many houses in the lit
tle village nearby were damaged and the people made homeless." 
The first installment of the money sent her, therefore, was used to 
help these neighbors, many of the children suffering from 
" bombshock ." 

Donations continued to come in aft er the convention: the fund 
was changed into a long range project with Mrs. Shryock as chair
man. The following year, Thora Mcilroy Mills, B\ji-Toronto, was 
appointed Canad ian chairman . Somewhat later ten regional and 
one hundred local chairmen were appointed to encourage alumnae 
associations in their efforts to raise money for the fu nd . Benefits 
were held all over the country-fashion shows, bridge parties, 
book reviews - and one active chapter added $18 to the fund by 
selling the grease generated in its kitchen from the morning bacon' 

In 1943, when the bombing in Engla nd had reached a new 
height, Mrs. Wain turned over one-half the royalties of the paper
back ed ition of her first book, The House of Exile. written during 
the years she and her husband George Osland Hill , a consular of
ficer of the British Empire, li ved in China. (Her second book , 
Reaching for !he S10rs. had been written whi le the Wains were living 
in pre-war Germany.) In addition to the royalties, Nora added the 
proceeds from her BBC Broadcasts to Engl ish school chi ldren, and 
later a portion of the fees received from her lecture tour of the 
United States and Canada. 
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Window of W & J Sloane Co., N.Y. City-July 7, 1946. In center is 
shown blown-up photo of Nora Wain, framed in blue and blue. 
Below, excerpts from her letter to the Fraternity telling of the plight 
of Norwegian mothers and babies, and asking for aid. Norwegian 
and American flags flank display of layette made by Kappas. 

Even strangers contributed, sometimes surprising themselves, 
as one heckler discovered when he attended one of Nora's lectures 
in this country . She was telling of her work with the dock-side chil
dren of London, and how she had received money for this work 
from Australian and New Zealand soldiers stationed in England, 
from two Scottish bankers who came in contact with her work, and 
a Welshman who gave her 100 pounds for blankets. A man in the 
audience suddenly called out, "Are the Kappas still chasing men?" 
And Nora, without a pause, said, "Yes indeed, we are still asking 
men to give money to our charities," and went on with her lecture. 
Afterwards, the man came up to apologize. Nora told him it was 
expensive to be impertinent to a Kappa. "When he asked how ex
pensive," Nora wrote, "I told him at least $100. He gave it to me 
so quickly, I was disappointed that I hadn't asked for $1,000 for the 
Fund." . 

Nora wrote that she was taking care of refugee children in her 
own home, mostly Czechoslovakian and Norwegian (children of · 
underground workers in their own countries). She had used part of 
the money "to set up mothers and children in temporary shelters, 
provided food and clothing, paid doctors' fees for young wives of 
soldiers nervous about having first babies without a doctor." She 
used the money to have roofs and walls rebuilt, purchased pillows 
and blankets, lamps, mirrors and ironing boards, even teapots to 
replace those shattered by bombs, and "clothes-horses for drying 
(airing) babies' clothes." 

Nora Wain gave personal service and supervision to her task, 
wisely disbursing the fund which was to take on another dimen
sion a few years later. 

Back on American shores other kinds of jobs were develop
ing for Kappas to show their innate qualities of leadership. 

Army-Navy Association 

Even before the United States entered World War II, the Fra
ternity organized its Army-Navy Alumnae Association to en
able Kappa service wives in unfamiliar places to meet one 
another. A suggestion from Isabel Hatton Simmons, BN-Ohio 
State, led to the formal creation in 1939 of this new organiza
tion, the chief purpose being to provide an alumnae association 
for Kappas who had no permanent homes. Virginia Tucker 
Jones-Heiss, rK-William and Mary, the wife of an Army of
ficer, was its first chairman . 

The first project undertaken by the Army-Navy Association 
was the enrolling of all Kappas whose husbands served on 
Army or Navy posts, since at that pre-war time most wives ac
companied their husbands to their posts. When a member 
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moved, she was urged to notify Mrs. Heiss of her new address 
so that the nearest alumnae association could be notified. Thus 
she could be assured of Kappa hospitality in her new place of 
residence. Kappas serving as missionaries in far-flung places 
and wives of State Department diplomats were also urged to 
join the association. 

By November, 1939, Virginia Heiss had uncovered over 580 
Kappas whose husbands were affiliated with the Army, Navy, 
Coast Guard, and Consular Service. The number was to con
tinue to grow. The success of the group depended chiefly on 
correspondence, especially concerning requests for recommen
dations of girls whose fathers were in service. Because of the 
national defense emergency and the serious war situation in 
Europe, keeping address files up-to-date was a time-consuming 
but necessary task, since the success of the organization de
pended on knowing the whereabouts of all of its members. 

In 1942, after the official entry of the United States into the 
war, the Army-Navy Association expanded in all directions. 
Not only were Kappa service wives temporarily stationed in new 
communities offered hospitality by other Kappas, but the serv
ice husbands, brothers, and sons of Kappas were also welcomed 
by local alumnae. If a Kappa wished to have her relative enter
tained at his new location, all she had to do was fill out a blank 
supplied by Central Office. As Virginia Heiss stated in her an
nual report in The Proceedings of 1941-1942: 

What defense work is more vital than the determined maintenance 
of normal social relationships among both civilians and the armed 
forces, and that is the goal oF the Army-Navy Alumnae Associa
tion's orientation program for transient Kappas and Kappa service 
men. 

Several charts published in The Key during 1943 and 1944 
listed the war prografns of each alumnae association. In an ac
companying article in The Key, April, 1943, Virginia Heiss 
wrote: 

This chart is a reaffirmation of Kappa's 72-year-old determination 
to be a social instrument as weli as a social asset.... Yes, it will give 
you a lift to recall the overall view of Kappa at war - a fire-watcher 
keeping a rendezvous with the blue-black silence of California 
night, a nurse's aide tip-toeing through the dimmed ward of a 
Canadian hospital, a canteen worker bringing refreshment to sen
tries in the moon-washed canyons of Utah, a hostess entertaining 
at a Kappa Service Women's Center, a service woman on duty in 
the throbbing jungle. Somewhere, these are Kappas at war. 

Service Women's Centers 

The advent of women's branches of the service-the WACS, 
WA YES, WAFS, and SPARS-increased the membership in 

San Francisco Bay Kappas purchase a station 
wagon for American Women's Volunteer Services. 
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the Army-Navy Association, as Kappas all over the nation 
joined the armed services themselves and began new lives of 
service and adventure all over the world. Members of the Red 
Cross and similar organizations were encouraged to join also. 

As the war expanded in all directions, the pressing needs of 
American service women everywhere brought a new focus to 
the Fraternity's wartime projects. In 1942 the first Service 
Women's Center-sponsored by local Kappa alumnae and the 
USO-was opened in Des Moines, Iowa, the home of the first 
WAC training school. 

By 1943, this new war project was expanding at a rapid pace. 
An executive committee was organized, first under the leader
ship of Virginia Heiss, then under the direction of the new 
chairman, Margaret Baughman Craig, fK- William and Mary. 
Marion Handy (Anderson), also r K, served as the new treas
urer of the Service Women's Centers Fund. Since the work load 
had increased considerably, a separate chairman of Service 
Women's Centers, Rosemary Jo Wentworth Shidemantle, 0-
Kansas, was appointed in early 1943. Later a Canadian chair
man, Dr. A. Marion Hilliard, 8~-Toronto, was added. Much 
ground work had to be laid before each recreational unit be
came a reality . Public relations with the Army and Navy De
partments, the USO, and local civic groups were of prime im
portance in this innovative activity. 

With service Centers springing up in big cities across the 
nation, this new project quickly took hold of Kappa alumnae's 
imagination and need to be of help. Many of the units were 
sponsored jointly with the USO, the YWCA, Lockheed Aircraft 
Corporation, and other Panhellenic groups; local hotels and 
stores often furnished rooms; and Elizabeth Arden generously 
donated powder rooms to each center. Though each had its own 
special assets depending on its location, each operated on a 
master plan. Each center displayed a Kappa coat of arms; each 
had its own Elizabeth Arden make-up room; each sponsored 
social activities for service women-tours, teas, dances, enter
tainment reservations; and all supplied some of the amenities 
of home-bathing facilities, beauty parlors, dry cleaners, writ
ing rooms with free stationery, libraries, music rooms, and 
sometimes overnight facilities. Often additional hospitality was 
offered officers and enlisted women in Kappa homes near the 
centers. 

Though the exact statistics are impossible to arrive at , various 
officer reports in The Proceedin~;s indicate that approximately 
I ,250 Kappa volunteers served over 300,000 service women in 
the following 14 centers: Baltimore, Columbus, Dayton, 
Denver, Des Moines , El Paso, Hawaii (for officers), Hawaii 
(for enlisted women), Los Angeles , New York, Phoenix, Port
land, St. Louis, and Seattle. Approximately $14,000 was in
vested by Kappas in this project. 

As the war continued, Kappa focused greater attention upon 
its women in service. Every Kappa service woman received 
Christmas greetings from Central Office in 1944, and the re
sponse from them was gratifying. Each of them was listed in 
The Key and received issues of Fleur-de-Lis, an alumnae 
newsletter. Articles in both publications continued to feature 
them throughout the war. A special tribute was paid to the three 
Kappa casualties in World War II : Jeanne Lewellen Norbeck , 
r H-Washington State, a test pilot who was killed in a plane 
crash; Alice Blacker Slingluff: B£1-Michigan, who died in serv
ice with the Red Cross in New Guinea; and Harriet Gowen, X
Minnesota, who was listed as missing in action while serving 
with the Red Cross in Australia. 

Gradually the emphasis of Kappa hospitality switched to hos-
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Margaret Hincks, Colonel Agnes Neill, Thora Mcilroy Mills, Betty 
Robinson Mustard-our Canadians in World War II service. 

Selling war stamps are Alice 
Murray and Patricia Behney, 
both 6A-Penn State. 

Waves at the Portland powder bar. 

pi tal visiting of Kappa men wounded in service. A list of service 
hospitals was compiled and sent to each alumnae association, 
followed by requests for specific visits. Fortunately, the need 
for this service was never very great though the list of Gold Star 
Kappa mothers and wives continued to grow. 

Nora Wain Fund 
The Nora Wain program changed drastically after the war was 

over. The unconditional surrender of Germany had taken place 
in May, 1945; that of Japan in August and Septen1ber. Nora 
Wain had written that her relief work in England was completed 
and that she had accepted an assignment as a war correspondent 
for the A rlantic Month(v to visit various countries and report on 
conditions there. During this time she met an English Quaker 
Friend who had worked in Norway during the war. She told 
Nora of the plight of the poor Norwegian babies, many of 
whom had only newspapers for swaddling clothes. This struck a 
responsive chord in Nora, who promised, "Kappa will send you 
5,000 layettes!" 

The versatile Kappa Rheva Shryock was drafted again to 
adapt the Nora Wain Refugee Fund to a different setting, from 
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England to Norway. The following excerpts are from her color
ful account of the layette project in 1945: 

5000 layettes! Neither Nora, nor the chairman, nor anyone else 
had any idea how many 5000 layettes were. Even one turned out to 
be a bulky package. How could the Kappas make even a few hun
dred layettes when many of them were still at their war jobs, or 
serving in hospitals and schools, and in the WAVES or WACS? 
Furthermore, even if the Kappas could sew. flannelette to make 
the baby clothes and blankets was practically non-existent. Even 
when a few yards were found , the cost was prohibitive. Nonethe
less , enthusiasm for the project mounted. A quota system was es
tablished based on the number of paid members in each alumnae 
association. And to spur the Kappas on their Wain-appointed task, · 
The Key inspired all by the good publicity it gave the project. 

Then in April, 1946. the Kappas cornered the flannelette market. 
Ann Scott Morningstar, BN-Ohio State, turned up 25,000 yards of 
the coveted material ; the Fraternity quickly purchased it and sold it 
at cost to the associations, all of which were soon turned into sew
ing bees. Thus all over the United States and Canada Kappas 
entered into its greatest cooperative effort of the war, making 5000 
layettes for Norwegian babies and their mothers. 

Again Nora Wain herself entered the picture. She agreed to 
spend four months of 1946 on a lecture tour of the United States 
and Canada, the proceeds to be given to the Nora Wain Funq for 
layettes. Everywhere that she spoke enthusiasm for the layettes 
grew. To her Kappa sisters she said, "One of the joys that I have 
had in every place that I have been has been in meeting members 
of our Fraternity and finding them akin to me in spirit. I think it is 
because from the first we have pledged girls who grow into women 
who have unity in essentials, diversity where freedom is needed, 
and in all their hearts compassionate love for those less fortunate 
than themselves." 

After the cutting and sewing of the layettes (which included a 
complete set of baby clothes, plus other baby supplies, and a 
nightgown for the mother) endless problems had to be sur
mounted: following complicated crating regulations, hauling to the 
dock a freight car and a half of 2000 layettes , and at last shipping 
them to Oslo. With the aid of many outside volunteers-helpful 
men with money and business connections-the first 2000 layettes 
were safely delivered to Norway in June, 1946. There they were 
met by Lucy Guild Quirk (Toberman), r.::-UCLA, who was in 
Europe with her husband on a business trip. They rearranged their 
itinerary so that they could be in Norway when the first layettes ar
rived . She presented them to the women of Norway in the name of 
Kappa Kappa Gamma. Broadcasting over the Norwegian radio: 
"This gift, made by the hands of the women of America, is a token 
of the admiration and esteem in which we hold the Norwegians. 
Into every stitch has gone warmth from the heart of Americans." 

A second shipment of layettes, 2000 from the port of Philadel
phia, arrived a month later. They were displayed in schools 
throughout Norway before distribution. 
All Kappas were vicariously honored by the award of the 

Liberation Medal in 194 7 to Nora Wain and Rheva Shryock by 
King Haakon VI of Norway for "services for my country during 
the war." 

Canadian Kappas received an additional honor when the 
Governor of Albert College affiliated with the University of 
Toronto presented an award for distinguished service in 
Humanharian Causes to Thora Mills. 

Dorothy Canfield Fisher French Relief Project 
Before the last stitch of little socks for Norway's babies had 

. ' I 
been kmt, there appeared another strong link in Kappa's inter-
national chain of wartime sharing. From Vermont, Dorothy 
Canfield Fisher sent word of the need of other children-chil
dren living in Bas-Meudon, a suburb of Sevres, France, where 
the huge Renault automobile works were located . Immediately 
after the Germans had occupied France, they forced workers in 
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Bea Woodman, 4>-Boston, with children in French Relief Program. 

Children getting new 
clothes from "Kappa 
shipment." 

these plants to keep producing for the Nazis . Thus it was 
ironically inevitable that our American bombers concentrated 
on Bas-Meudon. The innocent victims were, of course, the lit
tle children. And so, near the end of World War II, one of Kap
pas's earlier war related charities was revived, the Dorothy 
Canfield Fisher French Relief Fund. 

Beatrice Woodman, <1>-Boston, was chosen to lead the work, 
and through her tireless efforts in the first winter Kappas sent 
over $1,000 in CARE food packages, plus 50 additional boxes 

Nora Wain Fund 
Canadian Chairman 
Thora · Mcilroy Mills, 
with Elizabeth Dingle, 
and Alice Stoneman, 
all BY-Toronto. 
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of clothing. Summer camps, near beaches and mountains, were 
a necessity for the mental and physical health of some of the 
children in this war-torn area . All camp expenses, "Kappa 
Kampships," were paid for a total of 125 youngsters . Financial 
aid was given to 15 destitute schools in the area and many chil
dren were "adopted" by chapters and alumnae groups which 
helped support them . Again, The Key helped in this project by 
printing pictures of the children and their letters . 

1n a speech at the 40th biennial convention held at Jasper 
Park, Helena Flinn Ege, fE-Pittsburgh, Fraternity president, 
stated that the French Relief Fund, revived under Bea Wood
man , had reached a total of $25,600 in money and $15,000 in 
value of packages. 

But the total money sent to this devasted post-war town did 
not really reflect the spirit of the venture. As Mrs. Fisher wrote, 
"There is something miraculous about the way in which this 
warm, loving spirit of Bea's has reached across a great ocean. 
. . . Those Meudon people have felt that, to us, they were not 
objects of charity but objects of a neighborly wish to help." 

Helen Myers, Be-Oklahoma, plays piano between dances at N.Y. 
Kappa's party for officer personnel at the Princeton Club. 

The Fraternity was again honored in 1948, when the French 
Consul in Boston presented the French Gold Medal of Honor 
to Beatrice Woodman in recognition of her devoted service. 

The Return to Peace 

As World War II finally came to a close in 1945, Kappa's war
related philanthropies gradually began to terminate. 

As demobilization progressed, the Army-Navy-Air Force 
chairman began to make plans to convert the organization back 
to a peacetime status, still seeking to aid service wives in foreign 
countries . Under the leadership of the new Service Women's 
Center chairman, Elizabeth Hunt Siegmund, Y -Northwestern, 
an effort was made to carry on the Service Women's Centers for 
six months after the war until the national situation had 
stabilized and most service women had returned home. The last 
center officially closed on June 1, 1946. 

When Mary Jim Lane Chickering, fN-Arkansas, was ap
pointed the new Army-Navy-Air Force chairman in the fall of 
1945, she continued the reconversion program. Her first goal in 
peacetime was to revise the membership list to include any 
Kappa living outside the United States and Canada and to bring 
all the war-confused files up-to-date. It was with regret that 
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World War II Red Cross Clubmobile with Helen Hoska, rr -Whit
man, and Louise Maystik, t.r -Michigan State. An average of 
62,000 cups of coffee were served monthly plus 5,000 cups 
lemonade and 1000 cups iced tea, and 1 00,000 doughnuts! 

Grace-George Koehler Pancake, t.B-Duke, chairman in 1949-
1950 suggested to the Council that the Army-Navy-Air Force 
Association be disbanded. The remaining balance of approx
imately $1 ,000 in the Service Women's Centers Fund, desig
nated by Council as the Virginia Tucker Jones Heiss Fund, was 
given to the Hearthstone Fund to go toward a new peacetime 
project, the construction of an addition to the Hearthstone in 
Florida . 

After six years of vigorous leadership, from 1946 to 1952, 
Beatrice Woodman turned over all of Kappa's French Relief 
work to the Save the Children Federation, an organization 
which had helped her from the beginning as a channel for ship
ping and distributing Kappa funds and parcels to Bas-Meudon. 
Alumnae groups and individual Kappas continued to sponsor 
French children through this agency. 

Because of her varied offices held in Kappa and her unselfish 
devotion to the children of Bas-Meudon, in 1962 . Beatrice 
Woodman was the recipient of Kappa's highest alumnae award, 
the Loyalty Award. 

In 1946 Rosalie Geer Parker, BI-Ade1phi, was appointed 
chairman of post-war projects. She agreed to complete the 
layette project for the Norwegian children, and under her 
supervision 79 more cartons were shipped. 

By 1948 when the Nora Wain Fund was closed by convention 
action, $60,000 had been raised: $18,000 in cash by the Kappas 
in the United States and Canada, an additional $24,000 in
vested in layettes, and the remainder from Nora Wain herself. 
Kappas staff Hawaii County library book wagon. 
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Pickers Tour Tokyo 1970. Christine Mulkin FitzRandolph, Nancy 
Stratton Dillon, Pam Rowe Smith, Judi Wineland Byers, and Linda 
Massey, all EB-Colorado State Kappas. 

The Korean War 
By 1950 Kappas were once again involved in a war, the 

Korean War. Many husbands, fathers, and brothers called to 
help defend South Korea came to the aid of countless Koreans 
suffering great injustices and physical needs. It was during the 
rehabilitation of Korea that Kappas became directly involved. 

Lieutenant John Hale wrote his mother, Elsbeth Close Hale, 
BZ-Iowa, of the horrible conditions existing there after the 
armistice was signed. Through Mrs. Hale, the Burlington 
Alumnae Club collected clothes and gifts to be sent to her son's 
chaplain for orphanages in Seoul and Youngdung-po. 

Another rehabilitation project was the Urijip Won Orphanage 
for girls in Pusan, Korea. When the American soldiers, who 
had been supporting this orphanage, were withdrawn from 
Pusan, the ·Essex County Alumnae Association continued help
ing through the American-Korean Foundation. 

Miriam Locke, rn-Atabama; A. Pearl Dinan, fT -North Da
kota State; and Ruth Hocker, BPt.-Cincinnati; attended a 
conference on Korean Reconstruction of voluntary non
governmental organizations for Kappa. This meeting took place 
in December, 1950. The conference stressed the importance of 
education for the Koreans as well as the basic needs of food, 
shelter, and clothing. 

The Vietnam War 
The Vietnam involvement affected every Kappa alive. Each 

chapter history in Volume I reflects this impact upon ·all of the 
students, faculty, and the total campus community as well as 
the Americas and the world. 

Epsilon Beta Pickers perform for U.S. troops in forward area 
Quang Tri-overlooking Ho Chi Minh Trail in Viet Nam. 

. 
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To aid the Fifth War Loan Drive, Linwood Gisclard, t.I-Louisiana 
State, 1944 Maid of Cotton, stepped out in a dress trimmed with 
$1 ,500 worth of war stamps-and with her, handsome Cesar 
Romero, then a seaman first class and gun crew member of attack 
transport in U.S. Coast Guard. 

The doubt, the anger, the anguish, and the struggle took a 
long lasting toll upon society bringing about widely contrasting 
changes in almost every aspect of life. 

The United States sent combat troops to South Vietnam from 
the mid-1960s to the early 1970s. Kappas continued to help the 
servicemen and the needy Vietnamese in different ways. 

In 1969, five Epsilon Beta (Col-orado State) Kappa "Pickers" 
were sent on a five-week summer USO tour of Pacific military 
installations and hospitals in Japan, Korea, Guam and the 
Phillipines. They sang in 52 performances. For 25 days they 
toured Vietnam with the Hollywood special Christmas show in 
1970. These girls were Linda Jeanne Massey, Christine Mulkin 
(Fitzrandolph), Pamela Rowe (Smith), Nancy Stratton 
(Dillon), and Judith Ann Wineland. 

Through the interest of Lieutenant Millard B. Byrne; his 
wife, Nancy Weyrich Byrne, Y -Northwestern; and his mother, 
Nancy Wilson Byrne, BX-Kentucky; Columbus alumnae sent 
cash contributions and shipped 157 pounds of clothing to the 
refugee work of the St. Elizabeth Orphanage in Vietnam. 

Each of these war-related projects necessitated fund-raising 
of astonishing proportions. However, it would not be possible 
to sum up the hours spent by Kappas everywhere in unselfish 
devotion to people of all ages, in all places plagued by war. 

Bea Woodman wrote in 1951, "Remember, philanthropy is 
one of the privileges of democracy." Each of these endeavors in 
behalf of others is an important link in the Fraternity's chain of 
sharing, a chain which must never be broken, even when the 
world at last becomes a place of peace. 

Rheva Shryock has adapted the famous inscription on the 
Charlotte Barrell Ware candlesticks as a fitting conclusion for 
this report on Kappa's contributions in times of world conflict: 

"So shines a gold key in a war-torn w~rld." 

-Joyce Thomas Fuller, 1!!. Y -Georgia 
Rheva Ott Shryock, SA-Pennsylvania 
Mary Lou Claxton Smith, <t>-Boston 
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Remember the Ladies- The Strong-Minded Ladies is the title of 
a play written by E. Rebecca Matlov, D-B-Duke, in 1966. Becky 
wrote, "These ladies . . . helped shape our country and had 
the disconcerting habit of actually thinking for themselves. 
Seldom was the free thinking woman appreciated, let alone wel
comed." 

Throughout history , women such as these Kappas have dared 
to speak out as courageous crusaders for all women in the many 
areas of life: Jean Nelson Penfield, 1-DePauw, early advocate of 
women's rights; Mary Kingsbury Simkhovitch, <P-Boston, 
social economist and settlement worker; Emma Shipman, <P
Boston, president, Mother Church of Christian Science; Alice 
Duer Miller, BE-Barnard, suffragette; Emily Eaton Hepburn, 
BB-St. Lawrence, civic leader; Lou Henry Hoover, BH-Stan
ford, World War 1 overseas food relief worker and president, 
Girl Scouts of America; Virginia Gildersleeve, BE-Barnard, 
only woman member of first United Nations delegation; Pattie 
Field, BM-Co1orado, diplomat; Emma Fall S~hofield, <P
Boston, one of first women judges in Massachusetts; Mary Har
riman Rumsay, BE-Barnard, humanitarian and founder of the 
Junior League; Hazel Hotchkiss Wightman, n"-California, 
tennis champion who helped promote women's tennis at the 
national and international levels; Phyllis McGinley (Hayden), 
D.H-Utah, poet; Elizabeth Gowdy Baker, A"-Monmouth, 
painter; Sara Blanding, BX-Kentucky, and Doris Seward, A-In
diana, educators; Ruth Parry Owens, D.J\-Miami University, 
pediatrician and pediatric research scientist. 

The Key, Spring 1960, Career Issue, edited by Isabel Hatton 
Simmons, BN-Ohio State, has an excellent coverage of Kappas 
in the 1960s, listing over 170 Kappas in the first edition of 
Who's Who of American Women. This Career Issue deals with 
the fears 1 frustrations, joys and sorrows as well as the important 
intellectual capabilities, stamina and determination needed for 
success whether in full-time, part-time, paid, or volunteer 
work. 

Throughout the world individual women and women's 
groups have continued to work not only for the right to vote but 
also for complete equality under the law as in areas of equal ed
ucation and working opportunities. In the United States and 
Canada, almost all professions are open to women; they have 
won huge gains in equal education but have not yet won equal 
pay for equal work. Women have been elected state governors 
and been appointed cabinet members and ambassadors and are 
leaders in industry, science and many professions. 

Kappas "strong-minded ladies" have given their lives to 
careers and causes for the betterment of all humankind. It is 
impossible to name each one of these women for almost every 
Kappa personally has made a contribution of worth in this area 
whether in a career, a daring feat, the raising of a child, or in the 
field of volunteer work. The independent woman who has re
mained an individual and become a leader is exemplified in re
nowned Kappas such as Minnetta Theodora Taylor, I-DePauw , 
the first editor of a women's fraternity publication: The Golden 
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Margaret Allee, 8-
Missouri, social 
service executive 
with American Red 
Cross in Tokyo, 
Japan. 

Left: Roxana Jack
son Right: Betsy 
Taubman 

Key published in 1882; Mary A. Rice Livermore, I-DePauw, 
prominent worker for woman's suffrage and temperance re
form; and Julia Ward Howe, <P -Boston, an author working for 
human rights . 

Among these pages are ·pictures of representative Kappas 
whose lives symbolize Kappa leadership at its best. 

Kappas have excelled in many fields of endeavor. They have 
given outstanding leadership to humanitarian causes as the 
Suffrage Movement, Peace Corps, Unicef, Vista, the United 
Nations , religion , Equal Rights Amendment, and the environ
ment. They have been involved at all levels of education, both 
public and private. Some are scientists in varied fields as chem
istry, astrogeology, medicine or biology. Others have achieved 
distinction as sculptresses, painters, authors, actresses, or radio 
and television performers. 

The list is endless, their service unlimited, their contributions 
immeasurable. 

-Mary Lou Claxton Smith, <P-Boston 

Catherine Schroeder Graf. 
BN-Ohio State, History edi
tor-"A Kappa lady whose 
loyalty knows no bounds 
and who has perservered 
through four and one-half 
years of volunteer service to 
see the History completed." 
(Tribute submitted by the 
History Committee) 
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Helen Snyder Andres (Steiner). 
Judge Emma Fall Schofield, Emma 
C. Shipman. Dr. Marion Hilliard and 
Helen Bower. 
Jane Froman, 8-Missouri , singer
actress, and Harriet Ford Griswold, 
BH-Stanford, perform for crippled 
children . 

12. Janet Carlisle Bogdan , L':.A - Penn 
State, in Peace Corps. 
Nancy Hanschman Dickerson, H
Wisconsin , CBS news correspond-
ent with President John Kennedy 
and Thurston Morton. 

14. Ann Baker, t:.A-Miami , Operation 
Crossroads, Africa. 

1. Margaret Cuthbert, director 
en 's & Children 's programs NBC 

2. Phyllis Eaton Galanti, William 
Mary, MIA-POW 

3. Kappa alumnae gather forces 
save a stream." 

4. Sarah Gibson Blanding, BX
tucky 

5. Mareta West, mapping original 
of moon landing 

6. Patricia Searight, BN-Ohio 
with then vice president 
Nixon 

7. Virginia Gildersleeve, educator 
internationalist 

8. Jean Nelson Penfield, !-DePauw 
9. Aryness Joy Wickens, Bn-Washi 

ton , with 1960 Secretary of 
James Mitchell 





1. Gena Rowlands Cassavetes 
2. Mary Kingsbury Simkhovitch 
3. Mary Harriman Rumsey, BE-Barnard 
4. Jane Pauley, 6-lndiana 
5. Julia Ward Howe, <!>-Boston, honorary member 
6. Margaret Mcintosh Boice, rO-Wyoming 
7. Sue Rockwood, 6/\-Miami 
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Kappas·'s heritage has been enri ched by the strong emphas is 
placed on its philanthropic program . The Fraternity's fi rs t cen
tury was enhanced by the remarkable development of what has 
become a three part program encompassing: 

(I ) The advancement of higher education for women by 
means of Founders ' Memorial Fund for Students' Aid 

(2 ) Rehabilitation Services whereby chapters and alumnae 
groups are encouraged to do volunteer work within thei r own 
communities by adopting some project which benefits the hand
icapped 

(3) Financial assistance to members in need through the 
Rose McGill Fund 

Wise planning and imaginati ve fores ight paved the way for 
remarkable accomplishments ach ieved by a vo lunta ry organiza
tion whose first attempt to establish a scholarship fund began 
with the receipt of a $100 gift in 1902 and was followed in 1910 
when the first loan of $250 was made to a woman student. 

By the 1966 Convention the Fraternity could claim that since 
1910 just over one million dollars had been spent for scholar
ship aid and assistance to members. This exciting announce
ment was made by then Director of Philanthropies Anne 
Harter , B T -Syracuse, at the philanthropy banquet at Bretton 
Woods. Climaxing the totals read and displayed by each of the 
various philanthropy chairmen, a shower of hundreds of bal
loons descended from the ceiling when the sum reached 
$1 ,000,000. It is equally as exciting to note that in the decade 
since 1966 an additional million dollars had been added to that 
figure . 

In the educational field , which encompassed the Student 
Loan Fund, the six-part Scholarship Program along with special 
research grants, a total of more than one and one-half million 

doll ars had been expended on educa tional assistance to wo men 
by 1976. * While most scholarshi ps had gone to Kappas, it is 
noteworth y that ma ny independent, foreign students , and 
members of other NPC grQups benefi ted as well. In addition , 
hundreds of th ousands of dollars had been spent to provide · 
confidenti al ass istance to members in need through the Rose 
McG ill Fund , which was begun in 1922. 

Statistics play an inte res ting role in history and the develop
ment of the Philanthropy Program is no exception as the fo l
lowing fig ures indica te . 

Amounts awa rded to scholarship aid from the Students' Aid 
Fund grew from $4,772 in 1936-1 937 to $69,02 1 in 1975- 1976. 
Aid provided to members by the Rose McGill F und grew from 
$3,895 in 1956-1 957 to $30,800 in 1975- 1976. 

These accompl ishments could not have been possible with
out the generous support and unfa iling interest of Kappas 
everywhere. By the mid-twentieth centu ry their Fraternity's 
broad philanth ropic progra m had become a meaningful way of 
life. G ifts from alumnae groups, chapters, and indi viduals , 
which are the ma in source of income to all funds, had always 
been encouraged and welcomed since the adage "onl y Kappas 
give to Kappa funds" had, in general, been a statement of fact. 
Kappa philanthropies benefited in the 1930s through the efforts 
of acti ves and alumnae sell ing vari ous products such as Fab 
soap, plas tic bags , "pin kies" (fin ge r rings), and Muriel Bell 
cosmetics . The fig ures below show in large measure why the 
Fraternity had been able to ex pand its program so dra matica lly 
by the close of its fi rst hundred years. 

•These figures do not include expenditures from the Centennial Fund for the 
Centennial Rehabi l itation Scholarships and grants. 

Gifts Received by Kappa Funds 

1935-1936 
1955-1956 
1965- 1966 
1975-1976 

• Included in other categories 
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S tudents ' 
Aid Fund 
$ 461 

5,393 
26,682 
64,772 

R ose McGill Fund Rehabilitation 
and Memoria ls 

$ I ,285 
3,384 
6, 180 

36,487 

Serl'ices Fund 

$2,039 
7,898 

• 

Unallocated 
Philamhropies 

$388 
447 

• 

Totals 
$ 1,746 

11 ,205 
41,207 

101,259 
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In 1949 the Dallas , Texas, Alumnae Association presented 
the Fraternity with a gift for $500 to be used for a graduate 
fellowship to be known as the Dallas Association Fellowship 
Award . In the early 1950s interest was shown by other alumnae 
groups and some individuals in contributing amounts equal to 
full scholarship grants. When such gifts were donated, the 
Fraternity began using the name of the donor in the title of 
the scholarship when it was awarded. Due to the efforts of the 
various directors of philanthropies in promoting these full
scholarship gifts, known as name awards from alumnae groups, 
this phase of special gifts developed extensively, particularly 
after 1960. Today some 40 to 50 name awards are presented an
nually. 

The administration of the philanthropies program broadened 
a great deal as programs developed and the need for and receipt 
of gifts increased . In the early days as the various philanthropy 
funds were established, a chairman was appointed to administer 
them. With the passing years the over-all supervision of the 
philanthropies was added to the responsibilites of the Fraternity 
vice president. In 1954, the program had developed to such a 
point that it was felt necessary to create a special Council posi
tion for the sole purpose of administering Kappa's 
philanthropic endeavors. At the convention that year by-laws 
changes were voted upon to establish the office of director of 
philanthropies. 

The following Kappas played a major part in the development 
of Kappa Kappa Gamma's Philanthropy Program: 
Charlotte Powell Goddard, M-Butler, chairman, Students' Aid 
Fund 1906-1926 
Della Lawrence Burt , B.=:-Texas, executive secretary 1926-1929 
Clara 0 . Pierce, B N -Ohio State, executive secretary 1929-1969 
Almira Johnson MeN aboe, H-Wisconsin, grand vice president 
1934-1940 

.Elizabeth Kimbrough Park, BX-Kentucky, vice president 1940-
1942 

Assistant to the vice-president in charge of philanthropies 
1942-1944 
Edith Reese Crabtree, B r- Wooster, vice president 1942-1944 
Emily Caskey Johnson , B H-Stanford, vice president 1944-1948 
Mary Jim Lane Chickering, fN-Arkansas, vice president 1948-
1950 
Helen Cornish Hutchinson , 88-0klahoma, vice president 
1950-1952 
Josephine Yantis Eberspacher, BM-Colorado, vice president 
1952-1954 
Ruth Armstrong Harr is, n 6 -Californi a, director of phi
lanthropies 1954-1958 
Jeannette Greever Rustemeyer, 0-Kansas , director of phi
lanthropies 1958-1960 
Hazel Round Wagner, 6Z-Colorado College, director of phi
lanthropies 1960-1964 
Anne R. Harter, B T -Syracuse, director of philanthropies 1964-
1966 
Martha Galleher Cox, P 6 -0hio Wesleyan, director of phi
lanthropies 1966-1970 
Margaret Easton Seney, P 6 -0hio Wesleyan, director of phi
lanthropies 1970-1972 
(Ruth) Eloise Ryder Pingry, r 6 -Purdue, director of phi
lanthropies 1972-1976 
Betsy Molsberry Prior, B N -Ohio State, director of phi
lanthropies since 1976 
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Fanny Ryson Hitch
cock, SA-Pennsylva
nia , first chairman 
Students' Aid Fund. 

The Founders' Memorial Fund For Students' Aid 
In 1902 Fanny Ryson Hitchcock, B·A-Pennsylvania , sent the 

delegate from that chapter to convention with a hundr~d dollar 
check with the provision that this gift become a fund which 
should be increased until the interest would be sufficient to en
able a worthy girl to study at Wood's Hole, Massachusetts, in 
the government biological laboratory· for deep sea research . For 
several years prior to this, the Beta Alpha actives and alumnae 
had raised $50 a year for the support of a table at the laboratory. 
A scientific institution had been chosen because nearly all the 
Beta Alphas were science majors . And thus a beginning was 
made on the part of Kappa Kappa Gamma to provide assistance 
to deserving women students toward their goal of higher educa
tion . 

It is interesting to note that Beta Alpha Chapter , in the same 
spirit which prompted its earlier philanthropic action, gave to 

- the Fraternity a large bequest it had received. This money, 
which was presented at the 1976 Convention, will provide 
another specific annual scholarship. 

A committee of three was appointed by the Grand Council to 
be in charge of the fund with Dr. Hitchcock, a pioneer woman 
scientist, as chairman. Due to illness she had to resign in 1904, 
and Minnie Royse Walker, !-DePauw, took her place as chair
man. At the 1906 Convention the fund which had only grown 
to $105.80 was placed in the care of Charlotte Powell Goddard, 
M-Butler. The 1908 Convention voted to allocate 50 cents from 
each initiation fee to the fund and the alumnae associations 
began to show interest in sending contributions. 

It seemed to the chairman and the grand president, Edith 
Stoner Robinson, e~Missouri, that it was important for the 
Fraternity to provide a fund to assist undergraduates to obtain 
their degrees rather than graduate students to specialize. As a 
result, and with permission from Dr. Hitchcock, the Wood's 
Hole Scholarship Fund was changed into a fund from which 
deserving Kappas could borrow to continue their education 
uninterrupted. The first loan of $250 was made in 1910 to a 
seniDr of Iota Chapter who graduated with Phi Beta Kappa 
honors . 

In 1916 the dream of the chairman, Charlotte Goddard, was 
realized when the convention delegates voted to increase the 
fund to $10,000 and make it beneficial to other worthy women 
not members of the Fraternity. In 1918 the allotment from each 
initiation fee was changed from 50 cents to one dollar. 

At the Golden Jubilee Convention. in 1920 the Students' Aid 
Fund was formally dedicated to the founders of Kappa Kappa 
Gamma. As more than $14,000 had been raised by that date, it 
was determined that the scope of usefulness of the Students' 
Aid Fund could now be broadened. In 1921 announcement of 
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the Fraternity's desire to be of service to all women students 
through the fund was sent to the deans of women in the 48 col
leges and universities where Kappa then maintained chapters. 
Gratifying responses were received from the deans as well as 
the institutions' presidents. 

The Students' Aid Fund continued to increase with its assets 
more than doubling from 1922 to 1926. For this reason, the one 
dollar allotted from initiation fees was discontinued in 1926 and 
diverted to the Endowment Fund. 

In 1930 the name of the Students ' Aid Fund was officially 
changed to Founders' Memorial Fund [or Students' Aid . 

Through the years loans from the Students' Aid Fund were 
available to graduate students. In 1939 it was voted to limit the 
size of the loan to $400, but it was later increased to $500. 
Juniors and seniors were the only eligible undergraduates to ap
ply for loans and a thousand dollar life insurance policy was re
quired from each girl taking out a loan. All transactions for 
loans were confidential unless announced by the applicants 
themselves. 

Kappas and non-members have been loaned over $300,000 
through this service. This phase of student aid is no longer 
active. No loans have been made since 1974. 

The endowment which provided for loans became the basis 
for the Students' Aid Program. When it reached an amount 
sufficient to cover demands for loans, different items of income 
were diverted in order to create the other scholarships and 
fellowships which the Fraternity has been able to offer. Without 
the investment of the endowment, the many facets of the Stu
dents' Aid Fund described in this account would not have been 
possible. 

During all these years the finances of the various scholarship 
funds became more and more complex. As each scholarship 
program developed within the Students' Aid Fund, it was ap
portioned monies from the sundry sources of income to the 
fund. The Centennial Convention delegates in 1970 voted upon 
a complete revision of the bylaws which presented a more 
simplified, streamlin_ed and understandable set-up for the 
financial administration of the philanthropic funds . The Found
ers Memorial Fund for Students ' Aid, the Rose McGill Fund, 
and the Educational Endowment Fund each were set up as sep
arate, non-profit corporations in order to comply with the re
quirements .of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 as they applied to 
foundations both public and private. 

Student loans were made from the principal of the Founders 
Memorial Fund for Students' Aid. Sources of income to the 
fund are (I) gifts, (2) bequests and memorials, (3) interest on 
notes and monies, (4) income from the Educational Endow
ment Fund, and (5) rebates on sales of official Fraternity 
jewelry. 

A description of each scholarsh ip program within the fund 
follows. 

Charlotte Powell Goddard, 
M-Butler, past chairman 
Founders Memorial Fund for 
Students' Aid. 

Marian Ackley Chen
oweth and Della Law
rence Burt in 1938. 

Graduate Counselor Scholarships 

At the 1928 Convention the recommendation of Della Law
rence Burt, executive secretary, was adopted to establish co-or
ganizer scholarships. By that time the Students' Aid Fund had 
been in existence 26 years. Over the years the accumulated in
terest had helped to increase the fund and it was decided to use 
the money for scholarships to colleges and universities where 
there were new Kappa chapters . The purpose of these scholar
ships was to be two-fold : the recipient could begin graduate 
study while guiding a new chapter in organization and fami
liarizing the members with Fraternity traditions and policies. 
These awards were named for Charlotte Powell Goddard, chair
man of the Students ' Aid Fund, 1906-1926. 

The first committee to choose the new scholarship recipients 
was composed of Eleanor Wright Houts, I -DePauw.~ Marie 
Bryden Macnaughtan, 8-Missouri; Gladys Udell Orr, 8-Mis
souri~ Della Lawrence Burt, and Executive Secretary Clara 0. 
Pierce. 

The first awards were made to five girls in 1929: Laura Smith 
(Downs), M-Butler, to fX-George Washington~ Anne Cahill 
(Jordan), 0- Kansas, to r \1'- Maryland ; Harriet Pas more 
(Hi ltabiddle), K-Hillsdale, to fT -North Dakota~ Helen Snyder 
(Andres, Steiner), Bn-Washington , to fi-British Columbia. 
In January, 1930, Marion Handy (Anderson), fK-William and 
Mary, went to rO-Denison. The girls chosen had not only been 
outstanding students on their campuses, but had held responsi
ble positions in their respective chapters and wished to pursue 
studies for advanced degrees in a field of their choice. 

In 1940 Edith Reese Crabtree, B r-Wooster, then director of 
membership , expressed the desirability of a graduate student 
counselor in every chapter house. Since that was not financially 
possible, the executive secretary suggested the enlargement of 
the Co-organizer Scholarship Program, heretofore limited to 
new chapters, to include any chapter wishing to take advantage 
of the opportunity, as well as including special assisgnments to 
campuses where the Fraternity wished to make a study. At that 
time the name of the program was changed to the Graduate 
Counselor Scholarship Program . Nearly I 00 chapters have 
benefited from the assistance of a graduate counselor , many of 
them more than once, as the number of counselors continues 
to increase. 

Through the years, those applicants chosen have been chap
ter leaders who are interested in and knowledgeable of their 
Fraternity and are able to work well with their peers . Every 
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Graduate counselors 1976-left to right: Patti Gilliard, Be-Okla
homa; Caren Cook, Be-Oklahoma; Janeen Gould, B BLSt. Law
rence; Kay Scholberg, t.<t>-Bucknell; and Gay Linvill, r A-Kansas 
State. 

effort has been made to match the recipients to a school offering 
the graduate program of their choice as well as to the chapter 
wishing th.is assistance. The scholarships cover tuition and fees. 
If a chapter is housed, it assumes room and board expenses of 
the counselor~ if unhoused, the Fraternity pays her expenses. 

During the early years the Council selected the girls to serve 
as graduate cou"nselors. In 1944 a chairman of graduate coun
selors was appointed to supervise the program. She, along with 
the Fraternity president, director of chapters, and the executive 
secretary formed the selection committee. The chairman's posi
tion included screening of applicants, assisting with the training 
school held late each summer for counselors and field secre
taries at Fraternity Headquarters, and keeping in touch with the 
counselors during the school year. 

· Kappas who have served as chairman of graduate counselors 
are Aletha Yerkes Smith, St.-Michigan, 1944-1946~ Helen 
Snyder Andres (Steiner) , S n-Washington, 1946-1948~ Martha 
Galleher Cox , P 6 -Ohio Wesleyan, 1948-1954~ and Marjorie 
Matson Converse, r t.-Purdue, 1954-1970. 

At the Centennial Convention in 1970, changes in the bylaws 
were voted which created several new Council positions. One of 
these offices was the director of field representatives whose 
duties were to include those formerly held by the chairman of 
graduate counselors, as well as supervision of the traveling field 
secretaries. Marjorie Converse was elected the first director of 
field representatives, 1970-1972. She was followed by Sally 
Moore Nitschke, SN-Ohio State, 1972-1974~ Kay Smith Lar
son , S n- Washington, 1974-1976~ and Marian Klingbeil 
Williams, 8-Missouri, since 1976. 

Fellowships 

Kappa Kappa Gamma's widely respected Fellowship Program 
came into existence in 1934 when convention delegates voted 
to accept the recommendation of the executive secretary, Clara 
Pierce. The recommendation was to award three $500 
fellowships for beginning graduate study in the fields of art, 
humanities and science. The Students ' Aid Fund had grown to 
a point where some of its income could be diverted for this 
purpose. 

These fellowships are offered yearly. The program has been 
broadened to include all fields of graduate study. The awards 
are open to any young woman regardless of affiliation, who by 
June of the year of application holds a degree from an institu
tion where Kappa has a chapter or who plans to attend such a 
school for her graduate work . 

As the program grew steadily through the years, public 
awareness of Kappa as a sponsor of intellectual achievement 
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became more wide-spread. Increasing numbers of academic or
ganizations .which encouraged graduate work requested that 
Kappa allow them to publish information about the Fellowship 
Program in their lists available for graduate work. 

At first, income for the fellowships was provided by gifts, 
bequests and two-thirds of the rebate on sales of Fraternity jew
elry. The program was enabled to expand as more gifts were 
made available to this part of the Students' Aid Fund. It was the 
Dallas Alumnae Association which first provided a $500 gift for 
a special fellowship award given in its name. Since then a num
ber of alumnae groups have annually contributed the necessary 
funds to create additional full fellowship grants . Often such a 
gift will be in honor or in memory of some well-loved member 
of their group. 

At the 1960 Convention, the Denver Association presented 
the Fraternity a $500 fellowship gift in honor of Eleanore 
Goodridge Campbell, SM-Colorado, who was retiring as Fra
ternity president. The Denver Association has continued the 
Campbell Award annually. In 1964 the Detroit Association gave 
two fellowships in memory of Helen Bower, St.-Michigan, 
former editor of The Key . Also in 1964 the Council accepted the 
recommendation that the Fraternity name an annual award to 
be known as the Kappa Kappa Gamma Fellowship in honor of 
Edith Reese Crabtree, S r-Wooster, former Fraternity presi
dent. This was first awarded in 1965. In 1970 the first recipient 
of the Clara 0. Pierce Memorial Fellowship was named, hon
oring Kappa's executive secretary of forty years. This award was 
established by friends and admirers of Miss Pierce. 

The Charlotte Barrell Ware Fellowship was created in 1950 
and first awarded in 1956. "Warelands," the property left to 
Kappa by Mrs. Ware, <P-Boston, second grand president, 1884-
1888, and her husband, Robert , had been sold and this fellow
ship in her memory was to be awarded biennially from the in
vested sale proceeds. Provisions for the award originally stated 
"that it be granted to either a foreign student in an American 
University or a North American student abroad~ that pre
ference be given to study in a land grant college, where a for
eign student is brought to the United States or Canada." How
ever, these stipulations no longer apply to this grant. 

There are approximately 25 graduate fellowships awarded 
each year -many of them name awards. 

The role Kappa has played in the advancement of learning for 
deserving young women has been a significant contribution to 
American education. Chairmen of fellowships who have given 
of their time and. interest in the supervision of the program in
clude Sue Stone Durand, 8-Missouri, 1934-1936~ Lora Harvey 
George, sn-Washington, 1936-1942~ Leonna Dorlac Lill
jeberg, t.Z-Colorado College, 1942-1952~ Alice Pearl Dinan, 
fT-North Dakota, 1952-1954~ and Miriam A. Locke, rn-Ala
bama, since 1954. 

Martha Galleher Cox, 
P•-Ohio Wesleyan, 
chairman graduate 
.counselors 1948-1954. 



Undergraduate Scholarships 

By convention action in 1936 undergraduate scholarships 
were established. Helen Snyder Andres (Steiner), then Frater
nity president, was concerned over the loss of valuable mem
bers to the chapters because of financial reasons . She inspired 
Executive-Secretary Clara Pierce to work out a plan to finance 
scholarships on the undergraduate level which could be 
awarded to outstanding actives who were in need of assistance 
to complete their education. 

The 1938 Convention accepted the recommendation that 
gifts to the Students' Aid Fund be set aside for such scholar
ships. In 1939 a bulletin was sent to the alumnae telling them of 
the fine record of the recipients to date in order to stimulate 
gifts for this purpose. The gifts received in 1939-1940 doubled 
those received the previous year. 

Records show that the first name awards for these scholar
ships were given in 1960 by two former Fraternity presidents, 
Elizabeth Bogert Schofield, M-Butler, and Ruth Kadel Seacrest, 
I-Nebraska . The latter continued this practice along with sev
eral other loyal alumnae including former Fraternity president 
Mary Turner Whitney, BP 6 -Cincinnati and her husband, 
Richard~ Agnes Guthrie Favrot, BO-Newcomb, former Rose 
McGill Fund chairman~ Katharine Bailey Hoyt, BN-Ohio State~ 
and Jean Dickey Marantz, X-Minnesota . Since the death of 
Mrs. Schofield in 1961, the Indianapolis Association has con
tinued giving an undergraduate scholarship each year in her 
memory. That same year four other alumnae groups provided 
the Fraternity with full scholarships of $250 . to be awarded in 
their names to undergraduates. In 1966-1967, 23 undergradu
ate name award scholarships were given by alumnae groups and 
individuals. Many of the groups' gifts have been in the form of 
memorials honoring outstanding and beloved members of their 
alumnae association or club. 

The maximum award had been $250 for these grants up until 
1969-1970 when it was determined that some awards up to $400 
could be made if the need was sufficient. One of the purposes of 
these scholarships had always been to alleviate the burden of 
financial worry and heavy work loads for chapter leaders so that 
they could maintain their responsibilities and good grades . Over 
the years recipients of Kappa undergraduate scholarships have 
represented the finest of Kappa's young members having main
tained "B" averages and made a definite contribution to chap
ters and campuses. Many have held membership in honorary 
groups as well as exhibiting leadership ability. Most of the recip
ients have held summer jobs and have also worked part time 
during the school year. 

For many years two dollars from each pledge fee was allo
cated for these scholarships. At the 1966 Convention this was 

Elizabeth Kimbrough 
Park , B X-Kentucky, 
Undergraduate Scholar
ships chairman 1936-
1940. 

Carolyn Collier, 8-Mis
souri, recipient of first 
Fellowship Award-ex
change student to Ger
many. 

diverted to the Current Expense Fund and income for Under
graduate Scholarships was to come solely from gifts and 
bequests. 

The Beta Eta Undergraduate Scholarship has been awarded 
since 1948. The Fraternity has held in trust the money from the 
sale of the Beta Eta house and furnishings since the time wom
en's fraternities withdrew from the campus at Stanford 
University. The interest from the invested trust has provided 
these scholarships of $250. 

A number of Kappas have served as undergraduate scholar
ship chairmen, having found the work of investing in the future 
of outstanding young Kappas to be most rewarding. They in
clude Elizabeth Kimbrough Park, BX-Kentucky, 1936-1940~ 

Marian Handy Anderson, r K- William and Mary, 1940-1.952 ~ 

Betty Evans, B8-0klahoma, 1952-1957~ Joyce Thomas Fuller, 
1"1 Y -Georgia , 1957-1958~ Alice Anne Longley Roberts, !
DePauw, 1958-1960; Ruth Hoehle Lane, <P-Boston, 1960-
1964~ Ridgely Park, BX-Kentucky, 1964-1965~ Susan W. Rock
wood, BP 6 -Cincinnati , 1965-1970~ and Jean Risser Aiken, 
r P-Allegheny, since 1970. 

Foreign Study-Foreign Student Scholarships 

For 34 years Kappa participated in a Foreign Study- Foreign 
Student Scholarship Program. Over 100 foreign students from 
approximately 26 different countries received assistance, while 
63 Kappas received awards for study in foreign countries. More 
than $66,000 was expended for these grants. 

While opportunities to know these fine students from other 
countries broadened the horizons of many Kappas, constantly 
increasing costs made it impractical to continue the program 
after 1970. 

However, since 1967, Kappa graduate students have had the 
opportunity to study foreign languages abroad due to the gener
osity of Robert Root who established the Susanna Stover Root 
Foreign Language Scholarship in memory of his wife, L'1A
Penn State. The student must reside at least a yea r in the coun
try of the language studied . 

The development of the foreign study-foreign student schol
arships deserves a place in the philanthropy story of Kappa 
since so many young women have benefited . It all began in 
1936 when Clara Pierce, visited at dinner with a German pro
fessor in the DePauw chapter house. The professor, eager to 
extend the work of a foreign exchange program at other univer
sities, suggested that Kappa might consider an exchange with a 
daughter of a Munich , Germany, friend. 

The chairman of fellowships was instructed to obtain infor
mation about foreign exchange students from schools and bu
reaus operating this plan. After the report was read and ap
proved, the Council recommended in May, 193 7, that Carolyn 
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(left) Danielle Brejaud from France to study business administra
tion at Washington State. 

(center) Veena Seth from Bombay, India, received her degree in 
social work and studied in U.S. at Smith College in psychiatric 
social work. 

(right) Junko Monna Nishikawa also studied on a Foreign Student 
Scholarship. 

Collier, 8-Missouri, be allowed to study music at the Univer
sity of Munich and live with the parents of Elizabeth Noelle. 
Elizabeth in turn became an exchange student at the University 
of Missouri, studying journalism and living at the chapter 
house. 

The program continued for the next few years in an uncertain 
way due to the hazards of the war in Europe. By 1940 no com
plete exchanges were possible. In 1944 f~llowships were offered 
to young women from Latin America countries for study in the 
United States. This part of the program was carried out through 
the Institute of International Education. 

The Foreign Study-Foreign Student Program developed as an 
outgrowth of the exchange scholarships for the purpose of pro
moting international good will and understanding between 
foreign countries and the United States and Canada. These 
scholarships were named for Dean Virginia Gildersleeve, BE
Barnard. Upon her retirement as dean of Barnard College in 
1946, the Fraternity presented her with $1,500 to be used ac
cording to her discretion in the interests of international educa
tion. The first gift of $300 was used for badly needed books for 
the library of the American Girls College of Istanbul, Turkey. 
Reid Hall, a residence and club for university students in Paris, 
was given $500 to help with refurnishing a room. A gift of $400 
was made to Dr. Chioh Yu Liang, a pediatrician, to buy equip
ment for the pediatric department of Hsiang-Ya Medical School 
in China. The remainder was given to the Asia Institute of New 
York for a scholarship t9 be awarded to a qualified American 
student for the study of Arabic culture and language in the in
stitute. 

In the postwar period, the gift from the Nora Wain lecture 
tour was more than sufficient to finish the Fraternity's war proj
ect of baby layettes for Norway. Nora Wain, Bl-Swarthmore, a 
war correspondent, had expressed a wish to have this money 
used for Kappas to study and travel abroad, so $5,000 was 
transferred to the Foreign Study Fund . Polly Kuby (Edman), 
B/\-Illinois, studied in Sweden and Jean Leer (Gelder), r 1':!.
Purdue, was a delegate to the International Student Service 
Conference in Denmark while Tania Skovorca and Emilie 
Syrova arrived in Columbia, Missouri, the first students to take 
part in Kappa's postwar exchange scholarship program. 

At the 1948 Convention it was decided to establish a fund of 
$1 ,500 to be offered to Lulu Holmes , r r-Whitman , dean of 
women at Washington State University. She had just returned 
from Tokyo, Japan , where she had been a member of General 
MacArthur's staff, advising on the educational place for women 
of that country. Through her efforts two Japanese principals 
came to study at Bryn Mawr and Smith, the first two Japanese 
teachers to study here since the end of World War II. 
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From 1937 to 1950 this area of scholarship aid was a subdivi
sion of the Fellowship Program. The chairman supervising the 
program was called the associate chairman of fellowships . In 
1950 the position was changed to chairman of foreign study
foreign student scholarships and the program became a sepa
rate category within the Students' Aid Fund. Since 1970 awards 
for foreign study are considered a part of the Fellowship Pro
gram if and when there are applicants for this specific category. 

During the existence of the program the fascinating job of 
chairman was held by Alice Pearl Dinan, rT-North Dakota, 
1944-1952~ Beatrice Woodman, <!>-Boston, 1952-1956; 
Katherine Ball Everitt, r /\-Middlebury, 1956-1958~ Kathryn 
Bourne Pearse, r 1':!.-Purdue, 1958-1966; Kathryn Wolf Luce, 
rn-Denison, 1966-1969~ and Rebekah Thompson Eldridge, 
0-Kansas, 1969-1970. 

Emergency Scholarships 

In 1942 emergency scholarships Were set up when the con
vention voted $5,000 of the principal of the Students' Aid Fund 
to provide for such awards . Then Undergraduate Scholarship 
Chairman Marian Handy Anderson, rK-William and Mary, 
suggested the need for such additional funds to aid undergradu
ates as a wartime measure. Since emergencies arose in the lives 
of active members regardless of the times, this type of scholar
ship has continued as a valuable addition to the program. 

Needed assistance has been provided to additional worthy 
girls who did not qualify for the regular undergraduate awards 
and enabled the Fraternity to widen considerably its program of 
educational aid to members. Emergency awards have been the 
only scholarships given throughout the school year, up to April 
first, as the need has arisen and as long as funds for emergency 
grants for that year held out. 

In 1960 the first emergency scholarships provided in full by 
alumnae groups were gifts of $200 each given for this purpose 
by the Clay-Platte, Missouri, Club and the Central Long Island 
Association. Since then this part of the scholarship program has 
benefited greatly by the generosity of alumnae groups who, re
alizing the need of undergraduates, have been willing and eager 
to assist. With the increased interest in the name awards in re
cent years, the emergency scholarships have usually been pro
vided in full by alumnae associations and clubs. The top 
amount given was $200 until 1970-1971 when larger amounts 
were granted in cases of extreme financial need. 

Until 1968 the chairman of undergraduate scholarships ad
ministered the emergency scholarships also. By that date her 
work had increased to such a point that the next four years the 
director of philanthropies took over the emergency scholar
ships . In 1972 a separate chairman of emergency scholarships 
was established and Nancy Voorhees Laitner, r 1':!.-Purdue, 
served as the first chairman to handle these increasing demands 
for emergency aid. 

Special Research Grants 

At the 1950 Convention a special $2,000 fellowship was pre
sented by the Fraternity at the suggestion of Ann Scott Morn
ingstar, BN-Ohio State, Kappa's chairman of public relations. 
The award was to be made to a woman doctor from one of the 
occupied countries for training in rehabilitation methods in 
America so she could return to and help the many children in 
her country suffering from the disease caused by war. The first 
special research grant was named for Harriet Ford Griswold 
BH-Stanford, herself a polio victim, who was the banque~ 
speaker at that convention. The special fellowship was arranged 
by Dr. Howard A. Rusk, director of the Institute of Physical 
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Harriet Griswold and Dr. Yaeko Kawai. 

Medicine and Rehabilitation of the New York University
Bellevue Medical Center. This was the first award of its type 
given by a voluntary organization and in 1951 Dr. Yaeko Kawaii 
of Japan arrived in this country to begin her studies. 

In I 953-1954 Dr. Anita H. Payne and Dr. Lola S. Kelly were 
joint recipients of a special $2,000 cancer research award at the 
University of California's Donner Laboratory. This grant was 
made possible by gifts from friends of Marion Howell 
Tompkins, !:! A-Penn State, former Alpha Province director of 
alumnae who died while in office. 

In November 1955, Dr. Chung Hi Oh arrived in the United 
States to take up a grant sponsored jointly by Kappa Kappa 
Gamma and the American Korean Foundation to study at the 
Institute of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation under Dr. 
Rusk . This plucky and resourceful Korean doctor and mother 
of two young boys endeared herself to many Kappas during her 
18 months stay in this country. She was a guest of the 1956 
Convention at Swampscott, Massachusetts, and visited Kappas 
and alumnae groups the breadth of the country on her way 
home at the conclusion of her studies. Dr. Oh returned to 
Korea as its only woman doctor in the field of physical re
habilitation. Her courage and determination, in spite of tremen
dous odds, were remarkable. Many alumnae groups and indi
viduals, as well as the Fraternity, have since assisted Dr. Oh 
with gifts through the American Korean Foundation. 

A special $3,500 research grant in memory of Helena Flinn 
Ege, [E-Pittsburgh , former Fraternity president, was presented 
in 1960-1961 to Dr. Doris Howell to pursue study in the field of 
hematology at Duke University Medical School. This award was 
made possible by gifts from the Pittsburgh alumnae, chapters, 
alumnae groups and the Fraternity. 

Other Special Awards 

Following the centennial of the Fraternity in 1970, the Coun
cil decided to present special scholarships to universities in cele
bration of chapter centennials as they occur. The first of these, a 
$3,000 rehabilitation award , was presented on behalf of the 
Fraternity to Indiana University honoring Delta Chapter on 
October 21, \972. As othe r chapters have reached their centen
nials $1,000 grants have been made to the universities. Epsilon 
Chapter, at Illinois Wesleyan, was so honored in 19?3. ~ta 
Chapter, University of Wisconsin~ Theta Chapter, Umverstty 
of Missouri ~ and Iota Chapter, DePauw University, were hon
ored in 1975. 

Dr. Chung Hie Oh ·was Korea's only woman doctor in ~he field of 
physical rehabilitation . She stud ied under Dr. Rusk w1th a grant 
from Kappa. 

Rehabilitation Services Scholarships 

. This program was a natural outgrowth or extension of the 
Rehabilitation Services Program as suggested by Helen Cornish 
Hutchinson, B8-0klahoma, and adopted by the 1952 
Convetion. For several years a number of the recipients of 
Kappa fellowships were young women studying speech therapy 
and correction, audiology, the teaching of the deaf and other 
fields in the rehabilitation of the handicapped. As early as 1955-
1956 the Kansas City, Missouri, Association and the Toledo 
Association began awarding special rehabilitation scholarships 
through the Fellowship Program. 

In 1956 the first Fraternity rehabilitation scholarship was 
awarded to Loydell Jones (Zaremba), fX-George Washington, 
for the study of speech correction. Thus was begun the second 
part of a two-pronged Rehabilitation Services Program. By 
offering scholarship aid to those young women wishing to pur
sue professional careers in the area of rehabilitation, an effec
tive complement to the total Philanthropy and Scholarship Pro
gram of the Fraternity was achieved. Since their inception these 
scholarships, both on the graduate and undergraduate level, 
have been open to non-members as well as Kappas. 

Gifts and bequests provided the income for the rehabilitation 
scholarships which from 1960 to 1970 had been a part of the 
Educational Endowment Fund. At the 1970 Centennial Con
vention, when the bylaws were revised the rehabilitation schol
arships became a part of the Students' Aid Fund joining the 
other scholarships in the program already described. 

Alumnae groups have been more than generous with their 
gifts for rehabilitation scholarships, and because of their inter
est and substantial support many special awards have been 
made possible. 

At the 1962 Convention the Kansas City, Missouri, Associa
tion presented $1,000 to the Fraternity for a special summer 
study scholarship in speech therapy for the brain-injured at the 
Institute of Rehabilitation Medicine at New York University. 
This was awarded for the summer of 1963 to Marie! Ferre, Pi 
Beta Phi. The Kansas City Association has continued to make 
this outstanding award avai lable each year. 

Starting in 1955 the Toledo Association made possible a $500 
rehabilitation scholarship given directly, in alternating years, to 
Ohio State University and the University of Michigan. For a 
number of years the Indianapolis Association provided a similar 
award directly to Purdue and Indiana Universities. The Wash
ington, D.C., Association presented an award in speech therapy 
to George Washington University. Although the money for 
these scholarships did not go through the Fraternity, the selec
tion of recipients was handled by the Rehabilitation Services 
Committee. However, in 1964, at the recommendation of the 
Fraternity Finance Committee, it was voted that all money for 



scholarships, except those already established, go through the 
Fraternity Headquarters in order to be recognized as a part of 
the Fraternity Scholarship Program. 

In 1965 a special Kappa Kappa Gamma Rehabilitation Schol
arship was made possible by combining large gifts from the 
Fairfield County, Connecticut, the San Francisco, and Philadel
phia Associations and many smaller contributions to the Re
habilitation Services Fund. An additional $500 was made possi
ble by a gift from the Cincinnati Association in honor of Mary 
Turner Whitney, Fraternity president, 1960-1964. This excep
tional grant was for special study at the Institute of Rehabilita
tion Medicine in honor of its director, Dr. Howard A. Rusk and 
husband of Glayds Houx Rusk, 8-Missouri, a long-time mem
ber of the Rehabilitation Services Committee. 

In 1967 the Dallas Association's special $1,000 scholarship 
was made available for doctoral work in any field of rehabilita
tion of the handicapped. In the latter.part of the 1960s nearly all 
of the rehabilitation scholarships , both graduate and under
graduate, were provided for in full by name awards from alum
nae groups in amounts from $300 to $1,000. 

The decision to establish Centennial Scholarships for study in 
fields of rehabilitation of the handicapped came easily with the 
full interest and financial support of the alumnae in this type of . 
educational training assistance. 

The duties of the chairman of Rehabilitation Services include 
the supervision of rehabilitation scholarships . Those who have 
held this position are Marguerite Chapin Maire, St.-Michigan, 
1952-1955; Catherine Alt Schultz, ~-Cornell, 1955-1956; 
Margaret Easton Seney, P 6 -0hio Wesleyan, 1956-1966~ Agnes 
Park Fausnaugh, P "-Ohio Wesleyan, 1966-1970; (Ruth) Eloise 
Ryder Pingry, ft.-Purdue, 1970-1972; and Donna Simenson 
Long, BJ\-Illinois, since 1972. 

Kappa Kampships-Another Kind of Scholarship 

Alumnae associations expressed an interest in having a phi
lanthropy project that they could pursue in their own com
munities. As early as 1934 a Philanthropic Survey Committee 
examined the possibilities of such a project for Kappa and rec
ommended to the 1936 Convention the adoption of "Kappa 
Kampships." Prior to the proposal, the idea had .been tested 
and endorsed by the Portland, Oregon, Association . The dele
gates of the 1936 Convention approved the recommendation. 

Through "Kampships" underprivileged high school girls 
were to be sent to summer camps in the vicinity of an alumnae 
association. Thus an association could provide as many grants 
as its finances might make possible. It could also lend support to 

Alumnae happily present check for local philanthropy to aid in 
speech rehabilitation of children. 

Carla Dunn, ~'1'-Texas Tech, recipient of Centennial $3,000 Re
habilitation Graduate Fellowship in speech pathology. 

Anne Harter, B T -Syracuse 
and Margaret Easton Seney, 
P6-Qhio Wesleyan . Both 
past philanthropy chairmen. 

local camps and create interest between the community and 
Kappa . Many alumnae associations responded to this idea until 
World War II turned their attention to other local and national 
projects. 

Rehabilitation Services Program-The Service Field 

The outstanding legislation of the 1952 Convention was the 
adoption of the Kappa Rehabilitation Services Program as a 
Fraternity philanthropy. Helen Cornish Hutchinson, 88-0kla
homa, Fraternity vice president, had presented an extensive 
survey of the possibilities of adjusting such a program to theca
pabilities of small alumnae clubs as well as the larger associa
tions . Its flexibility also made it possible to serve the needs of 
any community. Alumnae and actives would be enabled to 
work in a b·road, yet flexible, service in cooperation with highly 
diversified local organizations dedicated to the rehabilitation of 
the handicapped. Assistance could be offered in the form of 
money, gifts, scholarship funds and volunteer service. 

The word "rehabilitation" means to "restore." Kappa's 
interpretation as related to philanthropy applies the word in its 
broadest meaning. Rehabilitation service projects by Kappas 
have been those which in some measure "restore" the handi
capped and disabled to useful and richer lives. 

The Fraternity has recognized these categories: 
(1) Aid to the physically handicapped by birth, injury, or 

disease 
(2) Aid to the m~ntally retarded 
(3) Aid to the socially deprived (the underprivileged, social 

problems, delinquents, etc .) 
(4) Aid to emotionally disturbed and mentally ill 
(5) Aid to the aged 
The Rehabilitation Services Program captured the interest 

and imagination of Kappa alumnae groups who have offered 
their support and assistance to hospitals, school~, agencies and 
rehabilitation centers in their own communities. 



Alumnae groups plan 
varied activities to 
raise funds for philan
thropy. 

Sally Rowe Kanaga, Y -Northwestern, presents checks from Re
habilitation Services Committee to Dr. Howard Rusk (left) founder 
and director of Institute of Rehabilitation Medicine ($35,000 grant) 
and Eugene J. Taylor (right) secretary-treasurer World Rehabilita
tion Fund ($6,000 grant) . The grants represented donations from 
Kappas around the world in celebration of KKr Centennial. 

Space does not permit the listing of the innumerable types of 
service projects entered into over the years by alumnae groups 
and active chapters. Issues of The Key have featured many of 
the innovative and useful ways in which groups have involved 
themselves in the name of Kappa to help better the lives of 
countless others who in some way need rehabilitation. While 
active chapters have never been required to adopt a local proj
ect, many, having been inspired by the alumnae and the desire 
to help others, have undertaken rehabilitation services suitable 
to their members' interest and the community's needs. 

Statistics show the growth of interest and participation by 
alumnae groups since the program's inception with ever in
creasing hours of service and gifts of money. It all adds up to an 
annual contribution of some 30,000 service hours and about 
$75,000 of local gifts and contributions, as of this printing. 

Those alumnae groups which have participated in Rehabilita
tion Services over the years have discovered that sharing with 
the handicapped is an investment which helps disabled individ
uals toward self-supporting life. This investment has brought 
new strength, interest, and enthusiasm to the Kappa organiza
tion and carries a personal gain which comes from the concern 
for others. It is an investment in good will not only for Kappa 
but for all fraternities .-

Well aware of the importance of learning and sharing knowl
edge acquired, the Fraternity accepted invitations to three 
World Congresses on Rehabilitation. Congress sponsors, who 
are the officers and leaders of the International Society for 
Welfare of Cripples, felt the Kappa volunteer story would be of 
interest to the citizens of countries just starting to establish 
voluntary programs. A modest exhibit displaying some of the 
first five years of Kappa work traveled to London with Pro
fessor Eugene J . Taylor, who later became secretary-treasurer 
of the World Rehabilitation Fund. Professor Taylor had spoken 
at Kappa's I 952 Convention on a panel that · included Harriet 
Ford Griswold, BH-Stanford, and Donald V. Wilson, director 
of the International Society for Welfare of Cripples. Kappas in 
London manned the exhibit and attended sessions. Margaret 
Easton Seney, chairman of Rehabilitation Services, represented 
Kappa at the I960 Congress in New York City. This time the 
exhibit included a "take-home" leaflet from The Key with Mrs. 
Seney's account of Kappa's work to date . Three years later the 
Copenhagen Congress Kappa exhibit was handled by a Kappa 
who was then living in Europe. She had once been a scholarship 
student. Many other Kappas visited the Congress. 

Kappa's participation in rehabilitation and its concern in 
educating women in careers to help the handicapped through its 
regular Rehabilitation Scholarship Program and the Centennial 
Scholarships and Special Centennial Grants given in I 970-1971 
culminated in the presentation of the annual Organizational 
Award presented by the National Rehabilitation Association to 
the Fraternity in October of 1971, in Chicago, Illinois . 

Perhaps the man most responsible for Kappa's interest and 
involvement in rehabilitation, Dr. Howard A. Rusk, summed it 
up best when he said, "I know of no comparable group in the 
United States that has made a greater contribution to -the re
habilitation of the disabled people, not only in the United States 
but throughout the world, than Kappa Kappa Gamma. 1 am 
sure the disabled people are grateful to Kappa Kappa Gamma 
for helping them achieve new lives, self-sufficient and with dig
nity." 

Chairmen of Rehabilitation Services who have coordinated 
this phase of the philanthropy program also have supervised the 
Rehabilitation Services Scholarships already discussed. Their . 
names may be found in that section. 

The Rose McGill Fund-The Fraternity Field 
The impulsive and generous donations of each chapter -and 

alumnae group represented at the 1922 Convention to one 
member of the Fraternity has grown into Kappa's truly remark
able and unique Rose McGill Fund which expresses fraternal 
feeling at its finest. Rose McGill, a young member of Beta Psi 

Judith Yakey French, 
M-Butler (left) and 
Beatrice Douglas 
Todd, M-Butler, 
volunteer in "Opera
tion Crossroads." 



Rose McGill with Shirley 
Luke, BY-Toronto in 1923. 

Helen 

Chapter at the University of Toronto, was seriously ill with 
tuberculosis and except for her Kappa affiliation was alone in 
the world. Beta Psi members had been helping but were unable 
financially to continue. The delegate from that chapter told of 
this plucky young woman's distressing plight and asked if the 
Fraternity had any fund which could offer aid. Since there was 
none, each group represented pledged $10. With the $600 
raised much of Rose's hospital expenses were defrayed and a 
few comforts provided to make her life easier and happier until 
her death. 

From 1922-1924 the Rose McGill Fund was part of the Fra
ternity's Endowment Fund. It was then separated from the lat
ter and Marion Ackley Chenoweth, Btl-Michigan, was ap
pointed chairman. From its beginning the income was provided 
by personal gifts and donations from chapters and alumnae 
groups. At one time one dollar from each initiation fee was allo
cated to the fund and during a later period two dollars from 
each pledge fee provided needed income. 

The Rose McGill Fund was set up for the purpose of assisting 
deserving members of the Fraternity in time of serious financial 
difficulty with outright gifts . ·From its beginning, gifts from the 
fund to recipients have been completely confidential. Any Kap
pa in need due to illness or misfortune has had the privilege of 
turning to her Fraternity and asking for aid. 

In 1941 a memorial type of giving, known as" Flowers for the 
Living," was established as part of the Rose McGill Fund at the 
suggest ion of Clara Pierce. It was suggested that memorial con
tributions to the fund in lieu of flowers was a most fitting tribute 
to a beloved Kappa, relative, or friend . The program has had 
wide appea l and Kappas everywhere, both individually and 
through alumnae groups and chapters, have shared the oppor
tunity to honor departed loved ones while at the same time 
adding to the comfort and happiness of the living. 

The chairman and the Council had long hoped for the possi
ble endowment of the Rose McGill Fund in order that the 
security of members in need would be safeguarded for the 
future. The Convention of 1946 approved such action and the 
endowment was named in memory of Della Lawrence Burt, 
B=:-Texas , Kappa's first executive secretary. The annual in 
come from the Endowment Fund was to provide funds for the 
current operation of the Rose McGill Fund. The Della Law-
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renee Burt Endowment Fund was started with over $16,000 in
cluding three bequests to the Fraternity, numerous personal 
gifts, and more than $13,000 from Kappa's Magazine Agency. 
The three bequests of $1,000 each included one from Charlotte 
Powell Goddard , M-Butler, one from Mary Ross, BT-Syracuse, 
and another from John W. Ruttinger in memory of his wife 
Phyllis Pierce Ruttinger, BA-Illinois . 

Each year the Kappa Magaz ine Agency, started in 1932, has 
provided a substantial income for the Rose McGill Fund. The 
magazine agency was launched as an endowment source for the 
Rose McGill Fund. Subscriptions placed through this agency 
are processed by the magazine chairman and a portion of the 
profits is distributed to the Rose McGill Fund . Operation of this 
growing business has taken diligence, ability, and sensitivity. 
Through the years the number of subscriptions has increased 
steadily. In 1975 a banner year made \t possible to send $12,000 
to the fund. 

Chairmen of the Kappa Magazine Agency have been Ann 
Scott Morningstar, B N -Ohio State, 1933-1934 ~ Dorothy Shade 
Wilson, BA-Illinois, 1934-1935; Marie Bryden Macnaughtan, 
8-Missouri, 1935-1947~ Helen Barge Freytag, I-Nebraska, 
1947-1948 ~ Helen Boyd Whiteman, A 6 -Monmouth, 1948-
1967~ and Gwendolyn Dorey Spaid, M-Butler, since 1967. 

Through the years the fund has helped Kappas of all ages, in
cluding young women left alone to raise a family through death 
or illness of a husband or separation. Some have been assisted 
with tuition fees and money for books in order for them to re
turn to college and better prepare themselves for a career as 
head of the family. Older Kappas on fixed or limited incomes 
and suffering from the frailities of age have also known the 
helping hand and love of their Fraternity. Many Kappas assisted 
have been outstanding women~ many have been devoted Fra
ternity workers. Misfortune, accident and illness have come to 
them unexpectedly, yet all have come to know the true mean
ing of Kappa sisterhood through the Rose McGill Fund. 

As our membership has grown along with the upward spiral 
in the cost of living so have the needs of the Rose McGill Fund 
increased. In 1956-1957 $3,895 was spent on member assist
ance while in 1969-1970 $14,150 was used for this purpose. 
Today that amount has more than doubled . 

Yet as with other Fraternity funds the membership has re
sponded with increased gifts. In 1956-1957 gifts received by the 
Rose McGill Fund and Della Lawrence Burt Endowment Fund 
totaled $3,514. To~ard the close of the Fraternity's first century 
in 1969-1970 gifts received for that year totaled $17,425 includ
ing one large personal gift of $12,000 from Lyndall Finley 
Wortham, B=:-Texas . This generous gift has continued as an 
annual contribution from Lyndall Wortham and the Wortham 
Foundation. 

For a number of years a group of New York City Kappas 
known as the Mabel McKinney Smith Luncheon Group has 
provided the chairman with a gift during the fall so that each 
member of the Rose McGill "family" can be provided with a 

Ruth Harris, n • -California, 
chairman Rose McGill Fund 
1958. 

Marian Ackley Chenoweth, St.
Michigan, first Rose McGill 
Fund chairman. 



special Christmas check . In 1964 the South Bend-Mishawaka, 
Indiana, Association " adopted" one of the Rose McGill mem
bers with ihe cooperation of the fund 's chairman . These alum
nae provided appropriate Christmas gifts for thi s member and 
her family. This project caught the interest of a number of 
alumnae groups who contacted the chairman to see with whom 
they could share Christmas in order to make it brighter for a 
regular Rose McGill Fund recipient. 

The Christmas Sharing Program continued to grow so that 
today those membe rs of the Rose McGill family who wish to be 
a part of it are matched with alumnae groups or chapters who 
are eager to take part. Even holidays other than Christmas have 
been added to the remembering. The conce-rn and interest has 
expanded to the point that an assistant was added to the Rose 
McGill committee in 1975 to handle the requests and arrange
ments for the project. Elizabeth Monahan Yolk , P•LOhio 
Wesleyan, was appointed to serve as that chairman. 

In 1975 the Rose McGill Fund extended its assistance to 
members by establishing a limited program of Graduate 
Emergency Aid . This program, set up as the Circle Key Fund, 
awards grants for continuing education and vocational training. 

Graduate Counselor Scholarship Recipients 

(i ncluding name, initiated chapter and chapte r where reci pien t served as a 
graduate counselor) 

1929-1 930 
Anne Cahill (Jordan), 0 -Kansas to r'I' -Maryland 
Laura Smith (Downs) , M-Butle r to rX-George Washington 
Helen Snyder (Andres, Steiner), Bn-Washington to r i -British Col umbia 
Harri es Pas more (Hiltabidle), K-Hillsdale to rT- North Dakota State 

1930-1931 
Marian Handy (Ande rson), rK-Will iam & Mary to rO-Denison 
Mary Barnard (Newton), r6-Purdue to rN -Arkansas 
Elizabeth Irvi n (Farris), BM -Colorado to 6r -Michigan State 
Nancy Hassig (Mac k), 0-Kansas to r<t> -Southern Methodist 
Mari an Cruickshank, r A-Middlebury to 66-McGill 

1931-1932 
Marian Handy (Anderson), rK -William & Mary to <!> -Boston 
Elizabeth Irvin (Farris), BM-Colorado to rZ-Arizona 
Margaret Barke r (Richardson), M-Butle r to 6E -Rollins 
Marion Cheyne (Felton), rK -William & Mary to 6A -Pennsylva nia State 
Lucy Guild (Quirk, Toberman), r::: -UCLA to 6 B- Duke 

1932-1 933 
Alice Fishe r (Summers), rM-Oregon State to 6 Z-Colorado College 
Doroth y G raham (Fee), I -Nebraska to r O -Wyoming 
Eli zabeth Nelson (Hutchinson), BM -Colorado to 6 H -Utah 

1933- 1934 
Catherine Simmons (Russell ), A-Ak ron to 6 8-Goucher 
Daphne Dailey, rN -Arkansas to rN- Arkansas (appoin ted but did not serve) 

1934- 1935 
Joyce Snide r (Heaton), !-Northwestern to A•-Monmouth 
Hilda Butts (Satterl ee), 8-Missouri to r N-A rkansas 
Nancy Scudder (Davidson), Bn-Was hington to 6 H-Utah 
Esther Collicott (S urington), BN -Ohio State to 61 -Louisiana State 

1935- 1936 
Mai Floumey VanDeren (Van Arsdall ), 6B-Duke to 6 1-Louisiana State 
Esthe r Collicott (Surington), BN -Ohio State to 61 -Loui siana State 
Margue rite Jenkins (Long), rB-New Mexico to 61 -Loui siana State 
Leonna Dorlac (Lilljeberg), 6Z-Colorado College to 6 1-Louisiana State 

1936-1 937 
Vi rgi ni a Coyle (Ketcham), 6 1-Louisiana State to 6 ! -Loui siana State 
Leonna Dorlac (Li lljeberg) , 6Z-Colorado Coll ege to 61-Louisiana State 
Lena Mills Newton (Benton), r N-Arkansas to rN- Arkansas 
Nancy Cushman (Baldwin ), 6 E-Rollins to 6 E-Rollins 

1937-1 938 
Katherine Benton (Dolligne r), BB •-St. Lawrence to '1' -Cornell 
Anna Wagner (Dearborn ) , 6B-Duke to BI -Adelphi 
Jessie Hertz (Walker, Brown), 6B -Duke to r A-Kansas State 
Virginia Coyle (Ketcham), 6 1-Lou isiana State to 61-Louisiana State 

1938- 1939 
Christine Harris (Smith ), 6B -Duke to 6K -University of Miami 
Dori s Hea th (Webster), '1' -Cornellto '1'-Cornell 
Anna Wagner (Dearborn ), 6B -Duke to BI -Adelphi 
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The grants a re for alumnae members , of any age, who are in 
acute fin ancial stress while pursuing their education . The grant 
may be in any fi eld , at the graduate level , or may provide speci
fic training courses needed for a job. Due to thi s new emphasis 
the Rose McGill Committee was once again enlarged to handle 
the details, Josephine Yantis Eberspacher, BM-Colorado, was 
the first appointee to administer this emergency aid. 

Much of the fine work accomplished by the fund can be di
rectly attributed to the fi ve women who have held its chairman
ship to date . Each has held firml y to the belief ex pressed by 
Mrs. Shepard, the second chairman, " that full y important as 
the fi nancial aid given is an understanding and sympathetic 
heart. " Those who have served in this capacity are Marion 
Ackley Chenoweth, Bfl-Michigan, 1924-1927; Lois Lake 
Shepard, B.=-Texas, 1927-1950; Agnes Guthrie Favrot, 80-
Tulane-Newcomb , 1950-1958; Ruth Armstrong Harris, nL 
California, 1958-1969; Myrtle Oliver Roe ver , r I-Was hington 
U., 1969- 1976; and Eliza beth Mon ahan Yolk , PLOhio 
Wesleyan, since 1976. 

-Anne Harter , B T -Syracuse 
Margaret Easton Seney, P LQhio Wesleyan 

1939-1 940 
Mary Jim Lane (Chickering), rN -Arkansas to rN -Arkansas 
Mary Donegar (Wanser), BI-Adelphi to BI -Adelphi 

1940-1 94 1 
Rebecca Galloway (Cla rk ), rO-Denison to 6/\ -Miami 

1941-1 942 
Constance Bail ey (Mc.Laughlin ) , BY-West Virginia to rN-Arka nsas 
(Betsy) M. Elizabet h Moore (Wagne r), 6K -Uni versity of Mia mi to B:=-Texas 
Doroth y Pettit (Bates) , BN-Ohio State to U. of North Carolina 

1942- 1943 
Phyllis Horn (Mallek), 6 6 -McGill to BM -Colorado 
Constance Bailey (Mcl aughlin ) , BY-West Virginia to rN -Arkansas 
Alice Anne Longley (Roberts), !-DePau w to 6N -Massachusetts 
Jean Holdridge (Reeves), E-lllinois Wes leyan to 6M-Connectic ut 

1943- 1944 
Anna Jo Davis (Thompson) , 6 8 -Goucher to Be-Okl ahoma 

1944-1945 
Mary Agnes G raham (Roberts), ! -North western to Bn -Washington 
Dale Hinton (He rtel), /\ -Akron to BZ-Iowa · 
Dorothy Reesman (Graham), BN-Ohio State to B/\ -lllinois 

1945- 1946 
Phyll is Brothers (Long), 6 Z-Colorado Coll ege to 6 r -Michigan State 
Mary Elizabeth Davis (Wampler), ! -DePauw to '1' -Cornell 
Patricia Jackson (Haig), r I -Manitoba to r 6 -Purdue 
Marjorie Matson (Converse), r 6-Purd ue to 6A-Pennsylvania State 
Wilma Winberg (Johnson), 6N-Massachusetts to 60-lowa State 
Pat ricia Piller (Shelton), 0 -Kansas to 60- Iowa State 
Arma Jo Smith (Northrup), r A-Kansas State to 6 0- lowa State 
Mary Ella Crook (Cla rk), r N-Arkansas to U. of Georgia 

1946- 1947 
Margot Copeland (Newsom), 6 /\-Miami to 60-lowa State 
Marj orie Cross (Bird), BM-Colorado to 61:-0klahoma State 
Mary Eliza beth Davis (Wampler), !-DePauw to '1' -Cornell 
Norma Jean Fix (Butts), rP -A IIegheny College to 6 P-Mississippi 
Marjorie Free (Lichty), 0 -Kansas to n •-California (Berkeley) 
Martha Ann Holloway (Hughes), M-Butler to BT-Syrac use 
Mary Lou Kennedy, BN-Ohio State to !-North western 
Patricia Land (Stevens), 6 1-Lou isiana State to 6 P- Mississi ppi 
Eli za beth Tobey (Fey) , rr-Whitman to H-Wisconsin 
Alice We bb (Spradley) , r'<I> -Southe rn Methodist to rn -Aiabama 
Wilma Winberg (Johnson), 6N-Massachusetts to 60- lowa State 
Betty Lanier (Parris h), 6 E- Rollins to U. of Georgia 
H. Stuart Smith (Asquith ), rt-Washington Unive rsity to 61:-0klahoma State 

1947-1948 
Annie Lauri e Ragsdale (Parker), r n- Aiabama to U. of Georgia 
Betty Lanie r (Parrish ), 6 E- Roll ins to U. of Georgia 
Lynn La tham (Chaney) , 6 1-Louisiana State to U. of Georgia 
Janet Wolters (Gottfredsonl, r H-Wash ington State to 6 T -Southern Californ ia 
Elai ne Smi th (Woolman) , rX-George Washi ngton to 6 T -Southern Californ ia 
Patricia Land (Stevens) , 6 1-Louisiana State to 6 P-Mississippi 
H. Stuart Smi th (Asquith ) , ri-Washington Universi ty to 61: -0klahoma State 
Ru th Schreiber, r P-AI Iegheny College to 6P-Mississippi 
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Jean Huston (Springer), r 6-Purdue to 6I-Oklahoma State 
Dorothy Obrecht (Keller), BT -Syracuse to X-Minnesota 
Patricia R. Merriman, 6 M-Connecti cut to I -Nebraska 

1948-1 949 
Patricia Meil y (Mershon), £\A -Pennsylva nia State to fB-New Mexico 
Margery Lawrence (Hetherington), fO-Denison to 6 X-San Jose State 
Betty Scrivner (Campbell ), BX-Kentucky to 6K-Universi ty of Miami 

1949-1 950 
Martha Jones (Philli ps), rO-Denison to 6 B-Duke 
Margaret Ellen Copeland , BY-West Virginia to 6P -Miss issippi 

1950-1 95 1 
Marilyn Fox (Rutherfo rd), H-Wisconsin to 6 0 -lowa State 
Colleen Jacobsen (Voshall ), BM-Colorado to 6I-Oklahoma State 
Martha Rowsey (Anthis), Be -Oklahoma to £\<!>-Bucknell 

195 1-1 952 
Georj ean Groom (Fogle), t>n-Tulsa to n • -Ca li fo rnia (Berkeley) 
Sally Rowe (Kanaga) , Y-North western to r.::-UCLA 
Jean Bowling (Quenon), BY-West Virginia to fN- Arka nsas 
Ella Williams (Bassett ), 6 /\-Miami to B<I>- Montana 

1952-1 953 
Helen Hampton (Murry) , Y -Northwestern to 6 T -Southern Ca li fo rnia 
Sally (Sarah) Ballantyne (Schiarone), 6 /\-Miami to 6 T -Southern Californ ia 

Claire Guthrie (Traylor), '( -North western to fi-Washington Uni versity 
Carolyn White (Junkers) , BP • -Cincinnati to fE-Pitt sburgh 

1953-1954 
Carolyn White (J unkers), BP •-Ci ncinnati to fE -Pittsburgh 

1954-1 955 
Feli cia Henderson (Cogan), t>n -Tulsa to BO-Oregon 
Mary Lou Maurhoff (S tewart ), 6.::-Carnegie-Mellon to 6 0 -Ca li fo rnia State 

(Fresno) 
1955-1 956 

Janice Camenisch (Keill, A• -Monmouth to f N-Arkansas 
Joan Copehaven (Cox), E-lllinois Wesleyan to EA-Texas Christian 
Anne Ri xey (Boyd), fK-Willi am and Mary to B.::-Texas 
Wendy Robbins (Vogel) , '(-North western to EB-Colorado State 
(Mary) Constance Schmid (Cobb), rn -Aiabama to Emory University 

1956- 1957 
Barbara Wheeler (Wolff), 6 r -Michigan State to E B-Colorado State 
(Mary) Constance Schmid (Cobb), r n-Aiabama to Emory University 

1957-1 958 
Beverly Alexander (Tuller) , fX-George Washington to f E-Pittsburgh 
Ann Wescott (May) , 6B-Duke to 6Z-Colorado College 
Angelyn Sanders (Chandler), rn -Alabama to M-Butler 

.Sophie Martin (Godwin), 6B -Duke to Ef -North Carolina 
1958- 1959 

Carol Krueger (Cul ver), E-lllinois Wesleyan to 6T-Southern California 
Judith Lennon (Cashman), BB • -St. Lawrence to SA-Pennsylvania 
Sophie Martin (Godwi n), 6 B-Du ke to Ef-North Carolina 
Margaret Wills (Keleher) , 6/\- Miami to 6 P-M ississ ippi 
Mary Owen (Win kler), f X-George Washington to E6- Arizona State (replaced 

by Moll y Susan Roller Spingler, fZ -A rizona, 2/59) 
1959- 1960 

Sue Forster (Vi ncent ), fZ -Ari zona to S A-Pennsylva nia 
Nancy Haun (Dozier), B.::-Texas to Er -North Carolina 
Eli zabeth Helmer (Pfi ffn er) , 6B-Duke to t>n -Tulsa 
Nancy Lipman (G iles) , 6H -Utah to E6 -A ri zona State 
Judi th Mayers (Bryan), 6B -Du ke to EE -Emory 
Barbara Sayre, BY-West Virgin ia to 6 Y -Georgia 
Karen Thomas (Liske), fK- William and Mary to H-Wisconsin 

1960-1 96 1 
Margaret Beeson (Hein isch, Panek) , P• -Oh io Wesleyan to B T -Syracuse 
Lamoine Brittan (Kearce) , 6I -Oklahoma State to EZ-Fiorida State 
Marie Kingdon (VandeBunte), £\- Indiana to 6 Y -Georgia 
Martha Si mmons (Murray) , /\-Akron to '+'-Cornell 
Eli zabeth Willson MacLauchl in, EB-Colorado State to E6- Arizona State 

196 1-1962 
Mary Elizabeth Dai ley (Metzger) , BT-Syracuse to Bi\-lllinois 
Betty Ann Firebaugh (Bullis) , 6 I-Oklahoma State to E 1-Puget Sound 
Gail Guthrie (Valaskakis), H-Wisconsin to '+' -Cornell 
Ann Haun (Barl ow), B.:: -Texas to EZ-Fiori da State 
Marga ret Mi ller (Brucker), r e -Drake to EZ-Fiorida State 
(Carol) Lee Sykes <Dicki nson) , fK-Wi ll iam and Mary to f B-New Mexico 

1962- 1963 
Jane Anne Briggs , EZ-Fiorida State to EH-Auburn 
Carolyn Christian (Bottoms) , EE-Emory to EH- Auburn 
(Angela) Joan Gambino (Pender), r 6-Purdue to E B-Colorado Sta te 
Gail Gu thrie (Valaskakis) , H-Wisconsin to '+'-Cornell 
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Linda Hulsey (Bianco), 60-California State (Fresno) to BZ-Iowa 
Marga ret Miller (Brucker) , re-Drake to EZ- Florida State 

1963- 1964 
Phyllis Les lie Brooks (Cox) , fP- AII egheny College to EH -A uburn 
Sandra Gaye Fergusson, fN- Arkansas to Ee-Arka nsas (Little Rock) 
Anne Amelia Gibson, BT-Syracuse to 6.:: -Carnegie- Mell on 
Cynthia Kernahan (Marshall ) , r £\-Purdue to EZ -Fiorida State 
Karen Peterson (MacArthur ) , r £\-Purdue to f'+'-Maryland 

1964-1 965 
Carol Davis (Taylor), t.X-San Jose State to 6H-Utah 
Nancy VanGilst (Rice), BY-West Virginia to EH -Auburn 
Marylyn Krider (Delano) , fK -William and Mary to t.P-Miss iss ippi 
Anne Amelia Gibson, BT-Syracuse to 6.::-Carnegie-Mellon 
Sandra Gaye Fergusson, fN- Arkansas to Ee -Arkansas (Littl e Rock) 

1965-1 966 
(Beth ) Elva Eli zabeth Allen, 60-lowa State to BT-Syracuse 
Caryl Fernandes (Wilhoite), !-DePauw to 6N-Massachusetts 
Dexter McCoy (Hall ), EA-Texas Christian to BX-Kentucky 
Silvia Brown (Swiss) , £\A-Pennsylvania State to El-Puget Sound 
Beth Willinger (Calonico), K-Hillsdale to t.X-San Jose State 
Debera (Luise) Sharpe, 6 Y -Georgia to EH-Auburn 
Lynette Mehl (Hilliard ), Be-Oklahoma to 60-lowa State 

1966-1967 
Dorothea Humphrey (Henegar) , EA-Texas Christ ian to Ei\-Tennessee 
Mary Ellen Lindsay (Woofter), BY-West Virginia to 6M-Connecti cut 
Penne Longhi bier (Prigge), re-Drake to 11 -lndiana 
Marsha Lynn Love, EZ- Florida State to EK-South Carolina 
Janna McCoy (Lutovsky), fT-N orth Dakota State to El-Puget Sound 
Jayne Seastrom (Lytle), Bn-Washington to 6X-San Jose State 

1967-1 968 
Waneta Coester {Tuttle) , fB-New Mexico to EH-Auburn 
Betty Cooper (Rains), EA- Ari zona State to EZ -Florida State 
Martha Ellen Dalby (Goodman), 6f -Michigan State to fB-N ew Mexico 
Anne Birch Lipfo rd , Er -North Carolina to EK-South Carolina 
Rebecca Ann McLaughlin , E-lll inois Wesleyan to Ei\-Tennessee 
Betsy Rule (Marcum ), BY-West Virginia to Ei\-Tennessee 
Jayne Seastrom (Lytle), Bn-Washington to 6 X-San Jose State 

1968-1 969 
Mary Louise Lehman (McGee), fP- AIIegheny College to BY-West Virginia 
Jane Barnhart Morrow, EE- Emory to EK-South Carolina 
Fern Murray (Bowman), 6<1> -Bucknellto t..::-Carnegie-Mell on 
Lois Ann Nagorski, K-Hillsdale to 6K -U. of Miami 

1969-1 970 
Mary Hendershott Otani ), fZ- Ari zona to 6I-Oklahoma State 
Loretta May McCarth y, fZ- Ari zona to BM-Colorado 

1970-! 97 1 
Jean Dale Brubeck , fK-Willi am and Mary to EM-Clemson 
Sue Campbell (Jones), A• -Monmouth to 6N -Massachusetts 
Christine Lowry (McKeag), L1A-Pennsylvania State to fM -Oregon State 
Loretta May McCarthy, fZ -A ri zona to BM-Colorado 
Patri cia Nealon (Burt), rE -Pittsburgh to BO-Tulane 
Nell Browder Simpson, EE- Emory to BX-Kentucky 

197 1-1 972 
Suzanne Mari e Barnett , fK-William and Mary to EM-Clemson (resigned 

12/7 1 
Patsy Bredwick (LeVang), fT- North Dakota State to 0-Kansas 
Pamella Ann Mart in, E-lllinois Wesleyan to EZ- Fiorida State 
Patricia Nealon (Burt ), fE-Pittsburgh to BO-Tulane 
Ellen Jester Ruth , fZ- Arizona to r 6-Pu rdue. 
M. Linda Troeller , BY-West Virgin ia to BT-Syracuse 
Sandra Lynn Ulrich, El-Puget Sound to B<I>-Montana 

1972-1 973 
Katherine Caples, BK-Idaho to B<I> -Montana 
Judith Clark (Wilder), 6'+' -Texas Tech to 6 Y-Georgia 
Carlisle Judd (Hamilton), E-lll inois Wesleyan to r e-Drake 
Janice Pearsoon (Williams), 6N -Massachusetts to I- Nebraska 
Jackie Goner (Vick lund), 6 X-San Jose State to Bn-Washington 

1973- 1974 
Jane Braughtigam (Garrow), fP- AII egheny to S A-Pennsylvania 
Ann Dearmore, 6 '+'-Texas Tech to M-Butler 
Elizabeth Heller, fT -North Dakota to 6 H- Utah 
Beth Ann Sharp, £\ A-Pennsylva nia State to r £\- Purdue 
Darilyn Wade, 6 P-Mississippi to EN -Vanderbilt 

1974-1 975 
Moll y Stuart Beard, I -Ne braska to 6 '+'-Texas Tech 
Li nda Buell (Corrigan), !-DePauw to EK -South Carolina 
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Janet DeMichaelis, P•-Ohio Wesleyan to f'I'-M aryland 
• Martha Avery Helm Et.-Arizona State to 8-Missouri 

Kristine Hoselton (Lovely), t.n-Tulsa to EN-Vanderbilt (resigned I/75) 
Jessie Pflager, H"l-Denison to t.N -Massachusetts 
Monica Young (McKenney), t.N-Massachusetts tor E-Pittsburgh 

1975- 1976 
Edith Ann Brengel, Y-Northwestern to H-Wisconsi n 
Jean Dale Brubeck, fK-Willi am and Mary to U. of Virginia 

The financial aspect of the growth of the Fraternity adds a 
practical side to the experience. 

In the very early days, there were areas which seemed more 
important to those who were seeking to unite in the bonds of 
friendship. Finance apparently was handled by each chapter for 
its own needs . 

However , records do indicate an interest for cooperation 
among those early chapters , and so, at the Convention of 1881 
a grand treasurer was elected. Also, as the members earnestly 
wished to produce a magazine, The Golden Key, each chapter 
was assessed $5 toward its publication. 

Fines were evidently an important source of income, and 
they were levied , for instance, for "not responding to Grand 
Council within two weeks"; for "sending money or reports to 
the wrong officer"; and "against members , chapters, and mem
bers of Grand Council and officers of the Fraternity for failing 
to meet the requirements of the StandinK Rules, a fine of not 
less than $1 and not more than $5!" 

By 1900, the fee for the magazine, now The Key, had been in-

507. TREASURY F\Jr-IOS 
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Robin Lynn Darst, I-Nebraska to BM-Colorado 
Janeen Gould, BB •-S t. Lawrence to En-California at Riverside 
Margare t Mary MacDonald , r t.-Purdue to EN-Vanderbilt 
Sally Milbourne (Hughes), !-DePauw to EO-Californi a at Davis 
Juli e Carol Morris, fN -Arkansas to 8-Missouri 
Lisa Fayal Thompson, E 1-Puget Sound to E:=-California State at Northridge 
Jill Ann Eversole, BN-Ohio State to t.A-Pennsylvania State 
Deborah Smith (undergrad.), t.A-Penn State to EP-Texas A & M 

1Rt.arul ~trurturr pages 189-193 

Qlquptrr iflou.atng page 194 

creased to $10; the first trust fund , the Key Publication Fund, 
had been established; and a minimum initiat ion fee of $5 with a 
$3 per capita tax had been put into effect. 

The Wood 's Hole Scholarship Fund was started in 1902, with 
a gift of $100 from Fanny R. M. Hitchcock, SA-Pennsylvania. 
This was the basis for the beginning of the Students' Aid Fund 
and in 1908 its purpose was outlined as a loan fund for under
graduate students. The first loan was made in 1910. 

The Sinking Fund was established in 1902 as an emergency 
fund, composed of one-half of funds in the treasury aft er ex
penses of the 1902 Convention were paid, and it was to be in
creased biennially by 50% of any surplus until the sum of 
$2,000 was reached. This, with interest, plus 50% of biennial 
surplus was to be used as a scholarship fund . Three trustees 
were elected to serve a two-year term. 

Interest in an alumnae organization grew steadily. This was 
accomplished in 1906, but it operated as a separate financial 
entity with specific requirements stated in the Standing R u!es. 
There was an annual tax of $3, part of which was retained by the 

INTEREST 
PLUS -

ESTABLISHED 
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-
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grand treasurer and part was sent to the alumnae officer chose~ 
at convention. In addition, each association was held responsi
ble for $5 for Key advertising and one subscription to The Key 
for every two members. 

The need to protect the use of money for specific purposes 
led to the establishment of different funds. By 1914, there were 
three official funds listed in the Constillltion: Sinking, Under
graduate Students' Aid , and Key Publication Funds. 

The life subscription for The Key had been set at $15 . 
In 1922, the salaried office of executive secretary was created 

and Della Lawrence Burt, B.=: -Texas, was elected. Among the 
many duties combined under that office was that of treasurer. 
This marked the beginning of the centralization of the Frater
nity's activities. 

There was also an investment committee composed of the 
grand president, vice president, and the executive ·secretary 
who served as chairman . This committee authorized invest
ments to be made by the executive secretary. 

The Endowment Fund was created in 1922, using as its nuc
leus the Sinking Fund with the stated purpose the establish
ment of an executive office and loans to chapters for building 
and furnishing chapter houses. The first chairman of the fund 
was Irene Farnham Conrad, Y -Northwestern. The committee 
was comprised of the province presidents and vice presidents. 
The fund was to be maintained with one dollar from each initia
tion fe~, donations, annual subscriptions of $5 for The Key, life 
membership of $50 with a life subscription to The Key, and me
morials from chapters. 

The Rose McGill Fund was also started at this 1922 Conven-
tion. 

1900)(~ Pubtat{on fund 

192t·Loans to bzdouJI1l£nt Jund 
+ JirJt ch9ter house foans 

In 1924, Beta Pi ' s system for chapter finance was adopted. It 
was called the Kappa Kappa Gamma System of Budgetary Con
trol of Finance. Anne Holmes Goodfellow, Bn-Washington , 
was appointed chairman to supervise chapter finance. Grant I. 
Butterbaugh was employed as national accountant and chapter 
audits were required. 

The initiation fee was increased to $25 and included a $15 life 
subscription to The Key: $1 for the Students' Aid Fund; $1 for 
the Rose McGill Fund; and an $8 per capita fee. 

The 1924 Convention approved loaning Key Publication 
funds to the Endowment Fund at 4% interest. This was to be 
loaned to chapters for housing at 6%. Local financing was to be 
obtained first , with the Fraternity taking a second mortgage for 
ten years . 

The first chapter house loans , all in the $5 ,000 to $6,000 
range, made at this time were: Beta Mu-Colorado, Beta Zeta
Iowa, Beta Upsilon-West Virginia, Sigma-Nebraska, and Delta
Indiana. By June of 1930, 19 chapters had received $148 ,500. 

The Students' Aid Fund had been handled locally by Char
lotte Powell Goddard, M-Butler, since its inception in 1902. As 
evidence of the trend toward centralization, it was transferred 
to the Central Office in 1926. 
. Clara 0. Pierce, BN-Ohio State, was appointed chairman of 
the Endowment Fund in 1927 and a campaign to raise $100,000 
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was started. Donors were asked for a Loyalty gift of $1 0; a 
Keystone gift of $50 with the donor entitled to wear a small gold 
keystone on her badge; or for special gifts over $50. Emily 
Eaton Hepburn, B B ~-St. Lawrence, offered to pledge $1,000 if 
nine others would do the same. This offer was met through the 
combined efforts of nine alumnae associations. Alumnae 
groups were asked to pledge $250 to $750 payable over a five
year period. This resulted in $10,000 for the fund. During the 
campaign members sold playing cards and Fab soap, netting the 
fund over $5,500. 

By 1928, the Central Office, under the supervision of the ex
ecutive secretary, was handling all finances except for the 
Endowment and Rose McGill Funds which their respective 
chairmen handled. Records of all funds were audited by Mr. 
Butterbaugh and a new and more sophisticated double entry 
system of bookkeeping had been installed in Central Office. 

In 1929, Clara 0 . Pierce was elected executive secretary; the 
Central Office was moved from St. Louis to Columbus, Ohio; 
and Elizabeth Bogert Schofield, M-Butler, was appointed 
finance chairman to supervise chapter finance, in which capaci
ty she served until 1938. 

A pledge fee of $5 became official in 1930, divided between 
the Students' Aid Fund and the Rose McGill Fund. Alumnae 
charter fees were $10 with $1 per capita fee from each member. 
The initiation fee was increased to $40 with allocations for the 
Key Publication, the Endowment, and for general running ex
penses and convention. 

The Monmouth Memorial Fund was established in 1930 to 
honor the memory of Kappa's founders. The endowment for 
this was created by gifts from active chapters, alumnae groups, 
conventions including province, donations from birthday coins, 
and sales of frames for membership certificates. The first 
amount, $2,500, sent to the Monmouth College Library was to 
establish the endowment and purchase books for Kappa's me
morial section. It was given on the 75th anniversary of the col
lege. 

Approximately $5,000 was sent to increase the original 
amount after 1930, including an anniversary gift of $7 50 in 
1945 and $1,000 in 1952, as well as a framed picture of the Fra
ternity founders . 

The Fraternity presented a painting by John Singer Sargent 
entitled "A Winding Road and Cypress Trees, San Yiglio," to 
the library in celebration of Kappa 's Centennial in 1970. 

KKr 8UDGETAR'( CONTROL 
FOR CHAPTERS 

CHAIRMAN TO SUPERVISE 
CHAPTER FINANCE 

NATIONAL ACCOUNTANT 

oc:,..., ,,,.. __ -·--- -



A bank account was opened in Canada in 1931 because of the 
rate of exchange and results of the Depression . This was used 
by Kappa's Canadian chapters, alumnae groups, and for con
ventions held in Canada. The account was discontinued in 1974 
as unfeasible at that time. 

The Kappa Kappa Gamma Magazine Agency came into being 
in 1933 with the original purpose to provide money to send an 
alumna delegate to province conventions. Later it became an 
important source of income for the Rose McGill Fund. 

The Convention Fund was established in 1932 as a special 
fund . At that time, the Fraternity paid half of the railroad fare 
for an alumna delegate; the railroad fare for an active delegate 
with a miscellaneous amount for time exceeding one day of 
travel; half the expense of selected chairmen; and full expense 
of selected officers. 

A manual called Chapter Budgeting and Bookkeeping was pub
lished in 1934-1935. Virginia Bixby Whitney, !-Northwestern, 
was appointed in 1938 as finance chairman to supervise chapter 
finance. She served in this capacity until 1942. This committee 
officially became a standing committee in 1940, known as 
"Budgeting and Bookkeeping. " 

In 1930, investments were primarily in certificates of deposit, 
building and loan shares, savings accounts, and chapter house 
mortgages. In 1935, an investment counselor, John B. Chase of 
Boston was appointed. He advised the Council Investment 
Committee, and the first investments were made in Investment 
Trusts allowing . . . "20% of the Key Publication Fund's in
vestment to be placed in securities which are not fixed income 
bearing . . . . " 

Exchange scholarships were started in 1937 and later devel
oped through the Institute of International Education . The for
eign fellowships were named for Virginia Gildersleeve, BE-Bar
nard. 

Boyd Hearthstone in Winter Park, Florida was purchased as a 
Kappa clubhouse in 1938, and Warelands was deed~d io the 
Fraternity by Charlotte Barrell Ware, <P-Boston, and her hus
band. Proceeds from the sale of Warelands became the nucleus 
later for the Ware Scholarship Fund. 

Kappas everywhere became involved in selling pails of 
sponge soap, plastic bags, " pinkies" (finger rings), and Muriel 
Bell products to raise money for Fraternity philanthropies in the 
1930s. Profits of $3,403 were distributed to the different funds . 

Chapter finance supervision now having become a standing 
committee known as " Budgeting and Bookkeeping," a Frater
nity Finance Committee was recognized as a standing commit
tee in 1940 with Arleen Wilson Hughes, t.Z-Colorado College, 
as chairman . She continued in this position until 1943 at which 
time Dorothy Hensley Keys, 88-0klahoma, was appointed and 
served until 1965. 

Also, all chapters were required to operate under the Kappa 
Kappa Gamma Uniform System of Budgetary Control of 
Finance in 1940. 

In the period between 1940 and 1950, emergency scholar
ships were started with awards ranging from $50 to $200.' The 
first Beta Eta Scholarship was granted in 1949 and jewelry re
bates were divided by giving two-thirds to fellowships and one-
third to foreign study. · 

Tax-exempt status was granted by the Internal Revenue 
Service to the Fraternity; the Students ' Aid , Rose McGill, and 
Endowment Funds as non-profit organizations in 1945. 

The Della Lawrence Burt Memorial Fund was established in 
1946. Three bequests of $1,000 each were used to start this 
fund: two from estates of Charlotte Powell Goddard, M-Butler , 
and· Mary Ross , B T -Syracuse, anq the third from John W. Rut-
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Virginia Bixby Whitney, Y
Northwestern. 

Arleen Wilson Hughes, tlZ-Colora
do College 

Dorothy Hensley Keys, Be-Okla
homa 

1968 Chapter Housing Committee-Frances Sutton Schmitz, Btl ; 
Marilyn McKnight Crump, r tl ; Clara 0 . Pierce, B N ; Catherine 
Kelder Walz, Btl 
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Curtis Buehler, B X-Kentucky, on the left, and Frances Davis 
Evans, BN-Ohio State, on the right, are both past chairmen of 
chapter finance. 

tinger in memory of Phyllis Pierce Ruttinger, SA-Illinois. In
cluding some other gifts the total was $3,336. This fund was to 
receive proceeds from the magazine agency, gifts and memori
als, and the income from investment of its funds was to provide 
income for the Rose McGill Fund. 

During 1946-194 7 a program of expansion took place which 
resulted in the necessity to provide housing on five newly col
onized campuses. The excellent credit reputation which Kappa 
held in the business world made possible the negotiation of a 
mortgage loan arrangement with one of the largest insurance 
companies in the world. This was a Kappa first as no other fra
ternal group had previously negotiated such a loan. The plan 
proved to be feasible as the obligation was paid off five years 
before the maturity date of the mortgage. 

Housing for chapters has always held an important place in 
the programs developed by the Fraternity. A special committee, 
Chapter House Building and Financing, was established in 
1930, to offer advice and approval on any building or remodel -

. ing projects. 
Proper financing was necessary and this committee along 

with the Finance Committee assisted with the necessary 
budgets to permit projects to be undertaken. 

Happily , a house board would have funds accumulated as a 
starting point. Budgets were worked out indicating the financial 
ability of a chapter to support the project. Local financing was 
obtained if possible, and the Fraternity, in some instances, · 
guaranteed these loans. Second mortgages, if necessary, were 
usually given by the Fraternity from the Endowment Fund. 

Colonized chapters often presented difficult housing prob
lems as they had no funds with which to start, and frequently 
too few alumnae to take on the responsibilities of a house 
board. At one time, some of these chapters had only an official 
local representative who reported the housing needs to the 
Finance Committee. Kappa Headquarters acted as an agency, 
receiving the money and paying the bills which would ordinarily 
have been the responsibility of the house board. 

In 1948, upon advice from a well-qualified banker member of 
the Finance Committee, all investments were placed in a con
solidated investment fund with each participating fund realiz
ing its proportionate share of income as its investment related 
to the consolidated fund. 
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In 1950, the purposes for use of the income from the Endow
ment Fund were transferred to the advancement of the educa
tional functions of the Fraternity. The income was to be used 
for the general administration of Fraternity funds. 

Boyd Hearthstone lost its tax-exempt status which made it 
more difficult financially to run it as a club house. 

In 1951, in order to provide needed space, the Fraternity pur
chased the property at 530 East Town Street, Columbus, Ohio 
as its headquarters . 

That s~me year the first Pension Trust for employees became 
effective. 

In 1952, the annual operating fee of $10 from alumnae asso
ciations and $5 from clubs was made a requirement. 

At that time, supervision of chapter finance was taken into 
Headquarters and in 1954 that committee was officially changed 
to "Chapter Finance." Frances Davis Evans, B N -Ohio State, 
served as chairman of that standing committee until her retire
ment January I, 1969. A revised edition of the Chapter Budget
ing and Bookkeeping Manual had been published in 1946, and in 
1959 a completely revised book, Manual on Chapter Financial 
Management, was compiled by the executive secretary, the 
chairman, and the auditor. 

The Convention of 1954 established the life membership fee, 
with a percentage going into a Discretionary Fund to be ~llo
cated where needed by the Finance Committee, and a portion 
into a Life Membership Endowment Fund. 

An Alumnae Transportation Fee was collected for the I 954 
Convention from alumnae association delegates attending con
vention. The amount was determined by the Convention Com
mittee and this practice continued for ensuing conventions. 

A comprehensive fire insurance program was offered in 1957 
to all Kappa houses. This was to provide 100% replacement in
sur.ance with 10% being carried by Lloyd's of London. It was a 
master policy in the name of the Fraternity, with underlying 
policies for the locations covered. It was required from those on 
which the Fraternity held or had guaranteed a mortgage and 
was optional for others. This plan afforded more uniformity of 
coverage; eliminated the possibility of local policies lapsing be
cause of changing house board officers; and gave better protec
tion for the large investments in Kappa houses. Premiums were 
never more than the same insurance taken locally and in most 
cases were less because of the size of the master policy. This 
was an innovative plan and led other groups to follow suit. 

In 1958, a program of investment of surplus funds was 
offered to house boards and chapters if desired. A straight 4% 
was paid and a number took advantage of this offer. 

The Endowment Fund was changed in 1958 to the Educa
tional Endowment Fund and its category changed to Educa
tional and Philanthropic -Funds. The income was to be used for 
housing units and scholarships in the field of rehabilitation. 

The Internal Revenue Service permitted tax-deductible gifts 
to this fund for the benefit of housing needs for specific chap
ters. Gifts were sent to Kappa Headquarters and held without 
interest until requested. Inasmuch as the tax advantage was 
very appealing, many chapters benefited until 1968 at which 
time the Internal Revenue Service disallowed that provision. 
The scholarship provision remained, however, and the fund 
was used for the Centennial program of scholarships granted to 
celebrate Kappa's first one hundred years. 

The Adviser Pool Fee came into being in 1960. By recom
mendation of the convention that year, a fee was to be paid for 
each member active in the fall. This was to provide funds to pay 
all expenses of one adviser to convention from every chapter. 
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This proved to be very beneficial to the advisers as well as to the 
chapters. 

This Convention of 1960 voted to increase the pledge fee to 
$15. 

The Boyd Hearthstone was sold in 1962 as it had been 
plagued with financial problems for which there seemed to be 
no solution. 

In 1964, the Centennial Furid was established to raise funds 
for the scholarship awards planned for the celebration in 1970. 
Anne Harter, B T -Syracuse, was named chairman, and with the 
goal of $500,000 set, did a wonderful job of collecting, record
ing, and acknowledging the gifts from her home in Washington, 
D. C. (The full story of this project will be found in the Centen
nial Celebration chapter in this volume.) 

Eleanore Goodridge Campbell, BM-Colorado, was appointed 
chairman of the Finance Committee, in 1965, the year of the 
disastrous fire at Fraternity Headquarters. The decision was 
made to restore the building, but to include some changes to 
make it more functional as it had been fourteen years since the 
original restoration of the building. Costs had increased. There
fore, it was necessary to use all the insurance money as well as 
gifts; to place a mortgage on the building; and to use the pro
ceeds from the sale of the Hearthstone to complete the project. 
This was a wise investment as the property appreciated and be
came an asset in Kappa's Investment Fund. The continual use 
of this building, not only as the business office for the Frater
nity, but also to provide room and board for the numerous 
committees which meet there throughout each year, has proven 
its worth. 

In 1968, the Pension Trust was dissolved and a new retire
ment plan adopted. 

In 1969, it was voted to send The Key to all living members. 
Many older Kappas, who had been out of touch, wrote to say 
how delighted they were to know again what was happening in 
the fraternity world. 

Curtis Buehler, BX-Kentucky, was appointed chairman of 
chapter finance, also handling the large insurance program 
which covered bonding, liability, and fire. 

The Internal Revenue Service, in 1969, passed the Tax Re
form Bill and as a result of this, a study of the Fraternity's 
financial structure was made by a national accounting firm. 
Adjustments were made to conform to provisions in the new 
laws which were primarily focused ori the use of investment in
come and also to assure exemption requirements . Changes 
were made to permit the use of fees for general administrative 
purposes and The Key was classified as an educational journal. 
The investment income from the Educational Endowment was 
allocated to the Students' Aid Fund. 

The 1970 Convention was a one hundred-year celebration, 
but in addition, it approved a completely revised set of Bylaws. 
As a result of the revision, a treasurer was elected to serve on 

Council and as a member of the Finance Committee. Jane 
Lindsay Koke, rO-Denison, was elected to this position. 

Jeannette Greever Rustemeyer, 0-Kansas, was appointed 
chairman of the Finance Committee and an assistant treasurer, 
also a member of the Finance Committee was appointed to 
supervise chapter finance, with the supervision still imple
mented through Fraternity Headquarters. 

As housing was one of the important facets of Kappa 's activi
ties, the housing chairman was added as a permanent member 
of the Finance Committee. 

Through the years , many chapters borrowed from the 
Endowment Fund, some paying off original mortgages and bor
rowing again for remodeling, new additions , furnishings , or 
changes in location. By 1970, 68 chapters had benefited from 
loans, and total loans outstanding at that time represented close 
to two million dollars . 

In 1971, the decision was made to place the investment 
portfolio, which did not include the mortgages receivable, in 
the hands of an investment counseling firm . At the same time, 
the securities were transferred to a custodial bank in New York. 

In 1972, to expedite the use of fees and to further simplify, 
the monies of the Fraternity were divided into Current Operat
ing, Endowment, Philanthropic, and Special Funds. The three 
philanthropic funds , the Rose McGill, Students ' Aid, and Edu
cational Endowment, were established as separate non-profit 
corporations to comply with the requirements of the Tax Re
form Bill of 1969 as they apply to foundations , both private and 
public. 

In 1974 the initiation and life membership fees were com
bined, and some adjustments made in other fees to help offset. 
increased costs of administration. 

Betty Burton Perkins, rB-New Mexico, was appointed chair
man of the Finance Committee in 1974, and a financial admin
istrator was appointed to handle the financial activities at 
Headquarters, under the supervision of the treasurer and the 
executive secretary. 

Budgets had to be carefully planned to enable the Fraternity 
to place the membership files under a computer system. This 
was accomplished by 1975. Computers having become almost a 
way of life, 'systems had been researched for both chapters and 
Fraternity finance. Because of these studies, chapter finance 
was simplified, comprehensive and clearer instructions given, 
and the annual chapter finance report made more under
standable. 

Kappa Kappa Gamma has always operated along conserva
tive lines. The final authority for approval of all activities , both 
financial and other, rests with the Council. The Fraternity has 
always been most fortunate in having intelligent women with 
far-sighted vision to guide it through good and bad times. 

-Katharine Wade Pennell , BN-Ohio State 

Finance Committee: Jeannette Greever Rustemeyer, 0-Kansas; Alice Watts Hostetler, !
DePauw; Eleanore Goodridge Campbell, B M-Colorado, chairman; Harriet French, BY -West Vir
ginia; Clara 0 . Pierce, BN-Ohio State. 

Betty Burton Perkins, rB
New Mexico, current Frater
nity finance chairman. 



Officers of the Fraternity, and especially Clara 0. Pierce, ex
ecutive secretary, felt that good and adequate housing was vital 
to the success of an active chapter. In reading the history of a 
chapter one can sense that importance. 

The need to assist with the planning and financing of chapter 
houses was realized in the 1920s. This concern led to the forma
tion of a "Chapter House Building and Financing Committee" 
in 1930, with Myrtle White Godwin, B~-Michigan, as chair
man. It was established as an aid to members whose chapters 
faced building programs. Ruth Shellhorn (Kueser), fM -Ore
gon, and affiliate of '1'-Cornell, was an early member of the 
committee. Margaret Read, BM-Colorado, an architect, joined 
this committee in 1933 and eventually served as chairman . 

Psi Chapter at Cornell was the first chapter to be assisted with 
its plans for a new house. 

As the effects of the Depression lessened, more and more 
chapters needed help in building or remodeling their houses to 
fit the requirements of expanding numbers. For many years no 
changes had been feasible . _ 

In 1939, Catherine Kelder Walz, B~ - Michigan, was ap
pointed chairman of the committee. She served in this position 
until 1970, when she retired. Frances Sutton Schmitz, B~
Michigan, a registered architect, became a consultant on the 
committee in 1946, and she, too, served until 1970. These two 
women gave loving and devoted service to chapter housing 
through those years. 

During this era Kappa pioneered in supervising the financing 
of chapter housing. More and more chapters were being added 
to the rolls, and more and more older chapters needed addi
tions. With the colonization of five chapters in 1946-1947, 
building taxed Fraternity resources . 

This ambitious program called for other possible sources for 
financing. Negotiations were made with Northwestern Mutual 
Life Insurance Company, one of the country's largest insurance 
firms, to arrange mortgage loans to chapters, guaranteed by the 
Fraternity. The excellent reputation of Kappa's financial man
agement made this possible. 

The increased financial liability necessitated the development 
of greater controls for chapter budgets. Careful supervision was 
placed on the spending of money which the actives were ex
pected to pay back . The planning of these budgets was worked 
out through the Housing Committee. 

Through the years the committee reached into all facets of 
chapter housing. Those chapters contemplating building or re
modeling (sometimes to double the capacity of their houses) 
were required to contact the chairman . The chapter then com
pleted a survey which revealed its needs as to the number to be 
housed, the number to be fed , and specific requests. 

Kappa's ideas for good sorority living were supplied to a local 
architect. Drawings and plans were then submitted to the com
mittee for study and review. Necessary revisions were returned 
to the architect. Frances Schmitz once said, "An architect 
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whose experience with multiple housing consisted of designing 
a convent or a municipal building needed lots of help." After 
bids were accepted by the local chapter, further cuts were often 
necessary. 

The budgeting and financing were executed under the guid
ance of Clara 0. Pierce and her assistants at Headquarters
Katharine Wade Pennell, BN -Ohio State, and Frances Davis 
Evans, B N -Ohio State. 

Catherine Walz and her committee also prepared manuals to 
assist house boards, when building was contemplated, and also 
to direct them in the management and operation of a house. 
Frequent workshops and round tables were conducted at bien
nial conventions to answer questions and to train the alumnae 
who shared so much of the responsibility for house manage
ment. The committee responsibilities actually included super
vising the planning, building, upkeep, and the paying off of all 
housing. 

Several professional decorators, Grace Sanderson Emmert, 
Holman, Agee, Be-Oklahoma and Marilyn McKnight Crump, 
r ~-Purdue, served at various times to act as resource people on 
decorating and furnishings, once the house was finished. 

The changing needs of chapter living made remodeling and 
additions a constant requirement. Larger lounges, television 
rooms, air conditioning, and even the necessity for ice makers • 
called on the committee's ingenuity and imagination for solu
tion. 

During the decades between 1939 and 1970 some 53 houses 
were constructed or remodeled and of that number 26 were de
signed by Frances and Herbert Schmitz. Among the most 
unusual upon which the Schmitzes collaborated with a local 
architect and Kappa Alpha Theta's counterpart is a double 
house at University of Pittsburgh where one-half is owned by 
the Thetas and the other half by the Kappas of Gamma Epsilon 
Chapter - a successful and unique project. 

The cost of the building activity during this period ranged 
from $59,000 to $325,000 per unit for the buildings alone, ex
cluding land, landscaping, and decorating. Kappa's efficient and 
knowledgeable committee supervised the expenditure for Fra
ternity housing between 1939 and I 970. 

Testimony to the Housing Committee's diligence and effec
tiveness was se.en in the survival of chapter homes during the 
troubled years of the late 1960s and early 1970s. Many other 
groups were forced to sell their elaborate houses because they 
could not make the payments as membership declined. Only 
one Kappa house suffered that fate; the rest of the chapters 
continued to pay off their mortgages and occupy their houses. 
The harmonious relationships developed by the Housing Com
mittee helped a great deal. 

Since 1970, Patricia Piller Shelton, 0-Kansas, and Martha 
Stevens Toler, 8 -Missouri, have served as chairmen of hous
ing. Due to high construction costs, increased interest rates, 
and a leveling off of chapter sizes, their major concerns have 
been to assist and guide house boards with house management 
and chapter relations . In 1976, Patricia Shelton edited Kappa 
Houses for House Boards and Martha Toler compiled Kappa 
Houses /or House Directors. 

If ch~pter houses across the land reflect dignity, livability, 
and gracious charm it is because loyal and talented Kappas 
helped to make it so. 

-Margaret Easton Seney, pt._Ohio Wesleyan 
Catherine Kelder Walz, B~ - Michigan 
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The twenty-fifth convention of Kappa Kappa Gamma, in 
1922 at Glacier National Park, voted to establish a Central Of
fice by combining the offices of grand secretary, grand treas
urer, business manager of The Key, custodian of the badge, and 
director of catalog, with a salaried executive secretary. The of
fice equipment was to be purchased within a budget approved 
by the grand president. 

Della Lawrence (Burt), B.=-Texas, who was grand secretary 
1920-1922, was elected the first executive secretary and a mem
ber of the Council. Central Office was established in a room in 
her home at 3710-27th Street, Bryan, Texas. When she mar
ried Howard Burt, on June 9, 1923, the Central Office became a 
part of their home in Bryan. Fire destroyed this home in Sep
tember, 1925, but most of the records of any value were res
cued and some of the old records had not as yet been shipped by 
former officers. The Key subscription files were rescued intact. 
In the fall of 1925, Mr. and Mrs. Burt moved to St. Louis, Mis
souri, and Central Office was maintained in their apartment at 
2003 Maury Avenue. 

In November, 1926, the Students' Aid Fund, for develop
ment and management of loans as well as the follow up on 
delinquent accounts added to the responsibility of this office. 
The 1926 Convention voted to hire a full time assistant for the 
executive secretary and the 1928 Convention decided that a 
cataloguer should be added to the staff of Central Office. Della 
Lawrence Burt resigned as executive secretary in July , 1928. 

Clara 0 . Pierce, BN-Ohio State, was elected to fill Mrs. Burt's 
unexpired term. She had been chairman of the Endowment 
Fund and had held offices in the alumnae and province fields . 
Miss Pierce went to St. Louis during the fall of 1928, to serve as 
cataloguer and to gain additional experience for the role of ex
ecutive secretary. All equipment was moved to Columbus and 
Central Office was established in three rooms on the fourth 
floor of the Ohio State Savings Building at 85 East Gay Street in 
1929. 

Central Office moved into a larger suite of rooms in the same 
building due to the Fraternity's expansion. Even these arrange
ments proved to be inadequate. Between 1930 and 1952, the 
membership had grown from 22,213 to 49,350; the active chap
ters had increased from 41 to 82; alumnae groups from 102 to 
301; and participating alumnae from 373 to 11,000. 
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The need for more storage space became an important factor 
as the responsibilities of Central Office expanded. These in
cluded: 

• Chapters-charters, rituals, ciphers, catalog card and chronological 
index files, membership certificates for new members, 
badge order books, installation equipment, archives, 
bound officers' notebooks, Fraternity publications, 
paper and mineographed report forms, communica
tions from Fraternity officers 

• Alumnae-charters, rituals, Fraternity publications, paper and 
communications from Fraternity officers. 

• Blueprint and specification files of chapter houses 
• House Director-files, applications, employed, contracts, informa

tion , publications . 
• House Board-files, officers, communications, publications 
• Mailings-incoming, outgoing, requests , c;:urrent , past, com

munications 
• Supplies-to meet the demands of communications-officers, re

port forms , instructions 
• Fraternity Publications-current, past (chapters and alumnae), 

song books, Panhellenic, other related 
publications, The Key-reserve copies of 
all issues 

• Library research files 
• Historical Records-Chapters: petitions, installations, discipline, 

annual evaluation, field secretary 
reports, charters and archives of 
deceased chapters 

Central Office 
in 1929 
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Original pen and ink drawing of Fraternity Headquarters by Edie 
Mae Herrel, BN-Ohio State, used for Christmas Card 1976. 

-Alumnae: Charters and archives of deceased 
groups 

• Financial and bookkeeping records 
• Conventions-Province: files of minutes 

-General files of all communications, programs, 
souvenirs, HOOTS (convention publica
tion), verbatim minutes, officers ' hoods, 
insignia, choir robes and stoles, displays , 
historical costumes and accessories, flags 

These demands indicated increased operating space as well as 
storage space. A parking lot was also desirable. Property in the 
business area was scarce and expensive. An historical, I8 room 
house built in I852 became avai lable. The architect who de
signed the beautiful old mansion was George Bellows, father of 
artist George Wesley Bellows. It was within walking distance of 
downtown Columbus. Interestingly, a fleur-de-lis fence graced 
the front of the property. The Finance Committee recom
mended the buying of the house in the spring of I951. Much 
credit must be given two Kappa husbands , Emerson Cheek and 
Gordon Root , for their selfless efforts in securing the property 
for the Fraternity. Thus Kappa Kappa Gamma became the first 
women's Greek organization to establish a permanent head
quarters, 530 East Town Street, Columbus, Ohio. 

The house had served as the residence of David Tod , Gover
nor of Ohio during 186I and 1862. In 1865, it was purchased by 
a prominent Columbus family who made it their home for the 
next fifty years. The Columbus, Women 's Club bought the 
house in I923 and added an auditorium, joining the original 
house to the carriage house. The Women's Club could not 
finance the property during the Depression , so it passed into 
private hands again. · 

Remodeling was undertaken under the guidance of Clara 
Pierce and Frances Sutton Schmitz, 8~-Michigan , Fraternity 
architect. Adequate office and storage space, with a vision 
toward future expansion, were the goals . The first floor rooms 
and auditorium were converted into a lovely drawing room, of
fices, and work rooms for the many mechanical pieces of equip
ment. A lunch room for staff and visiting officers, plus storage 
space were completed on the first floor. 

A shadow box containing a collection of beautiful old badges 
is featured in the entrance hall. Beside it is the only founder's 
key known to be in existence, that of Anna Willits Pattee. It was 
given to the Fraternity in 1970 by her granddaughter , Frances 
Pattee Putnam, An-Monmouth. 

Kappa 's rehabilitation program was recognized by the Na
tional Rehabilitation Association in 1971 . The award received is 
displayed on a table in the hall . Also to be seen here is the silver 
urn presented in 1934 by Lyndall Finley Wortham, B.=:-Texas . lt 
served as the Fraternity Standards Award until 1970 when Mrs. 
Wortham replaced it with a silver punch set. 
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All rooms, except the business offices are furnished with an
tiques. Many have been given or bequeathed by former mem
bers of the Fraternity. A full -length water color portrait of Kap
pa's first grand president, Tade Hartsuff Kuhns , M-Butler, 
painted by Elizabeth Gowdy Baker, An-Monmouth, hangs in 
the drawing room. It was painted in I9I6 and presented to the 
Fraternity on the 50th anniversary of its founding in I920. The 
portrait was on loan to Monmouth College until the opening of 
Fraternity Headquarters in I952. Below the portrait is a glass
topped table , the gift of Phi Chapter, containing mementoes of 
Beatrice Woodman , <t>-Boston, including her Medal of Honor 
from the French government , awarded to Miss Woodman as a 
result of her participation in the Fraternity philanthropy pro
gram during World War II. The table also contains badges of 
early members of Phi Chapter. 

The Victorian sofa in the drawing room belonged to Mrs. 
Kuhns and was given by Mu Chapter. The table upon which 
were written the first Kappa minutes was contributed by the es
tate of Louisa Stevenson Miller, one of the Fraternity founders . 
The pair of sterling silver candlesticks belonged to Charlotte 
Barrell Ware, <t>-Boston, second grand president. It is used in 
the " Passing of the Light" ceremonies at conventions and at 
installations. The floor to ceiling pier mirror and the very large 
white marble top table came with the house. The portrait of 
Clara 0. Pierce was painted by Paul Burns. Two marble fire
places have always graced this room. 

The authentic coat of arms of the Fraternity hangs in the re
ception room . A framed picture of Lucy Webb Hayes, wife of 
the nineteenth President of the United States, Rutherford B. 
Hayes , along with her acceptance to honorary membership in 
Rho Chapter (Ohio Wesleyan) in I880 is in the executive secre
tary's office. A round walnut tilt-top table from the estate of 
Louise Stevenson Miller is also in that room. A pair of marble
based brass candlesticks with prisms, belonged to her and can 
be seen on the mantle in the office of the chapter finance chair
man. 

The winding staircase leads to the second and third floors . 
The rooms on the second floor were developed into two sepa
rate bedrooms for officers and chairmen attending meetings. 
There were three two-room apartments; one for the hostess
manager and the other two rented . The two rooms on the third 
floor were used for field secretaries. The top floor consists of 
one room, a cupola, overlooking the city. 

In the ensuing years, the hostess-manager apartment had to 
be used for Kappas attending meetings. A luster cup belonging 
to Charlotte Barrell Ware, a platter of Louise Bennett Boyd and 
a needlepoint stool made by Della Lawrence Burt are among the 
antiques in that suite. Eventually, one of the rented apartments 
was converted into a conference room. Previous meetings had 
been in the office of the executive secretary. The carriage house 
became a four-car garage for members of the staff and above 
this area were two two-bedroom apartments, one for the main
tenance man and the other for a tenant. 



Fire damage at Fra
ternity Headquarters 
was extensive and Ba~r ~,· 
due to great care the 
firemen were able to 
save almost all the 

~..-"lll ... valuable antiques. 

During the remodeling of the newly purchased building, 
Central Office was housed on the second floor of a rented prop
erty in th~ area. In these very crowded facilities office proce
dures were maintained, and preparations were made for the 
1952 General Convention. In December, 1952, the formal 
opening of the Fraternity Headquarters was held with all ap
propriate appreciation and satisfaction. 

The Fraternity continued to grow and all was going along well 
until February 11, 1965. On that morning a fire of unknown 
origin destroyed the catalog and office machine rooms com
pletely, as well !IS parts of the second floor in the back of the 
building. The remainder of the building was badly damaged by 
smoke and water, but fortunately there were no injuries. 

The decision was made to restore the building. Time had 
proven the efficiency and economy of the office space and of the 
housing for Fraternity officers during meetings and conferences 
those 13 years. Increase in office rental and hotel accommoda
tions far surpassed the cost of operating the Fraternity Head
quarters, a material asset. 

In the interim, business continued under trying and difficult 
conditions. An entire building across the street at 553 East 
Town was leased for office operations and preparations were 
made for the 1966 Convention. A large warehouse was rented 
where the charred and wet, but usable supplies, books, book
lets, installation and convention items were stored. These were 
dried out, repackaged and sorted for moving into the restored 
building. Much of this work was done by loyal members of the 
Columbus Alumnae Association as well as members of the 
Headquarters staff. The valuable catalog files were not burned, 
but smoke had crept into the drawers . A portion of the cards 
were almost impossible to read . Eventually they were retyped. 
All mechanical office equipment was destroyed. 

The stencil files for The Key mailing list were stored in the 
basement of the temporary building. Some had been damaged. 
The spring issue of the magazine was delayed because a new 
address list had to be compiled . A few records, including the 
large books of the vocational and professional members, were 
in such condition it was not possible to save or to reproduce 
them. Fortunately the original and only copies of the minutes 
and the grand presic;lents ' reports were at the bindery. The only 
complete set of bound volumes of The Key since 1881 was 
saved. The four bound sets of grand presidents' reports , the 
Constitution, the Bylaws and Standing Rules, Proceedings, and a 
complete file of songbooks were also rescued. The Reference 
Department file of articles and dates published in The Key since 
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1882 was saved as were the cuts and pictures. Fortunately sten
cils for the reprinting of the R itua/ Book were saved as well as 
the convention verbatim minutes. Delta Chapter's (Indiana) 
Red Book and other valuable chapter books given to the Frater
nity were in a safe and survived the fire. The old badges on dis
play in a large gold frame were also saved. 

The 180 pieces of antique furniture were saved, due to the 
efficiency of the Columbus Fire Department in removing them 
from the building immediately. They were stored in a furniture 
warehouse to be dried out , refinished, and reupholstered. Only 
two pieces were lost. The saturated carpeting was taken to a 
carpet warehouse for drying out. The historical gowns used for 
the convention pageants, choir robes, officers' hoods and insig
nia, and other regalia were sent to a dry cleaning establishment 
to have the smoke odor removed. All pieces of silver, 
glassware, lamps , dishes and metal office desks were placed in 
the temporary building and restored. 

· A display case was destroyed containing Fraternity 
memorabilia including the original pledge pin, a gold stick pin 
of the Sigma in Delta, a blue enamel pledge stick pin, a com
bination of letters KKG in silver, and old certificates. 

During the restoration of the building, the space destroyed 
was restudied in order to meet the needs of the time, including 
a complete fire alarm system for each room and also a burglary 
system. The former catalog room and office machines room 
were planned for the same functions . The modern files were 
more fireproof, and the mechanical equipment was replaced. 
All rooms were rebuilt and decorated by craftsmen who were 
experts in their fields . A newly developed treatment for intense 
smoke odor was applied. The paint on the exterior of the build
ing was sandblasted to bring out the beauty of the old bricks. 

On the second floor a small lounge was deveioped for the 
field secretaries, who spend several weeks there during the year 
Conference Room. 



Catalogue room of Fraternity Headquarters shows old every-mem
ber file in background with current, compact five notebooks listing 
every member with address. 
completing their annual reports. The one apartment which was 
damaged by the fire was made into a conference room where all 
meetings take place. This room is enhanced by a large solid 
cherry table, formerly in a director's room of one of the large 
Columbus banks. Louisa Stevenson Miller's diploma dated 
Monmouth College 1874 hangs in this room . A gentleman's 
Victorian chair from her estate and Lenabel Jacobs' portrait of 
Emily Eaton Hepburn, 88~-St. Lawrence, are also there. Mrs. 
Hepburn was instrumental in establishing Pan hellenic House in 
New York City. A small laundry and pressing room for guests 
was included in the planning of this floor. The roof garden was 
replaced in the area just outside the conference room. 

The two bedrooms and bath on the third floor were rec
laimed, as was the cupola on the top floor. The storage rooms 
were modernized and the maintenance man's apartment over 
the garage was enlarged. There is no longer rental space in the 
building. 

The summer of 1966 was devoted to moving into the re
stored Fraternity Headquarters while business was carried on as 
usual. After 40 years of devoted service to the Fraternity, Clara 
0. Pierce retired January 1, 1969. She was respected by the 
entire fraternity world for her business acumen. 

Katharine Wade Pennell, BN-Ohio State, was appointed ex
ecutive secretary-treasurer to succeed Miss Pierce. She served 
in that office until June, 1970, when a reorganization of the 
council changed it to executive secretary, with the duties of 
treasurer assumed by an elected officer. Katherine Pennell 
served as executive secretary until her retirement in June, 
1972. Betty San or Cameron, B N -Ohio State, was then ap
pointed to fill that post. 
Executive Secretary Betty Sa nor Cameron, B N-Ohio State, re
ceives first City Beautiful Award from Columbus Convention Bu
reau honoring Fraternity Headquarters Building. December 1973. 
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Using the micro-fiche reader to locate a new address is fast and 
convenient. 

Membership records have been computerized since 1970. 
Microfiche viewers are used to facilitate retrieval of information 
on record cards kept in fireproof files . The old catalog file has 
been retained, however, with cards for all new initiates the only 
addition now made. 

The Columbus Convention and Visitors Bureau and its affili
ate, the Helmsmen, presented one of the first City Beautiful 
Awards to Kappa Headquarters in 1973. The building is also 
listed in the National Register of Historic Places. 

-Frances Davis Evans, BN-Ohio State 

Kappa Kappa Gamma has had four executive secretaries 
since that title was created at the 1922 Convention: Della Law
rence Burt, B.=:-Texas; Clara 0 . Pierce; Katharine Wade Pen
nell; and Betty Sanor Cameron. The last three are members of 
Beta Nu Chapter at Ohio State University. 

Della Lawrence Burt 
Della Lawrence (Burt) became the Fraternity's first execu

tive secretary. Even before she was graduated from the Univer
sity of Texas in 1918, in absentia, Miss Lawrence went to 
Washington, D.C. to do war work (World War 1). Her diploma 
was mailed to her later. While there she lived in the "Kappa 
House," the residence on Massachusetts Avenue which was 
home to 30 Washington-based Kappas from 1918 to 1925. Miss 
Lawrence served as its house manager, secretary, and house 
president. 

She met Katherine Tobin Mullin, BI-Adelphi, in Washing
ton and was appointed her deputy. Mrs. Mullin was editor of 
The Key at the time, and Miss Lawrence was a great help in get
ting .out the war-time issues. When Mrs. Mullin was unable to 
attend the Council session in the fall of 1918, Miss Lawrence 
went to Cleveland, Ohio, in her place. 

During the 1920 Convention at Mackinac Island, she was 
elected grand secretary, and became executive secretary in 
1922. Miss Lawrence began her duties in a room of her home in 
Bryan, Texas. In 1923 she married Howard Burt, but continued 
as executive secretary until January 1, 1929. A son was born to 
the Burts in 1929. Mrs. Burt served as deputy to the next execu
tive secretary from 1929 through 1935. She was marshal of the 
1936, 1938, and 1940 Conventions. Della Lawrence Burt died 
in September, 1941. 
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Those are the facts, but the personality of this first executive 
secretary emerges clearly in what others have said about her. 
She was tall, attractive, " radiant in life, a rare, joyous person, 
and one of the most fortunate , for she was given . . . the 
power to communicate to others her love, friendliness, and zest 
for living. . . . " But she had fun , too , as she told about being 
the 1936 Convention marshal. "The marshal expects to be on 
the jump, but the general spirit of fun in the doing of every job 
was what made this convention the success that I feel it was 
. . . the thing was a cheerful affair and there was fun in the 
doing." 

Mrs. Burt had a sense of humor , too. Rheva Ott Shryock, 
SA-Pennsylvania, tells that at the opening dinner of the 1940 
Convention , during her term as grand president, "Della came 
up to me, bowed low, and with her best Texas accent said, 'Shall 
we dance?'" Helen Bower, Bfi-Michigan , the editor of The 
Key, wrote that Della Burt was "probably the sort of woman 
who could do Europe and the Holy Land in six weeks for $500 
on one suitcase!" Della Lawrence Burt showed her considera
tion for others in even this small way: the outside of any special 
delivery letter from her had these instructions, " Postman: If 
delivered before 7 a.m. or after 11:30 p.m., please put in mail 
box.' 1 

Howard Burt was a perfect Kappa husband. Their honey
moon was interrupted so that Mrs. Burt could attend Council 
sessions. Mr. Burt "took over the badge order routine, used 
multigraph and addressograph tirelessly, got off mail at the mid
night hour, never resenting the ever-present Fraternity in their 
Texas home and later in Missouri . Crowning evidence of Mr. 
Burt's regard for Kappa came in the gift of his mother's wed
ding gown to be worn in the historical pageant at conventions." 

On the night Della Lawrence Burt died, the nurse asked if 
she had any sisters, and Mr. Burt replied, "Yes, over 
25,000. . . . " Afterwards, the notes and letters told over and 
over of the impression Della Burt always made, the affection in 
which she was held by every Kappa who knew her, even 
slightly. 

Della Lawrence Burt 
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First executive secretary 
with newly revised Constitu
tion as her stole! 

In her memory more than $16,000 was placed in the Della 
Lawrence Burt Endowment Fund for the Rose McGill Fund in 
1946. The fund was the fulfillment of a dream of many years. 

-Lee McDonald Cassier, P 6 -0hio Wesleyan 

Clara 0. Pierce 
With the appointment of Clara Owen Pierce as executive sec

retary on January I, 1929, a 40-year era was begun for the Fra
ternity. On that date the first Central Office was established in a 
downtown office building at 85 East Gay Street in Columbus, 
Ohio, the home city of the new officer. 
· It was a lucky day for Kappa Kappa Gamma that Miss Pierce 

had decided to give up a career in merchandising and turn her 
executive abilities and drive toward Kappa's future. During this 
period which ended January I , 1969, Kappa Kappa Gamma and 
Clara 0. Pierce were almost synonymous. Every facet of the 
Fraternity felt the impact of her dynamic personality. Her wise 
and innovative ideas also had their impact on the fraternity and 
sorority world-at-large. The mark of approval bestowed by male 
business leaders bespoke of her managerial abilities and man
ner of promoting new ideas which reached beyond her own or-
ganization. . 

Clara Pierce was initiated into Beta Nu Chapter at Ohio State 
University in 1917 during World War I. After leaving college 
she became a member of the Columbus Alumnae Association · 
and served as its secretary and alumna delegate to the 1925 
Gamma Province Convention. There she was elected Gamma 
Province vice president. In 1926 she was appointed <.:!\airman of 
Kappa's Endowment Fund drive which exceeded its goal of 
$100,000. In mid-1928, after Della Lawrence Burt, B.=-Texas, 
requested retirement from the executive secretary position, 
Miss Pierce went to St. Louis to be with Mrs. ~urt for a five
month training period. Truer words were never written than 
when Della Burt wrote of her successor, "No saner, more able 
business leader could be found than Clara 0. Pierce." 

Not only was she a business leader but she had a rare per
sonality. Her father was a Presbyterian minister and her mother 
a native of the " deep South." She had the charm and gracious
ness often associated with her mother's ancestry, coupled with 
native business shrewdness. In spite of her graciousness, her 
red hair did not belie a determination, and yes , temper, which 
flared occasionally if she felt a trust betrayed or a promised job 
not done. She was a true friend and had the rare trait of bringing 
out the best in people of all ages . The .way she could get to the 
basics of a problem was a special gift. It was her ability to work 
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Clara Pierce and Della Burt-Sun Valley 1940. 

with and be liked by all ages that brought about the centraliza
tion of all the activities of the Fraternity. 

Original duties for the executive secretary were to include the 
administration of the programs and philanthropies of the Fra
ternity , to serve on most committees, to act as treasurer, to edit 
Kappa publications, as well as to serve as business manager of 
The Key. By the time of her retirment the overall picture had 
grown to encompass many facets not included in her original 
duties . 

This was a period of change for the Fraternity, then number
ing 58 chapters with 15,748 members . Forty years later there 
were 94 chapters and approximately 82,000 members. Money 
was accumulating in the Endowment Funds, pledge classes 
were growing, and a survey recommended more chapters. The 
Fraternity, indeed, was on the move and had chosen the right 
person for the right place at the right time to accomplish its 
many objectives. 

Setting up a modern business office, restructuring files 
salvaged from a destructive fire during Della Burt's tenure, 
checking old records and combining sources of information into 
a system to grow on as well as adopting sound financial policies 
were of vital importance. Included on the early agenda was 
overseeing the publication and publicizing of the 1930 Hist01y of 
Kappa Kappa Gamma. 

The foundation work of this early era led to the orderly 
checking of all files and records. Soon the chronological and al
phabetical membership files were synchronized and brought 
up-to-date . Next, a geographical file was made to keep track of 
alumnae members and aid in the expansion of alumnae exten
sion. The result of this up-to-date membership record was the 
publication of a Fraternity Directory in 1933 and again in 1937. 

In 1930, Miss Pierce recommended to the convention the 
bonding of the bank accounts of all Kappa chapters. Ann Scott 
Morningstar, BN-Ohio State, public relations chairman, wrote 
in the Fraternity Month, " As a result of this profoundly in tel-· 
ligent move, just one year later, Kappa chapters rode through 
the terrors of the nationwide bank failures without the loss of 
one red cent. " And no chapter houses were lost during this 
period . 

Other recommendations by the executive secretary to that 
convention became Kappa firsts-the appointment of a paid 
traveling secretary , the appointment of a Convention Commit
tee to manage the biennial meetings instead of a hostess chap
ter , and the creation of a Convention Fund. 
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In later years she proposed the plan to have an adviser from 
each chapter attend convention and worked out plans whereby 
the Fraternity helped defray alumnae as well as active expenses 
for participation at the biennial meetings. 

A historical pageant , displaying the gowns and dresses worn 
by Kappa celebrities, became a part of many Kappa con ven
tions. It was through Miss Pierce 's efforts that these dresses 
were given as momentos of Kappa history. 

Another convention feature , a joint idea of Clara 0. Pierce 
and Ann Scott Morningstar, was the Alumnae Achievement 
Award originated in 1946. The 50-year Kappa recognition pin 
had its beginning with an idea of Clara's also . 

Two important business steps taken in her early years in
cluded the incorporation of the Fraternity and the patenting of 
the letters, K K r, used on the badge. 

Instruction booklets covering all phases of management were 
published by the office, more often· than not ghost-written by 
Miss Pierce, with assistance from various Fraternity chairmen 
whose names are listed as the authors . The first pledge book 
was published in collaboration with the first field secretary, 
Helen Snyder (Andres Steiner) , Bn-Washington. Many revi
sions of this book, plus a Pledge Trainer 's Manual, followed 
through the years . 

Mimeographed instructions for operating the chapter finance 
system gave way to a printed booklet known as Budgeting and 
Bookkeeping. 

A booklet of instructions for house directors, which appeared 
in 1939, the first of its kind , was prepared with the aid of the 
then director of standards, Emily Caskey Johnson, BH-Stan
ford . A pamphlet extolled the virtues of good chapter house 
manners . 

Through the years more booklets based qn Clara 0. ' s vast 
knowledge coupled with thoughts from various chairmen were 
published to meet chapter and alumnae needs. Among these 
were books on public relations , information on good meals for 
chapter houses, a book list to build a good chapter reference li
brary, manuals for various chapter advisers and chapter and 
alumnae officers, biennial reports of the happenings of the Fra
ternity , and revisions of the Constitution and By la ws. 

Clara 0. Pierce 
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Central Office Staff -1 930s. Hatton, Pierce, Meeks, Hatfield, and 
Edelen. 

As the Fraternity continued to grow, it became apparent that 
it was impossible to study many phases of the organization in 
depth at Council sessions or to give much needed training at 
such a time or at Fraternity conventions. Committees were set 
up with yearly meetings, often at Miss Pierce's suggestion, to 
handle the details of the various programs. Among the early 
ones were the Chapter Evaluation Meetings to go over each 
chapter individually and make recommendations to the Council 
session. 

A Province Officer's Training School, set up for a day p~;ior to 
conventions, now has become a biennial summer meeting. 
Each year finds graduate counselors and field secretaries meet
ing with Council members and committee chairmen to learn 
how to work with chapters during their visits and to assist and 
encourage them with their problems. 

Another early committee formed was one to study the 
various financial aspects affecting the budget before presenting 
recommendations to the Council. Miss Pierce, following a study 
of chapter finance and the protection of chapter house loans, 
was instrumental in negotiating a comprehensive insurance 
program iri conjunction with an agency willing to handle this in
surance nationwide, although it was a completely new idea. 

A financial coup for Miss Pierce came at the end of World 
War II at the time of a nationwide housing shortage. After the 
1946 Convention passed a large extension program, including 
colonization projects sponsored by the Fraternity, there arose 
the problem of providing suitable housing for these new chap
ters on campuses where they must be competitive with old es
tablished groups. She was able to put into operation a building 
program for new chapter houses and a renovation and enlarge
ment program for existing ones. Well established credit and 
outside financing for the Fraternity, enabled the establishment 
of a program of loans from a large insurance company which 
operated nationwide. It was so well thought out that this large 
loan guaranteed by the Fraternity was paid off before the 
maturity date. 

Once again her financial genius showed when, in 1945, the 
Internal Revenue Service granted non-profit organization 
status to Kappa and income tax exemptions for gifts to the Rose 
McGill and Students' Aid Funds. In 1961, she was able to 
encompass gifts to the Fraternity in an Educational Endowment 
Fund, including loans for chapter housing. This Internal Reve
nue ruling was changed, and the exemption of the housing sec
tion of the fund was revoked in June, 1968. 

Chapter housing was of special interest to Clara 0. Through 
her efforts a Chapter Housing Research Committee was set up 
which evolved into a standing committee to check house plans 
and approve financing. Miss Pierce made contacts for wholesale 
buying of china, silver, etc., and suggested the appointment of 
an interior decorator to aid chapters in furnishing their homes. 
The choice of house mother, later known as house director, was 
given more emphasis, and selections were made by house 
boards in conjunction with chapter officers. At Central Office a 
file was established made up of applications of qualified women 
to fill these positions. This step greatly assisted house boards 
thoughout the country. 

Always interested in the active and her needs, Miss Pierce 
continued to implement the Scholarship Aid Program which, at 
the time of her appointment, consisted principally of a Student 
Loan Fund. In 1934, the field secretary, Marion Handy (Ander
son), fK-William and Mary, was worried about chapters losing 
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valuable members due to financial problems. With Miss 
Pierce's help , undergraduate scholarships were instituted. 

In 1938, looking ahead to the trends of internationalism, she 
recommended an exchange program be arranged between for
eign countries and the Fraternity. Thus was the start of the for 
eign student-foreign study scholarships which encompassed aid 
to women around the world who owed a part of their educa
tional experience to Kappa Kappa Gamma. 

At the 1942 Convention , which was held at the beginning of 
World War 11 , money was set aside, again at Miss Pierce 's sug
gestion , to give emergency scholarships to keep good students 
in the active chapters. 

Also she promoted the start of fellowships for graduate 
study, special one-time scholarships for special purposes, possi
bly in research or in areas such as rehabilitation . It was Miss 
Pierce's sound financial planning which led to the magnitude of 
this program. It was climaxed with the Centennial Fund of the 
Fraternity in 1970. Advance planning for all this was started 
prior to Clara's resignation and her subsequent death in the fall 
of 1969. 

Again, at her suggestion , an untapped source for future in
come for the Scholarship Program could be from bequests , and 
such a program was recommended and passed at the 1938 Con
vention. The mechanics for such a program were set up when 
_World War II interfered. However , the Fraternity continues to 

. reap some benefits , but not as envisioned by Miss Pierce. 
Another source of income she originated was the Magazine 

Agency which for a very short time was handled in the Central 
Office. Proceeds from this venture aid the Rose McGill Fund. 

When jobs for women were difficult to obtain following 
World War II, Miss Pierce came up with the idea of a Vocational 
Guidance Bureau. A chairman was appointed to help dispense 
information about vocations open to women and a file of; 
careers and vocations of members was maintained at the 
Central Office. 

Another project , the dream of Helen Andres and Clara 
Pierce, was a clubhouse for retired Kappas-a place where they 
might live in pleasant surrol,lndings with congenial friends . This 
developed into the Hearthstone Project which unfortunately, 
because of building restrictions , etc., developed into too expen
sive a project to be continued . 

One of the original duties of the executive secretary was to 
serve as business manager of The Key. Here again Miss Pierce's 
business acumen put the magazine on a sound financial basis 
and allowed it to continue a leader in sorority publications. She 
was responsible for a budget; publishing contracts; solicitation 
of advertising; supervision of the mailing lists ; filing and 
storage of extra copies; and , in addition, setting up a picture and 
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Clara 0 . Pierce in 1954 at convention on the occasion of 25 years 
of business leadership. 

cut file for use by chapters and other publications. Little did she 
expect to add to her duties that of editor! However, when the 
editor of The Key resigned in 1946, Clara 0. edited the maga
zine from that December issue to October, 1949. She saw 
another idea come to fruition at that time when an Editorial · 
Board was formed in the hope of avoiding another crisis with an 
editor's necessary resignation. 

Another innovation, started in spare moments in the office 
years before , has proved its value many times over-a card file 
of Key articles, authors , and illustrations of source material. 
Time never allowed another such file she wished to see done-a 
similar card catalogue of The Proceedings, the official Fraternity 
record. 

By 1950 the need for more space for the Central Office was 
apparent . Following an earlier suggestion to buy a house away 
from the center of the city, one at 530 East Town Street was 
acquired as the Fraternity Headquarters. An early home of an 
Ohio governor, it had been allowed to deteriorate. It was re
modeled to allow offices, storage and work areas on the ground 
floor. The two upper floors included rooms for visiting officers 
and field secretaries when not traveling, as well as adequate 
space for the many important committee meetings held an
nually or semi-annually, the Council sessions and the Trai ning 
School for field secretaries and graduate counselors . Two apart
ments were also included to help subsidize the cost of opera
tion . 

Once more Ann Morningstar wrote, "As a result of Miss 
Pierce's devotion to every detail of the planning and building, 
important architectural survivals , such as the rare hand-rubbed 
slate mantel-pieces, have been carefully preserved. At the same 
time the latest and most practical office equipment has been in
stalled." Remodeling was completed and the building opened in 
1952. 

Unfortunately, in February, 1965, the storage, machine and 
apartment areas were completely demolished by fire and the 
rest of the building badly damaged by water. Miss Pierce rose to 
the occasion once more and set up temporary offices in an old 
house across the street and rented a warehouse for salvaged 
supplies . The Headquarters was back in operation in 1966. 

Miss Pierce's contributions were not completely Kappa 
oriented. She served on the first board of the Fraternity Man
agers' Association of Ohio State University and eventually was 
president of the board. Her Jackson Street home in the re
modeled German Village section of Columbus won a Junior 
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League PLAN award for restoration in 1966. Many of her 
heirloom furnishings and antiques were willed to the Fraternity. 

Through 40 years, until her retirement in 1969, Miss Pierce 
made many friends among Kappa Kappa Gamma's active and 
alumnae membership and in the entire fraternity and sorority 
world. Her love of people, her desire to help as a friend, her 
willingness to give credit to others for ideas which really gener
ated in her keen mind , her ability to resolve problems effec
tively , her willingness to give more of herself at every turn, 
made her beloved and respected by all. Clara 0. Pierce has been 
described in many ways: "having a cool head and a warm 
heart"; "being blessed with good health , unlimited energy, and 
a creative mind"; and "leading others in discovery of new ap
proaches and solutions." The hours she gave to her Fraternity 
cannot be counted-it was her life and Kappa her family. Were 
she living in the 1970s, Clara Pierce would have been one of the 
most sought after women executives. Kappa was lucky to have 
claimed this lady before the business world sought her out. Her 
life was devoted to Kappa and the trusteeship which had been 
placed in her hands. Her wish that each Kappa would "aspire 
nobly . . . adventure daringly. . . . but serve humbly" was 
certainly exemplified in her own actions as she "helped thou
sands of young women mold their lives through Fraternity 
membership-young women who today must be trained to be 
good homemakers and good citizens and intelligent community 
leaders as well as able to meet the added test of the times in 
careers of their choice-this was the lifetime work of Clara 0 . 
Pierce," -a legacy she left to all generations of Kappas. 

-Isabel Hatton Simmons, BN-Ohio State 
Lee McDonald Cassier, P 6 -0hio Wesleyan 

Katharine Wade Pennell 

Katharine Wade Pennell was appointed to fill the unexpired 
term of executive secretary-treasurer when Clara 0. Pierce re
tired . In 1970, the new elective office of treasurer was created, 
and "Kay" served as executive secretary and ex-officio mem
ber of Council, without vote, until she retired in 1972. 

Kay Pennell had been a member of Headquarters staff since 
1945, serving first as head of the Catalog Department , when 

Katharine Wade Pennell 
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Central Office, as it was then called, was renting office space in 
the Ohio State Savings Building. She rhoved into the book
keeper position in 1948 and eventually carried the title of assist
ant treasurer. 

Mrs. Pennell was born in Aurora, Illinois; and was educated 
at Fairfax Hall in Virginia, and at Ohio State University. She 
later served on the Beta Nu Building Association and in 1948 
became a member of Kappa's Finance Committee, continuing 
until 1976. 

She is much renowned for her "grasp of the financial affairs 
of the Fraternity, her overall knowledge of the administration, 
and her ability to work with people. . . . " Kay Pennell says, 
"There isn't anything that happens in the Fraternity that isn ' t 
reflected in the financial activity and organization." This in
cluded the expansion of the Fraternity as a whole, assisting in 
the Rehabilitation Program, and planning and administering 
the finance program for chapter housing. All of Mrs. Pennell's 
experience has resulted in a highly respected financial structure 
for Kappa Kappa Gamma. 

Kay Pennell has two sons, one Kappa daughter-in-law, and is 
the devoted grandmother of four boys and five girls. One 
granddaughter is a Beta Nu Kappa. 

In 1967, Kay Pennell met another real challenge when she 
purchased and refurbished a small home for her retirement, a 
project which has been quite successful. Her hobbies include 
needlepoint, gardening, and antiquing furniture . 

She has been involved in church work through the years, 
having served on the Altar Guild among other activities, and 
since her retirement has had the time to become active in sever
al other philanthropic organizations as well as helping Kappa
as an author, resource person, and proofreader for the History 
committee. 

-Lee McDonald Cassier, P"-Ohio Wesleyan 

Betty Sanor Cameron 

Betty "Seetie" Sanor Cameron, BN-Ohio State, is Kappa's 
current executive secretary. She was appointed to the position 
in June, 1972, following a two-year term as the Fraternity's ad
ministrative director, under Mrs. Pennell. 

Betty Sanor Cameron 
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Left to right: Robert Cameron, George Mathewson, Ann Cameron 
Mathewson, Betty Sanor Cameron, and Carol Cameron. 

Mrs. Cameron was a fine arts major at Ohio State University 
and originally came to Headquarters hoping to do caligraphy. 
She began her work as head of the Catalog Department during 
1969. She moved into the office manager-administrative direc
tor position during 1970 and 1971, and began training under 
Mrs. Pennell. 

Mrs. Cameron did much of the preliminary work in com
puterizing the Fraternity. She worked with seven or eight com
puter companies, none of which were familiar with Greek 
letters. What Kappas wanted from a computer hag to be deter
mined, and computer forms had to be standardized. One of the 
main respon~ibilities of her job is to operate Headquarters as 
economically -as possible. The utilization of an offset printing 
press and a plate maker for in-house printing, along with the 
computer, are means to this end. 

Mrs. Cameron states that: "The function of-the Headquar
ters has been sustained as the business office of the Fraternity 
as outlined when originally conceived in 1924. The departmen
tal divisions have remained as the basic organizational structure 
with the current technological developments in office proce
dures being instituted to influence the productivity and facili
tate the implementation of the duties . The steady, healthy rise 
in membership numbers has caused a natural increase in there
sponsibilities of the office. Furthermore, the Fraternity com
mittee structure has improved communications and diversified 
the activities of the Headquarters." 

Betty Cameron has had much leadership and organizational 
experience as chairman of the Board of Managers of the Co
lumbus Gallery of Fine Arts, as a former president of the 
Junior League of Columbus, as a long-time volunteer at Chil
dren's Hospital, and as an active participant in the Columbus, 
Ohio, Kappa Alumnae Association. 

Her mother was a Kappa , she has two Kappa sisters, and two 
Kappa daughters. Her husband is Robert V. Cameron , a CPA, 
and a member of Phi Kappa Psi . Given some free time, 
"Seetie" Cameron really enjoys a good game of bridge. Last, 
but not least , Mrs. Cameron does get to do the caligraphy for 
scrolls, chapter charters, and awards and certificates given at 
convention. 

Our executive secretaries have contributed significantly to 
the development of Kappa Kappa Gamma for over 54 years. 

-Lee McDonald Cassier, P"-Ohio Wesleyan 
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The 1930 Convention of Kappa Kappa Gamma approved 
funds for its first field secretary, whose duties were to serve the 
Fraternity as a traveling secretary, to offer assistance to actives 
and alumnae in all phases of programming and activities, and to 
make reports on her findings to the Grand Council. 

Helen Snyder (Andres, Steiner), Bn-Washington, was ap
pointed to the new position in May, 1931. She visited 50 chap
ters and over 60 alumnae groups that first year. The average 
length of her chapter visits was three days. Her expenses, two
thirds of which was spent on train fare, were $1 ,048. 

The position of field secretary was a Grand Council position 
until 1938. 

The scope of Fraternity work had increased greatly by the end 
of the decade, and the membership had nearly doubled - from 
16,547 in 1930 to 30,646 in 1940. The chapter roll had grown 
from 67 in 1930 to 74 by the time of the 1940 Convention. The 
Fraternity Council ' s recommendation that two field secretaries 
be appointed to facilitate the many responsibilities of that posi
tion was approved. 

The number of field secretaries was increased from two to 
three in 1960, and currently there are four appointees. These 
young women now work with the chapters, only. They are out
standing college graduates who have had wide Fraternity expe
rience as officers of their own chapters. They are supervised by 
the director of field representatives. 

In addition, a traveling counselor plan has been in effect from 
time to time. The plan was initiated to fulfill a need for longer 
visits than the field secretaries can make to certain chapters for 
specific counseling, but not long enough to require a full-time 
graduate counselor. 

1931-1935 
1935-1938 
1938-1940 
1940-1942 

1942-1943 

1943-1944 

1944-1945 

1945-1946 

1946-1947 

1947-1948 

-Catherine Schroeder Graf, BN-Ohio State 

Field Secretaries 
•Helen Snyder (Andres , Steiner) , Bn (resigned 12/34) 
•Marian Handy (Anderson), rK (appointed 1/8/35) 
Leonna Dorlac (Lilljeberg), D.Z 
Heloise Smartt (Brenholts) , Be (appointed 2/41) 
Catherine Cudlip (Garvey, Bonner) B I (appointed 6/41) 
Heloise Smartt (Brenholts), Be 
CatherineCudlip (Garvey, Bonner) , Bl (resigned 3/15/43) 
Martha Galleher Cox, P• (appointed 3/ 15/43) 
Martha Galleher Cox, P • 
Margaret Trent (Rogers, Kopel) , BX (6/43 to 9/43) 
Alice Anne Longley Roberts , I (appointed 9/ 43) 
Alice Anne Longley Roberts , I 
Mar.tha Galleher Cox, P • 
Martha Galleher Cox, P • 
Carolyn Boyle (Hasskarl) B: 
Mary Agnes Graham (Roberts) , 1 
Mary Agnes Graham (Roberts) , 1 
Marjorie Matson (Converse) , rD. 
Marjorie Matson (Converse), rD. 

___. Arm a Jo Smith (Northup) , r A 
1948-1949""'" Marjorie Cross (Bird), BM 

1949-1950 
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Dorothy Obrecht (Keller) , BT 
Dorothy Obrecht (Keller) , BT 
Mary Lou Kennedy, BN 

Helen Snyder Andres 
(Steiner) first field 
secretary, and Emily 
Caskey Johnson. 

1950-1951 

1951-1952 

1952-1953 

1953-1954 

1954-1955 

1955-1956 

1956-1957 

1957-1958 

1958-1959 

1959-1960 

1960-1961 

1961-1962 

1962-1963 

1963-1964 

1964-1965 

1965-1966 

1966-1967 

1967-1968 

1968-1969 

Martha Jones (Phillips) , ro 
Rita Ricke (Taylor), rD. 
Rita Ricke (Taylor), rD. 
Sara Wilkey (Leavitt), rD. 

Traveling Couns~lors 
1951-1952 JoAnn Dodds (Richardson) , B! 

Doris Stoetzer (Smith) ; B 1 
1952-1953 (Charlotte) Joyce Thomas (Fuller), D. 1 

Sara Wilkey (Leavitt), rD. 
Georjean Groom (Fogle), D. n 
Georjean Groom (Fogle), an 
Marilyn Newman, P• 

Traveling Counselors 
1953-1954 Sally Jo Denton (Skinner) , r A 

Ruth Ann Tyler, Be 

Ruth Ann Tyler, Be 
Ruth Wierman (Hamilton), BM 
Amelia Bean (Prevost), D. I 
(Margaret) Jean Siegfried (Mayer), D.A 
Amelia Bean (Prevost) , D. I 
(Margaret) Jean Siegfried (Mayer) , D.A 
Mary Constance Schmid (Cobb) , rn 
Allison Allen (Holland), r <t> (resigned 12/ 57) 
Virginia Dabney (Chitwood) , r<t> (appointed 1/58) 
Ann Wescot (May), D.B 
Beverly Alexander (Tuller), rx 
Barbara Koch (Murphy) , rK 

Traveling Counselor 
1958-1960 Berniece Whittlesey (Pierce) , rr 

Beverly Alexander (Tuller) , rx 
Barbara Koch (Murphy) , rK (resigned 12/59) 
Joan Baker (Mason), r <t> 
Virginia Merritt (Autry), Be 
Nancy Lipman (Giles) , D.H 
Nancy Lipman (Giles) , D.H (resigned 12/61) 
Judy McLeary (Jones), BM 
Martha Simmons (Murray), A 
June Moore (Parrish), BX 
Joan Claire Wallington, BK 
Marlys Nelson (Barrett) , B<t> 
Gail Guthrie (Valaskakis), H 
Mary Burkman (Fors) , BD. 
(Frances) Ann Fletcher (Colvin) , rH 
Saundra Rosenbum (Wilcox) , an 
Lucille Henry (Hanrattie) , r<t> 
Janet Mahaffey (Postell), D. I 
(Frances) Anne Riley (Carson), D.A 
(Frances) Anne Riley (Carson), D.A 
Linda Shoemaker (Blyth) , X 
Mary Shuford (Johnson) , B n 
Carolyn Carlisle (Phelan) , rn 
Jean Lee Schmidt, D.A 
Vicki Whitaker (Henry), 0 
Susan Brown (Hardesty) , B 1 
Janna McCoy (Lutovsky) , rT 
Peggy Lynn Riechers (Watters) , r M 
Jane Edwards (Langford) , D. H 
Loretta McCarthy , rz 
Jan Singleton (McAllister) , D.P 
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1969-1970 

1970-1971 

1971 -1 972 

1972-1973 

1973-1974 

1974-1975 

1975-1976 

1976-1977 

Julia Jones , Er 
Barbara Hagey (G raham), 1'1 Y 
Jane Buker (Moss), 1'1 n 
Nancy Lilly (Laney), BO 
Juliana Fraser (Wales) , BN 
Marjorie Gohn (Felsburg) , 1'1 A 

Traveling Counselor 
Ellen Jester Ruth , rz (appointed 1/71} 

Juliana Fraser (Wales) , BN 
Marjorie Gohn (Felsburg) , l'IA 
(Jean) Dale Brubeck , fK 
Nancy Kelley (Wittenberg), EZ 
Gretchen Dee Gattman, 1'1 T (resigned 1/72) 
Ellen Jester Ruth (appointed 1/72) 
Margaret Mitchell Hayes , rn Nancy Kelley (Wittenberg) , EZ 
Jennifer Nelson (Harland) , 1'1 
Patsy Bredwick (LeYang) , fT (resigned 1/73) 
Ellen Jester Ruth , rz (appointed 1/73} 
Patricia Haddock (Biber) , 1'1 
Kathe rine Caples , BK 
Diedra Raye Ballard, Be 
Jill Eversole, BN 
Linda Sue Dickey, Be 
Ann Dearmore, l'l'i' 
Gayle Pyke, l'IH 
Marguerite Erwin , EE 
Janice Haren berg, r B 
Patricia Gilliard, Be 
Gayle Pyke, l'IH 
Terre Blanton , l'IP 
Janice Harenberg, fB 
Mary Flo Squires, f<l> 
Janeen Gould, B B • (appointed 8/76, started 1/77) 

• Council Position 

Anne Riley, Linda Shoemaker, Mary Shuford · (all 1965-66 field 
secretaries) . Carolyn Carlisle, Jean Schmidt and Vicki Whitaker 
(all 1966-67 field secretaries.) 

1969-70 field secretaries were Jane Buker, Barbara Hagey, and 
Julia Jones. J. J. Fraser, Marjorie Gohn and Nancy Lilly were field 
secretaries 1970-71 . 

JJ1ratrrnal1Jntrrarttnn anfl <.!lnoprratton 
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pages 205-212 

page 213 

During the last thirty years of the nineteenth century- be
tween the time when the first woman 's fraternity was founded 
and the turn of the century, when Panhellenic was founded
women had not only proven themselves intellectually capable 
of competing with their masculine counterparts, but had proven 
themselves a power to be reckoned with. Much of their encour
agement to strive for excellence came from their Greek socie
ties. 

The sorority movement began in the West-what we now call 
the Midwest, where coeducation, itself, began. I.C. Sorosis 
(later Pi Beta Phi) was founded at Monmouth College in 1867 
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and was quickly followed by Kappa Alpha Theta at DePauw, 
Kappa Kappa Gamma at Monmouth (both in 1870), Alpha Phi 
in 1872, Delta Gamma and Gamma Phi Beta in 1875. In the 
1880s, Alpha Chi Omega and Delta Delta Delta were added to 
the growing community of sororities-although it was truly a 
community. Similar problems plagued most campuses where 
Greeks flourished: competition for pledges, for honors, for 
achievement, grew so rampant that by the late ' 80s, calls for co
operation were heard from all sides. In 1883 an abortive at
tempt was fielded by Beta Theta Pi to initiate Panhellenic coop
eration (at that time, the term encompassed, as the name 
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implies, all the Greeks, both men and women) . Later attempts 
were initiated by and for the women's groups alone, and be
cause the men did not succeed in forging association until later, 
the name "Panhellenic" was claimed by the women. 

Although the journals of the Greek societies were regularly 
sprinkled with encouragement for united effort , the movement 
was not yet mature enough for cooperation. The conflict be
tween fealty to one's own fraternity and fealty to a Panhellenic 
union delayed the formation of the latter for a decade or more. 
Greeks at this time were still in the adolescent stage: suspicious 
of each other, jealous, often bitterly competitive. The practice 
of "lifting" was a major concern. ("Lifting," literally, meant 
lifting the pin of another Greek fraternity and replacing it with 
one's own. Occasionally, it meant lifting the charter of a whole 
chapter and replacing it with one's own.) 

As increasing numbers of students appeared in institutions of 
higher education, the cutthroat competition, the fighting ·or 
each fraternity for enough pledges to assure survival for yet 
another year, decreased. Survival had been a risky thing; few 
students, particularly women , continued in college successively 
to the completion of a degree in the nineteenth century. A 
chapter could be nearly decimated in one year by illness, death , 
marriage, and family crises. So determined were the neophyte 
Greek women to succeed and to perpetuate the fellowships they 
had founded, that competition for membership took them into 
the preparatory schools in search of pledges. By 1902, when 
their own excesses finally overcame mistrust , it was these two 
major issues that finally brought them together: high school 
pledging and "lifting." 
· There had been much talk during the 1880s of Panhellenism, 

although primarily among the men's fraternities, tbe women's 
groups being still too young to have this concern . In 1883, mag
azine editors of fourteen fraternities did meet in Philadelphia. 
On individual campuses (Cornell probably being the first, in 
1883), inter-fraternity compacts were sometimes signed for the 
peaceful regulation of rushing. And in 1891, at the call of KKG, 
the seven women's fraternities met in Boston. 

Kappa had issued the invitation during its 1890 Convention 
in Bloomington, Illinois . Phi Chapter at Boston was to be the 
official hostess. Delegates from the seven sororities met in 
Boston in April of 1891: Alpha Phi, Gamma Phi Beta, Delta 
Delta Delta, Kappa Alpha Theta, Kappa Kappa Gamma, Delta 
Gamma and Pi Beta Phi. Lucy Wight (Allan) , B B-St. Lawrence, 
grand president, and Emily Bright (Burnham), ct>-Boston, 
grand secretary, along with Jean Nelson (Penfield), !-DePauw, 
represented Kappa, and Lucy Wight was subsequently elected 
chairman of the convention , which was then divided into com
mittees for the study of inter-fraternity and inter-chapter cour
tesy, fraternity jewelry and stationery, Greek journalism, and 
planning for the coming Chicago World's Fair. Each committee 
presented recommendations which were, in turn, adopted by 
the convention . Before adjourning, an interim committee was 
appointed-Emma Harper Turner, Pi Beta Phi , chairman; Lucy 
Wight, KKG , secretary; and one representative of each of the 
convening sororities - with the responsibility of "keeping the 
fraternities in touch , of notifying them concerning the ratifica
tion or rejection by the several fraternities . . . " of the seven
teen recommendations of the convention . 

Hope of cooperation was premature: of the seven sororities , 
only Pi Beta Phi ratified all of the recommendations. Gamma 
Phi Beta "refused ratification of any of the report and withdrew 
entirely from all Pan hellenic cooperation ," and the other five, 
including Kappa, ratified only parts of the recommendation . 
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Although the Boston Convention failed to create a perma
nent Panhellenic association , it did set the stage for Panhellenic 
efforts in conjunction with the Colombian Exposition in 
Chicago in 1893. The convention adopted the report of its Com
mittee on the World's Fair , which provided that: 

The Fraternities represented in Northwestern Univer
sity, together with a committee from Delta Delta Delta 
and Pi Beta Phi, be considered a standing committee to 
have charge of Panhellenism at the World's Fair in 
1893 . . . That if practicable, a certain date be fixed 
at which time a fraternity excursion be arranged . . . 
That the committee be empowered to provide a recep
tion, banquet, or to call a convention. . . . that a 
place of registration be secured if possible in the 
Woman's Building, where fraternity women may reg
ister their names. 

The events of the Congress of College Fraternities, which 
took place July 19 and 20, 1893, at the Fair, did much to foster 
improved Panhellenic relationships. The fir~t day of the con
gress, attended by both men's and women's delegates, con
cerned the history, ethics , legal status, record-keeping, journal
ism, and finances of fraternities. The second day, .the groups 
divided by sex : the women's fraternities heard discussions con
cerning chapter houses, extension, and membership limitation. 
The social activities of the congress-which were extensive and 
elaborate - were exhilarating; those who attended gained a new 
concept of fraternity sisterhood and Panhellenic brotherhood: 

The social feature in fraternity life was not forgotten, 
for a reception was tendered to all the Greek letter so
cieties in the beautiful New York State Building at th\ 
Fair. Here after four o'clock the spacious parlors an~) 
reception rooms were thronged with Greeks frolll( 
every part of the United States. Groups of the repre-' 
sentatives of the same fraternity were soon formed, 
and every newcomer seemed to gravitate toward his 
own particular friends, and was ever heartily wel
comed. After the formal. reception, the building re
sounded with college yells, "frat" yells and songs and 
calls of all kinds among which our own was not want
ing ... 
Among about five hundred Greeks, Kappa had at least 
forty women, nearly all the chapters being repre
sented. 

The foundation for Panhellenism had, thus, been estab
lished; it took another decade to mature. Fraternity editors 
served as the ties that bound the Greeks together during those 
years; fraternity journals served as a forum for exchange of 
mutual concerns and cooperative ideas. 

Problems on individual campuses continued to multiply. Pre
paratory pledging - the rushing and pledging of high school stu
dents-proliferated. Rushing, itself, occupied an unwarranted 
amount of chapter time, effort, and money. Some cooperation 
occurred on individual campuses-Cornell , Goucher, Minne
sota, Syracuse, and Kansas, for example-in the form of Pan
hellenic compacts, but without the power of sanction of irregu
lar activity , such compacts were not completely effective. 
Fraternity rushing practices were consistently accused of 
demeaning the ideals the Greeks wished to perpetuate. In 1896, 
an editorial in the Alpha Phi Quarterly concluded: 

Rushing . . . (is) the one problem distressing to each 
chapter . . . and probably to each fraternity . After 
observing its cost, its lack of dignity (as practiced in 
some, but not all, colleges), . . . it is our duty to take 
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a decided stand upon this question, inviting other fra
ternities to join us if they will, but if they refuse, alone 
and regardless of whether we gain or lose the members 
we desire, to adhere to the principle of reform in rush
ing .... 

The conclusion was: 
The only successful rushing compact must come from 
the national fraternities and be binding upon all chap
ters in all institutions. 

Finally, Margaret Mason Whitney, Alpha .Phi national presi
dent , having corresponded with presidents of the other wom
en 's fraternities , discovered them all to be "intensely inter
ested" in cooperative action. Mrs. Whitney called a meeting for 
May 24, 1902, in Chicago, "for the purpose of discussing the 
question of pledging and rushing." The same seven fraternities 
which had met in Boston eleven years before were represented. 

The Formative Years 
The 1902 Conference, now considered to be the first , the 

beginning of Pan hellenic organization on a consistent basis, was 
committed to the premise that women's fraternities, founded 
for similar purposes and based upon similar ideals , should be 
able to agree upon standards of conduct designed to foster 
mutual growth and cooperation. It was recommended that such 
meetings be called annuaUy, by each of the fraternities in rota
tion, with one delegate in attendance from each. Recommenda
tions for bylaws for the Intersorority Conference were drawn up 
and ·submitted to the fraternities for ratification. However , 
none of the fraternities were willing, as yet, to adopt ·bylaws 
binding them to the action of a higher authority than their own 
national boards. Nevertheless , the "time was ripe" and the 
Intersorority Conference continued to meet and function for 
six years without legal authorization. Reluctance centered 
around the question of powers: was the Intersorority Con
ference to be a legislative body with powers superceding those 
of its members (the fraternities), or was it to have merely 
advisory powers, recommending action to the individual frater
nities for their adoption? Kappa was, in 1905, instrumental in 
effecting the latter interpretation -and, therefore , in paving the 
way for the eventual formation of an acceptable set of bylaws, 
the adoption of which was completed in 1908. 

Panhellenic remains today a conference body. Its recommen
dations become part of its body of law only after they have been 
ratified by the member fraternities . Its only legislative powers 
concern bylaws adopted for its own government. Each partici
pating member retains its own autonomy. 

Agreements proposed by the conference-and ratified by the 
member fraternities-are binding upon the members. 
Throughout the years, seven Unanimous Agreements have, in 
this manner , been adopted by the Panhellenic fraternities. They 
are: 

The Panhellenic Compact, begun in 1902 
The College Panhellenic Agreement, begun in 1903 
The Panhellenic Creed, 1915 
Standards of Ethical Conduct, 1919 
Agreement on Questionnaires and Constitutions, 

1949 
NPC Declaration for Freedom, 1957 
Jurisdiction of a College Panhellenic Council, 1965 

In 1902, agreement was reached by members on a series of res
olutions called the Panhellenic Compact, which solved the pri- 
mary problems of the day (rushing and pledging) and which re
main in effect today , albeit with additions, subtractions, 
interpretations, and definitions updating them. 
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We, the undergraduate members of women's frater
nities, stand for good scholarship, for guarding of good 
health, for maintenance of fine standards, and for serv
ing, to the best of our ability, our college community. 
Cooperation for furthering fraternity life, in harmony 
with its best possibilities, is the ideal that shall guide 
our fraternity activities. 

We, the fraternity women of America, stand for serv
ice through the development of character inspired by the 
close contact and deep friendship of individual frater
nity and Panhellenic life. The opportunity for wide and 
human service, through mutual respect and helpful
ness, is the tenet by which we strive to live. 

In l903, a resolution required the "formation of a Pan hellen
ic Association in every institution in which two or more nation
al fraternities were represented and empowered the first chap
ter established in each institution to organize the Panhellenic 
there, the chairmanship to be held in rotation by each chapter in 
order of its establishment." 

The sequence of rotation in office, begun in 1902, was estab
lished, each of the seven original members serving in order of 
their founding date and each subsequent member taking its 
place in the rotation by date of membership in the conference. 
By 1912, there were 18 member fraternities fully participating. 
The fraternity magazine editors began meeting together con
currently with the conference in 1913. 

Meanwhile, men's fraternities, who had initiated the Pan hel
lenic movement nearly fifty years before, but who, apparently, 
were not able to agree as the women, had established the Na
tional Interfraternity Conference in 1909. It would be another 
forty years before both the intersorority and interfraternity 
groups would further consolidate -their efforts in IRAC, the 
Interfraternity Research and Advisory Council. 

/9/5-/930: The Firs! Challenge 
Conferences were held annually until 1915, by which time 

the basic rules of procedure and the constitution had been 
adopted. The delegates were, then , able to turn to matters less 
functional: it was the Congress of 1915 which approved the 
Panhellenic Creed. Considerably more specific than the short
ened and more philosophic creed in use today, the original 
creed was a reflection of the times in which it was enacted. It 
was a time of unprecedented growth of the student community 
on campuses across the country. It was a time when greater ed
ucational diversity was becoming available to women as well as 
to men. It was also a time of social change-brought on in part 
by the " Great War" and capped by the "crash" of the stock 
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Beekman Tower, Panhellenic House, New York City 

market. Women, particularly college women, were, really for 
the first time, beginning to realize the possibilities for careers 
(other than wifery, motherhood, and teaching) that lay ahead 
of them. 

Il was during this period of growth in the role of the educated 
wdtnan that the City Panhellenic developed as an avenue of 
service and fellowship for fraternity alumnae. The story of Pan
hellenic House-and the ability, to say nothing of the deter
~ination, of the women who built it-belongs to this era: Pan
hellenic House, begun as a pleasant idea for a meeting place, 
materialized as a 28-story private hotel for women overlooking 
the East River in the center of the Beekman Hill area of New 
York City. Under the auspices of the New York City Panhellen
ic, a separate corporation was formed under the leadership of 
Emily Eaton Hepburn, B B-St. Lawrence, which raised the nec
essary funds in six years. Over half of the stock was owned by 
fraternities and Panhellenic women across the country. The 
board of directors included one representative from each of the 
participating fraternities. Emily Heaton Hepburn remaineet at 
the helm for thirty years. She was quoted as being fond of say
ing: "Let us show that women can do Big Business." They did: 
Pan hellenic House opened October I, 1929, on the very eve of 
the market crash, but it was one of only five hotels in the entire 
country to survive bankruptcy during the following Depression. 
This was partly because the leadership was able to "swing" with 
the times. In 1932 the name was changea to the Beekman 
Tower and the hotel was opened to the public. For many years it 
was a center for the arts: in its spacious parlors were held regu
lar concerts, exhibits , lectures. The various fraternity members 
of Panhellenic were always welcome to use the rooms for their 
meetings and parties , and it was a popular residence for career 
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women. Operating at a profit by the 1950s, the corporation 
liquidated its assets when Beekman Tower was sold in 1964. 

The Panhellenic Congress (between 1912 and 1930, this was 
its title; previously it had been the lntersorority Conference, in 
the 1930s it was simply the National Panhellenic, and in 1945 it 
returned to the appellation of 1909-1911, the National Pan hel
lenic Conference) did not seem to possess the adaptability that 
the board of Beekman Tower had, or the prescience. During the 
1920s, a period of fast social change, Panhellenic concerned 
itself with the necessity of preserving the ways of the past. For 
Panhellenic, it was a period of standardization of procedures
of grievance procedures, of penalty procedures-a time of in
creased supervision of College Panhellenics. Protection of the 
insignia absorbed attention. Membership dues were increased 
from $15 per year to $25. In 1919, the Agreement on Standards 
of Ethical Conduct was added to the ·Panhellenic Compact and 
the Panhellenic Creed as the third Unanimous Agreement be
tween the members. 

Associate membership was established as a category Df partic
ipation for those national fraternities which had not yet accom
plished all the requirements for full membership. The Com
mittee on Eligibility and Nationalization of Social Groups 
recommended that any applicant for associate membership 
must, "in addition to other specific requirements demon
strating its national character, be established in colleges or uni
versities authorized to confer a bachelor's degree . . . . " 
Thus, some petitioning groups had, first, to divest themselves 
of chapters in non-eollegiate schools. 

Amidst this organizational upgrading, the congress was also 
attempting to hold the tide against the rapidly-changing mores 
of the '20s. The same Congress of 1926 was disturbed by the 
emergence of the "stag line" as a social innovation, considered 
it "detrimental to the best social conditions," and resolved 
that: 

Each college Panhellenic . . . (shall) . . . lend its 
influence toward the improvement of social conditions 
through an agreement to definitely limit , if they can
not eliminate, the number of extra men guests at par
ties given by women's fraternity chapters of its col
lege. 

Also in 1926 came the agreement with the educational 
sororities that Panhellenic members would not compete with 
them for chapters on campuses already in their domain, i.e, the 
schools for teacher training which were, during this period, 
beginning to expand from two-year normal schools to four-year 
teachers' colleges. This agreement was not completely work
able, since the nature of these colleges was changing, also with 
the times. Although Panhellenic reaffirmed its agreement with 
the educational sororities at the next two congresses, by 1931 it 
found it necessary to declare that it considered exempt from the 
agreement any college or school-within-a-university which had 
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the capability of granting a bachelor's degree. Ultimately, this 
situation was resolved by the acceptance of the members of the 
Association of Educational Sororities as Associate Members of 
National Panhellenic Conference in 1948. 

The 1930s: Maintaining a Steady Course 
Throughout the history of fraternities, there had been recur

rent times of criticism and attempts to dismantle the Greek 
systems. In the 1870s, Alpha Chapter at Monmouth was forced 
to resort to sub rosa existence before it was required by the 
denominational college administration to return its charter. In 
1912, the NPC had cooperated with the newly-formed National 
Interfraternity Conference to establish a reference bureau in 
Chicago for the purpose of combatting anti-Greek agitation and 
threatened legislation. 

The 1930s emerge as yet another period of difficulty for the 
Greeks as regards their public relations. It was a period of 
intense interfraternity rivalry among member chapters on 

· local campuses and among the members themselves for ex
pansion opportunities on new campuses. By 1933, there were 
23 members. 

That the Conference of 1939 reaffirmed its belief in the right 
of limitation of chapter membership did little to dispel the im
age of elitism. Popular misconceptions of the Greek system 
were perpetuated by a flood of motion pictures produced in the 
late '30s and early '40s painting fraternities and sororities in the 
worst possible light. The college theme, replete with distasteful, 
distorted, and often outrageously false representation of the 
snobbish behavior of sorority girls and "frat" men, created a 
public image that Panhellenic and Interfraternity Conference 
are still attempting to dispel. NPC officially protested the movie 
"Sorority House" to RKO in 1940. In 1939, NPC's " Guide to 
Publicity" was published for use by college and city Pan
hellenics. 

A need for closer cooperation with college administrations 
was apparent during this period, and in an effort to efft:!ct this, 
the beginnings of a cpntinuing and growing relationship with 
the National Association of Women Deans and Counselors . 
were established in 1939, when representatives of NPC at
tended the NAWDAC annual meeting. This relationship has 
continued to develop through the years. In 1941, an NPC
NAWDAC Liaison Committee was created, which serves as a 
clearing house of mutual concerns. 

World War II Years: Panhel/enic Comes of Age 
Panhellenic's first 40 years were developmental years . Frater

nities, nurtured in an aura of secrecy, suspicion, and competi
tion with each other, found by uniting behind their common 
goal , 

to maintain on a high plane fraternity life and 
interfraternity relationship, to cooperate with college 
authorities in their effort to maintain high social and 
scholarship standards throughout the whole college 
and to be a forum for the discussion of questions of in
terest to the college and fraternity world , 

they were able to accomplish far more than any of them could 
have, individually. The association now firmly established, Pan
hellenic began to expand its horizons toward realizing its goal. 

In 1941, the Research and Education Committee was estab
lished, its purpose to counteract mounting anti-Greek agitation 
threatening the rights of private social organizations. In 1943, 
representatives of the four Panhellenic organizations met to
gether in New York City : the National Interfraternity Con
ference, National Panhe(!enic Congress, Professional Panhel-
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1.939 NPC meeting with Helen Snyder Andres (Steiner) delegate 
first on left. ' 

lenic Association, and the Association of Educational 
Sororities. 

That same year, the congress created an association for ex
ecutive secretaries. The business of managing a national 
sorority had come of age. It could no longer be managed out of 
a president's closet. And, Panhellenic had learned that there 
was much to be gained by cooperation. Kappa's executive sec
retary, Clara 0 . Pierce, BN-Ohio State, became the first presi
dent of the new Association of Central Office Executives. 

Housing problems created by wartime military training on the 
nation's campuses were anticipated and overcome. Post-war 
burgeoning of student populations and the demand for new 
housing was also anticipated. It was an era of unprecedented ex
travagance in building, coupled with record-setting cost. A 
Housing Policy adopted in 1947 required most chapters con
sidering building or buying to consult with Panhellenic before 
proceeding and was adopted in an effort to forestall willy-nilly 
housing programs. 

An innovative agreement among eight Panhellenic mem
bers not to invest national fraternity funds in housing on a par
ticular campus where local sororities were going national was an 
example of unusually wise cooperative action . This agreement, 
signed at Sky Top, Pennsylvania, in 1949, became the first of 
five similar housing agreements a~ong Panhellenic members 
during that biennium. Their success paved the way for further 
trust and cooperation . 

Partly in reaction to earlier criticism and partly because of the 
unprecedented numbers of students , the limitations on chapter 
membership were being revised upward during the postwar 
years . Just as the men's fraternities were being democratized in 
the postwar years by the collegian veterans , so were the wom
en's fraternities becoming less exclusively homogeneous . Re
quests for charters and interest in colonizing new campuses 
surged. National Panhellenic established a committee to handle 
extensions in 1947; part of ·its charge was to recommend specific 
procedures for the orderly regulation of extension. 

As mentioned, the last six members of the Association of Ed
ucation Sororities were admitted to Panhellenic as associate 
members in 1948. A college Panhellenics sub-committee was 
established to assist the former AES groups by working with 
them on their state college campuses . By 1951, the eleven 
former AES groups became active members of Panhellenic, 
bringing the total membership to 31 fraternities . 

The '40s had seen a new element added to the Greek 
perspective: a turning outward-a sense of social respon
sibility-which was reflected in the greatly increased participa-
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1955 NPC-Isabel Hatton Simmons, Kay Alt Schultz, Eleanore 
Goodridge Campbell, Kappa representatives. 

tion in campus activities on the part of Greeks. An NPC Policy 
adopted in 1945 set the tone: 

Since it is within the power of the National Panhellenic 
Congress to be a force in cultural, educational and 
civic fields, the Executive Committee recommends 
that the National Panhellenic Congress be more alert 
in taking advantage of opportunities to cooperate in 
movements which further cultural, educational and 
civic interests. . . . 

This, in itself, was commendable, but it caused others to look 
upon the fraternal organizations as they did upon any other all
campus organization, instead of as the private, social groups 
they were. And in spite of the democratizing factors, the old 
charges of elitism continued; towards the close of the '40s, the 
rights of the fraternity members to freedom of association 
began to be threatened. 

Concerted efforts on many campuses to regulate Greek 
membership selection were met by a 1949 Conference Agree
ment on Questionnaires and Constitutions, the fourth part of 
the seven Unanimous Agreements to be enacted by NPC. It 
stated that: 

No fraternity constitution will be filed with the colleges 
or universities or any outside groups without the ap
proval of the NPC Committee on Research and Public 
Relations, and that no questionnaires or requests, oral 
or written, will be answered until such time as these 
questionnaires or requests have been reviewed by the 
NPC Committee . . . and information released as to 
their validity. 

The storm was brewing. 
The 1950s: Years a/Crisis 

It is coincidental that the three Kappas to have served as na
tional chairmen of the Panhellenic have served during critical 
times in its history: 
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Lucy Wight (Allan), B B-St. Lawrence, grand presi
dent, was elected president of the unsuccessful at
tempt in Boston in 1891 to launch a Panhellenic asso
ciation. Of interest , however, is the fact that the 
resolutions concerning regulation of rushing and 
pledging which were adopted by that convention were, 
in -fact, essentially the same as those adopted eleven 
years later by the conference in 1902. 
Florence Burton Roth, Bt.-Michigan , served concur
rently as grand president of Kappa Kappa Gamma and 
chairman of the National Panhellenic Conference in 
1910, during the time when the machinery, the 
powers, and the limitations of the conference were 
being devised. 
Edith Reese Crabtree, B r-Wooster , served as chair
man of Pan hellenic in 1951, immediately preceding 
her term as president of KKG. She continued to serve 

throughout a time of crisis with a determination to 
help Panhellenic survive its difficulties. 

That Panhellenic weathered the storm of the '50s can, in 
part, be attributed to the determination of Edith Crabtree. The 
country was in the grasp of fear over the seemingly. imminent 
threat of communism. Campus organizations were under 
scrutiny by Congressional investigators looking for agents and 
ideas subversive to American freedoms. The Greeks, who held 
out for their rights as independent, voluntary social organiza
tions, not only managed to survive intact, but, during this 
period of American paranoia, took the initiative that focused 
their attention outward rather than inward. 

Panhellenic became increasingly involved in direct aid and 
advice to college Panhellenics. In 1951, the conference author
ized the dispatching of area representatives to campuses in need 
of help. In 1951, Panhellenic joined IRAC, the Interfraternity 
Research and Advisory Council, founded in 1945, as a means 
of interpreting to the public tbe Principles and policies of its 
members· (tbe National Interfraternity Conference, National 
Panhellenic Conference, the Professional Interfraternity Con
ference, and the Professional Panhellenic Association) and of 
dealing with special problems which the members shared. 

Panhellenic established a representative as an observer at the. 
United Nations and, following a special meeting of the Con
ference called in 1951, sent Panhellenic delegates to the All
American Conference Committee to Combat Communism. 

Citizenship education became a primary thrust of Panhellenic 
in the '50s. The Citizenship Committee, an outgrowth of the 
All -American Committee established in 1951, undertook the 
task of citizenship education among collegiate Panhellenic 
members, stressing throughout positive elements in American 
citizenship and pointing out the forces threatening its survival 
as a free institution. 

In 1957, the Declaration for Freedom emerged as Panhellen
ic's sixth Unanimous Agreement. Adopted on the national tide 
of anticollectivism, it was originally a statement advocating the 
teaching of the rights, privileges, and responsibilities of Ameri
can citizenship before indoctrination in ideologies destructive 
to those rights. Subsequently amended, the Declaration and the 
Pan hellenic Statement of Rights, adopted in 1957, stand to
gether as a proclamation of members' rights under the Con
stitution to peaceful assembly as voluntary associations. 

Edith Reese Crabtree, chairman NPC; Mrs. E. Tiel Smith, t.r, 
treasurer; left, and Mrs. A. C. Purkiss, A<l>, secretary, on the right. 



As the crisis waned before other urgent concerns in the '60s, 
the work of the Citizenship Committee turned to general edu
cation of the members and was incorporated into the Research 
and Education Committee in the 1970s. 

The 1960s: The Troubled Years 
It was becoming apparent that if the Greek system was to 

survive as an institution and as a positive influence on the 
growth and development of its members, it would have to 
become more flexible. College campuses were bursting at the 
seams with more students than could adequately be accommo
dat.ed. Panhellenics were being strangled with unrealistic quota 
systems and overly-complicated rushing rules. In an era when 
the intellectual content of collegiate studies had greatly ex
panded, and in the face of a national trend toward a more 
heterogeneous society, Panhellenic took a long look at itself 
and admitted that the poor image of the Greeks was, in part, 
based on fact. A concerted effort to discourage among its col
legiate members some of the excesses of the past was launched: 
overemphasis on social activities and on "Greek Week" ex
travaganz\1, unwarranted expenditure of funds and energy for 
such a'nachronisms as homecoming floats, queen contests, 
rushing parties, -were identified and discouraged. The national 
leadership preached more viable alternatives: higher academic 
standards, increased involvement in non-social activities, 
greater emphasis on Greek activities as learningexperiences
learning experiences in preparation for life beyond the collegi
ate years. Workshops sponsored by college Panhellenics were 
encouraged. Increased leadership and greater resources were 
made available by the national organization . 

American colleges were in the "eye of the storm, " the vortex 
of the forces which affected the social, political, and cultural 
upheaval in American society in the 1960s. And the Greeks 

,, very nearly did not survive the times , which virtually, and in 
retrospect, amounted to a revolution. 

Panhellenic had still been busy in the late 1950s adding to the 
College Panhellenic Agreement rules on rushing and 
penalties-while just around the corner loomed disaster. To 
quote from the Report on the College Panhellenics Committee 
in 1967: 

Antiquated, outdated rushing programs need to be re
vised to interest today's sophisticated, mature rushee. 
Today the problem is not the rushee who goes through 
rush and does not receive a bid but the rushee who 
withdraws from rush . . . 

Clearly, the Greek system was going to have to become more 
adaptive to changing times if it was 'not to become a relic of the 
past. There were many who believed, however, that if the 
Greeks could survive, there remained a need for the kinds of 
fellowship and group experiences sororities could offer on col-· 
lege campuses, -campuses rife with such individualism that the 
individual too often became lost. 

1955 NPC meeting at White Sulphur Springs, West Virginia, with 
Mary Whitney as delegate- to right of center "V." 

1969 NPC Conference at Miami Beach. 

The problem of identification of fraternities as private, social 
associations, distinct from other campus organizations, pro
duced the seventh Unanimous Agreement in 1965, the Juris
diction of a College Panhellenic Council, which clearly specified 
its limitation of authority and reiterated the autonomy of Pan
hellenic members. Amendments to the Civil Rights Act of \964 
and the Higher Education Act of 1965 excluded private social 
groups from Federal requirements. Further legislation amend
ing the Educational Amendments Act in 1972 (Title IX) specifi
cally exempted the membership selection practices of sororities 
and fraternities from Federal civil and equal rights regulations . 

The 1970s and Beyond: A New Life 
Panhellenic structure is not one conducive to instant change, 

but, on the other hand, changes accomplished slowly are usu
ally wiser ones than those forced by accommodation to threat. 

Panhellenic Leadership award given in 1960 by Mary Turner 
Whitney, Dr. Miriam Locke, and Katheryn Bourne Pearse in honor 
of Edith Reese Crabtree. 



NPC delegation to Scottsdale, Arizona conference NPC in 1975 in
cluded left to right, Kay Smith Larson, Phyllis Brinton Pryor, 
Frances Fatout Alexander, Marion Schroeder Graham, and Ruth 
Bullock Chastang. 

Change came. While the Panhellenic-endorsed codes of 
behavior remained much the same, the Panhellenic super
structure of behavior regulation and supervision adapted to the 
times. Parietal regulations in dormitories were totally discarded. 
Sororities, continuing to require a loftier code of behavior than 
was the college norm, transferred their emphasis to individual 
responsibility for behavior rather than direct supervision. Re
emphasis was placed upon individual achievement. Member
ship selection became more and more the concern of the col
legiate members alone. Relationships of college Panhellenics 
and city Panhellenics underwent review. 

Some members of Panhellenic did not survive the lean years; 
through merger, the number of Panhellenic sororities stood , in 
1975, at 26-down from a high of 32 in 1957. 

This may have left the Greeks leaner but stronger. For today 
we seem to have " rounded the bend." Shaken down, more in 
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step with the times-which probably forever will change faster 
than Panhellenic can keep up-Panhellenic has not only sur
vived, but the fraternity movement has , in many ways , come 
full-circle . Begun as a force affecting the private lives of its 
members, it became diverted during the middle years to affect
ing the social life of the campus as a whole. New directions indi
cate that the greatest future influence of the fraternity will be
as it began-upon the growth and development of its individual 
members. 

Panhellenic has, since its inception, been cast in the role of 
the peacemaker, the solver of problems, both from within and 
from without its member organizations. Its history is traced on 
the basis of the issues with which it has had to contend-and it 
has been a rocky path, at best, but one that has been led by ex
ceptionally capable and diligent women who have dedicated 
their efforts to one end, as exemplified by the Panhellenic 
Creed: 

. . . . We, the fraternity women of America, stand for 
service through the development of character inspired 
by the close contact and deep friendship of individual 
fraternity and Panhellenic life. The opportunity for 
wide and wise human service, through mutal respect 
and helpfulness , is the tenet by which we strive to live. 

Cultural, social , and political events of the past 100 years 
have both created the need for such an association as Panhel
lenic-and very nearly caused its demise. It is a tribute to the 
quality of its leadership that Panhellenic has weathered its 
storms and remains today, perhaps, more able than ever to 
serve the purpose for which it was created. 

.. ""',...... 
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8¢A 

ZTA 

-Sarah Stevenson Ventres, P <1-0hio Wesleyan 

Greek Alphabet 

Form Letter Greek English 
,.\ Alpha A hlpha Alpha 

B Beta Ba yta Beet a 

r Gamma Gahmma Gamma 

.l. Delta Del ta Del ta 

E Epsilon Epsi lon Epsi lon 

I. Zeta Zayta Zeeta 

II Eta A yta Eeta 

0 Theta Tha yta Theeta 

Iota Iota Eota 

K Kappa Kahppa Kappa 

.I Lambda Lahmbda Lambda 

M Mu M ew Mew 

~ Nu New New 

- Xi Xee Zi (eye) 

u Omicron Omicron Om icron 

11 Pi Pee Pi (eye) 

I' Rho Rho Rho 

}; Sig ma Sig ma Sig ma 

T Ta u Tow Ta we 
(as in ow l) 

y Upsilon Oopsilon Upsilon 

<I> Ph i Phee Ph i (eye) 

X Chi Kee Ki (eye) 

>I< Psi Psee Ps i (eye) 

n Omega Omayga Omeega 
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CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE OF NATIONAL PANHELLENIC MEETINGS tTl 
:;o::: 
tTl Member 
-< Date Place Fraternities Chairman K K r Delegate ....... 
"Tl 

Preliminary Convention Called Apri l 16-17, 1891 Boston 7 Evelyn Wight (Allan), 88 KKr Evelyn Wight (Allan), 8B Grand President 
:> Emi ly Bright (Burnham). ¢l Grand Secretary r By Kappa Kappa Gamma r Jean Nelson (Penfield) , I Delegate 
....... 

Inter-Sorority Conference May 24, 1902 Chicago 7 Margaret Mason Whitney A <I> Margaret Paterson (Eastman). I Representative 
\0 I 
-.I 2 " " " Sept. 19, 1903 Chicago 9 Laura Hillis Norton KA8 Virginia Sinclair (Catron), E Grand Treasurer 
-.I 

" " Sept. 16-17 , 1904 Chicago 9 Grace Telling t.r Jean Nelson Penfield, I Past Grand President 
3 
4 " " " Sept. 15-16, 1905 Chicago II Amy Olgen (Parmalee) 666 Cleora Clark Wheeler, X Grand Registrar 

5 " " Sept. 14-1 5, 1906 Chicago 12 Ella Boston Leib A=.t. George Challoner (Tracy) , H Grand Secretary 

6 " Sept. 13- 14, 1907 Chicago 12 Jobelle Holcombe xo Mary G riffith Canby, 8A Grand President 

7 lntersorority Conferernce Sept. 11-12, 1908 Chicago 12 Anna W. Lytle n8<1> Edith Stoner (Robinson) , 8 Grand President 

8 Nat'! Pan-Hellenic Conference Sept. 17-18, 1909 Chicago 14 L. Pearle Green KA8 Edith Stoner (Robinson). 8 Grand President 

9 " " " Sept. 16-17, 1910 Chicago 16 Florence Burton Roth, 86 KKr Florence Burton Roth , Bt. Grand Presiden t 

10 " " " Nov. 3-4, 1911 Evanston 16 Marguerite Lake -M Florence Burton Roth , 86 Grand Presiden t 

II Nat' ! Pan-Hellenic Congress Oct. 17-19, 191 2 Chicago 18 Cora Allen McElroy A <I> Eva Powell, n G rand President 

12 " " " Oct. 16-18, 1913 Chicago 18 Lillian W. Thompson r<~>8 Eva Powell , n Grand President 

13 " " " Oct. 15- 17, 1914 New York 18 Lois Smith Crann AXO Katherine Tobin Mullin , 8I Editor 

14 " " Aug. 12-14, 19 15 Berkeley 18 Amy Olgen Parmalee 666 Eva Powell , n Grand Presiden t 

15 Nat ' ! Panhellenic Congress Oct. 24-27, 1917 Chicago 18 Lena Grandin Baldwin A=.t. Lydia Voris Kolbe , 1\ G rand President 

16 " " " Oct. 16-18, 191 9 Washington 18 Mary C. Love Collins xo Elisabeth Bartlett Business Manager 
of The Key 

17 " " Oct. 26-29, 1921 Indianapol is 18 Ethel Hayward Weston IK Lydia Voris Kolbe, 1\ Past Grand President 

18 " " Oct. 17-20, 1923 Boston 19 Laura Hurd A <I> May Whiting Westermann, I National President 

19 " " Jan . 4-8, 1926 Dallas 20 May Agnes Hopkins ZTA Estelle Kyle Kemp, 8M N.P.C. Delegate 

20 " " " Feb. 27-Mar. I , 1928 Boston 21 Louise Leona rd Art. Estelle Kyle Kemp, 8M N.P.C. Delegate 

21 " Feb. 23-28, 1930 Denver 21 Irma Tapp At.n Georgia Hayden Lloyd-Jones, H National President 

22 " Oct. 27-30, 1931 St. Lou is 21 Rene Sebring Smith t.Z Alice Tillotson Barney, X G rand Presiden t 

23 " " Oct. 12- 14, 1933 Chicago 21 Clara Raynor Rader <I>M Clara 0. Pierce, 8 N Executi ve Secretary 
in absence of Nelli e Hart Prince <I>M 

24 " " Dec. 5-7, 1935 Edgewater Park 23 G ladys Pugh Redd Kt. Helen Snyder Andres (Steiner). 8n Grand President 
25 " " " Oct. 14-1 6, 1937 New York 23 Harri et Williamson Tuft 8<1>A Helen Snyder Andres (Steiner), 8n Past Grand President 
26 " " " Nov. 2-4, 1939 White Sulphu r Springs 23 Violet Young Gentry At.e Helen Snyder Andres (Steiner) , 8 n Past Grand President 
27 " " Nov. 26-29, 194 1 New York 21 Beatri ce Mullian Moore eY Edith Reese Crabtree , 8r Director of Membership 

and NPC 

28 Oct. 30-Nov. I , 1943 Chicago 21 Juelda C. Burnaugh 8IO Edith Reese Crabt ree , 8 r Vice President & NPC 
29 " Nov. 1-4, 1945 French Lick Springs 21 Helen Hambly Cunningham <~>on Edith Reese Crabtree, B r Director of Chapter 

Programs & NPC 

30 Nov. 10-14, 1947 Colorado Springs 20 Amy Burnham Onken n8<1> Edith Reese Crabtree, 8 r NPC Delegate 
31 " Nov. 8-12, 1949 Skytop 20 & II L. Pearle Green KA8 Edith Reese Crabtree, 8r NPC Delegate 

Official Rep. 

32 Nat ' ! Panhellenic Confere nce Nov. 27-Dec. I , 1951 Williamsburg 20 & II Edith Reese Crabtree, 8 r KKr Edith Reese Crabtree , 8r NPC Delegate 
Official Rep. 

33 " " " Nov. 3-7, 1953 Pasadena 31 Margaret Coshun Hutchinson A <I> Miriam Austi n Locke , rn NPC Delegate 
34 " " " Nov. 14-18, 1955 White Sulphur Springs 31 & I Helen Russell Byars t.r Mary Turner Whitney , 8P• NPC Delegate 

Associate Member 
35 " " Nov. 4-8, 1957 French Lick JO & I Beatrice Locke Hogan r<l>8 Mary Turner Whitney , 8P• NPC Delegate 

Associate Member 
36 " " " Nov. 9-13, 1959 Boca Raton 29 Rosita H. Nordwall AXO Mary Turner Whitney, 8P• NPC Delegate 
37 " Nov. 13-17, 1961 Chandler 29 Ernest ine B. Grigsby 666 Mary Turner Whitney, 8P• President 
38 " Nov. 13-17, 1963 Hot Springs 28 Mary Burt Nash A=.t. Frances Fatout Alexander, I NPC Delegate 
39 " Oct. 27-31, 1965 Williamsburg 27 Elizabeth Dyer xo Ruth Bullock Chastang, 8N NPC Delega te 
40 " Nov. 1-5, 1967 New Orleans 27 Ruth A. Mille r IK Ruth Bullock Chastang, 8N NPC Delegate 
41 " Oct. 22-26, 1969 Miami Beach 27 Mary Louise Roller A On Ruth Bullock Chastang, 8N NPC Delegate 
42 Nov. 7-10, 1971 Scottsdale 26 Harrie t Frische ZTA Ruth Bullock Chastang, BN NPC Delegate 
43 Oct. 21-24, 1973 Memphis 26 Myra V. Foxworthy Art. Phyllis Brinton Pryor, BM NPC Delegate 
44 " " " Oct. 26-29, 1975 Scottsdale 26 Virginia Jacobsen 

N 
At.n Phyllis Brinton Pryor, BM NPC Delegate 

....... 
(...> 
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In the early I 960s the Council began discussing the advent of 
the Fraternity's IOOth anniversary to take place in 1970. Presi
dent Frances Fatout Alexander, I-DePauw, appointed a com
mittee of past Fraternity presidents, chaired by Eleanore 
Goodridge Campbell, BM-Colorado, to study appropriate 
means of commemorating this event. At the 1966 Biennial 
Convention Mrs. Campbell presented a Centennial Resolution 
with was unanimously accepted. 

In brief, this resolution stated that a centennial program be 
developed which would center on the local campuses and that 
outstanding Kappas from the area, if possible, would be hon
ored at a celebration on Founders Day, 1970. These Kappas 
would be available to the women on the campus for a period of 
career conferences and other distinguished alumnae would be 
honored as well. This Centennial Resolution was later revised 
as planning and direction of the program had changed during 
the following biennium. (See page 217 for that resolution in its 
entirety.) A special scholarship recipient, known as the Centen
nial Scholar, would also be selected during 1969-1970 on each 
campus where there was a Kappa chapter. Each Centennial 
Scholar would be announced in June, 1970, and honored at the 
Founders Day celebration on that campus. The Fraternity's or
ganization for philanthropy would assist in the planning and ex
ecution of this program. Broad publicity would be directed by 
the Fraternity's public relations chairman. There would be ap
propriate recognition of the founding of Kappa at Monmouth 
College. An action Centennial Committee should be estabished 
to develop and execute plans for the celebration with the com
mittee of past presidents to continue to serve in an advisory ca
pacity. 

At the post-convention Council meeting, Anne Harter, B T
Syracuse, outgoing director of philanthropies, was named cen
tennial chairman and Margaret Easton Seney , P "-Ohio 
Wesleyan, retiring chairman of rehabilitation services , was ap
pointed assistant chairman. 

The following November the first of many centennial meet
ings was held at the Fraternity Headquarters. Attending this 
initial planning session were the chairman and assistant chair
man , President Frances Alexander , Public Relations Chairman 
Ann Scott Morningstar, Executive Secretary-Treasurer Clara 
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Pierce, Key editor Isabel Hatton Simmons, and Headquarters 
staff members Frances Davis Evans, Katharine Wade Pennell, 
and Elizabeth Tracy Ridgley. All these women were BN-Ohio 
State, with the exception of Anne Harter, Margaret Seney, and 
Frances Alexander. 

Two important steps were taken at this meeting. First, it was 
determined that the Centennial Scholarships would be for study 
by women in some field of rehabilitation. Where graduate study 
was available, the grant would be for advanced study. Where 
there was no graduate program, the award would be to an 
undergraduate. Second, it was recommended that the Centen
nial Fund should be completely self-supporting with a goal of 
$500,000 to be raised from gifts of individual members, alum
nae groups, and chapters, and income from a project initiated a 
few years earlier, the sale of monogrammed blouses and 
sweaters. Since rehabilitation scholarships and special research 
grants were already a part of the Educational Endowment Fund, 
gifts were to be made payable to that tax-exempt fund, although 
a separate accounting of Centennial Fund income and expense 
was to be kept. 

Immediately following this meeting, the wheels began turn
ing to set up this sizeable project. Council approval was gained 
for the initial plans. The Centennial Fund began with approx
imately $13,500 obtained from profits to date on blouse sales, 
an earlier transfer from unallocated philanthropies, and a few 
early gifts. There was much to be done toward reaching that 
half-million dollar goal in less than four years. Many felt that 
this ambitious figure was unrealistic and had been set too high. 
The enthusiastic committee, in some cases, had to "sell" the 
program to Fraternity officers before the promotion with mem
bers at large was even begun. 

The winter 1966 issue of The Key featured a special insert 
kicking off the fund drive and exp.laining the centennial goals . 
"Keys to a Second Century" was chosen as the theme. A fac
simile pledge card was included in the insert and in all following 
issues of The Key until 1970. There was immediate response 
from members with gifts and pledges. 

The assistant chairman, Margaret Seney, undertook a mail
ing to more than 2,000 Kappas for an Advanced Gifts Drive in 
the spring of 1967 which successfully brought in $46,000 in 
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cash and pledged gifts during the six-month drive . Gifts to the 
fund were categorized throughout the campaign under the fol
lowing headings : Keystone-$500 or more, Founders-$100-
500, Loyalty- under $1 00. 

The chairman spent the winter and spring of 196 7 locating 60 
state or regional chairman to coordinate the fund-raising activi
ties and to supervise the work of the local · chairmen who were 
appointed by each alumnae group. That summer the first of 
many bulletins of explanation and procedure were sent each 
chairman by Anne Harter. Alumnae groups and chapiers re
ceived promotional information on the fund, the centennial 
plans, and the blouse sales through regular mailings from 
Headquarters. Information was distributed in this manner 
throughout the drive . Emily Harding Moellering and Mary 
Klauer Roland, both 86-Michigan, were appointed to take over 
the promotion and sales of the blouses , which produced over 
$19,500 for the fund. 

Province conventions during the spring of 1967 featured a 
special presentation of the centennial plans as prepared by the 
chairman imd assistant chairman. In June the first Province Of
ficers Seminar took place in Columbus, and Anne Harter spoke 
to the Associate Council on the centennial goals. Immediately 
following, there was a joint meeting of the Council and Centen
nial Committee. 

The all-member fund drive was initiated in October , 1967, 
with a mailing from Headquarters to every member. A letter of 
explanation, brochure, .pledge card, and return envelope 
apdressed to the chairman in Washington , D.C. were enclosed. 
At the same time the fall 1967 issue of The Key featured a list
ing of the donors to the Advanced Gifts Campaign as well as 
pictures and brief biographies of the 60 regional centennial 
chairmen . Response to this dual means of promotion of the 
fund by the membership was immediate and gratifying. 

Anne Harter had secured the assistance of two Washington, 
D.C. Kappas to help with the mounting day-to-day work . 
Patricia Miller Priest , Bn-Washington, and Doris Laflin Gregg, 
Y- Northwestern , performed yeoman service throughout the 
campaign in receipting and acknowledging gifts , filing, notifica
tion of gifts received to appropriate regional chairmen, and typ
ing donor lists for The Key. All individual gifts were kept in 
accounts in Washington while gifts from alumnae groups, chap
ters, house boards, etc., were banked and recorded in centen
nial accounts in Columbus. 

In the spring of 1968 a reminder mailing from Headquarters 
to every member brought another great influx of gifts. The por
tion of the campaign for which Headquarters was responsible 
was coordinated by Clara Pierce, with the assistance of 
Elizabeth Tracy Ridgley (Greek) . The Key provided space for 
promotion of the fund through articles, excerpts from donors' 
letters, current reports of fund percentages reached, and the 
many pages of donor listings. Editor Isabel Hatton Simmons 
and later, Ann Meuser Ritter, 8-Missouri, cooperated willingly 
with the Centennial Committee on every request to include 
information . Jane Edwards (Langford), 6H-Utah, field secre
tary, contributed lively cartoon sketches which brightened all 
printed centennial material. 

May, 1968, saw another aspect of the centennial in the plan
ning stages at a meeting in Lexington , Kentucky. Its purpose 
was to set in motion the procedure for publicizing and eventual 
awarding of the Centennial Scholarship grants . Attending were 
Centennial Scholarships Chairman Dr. Doris M. Seward, 6-In
diana, Director of Philanthropies Martha Galleher Cox, and 
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Centennial Committee chairmen, left to right; Doris Seward, A-In
diana; Anne Hart r, BT-Syracuse; and Margaret Easton Seney, p6_ 
Ohio Wesleyan. 

# 809 
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Centennial Committee. Anne Harter, chairman ; Martha Cox 
Galleher, (back) director of philanthropy ; Margaret Easton Seney, 
assistant chairman; Agnes Park Fausnaugh, chairman rehabilita
tion ; Doris Seward, Centennial scholarship chairman; Ann Scott 
Morningstar, public relations chairman and producer of Centennial 
film. 



Herman Kitchen and staff film Centennial documentary entitled 
"Keys To A Second Century." 

A group of "early times' Kappas seated in front window of Frater
nity Headquarters drawing room on sofa belonging to Tade 
Hartsuff Kuhns, first grand president. (Seated) Pam Zadinsky, 
Anne Hertenstein, r<I>-SMU, Nancy O'Brien, P•-Ohio Wesleyan ; 
Debbie Daugherty ; (Standing) Marmee Fry, Joann Harris, Betty 
Ann Bowser, P•-Ohio Wesleyan; and Sissy Ryan, all BN-Ohio 
State unless otherwise noted. 

Kathryn Bourne Pearse, r t1-Purdue, (center), Centennial charm chair
man sells a charm to Beverly Alexander Tull, rX-George Washington, 
cultural chairman , while former Alph PDC Antoinette Clemens 

.Breithaupt, B=-Texas, waits her turn. 

Chairman of Rehabilitation Services Agnes Park Fausnaugh, 
both P 6 -0hio Wesleyan, the centennial chairman and assistant 
chairman. 

The 47th Biennial Convention took place June 13-19, 1968, 
in Columbus, Ohio. Interest in the centennial was created in 
several ways. Kappa delegates and visitors toured Fraternity 
Headquarters guided by staff members and Columbus alumnae. 
The historic Victorian home had been completely restored. since 
the serious fire in 1965. Anne Harter , Margaret Seney and 
Mary Roland, as well as those regional chairmen attending con
vention, took turns manning the centennial booths located in 
the hotel lobby. Mrs . Roland had designed and made the att rac
tive backdrops for these booths at which Kappas could make 
pledges or gifts, order blouses or sweaters, or pick up promo
tional materi al to take home. The Columbus Alumnae Associa
tion sold commemorative plates and ashtrays under the direc
tion of Juliet Connors Ryan, B/\-lllinois. Kappa author and 
1968 Alumnae Achievement Award winner Elinor Kiess Rose, 
K -Hillsdale, autographed her latest book of verse, "Rhyme and 
Reason ," donating profits to the fund. 

A new project to benefit the centennial was launched by 
Kathryn Bourne Pearse , r Ll-Purdue, member of the Finance 
Committee and former Council officer, whose enthusiasm 
sparked its success during the following two years. The sale of 
sterling silver and 14 kt. gold centennial charms, featuring the 
special Centennial Seal, was announced and business was 
immediately brisk followed by mail orders placed with Mrs. 
Pearse. 

A centennial program took place on Alumnae Day, featuring 
a financial report by Anne Harter and Margaret Seney. Income 
to date to the fund was announced as $199,000. An explanation 
of the Centennial Scholarship program was given by Dr. 
Seward. Dr. Howard A. Rusk, founder and director of the In
stitute of Rehabilitation Medicine in New York City, spoke. 
Husband of Gladys Houx Rusk , 8-Missouri , Dr. Rusk had first 
interested the Kappas in the support of rehabilitation projects 
and scholarships in 1952. His message in 1968, " Sick People in 
a Troubled World, " added an inspiring note for the need for 
trained personnel to work in the many and varied fields of re
habilitation of the handicapped . He projected that the 90 plus 
Centennial Scholars would touch and improve the lives of thou
sands of people during their careers. 

During the convention a centennial film was produced by 
Ann Morningstar. Documentary film specialist Herman W. 
Kitchen of Unit Number One Film Productions , Inc. of New 
York directed and filmed the production in sound and color. 
Entitled " Keys to a Second Century," the film was made availa
ble in the fall of 1968 to alumnae groups and chapters and was 
booked solidly until 1970. Featured in the film were Kappa 
Council officers, the Centennial Committee, Dr. Rusk talking 
with Dr. Seward about expanding horizons in rehabilitation, 
views of the Headquarters and scenes from convention. Mem
bers of the Columbus Alumnae Association were seen at work 
on their rehabilitation project and a recent scholarship recipient 
was featured working as a therapist with retarded children. 
Actor Robert Young gave the introduction to the film in its 
finished form. 

Before the close of convention former Fraternity President 
Eleanore Campbell presented for adoption a revised centennial 
resolution. 



THE CENTENNIAL 
RESOLUTION 

(as revised by the General Convention June 17, 1968) 
WHEREAS, on October 13, 1970 Kappa Kappa Gamma will 

celebrate one hundred years of continuous contribution to the ed
ucational and cultural development of women and 

WHEREAS, it is appropriate that we celebrate this occasion in a 
manner that recognizes the achievements of outstanding women , 
to the, end that young college women may be inspired by their ex
amples to realize their own potentials, to develop their talents, to 
take advantage of the opportunities open to them to qualify them
selves to assume the responsibilities and to meet the demands of 
modern society which require the participation of qualified women 
and , 

WHEREAS, Kappa Kappa Gamma ljas throughout the years 
maintained a program of recognizing outstanding alumnae for 
achievements in various fields of endeavor, now, therefore be it 

RESOLVED, that a centennial program be developed which will 
center in activity on the local campuses and that outstanding alum
nae of Kappa Kappa Gamma who have already achieved recogni 
tion for performance in their fields be included in a public funct ion 
on each campus in tribute to their individual achievements and as 
inspiration to current students ; that during the year 1970-71 a spe
cial scholarship recipient , to be known as the Kappa Kappa Gam
ma Centennial Scholar, shall be selected on each campus on which 
there is a chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma and shall be announced 
in June, 1970 and shall be recognized at the Founders' Day cele
bration on our campuses; that these scholarships be granted with 
particular consideration of women students in the broadest field of 
rehabilitation , including vocational training , the sciences, and the 
arts; that in addition to the program of local activities , an appropri
ate recognition of the Fraternity's founding be given to Mon
mouth College; that the study of former presidents be continued 
as advisory to an action centennial committee. This action com
mittee shall be appointed by the council to develop and execute 
plans for the celebration of the occasion and to work with local 
chapters and alumnae groups in planning and ca rrying out the ar
rangements for each campus. 

With only two years, but $300,000 left to go before the cen
tennial celebration , the committee redoubled its efforts at fund 
raising . A mailing to parents of active members soliciting gifts 
was undertaken in January, 1969. In the late spring of that year 
a third aU-member mailing was prepared and sent out from 
Headquarters. Again response was immediate and helpful. By 
June, 1969, the chairman could report that the fund stood at 
65 .5 per cent of its goal or nearly $318,000. 

In January, 1969, the Centen11ial Committee met briefly with 
the Council and in May the Scholarship Committee met again at 
Lexington. The summer 1969 issue of The Key listed the wom
en selected locaUy on each Kappa campus who were to serve as 
the Centennial Campus Contacts . The "CCCs" were to be re
sponsible for devising the appropriate system for promotion of 
the Centennial Grants and the selection of winners for their re
spective schools. The assistant centennial chairman supervised 
the work of these alumnae. 

By the faU of 1969 information was published in The Key on 
the availability of the 1970-1971 Centennial Scholarships and it · 
was reported that the fund had reached 71 per cent of its goal. 

Excitement over the development of centennial plans by 
those most concerned was dimmed considerably by the death 
on October 27, 1969, of Clara 0. Pierce whose interest , assist
ance, and support of the program had been of such help to the 
committee. Her astute grasp of the many facets involved in 
fund-raising was invaluable. 

No aU-member canvass was planned for 1969-1970, but indi
vidual gifts were received at an exceUent rate throughout the fi
nal year. Response foUowing each issue of The Key was noticea
bly high while blouse and charm sales were encouraging. 

It had been the concern of the Council, the Fraternity 
Finance Committee, as well as the Centennial Committee that 
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Centennial gift to Monmouth in 1970 was the painting by John 
Singer Sargent. Left to right ; Anne Harter, B T -Syracuse, Centen
nial chairman ; Louise Little Barbeck, r<t>-SMU, Kappa . president ; 
Dr. Duncan Wimpress, president of Monmouth College. 

the necessary big push for support of the fund by a lumnae asso
ciations and clubs might result in a decrease of their group gifts 
to the regular philanthropic and scholarship programs. It was a 
heartening fact that gifts to all Kappa funds increased during 
1967-1970. More scholarships were awarded through the Fra
ternity philanthropies program than in any prev ious years . 

The oil painting "A Winding Road and Cypress Trees -San 
Vigilio" by John Singer Sargent was purchased during th e 
winter of 1969-1970 by the Fraternity from the Kennedy Gal
leries, New York City, as a gift for Monmouth College. In 
April, 1970, Fraternity President Louse Little Barbeck, f<I>
Southern Methodist , accompanied by Ann Morningstar and 
Anne Harter visited Monmouth for the presentation . A 
luncheon honoring them and the president of the coUege and 
his wife, Dr. and Mrs. Duncan Wimpress, was given by Alpha 
Chapter and the Monmouth Alumnae Association. That after
noon the painting, already hung in the new college library , was 
unveiled and formally presented by Louise Barbeck before an 
audience of students, parents and trustees. 

The painting, an oil on can vas 28 by 37 inches, was one of the 
few landscapes done by this outstanding painte r of the 19th 
century. A baroque gold frame was selected with a gold plaque 
inscribed as follows: 

"The Centennial gift from Kappa Kappa Gamma Fraternity 
in 1970 to Monm outh College where Kappa Kappa Gamma was 
founded in 1870." 

With the gift to Monmouth made , the first of the centennial 
goals was reali zed and the days moved swiftly toward the con
vention and the close of the Fu nd Drive . June saw 97 per cent 
of the goa l rea li zed. 

The Centen nial Conven ti on took place June 24-Jul y I , 
1970, at the French Lick-Sheraton Hote l in French Lick, Indi
ana. This 48th biennial meeting was attended by a record num
ber of more than one thousand Kappas fro m the United States 
and Canada who shared in the celeb rati on of Kappa's first cen
tury. The conve ntion used th e theme " Keys to a Second Cen
tury" which was ca rried thro ughout the program and special 
events. It was appropriate that this meeting carried on its agen
da a complete revision of the bylaws which included an en large
ment of the Council to nine members . 
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(Standing) Jayne Weathers Wentz, (Seated) Edie Mae Herrel, 
Robert Young, and (Standing) Catherine Schroeder Graf-all BN
Ohio State-enjoying the historical museum. 

A highlight of the convention was an historical museum set 
up in one of the spacious lounge areas of the hotel. The muse
um was designed by Edith Mae Hamilton Herrell, BN-Ohio 
State, with the assistance of several Columbus, Ohio Alumnae 
Association members. Committee members were Catherine 
Schroeder Graf, Diane Miller Selby, Patricia Stanceau, Jayne 
Weathers Wentz,-all BN-Ohio State, and Joan Brightman 
Thatcher (Dean), P LQhio Wesleyan. Partially constructed in 
Columbus and assembled at French Lick by this committee, 
whose members acted as guides, the museum livened Kappa's 
past to hundreds of Kappas who visited it. Eight scenes were de
signed to fit the style of the eras of Kappa history, taking the 
visitor down the path of 100 years while passing the major Kap
pa happenings along the way. Diverse media, materials, shapes, 
and artistic styles were used to create an exciting experience 
with each display. A multi-media sound and light presentation 
was shown at the exit. This final brief two-minute capsule histo
ry of Kappa's first century gave a quick over-all impression of 
what Kappa means to many. 

Also on display for conventioneers were pictures and brief 
biographical sketches of the 94 Centennial Scholars already 
selected for the 1970-1971 academic year. 

Another display found in historical museum showed World Wars I 
and II and the part Kappa played. 
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Kay Graf ,puts finishing touches on mannequin wearing clothes of 
early Kappas and depicting the founding complete with bridge and 
drawing of Old Main in background. 

Again, as in 1968, the Centennial Program was scheduled for 
Alumnae Day. A financial report by Anne Harter stated the 
Centennial Fund was shy of its goal by only .07 per cent or 
$3,500, although gifts were continuing to arrive both at the con
vention and the chairman 's home. A colored slide presentation 
showing the growth and development of the fund accompanied 
the report. Art work for the slides, depicting the building of a 
birthday cake, was supplied by Florence Hutchinson Lonsford, 
r t. -Purdue. Margaret Seney told of the Centennial Scholars 
and of the work of the Centennial Campus Contacts who were 
so instrumental in the success of the promotion of the program 
and selection of scholars. Louise Bar beck reported on the gift of 
the Sargent painting to Monmouth College in April and slides 
of the painting and weekend events were shown. Mrs. Barbeck 
then presented to Dr. Howard A. Rusk a check from the Cen
tennial Fund for use at the Institute of Rehabilitation Medicine. 
Convention delegates and visitors responded to the program 
with a standing ovation for the Centennial Committee. 

That evening there was a gala centennial birthday dinner par
ty with a 10 foot birthday cake glittering with I 00 candles as a 
focal point of the dining room. Special guests seated with the 
Centennial Committee, the current and past presidents, were 

Cleora Wheeler, 
X-Minnesota, 
looking at Ritual 
on display and re
alizing that the 
cover had been 
hand-made by her! 
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actor Robert Young and his wife and Dr. and Mrs . Rusk. 
Martha Cox presided and Mrs . Barbeck read a centennial toast 
written for the occasion by Elinor Kiess Rose, K-Hillsdale. 

Immediately following dinner a program, "Promise for a Sec
ond Century," was given in convention hall. Directed by 
Broadway's Glen Nielsen , who also worked on advance script
ing and production in New York with Ann Morningstar, 
"Promise" was a blend of nostalgia and now. All camera work, 
both in New York and at convention, was done by Herman 
Kitchen and his Unit One Film Productions, Inc. who sue- tr' 

cessfully filmed the 1968 centennial motion picture. Robert 
Young, who had just received an annual television Emmy 
Award for his acting in the series, "Marcus Welby, M.D." gave 
his talent, prestige, and charm to the Kappas as guest star of the 
program. Mr. Young narrated highlights of Kappa's first I 00 
years shown to the audience by means of stills, slides, and mov
ies featuring Kappas of past and present days. On screen were 
scenes from the earlier centennial film as well as the centennial 
chairman touring the Institute of Rehabilitation Medicine with 
Dr. Ru~k . "Live" were Centennial Scholars Cynthia Henry and 
Patricia Wright to tell of their study plans . Co-narrating the pro
gram with Mr. Young was Rosalie Geer Parker, BI-Adelphi, 
former editor of The Key. A dance team of collegiate members 
from r ~-Purdue entertained throughout in period costumes 
from Victorian days to the Space Age. The Kappa Pickers of 
Delta Chapter, Indiana University, provided musical numbers. 
At the close of the program Mr. Young was presented a special 
Centennial Citation from the Fraternity president, members of 
the Council , and centennial chairmen. 

At the Candlelight Banquet on the closing evening of con
vention, the cer'ltennial chairman made the thrilling surprise 
announcement that the fund had, at last , reached its $500,000 
goal. Mr. and Mrs. Clifford F. Favrot (Agnes Guthrie, 
80-Tulane) were so anxious to see the goal reached at conven
tion that, just before the banquet, Mrs. Favrot presented a 
check to Anne Harter for the amount needed . 

The 1970 Convention ended on a high and optimistic note 
due in large part to this realization of centennial goals . The 
chairman returned to her home in Washington, D.C., "laugh
ing all the way to the bank ." Gifts and final pledge payments 
continued to arrive throughout the summer and fall of 1970. 
The fund officially closed early in the winter of 1971 after hav
ing received a gross income of $516,070.69 or just over I 03 per 
cent . 

Doing the "Charleston" in the Centennial program were Priscilla 
Murphy, Sandy Shimer, Becky McCan and Debby Maynard, all r !::.
Purdue. 

The Kappa Pickers of Delta Chapter (Indiana) added harmony and 
enthusiasm to the centennial program. Front, Diane Matt and Janie 
Pauley; back, Kathy Worster, Jan Helm, Colleen Badell , Ann 
Grigsby, Marty Youngquist, .Nancy Webb, and Leslie Oliv,er. 

Presidents' Banquet. Left to right, Eleanore Goodridge Campbell, 
BM-Colorado; Frances Fatout Alexander, !-DePauw; Rheva Ott 
Shryock, BA-Pennsylvania; Felix R. McKnight, speaker (co-pub
lisher and editor of the Dallas Times Herald; Louise Little Barbeck, 
f<ll-SMU ; and Sarah Harris Rowe, I -Northwestern. 

Robert Young was escorted to the stage for the production, " Prom
ise for a Second Century," by Sandy Shimer, r !::.-Purdue, and 
Becky McCan, r !::. -Purdue. 



Each province posed for pictures and this is Kappa province 
1970. 

Founders Day was celebrated in October, 1970, throughout 
the United States and Canada with specifically planned events 
by chapters and alumnae groups . Centennial Scholars were 
invited on Kappa campuses, and outstanding alumnae were 
honored. The special centennial film was made available to 
every chapter as an integral part of the Founders Day programs. 

Also in the fall of 1970 a commemorative record album, 
"Songs of Kappa Kappa Gamma -1970," was distributed to 
chapters, Fraternity officers, and chairmen. The record, pro
duced under the direction of former Music Chairman Bonnie 
Daynes Adams, f1H-Utah, featured a wide variety of favorite 
Kappa songs performed by the Centennial Convention Choir, 
the Denver Alumnae Chorus , and actives from Delta, Gamma 
Delta , Delta Psi, and Epsi lon Beta chapters. Included were two 
centennial songs: "Light Up the Candles" by Emily Blanchard 
Measer and Margaret Smallwood Morse, both B T -Syracuse, 
which was written specially for the Centennial Convention; and 
"Centennial Prayer" by Cheryl Edel Stewart , Ef1-Arizona 
State. 

When it was determined that all financial goals planned for 
the Centennial Fund had been met and the books audited, it 
was evident that additional monies were available for disburse
ment. The Council, in 1971 , after considerable study, voted 
$119,000 for use in the field of rehabilitation services to seven 
medical institutions in the United States and one in Korea . In 
addition, 23 graduate and undergraduate rehabilitation scholar
ships were awarded for the school year 1971-1972 which 
boosted the total of this type grant for that school year to a rec
ord 51. 

Table of 50 year Kappas and those who pinned them at the ban
quet. 
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Convention arrival and departure! 

An unexpected honor came to the Fraternity in October, 
1971. The National Rehabilitation Association presented to 
Kappa Kappa Gamma its Organizational Award. Fraternity 
President Louise Barbeck accompanied by Director of Phi
lanthropies Margaret Seney traveled to Chicago to receive the 
award at the NRA Convention. Kappa was the first Greek letter 
organization to win this honor given annually to "an organiza
tion which . . . has demonstrated effective concern for the 
care, treatment, educat ion or rehabilitation of handicapped in
dividuals ." 

Actually, the award came about through the pride and inter
est of one Kappa, Carolyn Springer Wilbourne, BY-West Vir
ginia, who, entirely unsolicited, wrote from her home in Law
ton, Oklahoma, to the National Rehabilitation Association 
Headquarters in Washington, D.C. When NRA asked for 
detailed information, Mrs. Wilbourne got in touch with Mrs. 
Seney. On the basis of the information requested and supplied 
regarding Kappa's program of rehabilitation aid, the invitation 
to receive the award was issued. 

The final achievement of the more than successful Centen-
. nial Fund through its expenditures for additional grants and 
scholarships, and the totally unexpected receipt of the National 
Rehabilitation Association Award in addition to the fulfilled 
centennial goals, made the efforts of the Centennial Committee 
and the hundreds of Kappas who had assisted in many ways 
throughout the previous four years more than worthwhile. 

While 2000 delegates to the National Rehabilitation Association 
Convenfion in Chicago 1971 applaud, NRA president Richard D. 
Burk, M.D., presented the annual organizational award to Kappa 
Kappa Gamma. Fraternity President Louise Barbeck expresses 
Kappa's appreciation while mrector of Philanthropies Margaret 
Easton Seney holds the award. 
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CENTENNIAL FUND STATE CHAIRMEN 

ALABAMA : Anne Mandeville lnge , rn-Aiabama 
ALASKA: Karen Harr Hornaday , A•-Monmouth 
ARIZONA: Ann Stice Thompson, A•-Monmouth 
ARKANSAS: (co-chairmen) Mary Ellen Gittinger Arnold , fN-Arkansas 

Gladys LeCroy Taylor, fN-Arkansas 
CALIFORNIA: (Northern area) Kay Kreizenbeck Benz , BK-ldaho 

(Southern area) Betsy Molsberry Prior, BN-Ohio State 
COLORADO: Marjory Rendle Vail, rO-Wyoming 
CONNECTICUT: Virginia Campbell Raff, 6E -Rollins 
DELAWARE: Ellin Brown Foote, fP-Allegh eny 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA: (see Maryland) 
FLORIDA : Carolyn Mylander Wentworth , BN-Ohio State 
GEORGIA: Lorraine Heaton Boland , BB •-St. Lawrence 
HAWAII : Virginia Rowe Cooper, r:=-California at Los Angeles 
IDAHO: Frances King Meyer, f'I' -Maryland 
ILLINOIS: Josephine Painter Ahlenius, E-lllinois Wesleyan 
INDIANA : Carolyn Godley O'Dell, M-Butler 
IOWA : Mary Ellen Foster Comly, A•-Monmouth 
KANSAS: Mary Virginia Douglass Brown, 0-Kansas 
KENTUCKY: Eleanor Lee Todd Congleton, BX-Kentucky 
LOUISIANA : Betty Pharr Moran, BO-Tulane 
MARYLAND AND DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA: Sally Gardner Johnson, f'I'-

Maryland 
MAINE: '(see New Hampshire) 
MASSACHUSETTS : Annis Crandall Murdock , 6H-Utah 
MICHIGAN : Ruth Chadwick Barnes, BI -Adelphi 
MINNESOTA : Jane Bredberg Nelson, 8 -Missouri 
MISSISSIPPI : Kathleen Lagarde Virden, 6 Y -Georgi a 
MISSOURI: Marjory Smith Faeth, 8-Missouri 
MONTANA : Evelyn Hughes Murphy, B<I>-Montana 
NEBRASKA AND SOUTH DAKOTA : Priscilla Knudsen Wheeler, !-Nebraska 
NEVADA : Loreta Newton Gubler, 6H-Utah 
NEW HAMPSHIRE AND MAINE: (Co-chairmen)Janice Tappin Lowell , 6M 

Connecticut 
Eleanor Sands Eastwood, <!>-Boston 

NEW JERSEY: Adeline Holmes Lubkert, 68-Goucher 
NEW MEXICO: Diana Wolf Kinney, rB-New Mexico 
NEW YORK: (Co-chairmen) (Beta Province cities) Mary Elizabeth Nist Ford, 

rO-Denison 
(Alpha Province cities) Mary-Martha Lawrence Shute, 8-Missouri 

NORTH CAROLINA; Marcia Hall Johnson, K-Hillsdale (resigned) 
Lee Nowell Radford , 6 Y -Georgia 

NORTH DAKOTA : Barbara Neander Cu nningham , X-Minnesota 
OHIO: Suzanne Lovell Hadsell, P •-Ohio Wesleyan 
OKLAHOMA : Lorna Troup Stenger, r A-Kansas State 
OREGON AND WASHINGTON: Margaret Kerr Bourassa , BO-Oregon 
PENNSYLVANIA : LaRue Moss Schreib, fE-Pittsburgh 
RHODE ISLAND : Natalie Py Anderson, 6f -Michigan State 
SOUTH CAROLINA: Adele Waddick Bland, BO-Newcomb 
SOUTH DAKOTA : (see Nebraska) 
TENNESSEE: Alta LaRue Abercrombie. Johnson, fO-Wyoming 
TEXAS : Ellen Brooks Frazar , B:=-Texas 
UTAH : Harriett Hill McDonald , 6 Y -Georgi a 
VERMONT: (co-chairmen) Louise H. Reynolds, r 6 -Middle bury 

Marie Mottola Christie , 66-McGill 
WASHINGTON : (see Oregon) 
WEST VIRGINIA: (co-chairmen) Lucy Higginbotham Mann , BY-West Virginia 

Ruth Phillips Polack , 6B-Duke 
VIRGINIA : Pau lina Tomlin Beall , rX-George Washington 
WJSCONSIN : (co-chairmen) Eloise Ryder Pingry, r t:.-Purdue 

Margaret Kennedy Wolfe, H-Wisconsin 
WYOMING : Doris Abrahamson Ward , fO-Wyomi ng 
CANADA: 

ALBERTA : Nancy Udell Hopf, rH-Washington State 
BRITISH COLUMBIA AND TH E YUKON : Athalie Frasier Solloway, f! -Brit -

ish Columbia 
ONTARIO: Shirley Reid Eaton, B'I'-Toronto 
QUEBEC AND MARITIME PROVINCES: Peggy Drummond, rr-Manitoba 
SASKATCHEWAN AND MANITOBA: Donna Stewart McNamara, rr-

Manitoba 
ENGLAND: Alicia Kircher Lydon, ri-Washington U. 
MEXICO: Patricia Vencill Williams, fB-N ew Mexico 
OVERSEAS: Mary Shuford Johnson , Bn-Washington 

-Anne Harter, B T -Syracuse 
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Kappa's $10,000 Centennial award to the County of Los Angeles 
Rancho Los Amigas Hospital is used for a clinical specialist pro
gram in either physical or occupational therapy. (Photo by Mary 
Frampton, Los Angeles Times.) 

When Kappa Kappa Gamma embarked on its program of re
habilitation of the handicapped in 1952, it launched a new and 
exciting era of participation for both the active and alumnae 
members. The success of this volunteer program , which pro
vides an opportunity for Kappas to render service to di sahled 
persons in their own local communities, was one of increasi ng 
significance. Within a few years it was supplemented by an an
nual scholarship aid program which made grants av11ilable to 
young women planning professional careers in some rehabilita .. 
tion field . The total program of service and scholarships gained 
support both within and without the Fraternity . Rehabilitation 
Services became the catalyst for worthwhile service programs 
and the goal for a new emphasis in fraternit y living. 

Even though Rehabilitation Services was only 15 years old 
when the committee of ex-presidents was set up to draft a Cen
tennial Resolution, it had made an impact on all Kappas . So it 
was not surprising that the final Centennial Resolution, pre
sented to the convention at Bretton Woods , New Hampshire, in 
1966, contained the idea of special scholarships to be awarded 
during the centennial year of 1970-1971 on each campus where 
Kappa was affiliated. These scholarships were to be in re
habilitation fields to focus on the Fraternity's interest and con
cern for persons with handicaps . 

Council appointed the following committee to implement this 
scholarship program and to organize the details for carrying out 
the directive of the resolution : Dr. Doris Seward, 6-lndiana, 
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A recipient of Centennial grant is Dr. 
working with a burn patient. 

dean of student affairs planning at the University of Kentucky, 
chairman: Martha Galleher Cox, P 6 -0hio Wesleyan , director 
of philanthropies; Agnes Park Fausnaugh, P 6 -0hio Wesleyan, 
rehabilitation services chairman; Anne Harter, B T -Syracuse, 
centennial chairman; and Margaret Easton Seney, P 6 -Ohio 
Wesleyan, assistant to the centennial chairman. This committee 
met for the first time in the spring of 1968 in Lexington , Ken
tucky to develop the plans fo r the Centennial Scholarship 
Awards, in the areas of rehabilitation. 

Kappa's interpretation of rehabilitation had long been a 
broad one . Fields of study could relate to work with the 
physically handicapped , mentally retarded , emotionall y dis
turbed, socially deprived, the aged , and others whose handicaps 
resulted from circumstances of birth , environment , disease, or 
accident. The Centennial Awards were to be for women stu
dents at the graduate level if such opportunities ex isted or, on 
campuses where there were no graduate programs, the grants 
were to go to upper-class women students. The awards were de
signed for those women showing the greatest promise, capabil 
ity , motivation , and opportunity for improving the quality of 
life of her fellow man. 

Plans for the task and a carefully coordinated timetable were 
set up . The project was to be unde rtaken with the aid of local 
Kappa alumnae in each college community who were to serve 
as the Centenn ia l Campus Contacts. These "CCCs," as they 
became known, were the key to the ultimate success of this 
unique celebration program. These Kappas were chosen with 
the help of the chapter advisory boa rds and the alumnae associ 
ations in the 94 communities where we had chapters at that 
time. These coordi nators were supervised by Margaret Seney 
who guided them through 1970, when the Centennial Scholars 
were announced. 

The CCCs used the facilities of their university financi al aid 
offices to announce the ava ilability of the Centennial Scholar
ships. They also publicized the grants in many other local 
sources including the news media and unive rsity depa rtments. 
They were able to encourage many applicat ions. 
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The progress of the Centennial Fund drive made it possible 
for Council to approve a recommendation from the Centen
nial Scholarship Committee in 1969. This request asked that the 
awards for graduates be in the amount of $3,000 and for under
graduates the amount would be $1,000. The size of these pro
posed awards produced great interest in the program as well as 
praise and admiration from college administrators everywhere. 

Applications for the Centennial Awards were submitted to 
the loca l college financial aids office on a form designed for this 
grant. The university committee reviewed them and made the 
selection . On many campuses, the Kappa CCC was invited to be 
a member of this review committee and to assist with the final 
selection of a scholar. By the spring of 1970 the goal of 94 schol 
ars , one for each campus where Kappa Kappa Gamma was 
affiliated , had been achieved. 

The schola rs included 73 graduate students (I 0 doctoral can
didates, 2 medical students, 61 masters) and 21 undergradu
ates. The scholars ranged from 20 to 49 years old. More than 
half of them were members of Kappa Kappa Gamma and 18 
others belonged to some NPC group. The impact of these 
talented and gifted women, their training made possible by 
Kappa, will be felt for years to come. Each one, working in 
some way with the handicapped, hopes to make it possible for 
the disabled to lead a fuller and more useful life. 

ALPHA PROVINCE 
St. Lawrence: Mrs . Mary Monnet, Canton , New York , undergraduate in psy

chology and socio logy. 
CCC: Patri cia Blick le Wells, Btl -Michigan . 

Boston : Mary Lee Morrison , re-Drake, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, graduate in social 
work . (Not used) 
CCC: Judy Fa rnham, <!>-Boston. 

Syracuse: Doroth y DeVoe, Syracuse, New York , graduate in community organi za
tion. 
CCC: Kathleen Walker Rossman, BT-Syracuse. 

Corn ell : Larai ne Testa, Ithaca, New York , doctora l in o rgani zati onal behavior. 
CCC: Marjori e Matson Converse, r ll-Purdue. 

Toronto : Mrs. Li sa A. Harper, Scarborough , Ontario , graduate in rehabilitati on 
medicine . 
CCC: Adele Statten Ebbs, B'i'-Toronto. 

McGill : Mrs . Mary Tarasoff. Montreal, Quebec , graduate in communicati ve disor
ders. 
CCC: Cynthi a Griffin , till-McGill . 

Massachusetts : Shelia Droller, liN-Massachusetts , North Adams. Massachu-
sells , graduate in child development. 
CCC: Marci a Cunningham Santner, fP-AIIegheny. 

BETA PROVINCE 
Allegheny : Nancy L. Schott , Elmira, New York, undergraduate in psychology. 

CCC: Susan Tuttl e , rP- AII egheny. 
Pennsylvani a: Nancy Fitzgerald , Lawrence , Massachusetts, graduate in remedial 

read ing. 
CCC: Rh eva Ott Shryock, BA-Pennsylvania. 

Pitt sburgh : Mrs. Francine Leah Landay, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, grad uate in re
habilit ati on counseling. 
CCC:, Jean Risser Aiken , fP-AIIegheny. 

Penn State: Jean C. Shultz , llA-Penn State , Villanova , Pennsylvania, undergradu
ate in social welfare . 
CCC: Sue Kern Musser, llA-Penn State. 

Conn ecti cut : Deborah D. Berger, Li vingston , New Jersey , undergraduate in 
physical th e rapy. 
CCC: Helen Roge rs Whitham , liM-Connecticut. 

Carnegie-Mell on : Mrs. Joan L. Brindle, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, doctora l in fine 
arts. 
CCC: Patri cia Kelsey Miller. ll=:-Carnegie-Mellon . 

Bucknell : Ma ril yn Eme ri ch, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, undergraduate in biology. 
CCC: Margaret Bryan, r A-Kansas State. 

GAMMA PROVINCE 
Akron : Vi rgi n ia Bade r, A-Ak ron, Ohio, grad uate in speech pathology. 

CCC: Conni s O' Dell Nolte , A-Akron . 
Ohio Wesleyan : Sa lly Kuhl, Youngstown , Ohio , undergraduate in phys ica l 

therapy . 
CCC: Barbara Mitchell Tull , llA-Miami U. 
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Ohio State : Kathleen Foreman, Oak Harbor, Ohio, graduate in child and family 
development. · 
CCC: Ruann Ernst Pengov. BN-Ohio State . 

Cincinnati : Mrs . Judith Shields, Cincinnati, Ohio, graduate in speech pathology. 
CCC: Jean Tuerek, BP•-Cincinnati. 

Denison: Cynthia Henry, fO-Denison , Indianapolis, Indiana, undergraduate in 
psychology. 
CCC: Nancy Lewis , ro-Denison. 

Miami : Nancy Kenan Staley, BN-Ohio State , Cincinnati , Ohio, graduate in di ag
nostic and remedial education . 
CCC: Elizabeth Cook Wilson, BP•-Cincinnati. 

DELTA PROVINC E 

Indiana : Barbara McKinley, Lawrenceburg, Indiana, graduate in social service. 
CCC: Virginia Huddleson Rogers, B/\-lllinois . 

DePauw: Meredith Knowles , 1-DePauw, Indianapolis , Indiana, undergraduate in 
nursing. 
CCC: Ann Remley Rambo, rB-New Mexico. 

Butler: Patricia Wright , Indianapolis. Indiana , graduate in special education . 
CCC: Nancy Moore, M-Butler. 

Hillsdale : Sharon L. Hutman, North Roya lton , Ohio, unde rgraduate in American 
Civilization (pre -law) . 
CCC: Margaret Seney Morrow, K-Hill sdale. 

Michigan : Dr. Sara Walke r, Ann Arbor, Michigan , post-doctoral in arthritis re
search .. 
CCC: Doris Humes Pontiz , t:.r -Mich igan State . 

Purdue: Joan McCarthy , r t:.-Purdue, Indianapoli s, Indiana, undergraduate in 
speech and hearing the rapy. 
CCC: Sara Andrews Ohaver, r t:.-Purdue. 

Michigan State: Mrs . Laura Paraschos, Flint , Michigan , graduate in social work . 
CCC : Marilyn Mayer Culpepper. Bt:. -Michigan. 

EPSILON PROVINCE 

Monmouth: Patricia Jean Kehr, A • -Monmouth , Chillicothe , Illinois, unde r
graduate in speech therapy. 
CCC: Mary Bartling Crow, A• -Monmouth . 

Illinois Wesleyan : Jill Nestler , Kankakee, Illinois , unde rgraduate in soci ology. 
CCC: Helen Meeker McClure . E-lll inois Wesleyan. 

Wisconsin: Barbara Ward , Big Bend , Wisconsin , graduate in behavioral di s
abilities. 
CCC: Betsy Brooks , r t:.-Purdue. 

Minnesota: Carol Sanderson , Rochester, New York, graduate in speech pa
thology, 
CCC: Jane Wilson Borchert , fT -North Dakota State . 

Northweste rn : Sandra Smigiel, Glen view, Illinois , doctoral in communicati ve dis
orders. 
CCC: Virgina i Ricker Hunter, 8-Missouri . 

Illinois : Marolyn Fortin , Champaign , Illinois , graduate in social wo rk. 
CCC: Portia Miller Cureton , ro-Denison. 

Manitoba: Mrs. Lois Forsberg, Winnipeg, Manitoba , doctoral in psychology. 
CCC: Donna Stewart McNamara, r I-Manitoba. 

North Dakota State : Rene Anderson , Charlson , North Dakota, undergraduate in 
speech therapy and political science. 
CCC: Judy Ozbun , rT -North Dakota State. 

ZETA PROVINCE 

Missouri : Mrs. Susan Byers Chapin , West Plains, Missouri , doctoral in lea rning 
disabilities. 
CCC: Dorothy Webb Loan , fH-Washington State. 

Helen Lodwick, Centennial Scholar, working with a child at the 
Collier Hearing and Speech Center. 
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The Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago also received a Centennial 
grant and pictured is Dr. Henry B. Betts, Institute vice president 
and medical director with the Epsilon PDA and president of 
Chicago North Shore Alumnae. 

Iowa: Mrs. Gail Greenwald. Iowa City, Iowa, graduate in physical therapy. 
CCC: Mildred Hanna Hughes , P•-Ohio Wesleyan. 

Kansas : Cynthia Morris, Leavenworth , Kansas , graduate in social work . 
CCC : Eleanore Youngberg Stuart , 0 -Kansas. 

Nebraska: Mrs. Jane Kinsey, Lincoln , Nebras ka, graduate in social work. 
CCC: Mary Woodward Cunningham , I-Nebraska. 

Kansas State: Margaret Conrow, Wake fi eld , Kansas, graduate in speech pathology. 
CCC : Miriam Hobbs Milleret, r A-Kansas State. 

Drake : Kath y Buster, Kansas City, Missouri , undergraduate in group communica
ti ons. 
CCC: Eleano r Rosene Brown, rO-Denison. 

Was hington U: Trova Hutchins. St. Louis , Missouri , doctoral in social work . 
CCC: Dian Fleming Murrey , fi-Washington U. 

Iowa State : LuAnn Arney, t:. O -Iowa State , Fort Dodge , Iowa, undergraduate in 
veterinary medicine. 
CCC : Ruth Shaw Gilman, f8 -Drake . 

ETA PROVINCE 

Colorado : Nancy Wallace Shai n , BM-Colorado, Boulder, Colorado, graduate in 
counseling and guidance. 
CCC: Betsy Reeves Shaddock, t:.Z-Colorado College. 

New Mexico: Mrs. Peggy Benton Wilson , Albuquerque, New Mexico, graduate in 
speech therapy. 
CCC: Cyrena Ferree Mapel, fB-New Mexico. 

Wyoming: Sherry Lovato, fO-Wyoming, Laramie , Wyoming, graduate in ele
mentary education. 
CCC: Eli za beth Stratton Lantz, rO-Wyoming. 

Colorado Coll ege : Kathleen Friesen , Shawnee Mission , Kansas , unde rgraduate in 
humanities and elementary educati on . 
CCC: Andrea Jelstrup Co rley, t:.Z-Colorado College. 

Utah : Maril yn Reese Johnston , t:.H- Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah, graduate in 
speech pathology and audiology. 
CCC: Claudia Mitchell , t:.H -Utah. 

Colorado State : Dori s Haskins, Denver. Colorado, doctoral in counseling psy
chology. 
CCC: Caroline Re id Frye , f'I'-M aryland. 

THETA PROVINCE 

Texas : Pamela G hetti , Stoughton. Massachusetts. doctoral in special education. 
CCC: Mary Gay Max we ll , BE-Texas. 

Oklahoma: Mrs. Joyce Koferl , Norman, Oklahoma, doctoral in special educa tion. 
CCC: Cathryn Young Barrett , B8-0klahoma. 

Arkansas : Kathe rine Starnes , Little Rock, Arkansas, graduate in psychology. 
CCC: Nancy Newl and Richards , fN-Arkansas. 

Southern Methodist: Helen Hays Lodwick , BZ -Iowa, Richardson , Texas, graduate 
in speech pathology. 
CCC: Felicia Henderson Cogan, t:.n -Tulsa. 

Tulsa : Mrs. Je ri N. Brack, Tulsa, Oklahoma, graduate in special education. 
CCC: Florence Byrd Stevenson , fN-Arkansas. 
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Oklahoma State : Mary Hendershott , rZ-Arizona, Phoenix , Arizona, graduate in 
clinica l psychology. 
CCC: Athea Jacobson Wright , 11I-Oklahoma Sta te. 

Texas Tech : Ca rla Dunn . 111Ji-Texas Tech , Alpine, Texas, gradu ate in speech and 
hearing therapy. 
CCC: Pauline Nelson Weidmann . 11Z-Colorado Coll ege. 

Texas Christian : Carol Nast, Fort Worth , Texas, graduate in medica l technology. 

CCC: Lorraine Sherley , r:= -Californ ia at Los Angeles. 
Little Rock: Linda Morehart , Mabelvale, Arkansas, unde rgraduate in soc iology. 

CCC: Eleanor Mapes Francis, E8-Little Rock. 

IOTA PROVINCE 

Washington : Marth a Dilts, Augusta, Geo rgia, gradu ate in socia l work. 
CCC: Nancy Lawton Weber, Bn-Was hington. 

Montana: Mary Judah , Billings, Montana, gradu ate in speech pa th ology and 
audiology. 
CCC: May Myrna Eye rl y Chaney, Bn -Washington. 

Oregon : Marth a Switzer Scharpf, BO-Oregon , Euge ne, Oregon , grad uate in public 
affairs with emphasis _in gerontology. 
CCC: Elizabeth Ru cke r Hulteng, BH-Stanfo rd. 

Idaho : Mrs. Jani ce Vowels Johnson , Moscow, Idaho, graduate in special edu ca
tion. 
CCC: La Dessa Roge rs Smelce r, BK -ldaho. 

Whitman : Eliza beth Duncombe, Eth ete , Wyoming, unde rgraduate in sociology. 
CCC: Peggy Nixon Beaulaurier, rM -Oregon State. 

Washington State: Mrs. Barbara Jessen , Moscow, Idaho, graduate in child devel
opment. 
CCC: Cynthia Willi ams Russell , f X-George Was hington. 

Oregon State : Jane E. Ga ll agher, Corva ll is, Oregon , undergrad uate in ph ys ica l 
therapy. 
CCC: Anita Mill e r G ibbs, fM -Oregon State . 

Brit ish Columbia: Mrs . Norma As p, Wh itehorse, Yu kon Territ ory, gradua te in 
social work. 
CCC: Maril ynne Cawker, f Y- British Colu mbia. 

Puget Sound : Jo Ann Ancich, Tacoma, Washi ngton, gradu ate in psychology. 
CCC: Charl otte Wallace Fromang, f O-Wyomin g. 

KAPPA PROVINCE 

Californi a at Berkeley: Marta Stase r, Oa kl and, Ca lifo rnia, gradua te in social work. 
CCC: Florence Wright Pfister , n • -California. 

Arizona: Linda C. Stauffer, Tucson , Arizona, graduate in speech pathology (I 
term). 
Victori a G illespi e Stevens (Huntoon) , BN-Ohio State, Columbus, Ohio, grad u
ate in clinica l psychology. 
CCC: Loui se Littl efield McMillan, 11 Z- Ari zona. 

Ca lifornia at Los Ange les: Teresi ta Moreno, Monte rey Park, Ca liforn ia, grad uate 
in social we lfa re. 
CCC: Jeanne Laurion Willi ams, r := -Californ ia at Los Angeles. 

Southern Ca li fo rn ia : Kat herine Shesler, Sacramento. Ca liforn ia, gradu ate in 
physical the rapy. 
CCC: Louise Fa rve Barker, r:= -Ca liforni a at Los Ange les. 

San Jose State: Sa ll y Armond Moya, 11X -San Jose State, Campbell , Cali fo rni a, 
graduate in learn ing d isabi liti es. 
CCC: Helen Snyder Andres (Steiner), an-Washington . 

Fresno State : Kay Ki ng Kilpatrick, Stockton, Ca lifo rni a, graduate in comm uni ca
ti ve disorde rs. 
CCC: Virgi nia Webber Dow, 110-Fresno State. 

Ari zona State : Barba ra Seibe rt G lenn , M-Bu tler , Tem pe, Ari zo na, gradu ate in 
social wo rk . 
CCC: Ma rga ret McCandless, ri -Washington U. 

LAMB DA PROV INCE 

West Vi rginia: Jean Chambers, Wheeling, West Virgi ni a, graduate in social work. 
CCC: Nancy Van Gi lst , BY-West Virginia. 

Kent ucky: Amanda Darne ll , Lou isvi lle, Ken tu cky, graduate in medicine. 
CCC: Doris Scripture, 11 -lndiana. 

Will iam and Ma ry: She rry Hall , fK-William and Ma ry, Bay Village , Ohio , gradu
ate in psychology and special educat ion . 
CCC: Anne Nenzel Lambe rt . fK-Will iam and Mary. 

George Washington: Susan R. G reen , Alexandri a, Virginia, grad uate in speech 
path ology. 
CCC: Eleanor He ll er Ha ley, r X-George Washington . 

Maryland: Adele Friedman: Birmingham , Alabama, gradua te in speech correc
ti on. 
CCC: Elizabeth Mouse r Fe ll ows, r iJI-Maryland. 

Duke: Kath ryn Magruder. 118-Duke. Baltimore, Ma ryland, undergTadua te in psy-
chology. • 
CCC: G loria Hei l Wilki ns. f8-D rake. 
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North Caro lina: Judy G uil e tt Thorne, E r -North Caro lina, Ca rrboro, North Caro
lina, gradu ate in re habilitati on counseling. 
CCC: Bern adine Smith Sulli va n , I-Nebras ka. 

Tennessee: Susan McClure , Chattanooga, Tennessee, gradu ate in special edu ca
ti on. 
CCC: Jane McCormick, t> A-Penn State . 

MU PROVINCE 

Tulane: Joseph ine Schumake r, Aberdeen , South Dakota, graduate in social work . 
CCC: Shirley Nichols Sparks , BZ-lowa. 

Alabama: The resa Breazea le, Mobil e, Alabama, graduate in speech therapy. 
CCC: Miri am Locke, rn- Alabama. 

Rollins : Alberta Haynes , St. Pete rsburg, Flo rida, unde rgraduate in behavi o ral 
science. 
CCC: Linda Qu all s Coffie, fiE -Rollins. 

Loui siana Sta te: Ca ro lyn Adams, Baton Rouge, Loui siana, gradu ate in s peech pa
thology. 
CCC: Mary Beem Kazmann , fN -Ark ansas. 

Miam i: Shirley Mondo, Miramar Park , Flo rida, graduate in medi cine 
CCC: Harriet French , BY-West Virginia . 

Mississ ippi: Angelita Delgad illo, tiP -Mississi ppi , New Albany, Mississippi, gradu 
ate in speech co rrecti on. 
CCC: Mary Hopper Meyer, t>I-Oklah oma Sta te. 

Georgia: Beth Ca llaway, Union Point , Georgi a, graduate in speech pathology and 
audiology. · 
CCC: Mary Clendening, fN- Arka nsas. 

Emory: Doris Buche r. Atl anta, Georgia, gradu ate in s peech path ology. 
CCC: Bett y McG rew Stenhouse. t>K- U. of Miami. 

Flo rida State: Mrs. Mary Moore, Tallahassee, Fl orida, graduate in s peech and 
hea ring th erapy. 
CCC: Mary Pat Fortson , 11 Y -Georgi a. 

Auburn : Kath y Whitehead, Montgome ry, Alabama, graduate in s peech patholo
gy. 
CCC: Amy Floyd Moss , f<I>-Southern Methodist. 

South Carolina: Diane Elmore, Cayce, South Ca ro lina, graduate in social wo rk . 
CCC: Endymion G raham McFadden , B:=-Texas. 

Clemson : Mrs. Marya nn Powell , Clemson , South Caro lina, graduate in elemen
tary edu cation. 
Ass isted by: Dean Susan Delong, Clemson Uni ve rsi ty. 

In addition to the scholars , who dramatized the Fraternity' s 
long hi story of encouraging tal ented women , the Centennial 
Fund also initiated research grants to seven medical institutions 
in the United States and one in Korea . These special grants 
were established in 1971 using part of the balance which re
mained in the Centennial Fund . The investigation for these 
projects was conducted by Sarah Rowe Kanaga, Y -North
western , Rehabilitation Services chairman 1970-1971 , and her 
committee of Jane Lindsay Koke , fO-Denison , Fraternity 
treasure r, Ann Scott Morningstar , B N -Ohio State, Fraternity 
public relations chairman ; and Kappa's long-time friend Dr. 
Howard Rusk of the Institute of Rehabilitation Medicine, New 
York City. 

These grants were presented to individuals working in re
habilitati on areas and ·to institutions involved in unusual re
sea rch . Each grant was presented during the year 1971-1972 at 
an appropriate ceremony at the institution , attended by one of 
the Frate rnity officers. 

The commemoration of the centennial of Kappa Kappa Gam
ma had reached a climax in a most fitting manner when the Fra
ternity was chosen as the recipient of the Organizational Award 
from the Nati onal Rehabilitation Association in 1971 . The pres
entati on of this beautiful plaque was made at the association ' s 
annual banquet, quite appropriately, on October 13, 1971. 

The second century of Kappa Kappa Gamma could hardly 
have had a more auspicious beginning. 

-Margaret Easton Seney, P 6 -0hio Wesleyan 
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Kappa Kappa Gamma 

Centennial Fund 

Financial Report 
1963-1971 

Source of Funds: 
Special gifts 
Canadian gifts 
Gifts of stock 
Blouse royalty 
Charm sales 
Jewelry· rebate 
Transfer- Unallocated Philanthropic 

Fund 
Interest on invested cash 
Cash dividends on stocks 
Capital gains-Consolidated 

Investment Fund 

Total sources of funds 

Disposition of Funds: 
Centennial Scholarships 
Rehabilitation Scholarships 
Gift-Rehabilitation Medicine 
Painting for Monmouth College 
Film production 
Publicity, Promotion , Advertising 
Recordings 
Monmouth College picture expense 
Centennial brochure 
Charms 
Equipment 
Convention 
Committee travel 
Meetings 
Administration 
Printing and stationery 
Mailing and postage 
Office supplies 
Telephone 
Insurance 
Auditing 
Bank service charge 
Miscellaneous 

Total 

Honorariums 

Total dispostion of funds 

Remaining Funds-June 30, 1971 

Cash in bank 
Certificates of Deposit 

Scholarships payable 

Remaining Funds-June 30, 1971 

Notes 

$427 ,038.22 
12,819.83 
3, 177 .09 

19,533.84 
13,6.:12.59 

35.01 

3, 715.11 
34,809.78 

I ,084.47 

224.75 

516 070.69 

$238,916.00 
4,625.00 

10,000.00 
15,000.00 
30,223 ,07 
27 ' 138.29 

435.43 
195.49 

6,273 .28 
6,994.85 

681.96 
1,587.69 
2,654.13 

286.68 
15 ,000.00 
6,689.39 

12,050.21 
262.65 
751.51 

90.00 
850.00 

22.51 
611.56 

381 339.60 

___________ 3,802.08 

385,141.68 

$130 929.01 

$107,929.01 
26 000.00 

133,929.01 
3 000.00 

$130 929.01 

Note I: Prior to the current fiscal year beginn ing July I , 1970 the financial trans
actions of the Centennial Fund were accounted for as a part of the Educa
tional Endowment Fund of Kappa Kappa Gamma Fraternity . 

Note 2. The scholarships paya ble represent unused awards (second half at 
$1 ,500) to recipient s at the Uni versity of Texas and Boston Uni ve rsity. 

Note 3. Subsequent to June 30, 1971 , scholarships of $5, I 00 and grants of 
$87 , 100 to vari ous institutions, have been paid . An authorized grant of 
$10,000 to the Uni ve rsity of Missouri has not been paid. 
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Centennial Scholar Martha Switzer Scharpf, BO-Oregon, with Mrs. 
Amanda Jane Lynch at a nursing home in Eugene, Oregon. 

Report of Centennial Fund Surplus Committee 
1971-1972 

Kappa Kappa Gamma contributed $129,000 for Rehabilitation Services in seven 
medical centers in the United States and one in Korea. fn addition to these grants, 
a total of 23 graduate and undergraduate rehahilitation scholarships we re awarded 
for the 1971-1972 school year to boost the to tal number of scholarships in this field 
to 51-$10,000. 

Institute of Re habilitati on Medicine - New York City 
$20,000 for research regarding brain damage at birth and mental retardation 

unde r Dr. Maria Diaz Faro. 
$1 5,000 for two Kappa Kappa Gamma Physican Fellowships at the Institute in 

the amount of $7,500 each. 
$10,000 1972 additi onal grant for resea rch and fellowships . 

Ohio State Univers ity De partment of Physical Medicine 
$6,000 for a one year Kappa Kappa Gamma Phys ician Centennial Fellowship 

to Dr. Sharon Denney. 
$12 ,000 for a two yea r Kappa Kappa Ga mma Physician Centennial Fellowship 

for Dr. Sharon Denney to complete he r training. 
Emory Unive rs ity Regional Re habilitati on Resea rch and Training Center 

$10,000 for a master's program in phys ical therapy or a resea rch training pro
gram for senior physica l therapists. Grant reci pients will be known as 
Kappa Kappa Gamma sch olars or fe ll ows. 

Baylor College of Medi cine , Te xas Institute of Rehabilitati on and Resea rch 
$10,000 for research in the use of stereo-metric analysis for early detection of 

spinal deformiti es, parti cul arl y scoli os is. 
Count y of Los Angeles Rancho Los Amigos Hospital 

$IO,OOO for a clinical speciali st program in either physica l the rapy or occupa
ti onal therapy. 

Rehabilitati on Institute of Chicago 
$10,000 for a rehabilitati on nursing educa ti on program. 

Uni versit y of Missouri Medi cal Center 
$10,000 for a one yea r Kappa Kappa Gamma Howard A. Rusk Physician 

Fell owship to Dr. Paul F. Gatens, Jr. 
Woosuk University (Seoul , Korea) Department of Rehabilitation Medicine 

$6,000 for a teaching occupati onal therapist to be known as the Kappa Kappa 
Gamma Fellow, unde r the supervision of Dr. Chung Hie Oh. (Dr. 
Oh was one of the fi rst recipient s in Kappa's Rehabilitati on Pro
gram.) 
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Beyond tomorrow . . . . 
· Here, in these pages , has been written the history of Kappa 
Kappa Gamma-epic of her distinguished members, molders 
of tradition, events of significance. We are truly indebted to 
these women who have spent dedicated years researching and 
recording this Hist01y, the first such attempt in inore than 40 
years. It is a legacy for countless young women yet to come. A 
priceless heritage now preserved for time immemorial. Kappa, 
107 years old, proud and strong. Treasure this past. Honor her 
name. 

What of tomorrow? What shall we leave for future historians 
to record, for we are truly tomorrow's past. What may seem 
paramount at the moment must yet stand the critical test of 
time for it is the task of the historian to put events into perspec
tive. 

1976 marked an historically significant year. We celebrated 
the 200th anniversary of the founding of America - the most 
successful experiment in democracy ever conceived. And we 
also celebrated anot her 200th anniversary - the founding of the 
American college fraternity system - a uniquely American ex
perience. All of us gained a sense of history and pride as we 
passed these historic milestones . In this historic place, in 
Williamsburg, Virginia, that saw some of the earliest political 
movement lead ing to the independence of the colonies from 
the mother country, existed the same climate for change that 
saw yo ung students at the College of William and Mary bind 
themselves into an organization . It was a secret society, with a 
Greek na.me, a badge, a motto, and a hand shake-and they 
called it Phi Beta Kappa. This was to be the forerunner of all the 
fraternities which followed and this was the trad ition into which 
Kappa Kappa Gamma entered almost one hundred yea rs later 
as one of the first Greek named college fraternities for women. 

Whatever the future may hold, the Fraternity of Tomorrow 
will reflect the University of Tomorrow. For, by our very 
nature, we are inseparably bound to institutions of higher learn-
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ing. Kappa will remain sensitive to the changes in these parent 
institutions and responsive to the needs of its young women. 
For Kappa, as a vital, living organization, is ever-changing, 
ever-growing. We shall continue to seek the finest caliber of 
young women within the spirit of friendship, to uphold the 
highest standards of womanhood in social, moral, and intellec
tual conduct, and to promote excellence in all that we endeavor. 

1970 marked the Centennial celebration of Kappa Kappa 
Gamma an~ opened the door to its second century, strong in its 
heritage, full of promise for tomorrow. Little did those six 
young women dream, I 07 years ago, what destiny awaited their 
schoolgirl conversation-the establishment of our durable Fra
ternity . To the words of one of our founders - " Kappa, like 
Minerva, sprang into life full grown and finished" - let us add a 
post script for tomorrow and beyond. 

Never at any one moment can we say, "This is finished." 
Already since the printing of Volume I, Chapter Histories 1870-
1975, we have added several thousand members (total 
membership, June 1977: 103,242) and the names of five new 
chapters to our roll-Epsilon Pi (University of California at 
Riverside), Epsilon Rho (Texas A & M), Epsilon Sigma Uni
versity of Virginia), Epsilon Tau (Mississippi State University), 
Epsilon Upsilon (Baylor University) - and reinstated Psi Chap
ter (Cornell University). These chapters and their young wom
en have entered the fine tradition that is Kappa and yet their 
records are to be written in another Histo1y- another day. 
Already, exciting new Fraternity programs have been devel
oped that will unalterably change the course of Kappa history . 
The results await the words of future historians to set them into 
the annals of Kappa's past. 

But even as these plans for our future become a part of today, 
and then yesterday, let us continue to look-beyond tomorrow. 

-Jean Hess Wells, tl. Y -Georgia 
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Hill, F. Marguerite, 161 
Hill, Mary, 85 
Hill , Polly Knipp, 158 

I Hilliard, Marion, 154, 169 
Historical Pageant, 67, 87 
History Committee, back cover 
History of Kappa Kappa Gamma, The, 15, 41, 48, 57, 123 
Hitchcock, Fanny Ryson, 137, 178, 189 

' Hocker, Ruth , 172 
1· Holmes, Lulu, 151, 182 

Hoot, The, 87, 128 
Hoot/ell. The. 87, 90, 128 

' Hoover , Lou Henry, 141 , 167, 173 
Hotel del Coronado, California, 93 
House Board. 19 2 
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House Direc/Ors' Manual, 124 
Housing Committee, 194 
Howe, Julia Ward, 126, 173 
Hoyt, Katharine Bailey, 181 
Hughes, Arleen Wilson, 191 
Hull, Mary Josephine, 127 
Hutchinson , Helen Cornish, 94, 144, 162, 178, 183, 184 

Indiana State House, 86 
Indianapolis Alumnae Association. II , 78, 183 
Ingram, Emily Jean Day, 123 
Initiation fee, 189, 190, 193 
Initiation Service, 9, 10 
Insignia , 15-20 
Installation of chapters, II , 12 
Institute of Rehabilitation Medicine, 219 
Instruction for pledge training, 124 
Interfraternity Research and Advisory Council (IRA C) , 207 
Introduction, inside front and back cover 
Iota Chapter, 85 
Investment Committee, 190, 191 

Jackson, Elizabeth Rhodes, 127 
Jackson, (Lucy) Kate, 162 
Jackson, Roxana, 144 
Jewel , 9, 29 
Johnson , Emily Caskey, 109, 178 
Jones-Heiss , Virginia Tucker, 92, 142, 168 
Jordan, Anne Cahill, 179 

Kampships, 184 
Kanaga , Sarah Rowe, 224 
Kansas City, Missouri, Association, 144, 183 
Kappa Alpha Theta, 4 
Kappa Houses for House Boards, 194 
Kappa Houses for House Directors, 194 
Kappas in Causes, 173-176 
Kappas in Times of World Conflict, 165-172 
Kappa Kampships, 142 
"Kappa Kappa Gamma Waltz," 123 
Kappa Magazine Agency, 141 
Kappa Notebook, 77 
Kappa's Record, 85, 92, 123, 137 
"Kappa Symphony," 123 
Kawai , Yaeka, 67 
Keeley, Gertrude Srriall, 86, 136 
Keener, Louise, 156 
Kelley, Laura, 124 
Kelly, Mary Elizabeth. 159 
Kelly , Mary Freeman, 159 
Kemp, Estelle Kyle, 129 
Kennedy , Martha Combs, 130 
Kerry, Gloria, 161 
Key, The, 5, 20, 123 , 124-133 
Key, Centennial issue, 132 
Key Publication Fund, 148, 189, 190, 191 
Key, The-Subscriptions, 190, 193 
Keys , Dorothy Hensley, 191 
Keys, Lily Denton, 62 
" Keys to a Second Century," 214 
Kingsbury, Mary (see Simkhovitch) 
Knox , Helen, 155 
Koke, Jane Linsay, 193 , 224 
Kolbe, Lydia Voris, 11, 50-51, 90 
Korean War, 172 
Kroeger, Gabrielle, 160 
Kueser, Ruth S. (see Shellhorn) 
Kuhns , Tade Hartsuff, 8, 22-26, 86, 124, 196 

Lai tner, Nancy Voorhees, 182 
Lambda Chapter, 20 
Landers, Lou (see Neff) 
Lane, Ruth Boehle, 181 
Larson, Kay Smith, 180 
Lathrop, (Susan) Adele, 127 
Lawrence, Della (see Burt) 
Lawry, Elizabeth Voris, 127 
Leadership, 21-84 
Leadership School, 145 
League of Women Voters, 37 
Lewis , Rachael Baumann, 12 
Liberation Medal, 63, 170 
Life membership, 190, 192, 193 
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Lilljeberg. Leonna Dorlac. 180 
Lippincott, Sarah Lee, 160 
Livermore. Mary Rice, 173 
Lloyd, Lois Winter. 162 
Lloyd-Jones, Georgia Hayden. 41 , 53-55, 90, 91, 96, 108 
Locke, Miriam, 164, 172, 180 
Long. Donna Simenson, 184 
Lonsford, Florence Hutchinson . 218 
Luce. Kathryn Wolf, 182 
Lundberg. Eleanor Jewett , I 57 
Lytle, Wilfreda Heald, 158 

Macnaughtan, Marie Bryden, 12, 91 . 94, 144, 163, 186 
MaJison , Wisconsin , 86 
Magazine Agency, 186, 191. 201 
Magazine Awards. 105 
Maire, Marguerite Chapin, 184 
Mallory, Lydia Elmie Warner, 42-44 
Maim, Aleta Cornelius, 155 
Manuals and RepOrts , 134-136 
Manual on Chapter Fina11cial Management. 192 
Manual of /nsrrumon for Correspond111g Secretaries, 123 
Marantz, Jean Dickey, 181 
Mardi Gras Ball, 93 
Marohnic, Mary Shaw (Horn) , 157 
Marshal , 91 
Martin, Madelyn Pugh, 157 
Ma!lov. E. Rebecca , 173 
Measer, Emily Blanchard, 220 
Memorial Flower Fund, 143 
Memorial Service, 11 , 12, 14, 90 
Miami Triad. 4 
Miller, Alice Duer, 173 
Miller, Gladys , 156 
Miller, Maude Barnes, 12 
Miller , M. Louisa Stevenson, 5. 149, 196, 198 
Milliken, Gertrude Cornish, 155 
Millikan , Mabel Warner , 87 
Minerva, 9 
Mills, Thora Mcilroy , 167, 170 
Moellering, Emily Harding. 215 
Molloy, Ruth Branning. 21 

Author of presidents ' biographies, 22-78 
Monmouth College, 4. 90 
Monmouth Memorial Fund, 190 
Montebello , Quebec, 94 
Moody, Helen Wills (Roarke). 158 
Moore , Margaret, 18, 46, 128 
Morningstar, Anna Scott , 132, 157. 170, 182, 186. 214, 216, 219, 224 
Morrill-Land Grant Act. 3 
Morse, Margaret S(llallwood. 220 
Morwood, Mary Bell , 11 
Mu Chapter , 13 
Mullin, Katherine Tobin, 87 , 128, 198 
Murray Bay , Quebec, 94 
Music Chairman, 20 
Myers , Florence Tomlinson (see Wallace) 
Myler, Nancy. 143 

McGinley, Phyllis (Hayden), 155, 173 
McGovern . Frances, 158 
McLaughlin , Emma Moffat . 154 
McMichael. Mrs. T. H., 90 
McMillan, Virginia Alexander, 91 
Mcl'!aboe, Almira Johnson , 12. 13 , 41 . 92, 105. 141 , 178 

National Association of Women Deans and Counselors, 209 
National Panhellenic Conference, 29, 31, 47. 68 
National Panhellenic meetings, 213 
National Rehabilitation Association, 220 
National Rehabilitation Association Award, 75 , 196 
Neff, Lou Landers, 22, 124 
Nelson , Carey Boone, 162 
Nelson, Jean (see Penfield) 
Nitschke, Sally Moore, 180 
Norbeck, Jeanne Lewellen, 169 

Oakland, California, 86 
O' Dell . Caroline Godley, 21 , 65 
Officers' insignia, 17 
Official emblems, 17 
Official jewelry, 34 
Ogilvie, Carolyn MacAyeal, 5 
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Oh. Dr. Chung Hi, 183 
Ohio State University, 166 
Olson. Nancy (Lerner, Livingston). I 58 
Operating Fee, 192 
"Operation Brass Tacks," 131 
Order of the Owl, 95 
Otsott, Ida Bonnell , 92 
Owens, Ruth Parry, 162, 173 
Owl , 9 

Paddock , Josephine. 151 
Pancake, Grace-George Koehler , 171 
Panhellenic, 205-213 
Panhellenic, 6 
Panhellenic Award, 96 
Panhellenic Creed. 207. 212 
Panhellenic House, 208 
Park, Elizabeth Kimbrough , 94, 178. 181 
Park. Ridgely, 181 
Parker, Rosalie Geer. 128. 171 , 219 
Pasmore, Harriet (Hiltabiddlel. 179 
" Passing of the Light ."' 13, 14, 27, 90 
Password, 9, I 0 
Pattee, Anna Willits , 4, 15 
Pearse, Kathryn Bourne, 182, 216 
Penfield, (Eliza) Jean Nelson. 36-38, 127, 154. 173. 206 
Pennell , Katharine Wade. 131, 194, 198, 202-203, 214 
Pension Trust, 192, 193 
Per capita fee , 189, 190 
Perkins, Betty Burton, 193 
Perrin, Anita (Knepper) , 123 
Pflug, JoAnn , 161 
Phi Beta Kappa, 4, 5 
Phi Chapter, 9, 125, 196 
Phi Mu, 4 
Philanthropies, 177-189 
Phillips, Mary Geisler. 156 
Pi Beta Phi . 4 
Pi Chapter, II 
Pierce, Clara 0 ., 94, 96. 130, 141 , 142, 178, 180, 186, 190, 194, 196, 199-202, 

209, 214, 217 
Pillsbury, Alice (see Reesor) 
Pingry, (Ruth) Eloise Ryder , 178. 184 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Association, 183 
Pledge fee , 190, 193 
Pledge handbook, 124 
Pledge pin. 10. 18 
Pledge Service. 8, II 
Pollack, Ruth Leach . 154 
Poole, Mary Durey, 162 
Potter , Elizabeth Gray. 127 
Pound, Louise , 38, 154 
Powell , Eva, 48-49 
Presidents , 22-78 
Presidents' Message, 226 
Priest. Patricia Miller, 215 
Prior, Betsy Molsberry, 178 
Provinces, I 08-122 
Province Book of Knowledge. 109 
Province Conventions and Meetings. 119-122 
Province Development, 49, 51. 74, 108-111 
Province director of alumnae. 109 
Province director of chapters. 109 
Province officers , 112-118 
Prov111ce Officers Manual, 109 
Province Officers Seminar, 74. 215 
Province presidents, 108 
Province Prestdent 's Manual, 109. 124 
Province vice presidents. I 08 
Prov111ce Vice President 's Manual, 109. 124 
Psi Chapter, 9. 127 
Publication Award . 96 
Publications, 123-136 
Pumphrey, Katherine Avis , 159 
Putnam. Frances Pattee. 15 

Quirk, Lucy Guild (see Toberman) 

Railsback, Irene Neal. 142, 150 
Rap. 9. 10 
Read, Margaret , 194 
Recognition pin. 19 
"Red Book, " 8 
Reesor, Alice Pillsbury, 5, 79 
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,lehabilitation Services, 94, 144, 148, 184-185 
teid, Ruth Davison, 156 
tichardson, Mary Lucas, 157 
tichmond, Bertha (see Chevalier) 
ljdgley, Elizabeth Tracy, 214, 215 
tissler, Portia Pittenger, 145 
~itter, Ann Mueser, 132, 215 
titual, ·7-14 
titual Study Committee, 14 
toberts, Alice Anne Longley, 181 
·toberts, Mary Agnes Graham, 9 I , 164 
tobinson , Edith Stoner, \0, 45-47, 178 
tockwood, Susan, 95, 160, 181 
itoever , Myrtle Oliver, 187 
~land, Mary Klauer , 215 
Romaine, Adelaide (Kinkele) , 158 
Root, Susanna Stover Foreign Language Scholarship, 181 
Rose , Elinor Kiess, \60, 216, 219 
Rose McQill Endowment , 186 ' 
Rose McGill Fund, 141 , 185-187, 190, 191, 192, 193 , 199, 201 
Ross. Mary, I 91 
Ro\h , Florence Burton, 6, 47-48, 96, 150, \63 , 210 
Rowe, Sarah Harris , 51-53, 140, \54 . 
Rumsay , Mary Harriman, 173 
Rusk, Gladys Houx, 216 
Rusk, Dr. Howard A., 182, \85 , 216, 218 
Rustemeyer, Jeanette Greever , 178, 193 
Ruttinger, Phyllis Pierce, 1·92 

San Francisco, California. Association , 184 
Sargent, John Singer, 190, 21 7 
Schmitz, Frances Sutton, 158, 194, 196 
Schofield, Elizabeth Bogert , 64, 79, 87, 96, 105 , 143, 163 , 181, 190 
Schofield, Emma Fall , 154, 173 · 

'Schultz , Catherine Alt, 184 
Schuster, Mary Crawford, 62, 154 
Seacrest , Ruth Kadel , 65-66, 181 
Searight, Patricia, 157 
Seaton, Phyllis Loughton , 162 
Second Degree, 13. 19, .29, 137 
Secrest, Juliann Schilling, Ill 
Selby, Diane Miller, 77, 95, 132-133, 218 
Sellers , Marie, 156. 
Seney, Margaret Easton , 21 , 67, 70, 77 , 178, 184, 214, 224 
Service Women 's Centers , 93, 143 . !68 
Seward, Doris, 160, 173 , 215,221 
Sharp, Katharine, 18, 33-34, 86 
Sheafe, Emily Peirce, 129 
Shellhorn, Ruth , 157 , 194 
Shelton , Patricia Piller, 194 
Shenehon, Kate Bird Cross, 9, 29-30 
Shepard, Lois Lake, 187 
Shidemantle, Rosemary Jo Wentworth , 169 
Shipman, Emma, !54, 173 . 
Shryock , Rheva Ott , 61-64, 94, 105, 109, 145, 148, 158, 164, 167, 169 
Siegmund , Elizabeth Hunt , 171 
Sigma in Delta, 34, 197 
Silent membership, 6 
Simkhovitch , Mary Kingsbury, 29, 125 , 154, 173 
Simmons, Isabel Hatton, 91 , 131-132, 168, 173 , 202, 214, 215 
Sinking Fund, !89, 190 
Slingluff, Alice Blacker , !69 
Small, Gertrude (see Keeley) 
Smart, Lucy Allen, 127 
Smith, Aletha Yerkes , 180 
Smith, Anna Maude, 154 
Smith, Laura (see Downs) 
Smith, Mabel McKinney, 92, 186 
Smith, Marjorie Coles , !58 
Smith, Mary Lou Claxton, 165, 172. 173 
Song books, 29, 123, 136 
"Songs of Kappa Kappa Gamma" (recording). 220 
Sorority, 4 
South Bend-Mishawaka, Indiana. Association, 187 
Spaht, Katherine Shaw. 162 
Spaid, Gwendolyn Dorey, 186 
Special Research Grants , 182 
Speers, Anna, \58 
Snyder, Helen (see Steiner) 
"Stanley, Kim, " 157 
Steiner, Helen Snyder Andres, 13 , 59-61 , 95, 142, 179, 180, 204 
Stanceau, Patricia , 218 
Stevens, Florence Jackson , 149 
Stevenson. Martha Louisa (see Miller) 
Stewart, Minnie (see Field) 
Stokes, Judy Ford, 162 
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Stoner, Edith (see Robinson) 
Story of Kappa Kappa Gamma . The, 3-6 
Strange, Joanna , 18 
Students ' Aid Fund, 46. 140, 141 , 189, 190, 191, 193, 195, 201 
Sub-rosa, 5 
Sun Valley, Idaho , 90, 162 
Swampscott , Massachusetts, 94 
Symbols, 20 

Taylor , Dorothy, 156 
Taylor , Minnetta, 23 , 124, 125 , 173 
Thatcher, Joan Brightman (see Dean) 
The ta·Chapte r, 10, 11 
Titus, Ella, 125 
Toberman, Lucy G uild Quirk, 161. 170 
Toledo, Ohio, Association, 144, 183 
Toler, Martha Stevens, 194 
Tompkins, Mari on Howell , 77, 183 
Traveling counselors, 204 
Treasure r, 80 
Tucker, (Bertha) Fain , \ 56 

Undergraduate Scholars hi ps , 181 
UNESCO, 67 
Uniform System of Budgetary Control of Finance, 190. 191 
" Union Triad," 3 
Upsilon Chapter, 10, 13 

Valaskakis , Gail G uthrie , 16 1 
Van Meter, A. Rebekah, 143 
Venires, Sarah Stevenson, 2\2 
Vietnam War, 172 
Vincent. Susan Wal ker, 5 
Yolk, Eli zabeth Monahan, 187 
Voris, Eli zabeth (see Lawry) 

Wagner, Hazel Round, 178 
Waldo, Ruth Fanshaw, 155 
Walker, Claire Drew Forbes , 145, \ 57 
Walker , Minnie Royse, 19, 90, 92, 96, \ 23 , 137, 178 
Walker, Susan (see Vincent) 
Wa!lace, Florence Toml inson Myers, 55 
Wallace, Harriet Blakeslee, 123 
Wallace, JaneS .. 160 
Wain , Nora, 144, 151, 167 , 168, 170, 182 
Wain Fund , Nora, 63 , 64, 67 , 92. 130. 142, 167-168, 169 
Walz, Ca therine Kelder, 194 
Ware, Charlotte Barrell , 12, 13, 26-29, 86, 90. 91, 96. 107, 142. 149. 180, 191. 

196 
Washington D.C. , Association , 183 
Wells, Jean Hess , 6, 21, 77-78, 218, 226 
West, Marela, 161 
Weste rmann , May C. Whiti ng, 7, 8, 10, 11 , 12 , 13, \4 , 16,38-42,9 1,96 
Westlake , Florence Robinson, 91 
West Yellowstone, Montana, 91 
Wheeler, Cleora, 9, 10, I l , 13, 15, 18, 129, 155 
Whiteman, Helen Boyd, 186 
Whitney, Mary Turner, 14, 20, 70-73, 95, 164. 181 
Whitney, Vi rginia Bixby, 191 
Wickens, Aryness Joy, 157 
Wight , (Lucy) E~ely n (see Allan) 
Wightman, Hazel Hotchkiss, 140, 151, 173 
Wilbourne, Carolyn Spring, 220 
Williams, Marian Klingbeil , 180 
Willits, Anna E. (see Pattee) 
Wilson, Dorothy Shade, 186 
Winter Park , Flori da , 148 
Woman 's Suffrage Movement, 37 
Woodman, Beatrice, 105, \ 43, 145, 163, 170, 182, \96 
Wood's Hole Scholarshi p, 46, 137, 178, \ 89 
World War I, 140, 165- 167 
World War II , 142, 143, 167-172 
Worldwide Concerns , 165-176 
Wortham, Lyndall Finley, 27 , 91. 149, 186, 196 
Wright , Patri cia, 219 
Wylie , Betty Jane McKenty, 161 

Zapoleon, Marguerite Wykoff, 160 

Index for Volume I, Chaprer HISlones. is fo und in that vo lume on pages 205 
and 206. 
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m 0 accept what each day may bring, unless through 
W my own endeavor I can better myself and those 
whom my life may concern; to value the present, because it 
is one with the past and future which are mine to make, or 
to mar,· to strive only for what I believe to be highest and 
best, holding others to no standard which I cannot main
tain f or myself; to be thankful for, and improve the privi
leges which are mine as a college woman, bearing in mind 

the added responsibility that devolves upon me because of them; to hold high the honor of my fra 
ternity, tempering word and deed according to the influence they will and must ha ve, upon the col
ors I bear; .finally, to give in all things the best that I have; this is to be my Kappa Sy mphony. 

Anita Perrin (Knepper) BH-Stanford, 1903 

Put Kappa History 
At Your Fing~rti-

Give yourself (or a sister) the gift of the centu bound volume of the 
History of Kappa Kappa Gamma, Part 1- Chapter His and Part II- Frater-
nity Development. This is truly a once in a lifetime portunity for the last 
printed volume was in 1932 and is no longer available. in quality materi-
al . lettered in gold. these 552 total pages will bring "Clll-'1-'<"'v life and add a dis
tinctive touch to your library. 

A very limited supply of bound volumes will be available on 
As a service to you a durable custom-designed library case 

It will protect your copies of either The History or two years ' issues v·--~liioX--
from dust and wear while it helps you conserve space and reduce clutter. 

Send in the coupon below for delivery in December 1977 (publication of sec
ond part of The History is scheduled for October) . 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------Order Blank 
Send to : KKG History, P.O. Box 2079, Columbus, OH 43216 
Name ____________________________________________ _ 

Address __________________________ _________________ __ 

City ___________________ __ State ----------- Zip -=·----------

Check enclosed for ________ _ 
_____ Library case $3 each 

_ ____ Bound Volume $20 each 
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(continued from inside front cover) 
The women who began discussing this volume, or rather 

these volumes, in 1973, became the nucleus of a cluster of 
interrelated committees: editorial, research, graphics, proof
reading. The committees were made up of carefully selected 
Columbus, Ohio, Kappas. The first official meeting of the group 
took place in the spring of 1974. Monthly meetings began in the 
fall, at which time assignments were made, progress was report
ed, problems were discussed and solutions sometimes reached. 
Countless hours of detailed and tedious work consumed the 
time between meetings. My gratitude to these ·committees is 
boundless. There would be no History if it weren't for the toil 
and talent of these unselfish women. Their names are listed on 
the back cover of this book. A representation of the committees 
for both volumes is pictured there. (Not all of them were able to 
meet the photographer's schedule.) 

I wish that space would permit me to name each committee 
member, and describe her special contributions to this coopera
tive venture. Since it does not, I will single out several of them 
for honorable mention. These ladies served beyond the call of 
duty over the entire period of time. Katharine Wade Pennell, 
BN-Ohio State, whose prodigious knowledge of the Fraternity 
was invaluable, wrote the finance chapter, did research, and 
checked miles of proof. Joan Brightman Thatcher, Dean, PA
Ohio Wesleyan, never said no to a research question, no matter 
how time consuming the investigation might become. She also 
served as secretary of the joint committee. Dinny Texter 
Callahan, BM-Colorado, learned to know which dusty Head
quarters file or folder holds the likeness of every Kappa ever 
photographed. As a result, a picture of nearly every member 
named in this History appears somewhere within these pages. 

Appreciation is also expressed to the Headquarters staff for 
arranging our meetings, assisting in the search for answers to 
our incessant questions, for finding desks and typewriters for 
our typists, for sharing that all-essential copying machine. A 
special thank you is due Nancy Sanor Pennell, BN-Ohio State, 
whose resource office was always open to us, and who greeted 
us with a warm smile, even though she knew that we would be 
swarming all over the place, leaving her little or no space to 
work. 

The methods by which the chapter histories were assembled 
and recorded have been reported in the preface and introduc
tion to Volume I. Ruth Molloy was the catalyst who achieved 
the nearly unachievable in collecting (or writing) histories of 
111 chapters, open and closed as of 1975. It was a monumental 
effort. Ruth's clever description of her joys and disappoint
ments can be savored again by opening the cover of Volume I. 
Ruth's tribulations did not deter her from accepting another big 
assignment for Volume 11-the presidents' biographies. 

The catalytic agent for most of the rest of this volume was 
Peg Seney. She had long participated in the mainstream of Fra
ternity affairs and associated with the people who made things 
happen. This enabled her to encourage those best qualified to 
report on the various aspects of Fraternity organization to share 
their knowledge. These reports make up the chapters in Vol
ume II. The authors' names are listed at the conclusion of their 
articles, as well as on the back cover of the book. Peg not only 
carried on an active correspondence with these contributors, 
she also wrote some of the material. She agreed to take on the 
disagreeable task of indexing the book, and faithfully attended 
the Columbus Committee meetings, driving from the Toledo 
area in all kinds of weather during the four and one half years 
the History was in process. 

And then there was incredible Diane Selby. She planned the 
layout for both volumes, fitting pictures and text into our 
budgeted allotment of pages. The two volumes of the History 
constituted her autumn, 1975 and 1977, issues of The Key, so 
she had to help the project along! And what a help she was
without her expertise we couldn't have gone to press. Diane's 
unfailing creativity and adaptability enabled us to try another 
plan, take another tack, find a better way, when difficulties 
arose, helped ease the inevitable frustrations inherent in an 
endeavor such as this. 

The same editorial policies are in effect for Volume II as Vol
ume l, with one exception: lengthy quoted material has not 
been enclosed in quotation marks, because of the many quotes 
within quotes, and the confusion which so many double and 
single quotation marks would engender. This material has been 
set in smaller type, which we hope will distinguish it for the 
reader. 

All known or acknowledged married names have been given 
(within parentheses if a subsequent marriage). Surnames of 
more than one husband have been separated by commas to 
differentiate them from maiden names and because, as stated in 
the introduction to Volume I, it seemed the decent thing to do. 

The "f" in fraternity is capitalized when it refers to the KKr 
Fraternity, lower case when it refers to others or is used as an 
adjective. Council and Associate Council are also capitalized 
when they are Kappa's, as is our Fraternity Headquarters. 
Perhaps such Kappa chauvinism is understood best by members 
of The Fraternity. If at times the reader notices that these rules 
of Kappa capitalization have not been adhered to, please check 
to see if the nonconforming words are within quoted material 
(which may or may not appear within quotation marks, as ex
plained above) . It is understandable that other-generation 
leaders were unaware of our current policies, thus they often · 
lower cased Important Words. It is also possible the current edi
tors may have overlooked some of these words. 

Errors will occur, even though every sentence in this volume 
has been edited and re-edited, proofread andre-proofed many 
times over-by the Columbus Committee before and after it 
was set in type, by the publisher's staff, by the Fraternity presi
dent, vice president, and historian. Despite all this care and cau
tion, inaccuracies will be found. Please report corrections and 
helpful comments to us so that the proper information can be 
recorded. 

And now, the cumulation of our myriad labors has been pub
lished. We who. have assembled and refined this material are 
indebted to countless Kappas, known and unknown, named 
and unnamed. Those of us who have examined the components 
of our heritage have learned to respect the soundness of the 
structure upon which we stand. We are grateful to the Frater
nity for this opportunity to share the results of our research. 
These two volumes of the History of Kappa Kappa Gamma, 
1870-1975, 1976, by virtue of their publication in The Key, are 
the generous every-member gift from the Fraternity to the Fra
ternity. May every member discover a unique value in the gift. 

-Catherine Schroeder Graf, BN-Ohio State 

Information included in this volume is current through 
June, 1976. 
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The Volume I cover design of Sally Charlton Augustiny, BN, has been repeated with a reversal of colors for Volume II. Edith Mae Hamilton Harrel, BN, did the 
layout and illustrated the chronology fold-out and designed the chapter headings and subheadings. Ann Bennett Hamilton, BN, assisted Edith Mae and pre
pared the borders for the presidents' portraits. She also did the black and white photo page layouts. Carol Long Nay, r /l , prepared the color page layouts. 
Carol Cheney Williamson , r'l' , drew the sketches and charts for the chapter on Fraternity finance. 

Research Historians : 

Frances Fatout Alexander, I ; Eleanor Penniman Boardman, BN ; Dale Brubeck, rK ; Curtis Buehler, BX ; Lee McDonald Gassier P• ; Josephine Yantis 
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Btl ; Juliann Schilling Secrest, BN ; Diane Miller Selby, BN; Margaret Easton Seney, P• ; Rheva Ott Shryock, BA; Isabel Hatton Simmons, BN ; Mary Lou Clax
ton Smith , <I> ; Sarah Stevenson Venires, P• ; Catherine Kelder Walz, Btl ; Mary Turner Whitney, BP •. 

Members of Columbus History Committees : 

Jane Shannon Allen, BN; Eleanor Penniman Boardman, BN ; Elizabeth Plum Brink, ro; Diana Texter Callahan, BM ; Ann Katherine Carr Carter, BN; Lee Mc
Donald Gassier, P•; Polly Edelen Connell , BN ; John Brightman Thatcher, Dean, P• ; Rebecca Morris Fertig, /l ; Jane Harris Fitting, BN; Bernice Williams Foley, 
BP• ; Catherine Schroeder Graf, BN; Ann Bennett Hamilton, BN ; Ardis North Hamilton, BN ; Edith Mae Hamilton Harrel, BN; Jane Garner Jackson, BN; Helen 
McCoy Julian, ro; Carol Long Nay, r /l ; Katharine Wade Pennell , BN; Nancy Sanor Pennell , BN ; Juliann Schilling Secrest, BN; Diane Miller Selby, BN ; Jane 
McGavran Shelton, BN; Mary Lou Claxton Smith, <I> ; Patric ia Weber Swaddl ing, K . 

Left : Edith Mae Hamilton Herrel, 
Dinny Texter Callahan , Nancy 
Sanor Pennell , Eleanor Penniman 
Boardman , Mary Lou Claxton 
Smith, Ann Katherine Carr Carter, 
Katharine Wade Pennell , Ann Ben
nett Ham i lton , Helen McCoy 
Julian. 

Right : Joan Brightman Thatcher, 
Dean ; Jane Shannon Allen ; 
Elizabeth Plum Brink; Polly Edelen 
Connell ; Jane McGavran Shelton. 


